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PREFACE

Here is presented the first volume of the VEDIC VARIANTS The
aim of this work is to present a grammatical and stylistic study of the
entire mass of the variant readings in the repeated mantras of the
Vedic tradition, as revealed primarily by Bloomfield's Vedic Concord-
ance. That book presents a complete `index to every line of every
stanza of the [then] published Vedic literature [and of some works not
yet published at the time], and to the liturgical formulas thereof.' Of
its some 90,000 entries, not far from a third occur more than once,
either in the same text or in different texts Of the repeated text - units,
again, it is estimated that about one -third show variations. The
VEDIC VARIANTS are concerned with the variant readings of these
repeated mantras, numbering roughly 10,000.

As to extent, the variations range all the way from change of a single
letter in a single word, to radical rearrangements of the whole text.
They may or may not be accompanied by shift of meaning, great or
slight They may be assumed to have been made sometimes con-
sciously and sometimes unconsciously As to character, they are of the
most varied sort They concern phonetics, the interrelation of different
sounds and sound - changes, various departments of morphology, such
as formation of stems of nouns, pronouns, and verbs, their inflection,
and suffixation, syntax, order of words in the sentence, synonyms,
meter, etc There is hardly an important paragraph in Vedic grammar,
or a department of the textual criticism and exegesis of the Veda, on
which they fail to throw light.

Furthermore, it is believed that the Variants will have great interest
and value for general linguistics The literature of the world happens
to contain no analogous body of material which can compare with them
in size and scope The tradition of the Veda was at first oral, and

what was originally one and the same stanza or formula was handed down in the
texts of the various schools in more or less varying forms The variants are often
of the same general character as those which appear in the various forms of
ballads, or of church hymns there are simple differences in the order of words,
differences due to the substitution of a more familiar, handy, or modern word or
grammatical form for an archaic, inconvenient, or obsolescent one of equivalent
meaning or function for the converse of this, due to a conscious archaizing ten-
dency]. To this must be added the very important point that there are also many

11
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12 PREFACE

cases in which a given mantra passage, composed under certain definite circum-
stances, was later on adapted and changed to serve a new purpose

Furthermore, Vedic literary production is often in a high degree imitative and
mechanical [a trait which it shares with most religious literature] The poets or
priests, more or less consciously, fell into habits of expression such that entire
lines of different stanzas or hymns, and considerable sequences of words of differ-
ent prose passages, show much similanty

So, but for the bracketed phrases, Bloomfield wrote in the Preface to
his Concordance, before he had systematically studied the Variants
Later he would probably have laid greater stress on the presumably
unconscious element in the variations, which was perhaps at least as
weighty as the conscious, and is certainly at least as interesting linguisti-
cally I suspect, at any rate, that we learn even more about the speech -
habits of the Vedic priests from the changes which they introduced
without realizing it, than from their deliberate alterations But whether
conscious or unconscious and at this distance it is obviously impossible
to separate the two classes with confidence any linguistic scholar R ill
see at a glance how many interesting observations can be drawn from
these thousands of variations, touching on every field of grammar and of
linguistic psychology

From the pages of the Concordance, Bloomfield collected and classi-
fied the Variants in a preliminary way, arranging them topically under
ten or a dozen main heads, with numerous subdivisions in each Of
course very many passages had to be included several times over under
different headings This preliminary spade -work was completed when
he proposed to the present Reiter a collaborative enterprise, which
offer was gladly accepted This was about 1913 In the next half -
dozen years I worked up from Bloomfield's lists, supplemented by
further gleanings of my own, a piehmmary draft of four of the major
sections of the work those on Phonetics (including Euphonic Combi-
nation or Sandhi), on Noun Formation (stems and suffixes), on Noun
Inflection, and on Order of Words Bloomfield completed the first
draft of the greater part of the section on the Verb There the matter
rested, for lack of prospect of publication Bloomfield left collectanea
on Synonyms, Pronouns, and Prepositions and Particles, and a few minor
lists, in addition to those already mentioned. A section on Meter
would also be desirable.

On Bloomfield's death in 1928, I took charge of the entire work,
and I have since revised and completed the section on the Verb, here
presented. It seems best to publish it first, since the major part of it
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PREFACE 13

can be issued substantially as it came from the pen of one of the world's
greatest Vedists and linguistic scholars.

The publication has been made possible by the generous aid of the
LINGUISTIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA, and of the AMERICAN COUNCIL OF
LEARNED SOCIETIES DEVOTED To HUMANISTIC STUDIES, to both of which
hearty thanks are due and are hereby tendered. The surviving author
also desires to express his deep appreciation of the staunch and effective
support given to the project by the Chairman of the Committee on
Publications of the LINGUISTIC SOCIETY of AMERICA, Professor George
Melville Bolling.

Since the work on the Variants has been a collaborative enterprise,
and since it was Bloomfield's intention that it should appear over our
joint names, no attempt has been made to separate the contributions
of the two authors It would, indeed, be impossible to make such a
separation completely Credit belongs to Bloomfield alone for the
general plan of the whole work on the Variants, it was he who conceived
it and sketched its outlines He also prepared, from the Concordance,
the preliminary lists of materials for this as well as for nearly all the
volumes to follow. To some extent these lists have been expanded
by further search on my part, in the Concordance and elsewhere
Moreover, it was Bloomfield, as stated above, who prepared for publica-
tion the first draft of the major part of this volume, on the Verb. To be
exact, he wrote out a draft of all except the long chapter on Person
and Number, the last in the book I have checked and revised his
manuscript, verifying most of the references from the original texts,
and making such changes as seemed to me necessary Most of the
changes were of the sort which I am confident he would have made
himself in a final revision. I have preserved his language thruout as
far as it was possible to do so A more radical revision of some para-
graphs has been made necessary by the appearance, since Bloomfield
wrote his manuscript, of new publications, as for instance Renou's
valuable dissertation on La valeur du parfait dans les hymns védiques
(Paris, 1925). When I have made such far - reaching changes, and when-
ever I could not feel entirely confident that Bloomfield would have been
in agreement with what I have written, I have enclosed my additions
or substitutions in [square brackets], followed by the initials of my name
I hope and believe that, even in these parts (which are not numerous), I
have written little that would not have met with his approval The
chapter on Person and Number is entirely my work, aside from the
gathering of the preliminary lists, which in this case proved to be rather
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14 PREFACE

incomplete Under the circumstances I must perforce accept entire
responsibility for the final form of the work as printed, as well as for
that of all the volumes to follow. In them, unhappily, Bloomfield's
share will be much smaller than in this volume, altho I am glad to
say that some of the others, notably that on Phonetics, received
considerable attention from him

FRANKLIN EDGERTON
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

The abbreviations used need little explanation. Vedic texts are
referred to by the abbreviations used in the Vedic Concordance; except
that, of course, the letter § is substituted for ç, as also in all Sanskrit
words, in accordance with the now prevalent international usage.
Other abbreviations are rarely used and, it is hoped, will be self- explana-
tory. RV Rep = Bloomfield's Rigveda Repetitions

Two symbols, which are frequently used, require explanation: the
asterisk * and the dagger t.

The asterisk * is used to indicate a variant reading of one text when the
mantra occurs in the same text with the reading for which this variant
is a substitute. For instance: satyam vadtndmi (TA * vadt$ye) TA.
(bis) TU. G. MG This means that TA. has the pida in both forms,
namely, satyam vadi ydmt, and satyam vadigye.

The dagger t is used to call attention to a quotation which needs to
be corrected in the Concordance. For instance: tat satyam yad viram
b:bhrthah (MS t °tah) TB. Apa. M. This means that the reading of
M. is wrongly quoted in the Concordance (it fails to note the variant
bsbhrtah).

15
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTORY

Scope and plan of this work

§1. The variations in verbal inflexion are concerned with every
leading aspect under which the verb is treated in the grammars. They
are, however, dealt with here not in the usual order of the Sanskrit
grammars, but either according to their relative importance, or in
accordance with certain logical and practical conveniences. These
interchanges are, in any case, heterogeneous, partly formal, partly syn-
tactical, and partly stylistic, the boundary lines between these kinds
are hazy. The more important rubrics, such as voice, mood, and tense,
are, moreover, so large a part of the whole as to call for first considera-
tion; to some extent they serve as a convenient background for assorting
and placing the remaining interchanges It has seemed best then to
present the subject under the following nine larger rubrics:

II The Voices
III. The Moods
IV. The Tenses and Tense - Systems
V The Secondary Conjugations

VI. Interchange between finite Verbs and Verbal Nouns
VII Interchanges of equivalent Personal Endings

VIII. Matters pertaining to Augment and Reduplication
IX. Variation in Grade of Stems and Allied Matters
X. Person and Number

§2. By way of illustrating the combined effects of most, or at least
many, of these phases of verbal variation in the case of a given root, we
have chosen the root hú `call' The interchanges practised on the body
of this root are gathered in the following list
hune nu (RV. VS. KS Mahä,nU hvaydmx) §akram puruhútam andram

RV. AV. SV. VS. TS. MS. KS. MahtinU.
sarasvatïm sukTto ahvayanta (AV. havante; comm. ahvayanta) RV. AV.

KS.
Bandit agnirir apsu$ado hune vah (MS. om vah) TS. MS. AB.: &mein

agnnnn apswado havdmahe AV
marutvantam sakhydya havdmahe (SV. huvemaha) RV. SV.

17
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18 VEDIC VARIANTS I THE VERB

tam (RV. om) sarasvantam avase huvema (AV havamahe; RV. KS.
johavimz) RV RVKh AV TS MS KS A AS

agnzrn (AV ukthazr, MahïinU ugram) huvema (AV havamahe) paramat
sadhasthat AV TA MahanU

rtasya patnim avase huvema (AV havamahe) AV. VS TS MS KS AS
SS

pratar3zlam bhagam ugram huvema (AV havamahe) RV AV. VS TB
ApMB. N.

pratah samara uta rudrarn huvema (AV. havamahe) RV AV VS TB
ApMB

mano ny a huvamahe (Vait °hz, VS SB KS Kauf hvamahe) RV VS
VSK TS MS. KS AB SB AS Ss KS LS Ap5 Vait Kauf.
The Vait (20 9) reading should be the same as that of its source,
Kauá 89 1, but 3 mss. of Kau read hvdmahz, and possibly this
should be read in both texts.

rathitamau rathinanz ahva (KS. °pant huva) titaye TS MS KS akin
huye (AV zva) suyaman (AV 'man ahva) útaye AV TS MS KS.

havante vdjasdtaye RV huvema vd° RV SV. MS KS : huveya va° RV.
AV.

brhaspatzni vah pra3dpatzm vo vz §van vo devon vz§vatah pain hava-
mahe GB Vait cf brhaspatzra vz §van devon aham huve RV.

§3 If we contemplate this welter of variations we find, in the first
place, that it is not due, as might be antecedently supposed, to adapta-
tion. No variant serves a new purpose, different from that of the par-
allels They are, without exception, grammatical or mildly stylistic
And they often betray themselves as being blends of two or more exist-
ing expressions, which appear in the texts, notably the RV , elsewhere
Thus, in the item

tam sarasvantam avase huvema (AV havamahe, KS johavimz),
the unmetncal KS reading is due, secondarily of course, to the parallel

pads
sarasvantam avase 3ohavìmz RV

Here johavimz is metrically faultless, and its passage into a wrong place
was, perhaps, promoted further by the cadences avase yoha han, RV.
1 34 12, and avase 3ohavítt, RV. 3. 62. 2; 7. 38. 6.

§4 In no less than five instances of the above list AV. reads, at the
end of its padas, havamahe in the place of related expressions in other
texts So favorite a cadence has this become in AV. that we find it in
four of these five times as a mildly incommensurable jagati cadence in
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INTRODUCTORY 19

otherwise trftubh stanzas 3. 16 2, 7 6 2, 7 40 1,16 1. 131 Only in
one case, 3 16 1, does the AV cadence conform to the rest of the (3agati)
stanza. It is quite clear that AV , tho well acquainted with all the
other present stems of the root hú, has been enticed into this preference
for havdmahe by the fact that the word occurs extensively at the ends of
padas, e g avase havdmahe RV 2 16 1, 3.26 2, 8.86.4, 8 99. 8, 10.66.
4, reproduced in two of the four AV instances, 7 6. 2; 7. 40. 1. For
other numerous instances of havdmahe in Jagati cadence see RVRep.
660, under final cadences in -he

§5 That the four present stems of hú, namely hava, huva, hvaya, and
johavi, should interchange in the total oral Vedic tradition, needs no
comment It is, probably, supported by set phrases in which the hú
present is accompanied by some other word. The only surprising thing
is that the popular AV has not passed ogrer to the (later regular) stem
hvaya, but, on the contrary, finds it th heart to exhibit in two in-
stances other stems for hvaya of parallel texts'
huye nu (RV VS KS. MahAnU hvayámti) p_uruhú tam tindram

RV AV. SV VS TS MS. KS MahánU. I

sarasvatim sukrto ahvayanta (AV havante) RV AV K8-2 -

§6 For interchange in this group between moods, tenses, augmented
and augmentless forms, and so forth, see the respective rubrics Bar-
ring occasional textual blunders, these and the countless others like them
from other roots are one and all outcomes of Vedic tradition as a whole,
which in the main does not show the formal, syntactic, and stylistic
stability which is customary in literature of a more advanced type For
the most part, as may be seen, rubric by rubric, the variations between
text and text are based upon the natural freedom of expression in prayers
and songs of praise, and upon the looser syntax which, compared for
instance with Greek and Latin, pervades Sanskrit from the Veda to the
end of its career Faults of memory no doubt entered largely into these
variations, and so help to account for such instability in the tradition
of the Vedic mantras, which was so largely oral

In one internal occurrence, 7 63 1, AV uses havámahe where it can only be
called a gross metrical blunder agntm (AV ukthctr, MahanU ugram) huvema
(AV. havámahe) pontoon eadhasthát AV TA MahanU

' See Bloomfield, JAGS 21 48; The Atharvaveda 50, n 5
3 Here, to be sure, the AV comm reads ahvayanta with the rest The variant

quoted by the Cono as spent napátam canna hues dhtya (TS avoid hvayantán,)
is a slip; TS reads hayantam and this does not concern the root ha

'
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20 VEDIC VARIANTS I THE VERB

Ambiguous jìammattcal fo,inc. augmented and augmentless ptetetztes

§7 According to a familiar experience of Vedic grammal it is quite
often difficult, or even impossible, to determine the precise formal or
functional meaning of certain Vedic verbs This difficulty would, to
some extent, seem to be ehmrnable by means of the variants which are,
of course, occasionally in the nature of reciprocal comments Thus
augmentless preterites are not infrequently in interchange with unam-
biguous modal forms This makes, or seems at first blush to make,
puma facie evidence in favor of the modal (injunctive) value of the
corresponding augmentless forms, and as a rule we have so classified
them Thus in the class `Subjunctive and Injunctive', §167 f , the aug-
mentless forms are regarded as modal Yet they might in perhaps
every case be considered preterites, but for that very interchange with
subjunctives, as e g in

prdcznanz sidat (MS sidat)rpradz §d prthivyah VS MS KS TB
Nay more even in spite cf that interchange, there is no way of proving
that they are not to Iv considered preterites. For, as we shall show,
§ §112 ff., indicatióég of all sorts, and § §127 ff more particularly
preterites,-éxchange with moods of all sorts on a huge scale for good and
proper reasons, so that the alternation of sidat and its apparent inter-
preter sidat really proves nothing in itself The decision in such cases
must be left to tactful individual considerations

§8 We would draw attention here to a few especially vexing cases of
this sort, e.g

havyd to svadantam (MS svadan4, KS asvadan) VS TS MS KS SB.
`delightful to taste be (were) to thee the oblations' Here evades may
be injunctive to match the modal (imperative) svadantam; or it may be
pretente indicative to match asvadan a Chi lo sa? Similarly, in

kamam (AV PB kamah, KS karma) samudram a vita (AV meek,
KS PB meat) AV. KS PB TB TA AS Ap5 ,

vz §at is ambiguous, it may be preterite, to match vive §a, or injunctive to
match vz §a. Of a different aspect is

dsann a (SV PB asan nah) patram 3anayanta (KS. °tu) derail RV.
SV VS TS MS. KS PB. SB

' In one of two occurrences the MS mss and ed read madam (p p likewise),
whi,îh is probably an error as indicated by the other reading in the same text,
tilt/ possibly a transitive 1st person sing

6 And that whether we regard it as augmentless with the mss and p p of
CIS , or as intended for 'suadan = asuadan of KS , wo ignore at this point this
purely formal question as to whether an augment ie or is not felt as present where
Vedic sandhi permits the elision of initial a, a question which obviously increases
the dubiety of some of the forms we are discussing, see § §264ff.
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'the gods begot (shall beget) him (Agin) as a vessel at their (our) mouths.'
We have classified ( §136) 3anayanta as imperfect, because that seems to
us the better sense, we are frankly subjective, as we think we must be.
In other words, we refuse to attach value in this instance to the implied
comment of the single 3anayanta of KS Yet the Kñthakas, if we may
trust their tradition, evidently conceived the passage reasonably enuf.
Next,

hero yad agne taradas halm ac, chuczm ghrtena tucayah saparyan (TB.
saparyan), nämäni cid dadhat e yajñayäna RV TB ,
'when for three autumns (seasons? = one year, Bergaigne 2 117 n) the
pure (gods ?) honored with ghee just thee, 0 Agin, the pure one, they
obtained names (forms) worthy of sacrifice ' Here one might classify
saparyan as injunctive, because of the modal value of saparyan But
[the reason for this modal form has never been explained (F E.), and]
a glance at § §264 ff shows that augmentleèBs jnperfects may be regarded
just as easily as true imperfects. On the whit in spite of the implied
comment of saparydn, we have preferred to cone ( §145, d) saparyan
as imperfect. [This may, indeed, suggest the res,.. *i for TB's vana-
tion, to the feeling of TB., as to ours, an imperfect infficative was per-
haps required F E I

§9. Similarly, in
3ätah prchad (SV. prchad) va mätaram RV SV

(cf vi prchad iti mátaram RV) 'as soon as born he asked his mother', the
SV , wholly contrary to our sense of fitness, imposes modal value upon
the verb. More perplexing than these is the small list discussed §268
(cf. §145), in which augmented imperfects interchange with correspond-
ing augmentless forms in dependent clauses The latter may be either
imperfects, or injunctives, which occur freely enuf in relative clauses,
see § §125 and 168 In bnef, the evidence of the variants, taken by
itself, rarely if at all fixes the syntactical value of augmentless preterit

Uncertainty as to the moods of certain presents and aortas

§10 In this work, as elsewhere, it is hard to distinguish modal forms
ot the root - present and the accented a- present (aonst present) from the
modal forms of the root -aonst and the a- aonst. In two related cases,

marto vurtita (TS. vtw.iita, KS vareta) sakhyam RV. VS TS. MS KS
gE.

dyumnam (KS also °ne) vtnita pugase (KS. vareta pugyatu) RV. VS
TS MS KS 8B
we have followed what may be called the orthodox classification of the
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forms vurzta (Lat volite) and vareta as aonsts The decision is grounded
on the absence of forms is ith primary endings by the side of these forms
We are of course not influenced by the present -tense variant vrnita,
which is ambiguous as to mood B But this criterion is not always valid
in our eyes In §210 a, occur seven cases in which krdhz (once krfva)
exchanges with krnu and ku? u (once krnu$va). We have taken krdhz
to be aonst imperative, contrary to some authorities (e g Grassmann,
Wbch. 334b), not deterred by sporadic back - formations (from this very
krdhz) into the present krthas, firths (cf Whitney, Roots, 21). With
some hesitation we have also classed as aonsts the first of the following
pairs palm, pzbatam (notwithstanding RV pdntz, §210, a), braid, $rnota
(ibidem), manat, manve ( §119) Or we have shirked a final decision as
to whether the first is a present or an aonst in the following pairs.
yukfvd, yuñksvd ( §192), madasva (probably present), mandasva (ibidem).
Various cases of ambiguity spying from thematic a: is it present sign or
subjunctive sign on the faddy of a non - thematic form? Thus in karats,
karats ( §124, end), cf karats, krnotu ( §154), and kaiak, krnotu ( §104, o), in
both of which last cases w e classify kara- as aonst subjunctive Doubt-
ful also is vanatg, varying with both the present vanute and the aonst
vans 17), or, again, with vanutdnz (§ §116, 154, 191).
{ Inthe perfectly clear expression

aatv&Uhyah part dadat (TA. dadat) pztrbhyah RV AV TA N.
'he shall hand thee over to these manes', both forms, though gram-
matically ambiguous, are treated as respectively subjunctive and in-
junctive (see §167). They might also be regarded as imperfect indica-
tives, thematic and non - thematic, see §193 where occur what may be
felt ins the same forms, since the circumstances make it impossible to
say whether the augment was felt with them or not

§12 In all these and similar cases we have often classified on what
mg be called the hne of least resistance, on the basis of common sense

i average Vedic habit, and we have not, in all cases, thought it neces-
silky to suggest the obvious alternative Cf on this theme Neisser, BB.
7. 211 ff.

Imperatives (f) or Subjunctives to se

§13 Of exceptional interest are the two forms wine and krfe inter-
changing with stuh.& and krdht, listed §165. We have inclined to regard

6 Perhaps beet considered optative in view of the parallels, tho in itself it might
equally well be injunctive or imperative
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them as 2d person singular middle imperatives, or perhaps better sub-
junctives, corresponding to the well-established class of active modal
forms m et

Phonetic variants. interchange between t and th in Qd plurals

§14 A number of phonetic variations are so constant as to raise the
question whether the resulting formal differences are not in part mere
oral blunders, especially in cases where one of the verb -forms is question-
able on some other ground The most important of these is the inter-
change between t and th, part of the broad chapter of interchanges
between unaspirated and aspirated stops, which will appear as an impor-
tant part of our volume on Phonetics Thus the 2d plural endings to and
tha interchange freely, there being rarely any connexion in which either
of them, notwithstanding their modal difference, is impossible or even
difficult, cf the other interchanges betty cative and imperative,
§116 The chronology of the texts genera a decides in favor of one or
the other
tans ma ;data (VSK °tha) parame vyoman AV. VS. VSK. TS. KS. B.

M. Here janitha, tho perfectly sound grammar as a secondary
blend of Odic and (subi) jdndtha in the landrealliiiigniretam
jdndtha (KS 2anita; TB jdnitdt) pa° vy° VS KS SB T$;
Anita smatnam (TS MS 3dn1tdd enam) pa° vy° AV. TS M.

§15 In the next, krtha is a dubious root present, really a bask -forma
ton from aonsts such as krdht Yet it is certainly the original reading:
yad dmayata nto krtha (TS MS KS krta) RV. VS TS MS. KS.

§16 In the following group, primary tha, with indicative sense, is
secondary and more or less inferior to the ending to with iniunctiglor
imperative sense.
devebhyo bhavata (TB °tha) suprdyanah RI %V. VS. MS. KS TB. Ni
kid no bhavata (ApS. °tha) jivase MS ApS.
§uddhah pütd bhavata (TA. °tha, MG. °ntu) yalñtydsah RV. TA. MG
Iena kradanti§ (SG. kral°) carat° (SG °tha) prnyena (AV. van anu)

TS SG PG. ViDh.
atvd bhavata (AV TS KS °tha) varna h AV. VS TS. MS. KS. SB

deva bhavata vd° RV.
ditto asmabhyam (etc., see §250, p 165) dravtneha bhadram AV. KS.

A. SMB.. dadhatha no dravinam yac ca bhadram MS.
§17. Wholly anomalous, not to say impossible, are the traditionally

recorded tha forms in the next two:

Ift

!R
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ye 'tra pitarah . bhüyastha AV gg . ya etasmin Joke . . .

bhuiyasta TS TB. Of course a precative formation cannot, accord-
ing to decent grammar, have a primary ending, yet apparently
all mss. of both AV and gg agree on -tha, see Whitney on AV.
18 4. 86.

aralag udabhartsata (AV mss °tha) AV. $8. The AV. mss at 20.139.1
read thus, in an augmented form tha is a monstrosity Roth's
violent emendation, asanna udabhir gatha, has of course no standing

§18 On the other hand the forms in tha claim precedence in the
following
payasvatüh krnuthdpa (TS °tapo i o$adhih kivah (TS. om. Sti) AV. TS
ud irayatha (MS M$ °ta, AV KS. °ta) nzarutah samudratah RV AV.

TS MS KS. A. MS
vivant (MS. divo) vrstrm var tyatha (MS °ta) purr inah RV. TS. MS.

KS
§19 Doubtful as to precedence are:

aulaba (HG °va) it taíipf hvayatha (HG °ta) ApMB. HG.
saputrikayam jagratl'a PG . yajanuinaya jagrta Ape. Cf. Stenzler's

note to translkuon of PG 1. 16 22.

P onetic variants: interchange between t and th an $d and 3d duals

§20 About equally often the 2d and 3d dual forms interchange so as
to involve t and th, these cases will be classified in greater detail in the
section on Person, below. The decision as to priority depends on attend-
ant circumstances, notably the relative chronology of the texts:
hato (SV TB hatho) vrtrany arya (AV. TB. aprata) RV AV. SV TB.

Followed in RV. SV. by the next two:
hato'(GV hatho) dasana satpati, and: hato (SV. hatho) vikva apa dvi$ah

RV SV An entire stanza is changed here from 3d person reference
to direct address, see below, § §329, 332. As in this case, the t forms
are pnor m

s?Àm (ApMB tam) údho roma §am hatah (ApMB. hathah) RV ApMB.
The form hathah is absurd, though apparently very old in the Ap
tradition, see Wmtermtz, Introduction to ApMB., p xx.

pura grdhrad araru$ah pabatah (TB. °thah.) RV. MS. TB.
§21 But in the next two the th form is evidently prior; while in most

of the rest here listed there is httle clear evidence supporting either one :
cit, ebhir abh, air upa tothatho (MS. °to) ravam RV.t MS Followed by
dyam varsayatho (MS °to) asurasya mayaya RV. MS. The p p of MS.

has °thah See §337.

'
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ghrtena dydvdprthzvc prorn uvàthdm (VSK. TS ApS prornvdthdm, MS
MS t prornuvdtdm) VS. VSK. TS MS KS SB ApS. MS , cf.
vapaya etc. Kau , and see Cone under svarge Came, suvarge)
loke( -na) prorr. uvethdm etc (only MS 'tam, VS VSK TS. KSA.t
[which reads samprornuvdthdm] SB TB. Vait. 'them).

yd (AV. TS ydv) dtmanvad bzbhrto (KS t °tho, AV vi§atho) yau ca rak-
gatah (AV. KS t °thah) AV TS MS KS.

yau vz.4vasya paribad (KS. vzkasyddhzpd) babhicvathuh (TS t °tuh)
KS. TS.

ya r ,cans (TS 'neon) saratham yatha (MS. vita) ugrd TS MS. KS.
tat satyam yad tram bzbhrthah (MS t °tah), and, in same passage
exam janayi. yathah (MS. °tah) ; and
to mat pratah pra3anaymethe (M8 °te), to ma predate prajanayzvyathah

(MS. °tah) TB. ApS. MS
yapñasya yuktau dhuryd (TB ApS ("ydv) abhitdm (MS 'them) MS KS t

TB. ApS And, in same stanza
divi (KS dive) jyotir ajaram (MS KS uttamam) drabhetdm (MS KS.t

°them), same texts. abhúthdm is anomalous; see § §56, 337.
kemam duhdtam zha hakvarrbhih AV.. rd$tram duhdthdm ilia reestablish

TB. Here, tho the context in AV. requires a 3d person verb, most
mss read 'them like TB. (but Ppp 'tam)

§22 For lack of a better place we append here another cunout variant
between t and th in verbal endings, which concerns neither duals nor 2d
plurals
abhiramyatam (MS 8 20 °thàm') M. SG YDh BrhPDh So accord-

ing to Cone the mss. of MS as recorded by Knauer, since it occurs
in the unpublished part of MS it is impossible to verify it, but it is
presumably a mistake in copying by either an Indian scnbe or a
western scholar. The form abhzramyatdm is, of course, 3d singular
passive imperative.

Phonetic variants: interchange between a and u before y

§23 From out of the confusion of shifting vowel tradition in the
variants, to be treated in our volume on Phonetics, one phase tends to
unsettle the exact meaning of a certain group of verb changes. Namely,
in quite a number of cases u interchanges with a before y, so that the
resulting forms may be judged to be either phonetic or morphological, in
all probability a mixture of both. Thus, in

abhz pra nonuvur (SV nonavur) girah RV. SV.
nonuvur is intensive perfect (Whitney, Gr § 1018a), while nonavur is in-
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tensive augmentless imperfect (ibid §1015) The SV. reading is surely
secondary, and phonetic at least in part, rather than truly morphological
Considerations of this sort are in order in the following list, in which the
frequent interchange between stems bhava- and bhuva- strikes the eye,
note particularly the persistent choice of bhuva- on the part of SV in the
first six examples (cf contrariwise SV nonavur above) The Black YV.
texts also show a preference for u as against a, as we shall show in the
Phonetics volume
sawmills aruso bhava (SV bhuvah) dhenubhzh RV. SV
uta grata Sivo bhava (SV bhuvo) varathyah RV. SV. VS. TS MS KS

Kau
tatra pasabhavat (SV. °bhuvat) saca RV SV KS
nemz§ cakram zvabhavat (SV. MS °bhuvat) RV SV TS MS
yat some -soma abhavah (SV abhuvah) RV SV
yad dare sann zhabhavah (SV °bhuvah) RV SV MS N
samprzyah (TA °yarn praiaya) pa §ubhzr bhava (TB TA bhuvat) MS

TB TA. ApS
asapatna (RV * °nah) kztabhuvam (ApMB °bhavam) RV. (bis) ApMB.
yatra (SV. yatra) deva Its brauan (SV bruvan) RV SV.
tasmai deva adhz bruvan (VS TS bravan) VS TS MS KS TB AO
tab' mas somo adhz bravat (KS bruvat) RV AV KS
pra bravama (MS. bruvama, y 1 bra °) §aradah §atam VS. MS. TA ApMB.

HG MG.
tad aham lithium (SS. nihnuve) tubhyam AB SS
upa cravat (MS §ruvat, p p §ravat) subhaga yaiiie asmin RV. MS

An interchange like tarn alive (SV u have = u hue) vaiasataye RV.
SV , may be suspected of being a similar phonetic variant across the
faint pronunciation of h

Phonetic variants: loss of t (d) as first of a ¡pony of three consonants

§24. In a small group attention is arrested by the interchange between
at (ad) and a before two consonants, in connexion with which the t (d)
makes three consonants. There are three such cases each before d and
before s:
agnir dad (TS. da) dravinam vïrape§ah RV TS. P. p. of TS dah, this form

occurs several times in the context, and no doubt flitted thru the
mind of the compiler. But a 2d person form is most bizarre, since
a nominative subject (agnir) immediately precedes, despite Keith's
attempt to explain it (TS 162, n 4), we believe the variant is
essentially phonetic. Cf. the next.
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yad urdhvas tisthä (KS tzsthäd) dravineha dhattät RV MS KS. AB TB.
N. P. p. of RV. tz¢thäh: `bestow upon us wealth here when thou
standest erect' All texts have as next pads, yad va ksayo motor
asyä upasthe, showing up the extreme reps hensiblenss of the KS
reading. Cf. prec., of which this is the reverse.

apra (AV. aprad) dydväprthivi antarikgam RV. AV. ArS. VS TS. MS.
KS. SB. TB AA. TA.

Here both forms are 3d person, AV has the later form äprad for aprds.
tan Mayan anu mada (MS madät) svastaye RV. MS. P. p. of MS.

mada; medal may be a mere corruption, see §315.
bodha stotre (MS. bodhät stomair) yayo dadhat (ApS. vayovrdhah) RV.

SV MS. ApS. In MS part of a different stanza, but a v. l bodhd
is recorded.

adharo mad asau vaddt svähä ApMB adharo vaddssau coda media HG.
(corrupt, see §153), cf. adho vadädharo vada HG.

Phonetic variants; presence or absence of visarga at the end of words,
mostly at the end of pddas

§25. In a number of cases verbal vanations depend entirely or in part
upon the presence or absence of visarga (h), especially at the end of a
pads. As the sound was pronounced faintly (not, as in modern Hindu
pronunciation, as h followed by a vowel), it is quite possible that some
of these interchanges are purely phonetic, it would doubtless be going
too far to say that they all are. Thus ( §158, end) TS 3 5.10.1 has the
anomalous yodhi for yodhih of other texts at the end of a stanza (Whit-
ney, Gr §839), if this is the only occurrence of yodhi, we might cancel it
from our grammars and lexicons. Cf. Keith's note, HOS. 28 286, n. 1.
The total of such correspondences is not small; those which concern
verb forms are supported by others, cf. ptbät somam mamadad (AS. SS.
somam amadann) enam isle (AS SS. tstayah), AV. AS. SS , §137, where
it occurs in noun forms.
pra -pra yajitapatinz tira (TA tirah; but Poona ed tira) AV VS TS. MS.

KS TA AS. SS ApS. See §156 for this and the next three.
saryasya tapas tapa (MS. MS. tapah) MS TA ApS. MS.
ni &raáravase vaha (SS vahah) AV. SS.
viávasmdt (TA. divo vi°) aim aghdyata uru$ya (TA urugah) RV. TA.
tdv imd upa sarpatah SV. JB.: emdm anu sarpata MS. See §116.
ague vittdd dhavz ?o yad pajama (TB. °mah) RV. TB. See §124, where

also, but in the interior of the passage, dlwaräma: dhtrvämas, in
the item tam dhzirva etc.
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anyavzatasya (TA anyad vra °) sakznza (TA. °mah; RV. saner) RV. VS
MS SB TA (corrupt) For this and the next four items see
§262, c

pratt bhagant na didhtma (SV °mah) RV AV SV VS. N.
vzratdh smah (SG sma bhoh) SG PG
abhiratah surah (YDh. sma ha) ViDh YDh BrhPDh
tasmin vayam upahutds Lava smala (MS. sma) TB MS
tau saha (VS SB. ta ubhau) caturah padah sain prasdraydvahaz (VS.

SB. °yava, MS °ydvah) VS TS MS ESA SB ApS
vi váh pinvathah (TB °tha) svasarasya dhenah RV MS TB (comm

Bibl Ind ed ("thah, but Poona ed °tha). Vacillation of sandhi
before s + cons., one ms of MS °tha

Phonetic sunsets: Interchange between e and ai

§26. Especially at the end of pales, but also elsewhere, e and as fre-
quently interchange. This, as regards the verb, concerns for the most
part interchange between the (indicative or subjunctive) endings niche,
vape, and the subjunctive mahat, valzat; see § §118, 124, 253. To illus-
trate the same phonetic change outside of the verb, we may quote one
of many changes between the pronouns asme and asnzat.
supippald osadldh kw sine (AV kartam asmai, VSK kartam asme)

AV VS VSK MS.
In the item brahmcihanz antaram krnve (KS karave) AV KS , the Conc.
suggests the more proper karavai for KS
vi sakhyani suamahe (SS. °mahaz, MS visraavahat) AS 88 Vait. AO

MS PG.
yam 3tvam aktavamahati (MS °he) RV AV VS TS MS KS
devdn yayñtydn tha ydn yajdmahai (TS havamahe) TS MS KS.
rayon yema vanamahai (SV °he) RV. SV
kva tyani nau sakhya babhúvuh, sacavahe (MS. °has, p.p. °he) yad avrkam

pura cat RV MS
The same interchange occurs between te and tat as subjunctive end-

ings, all the cases which occur are grouped in §253.

Phonetic interchanges concerning y in combination with other consonants

§27 For this theme as a whole see Bloomfield, SBE 42.418 ff , and
the appropriate section of our volume on Phonetics. The Concordance
presents the item:
bhaksa dgatah TS.: bhaksah Walt VSK bhakso bhaksyamanah (KS.

bhaksa °) VS. KS. So the single ms of KS (at that time unedited)
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reads, but the now printed text quite properly emends to bhaksya-
man, ah, matching VS Similarly,

(net tva ) dadhrg vidhaksyan paryañkhayate (AV vidhaksan pariñkh-
ayátas) RV. AV net tva dadhad vcdhaksyan paryañkhaydtas
TS `Lest the bold one embrace thee (shake thee about) intending
to burn thee', or the like. Many mss of AV read vrdhaksyan,
which should be adopted Cf. Whitney on AV 18 2.58

vdcaspate vaco anima sambhrtatamendyaksase (TA °yaksyase; SS.
°yachase) MS TA SA. The aorist yaksase may = the future
yaksyase, and yachase is certainly a phonetic corruption for
yaks(y)ase.

On the other hand, the fuller by is secondary in the following
d to yatante rathyo yatha prthak, ardhansy ages ajarans (SV. ajarasyal

dhaksatah (ApS dhaksyase) RV SV MS ApS dhaksatah is aorist
participle, gen. sing , dhaksyase, `thou shalt be kindled', connected
asyndetically with yatante, is obviously secondary In fact, Caland
on ApS 3 15 5 takes it as a mere corruption of the other reading.

§28 Similarly the group . cy is reduced, secondarily
a vrkyantam (AV. vrgcantam) adstaye durevdh RV AV. See §87.

In one instance sy is secondarily reduced to s
ratho na vd3am sanssyann (SV sanzsann) ayasit RV. SV `He hath come

like a chariot about to win (that hath won) booty' sanssyan is a
common form, sanzsan an aorist participle made for the occasion
Cf Oldenberg, Prolegomena 281, and our §234, c.

In a remarkably persistent way the mss read ardtsyam, improper
conditional, for ardtsam, proper prophetic aorist, in the set formula:
tenaratsyam (SS MS GG. v 1 ° ratsam) MS SS. MS. GG.; cf. tan me

'Witt (Kaué. raddham) VS. TS. TA Kaué.
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CHAPTER II. THE VOICES

INTERCHANGE BETWEEN ACTIVE AND MIDDLE AND
PASSIVE

§29. The number of these interchanges is large They naturally
fall into four rubrics. First, a not very large group of interchanges
between active and middle, in which the middle has middle or passive
value, and the active has transitive value, so that the two are definitely
distinguished

Second, a very much larger group, involving many roots of the
language, in which the interchange between active and middle is with-
out clearly perceptible difference, this is a part of the break -down of the
distinction between the two voices which is noticeable from the ea:hest
times Our variants are grouped in two subdivisions, according as
we find the interchange two or more times from a single root, or only
once

Third, interchange between active and passive constructions, as part
of a growing movement towards passive forms of expression, which
becomes far more pronounced in later Sanskrit

Fourth, interchanges between middle and passive, a small group in
which the middle has passive meaning and is therefore equivalent to the
passive form

I. Transfusions between active and middle psychology, or interchanges
between active and middle in their true and original meanings

§30. The primary distinction between active and middle as vehicles
of transitive and reflexive (or more broadly, sphere -of- the - subject)
function, well named by the Hindu grammarians parasmaipada and
átmanepada, comes to the fore in not a few passages which alternate
active and middle forms with more or less material and clear change of
meaning, and, we may add, by no means always so that the active
passage may be transfused directly into the middle passage. These
cases are parallel or analogous to the similar list of variant active and
passive constructions, treated below. They are, moreover, flanked by
a few others which offer occasion for a quasi - variant use of active and
middle, tho they are not true variants of one another, but merely pas-
sages derived from similar spheres of conception in which active and

30
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middle each are properly differentiated in accordance with the total
sense of the passage
apnyah prati muñcatdm AV. `let the enemy fasten on himself', aprzye

prati munca tat (Kauá t muficatam) AV. Kau `fasten thou (ye
two) that on the enemy'

nzekam iva prati muñcata (and, °tam) AV. (both). In different verses:
`fasten ye on (others) like a necklace', or, `let him fasten on him-
self' etc

ya im vahanta dhubhih RV. `who travel (transport themselves) with
swift horses', yadi vahanty Karat SV. 'if swift horses transport
(him) ' Cf §67, where the two voices of vah are found without
difference of meaning

yad vo 'huddhdh (VSK °ah) para jaghnur (VSK jaghanaztad) %dam vas
tac chundhdmz VS VSK SB `whatever of yours the impure have
(has) polluted, that do I here cleanse for you', yad a§uddhah
pardjaghana tad va etena §undhantdm KS. `whatsoever the impure
has polluted, as to that for you thru this let them purify themselves
(become pure)', or, perhaps, 'let them (indefinite) purify that for
you thru this', cf below, §71, to which the KS version belongs if
§undhantdm has active meaning yad vo 'buddha dlebhe tan sun -
dhadhvam MS. 'what of yours an impure one has handled, do ye
purify that for yourselves (or, do ye become pure as to that) '

yat to krzirain tat to kudhyatu (TS ApS tat to etena kundhatam, MS.
tad etena §undhasva) VS TS MS. SB ApS. See prec , and cf.
§ §71, 82, 338 end

sa mast prati cdklpe AV 'he hath shaped himself into all things'; sa
vz§vanz prati cdklpat AS SS 'he hath shaped (or, shall shape) the
universe '

zto mukiya mdmutah (ApS and pateh) VS SB ApS : preto muncdmz
(AG. SG. SMB MG muñcatu, PG t muñcatu, ApMB. muncatz)
ndmutah (SG MG. SMB t mdmutah, PG and pateh) RV. AV.
AG SG SMB. PG ApMB MG.: cf. mrtyor muksiya mdmrtdt
(MS. ma patyuh) RV. VS TS MS KS SB. TB. TAA. Vait. LS.
MS. N. See § §104a, 312

The liturgical series, vdcam (etc.) to hundhcimi, VS 6. 14, 'I purify thy
voice' etc., is paralleled by a corresponding list showing true reflex-
ive value, mukham §undhasva etc. Kau 44. 19, 'purify thy mouth'
etc.

cipo devil kundhata and devayajydyai MS : dawydya karmane âun-
dhadhvam devayajydyaz VS SB.: âundhadhvam dawydya karmane
(TS. TB add devayajyayai) TS. MS TB. ApS.
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yad ahnát (also, rátrzyát) kurute pápam TAA.. yad ahnd (and, rdtryd)
pápam akársam TA Mahá,nU `What evil is done (I have done)
by day (night) ' kurute has passive force

ague daksazh punihz nah (TB ma, MS punimahe) RV. MS. TB. `Purify
us', `(may) we become pure.' And similarly.

brahma tens punihz nah (LS ma, VS KS punátu ma, MS. TB puni-
mahe) RV. VS KS MS TB LS xdanz brahnza punimahe TB

evam tam (ApMB. team) garbhani a dhehz (ApMB. dhatsva) RVKh.
ApMB MG. `Thus set thou the embryo (in her)': `thus set thou
(addressing the woman) the embryo in thyself (receive the embryo) '
See §302

madhu karzsyñnzz madhu janayzsyánzz JB . madhu ,janzsye (AV.
°siya) AV. TS TA. SS `I shall produce honey (for myself) '

ud dharsant in maghavan !Amain AV ud dharsaya maghavann (AV.
satvanám) áyudháni RV AV SV VS TS `Let strengths be
aroused, 0 generous one e' or, `arouse the weapons, 0 generous
one (or, the weapons of the wamois) '

tltzye rake adhz vi §rayasva (and, §rayaznam) AV (both). `Spread thou
(him) out upon the third heaven'

samnahye (KS. °hya, 2d sing act) sukrtaya kam TS KS TB ApS MS.
ApMB . samnahyasvámrtaya kam AV Only KS has a transitive
verb, `gird on' (the things mentioned in the preceding padas).
For the others (`I gird myself', `gird thyself'), see §308 end

avant medhyanz abandhayat (SS abadhnata) SB. SS The subject in
SB. is a lung, the active form goes with the causative: `he caused
a sacrificial horse to be bound', i e caused the akvamedha to be
performed In SS. the subject is the priests `they bound a
sacrificial horse'

§31. We group separately such interchanges of voice in Participles,
since they constitute, to some extent certainly, a special problem.
Renou has shown (Valeur du parfait 121 -38) that voice in the participles
frequently seems not to run parallel to that in finite forms
parasutrpah so.lucatah §rnihz AV `destroy the fiercely burning (demons)

that dehght in (taking) life', pardsutrpo abbe hohucánah (sc. trñzhz)
RV.' destroy (the demons) that delight in (taking) life, burning
fiercely against them.' Cf. Renou 128.

vz §vasmád isatah (MS iamàn, ah) parxdhzh TS MS KS. `the fence
from every attacker', the MS. reading (somewhat uncertain, see
editor's note, 1 1 12. 7 10) seems to mean `fleeing from every
attack'
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Jajrïánah (SV. janayan) anuses apes arkazh RV. SV. In RV. 3ajfdnalz
is absolute, `when born'; in SV. janayan lamely governs súryam.
The interchange is of the loosest kind.

§32. In one case active and middle are used in precisely the reverse
of the function to be expected:
tarmac tvam stana pra pyaya ApMB. 'do thou, 0 breast, swell for him';

tasmai stanam pra pyayasva HG 'do thou swell out thy breast for
him.' [But the middle seems justified, as referring to 'thy'
breast G M B , approved by F. E ]

§33. There are also, as noted above, a few formulas, related in con-
text, but not strictly variants of one another, which contrast the two
voices according to the same standards, the middle being reflexive or
at least intransitive, the active being transitive.
divo mdtrayd vanna (VS SB varamnd) prathasva VS. TS MS. KS. SB.:

Mayas tvd prathamajd devenu divo mdtrayd vanna (VS caryatid)
prathantu VS. MS. KS 'with the measure of heaven extend thyself
in breadth'; 'the sages of yore . shall extend thee in breadth.'

drnha prthaviim PB , and prthivzm drnha VS TS. MS. KS. SB JB. MG.
'make firm the earth' : drnhasva prthavydm VS. KS SB. 'be firm
upon earth.'

4e pznvasva, arse pznvasva VS. SB : isam pinva, zlrfam pinva MG.
vacam me tvayi dadhana, (response,) Wean to mays dadhe KBU. And

the same with many other nouns besides vac, in a long litany.
The father says. 'Let me place my speech (etc.) in thee.' The
son replies. 'I take thy speech (etc) in myself.'

2. Interchange between active and middle in the same verb as part of the
break -down of this distinction from earliest times

§34. In the preceding cases the varying use of the voices depends, as
a rule, on change of construction, or some imaginable difference of
attitude towards the same passage. But the bulk of the interchanges
between active and middle of the same root are in passages of identical
construction, devoid of any appreciable difference, if there is a difference
in meaning between the voices, it is certainly of the most tenuous kind,
and while we would not rigorously deny such possibilities here and there,
there seems no doubt that by and large they are signs of the almost
complete practical erasure of this distinction towards which the language
tends from the very beginning, from the RV. on.'

' Renou, passim, shows that a verbal system is frequently made up with one
tense of one voice and another tense of another, there being no difference of
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§35. In his admirable Worterbuch. Grassmann says (column 1070)
under yap, 'Das Medium fugt uberall die bekannte reflexive Bedeutung
hinzu ' BR s v cite the schohast to Pan. 1. 3 72, Vop 23 58 to the
effect that the active of ya, is used of the priest, the middle of the
sacrificing householder (ya3antt ya3akah, ya3amano yajate) However,
both BR and Delbrucke recognize that this distinction is not absolute.
The yak variants, below, show at any rate that it is not adhered to very
closely in Vedic tradition. The twin of ya3atz, namely puhoti, which
might be expected to be on all fours with yajatz, shows scarcely, if ever,
any such distinction, being generally active. This may be due to the
fact that puhotz is conceived as the function of the hater. The root
hú 'call', produces only middle forms in the RV when the present stem
is hava -, whereas the other stems show both actives and middles. This
is not the place to go into an elaborate investigation of the reason why
hava- has no actives, the variants, at any rate, show in almost every
instance active forms of the other stems interchanging with middle
forms of hava -. In general, our variants are loftily on the other side of
right and wrong, the total of this evanescent distinction has broken
down, almost every root showing actives in interchange with middles

§36. Occasionally attendant circumstances show which of the two
voices is prior in a given variant. In one case AV. gives us two forms
of what is essentially the same pads: me enfant aprkthah 7. 88. 1,
spray apt 10 4 26b: 'in poison thou hast (he has) mixed poison." Here,
in the first place, metrical considerations come in; 7. 88 1 is prose, and
the formula is made metrical in 10.4 26 by the addition of the 'patch -
word' apt Aside from the question of meter, when a longer form of one
voice is replaced by a shorter one of the other voice, which is then padded
out by a patch -word, usually a pronoun or adverb, this latter form of
the pada invariably impresses one as secondary. Other cases are.

meaning represented in the voice distinction Even in essentially the same
pads, active and middle may be equivalent as early as RV ajasrena long áoáucac
chuce 6 48 3, ajasrena áoczyä áoáucanah 7 5 4 The needs respectively of jagati
and trzetubh are deferred to; see RVRep 294, 531 Cf Renou 121ff (participles
and voice)

9 AISyntax 248; so also Renou 106, 110 Delbrtok 241, observes that et 'pile'
(bricks of the altar) exhibits regularly the same distinction, the middle being
used of the sacrificer, the active of the priest.

9 [In a charm against poison, especially that of snakes; there may be in the
middle a suggestion of 'for thyself', the poison being magically directed back
against its emitter F E ]
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syonam patye (AV. patibhyo) vahatum known (AV. luau (vans) RV. AV.
SMB. ApMB. MG.N.

marutdm pitas tad aham grnâmi (MS pros te) TS. MS.: marutdm pitar
uta tad grnimah KS.

anu manyasva suyajd yaydma (MS. wile ha) TS. MS.
na no rayim subhojasam yuvasva (TS yuveha) RV. VS. TS. MS KS.
sa no mayobhúh pito triangle (SG PG. SMB [Jorgensen] pitav dviáasva,

ASS pilau avateha) TS TB. AS SG. SMB. PG. See §69.
huye nu (RV. VS KS MahánU. hvayama) áakram puruhútam andram

RV. AV. SV. VS. TS. MS. KS. MahgnU.
tam manyeta (ViDh vai manyet) pataram mdtaram ca SamhitopaxusadB.

VADh VIDh.
Aside from such cases there are occasionally other indications as to

priority which have been noted whenever they seemed sufficiently
certain and not too obvious.

§37. We have arranged the interchanges between active and middle
in two lists. In the first a given root interchanges twice or oftener;
in the second only once. We have wished in this way to separate the
verbs that are more habitually free in their choice of voice from those in
which the interchange may be suspected of being either accidental or
solecistic. Delbruck, ALSyntaz 228ff , has collected considerable
material for the use of the voices in Brahmans prose. We have added
in parentheses (D.) the pages on which he comments on a large number
of our roots.

§38. The following is an alphabetic list of all the roots which so inter-
change; those which are not treated by Delbruck a rather large
number are distinguished by italics. The two denominatives rdjaya
'demean oneself as king', and sukrataya 'have supenor wisdom', are not
listed.

aá 'obtain'
ars 'move'
as 'throw'
as 'sit'
i+adhi 'read'
i--pall 'flee'
ir 'arouse'
edh 'prosper'
kar 'make'
kar 'praise'

kalp (caus.) 'shape'
gam 'go'
gar 'praise'
gup 'protect'
gai 'sing'
grabh 'seise'
phut 'sound'
cat (cans.) 'drive off'
ci 'observe'
jan 'beget'
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ji 'conquer'
lus 'enjoy'
tan 'extend'
tar 'cross'
dah 'burn'
dá 'give'
di 'shine'
di 'fly'
dike 'consecrate'
dyut 'shine'
dhars+d 'dare'
dhA 'set'
dhAraya 'hold'
nam 'bend'
naá 'perish'
na. 'obtain'
ni 'lead'
nud 'expel'
pac 'cook'
parc 'mix'
pú 'purify'
bandh 'bind'
bhaj 'share'
bhar 'bear'
bhú 'be'
bhrdj 'shine'
majj 'dive'
mad 'revel'
man 'think'
muc 'release'
yaj 'revere'
yam 'hold'
yu 'unite' and 'separate'
rake 'protect'
ram 'rest'
ram, ra 'give'
ruh 'grow'
rej 'tremble'

lubh 'desire'
oak 'grow'
vac 'speak'
vad 'speak'
vadh 'slay'
van 'win'
vap 'throw'
váraya 'ward off'
wart 'turn'
vardh 'grow'
vah 'carry'
valh'ask a riddle'
vid 'obtain' and 'perceive'
vif; 'enter'
vyA 'envelop'
asks 'help'
rri 'set up'
hudh 'purify'
sac 'follow'
sad 'sit'
san 'be effective'
sar (cans.) 'move'
sarj 'loosen'
sah 'be able'
sev-I-ni 'be devoted to'
stan 'thunder'
stu 'praise'
stilt 'stand'
sthApaya 'place'
anApaya 'cause to bathe'
svad 'taste'
soap 'sleep'
han 'slay'
hA 'leave'
hi 'incite'
hu 'sacrifice'
hi 'call'
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Interchanges between active and middle which occur twice or oftener

§39. at 'obtain' (D. 229)
vzkvam dyur vy aánavai (AV °vam) AV. VS. MS KS TB. The AV.

mss (19. 55. 6) read a. navat, which Whitney (Transi) emends to
aánavan. Cf. the parallels with active, vi. vam dyur vy aánutah and
aánuvat, and on the other hand with middle, dirgham dyur and
sarvam dyur in Cone See §140

vzávam id dhitam (MS. dhitam) dnaáuh (SV. äáata) RV. AV. SV. MS.
ApS

yena áravänsy änaáuh (SV Wake) RV. SV.
vy aáema (SV. VS aáemahz) devahztam yad dyuh RV SV VS VSK MS.

KS. TA. ApS. NrpU. NruU. MG. The active is usual with
prepositions, and vy edema obviously prior to °mahz, Delbruck,
i c . Oldenberg, Prolegomena 278

tenämrtatvam aáyäm (KS. PB ahiya) KS. PB TB. TA. ApS.: so 'mrtat-
vam afiiya (VSK. aáydt) VS VSK. MS., B. SS : tayämrtatvam
(and, Lair amr °) a§Iya PB

tato ma dravznam astu (AB delta) VS AB SB. SS. See §130.
§40. it 'arouse'

vdcaspate 'chidraya väcächidraya guhvä divi devävrdham (SS erroneously
deva vrdhan) hotram azrayat (KS. azrayant, TA erayasva, SS.
arrayasva) svaha (SS om) SB TA SS KS See §248, end.

svayd tans tanvam azrayat AV : svdm yat gamin/ tanvam airayata MS.
AA. AS SS sod yat tank tanvam airayata KS. KSA.: svdydm yat
tanvam (TS tanuvdm) amnia airayata TS KS But airayata is
the reading of most mss also in AV 7 3 1, see Whitney.

aghdywndm ud irate (AS °tz) AV. PB. AS. We put little faith in the
Bibi Ind edition of AS

tam nah pewit chivatamam erayasva HG : tam pil añ (AV. °an) chiva-
tamäm erayasva RV AV. ApMB.: sd nah plied fzvatamam eraya PG.

§41. kar 'make' (D. 238)
ugram cettdram adhirdiam akran (AV. akrata) RV. AV. VS TS. KS.

akrata collides with the trzstubh meter of the stanza as a whole,
and Ppp. (Barret, JAOS 37. 264) reads akran.

dyumantam ghosam vzfayäya krnmahe (AV. krnmasi) RV. AV.
agnau karzgye harms karavdni (with reply: krtyatam kurugva kuru)

AG. agnau karanam kart /dmt MS.: agnau karzsyämz GG. BDh :
agnau karavdni ViDh. Cf Stenzler's note on AG. 4. 7 18, Transi.

syonam patye (AV patibhyo) vahatum krnusva (AV krnu team) RV.
AV SMB ApMB MG. N Besides the patch -word (cf. §36),
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AV is marked as secondary by dissyllabic syonam (the others,
archaically, stommm)

kuru AG GG ViDh kuruga AG I'Dh AufDh. BrhPDh
kuruta MS. .IIS L5 SG Kalif GG KhG PG HG am kuruta SS. AG.

MG. kurudhrairt PG
kr$tm su§asyam ut kr$e (KS. krdhz) MS. IiS M. See §165
yqjñapalaye rasu raryam asamskarase SS : ygtñapataye varyam a eras

kah MS y47amandya raryam a suras kar asmaz TA.
Participles (cf §31) .

punah krnrana (KS krnrantd) petard yurand VS KS. SB : punah
k rnrantah Marc) yuranah MS : punah krnrans tra pztaram yuvdnam
TS.

§41a. gain 'go'
ju?tejuftim te gameyam (SS °ya, TS 'Rya) TS IiS SS. L.
napa rrñJdte na gamdto antam AV.: naraprJyate na gamine antam TB.

§42. gup 'protect'
tad gopayata (IiS °yadhram) KS ApS.
tan me gopaya (Kauf °yasra) MS KS ApS DIS Kauf.
tam gopaya (KS. G. °yasra) ES AG. G. ApMB kiln, gopayasva TA.
asrapna$ ca manavadranat; cottarato gopayetam (KS. MG. ca daksinato

gopayatam) KS PG. MG asvapna.§ ca tvanaradranas ca rakgatam
AV. See also Cone under gopayanh ca, Jagrvtg ca, dFdtrts` ca, and
gopayamanam gopayatam is 3d dual impr. act., rather than
3d sing impr mid.

§43. grah (grabh) 'seize' (D. 240)
tam atman (MS. KS. (Manc) part grhnimahe rayain (DIS grhnimaslha)

TS. 1IS KS
(asyed iiulro madc,sc a) graham grbhnita (SV. grbhnati) sanasim RV. SV.

§44. 3an `beget'
suraya (\IS KS. suraya) mútrdi janayanta (KS t TB. °ti) retah VS.t

MS. KS TB.
hrda maim janaye (VS KS. TB. °ya) canon agnaye RV. VS. MS KS

TB ApS.
dyavdprehiryor abash deoayajyayobhayor iokayor rdhydaam (S$.* devaya-

jyaya prajarrifryari pra,?aya pagubhzh; SS.* MS. devayajyaya
prqtanzfiya prajayd pakubhih) KS. (bis) ApS. MS. See §175.

§45. ,tug 'enjoy' (D. 229)
sa no ned:?tharii (TS. MS. °thd, VS SB. vi&vdni) havandni jolat (TS.

jocate, DIS. harana jujo$a) VS. TS MS. KS. SB. On perfect
active and present middle cf Renou 14, 144ff.

.
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tvipra (SV ospreys) gatham gdyata yaj 3ujocatz (AA. 'fat; SV. yam
.jujosate) SV AA SS

§46. tan `extend' (D 242)
brhaspatir ya fiam imam tanotu VS AB. LS : brhaspatzs tanutdm imam

nah TS TB.
yd akrntann avayan ya atanvata (AV yd§ ca tatnzre) AV SMB. PG

ApMB HG.: ya akrntan ya atanvan MG. MG is obviously
secondary, and may perhaps be a case of purely external form -
assimilation atanvan for atanvata to match akrntan

yunakta sirs vz yuga tanudhvam (AV. TS MS KS tanota) RV. AV. VS
TS MS KS SB

§47. tar `cross'
pra candramas tirate (TS f °ti; AV.t °mas tirase) dirgham ayuh RV. AV.

TS MS KS N.
tsuvirabhzs tirate vä abharmabhzh (SV. TS tarati vajakarmabhih) RV.

SV TS. KS. See §197.
§48. dd `give' (D. 242)

seam úrjam aham sta Adam (TS ApS. adade; MS. KS. MS ads) VS.
TS. MS KS SB ApS. M. VS. comm. understands Adam as from
ad `eat', but the accent shows that it is from a + dd `take'. The
active of a + da is rare or anomalous, cf. Delbruck

na me tad (ApS. ma zdam) upadambhzfar dhrszr (ApS °bhz$ag roar [once,
erroneously, udambhi °]) brahma yad dadau (ApS. lade) MS. ApS.

§49. di `shine' (only in participles, cf. §31)
ajasrena bhanuna didyatam (TS. didyanam) VS. TS. MS KS. SB
tuba aáa didyano (MS KS didyad) vz blahs VS. TS. MS KS. SB. TB.

The meter favors dulyano
§49a. dha 'set' (D 243; cf. also Grossmann s.v.)

añgirasam tva devanam (ApS. devanam vratapate; Kant devanam adityd-
ndm) vratena dadhe (ApS dadhamz) MS KS ApS M. Kant :

bhrgúndm tvañgirasam (ApS tva devanam) vratena dadhamz TB.
ApS And similarly under adityanam tva devanam, indrasya tva
etc , mans tva etc , see Conc.

asmin raäfra zndrzyam dadhamz AB.: asmin r8$ fre áriyariz dadhe SMB.
paridam vaso adhzthah (HG. adhzdhah, ApMB. adhi dha) =stays AV.

HG ApMB. The readings of HG. ApMB. are obviously inferior,
the sense requires a middle ('thou hast put this garment round
thyself unto well- being').

ni me dhehz ni to dadhe (VSK. dadhau) VS. VSK. TS. MS KS SB. AS.
The middle is here proper; VSK. assimilates the voice to that of
dhehz.
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annadaydnnapatyayd dadhat Kau§ annadam annadyayadadhe (KS.
annadyayannapatyayddadhe) TS. KS.. annadam agnim anna-
patydyadadhe MS . annddam tvdnnapatydyddadhe AS : agnim
annadam annadyayddadhe VS

gai bham dadhdthanz te vdm aham dade TB ApS : reto dhattam pueya2
piqjananam MS

pañcabh2r dhdtd va dadhd (MS p p dadhe, TS dadhav) adam yat (MS
om yat) TS. MS KS. Uncertain, because KS must, and MS.
may (contrary to its p p ), intend dadhau, like TS

yak tvd samudra upadadhatu (ApS °dhe) KS ApS. Cf. §139
§50. nam `bend'

sam dkútir namdnzasa (MS anansata, 3 pl mid ) RVKh. AV. MS.
lemmas va§ah svayam end namante (TB. °ta) RV TB AB
sam bahubhyam dhamats (AV. bharata, TS TA narrata, KS namate,

MS °bhyam adhamat) sam patatraah (KS ya3atraah) RV. AV. VS.
TS MS KS TA MahánU AvetU.

§51. ni `lead' (D 244)
agnas te 'gram nayatu TS. agni le agram nayatam MS
samudrasya tvakfz.tyd un na yams VS. B. samudrasya vo 'ksatyd un

naye TS. MS. KS ApS. MS. The VS SB reading simulates
trsftubh meter, the passage is really prose

devasya Iva savztuh prasave '§vznor bahubhydm pu-4no hastabhyam upa
naydmy asau (HG naye 'sau) SG HG. And others, see Conc.

slam madanlah pan gdm nayadhvam (AV. naydmah) RV. AV. MG.
§52. nud `expel' (D 244)

nth kravyadam nuddmasz (MS. nudasva) AV. MS
afoul tan asmdt pra nunotlu lokal MS : agni tan (VS tan; AS tal)

lokal pra nudaty (AS nudaty, SMB nudaty) asmat VS. SB. AS.
ApS. SMB . agne tin asmdt pra nudasva lokal ApS.

§53. pac `cook' (D 245)
sty apacah TB ApS sty apacathah MS
varútrayo 3anayas tua pacantckhe TS varútri (and, varu°) Iva. .

pacatam ukhe MS : janayas tvd pacantúkhe VS MS. KS SB.
§54. bandh 'bind' (D. 245)

mitras Iva pads badhndtu (VS. SB. badhnitdm) VS. TS. MS. KS. SB.
ApS

yena tvdbadhnat (KS melba*, TS. ApMB*. yam abadhníta) amid suáevah
(AV. °vdh, TS. ApMB.* suketah) RV. AV. TS. ApMB. (bis)
KS

ahem. medhyam abandhayat (SS abadhnata) SB. SS.: on this see §30,
end.
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§55. bhar 'bear' (D 230)
taira rayzsthdm anti sambharattam (MS 'retain, 3 du impv. mid.) TB.

ApS. MS (In TB ApS. sambhara etam )
(ud u tva save deva) agne bharantu (MS also bharanta) cztiibhih VS. TS

MS. KS. B. See §156.
§56. bhzc 'be, become'

yajñasya yuktau dhurya (TB ApS. °ydv) abhútdm (MS °tham) MS KS.
TB. ApS. MS. (2 du mid) is probably only an error for 3 du.
act. °tam, mechanically influenced by the parallel form arabhethdm;
see § §337 and 21

yathagnir aksito 'nupadasta evam mahyam pitre 'k.to 'nupadasta (HG.
°tah) svadha bhava (HG bhavatam) ApMB. HG. And the same
with yatha vdyur , yathddityo See §329.

§57. bhrdj `shine'
sa yatha tram bhra3ata bhrajo 'sy evaham bhrdjata bhrájyasam AV.: sa

yatha team bhrdjya bhrdjasa evam aham bhrajya bhraji Iya MS
maps bhrâjante (TS MS KS Qty) arcayo vzbadvaso RV. SV VS. TS.

MS. KS. SB. On the evidence of RV. (see Grassmann) the middle
present is prior to the active See also Whitney, Roots s.v , and
Oldenberg, Proleg. 309.

§58. mad `revel'
hold yaksad atvznau somdnam pibatu madantdm vyantu MS :...

vyantu pibantu madantu (form - assimilation) AS The KS. parallel
lacks any form of mad

pibantu madantu (MS °tam) vyantu (TB vzyantu somam) VS. MS. TB.
Cf. prec

yatrd (TA yatra) suhardah sukrto madantz (TA. °te) AV. TA.
§59. muc `release' (D. 247)

yena miry= tamaso no amoci (TA mumoca) MS. TA amocz must be
interpreted as 3d person middle, not passive.

Participles (cf §31) :
pramuñcamand (AV °canto) bhuvanasya retah AV. TS. KS. Ape.

MS
§60. yaj 'revere' (D. 248) ; see §35 above

ava devair devakrtam eno 'yak?' (KS. TS. TB. 'yat) VS TS. KS. SB.
TB.; ava no devair devakrtam eno yokes MS KS. See §266.

agne devanam ava heda zyakksva (KS. skew) KS. ApS.: ava devandm yaja
hedo agne (KS. yaje hidyanz; MS. yaje hedydni) AV. KS. MS Cf.
ava devan yaje hedyan TB. ApS.

sarvdn apa yajamasi Kaut : sarvdn ava yajdmahe KSt. TB. TAA. ApS.
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asau yaja AS.: semi yajate L`
tnahya»a yajantu (AV. KS °ntdnt) mama ydni haryd (AV. KS. ydn3tt(d)

RV. AV. TS KS
anu manyasra suya,id yajdnma (MA. yate hi) TS. M. See §36.
yasmad goner uddrrthd (KS. °tha) yaje (MS. KS yajd) tam RV. VS.

TS. MS. KS. SB.
§61. yam `hold' (D. 24S)

yachantarir paìtca VS. SB. K. ApS.: yachantu pañca MS.- yachantu
tra pease KS.

gharmasyaikd sartta:kdrii nr yachatt CMS. IiS. °k; PG. °tu) TS. MS. KS.
PG

§62. yu 'separate' and `unite' (D. 249)
ato no 'nyat pitaro and yosta (HG yúdhram) ApS. M. HG.: and to

(AS. no) to 'nyat pitaro yoyuvata (AS. yuiigdhrarn) AS. Rauh.
nt no rays tit subhnjasa:il yut as (TS. yutcha) RV. VS. TS. MS. KS. Cf.

Delbrilek, i. e , and §36 above.
§63. rake `protect' (D 250)

agnc harzant rar.,osra (VS, SB. rak,3a) VS. VSIi. TS. MS KS SB. TB.
Di

demo horyarr rakfaa:a (VS SB. rakgal VS. TS. MS. KS. SB. ApS.
M.

rrnterir raL-eazti tthahñ AV.: tatñ rakraHte riastdhd RV. The AV.
reading is in every Bray secondary, cf. the formulas mate/ rakfantF .

in Conc.
§64. rad `speak' (D 252)

achdtaka sedans a.la l A. Sá. 1I$ : orbs ßta radasva yat te
rádyam AB. KB. SB. K. ApS.

arapata+«fr at odor, RV. VS. TS. MS. KS : at ay,afth earn araadanta VSK.:
pippalyah sanasadanta AV. Here the preposition earn is, of
course, concerned in the n. of the middle, which might perhaps
better lie placed in §30.

satya,i, padr,rv,ìra (TA* ia,licyt' TA. (bis) TT. G. MG
§65. pa* vaus. ) `hold an, bold o8' ID 230 i

ender etmmànaie taQrayadlioed (MS. TB. amagatet, bat most m®e. sod
p.p of MS. °dltaï) MS, KS. AB. TB. A. Atl.

varano tdrayàtai AV.: =nano otrayinmie AV.: ramp (Poona ed.
rara+rc) lama TA. See §171.

§66. tart 'turn' (D. 235)
smt j71.5 t, nrulir ;firm (TA. aea arsine) ]EtV. AV. TA. AG. The

rson.,zrous form is found in both edd of TA , text and comm.

MS.
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comm. glosses by üvrttah. It can only be felt as a wholly anomalous
3d plural impf act.

rten&ya nivartaye (MS °ya), satyena parivartaye (MS. °ya) TB. ApS.
MS See §116

§67. vah `carry' (D. 253)
ta a vahantz (MS. tayavahante) kavayah purastat TS MS. TB.
3Btavedo vahemam (SS. vahasvainam) sukrtdm yatra lokah (TA. lokah)

TA. SS. The reading of SS is obviously secondary.
ayasd havyam (chip ApS ApMB. HG.: aya san (MS SS. aydh san,

and so ApMB. comm. explains, KS ayas san; Kau§. aydsyam)
havyam ilhise MS KS. TB. AS SS. ApS Kau§ ApMB. HG.: aya
no yapñam vahast KS See §140

§68. and 'obtain' and 'perceive' (D 253)
vtdeya TS. KS AS ApS.: videyam KS. gS ApS. vtdeya TS. is in same

passage as videyam SS.
brdhmat am adya videyam (VSK. °ya) VS. VSK SB.
tat pure aya (MahánU.* °sasya) vidmahe MS KS TA. MahánU.:

purusasya vidma sahasraksasya TA (immediately preceding the
other form).

tasya vittat (MS. saliva) TS. MS KS : etasya vzttat VS SB. 'Take note
of that '

and 3ñataram ma pratzstham vzdanta (AG.t vzndantu) AV. AG.
§69. vii `enter' (D. 253)

ny anyd arkam abhzto vivíire (AV. 'tn anta; JB vtvtkyuh) RV. AV. JB.
SB. AA.

sa no mayobh lh pito delta= (SG PG SMB. [Jorgensen] pilau dvihasva;
AS pitav aviteha; MS. pitar dvtveta) TS. TB AS. MS SG SMB.
PG.: sa nah into (I) madhuman a meta Multi.. sa nah pito ma-
dhumdn a vz §eha KS. See §§139,332, on perfect active and present
cuddle, Renou 14, 144ff

Participles (cf. §31):
v to -vifiah pram§ vdnsam imahe AV.: vibvasydm with pravtvtkivansam

(KS t pravzvzganam) imahe TS. MS KS See §273.
§70. vya `envelop' (D. 254)

famous deva amrtah (AV. °tam) sam vyayantam (AV. °ntu) AV. TS MS.
ApMB.

Ws tvd davit (SMB. MG devyo) parses (SMB. HG 08d) earn vyayantu
(PG. vyayasva) SMB PG HG. ApMB. MG : ids tvd parase sam
vyayantu AV. Stenzler, Transi. of PG. 1. 4 13, takes PG. to be a
mere corruption, at a pinch it could perhaps be rendered 'wrap
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thyself in these goddesses unto old age', with distinct middle force,
belonging then with the preceding section

§71. Audio 'purify, be pure'
yad vo 'áuddhah para jaghnur etc , see §30
yat te krúranz tat te áudhyatu (TS ApS. tat ta etena áundhatam; MS.

tad etena áundhasva) VS TS MS. SB. ApS. Here both verbs are
middle in force, or, more strictly, áudhyatu is properly a passive,
made into an active intransitive by change from middle to active
ending, see § §82, 30

§72. árz 'set up' (D 255)
yak patamgaya tams TS yak patamgo aázárayat (KS. °ga aáiárayuh)

AV. KS See §219
yd na grit uáati vitrayate (AV °tt; ApMB HG vasrayatat) RV. AV.

ApMB HG. See §253
§73. sad 'sit' (D 230)

taro devil. tarter edam sadantu (AV °tam) RV AV. VS. TS. KS.
sarasvati (AV °tih) svapasah sadantu (AV °tam) RV AV. VS. MS KS.

TB N
§74. sari 'loosen' (D 255f )

terra marri Indra sam srja (MS mama) TS TB MS
rayas posena sam srja (MG memo) AV VS TS MS. KS. ApS. SMB.

MG In this and the prec anions in the cadence is bad.
in (MS KS pra) parjanyalz (RV °yam, TS. °yah) srjantz (MS. KS.

soatam) rodasi anu RV TS MS KS.
pavanzanasya tra stomena riryenot ape MS pavamanena hid stomena

tiro na degas tua savztot snafu. TS
§75. stu 'praise' (D 257)

zndravanta (AB. °fah) stuta (AB studhvam) AB GB. Vait.
stuta Vait \IS ozn stuta SS ApS studhvam AS . om studhvam AS
sndro vide tam u stuhz (AA. stupe) AA Mahnnámnyah. See §165.

§76. stha 'stand' (D 257)
Aura me saptarsin (KS M$ sapta rain) upa tzsthasva (Vast MS tastha)

TS Vait KS MS
yavac ca sapta stadium vitasthtre (TS. °taathuh) TS. VS.: yavat capta

sandhavo vitasthzre AV.
yenazsa bhatas ttsthaty (MahAnU. ?Attain (Whale hy) antaratma TA.

MahsnU.
ksuttrsnabhyam tam yo gam vikrntantam mans= bhtksamar.za spray-

thole : ksudhe yo gam vikrntantam bhtksamar.ua upattsthati
VS
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caul. sthapaya 'place' (cf. D. 257)
d mdtard sthdpayase 3igatnd RV. AV.: dsthdpayata mdtaram *daunt

AV.
§77. hu 'sacrifice'

pra the having% juhure (KS. juhumas) samiddhe (MS the samiddhe juhure
Miami) RV. VS. TS MS KS. SB. But 3uhure may be passive,
with havinsi as subject; so Grassmann.

indrdya devebhyo ,ruhutd (ApS. jufatam; M. juhutdm) havih svdhd PB.
KS. ApS. MS.

§78. hd 'call' (D. 261)
hum nu (RV. VS. KS MahinU. hvaydmz) áakram puruhatam zndram RV.

AV. SV. VS. TS. MS. KS. MahinU.
tam sarasvantam avase huvema (AV. havdmahe, KS. johavimi) RVKh.

AV. TS. MS KS. AS. SS.: sarasvantam avase 3ohavimi RV The
AV. reading introduces a 3agati pida into an otherwise trzstubh
stanza, while KS is a bad trzstubh contaminated from the two
other readings. (Delete reference to KS. 19. 14d in Conc. under
sarasvantam, and add bzs to this reference undér the other )

agnim (MahAnU. ugram, AV. ukthazr) huvema (AV. havdmahe) paramdt
sadhasthdt AV. TA. MahinU. The AV. reading is metncally
bad.

rtasya pain". avase huvema (AV. havdmahe) AV. VS TS. KS. MS. AS.
SS. The stanza is otherwise trzstubh.

pratar3ztam bhagam ugram huvema (AV. havamahe) RV. AV. VS. TB.
ApMB N. As in prec , trzfiubh stanza.

prdtah somam uta rudram huvema (AV. havdmahe) RV. AV. VS TB.
ApMB. Here, on the contrary, the rest of the stanza is gaga,
and AV. makes this pads fit its context metrically.

havante vdjasataye RV.: huvema va° RV. AV.: huvema vd° RV. SV. MS.
KS.

§79. Interchanges between active and middle which occur only once
arf 'move' (D. 233): marya zva yuvatzbhzh sam arfatz (AV. zva yofdh

sam crease) RV. SV. AV. The AV. reading is bad in meter and
sense.

as 'throw' (D. 237) : ayam yajamdno mrdho t yasyatdm (AS. vyasyatu)
TB. AS. ApS.

as + upa 'revere' (cf. D. 233): brahmaztad updsvaztat (MahinU.
updsyaztat) tapah TA. MahanU. But Poona ed. of TA. as MahinU.,
v. 1. updsvaz °. See §195.

i + adhz 'read' (D. 237) adhihz bhoh AG SG. GG. KhG. HG. GDh
ApDh. RVPritiiikhya 15 2 adhifva bhoh MDh AuéDh
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i + pala 'flee'. paldygyamandya svaha TS.: palayieyate svand KS
Participles

edh `prosper' (D 229) . athasyaz (TS. MS TB °syd) madhyam edhatdm
(Vait °tu, AS L. ejatu, SS ejati) VS. TS. MS. SB. TB. AS. SS.
Vait LS adhasyd madhyam edhatdm KSA.

kar 'praise'. sacdyor indreâ carkrea (3d sing pres intensive mid.) a
RV.. sack' va indra§ carkread d SV. See Grassmann s. v. kir, and
Oldenberg RVNoten 2. 325

kalp, caus kalpaya 'shape' (cf D 234) . yathdva§am tanvam (AV. °vah)
kalpayasva (AV VS kalpaydti) RV AV. VS.

gar 'praise': marutdm pitar uta tad grnimah KS.: marutdm pitas tad
aham grnamz (MS. grne te) TS. MS.

gas 'sing' (D. 240) . rajanam samgdyata (PG. °gayetdm) G. PG.
ghus `sound' deva§rutau deveev a gho$ethdm (VS. SB. ghogatam) VS. TS.

MS. KS SB. MS.
cat, caus. 'drive off' (cf. D. 231) ghosenamivan§ cdtayata (PB. °mivdn

catayadhvam) PB TB. ApS.
cz `observe' cakeusa ni czkisate (MS. °tz) VS. TS. MS KS. B.
jz 'conquer' (D. 241) : sty amura samgramam ahan (MS. ajayathdh, B.

a3ayat) SB TB. ApS. MS.
dah 'burn' (D 242) a te yatante rathyo yathaprthak, §ardhansy agne

ajaran (SV. ajarasya) dhaksatah (ApS. dhak?yase) RV. SV MS.
ApS. See § §27, 250.

di 'fly': panicles tea deveto (SV. °te) RV. SV.
dike 'consecrate' (D 234) . agnzr dik,Fztah prthzvi diksa sa and diked

diksayatu (JB. dik ?eta) laya diksayd dike JB. ApS. And others,
see § 160. The active is better, note the medio- passive dike follow-
ing in both texts

dyad `shine'. sam súryena rotate (SV dzdyute) RV. SV. VS. MS. B.
TA . sam rasps na didyutad udadhzr nzdhih VS

dhar, dhdraya 'hold': soma (MS. soma) zndro varuno mitro agnis to deva
dharmadhrto dharmam dharayantu (KS °tam te 'smaz vacant suvan-
tam) MS. KS

dhare 'dare' nadhrsa a dadhr¢ ate (AA. dadharya; SS. dadhar¢ayd) .. .
avah AV. AV. SS. 'B:e is not to be dared against; his might dares.'

See Whitney on AV. 6. 33. 2 and Keith on AA. 5. 2 3. 1. SS.
seems to intend a perfect from caus., in sense of primary.

na§ 'perish': alak$mi me na§yatu (MahAnU. °ta) TA. MahAnU.: cf.
alakgmir me na§yatam . RVKh. See under bhaj, below.

na§ 'attain' madhvd yajñam nak$ati (VS. TS. nakfase) prinanah (AV.
prat') AV. VS TS. MS KS
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parc 'mix': vise vssam aprkthdh (and, aprdg api) AV. (both). See
§36.

paldya 'flee': see s + paid.
pa `punfy' (D. 234, 245): tat punidhvam (and, punidhvam ca) yawl

mama ViDh.: sarvam punatha me yavdh BDh.: sarvam punatha
(ViDh. purista) me papam BDh. ViDh.

bhaj `share' (D. 246): ára me bhajata MahánU. árir me bhajatu TA.
Comm. on MahánU.: laksm%r mahyam bha3atv sty arthah. See na.
'perish', above.

majj `dive' (D. 232): upamañksyats syd (SS °mañksye 'ham) salslasya
madhye SB. SS : smart/ we 'ham salslasya madhye AB.

man 'think' (D. 234): tam manyeta (ViDh. vas manyet) pstaram mdtaram
ca SamhitopB. VaDh. ViDh. N.

ram 'rest' (D. 250). stia rama (SMB. ramasva) MS. AB. AS ApS.
SMB. HG.: sha ramatdm VS SB HG. Note that HG. 1 12. 2
has rama and ramatam side by side. VS. comm sha bhavdn rama -
tdm.

rd (ram) 'give'. na pdpatvdya rdsiya (SV. ransì ?am) RV. AV. SV. See
§174.

rdjaya (denom.) 'be king' (cf. D. 232): adhirdjo rdjasu rajaydtas (TS.
°ts, MS. rajayate) AV. TS MS. See §117.

ruh 'grow': vaya swims rohate (KS. °h.) RV. KS ApS. MS : vaya mana
rohate ju?anta pat RV.

rej 'tremble': arejetam (TB. are3ayatdm) rodasi pdjasd gird RV. TB. See
§241.

lubh 'desire' (D 232) pan me maid pralulubhe (ApMB. HG.° lulobha;
Apg. ° mamada) ApS AG. ApMB. HG. MDh.

yaks 'grow' deva somas,sa te lokas tasmiñ cham ca vaksva pari ca vakyva
(VSK. lokah pari ca sakes &am ca mikes, SBK tasmsñ cham pari
ca vaksi sam ca rakes) VS VSK. AB. SBK. See §164

vac 'speak' (D. 251): pra tad voted (TA MahánU. voce) amrtam nu (AV.
amrtasya) vudvdn AV VS. TA MahAnU. But the form voce is
highly questionable; see § 174

vadh 'slay' (D. 232) : undriyam me viryam and suer vadhih (MS. vadhi ta)
TS. M.

van 'win': daivyd hotaro (TS. °rd) vano (anta (TS. vane) parve (KS t
vans¢an na etat) RV. TS. KS. Cf dated hotdrah sans$an na etat AV.

yap 'throw' (D. 252) : pratiprasthdtah savantyan nir vapa (MS. vapasva)
Apg. MS

vardh 'grow' (D. 253): avlvrdhat (VSK. avivrdhata) puroddlena (VSK.
purol °) VS VSK Cf avivrdhanla etc. in Conc.
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valh `ask a riddle' etad brahmann upavalhamasz (AS ape; L. upabalz-
hdmahe) tvá VS AS AA LS

inks 'help'. and, o ya3vane prnate ca Suksatz (AV. grnate ca §iksate) RV.
AV TB

sac `follow' (D 230). anyavratasya (TA. anyad vratasya) sahcima (RV
satczre, TA sakimah) RV. VS MS. SB TA. Read saácima in
TA §262, c.

san 'be effective' (D. 233) : aryo na§anta sanzsanta (SV.t nas Bantu
sanzsantu) no dhiyah RV. SV. See Oldenberg, Proleg. 72.

sar 'move' (caus ): ta ubhau (TS. MS KSA ApS tau sana) caturah
padah sain prasärayava (TS. KSA. ApS °yavahas, MS. °ydvah) VS.
TS MS KSA SB Ape.

sah 'be able'. pra saksate pratzmananz Shan RV AV.: pra sah ?ait
pratimanam prthzvyah AV

sukrat ya 'have excellent wisdom' (denom ): vartzr yajñam partyan
sukratayase (KS 'st) RV. KS.

sev 'be devoted to' grdhrah suparnah kutlapam nt sash. (TA.t ,sevase)
MS TA

stan 'thunder' (D 232) pra te divo na stanayanti §u$mah (MS. °yanta
§u ?math) RV TS MS

sna `bathe', taus (D 232) : prasnapayanty úrmznam RV.: prasnapayan-
ta vrmayah SV. Benfey, Transi. 270a, 'waves bathed' (soma).
The SV passage is thoroly secondary; its comm , as quoted by
Benfey, suggests that úrmayah stands for acc sing urmzm, the
subject being preempted by svasdrah But it may be taken as an
additional, asyndetic subject: 'the fingers (and) the waves wash
(soma),.' Benfey's 'imperfect' is a slip for present.

svad 'taste' (I) 230) havya te svadantam (MS. svadan, and once
erroneously( svadam, KS asvadan) VS. TS MS KS. AB.

svap 'sleep' (D. 236) : urdhvas ttgthan and diva svapszh Kau§ : and diva
su$upthah (SMB. GG. HG. svapsïh) SG. SMB. GG PG HG and

susupthdh eB ApMB : diva and svapsih AG.
han 'slay' (D 259) : jaghandn upa 3ighnate (MS °tu; p p. °tt) RV. VS.

TS MS KSA.
ha 'leave' (D 234) : ni vo 1dmayo jshata (SS. 'Adam) ny ajdmayah KB.

A8 88

hi 'incite' rtasya yonau (RV. yond) mahig ahinvan (RV. ahefata) RV.
TS. KS ApMB.
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3. Interchange between active and passive

§80. Encroachment of passive construction upon active is a growing
movement thru the history of Classical Sanskrit It is already notice-
able in the later Vedic texts, and indeed is not entirely absent in the
earliest, see Delbruck, AISyntaz 268ff , who quotes many instances of
passive construction where we should expect the active

§81. The passive finite forms are originally medio- passive, their most
conspicuous representatives, the present passive system, are specialized
middles, and the remaining tenses, for the most part, are ordinary
middles, not at all differentiated in form 10 Hence, occasionally, a
present middle construction interchanges with an active construction
in a manner comparable with the variants of the present rubric, see
above, §30. In a considerable number of cases, moreover, the passive
version uses a past passive participle, with or without copula, for which
see §245ff , and a few similar cases will be found in the rubric Perfect
Passive Participles interchanging with Moods, §143f.

§82. There are one or two cases of a present passive form in ya ap-
pearing with active endings (cf Whitney, Grammar § §761b, 774):
pallid tvam agrie samtdhd samidhyase (SMB t °si) SMB. PG ApMB. HG.

But SMB. has a v. I °se.
yat to kraram tai to áudhyatu etc., see §71.

§83. In the following list, in which both versions contain finite
verbs (or, in a very few cases at the end, active and passive participles),
no attempt is made, as a rule, to establish priority for either active or
passive construction The examples are largely from ritual texts in
which both constructions may be assumed to be familiar, and which
offer no basis for relative chronology In one instance, however, which
involves RV., the active construction is clearly prior:

mahe cana tvam adrivah, para §ulkaya deydm RV `not would I, even
for a high price, sell thee, 0 ( Indra) to whom belong the press -stones"
mahe ca na tvddrivah, para §ulkaya dtyase SV., where tvd and dlyaee
together make nonsense. Cf Oldenberg, Proleg. 278

§84. On the other hand, in
ad td ghrtena prthtvi vy udyate (AV.t prthtvim vy tlduh) RV. AV. MS.

10 It is to be noted that the well -known 3d person in o (Whitney, Grammar
§§ 842ff ), which is the only finite form outside of the present supposed to have
exclusively passive function, is used at least once as a middle with active force,
interchanging with a perfect active of the same meaning See yens a,lryam
Imam nix amore (mumoca), §59 Cf further Neiseer, BB 30 305, and the variant
4 gharmo agnim riayann wadi etc , §84
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50 VEDIC VARIANTS I: THE VERB

ES.: ad if prthiti ghrlair ry udyate TS.: cf. ghrtena dymrdprthiv1 vy ondin
(ES. ryundan) RV. KS.
the solitary active of AV. is clearly secondary, patterned after RV. 5.
R. S.

Thus also in the following, the (medio - ?) passive of RV is superior to
TA's active:

rtalanr, asadt (TA. wadi() RV. TA.: d gharmo agnir
arrarto r,a cadi MS. We agree with Oldenberg, R .. aten on 5 43. 7, in
consilerinz the TA. variant 'meaningless' for the R`'., against Neisser
BBB. 3). 305 who finds it important and would interpret asads as a
middle. cf. our footnote Io above, which shows that the middle interpre-
tation of the word is per ae quite possible

f85. The rem:.inin; cases involve occasionally direct transmutations
of one voice into the other. cut for the most part the interrelations are
of a looser kind, in which active in one version and passive in the other
are not directly coin ertale
eared : :1 MS. ra 7tdh ,.p F,] -'t , S O'.t77.at.ÍE!31íS. ÿLFian-

t,i er ,,,aH-,.%+ VS TS MS ESA
yat atap'u AV L .ì a','. i'r ad, 2 . ',akforn HG sds,am)

Api`. HG
sirtta'Ji fR% * st-'.ra. RV ` AV. t'asrel hash, are.cat RV. rail three)

AV. SV. VS MS ES .B TB Api. N. tt:rt is passive.
yenalt54 l.ti. ÿt'.u' 1J''.. SMB. 7Z j'i' PG. v'.,71: ?Dit aqQa4 :'junta

(S.S. SMB alb j 7i'. :'i ^., PG 'tat', AV. SMB PG. See
1332. Soi feet s Ativin.z. except in AV , where the verse is addrest
to them too, hLt turned into passive construction with sub :ect
at, ais

terra a dF.ehi ant hectare ÍES. äts' '7 n,e tan0,, 1 AV ES
satgam rte ch,4 i 'TB. dh5:,i, Fut Poona ed. clki i here and in nest, T3.

ESA. 'dF,srn i TS. ESA. TB. Api
earn salve 'd ;,i 'TB., see prec. TS ESA. Wong w, same tests.
r avi dhj ±.ri \IS à ichi sui; -ior. MS. TB. TA.
abhì- arr,ar.fu Chao-rite: ViDh athfrfinrr.atú'n aí . "than

YDh. BrhPDh.
ghrfena driatipythial ptirydAdm VS. SB.: *Casa dydirdpr d pf0m

Cham (MS. MS. pipa; LS. pritalhwit wad) TS. MS. KS. LS.
ApS. MS.

riarzi am kart canoe chits) TS. TB. ApS.: maim tic shell kin& cana AV.:
rifiratftirit kath canoe chisah RV. SV. VS.: mantiKim riled kith cana
AV.

pha-re signa,

a`lla^: a ' i"

;t

d

5
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paramena Fauna kriyase (MS kriyasva) VS MS. KS. SB : tasyds to
sahasraposam pu$yantydá caramena pa. and krzndmi TS.

pra the haviinsz juhure (juhumas) , see §77. ,juhure either mid. or
pass.

tat anon: anu,sicyate (SG ,stñcatu) AV. SG.
saha dharmam cara (GDh dharma§ caryatdm) GDh. NáradaDh saho-

bhau caratdm dharmam MDh
arm goftha upa prñca nah AV : dsu gopa prcyatdm RV. TB L.

The AV is secondary in various ways, see Whitney on 9 4 23.
tan me 'rddht (Kaué. rdddham) VS TS TA Kaué : tendrdtsyam (SS.

MS GG. ° ratsam) MS SS M. GG. See §248.
dadato me and k$dyt (GB. Vait. me mopadasah, MS. °sat) TS. MS. KS.

GB TB. Vait ApS.
ninny agree hold (Apg. a3ann apish) purest parvebhyah pavamdnah

pdvakaá tear (ApS. áuczh pdvaka) idyah KS. ApS. Cf. Delbruck,
Al Syntax 266

§86. A couple of cases, finally, concern interchange of active and
passive participles; as stated above, we shall deal later with the more
numerous instances of interchange between participles and finite
verbs
tantum tanvan (KS tatam) ra3aso badnum any ihi RV. TS. KS AB. A.

SS ApS` AG. HG.
harsamdndso dhrszta (TB. °ata) marutvah RV TB. N. dhrsata is an

adverbial instrumental of the present participle.

4 Interchange between passive and middle

§87. This group exhibits interestingly a few cases in which the medio-
passive value of dtmanepada forms, quite clear by themselves, is, as it
were, glossed by corresponding passive forms Thus, twice, the medio-
passive amukthdh vanes with amoci, or bhakyyamdrtah (bhak.amdnah)
with bhaktah Note Delbruck's remark on amoci, op cit. 266, and,
more generally, 263 ff A few cases of this sort are unreliable on account
of the phonetic uncertainty of y in combination with two other conso-
nants, such as vrácantdm and vrkyantam, the former of which may in
reality be equal to vrácyantam, cf. § §27, 28.
and prnan partyd vi radh:4ta (TS rddht) TS. MS. KS.
amoci (AV. amukthd) yaksmdd durztad markets (AV. avadyat) AV. TB.

ApMB.
Followed by:

druhah pawn nirrtyat codamocz TB. ApMB. druhah paáad grdhydá
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codamukthah AV Cf. Delbruek, op cit. 266. Both here and in
the prec Ppp has anzocz, but see §329.

sam bark?. aklam (VS SB. añktam) hang ghrtena AV. VS SB : sam
añktdm ba° ha' ghr° TB ApS. See §144.

vdjzno va3aj¿lo vd3am bloom avajzghrata nz mrjdndh (KS badge
nimr3atam, TS. badge ni mrddhvam) VS TS. KS. SB : vdsinau
vdja3ttau vajam Silva brhaspater badge nzmr3yethdm MS The last
phrase means: 'Be ye (ye two) cleansed', or 'being cleansed' (mid.
participle in VS SB ), or 'let them be cleansed'. Only MS
has a definitely passive form, the rest have middles substantially
in passive sense

d vrécyantdm (AV vr6cantdm) adtlaye durevdh RV AV. See §28
ghrtena dyavdprthzvz a prnethdm (MS MS prna, LS prindtham svdhd)

TS. MS KS LS. ApS MS. ghrtena dydvaprthsvi púryetham VS.
SB. The contrast between prnethdm and pzicryetham brings this
variant in here, cf §85.

svdhd marudbhzh (MS MS °bhyah) parthrayasva (VS. SB ° .4riyasva)
VS. MS SB. MS. TA KS . marudbhzh pare riyasva SB 'Hail,
be encompassed (encompass thyself) with (for) the Maruts'

na ?comma lipyate papakena SB TB BrhU BDh 'he is not stained
by evil action'. na karma lipyate nare VS. 1 66,U. 'action does not
stick to a man ' The latter shows lipyate middle in form but almost
transitive in meaning (governing nare).

Participles
bhakfo bhaksyamdnah (KS ms bhaksa °) VS KS Cf. bhakfah pztah

VSK : bhaksa dgatah TS See §27
jajñana (SV. ya jail) patadakigasa RV SV.
ntrrtyat partvavzdanam (TB. parivzttam), and, drtyai parunttam (TB.

partnvzdanam) VS. TB. Exchange between the two equivalent
participles.

[sam. thandya svdhd TS. KSA. Conc. quotes samjihttdya for KSA ]
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CHAPTER III. THE MOODS

Observations on the scope and character of modal interchanges

§88 In the midst of the variations which concern the verb change of
mood looms as the most constant and important. Any mood may be
supplanted by any other bellum omnium contra omnes in most cases,
apparently, without any clear change of meaning If there is any
psychological shift of attitude in these changes, that shift is at the most
and solely due to an arbitrary change in the appraisal of the original
mood. Granted that the moods really expressed different values, there
is no conceivable motive for the mass of these changes, except the sub -
jective feeling of the repeater or reciter of the second form Of course
this does not exclude the possibility of an occasional imitation of a
related expression which has come to the mind of the repeater. But it
is difficult to avoid the conclusion that independent changes of the
repeater's mood are, in the main, and in varying degrees, at the bottom
of this unbridled variety, tho such an assumption is, in the circumstances,
the purest kind of argument in a circle. In any case the frequency of
these changes testifies eloquently to that genuine instability in the use
of moods which characterizes Hindu speech at least up to the time of
the modern vernaculars. And because they concern all moods, the
following pages are a kind of negative syntax of the ancient Sanskrit
moods Needless to say, the conditions described in this chapter hap-
pen to be unparalleled in the history of recorded literature and speech.
A preliminary selection from them was published by Bloomfield in
AJP. 33 1 ff

§89 The interest of these interchanges is greatly enhanced by the
uncommonly large formal apparatus for expressing mood which is at
the disposal of the Vedic language This apparatus is considerably
larger than that of Classical Sanskrit, and, we believe, than that of any
other Indo- European language. The following forms carry with them
modal value, under circumstances to be dealt with in detail later on;
in various ways and various degrees they interchange with one another:

1. Present Indicative
2. Various Preterite Indicatives, notably Aorist, also predicative

Past Passive Participles
3. Imperative (including those in tat)

53 .
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54 VEDIC VARIANTS I THE VERB

4 Imperatival forms in si and ( ?) se
Subjunctive, fi. Mixed Imperative - Subjunctive forms

-4. Injunctive
8 Optative
9 Precative
10 Future
11. Desiderative

v 142 Infinitive
The rôle of the last two of these twelve classes is unimportant and, as
regards strict modal quality, somewhat dubious. This still leaves ten
modal categories whose interrelations are the theme of the following
pages

§90 Before entering upon a detailed discussion of the modal inter-
changes as between two or more different texts, there are three prelimi-
nary matters which substantiate this instability, and lend atmosphere
to the subject as a whole First, one and the same text sometimes vanes
its mood in what may be regarded as a repetition of the same passage.
Secondly, the interchanges in different texts sometimes, and not rarely,
bring in three or even more different moods. Thirdly, change of tense
goes along with change of mood without, again, affecting the resulting
meaning. Related with the last class are the numerous cases in which
different tense -forms of the same mood interchange, again without the
least indication of difference in function, see § §208 ff.

Interchange of moods in passages repeated in the same text

§91. Any single Vedic text is likely to show iteration on an extensive
scale (cf. Bloomfield, JAOS. 31 49 ff.). In these repeated passages the
mood may be changed, either, apparently, for no other than subjective
reason, or because of some external circumstance provoked by the tech-
nique of the text in question. Thus the RV.

ädztyazr no adztzh §arms yansat 1. 107. 2, 4. 54 6,
ädztyazr no adztzh karma yachatu 10 66 3;

'Aditi, together with the Adityas, shall offer us protection.' yansat is
aorist subjunctive, yachatu present imperative, cf. the same relation
between RV. 10. 128. 8a and AV. 5. 3. 8a, and see §106 for the frequent
interchange between the stems yacha and vans in general. The motive
of the variation is metrical The first verse is trz$tubh, the second
gagati To see any other reason for the change would be sheer hair-
splitting, one sentence says exactly the same as the other

-S
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§92. The same criterion governs the choice of krdhi, aorist imperative,
and kah, aorist injunctive in the two RV nodes:

asmabhyam indra varzvah sugam krdhi 1. 102. 4,
asmabhyam mahz varzvah sugam kah 6 44 18.

See RV Rep. 530 Also in the following, both in KS..
vdcaspatzr vdcam nah svadatu 15. 11,
vdcaspatzr vdcam adya swaddle nah 13 14.

The first phrase is prose, the second receives a japan cadence. See
§104, p

§93. Only in a partial or one -sided way, if at all, can metrical con-
venience be assigned as a ground for the following variation:

suved8 no vasü krdhz RV. 7. 32 25,
suvedä no vasa karat RV. 6 48 15

'Make (let him make) wealth easy for us to get' krdhz is aor. impv.,
karat aor subj ; there is no reason why the poet of 7. 32 25 should not
have used karah to match karat, but as to 6 48 15 it may be observed
that the meter would oppose the use of the aor. impv. * karau, mixed
aor subj -impv. karatu, or pres. impv krnotu or karotu.

§94 In passages repeated in the same vicinity, we find modal varia-
tions which appear to be due simply to the stylistic urge for variety; the
change is for its own sake. This is prettily illustrated in the following
RV instance:

3esah svarvatir apah 1. 10. 8c,
resat svarvatir apah 8 40. 10,
Nash svarvatir apah 8 40 11.

'Thou shalt conquer (hast conquered; he shall conquer) the waters
rich in light.' In 8 40. 10 we have a secondary repetition with change
of person of 1 10 8c; in the next verse this is deliberately modulated by
substitution of the aor. indic. for subj. See RV Rep 39 Similarly,

,jyok pztrsv dstdm AV. 1. 14. 1, 'long may she sit among the fathers',
is modulated in vs 3 of the same hymn to

3yok patsy asataz,
with subj. for impv , which means exactly the same thing, it may also
have been felt as improving the meter.

Here may likewise be recorded abhz prayo ndsatyd vahanti (6. 63. 7
°tu) RV 1 118. 4, 6. 63. 7. For in pads a of 1. 118.4 occurs the form
vahantu, and it seems fairly clear that the following vahantz is a sort of
stylistic dissimilation, and is secondary to vahantu of 6. 63. 7. See
RVRep. 124.

AV. 11. 10. 14a sarve deva atydyantz is repeated in the next verse,
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15a, with atytiyantu, again, apparently, the change is for stylistic
variety

§95 Possibly of the same order may be the reason for the change in
svadhvarä krnuht jdtavedah RV. 3 6 6, 7 17 3,
svadhvara karat 3dtavedah RV 6 10. 1, 7 17 4,

'Prepare, 0 Játavedas (let J. prepare) effective sacrifices?' (Cf. other
forms of the same piìda in other texts, §154) If we assume that the
variation originated in 7 17 3 and 4, the desire for variety may be
sufficient to account for it, we can, at any rate, see no other reason.
krauts is pres impv , karat? aor subj. The 3d person subj forms are
just as good imperatives as true imperative forms. Consider the 3d
person mixed subj -impv. forms treated below, §173, and let us remem-
ber that the so-called 1st person imperatives are really subjunctives.
In view of these facts, and of the enormous number of interchanges
between the two moods (below, § §151ff ), we may confidently say that
there is no real difference between subjunctive and imperative in the
mantras, at least as far as principal clauses go."

§96. In the next, a RV repetition,
jyok pa§yema súryam uccarantam 10 59 6,
jyok pa§ydt sùryam uccarantam 4 25 4,

'Long may we (he) behold the rising sun I', the variation between trissyl-
labia and dissyllabic verb -forms goes hand in hand with dissyllabic
and tnssyllabic pronunciation of súryam (Parton) Since sane- is
commoner in RV , we may perhaps assume that paáyema is secondary
But it must be observed that this has no apparent bearing on the ques-
tion of moods, since the subj pa,§yama would do just as well in 10 59.
6, and the opt pa §yet in 4. 25.4.

§97 In AV 6 122 5, 11. 1 27 indro marutvdn sa dadatu tan me
(11 1 27 dadad edam me), 'Indra with the Maruts, may he give that to
me, a shght and apparently unnecessary change between tad and
edam goes along with, and either causes or is caused by, the exchange
between impv and injunctive (? subjunctive, from stem dada -) Again,
AV 19 50. 7 has the metrically correct couplet usä no ahna a bhajdd,
ahas tubhyam vzbadvar?, 'may the dawn commit us to the day, the day
to thee, 0 shining ones For the sake of a slight and unnecessary lexical
alteration AV 19.48. 2 varies the mood and violates the meter: ufa no
ahne part dadaty, ahas tubhyam vzbhavarz. The meaning is the same

u The chief distinction between the two moods appears to be the exclusion
of the 2d person imperative from dependent (except prohibitive) sentences Cf
RV 8 103 14 mddayasva avarnare, 'delight thyself with (chez) Svarnara'; but
8 85 2 yad rnádaydse avarrare, 'when thou mayst delight thyself' etc
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RV. 10 35 13 valve no devil uvasa gamantu, 'may all the gods come
hither with help for us', is changed in 1 89.7 to vibe no deed mood gamann
Ilia The patch -word Ilia helps the substituted subj gaman (instead of
mixed impv -subj gamantu) to make a 3agati pads out of a trzstubh.

AV. 7 60 7 faked romans pusyata, `prosper ye in all forms', is adapted
to the cosmogonie Rohita m 13 2 10 vz$vd r pdnz pusyasi, 'thou pros -
perest in all forms' The Ppp in the latter passage has prajdh sarvd
vz pahyasz, 'thou beholdest every way all creatures', a more appropriate
saying for the solar Rohita, and probably the original one, the Saunaka
version has mechanically imitated 7 60. 7 which floated thru the mind
of its redactor.

§98. Metrical convenience may again be held to account for the
subj -opt. interchange in RV. 7. 66. 16 Avema taradah Sodom, appearing
secondarily with change of person in 10 85. 39 as limit etc For the
opt. 3d sing ,reset would not fit the meter. It is interesting to note
that this pride, RV 10.85 39, is repeated in ApMB 1 5 2 with change
of jzvatz to the hybrid subj -impv :main, showing the tense sympathy
between subj and impv. in the third person, alluded to above

§99 In one RV. repetition there is no other than the resulting metri-
cal difference between a pres subj. and an aor Indic.

yan and somdso mamadan yad ukthd, ubhe bhayete r Iasi apare 4.42. 6,
'When the soma libations and the songs of praise incite me, both bound-
less hemispheres (heaven and earth) are afright '

pura sahasrd n2 áz §dmz daáuge, yan and somdsa ukthzno amandtsuh
10. 48 4
We may of course render the aor. of this passage : 'Many thousands do I
secure for my worshiper when the soma libations accompanied by songs
of praise have incited me ' But in truth the aor. is here just as modal
as the subj ; it is the so -called prophetic aorist which states a wish as
an accomplished fact See §127 below.

§100 Again, the imperative in tilt (Whitney, Grammar §571, Del -
bruck, AlSyntax §207, Speyer, Ved Skt. Synt. §188, n. 1) fails to
differentiate itself modally from the ordinary pres impv. in two RV.
parallels:

pra no yachatdd avrkam prthu chardih 1.48.15,
prasmaz yachatam avrkam prthu chardzh 8.9.1,

'Do thou furnish us (do ye two furnish him) broad protection against
enemies.' (Cf further RV 8.27.4, yenta no avrkam chardsh, with a yet
different mood) The difference is at most chronological; yachatad
may be a more archaic form, and it occurs in an older part of RV.; see
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Oldenberg, Proleg. 262, and RV Rep. 82. Thus we may account for
the variation between krdhz and kuru in SS tato no abhayam krdhz 3
20. 2 and kuru 13 2 2 Here the mood is the same, but the archaic
aor. impv (inherited from RV. and kept in nearly all of the numerous
reproductions of the páda in other texts, see §210, a) is replaced by the
commonplace pres impv. kuru

§101 We can conceive no reason for the variation between impv. and
precative in the following formula, both forms of which are found in KS.:
durmztrds tasmaz santu (38 5 bhzcydsur) yo 'smdn duets 3 8, 38. 5, 'may
they be hostile to him who hates us '

Instances of more than two modal varieties in the same passage

§102 In quite a number of cases more than two moods, usually
three, but occasionally even more than three, interchange in different
versions of one and the same passage. These are of special interest
because they show in a superior degree that the modal distinctions are
the reverse of sharp The cases here listed are not repeated below under
the heads of the much more numerous interchanges between two moods;
they may be added there without any great inconvenience.

§103 In the formulaic prayer which says 'may I (thou, we, or he)
live a hundred autumns'', there is a confluence of almost all modal
varieties: subj jzvdtz, impv. diva, mixed impv.-subj .rivdtu, opt livema,
subj (or impv) 1st pers divans and pavan, and, finally, present indic.
31vdmz Their citations may easily be found in the Vedic Concordance,
see e g. jzvdtz Saradah §atam And compare with these the closely
related trz. tubh páda, Salem jivantu (fivantah, jivema, foam., ca diva)
Saradah purdah (suvarcdh), 'may they (we, I, thou) live a hundred
numerous autumns' or 'a hundred autumns being in possession of glory '

§104 In the majority of the following list of multiple modal inter-
changes, one or more indicatives figure often along with one or more of
the oblique moods, cf § §112ff and 127ff. These are followed by cases
in which at least three non - indicative forms vary with each other. In
the first not less than four moods are found (five if we count the mixed
subj - impv.):

(a) Present Indicative, Subjunctive, Subjunctive- Imperative, Im-
perative, and Precative:

zto mukfiya mdmutah (ApS. ma patch) VS. SB ApS. preto muñcdmi
(AG. SG. SMB MG. muñcatu; PG.t muñcatu, ApMB. ninth, )
ndmutah (SG. MG. SMB.t mdmutah, PG. and pateh) RV. AV. AG.
G. SMB. PG. ApMB. MG. 'Hence, and not thence (not from my, or
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her, husband) may I be loosened (I loosen, let him loosen, etc ).' Cf.
in Cone mrtyor muksiya mdmrtdt (ma patyuh). See §312.

(b) Present Indicative, Imperative, and Subjunctive
prapztdmahan Inbharta pznvamanah (TA t °maham bzbharat pinvamdne)

AV. TA : svarge loke pznvamdno bzbhartu Ap$. 'It supports (shall
support) our great - grandfathers, swelling' or the like.

sd nah payasvati duhdm (TS. PG. dhuk$va, MS. SMB. duhd, followed
by vowel, but SMB once, 2. 2. lc, du/0m acc to Jorgensen, and so
v. 1. of MS.; MS. p p duhe) RV AV. TS MS KS. SMB. PG. `Rich
in milk she yields (yield thou, let her yield) to us' The MS. and SMB
readings are doubtful.

ya3rlasydyur anu sam recants (AS. tarantu) TA. AS : yaguiyur anu
sam saran TB. ApS `Let them (they do) follow along the life of the
sacrifice!'

k. eme tz,4thats (SG. ta$tha, PG. tisthatu, HG. hg than) ghrtam uksamdr}d
AV. 8G. PG. HG. `May it, dripping ghee, stand (or, it stands ..,
stand thou) in security.'

(c) Present Indicative, Subjunctive, and Optative:
te. v (SG. anye$v, read yesv with Oldenberg, /St 15. 73, note) aham

sumandh sam vzMdmz (AS. °na [text, °ti], MG. vasdma, SG. vs, eyam)
AS ApS AG HG. ApMB. MG. (see Knauer's note on MG. 1. 14. 6).
`(May) I (we) in this house live happily' or the like

(d) Present Indicative, Imperative, and Precative
arena bhrdrzstha bhra3i thas (with variants) team (MS. adds varcasvdn)

deve?v ass (MS. edhz, TS deveeu bhuydh) VS. VSK. TS. MS. S°B. 99.
`O brilliant sun, thou art (be thou) brilliant among the gods '

aristdm tvd saha patyd dadhdmz (ApMB. brooms) RV. ApMB.:
arzstdm and saha patyd dadhdtu KS. MS MG.: arzytdham saha patyd
bh2ydsam VS 'I make thee (he shall make me; may I be) free from
harm, with thy (my) husband.'

(e) Present Indicative, Aorist Indicative, and Future:
ydvattindm edam ;carom (SG. karzsydmi) bhiiyasinam uttardm (SG.

°mdm) samdm krtydsam MS. MA. : ydvatindm-ydvatindm va azgamo
lak$ar.iam akarzsam bMiyaszndm- bhúyaeinäm va uttardm- uttardm samdm
kraydsam SMB.t

(f) Present Indicative, Aorist Indicative, and Imperative:
vacaspatsh somam apdt MS. TA 65.:.. Oats TA. .:... píbati TA.

All in same context. `The lord of speech has drunk (drinks, shall
drink) the soma'

suga (TS. ApS. svaga) vo devdh sedans (TS. N. °nam) akarma (MS.

8G
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krnomi, K. ApS. Kau§ sadanani Bantu, KS sadanedam astu) AV.
VS TS. MS KS SB KS ApS Kau§ N. 'We have made (I make;
let be) your seats easy of access for you, 0 gods'

(g) Present Indicative, Aonst Indicative, and Precative:
nzr (KS mr druho nzr, VS SB mad nzr) varunasya patin mucye

(KS muksiya, MS pà§dd amok i) VS. MS. KS. SB 'I am (have been,
may I be) released from Varuna's fetter '

(h) Present Indicative, Perfect Indicative, and Subjunctive
salaksma (MS KS °ma) yad vzmurüpd (VS MS KS B. °pam)

bhavatz (MS KS. babledva) RV. AV. VS. MS KS AB vzsuriipa yat
salaksmdno bhavatha TS 'That whoso (what) is like should be different'
or the like See §330, end

varunetz gapamahe (MS t 'has; AV yad amnia) AV VS. TS. MS KS.
SB. TB AS SS.

(i) Imperfect Indicative (or Injunctive), Perfect Indicative, and
Imperative

kamam (AV. PB. kamah, KS humus) samudram a vita (AV meta,
KS PB vz §at) AV KS. PB TB TA A. ApS 'Desire hath entered
(shall enter) the ocean', or, `enter into the ocean desire '

(k) Imperfect Indicative, Perfect Indicative, and Perfect Optative.
ny anya arkam abhito metre (AV. 'vzkanta, JB vzvsSyuh) RV AV. JB.

SB AA. `Others settled (may settle) about the sun '
(I) Imperfect Indicative, Imperative, and Injunctive:
havya to svadantdm (MS svadan, KS asvadan) VS TS MS KS

B. But svadan may be imperfect, like asvadan, see §8
(m) Aonst Indicative, Injunctive, and Imperative (Subjunctive-

Imperative) :
apaztu mrtyur amrtam na agan (PG agat) TB. TAA ApS. PG. HG :

paraztu mrtyur amrtam na aztu (SS. SMB amrtam ma a gat) AV SS.
SIB 'Let death depart, immortality hath (shall) come to us (me).'
As between agat and a gat the mas are, of course, indeterminate.

aksan, aghat(tam), aghan, aghasan, °sat, aghastdm tam, ghasat, (Masan,
ghastu, and ghasantu see Conc. under each word All mean 'he has
(they have) eaten' or `shall eat.'

(n) Aonst Indicative, Imperative, and Future:
subhzitakrtah subhzitam nah krnuta SS.: suhutakrtah etha suhutañi

karzsyatha (and, akdrsça) AS.
(o) Perfect Indicative, Imperative, and Subjunctive.
madhu Iva (AV. me) madhula karotu (AV karate, RV. cakara, MS.

ktnotu) RV AV MS TA ApS 'May it, honeyed, make thee honey',
'it, honeyed, has made etc.', `do thou, honeyed, make honey for me.'
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(p) Imperative, Subjunctive, and Subjunctive- Imperative.
vacaspatzr no adya vajam svadatu VSK vdcaspatzr roman (VS. SB.t

also vajam) nah svadatu (TS KS.* vdcam adya svadat nah, TB .

svaddtz to [but Poona ed. nah], MS svadatu nah) VS TS MS KS.
(bis) $B TB. SMB. 'May the Lord of Speech sweeten our (thy)
speech (food).'

svadantu havyam madhund ghrtena RV AV VS. MS KS. TB N.:
matt (MS °tu) havyam (VS KS implant) madhund ghrtena VS. MS.
KS TB

agar? tan (AS tell, for rani) lokal pra nudaty (AS nudaty, SMB
nudaty) assail VS AB. AS. SS ApS SMB : agnz. (ApS. ague) tan
asmat pra nunottu (ApS nudasva) lokal (AV. pra dhamdtz yajñat)
AV. ApS MA. `May Agin (O Agni) drive them away from this
world.'

(q) Imperative, Subjunctive, and Injunctive:
maya -Mesa prlana abhzsya TB ApS HG : vztvah ca deva (PG devah)

prtana abhzsyah (PG t °.yak) KS. PG '0 god (let the god) annihilate
all the hosts' On abhi yak see §337, end.

mandakya su sam gamah (Cone gama, by error, TA gamaya) RV.
TA : manddky apse tam bhuvah AV

(r) Imperative, Subjunctive, and Optative
mahyam id vatam a nayat ApMB : mahyam punar udajatu HG . mah-

yam muktvathanyam anayet PG
(s) Imperative, Imperative in tat, and Subjunctive.
slam jdndtha (KS Anita, TB janitat) parame vyoman VS KS. AB.

TB junta smaznam (TS MS 3anitad enam) parame vyoman AV. TS.
M$ 'Acknowledge him in the highest heaven.' Cf tam sma 3dnzta
(VSK. °tha) parame vyoman AV VS. VSK TS. KS. ßB. MA , which
introduces also the present indicative, if we may trust the VSK reading

(t) Imperative, Imperative in tat, and Optative
chandondmanam (with variants) sdmrdi yam gacha (VSK. gachatat;

MS gachet) VS VSK TS SB MA 'Arrive (may he arrive) at the
sovereignty of the meters' names', or the like.

devenu nah sukrto (VSK. and sukrtam) brutal (KS. bruta; PB. MS.
bruyat) VSK. TS KS..PB. MS. devebhyo ma sukrtam bridal (í7B. with
Gha, voceh) VS SB. sukrtam ma devenu brutal TS. A 3d person form is
impossible here; PB. comm reads brutal, and probably MS should be
read so too. 'Declare us (me) righteous among (to) the gods.'

(u) Imperative, Optative, and Precative:
tasya na zstasya pritasya dravzrcehagameh VS. 'Wealth of this en-
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1

joyed sacrifice, come here to us!'. tasya and yajnasyeetasya vitasya
dravinehdgamydt MS. (see §332) tasya nis tasya vitasya dravinam d
gamyat (KS dravtnehdgamydh, Ape. dravtnehdgameh) TS KS Ape .
tasya ya3ñasye ?tasya svi tasya dramnam magachatu KS (so read in both
5.4 and 32 4, with ms. at 32.4. v. Schroeder wrongly emends to dramnam
dga ).

pan no heti rudrasya vrjydh (VSK °ydt) RV. VSK. part no rudrasya
hear vrnaktu TS. KS.: part no rudrasya hater vrnaktu VS MS. 'May
Rudra's missile avoid us' Cf pari vo rudrasya hetzr vrnaktu AV. KS.,
and part vo heti rudrasya vryydh (TB. vrñlydt) RV. TB See RV Rep.
573, where the pads pari tvd etc., and the Concordance reference thereto,
are to be deleted, add KS 30 10 under part vo rudrasya etc.

(v) Imperative, Injunctive, and Optative
sarvam dyur ge$am (AV. ahya, TA ayant, SB the) AV. KS. TB.

SB. TA ApS Cf. sa° a° am TB. Ape.
(w) Imperative, Precative, and Past Passive Participle:
apahato 'raruh prthzvyaz (also, °vyd adevayajanah, and, 'ryas devaya-

3anyaz) TS. ApS . apdrarum adevayajanam prthwyd devayajand (Ape.
adevayajano) baht KS ApS . apdrarum prthwyaz devayajandd badhydsam
VS SB. 'Driven away is (drive away; I would drive away) Araru from
the earth' etc

(x) Subjunctive, Injunctive, and Optative
anu (MS erroneously, nu, KB SS. upa) yam jzhvd ghrtam d caranyat

MS. KS. KB. SS.: prati te jihvd ghrtam uc caranyat (TS. °yet) VS. TS.
MS KS. SB. prati vara gthvd ghrtam uc (AV. TS.t also, a) caranyat
(AV. °ydt, TS. °yet) AV. TS. MS. KS. KB AS. SS 'May your tongue
move up to meet the ghee', or the hke.

ksetrasya paint adhz no bruvathah (TS. bruyatam, KS. adhz vocatam
nah) TS. MS KS. 'Ye two mistresses of the field, bless us!' On the
meaning of adhz -vac and adht -brü, see Gehman, JAOS 36. 213 ff.

yad adya hotrvarye (8S. °vzcrye), Amain cakquh parapatat (SS. °tat),
agni. tat punar dbharat (ApS f °rat, SB. abhrzyat) SB. SS ApS.
'That which, at the choice of the hair, may escape the crooked (faulty)
eye, that may Agni bring back here.'

(y) Optative, Precative, and Future:
cdrum adya devebhyo vdcam udydsam ApS.: madhumattm (SS. °tim

adya) devebhyo vdcam udydsam (SS. vdcam vade yams) TS. TA. SS.:
madhumatim vdcam udeyam AV.: indrtydvatzm adydham vdcam udydsam
. , ApS. 'May I (I shall) speak (today) honeyed (sweet) speech (to
the gods).'
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Change of tense

§105. According to a familiar fact of Vedic grammar the mood of any
so -called tense has precisely the same value as the corresponding mood
of any other tense, or, stated conversely, the moods may avail them-
selves indifferently of the so -called tenses to express what appears to our
feeling as impenetrably undifferentiated modal value. This type of
interchange belongs as well to the section on tenses, and is treated there
in so far as forms are concerned which are identical in mood but different
in tense ( § §208ff ). E g , as between mode, present imperative, and vida,
aorist imperative, there is no difference whatever in the historic period
of the language. Now this element of formal tense - difference appears
frequently along with modal variation That is to say, along with a
change, say, from imperative to subjunctive, there is also a change from
present to aorist, or some other tense change. These interchanges, tho
they are necessarily negative on the side of tense, enhance still further the
sense of the instability of modal interchange. Many pairs of this sort
occur in the preceding and following lists, and can easily be gathered
from them But we have, in addition, separated the modal interchanges
that are accompanied by tense interchanges, wherever the groups were
large enough to make such a subdivision desirable. Thus, in the case of
interchanges between Imperative and Subjunctive ( § §151ff ), and
between Imperative and Injunctive ( § §155ff ).

§106. A number of these combined mood and tense changes will be
found quite standard and typical. Thus, to illustrate the crossing of
tense and mood in a few roots we may write out in full the following
variants:

Present stem yacha -. aorist stem yans-
ddstyatr no adttih karma yansat (and, yachatu) RV. (both).
mdtevdsmd adite &Irma yacha (SG. adttih tarma yansat) AV. TS. MS.

KS. TB TA SG ApMB.
uruvyacd no mahtsah farina yansat (AV yachatu) RV AV TS KS.
sa (AV. sa) nah garnet trzvariitham vz yansat (AV. nt yachdt) RV. AV.

MS KS TB ApS Here both are subjunctives.
§107. More variegated are the correspondences of present imperatives

of root bliss (occasionally also as) with combinations of other moods and
tenses from bhic. The phonetic element that enters into the inter-
change between av and uv in several of these cases has been discussed
above, §23:

uta trdtd izvo bhavd (SV. bhuvo) vartithyah RV. SV. VS. TS. MS. KS.
8B. Kauá.
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sammzfilo aruso bhava (SV bhuvah) RV. SV
samprzyah pasubhzr bhava (TS ApS` bhuvat) MS TB. ApS.: sump,

yam prajaya pasubhzr bhuvat TA.
team bhavddhzpatzr (AV Near abhzbhùtzn) jandndm AV. MS. KS.
tam astu tanve mama AV sane v astu tanvaz lava VS.: tam u to tanve

(TS tanuve) bhuvat TS KSA
[sva.ve.o anamivd bhavd nah; the Conc. quotation bhuvà for bhava in

ApMB. is to be deleted I
§108. More briefly we find interchange in the root kr, 'make', aor.

subj karat& pres impv krnotu ( §154), aor subj karah pies impv
krnotu (and perf Ind cakdra, §104, o), nor impv. krdhz and aor. subj
karat pres impv krnu ( §154). From da `give' and dha 'place', aor
m ddh and dhah pres. impv. dehz and dhehz, and dhdh dadhdtu ( §158);
also dhalta, datta data, and dattdm ddtdm, and dhatta dhdntu ( §198).
From 31. `conquer', 3ayata lesatha (aor. subj , §154), and jayema jam
( §174) From gam and gel `go', gamema gesma, and gan gamet ( §174),
each pair in this case consisting of different aorist stems From ni
'lead', assets- neat ( §154). From pa 'protect', patu pdsatz ( §154)

From nag 'perish', nasyatu newt ( §158) From vzd 'obtain', vzndatu.
laded (zbidem) and vidania vzndanlu ( §159) From sthd `stand,' tzstha
sthdt ( §158) From kram 'stride', /crania. krdmzh ( §159).

§109. There are also cases in which the indicative of one tense inter-
changes with an oblique mood of another tense Thus from mad
'rejoice', mamadan (pres subj) amandzsuh (aor. and §145, a), from
van `win,' vanute, vansate, and varale ( §117); from man 'think', mane.
manas (aor. subj , §119).

Of course the interchange of Precative (aorist Optative) and other
moods commonly also involves change of tense; for examples, see §161.

SYSTEMATIC CLASSIFICATION OF MODAL INTERCHANGES

§110 We turn now to a systematic account of the modal variations.
As far as we can observe, the texts of different schools show no constitu-
tional preference for any one mood as against any other. On the con-
trary, they all seem to show complete indifference of choice between
them all. It is possible, of course, when a text substitutes e.g. impera-
tive for subjunctive or precative for optative, that It approaches the
passage from a slightly altered direction, or with a different quality of
emotion But it is commonly the same passage, in the same connection,
uttered in the midst of the same real properties At least the vanants
show a very strong tendency to regard the moods as interchangeable
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A good deal depends on the frequency of these interchanges, the more
common they are, the greater the chance that they imply indifference
to modal distinction, and nothing more We may remember the numer-
ous cases of interchange between active and middle voices, also for the
most part bare of real distinction, which we have presented above.

§111. We shall deal with the moods in the order stated above The
passages in each class involve interchange between two moods only;
these may be reinforced here and there from the groups involving more
than two modal varieties (above, §104), which are not repeated here.

I PRESENT INDICATIVE IN INTERCHANGE WITH OTHER MOODS

§112 This is the most frequent interchange It includes nearly
300 cases, distributed rather unevenly between imperative, subjunctive,
injunctive, and optative. It is in the main temperamental, rather than
logical; philological, rather than grammatical. The Vedic mantras
deal almost entirely with the praise of gods; with efforts to coax them
into good humor and generosity; and with all sorts of magic or hocus-
pocus that is supposed to fulfil wishes In such an atmosphere the
indicative, tho by nature a modus rectus, is in truth a sort of modus
obhquus (subjunctavus), almost everything that is stated categorically
is meant modally The indicative states things as certain; as a matter
of fact these things are merely wished for, hoped for, requested, or
importunately insisted upon So, e g , to illustrate by one of the
keenest desires in every stratum of the Veda, the desire for da1c inä
(baksheesh) A poet - priest states, apparently with serene confidence,
therefore in the pres ind , that a certain god is clever (prajdnan) in
making even the stingy man give gifts to the priests

aditsantam ddpayatz prajdnan VS KS. AB ,

`he cleverly makes the stingy man give ' But in truth the poet is
whistling in the woods. What is really meant is, that he wishes, hopes,
or requests that the god may, shall, or should do so Accordingly
three other texts read impv dapayatu, `let him make to give', for the
ind ddpayatu, `makes to give'

aditsantam (AV utdditsa °) ddpayatu prajdnan AV. TS. MS
Here we find no means for deciding which reading is the better or older.
If this were a question of logic or grammar, and not of temperament
or manner of speaking, we might enrich the vocabulary of grammatical
terminology by yet one more item, `hortative indicative'.

§113 The hortative indicative is on the whole perhaps the commonest
modal expression in the Veda. Its real interest for grammar is that it
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vanes impartially with pretty much all the oblique moods, showing in-
directly that this most generalized kind of wish hai bola uo modal precision

§114 We present first the vanants which concern principal clauses,
divided according to the moods that vary with the present indicative.
Afterwards are listed a considerable number of cases concerning de-
pendent (chiefly relative) clauses, the principles at the bottom of both
groups are, for the most part, much the same.

Present Indicative and Imperative in principal clauses

§115 This is by far the most frequent of these interchanges The
first persons of the imperative are really subjunctives They mvolve
peculiar conditions as far as the older language is concerned. we may
reserve them for the next section. As for the other two persons, their
readiness to take the place of the indicative calls to mind the fact that
thruout Sanskrit literature the impv is in a marked degree a mood of
wish as well as command, as when, in contrast with Latin rival crescat
floreat, Sanskrit uses the imperative, jayatu raga; or, often, the present
indicative, which is equally frequent in the drama (e g. jayatt jayatt
devah, Sakuntala, ed Pischel, HOS. 16: v. 9 2), thus showing that
the 'hortative indicative' is by no means limited to the Vedic language
The passive imperative is a favorite means of expressing polite request:
Speyer, Ved u. Skt. Syntax §192. The sequel will show that the impv.
encroaches upon the other wish -moods to a larger extent than might be
expected in a mood of command Cf Whitney, Gram § §572, 575;
Delbruck, AlSynt. 361; Speyer, op. cit § §188, 192

§116. Here belong, first of all, the dozen cases of interchange between
the 2d plural endings to and tha which have been considered previously
from the phonetic point of view ( § §14 -19). They are not repeated here.
The long list of the rest is as follows
kfatranam kqatrapat.r as. (VS SB KS edit) VS. TS SB. TB K.

ApS. 'Thou art (be thou) sovereign lord of sovereignties.' Prayer
for a king at his coronation.

syond casi su?ada cast VS $B 'pleasant art thou and a fair seat';
syond ca me su.ada ca.dh. TB. ApS. 'be thou pleasant to me and
a fair seat.' Addressed to earth.

[prehena dyavaprth.vti (MS. adds aprna)] antarikfam ca vi badhase (MS.
Wham, TS. badhatam) VS. TS. MS. KS. SB. 'With thy (its)
back thou sunderest (sunder thou, let it sunder) heaven and earth
and the atmosphere', or the like. Addrest to one of the altar -
bncks.
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a rohatho (TS VS SB. rohatam) varuna mitra gartam RV. VS TS MS.
KS AB. N

(yatavedasam) adhvardnam 3anayathah (KS MS. °yatam) purogam
KS TB ApS MS. To the fire - sticks: 'Ye beget (beget ye)
(Agni) as leading -steer of sacrifices.'

abhi prayo ndsatya vahants (and, °tu) RV. (both). See §94.
sumo scram karmanyam daddti (TB. °tu) RV. VS MS TB.
taboo hi (KS ha) rzpram pravahants (MS. °tu) detain RV. AV. VS. MS.

KS Cf va §vam asmat pra vahantu ripram TS.
dhanuh §atror apakamam krnots (MS. °tu) RV. VS. TS. MS KSA. N.

'The bow brings (shall bring) sorrow to the enemy.'
a devo pate (MS. MG. yata) salad suratnah RV. MS. KS. AB. KB. B.

TB MG. AS SS.
edhante asyd jñdtayah RV AV. ApMB edhantdm 3ñdtayo mama

SMB PG. HG MG. Both in wedding rites `(let) her (my)
relations thrive.'

va§vd ricpdnz pusyata (and, pagan) AV. (both) See §97.
ekd sati bahudhoso vy uchasz (MS KS ucha) TS. MS KS PG. The

stanza is otherwise trzstubh; wham is thus inconsistent metrically.
'rho single, 0 Usas, shine (thou shinest) forth in many places '

bhúte havasmaty ass (AV. °mall bhava) AV TS TB.
przyo me hrdo (MS hito, y 1 halo) 'sz (MS t bhava) TS MS.
agnaye tvd mahyam varuno daddtu (MS °h.) VS. MS SB SS The same

with brhaspataye, yamdya, rudrdya
tasmin devil amrta madayantam (RV. °te) RV. AV. TA
tisthantu hatavarcasah AV. 'let them stop still, their glory shattered';

tzsthanta hatavartmanah N. 'they stand still, their way blocked.'
tvesas to dhicma rn, vats (AV icrn, otu) RV. AV. SV. LS. MS KS.
prono yajñena kalpatdm (MS M. °te) VS. TS MS. KS. SB. MS.

The same with ayur, caksur, prstham, brahma, mano, yajño,
vag, trotram, and svar.

ava badhe prtanyatah (ApS °ta) MS ApS avabddhasva prtanayatah PG.
indrena yuyd pra mrnita (TB saytvd pranitha, read with Poona ed.

pramrmatha) §atrdn AV TB. Comm. of TB nzrakuruta (umpv.).
gharmasyaska savztazkam na yachati (MS. KS. °te, PG. °tu) TS. MS.

KS. PG.
pívasvatir 3ivadhanydh pabantu (KSA °ti) RV. TS. KSA.
pra stoma yanty (SV yanty) agnaye RV. SV.
pra vam adhvargu§ carats pryyasvdn (AV. caratu payasvan) AV. AS. SS.
pratiksante (ApMB °tam) §va§uro devara§ (ApMB t §va§ruvo devard§)

ca AV. ApMB
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watt svasarann upa yatz (AV yatu) pitaye RV AV
pra3anantah pratt grhnantu (TS KS ApS °ti) púrve AV. TS. KS ApS.

MS.
yafñanz hinvanty adrzbhth RV yaiidya sang, adrayah SV.
piz? ndm vzvasty (SV °tv) dsicann RV t 7 16. llb SV MS
pumansam3atam abhz sain rabhantam (RV. °te) RV. KS. TB ApS.
pundit te parzsrutam RV VS SB. KS pundtu etc TS MS KS TB

ApS MS.
brahma tena punihz nah (LS ma, VS. KS punatu ma, MS. TB puni-

mahe) RV. VS MS KS TB ApS zdam brahma punimahe TB.
agne daksazh punihz nah (TB ma; MS punimahe) RV. MS TB
a pyayayantu (N. °tz) bhuvanasya gopah AV TS. MS KS SS. N
sa vah sarvah earn carats prayanan AV sarvah sarva vz caratu pra° MS.
ávahsutyam (MS sadyahsutyarn) zndragntbhydni. . . prabravxmi (ApS.

also, prabrútdt) ApS. (bis) MS KS . ávahsutyam va esam
prabravimz AS. It seems that prabrutdt is used as 1st person, cf.
Whitney, Grammar §571b, quoting 3agrtat AV 4. 5. 7 as the `only
case' of tat as 1st person

ahany asmaz sudzna bhavantz (TB °tu) RV. TB
zsanz madantah part gam nayadhvam (AV nayamah) RV. AV. MG.

`Reveling in foods, lead (we lead) the cow about '
asti hz sind (TS MS KS astu sma) te *apnea avayah RV VS TS. MS

KS SB. `For here, 0 strong (Indra), is (shall be) thy conciliation.'
On avayah see Neisser, Z Wbch d RV , s v.

apt puisa nz sidatu (AV SS * °tz) AV SS (bis) LS SMB. HG . zha

puisa ni sidatu PG . rayas pogo ni° ApS ApMB : viras trata nz°
AB

apah samudrad dzvam ud vahantz (Kaug °tu) AV Kau§.
zndra tvad yantu (AS SS yanti) ratayah SV. AS SS
abhz (AV. TB upa) pra yantu (TB AVPpp yantz) naro agniricpáh

RV. AV AVPpp TB N
zndrapusnoh przyam apy etz (MS KSA etu) pcilhah RV. VS. TS MS.

KSA SS
zyam (AB adds vai) pztrya (AB. AS. SS. pitre) rail try etv (AB. AS. SS.

ety) agre AV. AB. GB. AS. SS.AVPpp. agree with AS SS.
gharmam árnnantu prathamaya dhasyave (AS. SS. Ariz: Lantz prathamasya

dhaseh) AV. AS SS
utddttsantam dapayatu praAnan AV. adztsantam dapayatz (TS MS.

°tu) pra3anan VS TS MS KS SB
úr3o badgam prthivya yaty (KS prthzvim ety, ApS °vim etv) aprnan MS.

KS. ApS.
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slam sthanam pitaro dharayantu (AV °ti) te RV AV TA
vrsanam yantu (MS. yards.) 3anayah supatnih VS MS IiS TB
zndraujaskdrau3asvans team sahasvdn devesv edits MS : andraujasvinn

weld (VS SB zndraupsthau,?zsthas, VSK zndravasvann qjasvans;
A. indra soda§znn o3asvzno, Vait [read] tndra sodakznn ojasvans)
team devesv ass VS VSK TS SB AS Vait

tiro (RV VS SB. AG antar) mrtyum dadhatdm (TA Ap S *dadhmahe)
parvatena RV AV VS SB TB TA Ap S (bis) AG. ApMB
'Let them block (we block, or hide, remove) death with a mountain.'

vt monism payasvattim ghrtaetim AV vi mime tva payasvattim devanam
TB Ap S

trnvantu (TS SvetU. 015) vz§ve amrtasya putrah (AV. amrtasa etat)
RV. AV. VS TS. MS IiS SB SvetU

árnvanty (PB 'tv) apo adha (PB 'dhah) ksaranttih RV. PB.
erta utsnatt (M S °tu) 'amid mattinam TB Ap S MS
sa no devah §ubhaya smrtya samyunaktu (MahánU °tt) TA. MahS.nU.
vs (MS KS pra) par3anyah (RV. °yam, TS °yah) srjantt (MS KS.

sr3atam) rodasi. anu RV TS MS KS.
sam a§vaparnaS carantt (MS. °tu; AV. °parnah patantu) no narah RV.

AV VS TS MS KSA.
sa yapñzyo yajatu (AV °tt) ya3ñtydn tin RV. AV
earn no mahant earn, to mahantam KS tesanz zetanz earn zsa madanti

RV VS TS MS. N In the same verse
sa madam. (KS °3a) pary eft (MS etu, KS pari yati) praianan TS. MS.

I{S Cf. sane= rada pari yatt vtdvan VS SB.
sa sind krnott (Ap S °tu) ketum a RV Ap S
snoods pakam atz (SS.t adht) dhtira eh. (SS erns) AS. SS ApS.: si-

nantu sarve anrtam vadantam AV.
pavamanasya tva stomena . vtryenot sue MS pavamanena tva stomena

vtiryena devas trot savttot srjatu (KS viryenoddharamy asau)
TS KS

ketumad dundubhtr vavadïtt (AV °tu) RV. AV VS TS MS KSA
ghrtaprusas tea santo vahantt (AS hank vahantu) TB. AS. ApS.:

ghrtapruso hantas tvavahantu KS
ghrtasya dhara madhumat pavante (AV. 'tam) RV. AV. VS. KS. ApS.
apo grhesu Arrant HG . apo devesu jagratha PG : apo havzhsu Apia

ApS. : dpo 3dgrta MS. KS MS.
yamo dadaty (VS SB TA and v 1 of AV., see Whitney on 18. 1 55,

°tv) avasanam asmat RV AV VS SB TA.: cf. adad tdam yamo
(VS KS SB. addd yamo) 'vasanani prthtvyah VS TS. MS KS.
B. TB. Cf Oldenberg, Pi oleg. 311
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tato dadatz (TB. and v 1. of MS. °tit) Muse varani RV. AV. ArS.
MS. TB.

tad agnir devo devebhyo vanate (MS SB 88 vanutam) TS. MS B. TB.
AS SS But vanate may be aor subj , see §§154,191.

devo devdn matt) (ApS °ty) agnir arhan RV ApS.
dhanvand panto (MS KS yantu) vrstayah RV. TS. MS KS
devo devanam pavxtram ast TS MS KS : devo devebhyah pavasva VS

SB
dhruve sadasi Matz (SV. 'tu) RV. SV.
tasmd xndrdya sutam a 3uhota (TB ApS 3uhomx) VS VSK. MS KS

SB TB Ape. MS
tasmax sicrydya sutam d phota (ApS 3tchomz) MS KS MS ApS
patho anaktu (AV. KS °tx, TS patha dnaktx) madhvd ghrtena AV. VS.

TS MS KS
pdtrera bhindan sato etz (AV. etu, y 1 etz) raksasah RV. AV N
hrdd matim3anaye (VS KS TB. °ya) cdrum agnaye RV. VS MS KS

TB ApS
pxbantx (SV. °tu) varunah bave RV. SV
madhvd ya3ñanz mxmxksatam (and, °tz) RV (both).
mayobhur vdto abhi vdtusrdh (KSA vdty usrdh) RV. TS IiSA TB ApS.

AG.
mahyam vdtah pavatdm (KS °te) käme asmin (AV. kdmdydsmax) RV.

AV TS KS.
mitro nayatu (SV. °tx) vzdvdn RV SV. AB GB.
ygrñ.o devdndm praty eli (MS etu) sumnam RV VS TS MS. KS S`B.
yuso yujyante (DIS yutantu) karnzabhzh VS TS MS KSA.
apura std and purayata SS . dpúryd sthd and pitrayata TS. A.

dprno'sz samprnah (Ape corruptly, dprnosx =spina) pra,7ayamá
pabubhxr a prna SS Ape `Thou art (ye are, be ye) filler(s),
fill me up' etc

rtendsya nivartaye (MS °ya), satyena parivartaye (MS. °ya) TB. ApS.
MS `By his holy order do I (thou) return' etc

yamam ha yarño gachatx (TA *tu) RV AV TA
reto dadhdty (RV. °ty) osadhisu garbham RV. TB. ApS
strnantx (RV.* strn.xta) barhxr dnusak RV. (both). SV. VS. MS. KS. B.

TB. ApS N.
vz bloka etu (AV. eti; TS. SvetU 6loka yards) pathyeva (KS patheva)

szZreh (AV emit, TS. SvetU surdh, KS t surah) RV. AV. VS. TS.
MS KS SB SvetU

sed agni? agninr aty asty (TB ety) anyan RV AB. TB. AS
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any enam raped ranyo madantz (KSA °tu) RV. VS TS MS KSA.
adha sma (MS aria) te vrajanam krsnam asti (MS astu, KS vra3anarn

astu krsnam) RV SV VS. TS MS KS SB
adha pra tell na upa yantu (SV pra núnam upa yanti) dhitayah RV. SV.
airnd team 3arayasz (MS KS 3araya) sarvam anyat TS MS KS. PG.

3arayasz is hypermetric `unaging, thou makest (make thou) age
every other thing' To Usas.

agni tad vztvam (AV. mss. vatväd, so read with SPP. and Whitney
Transi ) aprnatt (AV °tu) vzdvän RV AV TS MS KS.

te mantic te varsantu L S te cassock te varsayantz AV
paramena pafiund krayase (MS krlyasva) VS MS KS. SB Cf. tasyds

te sahasraposam pusyantyä.§ caramena paiu.nd krandmt TS
vz3vasmaz bhút6.yddhvaro (KS MS °ya dhruvo) astu devdh (TS. °dhvaro

'si) TS KS ApS MS
ahvinä bhzsayävatah (MS. °tam, TB f °ta) VS MS. TB. 'The Afivins,

physicians, do aid', or, `0 Alms (and Sarasvati, TB.), physicians,
aid ye?'

rohantz (AS °tu) pampa ruhah MS. KS TA AS SS. Cf tzsthantz
sväruho yathd TS.

somd arsantz (SV. °tu) vzsnave RV SV. Cf soma arsati va° RV.
athdsyaz madhyam P3atu (SS °ti) AS. SS. LS.
(para .) mahe ksaträya (and, §rotraya) dhattana AV : (pari ) mahe

rästräya (and, §rotraya) dadhmasz HG. 'Wrap ye (we wrap) this
man up unto great kingship (fame).'

kas tvd yunaktz sa tvd yunaktu (VS SB °tz) VS. TS. KSA. SB. TB.
Ap S.

kas tvd vz muñcatz sa tvd vzmuncatz (KSA. °tu) VS. KSA. SB.
stenasyetydm any zhz taskarasya (KS. °tydm taskarasydny zhz, TS. °tydm

taskarasyanv est) VS TS MS KS SB.
snug sapatna (TB. comm and Poona ed text, °%L(WL) §va§uro 'yam astu

(AS §va§uro 'ham asmi) TB AS Comm. on TB., ya3amdnasya
sapatnäh §atravah snusdvat svddhi,ndh santu, ayam ué yalamdna,h
§va§uro 'stu §va§uravat swami bhavatu( 1).

tayd ma sam sudmasi HG. ApMB.: Loyd mani indra earn 8r3a RVKh.
See §304.

ud td vapatu (KS. °ts) gdm avim AV. KS. MS.: tad ud vapati etc. VS.
SB.: ud st kr$att gdm amen TS

fate (ApMB. trawl) prawn svadhayd madantu (ApMB. °ti, v. L °tu)
ApMB. HG.

apa iatrtin vtidhyatdm (MS. vzdhyatah) samviddne RV. VS. TB. MS.
KSA. N
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fraya endm mahzm inah secants (SG °lam) TS MS KS SG ApMB
trawl (AS. ti arid) gharmo vz badtu me (KS gharmas sadam in me

vibhati) KS. TB TA AS . tzsrbhzr gharmo vibhatz MS gharmas
tz z§ug vs z (vale (SS rotate) VS SB SS `The triple - shining hot
drink shines (shall shine) for me', or the like

asau yaga AS asau yagate LS
zha súrya ud etu te AV . ut sz -zryo diva ell AV And others, see Cone
anulbanam vayata (KS vayasz) goguvdm apah RV TS KS AB ApS
evam garbham dadhanzi (ApMB dadhdtu) te SB BrhU SG ApMB.

HG And others, §302
mahl no veiled zha vantu bhzcmau AV mzhanz na ogle vi ha vats Mama RV.
dsthdpayata mätaramjigatnum AV : d concord sthapayase gzgatnv, RV
rayzm dhattam (and, dhattha, dhattho) vasumantant puruksum (once,

tatagvinam) RV. (quater) The and forms occur in relative
clauses, but the impv. dhattam twice in principal clauses See
RVRep 149

anu svadhd cikztanz (KS "le) como agnih AV KS TB
te na dtmasu gdgratz (KS t gdgrta) AV KS `They watch (watch ye)

over ourselves ' Whitney considers emendation to jagratu, which
Ppp reads

shelve ratayah santu (MS. santi sani yagurbhih) VS MS. SB. TA SS.
LAS

sarve devil atydyanti (and, °tu) AV. (both) See §94
zsa urge pavate (MS Fight) VS MS SB. And others. See also, in

Cone., adbhyah, o ?adhibhyah, vanaspatibhyah, brahmavarcasdya,
dydvaprthuñbhydm, asmaz ksatrdya, asmaz brahmane, asps este,

mahyam gyazgthyaya, etc., pavate, and correspondents. [But I
question any relation here. F E ]

atìtih sent, (AV panty) agtau RVKh AV SS
dakfinato vrsabha ens havyah (TS. edits havyah, MS KS. vnabho havya

edhz) AV. TS MS KS
pars nah pdhz (pdtu, part and pdhz) vitvatah AV (all) . pan tvd pdmi

sarpatah RVKh.
paridam vdjy °amain (PG. °dam vdjinam) dadhe 'ham (HG. dhatsvdsau)

SG. PG ApMB. HG. `Put on, vigorous, thou yonder, this
skin', or, `this skin I, vigorous, put on', or the like.

tdv mind upa sarpatah SV. JB.: emdm anu =pain MS
entrain apa sedhatz (AG bddhatdm) AV. SS. AG.
3aghanan upa yighnate (MS °tu, p. p. °ti) RV VS. TS MS. KSA.
adhaspadam krnutam (AV.* krnugva, TS !mode) ye prtanyavah AV

(bis) VS. TS MS. KS. SB.
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devasya yanty útayo (KS yantútayo) vz vajdh RV KS
atra (SB atra) jahimo 'szvd ye asan VS SB atra jahama (AV jahhta)

ye asann a.evdh (AV. a§ivdh, and asan durevdh) RV. AV (bis) TA.
d tvd &star a krandatu PG endm kWh krandaty a kumdrah SG
patam (TS. vitam) ghrtasya guhyani name TS SS . patho ghrtasya

guhyasya (MS. KS guhyani) rama AV MS. KS.
tats§ (RV atak, KS taira) caksatham (RV caksdthe, MS KS. cakrdthe)

odium dztim ca RV. VS TS. MS KS SB.
sa (KS yd) no dadatu (KS °tz) §ravanam patinas (TS. pztrndm) TS

MS. KS AS. SS. N It is significant that RS in making the
clause relative, substitutes an Ind for the impv which is anomalous
in relative clauses, see § §122 f.

ayam (AS *aham) §atran *trait) jayatu (AS. *Japans) jarhrsdn, ah
(AS.t *jarhzsanah1), followed in all texts by

ayam (AS *aham) vajam (VS VSK SB vajdn) jayatu (AS. *jaydmr)
vajasdtau VS VSK TS MS KS SB TB AS. (bis) The first
person and form in AS is a conscious vzkara of the other.

antara dyavdprthzvt viyanti (MS °tu, KS. MS add panthanah) TS. KS.
SMB MS PG BDh

tah sain dadhami (KS. dadhatu, AS KS Canons) havzsa (MS manasd)
ghrtena TS MS KS ApS AS KS.

dlrghayutvaya jaradastir asmi (MG astu) PG. MG On MG. see §323.
[susatyam tel pram asyasz pra khudasz SS susadam Id gavdm asti pra

khuda AV by R -Wh's emendation, but the mss agree as to the
verb forms with SS ]

[yato bhayam abhayatn tan no astu (AV ed asti, by misprint, see Lanman
ap Whitney on 19 3 4) AV KS TB ApS MS ]

[vahzsthebhir (MS bah °) viharan yasi (TB palm, but comm. and Poona
ed text pase, so read) tantum RV. MS KS TB AS ApS ]

[grdmdn sajdtayo yanty HG gramam sajanayo gachanti ApMB.t
(Conc. quotes ApMB as gachantu )]

Present Indicative and Subjunctive zn principal clauses

§117. This is a much rarer interchange than that between present
indicative and imperative. It is quite impossible to feel any distinction
between the two classes, we may conclude that, in this sphere of expres-
sion, impv and subj. perform the same function, even if we suspect, as
we do, that the impv is the milder mood of the two. The following are
instances of the 2d and 3d persons
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agnir no vanate (VSK vanute, SV. TS KS vansate) rayim RV SV VS.
VSK. TS MS. KS 'Agni wins (shall win) wealth for us ' Here
vanute is pres ind , vansate aor. subj , while vanate is ambiguous,
either the one or the other Cf Neisser, BB. 7 223f , Oldenberg,
Proleg 289, and above, §10, end

sndro jaydtz (MS jayatz) na para. jaydtaz (MS jayate) AV. TS. MS
' Indra shall be (is) victorious, shall not be (is not) vanquished.'

uta praham atidivyd jayatz (AV.* *diva jayatz) RV. AV (both) 'More-
over the superior gamester shall win (wins) the stake ' jayatz is
metrically inferior

imam vasdna sumand asas (HG art) team AV HG '(0 house,)
clothed in grass (i e thatched), be thou (thou art) well - disposed
(towards us)'

va§i Warn nayasa (AV naydsd) ekaja loam RV AV. `Thou, sole -born
one, bringest (shalt bring) them under control, controlling ' Manyu
'wrath' is addressed

adhzrajo rdjasu rajayatat (TS °tt, MS °yate) AV TS. MS
sa no jives') a yame AV sa no devep d yamat RV TA 'He furnishes

(shall furnish) us (long life) among the living (the gods) ' But see
note in Whitney's AV 18 2 3, from which it appears that the true
reading of AV is yamet, aor opt , this variant would then belong
in §169 yame as 3d sing is doubly suspicious, the present yamate
is quoted in Whitney's Roots only from the Epic and later SPP
with many mss. reads yamet, or rather yarned (followed by d -)

pra rddhasd codayate (SV rddhansi codayate) mahitvand RV. SV
regale (SV. bhyasdt te) .usmdt prthivi cid adrivah RV. SV. 'The very

earth trembles (shall be afraid) before thy might, O possessor of
the press -stone '

yah pa§iinam nabhe vacas tah stitryo agre §ukro agre tdh prahinomz (Ap S
°hinvo) MS Apa. prahinvah is 2d sing subj with irregular
(weak) stem, cf Whitney, Grammar §701, end.

samjdnate manasd sam cikitre RV.: sam janamahaz manasd sam cads!
AV.

§118. Rather more frequent are the interchanges between the first
persons subj. and indic. This is obviously due to the fact that the 1st
person subj. forms do duty as imperatives, at no period in the language
is there any basis for distinguishing impv. and subj in the 1st person
taydnantam (MA. tvayagne) kamam (AA. lokam) sham jaydni (Ms.

jaydmt) AS4 88. Apg M. ApMB. `Thru this (offering) may
I win endless delight (heaven)', or, 'thru thee, Agni, I win delight.'
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brahmdham anlaram krnve (KS karave = °vat) AV KS `I make (let
me make) the charm my inner (defense) ' See §26

(tenaham asya brahmand) nz vartayami (TB °na, but comm and Poona ed.
text °mi) jivase TB ApS 1M18 `By that charm of his I (let me)
return to life.' But Ap8 and the comm suggest that Poona ed.
of TB is right in reading an Indic

jagatyatnam (AS erroneously, °tyenam) vzksv d ve§ayamah (MS KS.
°mt, AS ("nz) TS MS. KS AS. With the jagati (meter) we
(I, may I) settle him among the clans.'

edam aham mdm kalydnyat 1c%rtyat svargdya lokayamrtatvaya (ApS.
lokaya) daksznam nayänt (ApS °mt, M$ daddmt) KB. SS.
ApS. MS : edam aham mdm kalydnyat arty= lejase ya§ase
'mrtatvayatnzanam dakgtnam nayänt AS

Anna eva prat? tat to (MS SMB v 1. pratidatte) dadhamt (MS. daddmi,
SMB dadant) TA SMB. MS But Jorgensen reads dadami m
SMB , his mss vary.

tam tvendragraha prapadye (ApS * pravi §ant) saguh . KS. ApS. (bis) :
tam tva pra padye tam tva pra Warn: sarvaguh . AV.

yad aham devayajanam veda tasmins tva devayajana a kmomi (SB.
tasmins tva vr§canz) SB ApS Ace. to Caland on ApS 10 2. 10,
the HS reads avr §cams.

tau saha (VS SB to ubhau) caturah padah sam prasarayavahai (VS.
SB °va, MS °vah) VS TS. MS KSA. SB ApS See comm. on
TS 7 4 19 1 (note 9 in Weber)

sve loke vz §a (MS cola) tha TS MS. `(May) I enter into my own place
here ' The TS. strangely accents the form vz §a

yasmad yoner udarztha (KS °tha) yaje (MS. KS yaja) tam RV. VS TS.
MS KS SB

vz sakhyans srjamahe (SS °maim, MS. vzsrjavahat) AS SS. Vert.
ApS MS PG

§119 The preceding examples still partake of that temperamental
distinction between ind and the oblique moods, described above. There
are, however, also plain cases of such interchange as when we say in
English either `let me eat', or `I am going to eat' For the present is
so little of a tense as to be at times a future; again, future and subj.
are, especially in Sanskrit, close allies. Hence the following cases,
which are of course not sharply marked off from the preceding:
(aces) un nayänt AS.: (om) un nayamt KS KS. ApS. MS. `I (am going

to) ladle out ' And others, see Cone
ntharam zit hardmz (VS SB °nz) to VS. VSK TS KS. B.
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dadämzty (AS dadanüty) agnir vadati TB AS 'I (am going to) give,
batth Agni '

manna nu (MS manve nu, TS mandanti) babhranam aham Satan dhamänt
sapta ca RV VS TS MS KS SB N 'Of these brown (herbs)
I (am going to) declare the hundred powers and seven ' See § §10,
191.

somam to krinä'ny TS KS : somavakrayin contain to krtnani MS
etad ($S ?dam) vain tens pi"znäni (SS. °nix, ApS °Ii, read °ni, Caland

on 2.20 6, n 2) TB SS ApS. Cone quotes peanuts for TB.

Present Indicative and Injunctive in principal clauses

§120. The injunctive, or `improper subjunctive', is identical in form
with augmentless preterites of all classes The distinction between
modal value and preterite value is always hard to make, especially
since the Veda abounds with preterite indicatives in quasi -modal use
( § §127ff ) Moreover, a large part of the injunctive forms are formally
identical with imperatives, and some of them with optatives, which
further tends to efface the individuality of the injunctive The present
class of interchange is rare in any case In so far as it occurs it puts
the injunctive completely in line with the subjunctive. The following
few cases are in a measure supported by some of the same sort in de-
pendent clauses ( §123)
pra to divo na stanayanti §usmäh RV TS `your hghtning (fires, 0

Agni) thunder forth as if from heaven'; pra to divo na stanayanta
§usmaih MS `may (your fires) thunder forth as if from heaven
with lightning '

part su Dante (SV. °ta) ganayo paths patina RV SV AV. `They (shall)
embrace him as wives do their husbands '

fardhvas tasthau item ava gläpayanti (AV °ta) RV AV 'He stands
upright; verily they do not (let them not) exhaust him ' It has
been argued that] this stanza has a better form in AV than in RV
[See references quoted by Edgerton, Studies in Honor of Maurice
Bloomfield 128, and note But the contrary view is set forth there
by the writer As to this particular pads, Ppp. agrees with RV.
on gläpayanti, and is followed by Whitney in his Translation Cer-
tainly gläpayanta is secondary. F.E ]

annadäyannapatyaya dadhat Kant : madam annädyäyädadhe (KS.
annadyayännapatyäyadadhe) TS KS.: annädam agnim annapatyä-
yadadhe MS.: annädam tvännapatyäyadadhe AS : agnim annädam
annadyäyädadhe VS
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Present Indicative and Optative (Precative) in principal clauses

§121. The optative, a rather indifferent wish mood, stands, perhaps,
more in the center of the entire sphere of modality than any other mood.
This accounts to some extent for its survival in the later language as the
heir of most of the modi subjunctive. It is, as we shall see ( §169), on
terms of lively reciprocity with the subj , being, however, rarer than
the subj in the metrical parts of the Veda With the present end. it
alternates only in a moderate number of cases, especially as compared
with the impv , cf our remarks on the latter mood above The present
makes here, as usual, the impression of greater certainty or insistence.
An occasional precative, interchanging with an indicative, is included
at the end of the following list Noticeable to begin with are half a
dozen cases in which indicatives and optatives of the root hú `call' inter-
change:
marutvantam sakhydya havdmahe (SV t huvemahi) RV. SV. '( Indra)

with the Maruts do (would) we call unto alliance '
tam (RV. omits) sarasvantam avase huvema (AV havdmahe, RV. KS.

johavimi) RV RVKh AV. TS MS KS AS SS
agnim (AV ukthair, MahánU ugram) huvema (AV. havdmahe) paramdt

sadhasthdt AV. TA MahánU 'Agni (the mighty one, with songs)
we (would) call from the highest seat ' AV. is metrically inferior.

rtasya patnim avase huvema (AV havdmahe) AV. VS TS. MS. KS. AS
SS

prdtarjitam bhagam ugram huvema (AV. havdmahe) RV. AV. VS TB.
ApMB N.

prdtah somam uta rudram huvema (AV havdmahe) RV AV VS TB.
ApMB.

In these it will be noted that AV markedly prefers the form havdmahe.
The remaining cases are.
(asyed indro madesv d) grdbhain grbhndti (RV grbhnita) sdnasim RV.

SV `When exhilarated by this very (soma) Indra makes (shall
make) a victorious (rich) haul ' grbhnita may also be regarded as
injunctive or augmentless preterite

so 'ham vdjam saneyam agne (KS.t sandmy agneh) VS. TS. MS. KS.
`(May) I here gain substance, 0 Agm (KS , Agm's substance).'
The KS variant is interesting, changing the voc to a gen it makes
it no longer a direct address to the god, and therefore less in tune
with the optative mood

indravanto vandmahe (PB. vanemahi) TS PR
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víavazr ezávañgaih saha stun hhavúmu (AV bhavema) AV M. `I (may
we) come into being with all sound limbed persons'

ubhau lokau sanem (MS sanomy) sham TB TAA. Apg M. `Both
worlds (may) I obtain ' sancta is a strange form, see Whitney,
Roots, s y san

zdam pairbhyah pra bharamu (TA bharema) barhzh AV TA.
nabhaprapnotr (MS °pnuyur) mutiny pardcaah (AS. M. parastat)

TB A Apg 1Iá
nreakfasam tai deva soma sucaksa ava khyesam (MS kgesam) TS M.

nrcaksasam tra nrcakoh pratikse SS
havasmantah sadam it tai havamahe RV VS. SMB. SvetU : havzsmanto

naraasa vuihema to TS MS KS TAA The final Aida of a verse
to Rudra is here modulated in four VV texts, probably under the
influence of the RV páda, havzsmanto vzdhema to

exam aham ayusa samindhe (SMB samedhzsiya) SMB PG `Thus
(may) I become aflame (thrive) with life' etc Cf. with active
(causative) impv , event main dyusa .samedhaya ApMB. HG.
`Thus make me thrive with life ' See §238

yad agneh send,asya aham agne sarvavrato bhavdmz svdhd AG . yad
bráhmandndna tendhana sarvavrato bhúydsam ApMB.

ny aham tam mrdydsam yo 'man dvestt etc MS : zdam aham tam
namrnamz yo 's man dvestt etc. KS `I (would) crush (here) bun that
hates us.'

vital abhzstih plant jayata MS vz.va ha bhziyah prtand abhzstlh TS.
asmznn aham sahasram pusydnat ApMB asmin sahasrant pusyäsam

(Kauá pusydsma) SB BrhU. Kau§.

Interchange between Piesent Indicative and various modal forms zn de-
pendent (mostly relative) clauses

§122. The same interchange between present indicatives and various
moods occurs on a smaller scale in dependent clauses, most of which are
relative The indicative states the fact, the modal forms assume it
with various kinds or degrees of potentiality The difference is the
same as in principal clauses. bluff assumption on the one hand, prayerful
uncertainty on the other. The various moods all figure, but the sub-
junctive is here decidedly the most frequent (see Delbrück, AlSyntax
317ff ), approaching frequently a future value. Imperatives are rare,
and 2d person imperatives seem not to occur at all, cf the shift bete een
madayasvo svarnare RV. 8 103. 14, `delight thyself in the house of
Svarnara', with yad mddayase svarnare, RV. 8 65 2, `when thou
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dchghtcst thyself in the house of Svarnara', see §95, note 11. Cf.
further the vanant sa no daddtu , yd no dads& , §116, end.

Present Indicative and Imperative in dependent clauses

§123. As we have just said, the impv in dependent clauses is rare:
it is to some extent supported by injunctive forms, and first person
subjunctives, which may equally well be considered imperatives (see
below) :
(ye) svadanti (MS. TB. °tu; MS p p. °ti) devil ubhaydnz &says (TB.

Poona ed. absurdly, havydh) RV VS. MS KS. TB N. 'The gods
who (shall) enjoy both sorts of oblations.'

[yam (ApMB.* tans) bhadranz bijany (HG yam prabhúnz viryany)]
r ?abad janayantz (HG ApMB.* °tu) nah (AV. ca, ApMB.* nau)
AV. ApMB. (bis) HG. Only in HG. is the impv. found in a rela-
tive clause; ApMB. has tans janayantu nau, but yarn . janayanti
nah HG may be a blend of these two 'Which (these) excellent
seeds (or the like) bulls (shall) produce for us'

Present Indicative and Subjunctive in dependent clauses

§124. In these cases, which are quite common, the subjunctive, as
we have observed above, often approaches the sphere of the future.
[yo no maruto abhz (AV. KS. yo no marto maruto, TS yo no marto vasavo)

durhrn, ayus] torah attain (KS. ms aide, em by v Schroeder to
edition) vasavo jzghansatz (TS. tirah satyanz maruto jighansat) RV.
AV. TS MS. KS 'Whatever hostile mortal desires (shall desire)
to slay us' etc. The stanza is otherwise tragtubh, TS. makes this
pads metrically consistent with the rest.

yad aham dhanena prapan, aná cartons ApMB : yad vo death prapanam
carama HG.. yena dhanena prapanam card= AV

agne salad ammo yad yajama (TB °mah) RV. TB. '0 Agni, take note
of the oblation which we (shall) offer thee ' See §25.

tam dhúrva yam vayam dkarvdanah VS TS 8B. TB : dhilrva tam yo
'amen admit VS. TS gB TB yam vayam dhvardma tam dhvara
(KS. vayam dhtlrvamas tam ca dhtZrva) MS. KS.: dhvara dhvaran-
tam yo asman dhvardt MS. 'Injure him whom we (may) injure',

.who (shall) injure us', or the like.
yam dvzgmas tam sa rchatu RV : yam dve$ama tam rchatu AV.
yena yamasya (AV. yamasya yena, TB. ApS. yamasya, om. yena)

nadhana (AV. TS. TB Apg Wind) cardma (MS. Mg caravah,

'
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SMB t emani) AV TS MS TB TA ApS _MS SMB.
divan yarñzyän zha yan yaxanaahat (TS havamahe) TS. MS. KS.
avasyatam muñcatant yan no asti (AV asat) RV AV. TS. MS. KS
yas tad veda sarituh (MahánU sa patch) Intelsat TA MahánU yas

tam veda sa pztus (VS patuh) pleased AV. VS yas to vzjanät sa
plus Intelsat RV AV TA N.

yathaham uttaro 'sans (HG vaddmt) AV. HG `That I may be (speak)
superior '

yo aghayur abhidasal AV yo maghayur abhzdasatt TB
yo na zndravdyú mztravarunav abhzdasatt bhratrvya zdam aham

tam adharain padayamz TS yo no mztràtaruna abhtdasat sapatno
bhratrvyah zdam etc MS 'The nval who contends (shall con-
tend) against us him do I here lay low '

yo maztasya dito abhzdäsad agnzm sa rchatu MS agnzm sa rchatu yo
maztasyaz (KS t °syd) dito 'bhadasatz KS ApS agnzm sadztam
dram rchatu yo 'bhzdasatt TB The same with zndram,
marutah, miti ävarunau, and somam

yam same 'nujivanza TS yam bahato 'nu3ivan MS yam bahava upaji-
vantz AS

[yathàham asya virasya (AV esant (-nani, cf RV 10 174 5c)] virajänt
janasya (ApMB virajamt dhanasya) ca RV AV ApMB. 'That
I (may) control this man (these men) and his (their) folk (wealth).'

rayzm yena zanamahaz (SV °he) RV SV. `Thru whom we (may)
obtain wealth '

yena jayantz (TB jayasi) na paid jayante (TB. jaydsat) AV TB '(In-
dra) thru whom men conquer (thou mayst conquer), are (be) not
conquered

yena bhuyat caraty again, jyok ca patyatt súryah, Jena to vapànty ayune
MG yena bhñyat caraty ayam, jyok ca patyätt szcryam, tenasydyuse
vapa ApMB 'With (the razor) by which he shall live on and long
behold (be beheld by) the sun, with that I shear thee (shear thou
him unto long life ' And others, see § §330, 337

(kva tyanz nau sakhyä babadvuh) sacavahe (MS °hat, p p °he) yad
askant pure at RV. MS. But sacavahe may possibly be also subl.,
see § 253. Cf. Delbruck, op. cit. 278.

In one not certain case we find this interchange in an interrogative
clause which gives the effect of a conditional clause
(apdm napad dtuhema hunt sa) supetasas karatz (KS karotz; but v 1

karat') 3ostsad dhz RV. MS KS ApS. Will the Son of the Waters

'
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. adorn (my songs), so as to enjoy them ?' That is to say, `if he
will adorn them, he will enjoy them ' The present kw oh is secon-
dary, if not corrupt

In a lest clause the same variation occurs (cf Delbruck 316f , 545) :
ma ma hasîn (MS hdsir) ndthzto net (MS na) tra jandnz (MS °mz)

AV.t KS MS. `Let him not, implored, abandon me, lest I (may)
abandon thee!' : ma no hash metthzto net tra3andma TB Ape.: ma no
humid dhznszto dadhdmz (some mss omit dadhdmz) na tvdjandmz A.

Present Indicative and Injunctive in dependent clauses

§125 The few cases noted of this interchange all show injunctive
forms which are formally indistinguishable from imperatives, and of
course, as usual, they might also be construed as augmentless pretentes:
(hiranyayti aran) yam nirmanthato dined (SB. B rhU ydbhyam nirman-

thatdm a&vinau devau) RV. SB. B rhU. ApMB. HG. MG. `(The
foetus) which the Alarms drill out with their golden drill', or `the two
golden drills with which the AOvins shall drill out (the foetus)', etc.

ya rdjand (TS °nam) saratham yatha (MS. gala) ugrd TS MS. KS.
Vita yatha may be merely phonetic, see §21.

ubhe yat tva bhavato rodasi anu (SV. tva redact dhavatam anu) RV. SV.
Furthermore, some variants quoted under Present Indicative and

Subjunctive have forms which might be considered 1st person Injunctive
as well as Subjunctive, e g yam dvzsmas (dvesdnia) etc., see §124.

Present Indicative and Optative in dependent clause

§126. In one somewhat doubtful instance.
yatra devazh sadhamádam madanti (MS TB madema) AV MS TB.

`Where they revel (we may revel) in common revelry with the
gods ' Cf. alta (TB. also yathd) devazh sadhamddam madema KS.
TB ApS But the comm on AV 18 4 10 reads madema, the
isolated madanti is somewhat suspicious, see Whitney's note

II PRETERITES IN INTERCHANGE WITH MOODS

§127. We have used the term `temperamental' more than once in the
preceding pages, to descnbe the uses of the categorical indicative that
really carry within them modal values of various kinds and degrees.
The Vedic poets show even greater keenness of feeling in their use of
preterite indicatives where they really experience moods. Especially
is this true of the aorist, which is typically used to denote an accom-
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phshed fact within the range of the speaker's own knowledge, so that
it is a favorite mode of confident assertion, especially of recent events
(Delbruck, AlTenzpuslehre 6, Renou 29). Altho the imperfect, per-
fect, and past passive participle all appear commonly enough in inter-
change with moods, the aonst is the commonest of all This kind of
aonst, especially common in the literature of magic and conjuration,
has been called with some propnety `prophetic aonst.' So some texts
say.

añjasa satyam upñgänz MS KS 'I have speedily attained unto
truth!'
But the majority, nine in number, use an optative aonst

ailjasd satyam upa gown VS TS GB $B AS AA Vait. L$ SG.
'May I speedily attain unto truth!' And this variant is a valuable
commentary on the aonst indicative of the other texts, it really means
only that such is the speaker's earnest and insistent desire. Or, again,
one text says:

candramd nak ?atrazr anu Mutt KS (aor. indic ), 'The moon with the
constellations has helped thee along.' Another text, using the impera-
tive, says:

candramd nakgatrazr anu tvdvatu TB 'Let the moon with the con-
stellations help thee along'

§128 It is worth mentioning that sometimes the same text contains
expressions with both verbal forms Thus in the reciprocal iiha formu-
las S`B 3. 4 3 9 and 3 6 3 21 anu me diksain dik c pater manyatñm
(amansta), 'the Lord of Consecration shall favor (has favored) my
consecration ' Or MS 1 2 14 and 4 13. 8 prthivim uparena drnha
and pr° uparenddrnhit, 'steady thou (it has steadied) the earth with
thy (its) base.' These show more definitely how close to each other
are the two types of expression.

§129 The considerable list which we have classed as preterites with
and without augment ( § §266ff) may also contain some cases in which
the augmentless form is really modal, and thus belong here

As in the case of the present variants, we have separated those which
occur in principal clauses from those in subordinate clauses.

§130. Aorzat Indicative and Imperative in principal clauses

sd na dgan (AV. situ; KS. seyam agdd) varcasti samvzddnd AV. TS. KS.
TB 'She hath come (let her come) to us endowed with luster.'

sdryasya cak$ur aruham (VS aroha) VS TS MS KS S`B Apá M.
'The eye of Súrya I have mounted (mount thou) '
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sam dpo adbhir agmata VS TS B. TB SS ApS 'Waters have com-
mingled with waters.' sam äpä osadhibhzr gachantdm MS. 'Let
waters commingle with plants '

spondee dsadanz susaddm asadam LS syonàm asida susadam asida VS.
TS MS. KS B. TB KS ApS MS 'I have seated myself (sit
thou) on (a throne that is) fair, (that is) a pleasant seat' See
Conc. under each half of the formula

menus tvakransta (VS SB Iva kramatdm) VS SB. ApS.
Seam to (SV. ca) varnam adhi gosu didharam (SV dhdi aya) RV. SV.
ud asau airy," agat RV AV. ud asdv etu saryah TB.
agnzr 3anavzn mahyam jayam imam adàt Kau§ 'Agm who obtains

people hath given me this woman to wife'' agar janztd sa me'main
Jayam dadatu SG 'May Agm the begetter give me yonder woman
to wife' Similarly with plisd jàttvzn, and somo vasuvin (pitman).

a tvandrsam antar abhuh (RV. AG Rvidh edhz) RV AV. TS. VS. MS.
KS SB TB AG. Rvidh. 'I have brought thee hither, thou
hast entered (enter thou) within'

annapate 'nnasya (annasya) no dehi VS TS MS. KS SB. TB. ApS.
MS. Prang,gU AG SG. MG ApMB a §aye 'nnasya no dhehi
Kau§. annasyannapatzh pràdat PB.

akartdm canna laksma AV krnutam laksznatmnd AV. The second
precedes the first in the adjoining stanza, there is this time a clearly
intended difference of meaning '0 A§vins, make (the A§vms have
made) the mark ' So also in the next.

admnd ghaimam pliant (MS pzbatam) VS. MS B. TA SS L. ApS.:
(in the sequel) apatam akin(' ghat main VS B. LS . gharmam
apatam admnd MS TA ApS Dehberate modulation with change
of sense; as in prec. See §329

dharmand vayum d visa (SV druhah) RV SV.
akaram purusu przyam RVKh karotu púrusu przyam HG.: picrusu

przyam kuru ApMB 'I have made (let it make, make thou)
[me] dear among the Púrus ' See §302

punah pranah punar dtmd na (MS TB ApS HG punar akzctam, TA.
punar dkatam ma, MG punar dkútzr) agat (VS SB. agars, AV MG.
astu) AV. VS VSK MS. SB TB. TA. ApS HG. MG.

mrdho vy asthad abhayam no astu TB. vy dsthan mrdho abhayam to
abhat AV

Jansen (TS janzsvd, MS °sva) hi jenyo agre ahndm RV. TS. MS. KS.
'He has been (be thou) born, noble, at the break of days'

anu ma zdam vratam vratapatzr manyatam MS anu me diksdm diksapatir

SS
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rnanyatäm (KS °patayo manyadhvam, SB.* ° patir amansta) .. VS.
TS. KS. GB. B. (bis) Vait.

Want varco (AS rädho) agitznà dattam ägät (AV. agan) AV. MS. TB
AS.. ä nia varco 'grand dattam etu KS

(yam kam ca lokam agan yajñas) tato me bhadram abhut VS SB.: (yatra
kva ca ya3ño'gät) tato má dravznam astu SB.. tato ma dravznam astu
(AB ästa) VS AB SB SS See Conc. under dzvam trtiyam,
antarzksam trtiyam, and prthzviin trtiyam, with their correspondents
`(To whatsoever place the sacrifice has gone,) thence welfare has
corne to me (thence let wealth reach me) '

zndro väjam ajayzt TS TB. indra väjanz Jaya VS. MS KS. SB
annam me purzsya pähz (and, purisyájugupah) Kau§ (both) annam

me (no) budhya (budhnya) pähz tan me (no) gopäyäsinäkam punar
ägainät MS ApS. annam me (no) budhyd3ugupas (budhnyä) tan
me (no) punar delis MS ApS

sapratha (MS °thah) sabhäm me gopaya (MS pähz, and '3ugupah)
TB ApS MS (bis) sabhya sabhäm me patin AV

sarvam tam bhasmasá (TS SB masinasä) kuru VS TS SB sarväns tan
masmasa (MS f mranzrsä) kuru MS KS f TA sarvän in inasmasa-
karat's AV `Every one I have smashed (smash thou)', or the like

Crin samudrän samasrpat svargän (MS. °gah) VS MS SB samsarpa
(KS. °pan) Crin saniudrán svargän (ApS svargänl lokän) KS ApS.

prthzvim upaena drnha TS MS pr° uparenädrnhih (MS TB KS *
°hit) VS MS KS. (both) SB TB

varca a dhehz nie tanvam (KS dhayz me tanah) AV. KS. 'Set luster in
my body', `My body has been set in luster'.

mays dhäyz (MS dhehz) suviryam MS TB. TA.
payasvän (TS TB ApMB °van) agna apeman. AV VS TS MS KS

JB SB. TB. L. ApMB payasvdn agna agahz RV
tam (TS KS tarn vah) supitain subhrtam akarna (KS. abhársam, VS

bzbhrta) VS TS KS. 'This (embryo) we (I) have made (main-
tained, maintain ye) pleasant and well - maintained (for you).'

abhor grstinam (with variants) abhz §astzpava (AV °pa u) AV. HG.
ApMB : bhavä krstinanz (AV. mss gr °) abhz§astzpävä (AV. °pä u)
AV. PG. ApMB HG.

devas te soma hastam grhnatu AV amid hastam agrahit (SG agrabhit)
AV. SG SMB savztä te hastam agrabhit (AG °bhíd asau; MG.
agralat) AG ApMB HG MG

sakhäyah saptapadä abhunza TB ApS` sakhäyau saptapadäv abhava
ApMB (corruptly, °dá babhz2va) HG sakhä saptapadi (ApMB.
°dä) bhava AG SG Kau§ ApMB SMB 43

.
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patan me (ApS * nah) iansya pahz MS ApS MS : pa32n me (ApS.*
nah) bansyalugupah (Ape °,jùg °) MS. ApS MS. And other
formulas in the same passages

§131. Aorzst Indicative and Subjunctive in principal clauses

jesah (and, jesat, ajazh) svarvatir apah RV (all). 'Thou shalt win (he
shall win, thou hast won) the waters rich in fight' See RVRep.
39.

a dadhnah halals= (ApMB *fir, MG ° ,§am) aguh (AG. ApMB ayan;
SG. gaman, PG. upa, HG. ayann iva, MG airayam) AV AG SG.
PG HG ApMB MG With mugs of sour milk they have (shall)
come', or the like.

anyavaksid (VS anya vaksad) vasu varycinz VS TB 'The other hath
brought (shall bring) boons and treasure '

vrsava cakradad (and, cakrado) vane RV : vrso ackkradad vane SV. The
RV forms are counted as perfect subjunctives, see §272

aakhaya a hsamahz (AV. SV °he) RV AV SV. AA SS AS

Aorzst Indicative and Injunctive in principal clauses

§132 If the injunctive forms varying with presents (above) and
with other modal forms (below) are apt to be doubtful because also
interpretable as augmentless preterites, this is a fortiori true of such as
vary with augmented past forms. There is, indeed, really nothing that
can decide in such a case, whether to regard the augmentless form as a
preterite or an injunctive, since, as we have now abundantly seen, the
'true' preterites may be used just as well as modal forms in any situa-
tion Hence, we have preferred to keep most such interchanges in one
group, and have classified them below under augmented and augment -
less preterites ( §264ff ), in this place we add merely one or two instances
chosen on more or less subjective grounds, which seem rather more
likely than most to contain modal value
anu (MS adds main, TA yam) dyavaprthivi (MS. adds anu me) aman-

satam (TA also mans °, MS 'manse, p p amansa°) VS MS. B.
TA. (bis) SS LS 'Heaven and earth have favored (shall favor)
me.' In adjoining passages in TA.

psis madhat (AV. ma dhat, MS na adhat) eukrtasya Joke AV. TS. MS.
KS. `Pùsan bath placed (shall place) me in the world of pious
deed '

tlydhvo adhvaro asthat (VS SB 'dhvara asthat, KS. 'dhvare sthah, ApS
adhvare sthdt) VS MS KS SB ApS. 'The sacrifice has stood
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straight' 'stand thou upright on the sacrifice ' On Ape 's read.
mg see §337

pra tart' (TS prdlai y) agne prataram (TS. °a am) na ayuh RV. TS. MS.
KS. Ape '0 Agni, may our life be (our life has been) extended
further '

§133. Aorist Indicative and Optative (Precative) in principal clauses

devasya (devasyaham, VSK. devasya vayam) savztuh prasave (save) .

ruheyam (GB roheyam, VSK. ruhema) VS VSK TS MS. KS
GB. AB TB. Vait. LS ApS MS. aruham VS AB aruhama
VSK

dditya ndvam aruksah (AVPpp aruham, SMB aroksam) AV SMB
surge ndvam aruksah AV. imam su ndvam (read, sundvam ?) aruham
TS KS Ape.. sundvam aruheyam VS 'O sun, thou hast (I have)
mounted the ship', 'I have mounted (may I mount) this good
ship '

upànhund sam amrtatvam Gnat (ApMB. asyam) RV. VS MS KS TA.
Mahántl Ape. ApMB 'By the (soma) plant he hath reached
(may I reach) immortality'

&than mama (KS nu nah) sumatau vi vavedah TS KS PG '(Agni) the
all- possessing has become in a good humor towards me'; badyñsma
to sumatau vdvavedah (so MS intends, by its regular sandhi, text
Oda, followed by vowel) MS 'May we be in thy favor, O all -pos-
sessing (Agni).' Cf the item bhüydsma to sumatau in Cone

tad asya przyam abhz patho abysm (TB asthdm) RV MS AB. TB AS.
'May I attain (I have reached) that dear place of his' But
Poona ed. of TB , text and comm , reads a.yam.

gravavadzd (Ape. grava vaded) abhz somasyan §um (Ape °§una) KS.
Ape. But von Schroeder reads in KS. grava vaded, with v. 1.
gravavadzd.

§134. Aorzst Indicative and Future in principal clauses

agnim eve yonav (VSK MS KS yona) abhor (ApS. yonau bharzsyaty)
ukh.a VS. VSK. TS. MS. KS. SB. Ape`. 'The pot bath borne
(shall bear) Agni in her own womb.'

parzdhasyaz yak dhasyaz PG.: parzdhasye ya&o dhasye MG.: parïdam
vaso adhzthdh (HG adhzdhah, ApMB. adha dha) svastaye AV. HG.
ApMIB. The forms - dhasyaz (- dhasye) are uncertain, perhaps
infinitives. See §177.

team eva pralyaksam brahma vadzsyamz (and, brahmavadzsam) TA. TU.
(both in each).

:
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§135 Aorta Indicative and Desiderative in a principal clause

na yac childresv alapsata (SS. alapsata) AB SS. 'Which they (one)
would not find (even) among Andras.' alzpsata, imperf. desid.;
alapsata, 3 pl. aor. md.; Keith on AB. 7. 17 3 suggests reading
alapsyata, conditional.

§136. Imperfect Indicative and Imperative in principal clauses

mahyam dpo madhumad erayantdm (KS airayanta) AV. KS. Kaué.
'To me the waters shall send (sent) what is sweet.'

pnthesv erayd (SV azrayad) rayzm RV. SV.
praty auhatdm (MS uh °) atvind mrtyum asmat (AV. asmat) AV. VS.

TS MS KS 'The A§vins swept (shall sweep) away death from
him (us) ' iihatdm may, of course, be augmentless imperfect, or
injunctive

tvdm gayo 'vrnata rä3yaya TS. MS.. tvdm vz. o vrnatdm ra yaya AV.
'Thee the cows (clans) chose (shall choose) for kingship'

pain (TS ApMB. dvah) ksema uta yoge varam nah RV. TS PG. ApMB.
MG

sam devi. (KS. devi) devyorva. yd pahyasva (KS °orvafyakhyata) TS. KS.
Apa.

vapdm to agnzr iszto arohat (TS. zçzto'va sarpatu) VS. TS. MS. KS. SB.
vy uchd (and, aucho) duhztar divan RV. SV (both in both texts).
asmdn raya uta yagidh (KS t yariah) sacantdm TS. KS. Apa.. asmdn

rayo maghavanah sacantdm RV VS MS KS SB. SS : yu.mdn
raya uta yak la asa. cata MS

dsann 4 (SV PB asan nah) pdtram janayanta (KS °tu) devdh RV. VS.
TS. MS. KS. janayanta may be, less probably, injunctive

diksdpoldya vanatam (PB. °palebhyo 'vanatam) hz §akrd TB. AS But
see §266.

uznena vaya udakenehi (SMB. GG. udakenazdhz, ApMB vdyav udaken-
ehi, MG vdyur udakenet) AV. AG SMB GG PG ApMB. MG.
`With warm water come, O Váyu (Váyu came, or the like).' But
the MG. reading is a more than dubious imperi , if not merely cor-
rupt, it is likely that it contains the particle id.

sarasvatyd (AV. °tydm) actin mandv (AV. mandv, read mandv; KS.
mend, SMB. vandva) acarkrguh (KS. acakr$uh; SMB. carkrdhi)
AV. KS TB ApS MS. SMB. PG. `(This barley) they have
plowed (plow thou) on the Sarasvati (for Sarasvatl) in behalf of
Manu', or the like. But Jorgensen, text and comm., reads mane
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acakrsuh for SMR, and KS has a v. 1. viand acarkrfuh. Probably
these are the true readings

§137. Imperfect Indicative and Subjunctive in principal clauses

a vo rohito a§rn, od abhidyavah (AV °tah trnavat sudanavah) AV. TB.
'Rotate. listened (shall listen) to you, heavenly (liberal) ones.'

3álah prchad (SV. prchad) vi mataram RV. SV 'As soon as born he
asked (shall ask) his mother.' Cf vi prchad iti mataram RV.
See §9

pzbat somam amadann (AV somani mamadad) enam zstayah (AV. rate)
AV AS SS 'May he drink the soma, the sacrifices have exhila-
rated him (may it exhilarate him at the sacrifice) '

ayann (TB ayann) arthanz krnavann apansi RV. KS. TB. ApS The
parallel krnavan is a guarantee of the secondarmess of ayann (or is
the preverb a contained in it ?)

duras ca raked avrnod apa svdh RV tura§ cid vavam arnavat tapasvan
AV. The latter is grossly corrupt.

yo nid dadatz sa id eva nidvdh (ArS. NrpU mdvat) ArS TB. TA. TU.
NrpU N 'Who gives me, he verily shall help (? has helped) me.'
The form avah or ouch is very obscure and probably harbors a
corruption TB. comm dermas (apparently understanding it as
a 3d sing s -aor of d -v r), TA. comm avati, taking it from ay, but
without any suggestion as to how the form is understood A 3d
person seems required

§138 Imperfect Indicative and Injunctive zn a principal clause

apah prerayam (SV prazrayat, TB prairayan) sagarasya budhndt RV.
SV. TB 'Let me send (he, or they, sent) forth (songs as) water
from the basin of the ocean' See §323 But prerayam may be
indicative

§139 Perfect Indicative and Imperative in principal clauses

ni hotdram vthavzdam dadhzdhve RV ni hotdram grhapatim dadhidhvam
SV. 'Ye have established (Agm) as all -wise hotar'; `establish ye
(perfect imperative) as hotar and house- lord.'

sa nah into (I) madhuman a viveßa Kau (secondary), `This honeyed
food hath entered us'; sa nah pito madhuman a vz §eha KS. '0 food,
enter us here, honeyed'. sa no mayobhiih Into avi §asva (SG PG.
SMB [Jorgensen] Inlay avi °, AS pitav avi eha) TS TB AS SG.
SMB PG See §69.
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zreva dhanvan ni jajasa te !warn AV `Like fluid on a waste hath thy
poison disappeared', sarve savant nz jasyata RV `Do ye all to-
gether disappear.' The parallel is remote except for the use of the
verbs

yak tva samudra upadadhätu (ApS °dadhe) KS ApS
rudro vasubhzr a cake (TS ciketu) VS TS MS KS B. `Rudra with

the Vasus hath loved (shall attend to) us '

§140 Perfect Indicative and Subjunctive zn principal clauses

(in half the cases, the subjunctive is from a perfect stem)
sa viávä prati caklpe AV : sa savant prati cäklpat AS SS. 'He hath

shaped himself into (he shall shape) everything'
vavak.a (SV. °kyat) sadyo main datyam caran RV SV. `He (Agni) hath

grown (shall grow) straightway, going upon his great mission'
But SV. may be regarded as augmentless pluperfect

nddhrga a dadhrsate (AA. dadharsa, SS dadhargayd) AV AA. SS 'He
is not to be dared against, (his might) dares (shall dare).' dadhr-
sale is perfect subjunctive dadharsayd appears to be a perfect from
the causative stem, used in primary sense, see §241 Cf. Whitney
on AV 6 33 2 and Keith on AA. 5. 2 1 3.

manhzstho girbhir a ca yajñiyo vavartat (SV vavarta) RV AV. SV. TB.
'( Indra) most liberal, fit for sacrifice, (induced) by our songs, shall
turn (has turned) hitherward.' Poona ed. of TB. 'vavartat, as if
pluperfect.

sa no nedigtham (TS MS. °Aä, VS. B. savant) havanäni jogat (TS.
jo$ate, MS havanä jujoga) VS. TS MS. KS. SB jogat and jo ?ate are
both aor. subj.

anyad yu makam antaram babhuva (TS bhaväti) RV. VS TS MS. KS.
N. `Something else has arisen (shall arise) between you '

ayasä havyam ichi ?e ApS. ApMB HG . aya san (MS SS myrrh san,
and so ApMB. comm explains, KS ayas san, Kau§ ayäsyam)
havyam zih'i. a MS KS TB. AS. SS ApMB ApS Kau§. HG :
aya no yajñam vahäsn KS `Being nimble thou hast carried the
oblation (carry the sacrifice).'

sarvam dyur vy änaáe (MS. aánavai) MS. TB. ApS.: viávam dyur vy
aánavaz (AV. mss a. naval) AV. VS. KS. TB.: dirgham dyur vy
aánavai PG. In AV. the vulgate reads aánavam, Whitney, on 19.
55. 6, would read aánavan; the reading of the mss may be kept
(subject sabhä). The context is different from the others
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§141. Perfect Indicative and Injunetive in a principal clause

kari. ábhyám bhúrz vi truvanz (PG Whirs §utruve) TA. TU. PG TA.
Comm tì úyásanz 'May I hear (I have heard, or I hear) abun-
dantly with my ears '

§142 Perfect Indicative and Optative in principal clauses

stotáram id dzdhzseya (SV dadhise) raddvaso RV. AV. SV. `To the
poet, verily, I should wish to share out wealth, 0 opener of wealth!'
didht. eya is opt of desiderative The SV form is very obscure,
Benfey (Glossar, p 101) follows the comm. in taking it as 1st
person aor. subs , but it seems more likely to be felt as a perfect
ind , to be sure of anomalous formation (presumably quasi- desidera-
tive). Cf grni a of RV , treated by Whitney, Roots, as pres. md.
Both forms must in any case be 1st person

paravata (MS °tá) a 3agantha (AV. 3agamyat, TS 3agama) parasydh
RV. AV SV. VS TS MS KS jagamyát is perfect opt.

zndrasya sakhyam amrtatvam atyám (RV anaáa) RV. TB. Apa. `Ye
have obtained (may I obtain, aor opt ) the friendship of Indra (and)
immortality' Different contexts, m RV. in a relative clause,
addrest to the Añgirases

Past Passive Participles interchanging with moods in principal clauses

§143 The same contrast, namely between more or less assumed
confidence of statement and mere desire, is brought out by the inter-
change between a perfect passive participle, with or without copula, and
a mood. The participle is thus pretty precisely in the place of the
prophetic aorist. It is worth noting in this connection that the same
participle also interchanges commonly with a present indicative ( §246).
For instance

yuna3mi vayum antarik ?ena (PB. yukto vato 'nta °) to (Me tens) saha
TS PB. Apg M. 'I yoke (yoked is) the wind with atmosphere for
thee (or, with this atmosphere).'
Here the participle states the fact as accomplished in the strained sense
of the prophetic aorist, while the present indicative has future modality
of a lighter quality, optatival, or the like. In essence such interchanges
belong, for the most part, in the same sphere as the group now dealt with.
By the same token modal value lurks often in the passages of present and
past indicatives interchanging, § §221ff.
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§144 Following is the brief list of past participles exchanging with
moods (see also §104, w), all the modal forms are imperatives but the
last, an injunctive
sam barhir aktam (VS SB añktdm, TB Apa. sam añktam barhir)

harried ghrtena AV. VS SB TB. Apa. The barhis has been
anointed (shall anoint itself, i e be anointed, see §87) with oblation,
with ghee ' And, in the same stanza

sam demur vz§vadevebhir aktam AV sam indrena vaâvebhzr devebhir (VS.
AB indro vztvadevebhir) aña,tam VS 8B. TB. App` Cf. prec

tenedhyasva vardhasva ceddha (HG cendhi) AG HG. 'By this (firewood)
burn and grow, thou that art kindled (and kindle!) '

ghrtena olla madhund samaktd (VS MS KS S`B samajyatdm) AV. VS
TS. MS. KS SB `With ghee, with honey, the furrow has been
(shall be) anointed.'

tan me rddhyatdm (TB * SMB * samrdhyatdmn, VS * TS * TA * 'rddhz,
Kau§ * samrddham, and rdddham) VS TS SB. TB TA. 88 MS.
Kau§ SMB All texts have rddhyatdm, besides the variants as
quoted. `May this succeed (this has succeeded) for me '

tan sma mdnuvasatkrthdh AS ete ndnuvasatkrtdh Vait. 'Do not say
va$at after these', `these are not followed by vagat.'

Interchange between Preterites and Modal forms in dependent and pro-
/mint/4m clauses

§145. In quite a number of cases preterites of all sorts and modal
forms interchange in dependent clauses We have quoted above ( §99)
an example from the RV itself. yan ma somdso mamadan yad ukthd 4
42. 6, yan ma somasa ukthzno amandzéuh 10 48 4 The tense commonly
remains unchanged, but sometimes, as in the case just quoted, it is
shifted without any restriction The present class of variants does not
differ in any essential from the group of interchanges between presents
and modal forms in dependent clauses, § §122ff. We have included here
a few cases of interchange between augmented and augmentless pre -
tente indicative forms, they differ from the similar cases quoted below
§268 only in so far that, on subjective grounds, there seem to us to be
reasons for finding injunctive force in the augmentless forms quoted
here. But no clear line can be drawn between the two groupe, and
perhaps it would have been better not to try to separate them, at least
each must be considered together with the other.

(a) Aonst Indicative and Subjunctive.
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yas tva kw ad ekavrsam Janeiro AV. 'who shall make thee chief bull of
the people', sa touter ekavrsabhani svdndm TB 'he has made thee
chief bull of thy kinsmen '

yan ma somdso mamadan yad uktha, and yan and somasa ukthzno aman-
disuh RV. (both) See §99

(b) Aorta Indicative and Injunctive
bh.iyanso bhityasta ye no bhwynso 'karta MS. 'be ye more, ye who have

made us more', bhizyanso bhilydsma ye ca no bhúyasah kdrsta Kaué.
'may we be more, and likewise ye who shall make us more.' But,
of course, kdrsta may be a mere preterite in force The same with
anndda bhil °.

(o) Imperfect Indicative and Imperative (? Injunctive)
mrtyoh padam (MG pedant) yopayanto yad arts (TA. aima; AV. yopa-

yanta eta, MG. lopayante yad eta) RV. AV TA. MG 'When ye
(we) came (come ye, AV , when ye shall come? MG) effacing the
track of death' AV , which lacks the conjunction yad, has clearly
imperative, MG is probably corrupt in yad eta, but eta may be
understood as injunctive, or even anomalously as imperative, cf.
§123; probably, however, read sled in MG., see §307.

(d) Imperfect Indicative and Subjunctive
(yam agne prtsu martyam) and (TS do) vajesu yam Jundh RV. SV TS

MS KS SE 'The mortal whom thou, Agni, shalt (didst) protect in
battles, shalt promote in contests ' Note that all texts agree on
jundh, which may be felt either as subj or as augmentless imperfect.

[yad adya hotrvarye (SS °varye)] jihmam cakauh parapatat (SS °tat) B.
SS ApS 'What today at the choice of hotr has escaped (may
escape) the crooked ( faulty) eye.'

yad vaskandad dhavzgo yatra -yatra Rant 'or what part of the oblation
has dropped anywhere'. yad vii skandäd ajyasyota vino TS. KS
'moreover what part of the butter shall drop, 0 Vignu '

aha yad dydvo (AV. deva) asunitim ayan (AV. cyan) RV AV. ayan seems
most simply to be taken as subjunctive, rather than augmentless
imperfect to present ayati.

[two yad agne áaradas team se] chucim ghrtena áucayah eaparydn (TB.
°yan) RV. TB. See §8

(e) Imperfect Indicative and Injunctive
áatam yo nah farad° 'nayat (M$ nayat) KS M. 'Who has brought

(shall bring) us to a hundred autumns' Favorable to injunctive
interpretation are the readings of the parallel texts TS has an
adjective aritan for (a)nayat; the verb nesat occurs in the following
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pads, as it does also in SMB. PG The Cone reading for SMB is
ajijat, glossed ajijanat, but Jorgensen's edition gives ajiyat, glossed
ajydt (aja gatzksepanayoh, gamayaty zty arthah) PG has
j1 Jan (Stenzler. 'der uns hundert Jahre schaffe') All these paral-
lels suggest that even KS probably has distinctly modal force in its
' nayat, and the habits of Indian mss compel us to consider the
writing of avagraha in its text of very dubious authority, possibly
nayat, injunctive, may be even KS.'s real reading

(f) Perfect Indicative and Subjunctive
yat to anima cichiduh (MS vichindat) soma rajan TB Vait MS 'What

with the press -stone they have (one may) cut off of thee, King
Soma.' vichindat is apparently pres subs made irregularly from
the weak stem, cf. Whitney, Grammar §687.

yat sasahat (SV sdsand, KS t sasahat) sadane kamczd atrinam RV. SV.
KS `Which shall (has) overcome every demon in his home.'

Augmentless and Augmented Prohibitives with and

§146. In a few cases prohibitives, normally augmentless aonsts, vary
with augmented forms of the same or a similar tense- system, there is
no room for change of meaning Cf Whitney, Grammar §579e. The
type of augmented prohibitive lasts into Pali, or is resumed there
secondarily, see Játaka 439 (Fausboll IV. 1, line 15), ma main kzfict
avaca, 'do not tell me anything '
graddha ca no ma vyagamat ViDh. MDh YDh BrhPDh Au§Dh

fraddha me and vydgdt ApS
gandn me and vt titrsah (MS. °sat) TS MS . gandn me and vy arirtsah

Vait. `Do not make thirsty (injure) my troops'
and nah param adharam and rajo 'path (MS f param adhanam and rajo

path) TA MS and na ayuh param avaram mdnadonazh (corrupt)
MS Both editions of TA. agreeing on 'naih with avagraha, but
little importance is probably to be attached to this, cf §265.

ma no rudro (MS agnzm, p p agnah) nzrrtzr and no asta (MS na dstan,
followed by m-, p.p ds fhdm) MS. TA Both forms are dubious,
but TA. apparently understands an augmentless 3d sing mid of
as 'throw' (comm. asyatu), while MS seems to understand an
augmented form of a§ `attain' (or, in spite of the p.p , the prefix a
may be contained).

§147 There is a single somewhat grotesque case of interchange
between Perfect Indicative and Injunctive in prohibitive (mil) clause:
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ma toll Ice cm ni (AV ke cid vi) yanian vain (SV ke ein nx yemur in, TA.
ke an nyemui in [v. 1, and comm , as SV , so read or understand
TA.]) na paunch RV AV SV VS TA `Let not any hold thee in
check as fowlers a bird.' SV and TA are corrupt. yemur really
belongs to a parallel categoric construction with na, rather than
end. See Oldenberg, Proleg 283

INTERCHANGES BETWEEN THE MOODS PROPER

§148. We now come to interchanges between the true or `oblique'
moods themselves, after sketching in the preceding pages their relation
to the various indicatives The reference -works on Sanskrit syntax
define each mood by itself, they hardly attempt seriously to mark off
the territory of one mood as compared with another. And this is wise
All the authorities recognize the freedom and indefiniteness of the use
of moods. The impv , e g , is a moderate mood of request, it includes
not only command but instruction, advice, wish, and prayer, thus cover-
ing most of the sphere of the other moods. It would serve no useful
purpose for us here to follow in the footsteps of the syntacticians and
define precisely the uses of each modal category (see in general, and
most conveniently, Delbruck, Vergl Synt. d idg. Sprachen 2 346ff ).
Rather do the following lists show the constancy of transition from one
to another, than the peculiar function of any one of them They
represent links in a chain of modality which is scarcely broken by any
peculiar use reserved for any one of them We have also seen ( §105)
that tense - distinctions in the moods abound, but are totally without
significance. Pres subj and aor subj. are quite identical; precative
(aor. opt ) has in the Veda purely optative value which does not in the
least account for the aonstic element in its make -up Even the pro-
hibitive use of the injunctive with ma occasionally (tho very rarely)
yields to that of the imperative or even optative (§ §159, 174, end).
Nor is the preference for aonst, rather than present (imperfect), in-
junctive by any means a settled fact, as far as the Veda is concerned
( §211) As far as we can observe, any one of the true moods may inter-
change with any other, certainly in principal sentences, but also to a
considerable extent in subordinate clauses.

III. IMPERATIVE IN EXCHANGE WITH OTHER MOODS

§149. The imperative, in addition to its very frequent reciprocity
with indicatives (already treated), interchanges with subjunctive,
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injunctive, optative, precative, future, and infinitive. This order is
followed in the sequel In addition, the class of mixed imperative -
subjunctive forms, treated below ( §173), contains cases which involve
not only the proper subj , but also those mixed forms which are part
impv and part subj And the second person modal forms in si and
se ( § §164f ), themselves classed as imperatives, alternate with regular
impv forms Finally the impv. is used also, tho very rarely, as pro-
hibitive with ma, exchanging with prohibitive injunctives ( §159).

§150 The impv in tat shows in these interchanges a character in no
wise different from that of the ordinary impv. See the relation of RV.
1. 48 15 to 8 9 1, described above, §100, and several examples under
the heading 'Instances of more than two modal varieties', §104. Cf.
also the section on Imperatives in tilt exchanging with other Imperatives,
§254.

Imperative and Subjunctive

§151 It will be convenient to assort this large group into three
subdivisions. Imperative and Subjunctive without change of tense or
person, without change of tense but with change of person, and with
change of tense, with or without change of person

§152. Imperative and Subjunctive without change of tense or person

ddttyas tad añgzrasa§ cinvantu TB : cave deva añgzrasa§ cinavan KS.
ApA 'May the Adntyas (All -gods) and Añgnrases pile (that).'

svaduh pavdte (SV. pavatdm) ata carom avyam RV SV 'May the sweet
(soma) strain itself thru the wool.'

sa dikr.la sanavo vajam asme (MS vacam asmat) TS MS : sa samnaddhd
sanuht idiom emam (MG sunuhu badgadheyam) AV.t MG.

maim rise tdm (AV. erroneously, Idea) krnavad (TS krnotu) vz§vakarmd
(MS. tdm vzhvakarmd krnotu) AV. TS MS

sa no mrddttdr§e RV. AV. TS MS KS ApMB. N.: te no mrdanty fame
AV. (vtkara of the prec., used m same hymn) : to no mrdata (VSK.
mrl °) Edráe RV SV. VS. VSK TS. KS.

vatávanarah pavtta ma pundtu AV.: vatávdnarah pavaydn nah pavitraah
TA.

te no rapists sarvavEram ni yachan (HG. yachantu) AV. HG.
agnir havyam (RV. KS. harsh) §amatd ai daydtt (AV. svadayatu) RV. AV.

VS. TS. MS. KS.
4 sEddti (SV. °atu) kola §am devayur nah (SV. deva induh) RV. SV.
sarvam punatha (VDh punita) me papa= BDh. ViDh.
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saroa»m punatha me yardh BDh tat punidhram (and, punidhvam ca)
yavä mama ViDh

iadpúrte (KS °tam) 1,rnaráthavzr (VSK SB krnavathávzr, TS. KS.
TB. IIS. krnutád (Mr) asmat (CIS asmdt) VS VSK. TS KS TB.
SB.11I8.. tstdpartana seta krn, utdvzr asmat AV.

punas to prima dydtz (AS °tu, TS t dyati) TS TA AS.
brahmadvisam dyaur abhisamtapdtt AV bzahmadvt$atn abhz tam karat.

dyauh RV
rasani cárur (SMB cdrye, ApMB cargo, HG. cdyyo) bha3dsi (SMB

bhrjdst, y. I bkaiast, HG Maid sa) givan AV. SMB. HG ApMB
The HG. reading is uncertain, see Whitney on AV. 19. 24 6

mama cattail cittendnreht HG : mama cultam updyasm AV For other
similar items see Conc.

tábhtr vahainam (TA vahemam, TB ApS. wham má, om tábhir; KS.t
raluDist sal [read probably racist nag]) sukrtdtn yatra (RV. AV.
°tam u) lokdh (KS lokah, RV AV lokam) RV. AV KS. TB TA.
ApS.

gzra i sagmo bhavdsz nah TB. ApS . Siva ca me §agmd catdhi TB. ApS
jaram (AV adds su) gachdsz (AV PG. gacha) part dhatsra vdsah AV.

PG. ApMB HG.
ea gharmam went (AV. zndhám) para me sadhasthe RV. AV.
idam me darmedanz viryam putro 'nusamtanotu VSK KS idam me

'yarn riryam putro 'nusamtannrat SB
saputrtkayánt jdgratha PG.. yajamdndya 3dgrta ApS.
nihdratiz ca karate (VSK °ram n'hardsi) me VS. VSK. SB.. nìhdram in

ni me Kara (TS t hard) TS KS
jyok parse dsfdm (and, asatai) AV. 'Sit she long with her fathers.'

Both in the same hymn, a conscious rikrira.
u,gá no ahna S bhajád (and, ahne part daddtu) AV. (both)
§mead (and- srutám, §ratan) brahmdny Meted gamat (and: gatátit, gaman)

SS. (all) `Let him (them) hear the holy words and come with aid.'
Here belongs also, presumably:

edhasra yanzardjasu AV cdhasan yanarglyc TA. The comm. on
edhàaam says, edhasra vardhasi'a (I). The Conc. suggests edhase;
both versions would then mean, 'thrive thou in the kingdom of
Mama (among those whose ling is Tama)

Imperative and furze-re, it than) change of lense but with change of
person

§153. The particular interest of this snhihvision is that 2d person
imperatives vary constantly with 3d person subjunctives This alter-

tic
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nation goes back to RV. itself, see § §93, 95. Metrical convenience is
often associated with the shift. A few examples of change of person
also occur in the next subdivision.
yathdvaáam tanvam (AV. °vah) kalpayasva (AV. VS. °yeti) RV. AV. VS

'Fashion (or, may he fashion) the body (bodies) according to his
will.' The impv kalpayatu would be metncally inferior

ea no mean d bhara (SV. bhardt) RV SV. AV. VS TS. MS. KS. `bring
(let him bring) wealth to us ' Cf. sa no vavdny a bhara RV. The
impv. bharatu would be hypermetric.

upasadyo namasyo yathdsat (AV. bhaveha) AV. TS. MS. `That he
may be (be thou here) an object of attention and homage.'

pavamdno vy a§navat (SV °na vy asnuht) RV. SV.
sndrdya pathsbhir vandn (MS vaha) VS MS KS. TB.
iha sphdttm dam d vahan (and, vaha) AV (both).
bodhd stairs yayo dadhat (ApS. vayovrdhah) RV. SV. ApS : bodhdt sto-

mair yayo dadhat MS There is a v 1. bodhd m MS. See § §24, 341.
dyur no dells jivase SG.: dyur no vthvato dadhat AV.
ten dditydn anu made (MS modal) svastaye RV. MS. See §315. The

reading of MS. is uncertain, its p p. has mada, if this is the true
reading the variant belongs here, if mad is 1st pers. subj; but it
may also be 2d sing impv. (so RV. p p ).

nigdan no apa durmatim galls (TS hanat) VS TS. MS KS. SB.
pibatam somyam madhu RV. (quinquies) SV.. ?Oats so° ma° RV.

( semel) SV.
sameddhdram anhasa urusydt (SS. anhasah paps) RV. SS.

The following two contain corruptions
yamasya Joke adhsraj3ur dyat (TA dya; MS. loke nidhtr ajardya) AV.

MS. TA AV has a clear subjunctive, TA.'s form may possibly be
understood as a 2d impv , thematic; MS is hopelessly corrupt

adharo mad asau vaddt mad ApMB adharo vadasau vada svdhd HG.
The latter is corrupt and must be read as ApMB , as Iirste says
ad loc

§154. Imperative and Subjunctive with change of tense

apeyam retry uchatu AV. `let this night fade away'; aped u hdsate tamah
RV. 'now may darkness slink away.'

tad agntr devo devebhyo vanate (MS. SB. SS. vanutdm) TS. MS SB. TB.
AS. SS. But vanate maybe pres md.; see §116, 191.

so 'dhvard karats 3dtaveddh AB.: kri otu so adhvardñ (VS. TB. °rd)
3dtaveddh VS. MS. KS. TB. ApS. 'Let Jdtavedas perform the
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sacrifice.' Cf krnutdm tdv adhvurdjdtavedasau MS., and svadhvard
etc. in RV., §95.

prabudhe nah punas (KS puras) krdhi (TS. punar dadah) VS. TS MS.
KS. SB. 'Make us again awake', or the like.

samprtyah (TA °yam prajayd) pakubhtr bhuvat (MS. ApS. bhava) MS.
TB. TA. ApS.

mdtevasmd adite karma yacha (SG. adttah harma yansat) AV. TS. MS.
KS. TB TA SG. ApMB

sammtklo aru,so bhava (SV bhuvah) RV. SV.
sa nah pdriaena vdvanat (AV. yachatu) AV. TS. KS. ApMB.
uta Wild kavo bhavd (SV. bhuvo) varúthyah RV. SV. VS TS. MS KS. SB.

Kaut.
raytm ca nah sarvaviram (TS t °rdm) ni yachatu (AV. yachdt) AV. TS

MS : sa no raytm sarvaviram nt yachatu VS. VSK. SB.: sonic)
raytm sahaviram nt yansat KS.

uruvyacd no mahtsah karma yansat (AV. yachatu) RV. AV. TS KS
jayatdbhtitvarZm 3ayatdbhtitvarydh (text, corruptly, °ya) AS.: Jesathdbhti-

tvarim pesathdbhtitvarydh KB. SS.
gdrhapatya un no nesat TA.: garhapatyd un ninetu MS.
meant nah pttum krnu (KS krdht, TB ApS karat) VS 2. 20 (omitted

in Conc.) TS. KS. SB TB. ApS The version with krnu is also
found in TB. 1. 2. 1. 25d

ddttyatr no adttth karma yansat (and, yachatu) RV. (both)
dyur vtkvdyuh part nasals (AV. pdtu) tva RV. AV. TA
tam astu tanve mama AV.: ham v astu lamas lava VS.. ham u te lane

bhuvat TS. KSA.
[By a slip the Conc. quotes svdveho anamtiva bhavd nah (Kaum. °mivd na

edht) RV. TS. MS. Kaum. SMB PG. ApMB. with bhuvd as ApMB.'s
reading, but it has bhavd like the rest ]

Imperative and Injunctive

§155. The opportunity for interchange between these moods is
lessened by the fact that their forms are identical at many points of their
respective paradigms Of course this means that our grammatical
classifications break down at this point. Despite this, the interchanges
are not much less numerous than those between Imperative and Sub-
junctive. We present them in four groups: first, those which involve
no change of tense or person; second, those which involve change of
person, third, those with change of tense, fourth, prohibitive clauses with
md, a small group of exceptional interest, presenting a nvalry between
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these two moods which begins (practically) in the later Vedic texts (cf.
Whitney, Grammar §579c) and continues thruout classical Sanskrit.

Imperative and Injunctive without change of tense 9r person

§156. The interchanges in the 2d singular concern in most cases
presence or absence of emerge (e g vaha vahah) and in all (four) such
instances happen to occur at the end of a páda; they may to some extent
be due to phonetic indistinctness of h, see §25.
vs§vasmtt (TA. divo ve) sain aghdyata urusya (TA. °yah) RV. TA.

'Deliver him from every evil -doer (of the sky).'
pra -pra yajnapattm tira (TA ttrah) AV. VS. TS. MS. KS. TA. AS SS.

ApS. Uncertain Poona ed of TA. reads tira in text and comm.
recording ttrah as y 1. in both. 'Promote farther and farther the
patron of the sacrifice.'

nt dúra§ravase vaha (SS vahah) AV. SS. 'Bring to the far - famed.'
stcryasya tapas tapa (MS. MS t tapah) MS. TA. ApS. MS. 'Heat the

heat of the sun.' But perhaps the second tapah is felt as a noun,
for MS. accents it as well as the first tapah

asmabhyam indra varivah (AV. variyah) sugam krdhs RV. AV.: aama-
bhyam maim varivah sugam kah RV. See §92.

sndro marutvdn sa daddtu tan me (and, daddd tdam me) AV. (both).
agntm nak$anta (SV. °tu) no avail. RV. SV.
a no vt§va (MS. "ad) dskrd (TB. vibe askrd) gamantu (MS. °ta) devdh

RV. MS. TB. AS
dbhur (SG. mdtur) anyo 'pa (ApMB. SG. 'va) padyatdm (SG. °ta)

ApS. SG. HG. ApMB.
Stir me bhajatu TA.: §rt me bhajata MahánU.
alakgmt me na§yatu (MahánU. °ta) TA. MahánU. Cf. alakvmtr me

na§yatdm RVKh.
ddttyd rods vasavo jusanta (AV. °tdm) RV. AV.
(ud u tvd vibe dad) agre bharantu (MS. also, bharanta) citttbhth VS.

TS MS. (both) KS. SB
vdyo ve (TS ApS elks, Kau§, text, erroneously, vdyave) stokdndm (KS.t

ve $tokdndm; VSK. adds jugdrph) VS. VSK. TS. KS. 3. 6 (reference
omitted in Conc.) SB. ApS.

vibe devdh sameness juganta (TS. bhavantu) RV. TS.
ns vo jdmayo jthatd (SS. °tdm) ny ajdmayah KB. AS. SS. 'May they

who are related or not related stoop to you.' jthatd is 3 pl injunc-
tive. But the long d, followed by a nasal consonant, tempts one
to read °tdm with SS
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argo na §anta (SV nah santu) sanz anta (SV .t °tu) no dhiyah RV. SV.
See Oldenberg, Proleg 72

§157. Imperative and Injunctive, without change of tense but with
change of person

sam arar (MS. KS. arar) vidam (KS vadah) VS. MS. KS. SB. 'Let the
noble (or, do thou, noble) meet together.'

mahyam (in MS this belongs to the prec. pads) ya3amanaya ti$¢ha
(MS. ed. tz. thatu, but mss ta¢that, so read) TS MS.

arpan (SV. arid) mitrasya varunasya dharmand RV. SV. Soma is subject
in both, change to direct address in SV

§158 Imperative and Injunctive, with change of tense (in a few cases
also with change of person)

yapña pratatastha sumatau redcoat TB ApS '0 sacrifice, found thyself
upon benevolence, well - disposed', yajñah praty u ',that sumatau
matinam M. 'May the sacrifice found itself upon benevolence
of thoughts '

marutdm (MS * sapatnand ma °) prasave (VS SB °vena) Gaya (TS.*
jayata, TS.* TB ApS. jesam) VS TS. MS KS. SB. TB. ApS.
'Conquer (may I conquer, rival- slaying) on the impulse of the
Maruts.'

samyag Spur yapio (MS t ya3niam) yaiñapatau dadhdtu (MS dhah) KS.
MS. 'May the sacrifice snugly place life (place thou snugly life,
sacrifice) in the patron of the sacrifice.'

The rest have no change of person.
loam bhavddhapatzr (AV. Mlle abhabhaitar) 3andnam AV. MS. KS.
punar ma dtmd punar ayur dgdt (MG. attu) TB HG. MG. Cf. punar

manah dgdt (dgan) in Cone , and next.
puna§ caksuh punch §rotram na dgan (VSK TA. SMB dgdt) VS VSK.

SB. TA SMB.: puns§ caksuh punar asur na aatu AV. Cf. prec.
amaagm attain prabudhdm (TS KS. °dha) vi ne §at (KS. na§yatu) RV.

AV. TS KS. 'Among themselves let their plan thru thy wisdom
(or, the plan of the wise) fall thru.' AVPpp. also has na§yatu; the
two prec. pidas in AV. are jagati.

tasya no rdsva tasya no dheha (AS. ddh) AV. AS.
prajdm asmdsu dheha VS prajdm me dah VS. TS. MS. B. TA.
ojo mays dheha VS. TB. ojo me dah AV. VS. Similarly in items be-

ginning saho, balam, ayur, §rotram, caksur, vacam, varco, tejo,
payo, rayzm.
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wive runt,' pate . . nevi rivnam (KS 4liked; A rotas* akti AIN
MS. KS. Apg.

eta tta,adáto >rnaA4tnYibhì yorgtz TS ; se watt t+ttreal/Ata,ttaiì
siudihib RV. AV. SV. AA. MS. For gyehika. sec Whitney, atdfAtt90Qt1fA`
SS.3'9; hut the form is prteballr corrupt see t2Zi,

ya:a Maps ea ma miae I`G.: loin f>,aQrts3yß tmd bhagaal to) *Meta
A.h.

§159. Imperative and Iiu;tfn.'ìsr to P vhibitzte rates with t

ma satyetia duklìnant and "a,a; 100, `trams) C;tt:, 1IG. 'Do not cross
the right (foot) nìth the left.'

ma 6le and Pia 'a.caaálaotAG tttnsiantu' AV, At Z. 'Let them
find no acquaintance, no support.' It is significant that the late
text AG. changes the mi to nupm

ma sontatia pate asot>telxtta Kau:.: 'na pat (text, sida) ,.'tads(( aaomnpaje
L. 'Let the nonsoma- drinker not drink the soma,'

má nah soma htarito rahturasra Mg, [so probably to he read, with Cone.;
Knauer's text, hero (em for toss, hearten; Knauer in a private
letter suggested 'read hrnrta+, cell: et brut as term (mars. ratrarn-
dhram, one ms. 'Ara)]. 'do not, O soma, fail, having none wrong';
and no gharma ryathato t'uyadh+t t'1'A, enwathu ,rerj :l 1\18, TA. 'do
not, 0 hot drink (let not the hot drink), hen shaken, injure (shake)
us.' Somewhat uncertain, beeaumr of the bad condition of MA.;
see §332

Mire? alive and Optative

§160. This class is smaller than the preceding and subdivision is
unnecessary. There is but one ease of change of row, the that example
but change of person is frequent A cei lain pi edited ion for the impera-
tive rather than the optative in the second person is noticeable
aredald (IBS. 5. 3 aheriata (by conjecture in ed., but read are° faith

v Schroeder on 32 3, n, 3) tttanemi denim garbs (ApA gatttydl) AIiI.
KS. (bis) ApS. 'With undisturbed mind go thou (may ho go)
to the gods.'

agnir dtksitah prthivi diked sá and diksd dikpayatu (JB. d kpeta) J13. Ans.
'The consecrated one is Agni, the consecration is earth; let that
consecration consecrate me.' The same with vayur dtksitah, atlityo
dìksttah, pra3dpatir etc.; see ApS. 10. 10. 6.

arakpasd maned taj Juseta (KS. jusethalh; TS. MS. jupaeva) 1W. VS,
TS. MS. KS. AB.

dlámh

ei fa+ etepra,j1

IA
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pratzsthdm gacha (GB gachan) pratzsthdnz and gamaya (GB. gamayet)
AB GB Gaastra on GB. p 42 considers its reading corrupt and
would read as AB

svargam arvanto 3ayema Vait : svargdn arvanto 3ayata SV. SS. svagdn(l)
ar° 3ayatah AS (corrupt).

mztraya havyam ghrtavaj 3uhota (KS °vad vzdhema) RV KS. M. N.
satydya havyam ghrtava3 3uhota (TS. KS. °vad vzdhema) TS. KS. TB.

ApS.
tasmd u havyam ghrtava3 juhota (TS ApMB. °vad vidhema) TS. SS. G.

ApMB : dhdtra id dhavyam ghrtava3 3uhota AS
chandondmdndm (with variants) sdmrd3yam gacha (VSK. gachatdt, MS.

gachet) VS VSK. TS SB. M.
bharatam uddharem anu,szñca (MS. uddharema vanusantz?) TB. ApS.

MS See §304
uttame oaks zha mddayantdm (MS. °yadhvam) TS. TB. ApS. MS :

ndkasya prsthe sam a,sd madema AV.
havyd no asya havzsah §rnotu (AV. havzso 3useta, TS. havzsah ciketu, SS.

havzsah krn, otu) AV. TS. MS. KS. AS SS.
dya3atdm (MS. dya3eyatdm) end iah VS MS. KS. B. TB A. M.
dvyusam 3dgrtad aham AV : dvyusam 3agrzydd aham RVKh. So Conc.,

following Aufrecht for RVKh ; but Scheftelowitz reports that his
ms. reads 3agryamy, and he emends to 30-grydm, which seems the
only possible reading.

Imperative and Precative

§161. The precative is merely an aorist optative and does not differ,
in the Veda, from the regular optative in any way. It interchanges
with the imperative about a dozen tunes, with or without change of
person:
agne te3asvzn !eyries Warn devenu bhïiydh TS : agna ayuhkarayusmdns

Warn tejasvan devesgv edhz MS. `0 Agm . be thou brilliant among
the gods.'

dyur ddtra edhz VS. B. SS. `be thou life to the giver'; mayo ddtre bhziyat
MS. `let there be delight to the giver.' Cf. next.

yayo ddtre (KS PB. add bhziyan; VSK. ddtra edhz) mayo mahyam (TB.
TA ApS. mahyam alto) pratzgrahztre VSK. KS. PB. TB. TA. ApS.
Cf prec

durmztras ( °triyas, °tryds) tasmai Bantu (KS * TB TA. MahánU. BDh.
bhúyasur) yo 'smdn (MS asuran) dvestz VS. TS. MS. KS. (bis) B.
TB. TA. A. SS. LS. MahánU. BDh.
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druhah pdhdn (TS KS pd3am) prati sa (KS ,szi) muci,sta (AV. prati
muñcatdm sah) RV. AV. TS MS KS.

yo no dvesty adharah sas padi,sta (MS MS sa padyatdm) RV. AV. MS.
KS (The ms of KS sas; ed wrongly emends to sa )

yena team deva veda (SS team veda) devebhyo vedo 'bhavas tena mahyam
(88 tencïsmabhyam) vedo bhuyah (VSK bhava, SS veda edits) VS.
VSK. SB SS

suyame me (ApS. me adya ghrtdcZ) bhzcydstam VS ApS szcyame me 'dya
slam MS.

bahvir me bhavata (TS bhvydsta) TS KS bahvir bhavata MS
yathendram daivir vdo maruto 'nuvartmdno 'bhavann (TS 'nuvartmdna)

evam imam ya,yamdnam data/ ca mho mina,* cdnuvartmdno bhavantu
(VSK bhtcydsuh) VS. VSK TS. MS. KS.

achidrah prajayci bhúydsam ApS. ApMB. HG : cf. amid asmdkam
drab santu Ap8 ApMB. arts tas tanvo bhúydsma (text, bhuyah
sma) LS

human ma i$tam . bhwydt MS.. svam ma Warn astu . KS.
sam,rivd (°,yivikd) rama stha td imam (AS. imam amum) sam,jzvayata MS.

AS. ApS : sam,yivd atha samjivydsam AV.
sa me satydfrir deve$u bhicydt (Vait. oft, astu) TS Vait.

Imperative and Future

§162. The future is, in general, more certain than any of the moods
(Delbruck, AlSynt. 289), but, whenever a future form deals with an
event in the future that is not considered quite certain, the barrier
between it and the moods falls. And, like other indicatives, it is used
in the Veda of things which the poets represent as more certain than
they really are, for tactical (magical) reasons Only a couple of inter-
changes between it and the imperative have been noted, but compare
below the interchanges of future with subjunctive, optative, and precative.
wig drtvijyam kart yati (ApS. karotu) SS. ApS. 'Speech will (shall) do

the office of priest.' Unmetrical, but SS. is made to simulate meter.
rayaS ca po$am upasamvyayasva AV. HG. ApMB : rayon ca putran

anusathvyayasva PG.: rayas po$am abhi samvyayi$ye PG. MG.
'Wrap thyself (I shall wrap myself) up in prosperity of wealth '

§163. Imperative and Infinitive

dyumnam (KS. also, °ne) vrnita pu$yase (KS. vareta pu$yatu) RV VS.
TS. MS. KS. SB. 'May he choose glory, that he may thrive (let
him thrive) '
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brahmu{uins tai payztavd itz sampresyati AO 4 16 17. brdhmandns
tarpayetz presyatz MS. 'He gives the order, Treat the Brahmans I'
This use of the infinitive in direct discourse (not immediately
depending on a verb of command, in which case the enfin would be
regular, see Delbruck, AlSynt 427, Speyer, Ved u. Skt. Synt.
§217) seems to be peculiar to ApS , where it occurs at least twice
more: uccazh samdhantavd itz sampresyatz 1 20. 1, 'he gives the
order, Beat loudly together!'; and tris phatkartavd itz sampresyatz
1.20.11, 'he gives the order, Thrice clean the gram ' On the last the
comm. says phalikaranam trzh kartavyam sty arthah. The its
in such phrases seems to exclude the infinitive from direct govern-
ment by the verb of command Nevertheless the enfin of com-
mand is doubtless the elliptical residue of an enfin. dependent on a
verb of command [if it is not, after all, felt as governed by the
following sampresyatz, despite the ztz, such illogical mixture of
direct and indirect forms of speech is not unknown F E ] For
the general and comparative aspects of the enfin. as impv. see
Delbruck, Vergl Synt. 2. 453ff.

IV IMPERATIVE SECOND SINGULAR IN 8i AND (9) 8e

§164. In the Rigveda occur a number of modal forms restricted to the
2d singular, they are formed by adding sz directly to the strong form of
the root without other stem or mood formative See Whitney, Gram-
mar §624, Delbruck, Altindisches Verbum §30, Altzndzsche Syntax 365,
Speyer, Ved. u Skt Synt §188, n. 2, Neisser, BB. 7. 230 ff. Imperative
value is generally assigned to them, because they are frequently accom-
panied by other impv forms in the same sentence. Now it is interesting
to note that our repetitions do in fact, in a case or two, substitute an
impv form for such a form in sz, and further that forms in sz are not
entirely limited to passages occurring in the RV.:
deva awning; to lokas tasmzñ cham ca vaksva part ca vaksva (VSK. lokah

pari ca vaksi tam ca vaksz; SBK tasrniñ cham pari ca vaksz sam ca
vaksz) VS. VSK SB. SBK. Cf. Sam ca vaksz pari ca vaksz MS TA
ApS. `This is thy station, god Soma; in it thrive thou well and
thoroly.' The verb concerned seems to be yaks `grow', tho Mahl-
dhara on VS. refers the form to vah `carry'. In either case we have
a modal 2d person in sz, exchanging with an impv. in sva, and that
in YV. texts only.

dhzyd na (SV. no) vdjdn upa mast (SV. mat) ka&vatah RV. SV. Cf.
next.
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slate past (RV. ydht) ratan anu RV. VS TS. KS SB. LS 'Praised,
0 Indra, go after our desire.' In this and the prec., of course, the
forms in st may be construed as indicative (so Keith on TS) Yet
the atmosphere of the passages, together with the unambiguous
impv. of the variant forms, seems to suggest modal value.

rani sndra no (no) mans¢ nest (AV. nesa) gobhth RV AV VS. TS. MS.
KS. SB. TB. AVPpp. reads nest, showing that Hera (aor. impv.) is
a somewhat precarious nonce - formation

Of equal interest is the substitution in TS of a form in si for a RV.
injunctive; it is the more remarkable because it occurs in a subordinate
clause (introduced by yad)
pitfrt yaksad (TS. yaksy) rtdvrdhah RV. VS TS. KS 'When he shall

(thou shalt) sacrifice to the fathers who prosper the rta.'
§165. We append here a couple of cases in which forms in se inter-

change with imperatives in dhi (hi). It is possible that the se -forms
are modal (imperative, or subjunctive?) middle forms corresponding to
the actives in st, but the forms are isolated and ambiguous. Perhaps
here belongs dhise; see §219, rasa adhi h-iyo etc.
andro vide tam u sture (Mahánamnyal} stub) AA. Mahenämnyal.

'Indra finds, him do thou praise.' But stufe may mean 'I praise';
so Keith.

krstm susasydm ut krse (KS krdhs) MS KS MS 'The furrow, well -
grown with grain, draw thou up ' The verb is problematic in form
and meaning, one is almost led to suspect that both krse and krdhi
are from krs 'plow' (!).

V. SUBJUNCTIVE IN INTERCHANGE WITH OTHER MOODS

§166. The subjunctive exchanges with the indicative ( § §117ff , 124,
131, 137, 140, 145, a, d, f), the imperative ( §151ff ), and further with
injunctive, optative, precative, future, and desiderative. The first
persons, as already remarked, do duty also as imperatives; we treat them
here rather than as impvs In principal clauses there is no perceptible
difference between the subj. and its rival moods. In dependent clauses
the 2d person impv. does not alternate with subjs ( §95, note 11), but
the hid., 3d person impv., inj. and opt are fairly common and normal.

Subjunctive and Injunctive

§167. Alternation between these moods is not very rare, particularly
in principal clauses, and there are a few cases of subordinate clauses
which we have classified here. Included are some cases with coincident
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change of tense and person, and there is a single instance of a prohibitive
clause with and Some of the forms which we have classified as injunc-
tives may, of course, be regarded perhaps equally well as preterite
indicatives without augment, in that case they would belong in § §131,
137, 145.
tasmai devil adhz bravan (MS. KS. TB. [comm. and Poona ed. text]

Ape bravan) VS TS. MS. KS TB Ape. 'May the gods bless him'
tames somo adhz bravat (KS bruvat) RV AV. KS
pra braväma (MS. bru °, v. 1 bra°) áaradah Stem VS. MS. TA. ApMB.

HG MG.
upa §ravat (MS §ruvat, p p truest) subhagà yaj ie asmin RV. MS. 'May

the blessed (Sarasvati) listen to us at this sacrifice ' bruvat, if not
merely a corruption, is a tentative and precarious formation
modelled on forms like bruvat in the two preceding cases, see §23
where such cases are considered from the phonetic point of view.

agntr hoyden si. vadat RV.. agnir havyd sutcdati RV.
isam &crjam anyd caked (TB * f vak$t) VS MS. KS. TB. 'Let one

bring refreshment and food'
präctnam sidat (MS siddt) pradz §à ptthwyäh VS. MS. KS. TB
yajamdnaya väryam ä suyas kar asmaz TA. yajñapataye väryam a spas

kah MS. yarñapataye vase väryam dsamskarase SS.
pra §mafru (SV. âma§rubhir) dodhuvad úrdhvathà Shut (SV. úrdhvadhd

bhuvat) RV SV. So to be classed if bhuvat is a subjunctive from
the root aorist (a)bleat But augmented forms in -vat occur (see
Whitney, Roots), and both forms may be injunctive, or indeed
preterite indic. Cf. next

sa tvaitebhyah part dadat (TA dadät) pztrbhyah RV. AV. TA. N. 'He
shall hand thee over to these manes ' Both forms ambiguous,
somewhat as in the preceding.

§168. In subordinate clauses the subjunctive is much commoner
than the injunctive (cf. § §124f ), but some cases of the latter seem to
occur, besides those similar forms which we have preferred to regard as
pretente indicatives exchanging with subjunctives ( §145) :
ayugman (AV. °mein) Jarada$tzr yathäsam (AV. °rani) RVKh. VS. AV.:

yathdeat AV. AG PG. ApMB. See Conc. for similar padas.
'That I (he) may reach old age.' The páda occurs in four different
verses. one in RVKh. VS , two different ones in AV., and a fourth
in the Grhya texts

yad its main atzmanyadhvam HG : pads imam atzmanyädhvaz ApMB.
'When (if) you (thus) disdain me.'
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pales (SV. yatrd) devil its bravan (SV bruvan) RV. SV 'Where people
may say "gods ".' Of course bruvan may be considered indic.

The single case of a prohibitive with and is
sakhydt to and yosam TB. ApS. ApMB HG 'May I not be separated

from thy fnendship' sakhyam to and yosdh SMB. `do not withhold
thy friendship.'

Subjunctive and Optative .

§169. This interchange is most frequent in first - person forms, where
the subj also does duty as impv. But the following examples include
several of 3d person, and others, as well as one of 2d person, will be
found among the interchanges of more than two modal forms, §104
above. Several cases occur in subordinate clauses. One case involves
change of tense. See also §96 for a RV case.
vi idd (SV. vided) urjam âatakratur vided (SV. vided) isam RV SV.

'May (Indra) the possessor of hundred -fold wisdom obtain food,
obtain refreshment'

ma nu kam bhuvand sisadhdma (SV TA. ApS MS °dhema) RV. AV.
SV. VS. AB. KB GB. AA. TA. MS ApS AS SS. Vait. 'Let us
now bring success to these worlds '

irnuyama (TA. ApMB HG. êrn, avdma) .aradah &¢tam VS. MS. TA. PG.
MG ApMB. HG.

bhavema (AV. bhavema) &aradah &slam AV. TA ApMB. HG.
nekton kdmam (VS. vibhaln /cantata) vy a.navai (MS atriya) VS. MS. KS.

TB.
athainam jarimd nayet HG : yathainam Urals nayet AV.

In the last the subj occurs in a subordinate clause, which is made a
principal clause with the opt. form. In the following both forms occur
in subordinate clauses:
(bhicmya vrtvaya no brain) yatah khanema (TS. khandma) tam vayam

VS. TS. MS. KS
yasydm u.antah praharama (AV ApMB HG °rema) áepam (AV.

bepah) RV. AV. PG ApMB HG N. 'In whom (the bride) we may
eagerly insert the member.'

yathd pumdn bhaved iha MS.: yatheha pump 'sat (SMB. puru$ah spat)
VS. SS. ApS. Kaué. SMB.

§170. Subjunctive and Precative

sham evedam sarvam asdni (SB. B1hU. °vam bhtiydsam) SB. BrhU.
ChU. 'May I myself be (or become) this entire world.'
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yan madhuno tendham madhuno. . .'sdnz (HG. bhzlydsam) PG. ApMB.
HG

§171. Subjunctive and Future

varano vdraydtaz (and, vdrayzsyate) AV. (both) 'the (amulet) made of
varana -wood shall defend' : varano (but Poona ed. with Comm
varano) van.yat TA.

bhavdsz putranam. mdta AV. tesdin mdtd bhavzsyasz G.
agnau karzsydmz GG. BDh agnau karavanz ViDh. And others, see

§41.
vacaspate idea viryena sambhrtatamendyaksase (TA. °yaksyase, SS

°yachase) MS. TA S`S` See §27.
pra ca havyanz vaksyasi TS pred u havyanz moats RV. VS KS. 'Thou

shalt (he shall) announce the oblations.'

§172. Subjunctive and (Subjunctive of) Desiderative

brahma va yah kriyamanam ranztsat (AV. vd yo nindzsat kriyamanam)
RV. AV 'Or whoso shall (seek to) blaspheme our holy charm as
it is being performed '

VI. MIXED IMPERATIVE - SUBJUNCTIVE FORMS

§173. Of all genuinely modal interrelations that between impv and
subj is the most frequent. This intimacy between the two has gamed
formal expression in the Vedic language in occasional mixed imperative -
subjunctive forms. Thus nudatu is a blend of nudatu, impv , and
nuddtz, subj. No less certainly karatu is a blend of subj karats and
impv karotu. The function of this blend corresponds to its form. Cf.
Whitney, Grammar § §740, 752c. In §104, p, we have quoted several
variants showing all three types, true subj , true impv , and mixed.
Here we append others in which the mixed form vanes with subjunctive
alone
sa drsto mrdaydtz (MS t °tu, VSK mrlaydtz) nah VS VSK. TS. MS KS.

'May he, when seen, be gracious unto us.'
dirgham ayuh karats (TA. °tu) jzvase vah RV. TA.
vibe no deva avasd gamantu RV. VS. TS.: vibe no (KS. md) devil avasd

gamann sha RV. VS. MS KS App Since the thematic aorist
agamat is rare and dubious in the Samhittis, it is best to classify
the Samhità form gamantu here, rather than as impv. to aor. agam-
a-t Cf. however gamat sa (gamma) . in §174.
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lapis vdm gharmo nakeatt (AV nakgatu) svahotd AV AB. AS 88.
sa no muñcdtu (RV. SV rak$gad) durttdd avadydt RV. SV TA.
ddttyazr indrah saha sz,sadhdtu (VS. °tt; RV. AV. ciklpdtt) RV. AV. SV.

VS TA MS. ApS.
[so 'syat (MG. 'sydh) Falcon muñcatu mrtyupdhdt AG. SMB PG.

ApMB. HG. MG. Conc. erroneously quotes muñcdtu for SMB ]

VII. INJUNCTIVE IN INTERCHANGE WITH OTHER MOODS

§174. The injunctive alternates with indicative (§ §120, 125, 132, 138,
141, 145, b, e), imperative ( § §155ff ), subjunctive ( § §167f ), and optative.
There is one case of a prohibitive with ma in which one text anoma-
lously replaces an IN with an opt , cf Whitney, Grammar §579b. Occa-
sionally there is a shift of tense along with that of mood.

Injunctive and Optative

d and prdnena saha varcasd gan (AV. garnet) AV. TS. MS. KS. 'May he
come to me along with life- breath and strength.' AV. comm. also
gan; MS. p p. agan.

asydm rdhad (SB. AS. rdhed) dhotrdydm devamgamdydm MS. SB. TA.
AS. S. 'May he succeed in this sacrifice that goes to the gods.'

tvayd (VSK. TS. KS. TB omit) vayam samghdtam- samghdtam (TS. TB.
omit one samghdtam, VSK sainghdte- samghdte) 3e?rna (KS t once
samjayema, once 3ayema) VS VSK. TS MS. KS B. TB '(Thru
thee) may we be victorious in every fight'

gamat sa (and. gamma, sa gantd) gomatt vraje RV. (all) 'He (we)
shall go to a stall rich in cattle.' gamat is commonly taken as sub-
junctive of a root aonst; but in view of gamema, which can only be
opt. of an a- aonst, we class it as mj of that type

Lena vayam gamema (TS. MS. KS. patema, VSK. tena gamema) bradh-
nasya vi tapam VS. VSK. TS. MS KS SB.. tena gegma sukrtasya
lokam AV.

nediya it srnyah (TS t °ya) pakvam eydt (TS. MS KS dyat) RV VS.
TS. MS KS. B. N.

na pdpatvdya rdsiya (SV. ransisam) RV. AV. SV. The SV. reading is
doubtless an unsuccessful attempt to improve the meter

pra tad voced (TA. MahänU. voce) amrtasya (VS. TA. MahAnU. amrtam
nu) vidvdn AV. VS. TA. MahAnU. In AV., 'may (the gandharva)
knowing of the immortal proclaim that.' TA. comm provdca
(3d person!). The form voce seems well -mgh uninterpretable, the
comm seems to be thinking of the 3d sing. perf. mid. lice.
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The single case of prohibitive with ma is
ma tvdgnzr dhvanayzd (MS dhanayid, TS. dhvanayzd, KSA dhvanayed)

dhúmagandhth RV VS TS MS KSA. 'Let not the fire, smoke -
scented, make thee crackle', or the like On dhvanayzd see §285.

VIII. OPTATIVE IN INTERCHANGE WITH OTHER MOODS

§175. The optative interchanges with indicatives (§ §121, 126, 133,
142), imperative ( §160), subjunctive ( §170), injunctive ( §174), preca-
tive, and future.

Optative and Precative

The precative is itself only an aonst optative of specialized type. It
interchanges mostly with the present optative, less often with the aorist
optative. Some of the forms classed as precatives are, of course,
necessarily indistinguishable from regular aorist optatives; cf. Whitney,
Grammar § §568, 921ff , these interchanges might therefore be classed
under §210, d
tdbhydm (MS KS add vayam) paterna sukrtdm u lokam (Kaué. pathy-

dsma sukrtasya lokam) VS TS MS KS SB. Kau§ 'With these two
(wings) may we fly to the world of the pious '

tvayayam vrtram vadhydt (VSK. badhydt, VS SB badhet) VS VSK. TS.
MS KS SB. 'Thru thee may he slay VItra '

anu grate anu pugytisma (TB ApS rddhydma) gobhth VS. TB. ApS
'May we thrive with heroic sons and cattle.'

Jiveyam SB Jzvydsam AV
sam aham dyugd sam varcasd sam praJayd (SS adds, sam przyera

dhdmnd) sam rayas pawns gmiya (VS SB. SS. gmtg-eya) VS MS
KS But, of course, gmtgzya may be considered an is- aorist.

sznivalyd aham devayaJyayd pa§umdn (ApS °mans) bhi ydsam (MS.
pagan vzndeyam) ApS MS Similarly with kuhvd, and rdkdyd.

supraJdh praJayd bhúydsam (ApMB * bhicyds) VSK. TS. ApS.
ApMB HG supraJdh pra3dbhzh sydm (VS and SB. also syama;
SS. prajdbhtr bhúydsam) VS. SB AS. SS.

priyo datur dakgtndyd tha sydm AV.: pnyo devdndm dakgivAyat ddtur
'Ilia bhúydsam VS.

bht ydnza to sumatau vajtno vayam RV. SV.: bhitydsma to sumatau mica-
vedah MS. (so read, for Cone °veddh; the text has °veda followed by
a vowel, which by the peculiar sandhi of MS. means °vedah).

bhúydsma (SB KS. °ydma) putrazh pat ubhth SB KS AS. ApS ApMB.
BDh
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sahasraposam vah pusyasam (KS. puseyam, MS. vo '&iya) TS. MS. KS.
HG. sahasraposam puseyam VS. B.

dydvdprthivyor aham devayajyayobhayor lokayor rdhydsam (KS * devaya-
3yayd prajanzseyam prajayd paubhih, KS * MS devaya yayd pra-
3anzsiya pra3ayd pa§ubhih) KS. (bis) ApS. M. Note the anoma-
lous (thematic) aor opt. pra,,anifeyam.

onside tanvo bhúydsma LS.: arzstdh sydma land suvirdh RV. AV. TS.
KS

d and stutasya stutam gamydt (Vast. gamet) TS Vait. d and etotrasya
stotram gamydt PB.

aptjdyeta so'smdkam ViDh api nah sa kule bhúydt MDh
tasya te bhaktivdnsah sydma (MS KS. bhaktzvdno bhydsma) AV. MS.

KS.. tasya te vayam bhzcyzsthabadjo bhüydsma ApS : tasyds te
bhakszvdnah sydma (MS. KS. bhaktivdno bhziiydsma, Ape. °vdnso
badydsma, A. badgam a§imahi) MS. KS TB. ApS A.

vdmi te samdr§z savant reto dhesbya (KS. dhz$ya) MS. KS vi§vasya te
vi§vdvato vrsntyavatah tavdgne vdmir anu samdr§z vz§vd reams dhtsiya
TS. sail ndma samdr§i vz§vd mimosa dhimahz JB. All the verb-
forms are ambiguous, and dhimahz doubly so, since it might be
injunctive; see Whitney, Grammar §837b.

Optative and Future

tau yuñjita (AV. yoksye) prathamau yoga agate AV. SV. 'These
two may he (I shall) first yoke up (employ) when the conjuncture
arrives.' The AV. (vulgate) mss. all read yokse; Ppp. yoksye.

IX. PRECATIVE IN INTERCHANGE WITH OTHER MOODS

§176. The precative interchanges with indicatives (§ §121, 133),
imperative ( §161), subjunctive ( §169), optative ( §175), and future.
Two of the three forms here classed as precatives might, however, also
be considered aor. optative.

Precatzve and Future

/wpm adya devebhyo vayam udydsam (SS. vdcarii vadzsydani) B. SS.
ApS. 'Let me (I shall) speak this day speech pleasing to the gods.'

madhu varilisiya (SS. °anemic) AV. SS. 'May I (I shall) win honey.'
Whitney would read vansisiya in AV. Cf. Bloomfield and Spieker,
JAOS. 13, cxviii

madhu jamsye (AV janzgiya) AV. TS TA. SS : madhu karisydmt
madhu janapeoyame madhu bhavzsyati JB.
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X. FUTURE IN INTERCHANGE WITH OTHER MOODS

§177. The future interchanges with aorist indicative ( §134), impera-
tive ( §162), subjunctive ( §171), optative ( §175, end), precative (just
above), and desiderative, and in one doubtful case we may have a future
indicative exchanging with a future subjunctive See also under Tense
for interchange of future with other indicative tenses ( §234); and see
§248a for verbal nouns in ta, simulating the later periphrastic future,
exchanging with venous finite verb forms
yad vdddsyan aam3agdrd 3anebhyah TB addsyann agna uta samgrndmt

AV aditsan va sam3agara janebhyah TA 'If I promise, not
intending to give, to people', or the like. Participles are here
concerned.

paridhdsyai ya §o dhñsyas (MG paridhásye yaáo dhdsye) PG. MG. If
the PG contains finite verb - forms, they must be future subjunc-
tives (Whitney, Grammar §938) But Stenzler and Oldenberg
follow the Hindu comm in taking - dhásyaa as an infinitive (and
yagodhásyai as a compound) Cf §134

XI. DESIDERATIVE IN INTERCHANGE WITH OTHER MOODS

§178. The desiderative by definition modal in forceexchanges
with indicative aonst ( §135) and future ( §177), and it forms a sub-
junctive of its own which vanes with another subjunctive ( §172).

XII INFINITIVE IN INTERCHANGE WITH IMPERATIVE

§178a. See §163.

SUMMARY OF MODAL INTERCHANGES IN DEPENDENT AND OTHER NON -
CATEGORICAL CLAUSES

§179. Starting with the observation that the subjunctive is the
favorite in relative clauses, we note ( §122) that the 2d sing impv is
certainly excluded from that construction. This does not apply to the
other numbers of the 2d person impv., which are identical in form with
mjunctives, as may be seen from the example in §168, yad iti mdm
atzmanyadhram HG., yadi mdm atimanyddhvai ApMB., `when (if) you
(thus) disdain me.' The true or exclusive imperative forms, not capa-
ble of confusion with either subj. or inj., are (in the active) the 2d and
3d singular and the 3d plural only. They occur, if only rarely, in
prohibitive clauses ( §159), and the third person also in relative clauses
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( § §122f ). We here use the term `relative' in a broad sense to include
clauses introduced by conjunctions derived from the stem ya -, as yadi,
yathd, yad, yatra, yatah. Understood in this sense we find the following:

§180. Interchanges of moods in relative clauses

Present Indicative and Imperative, §128
Present Indicative and Subjunctive, §124
Present Indicative and Injunctive, §125
Present Indicative and Optative, §926
Preterite Indicatives and modal forms {mostly suloliuietts'es)i 61146
Subjunctive and Injunctive, §168
Subjunctive and Optative, §169
Subjunctive and Desiderative Subjunctive, §172

§181. Interchanges of moods and tenses eve prohibitive clauses tatat *4

Augmented and augmentless Preterites, §146
Perfect Indicative and Injunctive, §147
Imperative and Injunctive, §159
Subjunctive and Injunctive. §168
Injunctive and Optative, §174, end

Cf also the interchange between present and acrid prohibitive
injunctives, § §209, 211

§182. To shove at u glance the possible variations m prohibitive clauses
with nul, we group examples of them here The result is a mosaic of
unexpected modal variety
sraddhd ea no and vyaganiat me riot vyriget, §148
ganan nu ma el alma, (`'fat) gamin me and vy artrt¢ah, §14e
nid ¡I'd ke rin ni (cid vi) yaman vint the Put ni demur in, he ein nyernur

tit) na pastitah, §147
and d *Asylum aftlaan:Tli ( °ki sna), §159
and tai ani nia piatnathirni vidrurta (vindantu), §159
and nah soma hvarrfo tit/ararasva viii no gharma vyathtto vtvyadhit (inyyatho

nah), §159
and semant pale asomapah and pat romans aeomapc14, §189
sakhyat te and yo$am sakhyam te ma yoga, §188
and tvagnir dhvana d (dhanayid, dhvanaysd, dhvanayed) dhiimagandhih,

§174, end
grhd and bibhita nid vepadhvant (vepadhvam), §211
and tua vrksah ( °$au) sans brfdhay(a (badhrgtdnt, brzdhethdm), §211

oaddhd
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masnam agne vs daho nuibhsáocah (°áîsáueah), §211

mainám ares$d ma tapasabhi (masnam tapasd mdretedbhi) áocih (éocah;

áriáucah), §211

§183. Interchange of moods sn snterrogatwe and lest- clauses

In one interrogative clause ( §124, end) the present indicative inter-
changes with a subjunctive:
(apdm napdd dáuhemd hest sa) supeáasas karati (karoti) ioÑad dhi

In one lest- clause ( §124, end) the present indicative interchanges with

a subjunctive
and ma hdsin (Adair) ndthsto net (na) ted jandni ( °mi).

6
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CHAPTER IV. THE TENSES. INTERCHANGE BETWEEN
TENSES AND TENSE- SYSTEMS

§184. Tense interchange in the Vedic Variants may be treated, in its
formal and functional aspects, under three heads:

1. Interchanges between different formations of the same tense In
general these are devoid of functional distinction. This is true alike
of the present and the aorist systems. Except that the reduplicated
aorist is associated with causative meaning (Whitney, Grammar §856)
and even this exception is by no means a bard and fast rule, as the
variants show the aorist, thruout the history of Sanskrit as of the
other Indo- European languages, does not make any functional differen-
tiation of its various formal types Nor do our variants throw any
light on the rare and precarious instances in which different present -
systems from the same root are accompanied by genuine differences of
meaning, as in the perfective bharati 'carry to'. imperfective btbhartz
'carry, wear', see Bloomfield, JAOS. 11. cxxvi ff ; Delbruck, AlSynt
274ff. So far as the variants show, the interchanges between present
systems are quite devoid of distinctions of meaning.

2 Interchanges between identical subordinate moods of different
tenses, especially present and aorist These, again, do not manifest
the slightest difference in sense. Thus, patim me kevalam krdhi (kuru),
'make him solely my husband.' We have encountered this tense varia-
tion as a very frequent accessory to modal variation in the chapter on
moods, see above, §154, etc The cases there presented included only
those in which mood as well as tense was shifted, as in uruvyacá no
mahmah karma yansat (yachatu), §154, where an aonst subjunctive
varies with a present imperative In the present chapter we shall deal
with instances in which the mood remains constant, while the tense
changes.

3. True interchange of tense, that is to say, interchange in the indica-
tive forms, which (at least in the Veda) do have more or less clearly
recognizable differences of meaning This involves interchanges be-
tween present, aorist, imperfect, and perfect, and to some extent future,
altho in our view the Vedic use of the future makes it more a mood
than a tense and we have accordingly treated it chiefly in the chapter
on moods; but see below, §234.

` 115
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We begin with the first of these classes, which involves two subdivi-
sions: a. Interchange between the Present systems, and b. between
the Aorist systems.

1 INTERCHANGES BETWEEN DIFFERENT FORMATIONS OF THE SAME TENSE

a. Interchanges between different Present systems

§185. Interchanges between present systems are carried on in a
fairly live fashion, and without the least distinction in meaning between
the correspondents. To some extent they represent old established
correspondences, such as between the various nasal presents This is
in continuation of prehistonc conditions, largely dependent on the
organic derivation of the various nasal classes from different types of
'dissyllabic roots' or bases See Gustav Meyer, Die mit nasalen gebilde-
ten praesensstamme (Jena, 1873); de Saussure, Mémoire sur le système
primitif des voyelles dans les langues indoeuropéennes 239ff., Hirt, Ablaut
76ff. The nasal classes show also a considerable tendency to interchange
with other present classes. Next in importance are the transitions
from non - thematic to thematic conjugation, part of a wide movement
thruout the history of Hindu speech In a root or two (mrd, hú)
the accented a -class interchanges with ungunated aya- presents, the
latter being structurally or chronologically more archaic (hvayámi =
Avestan zbayemi). Intransitive ya -verbs show a somewhat marked
tendency to replace other types in late texts, cf Delbruck, AlSynt 277.
There are some interchanges which involve different phonetic treatment
of one and the same root, producing the effect of different present sys-
tems, such as interchange between ra,nnñtu and ranvatu, úrnuhz and
vrnu, dhvaratz and dhúrvatz. Above all loom about forty interchanges
between the stems krno- and karo-, involving tangled chronological con-
ditions. And finally there are interchanges between any one and any
other system We shall treat these matters in the approximate order
of their frequency or importance, beginning with krno: karo.

The stems krno (krnu) and karo (kuru)

§186. Of these two stems, krno- is guaranteed as a prehistoric form
by the Avestan karanaomti No less certainly is karo- of ancient organic
structure (dissyllabic base *kerev), as is shown by - nin, kary -ara,
and the analogous formation tarute See Bloomfield, JAOS 16 clx =
BB 23. 110, Hirt, Ablaut 114 The early hieratic language adopted
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krno-, whereas karo- seems likely to have been the true popular form
at all times In the prevailingly hieratic parts of the RV we find,
accordingly, krno -. On the other hand, however, the AV , tho funda-
mentally and prevailingly popular, does not favor karo- as we should
expect. Whitney's Index to the AV. shows that krno- is much the
commoner stem; and this is perhaps made even more striking by the
evidence of the variants, in which, even tho the other texts (largely
popular) read karo-, the AV. overwhelmingly favors krno- (in 13 out of
14 cases, only one karo -t) It is quite clear that in this respect, as in
some others, AV., which shares many hieratic passages with RV , has
come under the influence of its diction (It is to be noted, hon ever,
that of the passages among the variants showing krno- in AV , only one
is borrowed from RV. Evidently AV adopted the hieratic stem very
definitely as its own The passages are grouped just below) Analo-
gously, we find even in some very late texts that krno- forms are substi-
tuted for karo- forms of older texts, by conscious archaism Thus Vait.,
certainly a late text but one with hieratic pretensions, employs the
doubly archaic krnuhi (ojasvantam mam ayusinantam manusyecu krnuhi,
see §255), against kuru of other and older texts So also the very late
NilarU. revives krno- over the heads of all the VY texts in 6/ vain pantie
(MS giriáa) tam kuru (NilarU. krnu) VS TS MS KS NilarU On
the whole both the later hieratic texts (YV , Brahman, and Smuts
Sutra), as well as the popular Grhya Sutras, incline to karo-, but fre-
quently and very inconsistently fall back into krno- The edition of
ApS 7 17 6, 7 gives both forms in adjoining repetitions of the same
formula, aratiyantam adharam karma (7 16 7 brooms), the hieratic
form here may be due to mere desire for stylistic variation Just so in
adjoining verses of the popular ApMB we have first karomz, then krnonu
with further recasting of the phrase which suggests stylistic influence.
syonam to saha patyà /caroms 1 5 16d, and aristam tva saha patya krnomi
1 5. 17d. There are few Vedic texts of any size or importance so base
but that they occasionally use krno- in place of karo- Of those repre-
sented by more than one variant páda, only TA , HG , and RVKh lack
krno- forms. The would -be hieratic (but late and secondary) Vait
poses with krno- forms three times against other texts with karo-, and
without a single instance of the reverse.

§187 We seem to see traces of some school tendencies in this regard.
Altho it would doubtless be rash to generalize confidently from these
few instances, it seems hardly likely to be accidental that the Taittiriya
school texts TS , TB , TA , ApS , MahAnU., HG., and ApMB
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uniformly prefer the popular karo-. So does KS ; while contrariwise
MS. and its Srauta Sutra, Mg , show a majority for krno -.

§188 The capricious interplay of hieratic and popular, old and new,
is further tangled by half a dozen examples in which the aorists or aorist-
presents krdhi and kriva interchange with corresponding forms of the
bases kano- and

The
karo-, §210, a

§189. distribution of the two stems in the interchanging variants
is shown conveniently in the following table .

krno- kayo- k-no- karo-

RV. 3 0 Vait 3 0
AV. 13 1 Apa. 5 7

SV. 1 0 M$. 3 2

VS. 4 4 SG. 0 1

TS. 4 9 SMB. .2 0
MS. 8 3 GG.. . ..... .. 1 0
KS. 5 9 Kau§ . .1 1

AB.. 1 0 PG... .. .. .2 2
JB. 1 0 ApMB. . ...4 6
PB. 0 1 HG . ...0 5
á`B. 3 2 Mah$nU. . 0 1

TB. 2 6 NilarU 1 0
TA 0

2
6 gvetU .0 1

Ag 2 RVKh 0 5
SS...... 1 2 BDh .. 0 1

LS. . 0 1

§190. The following list of about 40 passages is grouped so as to show
first those which concern RV. and AV. by themselves:

Passages involving RV.
yadd § -tam kanavo (TA. karavo) jatavedah RV. AV. TA.
yasmaz krnots (TS karott) brahmanah RV. VS. TS.
suputram subhagam kuru (RV. krnu, SMB. krdhi) RV. SMB. ApMB.

HG.
Passages involving AV.

yadd §rtam kr, avo (TA. karavo) jdiavedah RV. AV. TA.
agne medhavtinam kuru (AV. krru) AV. VS. RVKh.
anagasam brahmane (AV. Orin) tva karoms (AV. krr.zomi) AV. TB. HG.

ApMB.
prtyani ma kuru (AV. krnu) devegu (ApMB. ma devegu kuru) AV.

RVKh. HG. ApMB.
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pnyam raja= ma kuru (AV. kr,nu) AV RVKh. ApMB.: pnyam md
kuru rájasu HG

brahmaham antaram krnve (KS. karave, read °vas) AV. KS
mdm indra bhagtnam krnu AV.: mdm agne badgtnam kuru ApMB.
karomi (AV. krnomt) te prdidpatyam AV. ApMB HG.
krnomi tubhyam sahapatnyat vadhu AV : ari,çtdm tva saha patyd dadhams

(ApMB krnomi) RV. ApMB : syonam me (ApMB. te) saha patyd
karomt TS. TB. ApMB.

oasts na tndro maghavdn krnotu AV svasti no maghavd karotu TS.
TA. Mahtì.nU.

yasya kurmo grhe havih VS. MS. K,S. SB.. yasya kurmo (AV krnmo)
havir grhe AV. TS.

krnvano (KS kurvdno) anydn (TS MS KS anydn, KS. 'nydn) adhardn
sapatndn AV. TS MS KS ApS. .KS.

dirgham ayuh krnotu me (vdm) AV JB. Kau§. ApMB dyusmantam
karota ma (RVKh karotu mdm, KS krnota ma) RVKh. KS. TA.
BDh.

ydbhydm karmdnl kurvate (SV. krnvate) AV. SV This is the only van-
ant in which AV shows a karo- form. It is also the only variant
in which SV. figures at all

Passages involving all other texts
°gash prayam bahulam me karotu (MS. krnotu) VS. MS. KS. S`B. TB.

SS ApS.
agnth pravtdvan (MS KS *van) Ma tat krnotu (Aps.* karotu; KS. ApS.

dadhdtu) MS. KS ApS. (bis).
achadram yapñam bhúrikarma karotu (KS. MS. bhararetdh krnotu) KS.

TB. ApS. MS
aratiyantam adharam krnomt (ApS.* karomi) TS. ApS. (both).
asya kurmo (RVKh kulmo) harivo medinam tvd RVKh. TS. TB.: aha

krnmo etc KS
adityas tva krnvantu (KS kurvantu) 3dgatena chandasa . VS. TS. MS.

KS. SB.
Similarly rudrds tvd, vasavas tva, rave tvd deva, etc.

tena suprmasam krnu (TA. kuru) TA. Vait.
tena ma vaginam kuru (Vait. krnu) AS. Vait. LS.
anted' krnotu (KS. karotu) tam VS. TS. MS. KS. SB.
ukham krnotu (TS. KS. karotu) tasktya VS. TS. MS. KB. SB.
krnotu (KS. karotu) vahvacar¢an.ih KS. TB. ApS. MS. SMB. PG.
apsu dhautasya te bhakpam krnomi (PB. karomi) KS. PB.
syonam te sadanam karomi (MS krnoms) TB. ApS. MS.

-\
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so asmdn (MS asmdn) adhipatbn karotu TS. MS.: so 'sman adhzpatin
krnotu SS.

tamztdro yad atra sukrtam krnavathdsmdsu tad yad du,skrtam anyatra tat
AB. AS . yo duskrtam karavat tasya duskrtam Kau§

yena strtyam akrnutant (SS striper akurutanz) Se. SMB. GG . yena
&rzyam akrnutdm PG.

ydsydm patzghni tanúh jaraghnim asyaz tdm krnomz ApMB.: yd te
patzghni tanúr jaraghnim tv etdm karomz HG.. yd te patighni .

tanúr 3draghnim tata mint karomz PG.: ya te patzghny alak,smi ..
jaraghnim tam karomz SG

sa tvd manmanasdm karotu (ApMB. °manasam krnotu) PG ApMB.
ázvdm gzritra (MS gzrzfia) tdm kuru (NilarU. krnu) VS TS. MS. KS.

NilarU SvetU.
moans krnvan (ApS krnvann asme, TB. krnvann asmzn, read asme with

comm and Poona ed text, MS kurvan) naryd purltnz TB. AS.
ApS MS

yasydm karmdnz kurvate (ApS krnvate) KS ApS
madhu tvd madhuld karotu (DIS. krnotu) MS TA ApS
pra,yd vzkrnvañ (ApS. vzkurvañ) janayan vzrzcpam (ApS. °pdh) KS ApS.:

praxdh krnvan janayan vzrúpdh MS
ojasvantam main dyu,smantam manu,sye,su kuru (Vait. krnuhz) TS. MS.

AS Vait.

Interchange between the various nasal classes

§191. Here we have, first, interchanges between the no and nd classes:
they involve the roots stabh and skabh (thrice), ksz'destroy' (twice), and
mi 'diminish' (once) The rest of the cases are stray examples of vari-
ous nasal formations, they chiefly concern transfer from non - thematic
nasal classes to thematic forms. In principle, of course, thematic verbs
of nasal classes are just as old as the non - thematic, but in Sanskrit
their appearance is sporadic only. The total of these cases is not suffi-
cient to permit deductions
äjyam uktham avyathdyaz (KS. °ya, TS. avyathayat) stabhndtu (MS.

',iota) VS. TS. MS. KS. B. The same with prazigam uktham,
marutvatiyam uktham, nz$kevalyam uktham, and vaz.vadevdgnzmdrute
ukthe, etc.

ut te stabhndmi (TA. tabhnomi) prthiv -tm drat pari RV. AV. TA. and
(pratikas) SG. AG. Kaué.

adhvana skabhnita (VS. skabhnuvantah) VS. TS.: adhvdnam skabhnu-
vanto . MS.
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ks=nomi (AV. ky=ndmz) brahmandmztrdn AV VS. TS MS KS. SB. TA.
idam aham amum dmu$ydyanam prakstndmz KS idam aham amus-

ydmuhydyanam prak§szndmi MS.: idam aham amundmugydyan-
asydyuh praksznomz ApS.

pra smd minty (ApS. prdsmd minty) ajarah RV KS ApS
brhaspatz$ tvd (TS KS. ApS °t=s tvd) sumne ramndtu (TS ApS ra -

vatu) VS TS MS KS SB. ApS MS The `root' ranv is best ac-
counted for as ra- nv- ( *rm -nv -). Whitney, Roots, regards it as a
secondary formation from ran. This and the next belong equally
in §196

deva tvastar vasu rama (TS ranva, KS rana, MS. rane) VS TS. MS KS
SB.

dpas tvd sam arenan (MS. arznvan) VS MS SB dpah sam arznn TS
KS.

agner 32,hvdm abhz (MS jzhvdbhz, p p ,/zhvdm, abhz; AV. KS 3zhvaydbhz)
grñztam (AV. grnata) AV. VS. TS MS KS. grnitam is 2d dual of net-
class, grnata 2d plural of accented a -class

dñkpdsdv dñk$vdsau HG . asdv abhyañk. vcisdv ariksva AS : dizkgva
tatdsau ApS . dñjasvdnulzmpasva PG. The thematic present is
practically unknown, see Whitney, Roots

sa and samzddhayusd sam=ntdm (1 one ms °zndhatdm) TA : sd and
samtddha samsndhzsatdm MS. Here TA , most mss , has a regu-
lar non - thematic present from zndh, the anomalous appearance of
which doubtless causes the thematic variant °zndhatdm MS. has
an aorist.

The roots van, man and san may also be included here even tho the
nasal is in their case radical, in this grouping we merely follow a custom
which is not only well- established but eminently practical They pre-
sent, alongside of non - thematic (8th class) presents, certain forms which
may be either thematic present indicatives, or aorist subjunctives.
tad agnir devo devebhyo vanate (MS. SB SS. vanutdm) TS. MS SB. TB.

AS SS.
The question is, whether vanate is a pres. of the bhzv -class or an aor

subj.; see ¢§ 116, 154, and the next.
agnzr no vanate (VSK. vanate, SV. TS. KS. solvate) rayim RV. SV. VS.

VSK. TS. MS KS See under prec. The question there mooted
is here further complicated by the indubitably aor. subj. vansate.

man= (MS mauve) nu babhrizndm aham, &atom dhdmdni sapta ca RV
VS. MS KS. SB. N But manna is dubious as a pres subj ; it is
better taken as aorist, see § §10, 119.

ubhau lokau sawn (MS. sanomy) aham TB. TAA ApS. MS.
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Interchange of nasal with non -nasal classes

§192. This rubric is rendered somewhat uncertain in outline because
a number of the non -nasal forms in question may be considered as
aonsts, especially in the case of modal forms Thus, the SV repeatedly
reads yuñksva for yuksva of the rest, the latter is structurally ambiguous,
tho usually treated as present, hke yuñksva We have followed this
custom, altho it seems to us that yuksva might quite as well be treated
as aonst The fact is that, as we have repeatedly observed, our gram-
matical categories are more or less whited sepulchres, particularly as
regards modal forms. The same considerations apply to some other
forms classed here, notably to - v.ddh. - vanda, where vzddhz might be
regarded as either perfect in form ( veda), or aonst (cf. v.danta: vzndantu,
§159), tho we group it as present
.ndrdnuv.nda (AS °vzddhs) nas tans TB. AS
agne yuksvd (SV. PB yuñksvd) ht ye tava RV. SV VS. TS MS KS PB.

SB. KS ApS MS
yuksvd (SV yuñksvd) madacyutd hari RV AV. SV
yuksvd (SV yuñksvd) ht keá.ná hart RV SV VS SB.
yuksvd (SV yuñksvd) hi vd3znivatx RV. SV.
yuksva (SV. yuñksvd) hi vrtrahantama RV SV SS
yuksva (and, yuñgdham) by ante ratite RV (both)
athd mandasva (VS madasva) 3ujusdno andhasah RV. VS.
.se pipzhz (MS. p.p.h.) MS TA. ApS . ise p.nvasva VS. SB K. Simi-

larly with dive, ksatrdya, brahmane, and others, see §270.
agne brahma grbhnisva (MS MS. grhnisva, KS grhiisva) VS. MS KS.

SB MS.
=tams âamìsva (TS. TB. Same; KS f §amnisva) VS. TS. MS. KS. SB.

TB.
yasya yawn pat.reto grbadya (HG prat. reto grhdna) SG. HG.: try

asya yonim prati reto grhana ApMB. Cf. Whitney, Grammar § §722,
732

Possibly here belongs:
kataro mews prat. tam mutate (Vait. muñcdte) RV. Vait. But in §210,

b, we have classified mutate as aorist. See that section and the
following for one or two other cases which might, less probably, be
placed here.

And see further the interchanges between stems trmpa and trpya, manu
and manya, hrnt and hrnìya, §195.
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Interchange between non - thematic and thematic presents

§193 This is one of the most extensive movements in the development
of the present systems in their history thruout Hindu speech. Regu-
larly the non - thematic form precedes the thematic form, structurally
and chronologically. In the variants the priority of the non - thematic
form may generally be assumed. Sometimes the thematic forms are
nonce formations, as when ghnata takes the place of hata, or in the gro-
tesque bodha, `be', which is coaxed out of bodhi in the example pita no
bodhi ( bodha). At the head of our list come several cases in which dis-
syllabic non - thematic stems are replaced by thematic ones. Cf. also
under nasal stems, §191.
katz krtvah pram, ati cdpdnatti ca (SB. práryztz capa cdnzti) GB. SB.

Better meter in SB
yah prdn, ztz (AV peanuts) ya im árnoty uktam RV AV.
yac ca prdnztz (AV. pranatz) yac ca na AV. SB TB BrhU. (Correct

Cone.)
ni slanzhz (AV. abhi , tana) durzta badhamanah RV. AV. VS. TS. MS.

KS.
dpo grhequ jagrata HG : dpo damps jagratha PG : dpo havahyxu jagrta

ApS.: dpo jdgrta MS KS. MS
sed u raja k$ayatz (TB keels) carsanindm RV MS TB
agne devanam ava heda zksva (ApS zyaksva) KS. ApS : ava devanam yaja

hedo ague AV. The problematic zkpa is here appraised as root -
present; for zyak?va see §236.

maghavdno vs rapáante (SS. rapáate) AV. SS For the `root' rapt see
Bloomfield, IF. 25 192ff

praádstah pra subs (KS. aube, MS. Suva, ApS suva pra salts) AS. SS KS.
ApS MS. In ApS. compound of the other readings.

etdn ghnataztdn grhnita ApMB : etdn hataztdn badhnita HG. See above.
pitd no bodhi (TA bodha) VS. SB TA. bodha is an extreme analogical

formation in the spirit of the a- conjugation. Comm. at TA 4. 7.
4, foolishly, = bodhaya.

somo dadad (SMB. GG. PG. 'dadad, HG. 'dadad) gandharvaya, gandharvo
dadad (SMB. PG. 'dadad) agnaye (HG. gandharuo'gnaye'dadat) RV.
AV. SMB. GG. PG. ApMB. HG. MG. But see §266; and cf. the
next four.

tad agate agnaye 'dalot (KS. MS. dadat) KS. ApS. MS.
zndrdya gad armo ' dadat (SG. áramo dadat) MS. MS. SG. SMB.
sa tvaztebhyah part dadat (TA. dadat) pitrbhyah RV. AV. TA N. Cf.

the prec. three, next, and §§ 167, 11.
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datto asmabhyam (etc , §250, p 165) dravineha bhadram AV KS. AS.
SMB ; dadhatha no dravtnaM yac ca bhadram MS.

sam vasäthäm (MS MS vasethäm) starvzdä (KS °däu) VS. TS. MS. KS.
SB.MS And.

vyacasvat sain vasdthain (MS vasethänt) VS TS MS KS. SB. Stems
vaste and vacate from vas `clothe' [So Bloomfield wrote, but the
interpretation is very dubious No *vasate 'clothes' is recorded.
Keith on TS. seems to understand vas 'dwell', as if from a type
*vaste, which is equally unknown from this root 1llahidhara on
VS , dchädayatam (apparently 'vas 'clothe'). The meaning is
obscure Possibly MS understands a form of vas 'dwell' (vasate),
and the others vas 'clothe' (vaste) F E ]

[ye dadate (JUB dadante) parka dthah sadhricih AV. JUB. But here
there is no real variant, all mss of AV. read dadante, and
Whitney's Trans] restores it to the text ]

Interchange between a and aya formations

§194. Aside from formations which may with more or less confidence
be called causatives, and which we treat separately as such ( § §237ff ),
this type includes hardly anything but forms of the two roots cord
'pity' and ha 'call' The popular (rather than 'late') form hvayami is
shown to be prehistoric by Avestan zbayems, it is doubtless a mere acci-
dent that it alone survives as a present formation from this root in
classical Sanskrit, while hued and hdva, both of which interchange with
hvaya, become extinct See Bloomfield, JAOS 21 48. In the follow-
ing small list the verbs determine but rarely the relative chronology of the
passages
apasedhan (SV t °dham) duritd soma mrdaya (SV. no mrda) RV. SV.

Here mrda (should = mrda, and hence metrically out of place)
together with the patchword no are clearly inferior readings in SV

taya no mrda Those VS VSK TS MS KS. NilarU. taya no rudra
mrdaya TS The parallel is only vague

sa nah pr Mayas haryasva mrdaya (AV. KS. mr4a) RV. AV. TS. KS.
to no mrdayata (AV. mrdaya) AV. TS. ApMB.
to no mrdayantu (MS mrdantu) VS. VSK. TS. MS. KS. SB.
tau no mrdayatam (MS. mrdatam) TS. MS. ApMB.
huge nu (RV. VS. KS MahánU. hvayami) hakram puruhzitam =dram

RV AV .SV. VS. TS MS. KS. MahánU.
arasvatm sukrto ahvayanta (AV havante) RV AV. KS. Comm on AV.

ahvayanta.
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[As to the variant quoted in Cone as: apdm napñtam ammo hune dhiyd
(TS alma hvayantdm) AV TS , the word hvayantdm is an error for
hayantam (pple of hi `impel') in TS.]

In a single vanation between parallel pads in the Valakhilya hymns
the stems svada and svadaya interchange without difference in meaning,
nevertheless, svadaya may be considered a causative, cf. §240:
yarn te svadhdvan svadayanti dhenavah RV (Val) : yam te svaddvan avad-

anti gúrtayah RV. (Val.)

Interchange between intransitive ya -stems and others

§195. The prevailing intransitive present formation in ya occasion-
ally offers refuge to intransitives of other formation. One is inclined
to regard the ya forms as generally secondary, cf. Delbruck, AI Synt. 277.
The nasal formation trmpa (Avestan O rqf-) is old, and mane is more
organic than manye
hutahutasya trpyatam (KS SS. trmpatam) KS. TB. SS. Ape.
tasya trmpatam andhahuhú SS Lena trpyalam anhahau TB. Ape.
anagaso adham it samksayema TB: anagaso yathd sadam it samknema

Vait. The Conc suggests reading sadam in TB but the comm.
has adham, interpreting it by anantaram

brahmaztad upasvaitat (MahanU upasyaztat) tapah TA MahánU. But
Poona ed of TA agrees with MahanU. (with v 1 updsv °).

manye yam dydvdprthivz subho,asau ArS mauve vain dydvdprthtvf AV.
Vait

tapate (or dtapate, so KSA acc to v. Schroeder, TS both, acc. to Weber,
VS tapyate) svdhd VS TS KSA TA.

yat to kraram . tat to kudhyatu (TS Ape tat to etena kundhatdm, MS.
tad etena kundhasva) VS TS MS. SB. Ape.

Here we may also place the somewhat anomalous hrniya of SV.:
and hrnzthd abhy asmdn RV vajebhir ma hrniyathah SV The alterna-

tive would be to regard hrniya as a sort of denominative.

Different treatments of the same root which produce the effect of different
present systems

§196. Here and there sundry morphological processes differentiate
one and the same root in such a way as to leave behind two forms which
may be regarded as two roots, but which in any case manifest them-
selves in different present formations. The Hindu lexicons postulate a
root tartan which is obviously nothing but an obscured and extended nu-
present of the root vr ('Yens) 'cover'. The archaic form *rink inter-
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changes with the conventional vrnu in one case below. Similarly the
roots dhvar and dhúry are intricate precipitates of a type dharu (cf.
tear and túry taru), as Bloomfield as shown in JAOS. 16 clxi = BB.
23. 109. Compare the relation of ramnatu rousts, and rama:
ranva, above, §191
tam dharva yam vayam dhtlrvamah VS. TS SB TB.: yam vayam dhvarama

tam dhvara (KS vayam dharvcimas tam ca Agree) MS. KS.
dhvara tam yo 'mein dhzervatt VS. TS. B. TB.: dhvara dhvarantam yo

asman dhvaràt MS.
abhy enam Mama úrnuhi (TA. bhilmi vrnu) RV. AV. TA.

Accented and unaccented a- presents (1st and 6th class)

§197. The most conspicuous are those from the root fist 'call' The
presents huva and hava interchange with each other, as well as with
hvaya ( §194); the instances are gathered in §2 and are not repeated here.
Most of the other cases, and indeed some of the huva: hava cases, have
phonetic aspects, concerning the phonetic variation of au before v, see
§23, where are presented three such variants concerning bra (stems
brava.bruva), and one concerning hnu (knave hnuva). The only other
instance we have noted is:
(pra ) suvirabhas tirate (SV TS. tarati) vajabharmabhih (SV. TS.

°karmabhzh) RV SV. TS. KS (Correct Conc.) Here pra tirate is
supenor to pra tarati, if for no other reason because pra tara- occurs
but a single time in RV. (10. 53 8), whereas pra tira- is common.
For the stanza as a whole cf. Oldenberg, Proleg. 281.

Reduplicated and other presents

§198. In two prides concerning the root vrt, Kaug. has vavrtsva (a
Rigvedic archaism; ñ- vavrtsva and abha- a- vavrtsva both RV., see Grass -
mann) where other texts have vartasva
agne 'bhyavartznn abht ma ni vartasva (TS abhy na a vartasva, KS. abhi

no ni vartasva, MS. abhi rntivartasva, Kaug. abhi na a vavrtsva) VS.
TS MS. KS. SB. Kaug.

punar ticrja ni vartasva (Kaug. tiro vavrtsva) SV. VS. TS. MS. KS. SB.
LS. MS. Kaut.

The variant iyana of SV. for iyana may be classed as a reduplicated
present middle participle; there seems no ground for calling it intensive
(cf. Whitney, Roots, s.v.) :
zyanah (SV. iy °) krg io dahabhih sahasraah RV. AV. SV. KS. TA.
stotrbhyo dhniryav zyanah (SV. iy °) RV. AV. SV.
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The remaining cases concern modal forms of roots dd and dhd, re-
duplicated and unreduplicated. But the unreduphcated forms may,
quite as well, be considered root- aonsts (cf §210, a)
to no dhdntu (SV dhatta) suviryam RV SV.
punar ddtdm (TA. dattdv) asum adyeha bhadram RV. AV. TA dattdv is

unaccented in TA and is surely to be read dattdm, comm. dattau
prayachatdm (understanding perfect passive pple with active mean-
ing).

devir apo apdm napdd tam devebhyo devatra (MS devebhyah áukrape-
bhyo) dhatta (VS. B. datta, MS KS. data) VS. TS. MS. KS AB

b. Interchanges between different Aortst systems

§199. Considering the large number of available aorist systems, and
their general equivalence in meaning, the number of interchanges be-
tween them is not large. The only one which can be differentiated as
to meaning is the reduplicated aonst, with its well-known tendency to
association with the causative Even this difference appears but rarely
among the variants, which in fact present only a few cases of redupli-
cated aonst forms exchanging with others, and those few are generally
not distinguishable in meaning from their rivals We may remember
that other `causative' forms are from the earliest period of the language
frequently used in senses that are indistinguishable from transitive
forms of the simple verb. And even intransitive reduplicated aorta
are found; see the variant zcrdhvd yasydmattr bad adzdyutat (atzdyutat),
below.

§200 Otherwise the variations are purely formal, without possible
semantic bearings. The old non - thematic s -aorist (Whitney, Grammar
§888ff.) of the type askdntsam, askan, askdn, results in 2d and 3d singu-
lar forms which often resemble those of the root- aonst, this has yielded
a rather constant interchange between the forms askdn and askan, or
compare again the threefold variation between ruk, rok, and rauk from
ruc, below. These variations may be considered, at least in part, pho-
netic as much as morphological. Phonetic considerations are even more
clearly involved in variations like acdraam: acdrifam (see §286, a) which
on their face are s and zf- aorists, but in large part are really cases of
svarabhakti (Whitney, Grammar §230e). Phonetic, likewise, is the
variant apra(h); dprdd, before dyad- (see §24). On the whole the list
of aorist forms is very miscellaneous and presents a rather haphazard
aspect. A number of the forms are more or less doubtful as to which
aorist class they belong to, or whether they are properly called aorists
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at all. Attention will be called to such cases specifically. We number
the various aonst types in accordance with Whitney.

§201. Reduplicated Aorists (Class 3) and others

ganan me and vs tttr$ah (MS °$at) TS. MS. 'do not (let him not) make
my troops go thirsty': gana me ma vs trsan VS TS. SB. `may my
troops not go thirsty.' Here the proper causative sense of the 3d
aor. is apparent, and vanes with a non - causative 2d aor

udgrabhenod agrabhit (MS. a igrabhat, KS. afigrabham and arcgrbham)
VS. TS. MS KS. SB 3 and 5 aor.; no difference of meaning; both
active, 'he has (I have) lifted up '

ma dyavaprthtv'c abht tooth (TS fiù §ucah, KS. §ucah; MS. htnsth) VS.
TS. MS. KS. B. 2, 3, and 5 aor.; all active, `scorch'; no difference
of meaning.

matnam arcifa and tapasabht (VS KS. matnam tapasd marccgabht) tooth
(KS. torah; TS. §zc§ucah) VS. TS. MS KS. As in prec.: 3 and
5 aor (torah is imperfect injunctive )

amtmadanta pctaro yathabhagam (Kau§. yathabhagam yathalokam)
dvrsaytSata (AS. avr ?ayi ata; SS av- rvrsata) VS. VSK. SB. AS. SS.
L. Kau§ SMB. GG KhG. Both the forms are somewhat prob-
lematic; most texts apparently have a 5 aor from a denominative
( vT ?an), while SS has a 3 aor. from the primary root vra, both
must mean in the last analysis something like `they eagerly obtained
each his portion.' See § §243, 285

yata kutad agnav eva tat AS : yata kutad dhutam agnau tad astu KS.:
yatra cuhcutad agnav evaitat MS. dyaur yata§ cyutad agnav eva tat
ApS. Both forms intransitive, 'dropped'. But the MS. reading
cukutad is a very doubtful emendation of corrupt mss ; in all
probability kutad is the real reading. See further §219, end The
2 aor amid is quoted in Whitney's Roots only from Hindu gram-
marians.

ùrdhva yasyamatir bha (so divide) adtdyutat (VSK attdyutat) summon
AV. SV. VS. VSK. TS MS. KS SB. AS SS N The VSK read-
ing is obviously secondary, and phonetic in character; but it is
worth noting that the 3 aor. form is here (like the substituted
2 aor.) intransitive ('shone').

Sigmattc Aorists varying with non- sigmattc

§202. 1st and 4th Aorists
askan gam rsabho yuva KS : askan rsabho yuva gah TB. TA. ApS.
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askann (ge. askdn) adhzta prdlani sB. SA Ks.: askan aianz prdlanz
TB. TA. Ape.

askan parlanyah prthzvim Ks.: askan dyauh prthurcm TB. TA. Ape
askdn (GB. askan) somah KS. GB.
brahman sumo 'skan (KS Ape. 'skin) KS. GB Vait Ape
drapeas to dyam ma skan (KS. Ape skan, MS. to damn and skan) VS.

MS KS. S`B. Ape.
andh tar/ram (TB. chat cha °) payasd sametz (TB sametya) TB. Vait

andh is 3d person, `he hath quitted his body' etc.
apra (AV. *dprdd) dydvdprthura antarzksam RV. AV. (both) ArS VS.

TS. MS. KS eB. TB AA TA. N. aprd(h) is 3d sing., theAV. form
is certainly secondary, it has phonetic aspects, see §24.

badyanso bhaydsma ye ca no bhúyasah karta Kant.: bhúydnso bhzcydsta
ye no bhzayaso 'karta MS. Same with armada bha °.

asmaddvzsah sunitho and para dazh MS : (brig sunzte ma paradah TA.
The MS. form is best taken as an irregular 4 aor , cf. Whitney,
Grammar §894c, for the closest known parallels. ddh might also,
tho less probably, be classed as 4 aor.

api panthdm aganmahz (TS Ape. agasmahz) RV. TS. MS KS AS Ape.
SG.

rasena sam aganmahz (RV. agasmahz) RV. KS Le
°demo° (8$. adraksus) tvd hasahastam AB AS adarhus is altogether

irregular, and its ending seems borrowed from adrdksus
and bheh VS. TS. eB. TB. KA. Ape : ma bhazh MS KS Me. Best

taken as 1 and 4 aor
and bher ma rod (VSK mo roñ, TS. mdro) mo ca nah (TS. mo esdm) kim

candmamat VS. VSK. TS. eB : and bhazr and run mo ca (KS. rauñ
md) nah lam canamamat MS. KS rauñ (rauk) is clearly 4 aor., ron
and run seem both to be best classed as 1 aor.

§203. 1st and 5th Aorzsts
ma prnan partyd vi radhzsta (TS. rah?) TS MS. KS. radii:, is of course

passive, see §87 and Whitney §843.
isam °ream sam agrabham (TS. agrabham) VS. TS MS. KS. SIB. Ob-

viously agrabham is a blend of agrabham and agrabhzt, see §262, d.
§204. $d and 4th Aortas

dpo malam tva prdnaiksit (Ape. pranijan) AV. Ape
§205. Rd and 5th (and, once, 7th) Aoriste

bahu hayam (MS. ha va ayam) avarsíd (TS avrsad, KS. avrsad) zti . TS.
MS. KS. But this variant is only very doubtfully placed here.
avrsad (see Keith on TS. 2. 4. 7. 2) can only be an error for avrsad,
which may perhaps better be regarded as imperfect than as 2 aor.
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aditya navam ar uksah (SMB àroksam) AV. SMIB.: imam su navam
(read sunavam) aruham TS KS ApS Cf § §276,133. aruksah is a
regular 7 aor., aroksam may be considered 5 aor. with irregular
guns- vowel.

§206. Interchanges of various Sigma& Aortst forms

vratapant vratapate (Kaufi °patayo) vratam acdrisam (MS acarsam) MS.
TA Kaufi See under next.

agne vratapate vratam acarisam (MS and M. v. 1. acarsam) VS TS.
MS. KS.t SB. SS. Apa. M. HG. 4 and 5 aoriste. For other
variants which simulate the same interchange, but are really cases
of svarabhakti or the reverse in all probability, see §286.

gayo bhago gava %ndro me achan (AV. %chat, TB. achat) RV. AV. KS TB.
achan is of course 4 aor. from chand (chad). AV. evidently intended
achat, like TB , the form is anomalous (Whitney's Translation
adopts the RV. achan), but is doubtless felt also as a 4 aor from the
same root in its denasalized form.

ma no dyàvaprthivi hidisetham (thematic stem from 5 aor., hidiga -, cf.
jan%seyam, Whitney, Grammar §907, end) MS. 'be not angry with
us, heaven and earths'; madyavaprthwthidisatàmTA. 'may h and
e not be angry.' See §332, end

pitur iva namagrabhisam (ApMB °bhaisam, PG Hama jagrabham) PG.
ApMB HG. pitur nameva3agrabha RVKh 3agrabham may best be
called augmentless 'pluperfect', cf Whitney, Grammar §818a. The
others are 5 aor (Ap1IB anomalous).

vardhisimahi ca vayam a ca pyasisimah% (MS MS pyay%simah% ca) VS.
MS. SB TA SS. Ape. MS SG HG 5 and 6 aor

°deem pain ma nu. marjih MS. MS. vacant pranam caksuh hrotram
prajam yonim and mr mrksam TS. 5 and 7 aor. Others, see §302.

§207. Interchanges of 1st and 2d aoriste

hraddha me ma vyagat ApS traddha ca no ma vyagamat ViDh. MDh.
YDh BrhPDh Au§Dh

a and prdnena sana varcasa gan (AV. garnet) AV. TS. MS. KS.

2. INTERCHANGES BETWEEN IDENTICAL MOODS OF DIFFERENT TENSES

§208 The general aspects of this relation are discussed in §105, where
it is shown that tense variation as an accessory to modal change plays
no functional rôle whatever. The cases there referred to are properly
a part of the present paragraph The additional examples of inter-
change in the present rubric are between the same modal form in differ-
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ent tenses, the value of such pairs is a fortiori identical Modal forms
from stems other than present or aonst are rare in all periods, so it
happens that all the correspondences of this rubric are between present
and aonst. Non- sigmatic aonsts are, moreover, frequently indistin-
guishable from formally identical present system forms. This introduces
into the group pairs which may be judged, and have been judged in
grammars and lexicons, to be merely corresponding forms of different
present systems, such as krdhz and krsva in relation to krnu (kuru) and
krnu?va, or patam to pabatam, or &void to grnota. Contrariwise, some
modal pairs rubricated as coming from two different present stems, such
as yuk$va yuñkvva ( §192), may be construed as aonsts , such items should,
perhaps, be listed in both places We are inclined to regard the doubt-
ful forms in such pairs as aonsts, tho we have followed scholarly tradi-
tion in classing yukva as present. See our discussion §l0ff

§209. In Classical Sanskrit the prohibitive with and is regularly an
augmentless aonst. In the Veda augmentless imperfects are commoner,
and this has produced a group of variants in which augmentless forms
of the two tenses vary with each other, in addition to the general in-
stability of the prohibitive moods as summarized in § §181f The
following two rubrics list the tense interchanges in connection with
the same mood, first in categorical and then in prohibitive clauses.

§210. Interchanges of the same mood in different tenses in categorical
clauses

(a) Imperatives
tato no abhayam krdhi (S`$ *kuru) RV. AV. SV. VS. AB. PB. TB. TA.

A. gg. (both) ApS Mg. MahánU.
suputrdm subhagam kuru (RV. krnu, SMB. krdhi) RV. SMB. ApMB.

HG.
palm ekdda.lam krdhi (SMB. HG. kuru) RV. SMB. ApMB HG. In

same stanza as prec. Note that all texts vary the form, except
HG. which has kuru both times.

patam me kevalam kuru (AV. ApMB krdhi) RV. AV. ApMB.
pardcand mukhd krdhi (KS. kuru) AV. VS. TS. MS. KS.
vi phlffa lokam krnu AV.: vi phirpa leben krdhz TA.
atha mano vasudeydya bravo RV.t: adhd mano vasudeydya krnusva AV.

(poor meter).
vivasva ddatyarsa to somapithas Lena (KS. tasmin) mandasva. .TS KS.:

vivasvann (VSK. °van) adatyaasa to somapithas tasmin mina VS.
VSK. 8B. Contrary to Whitney, Roots, we regard mama as 4 aor.
rather than present.
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a$vznd gharmam palm (MS. Inhalant) VS MS B. TA. SS. ApS.
patam may be present.

dream gacha spar panda yajamdndya mahyam MS devon gacha suvar
vida (ApS panda) etc. TB. ApS

rayon grnatsu dzdhrtam (and dharaya) RV. (both). See RV Rep. 271,
528

pinta (VS B. rota) gravano adage nu (VS B. na) ya3ñam VS. TS.
MS KS

deer apah §uddhd yayam devon yuyudhvam (KS yudhvam) MS KS.
Cf apo devih tuddhayuvah §uddhd yayam devdn adhvam TS.: dear
apah §uddhd vodhvam swarmed devesu VS SB.

tasmin (Vait. MS. tamers) tad eno vasavo nz dhetana (Vait. dhattana)
RV. TAA Vait MS.

a lead vasavo rudra ddztydh sadantu VS. SB.: vasundm rudran, am ddzlya-
nam sadasi sida TS. TB. ApS.

sa ma samzddhayusd samintam (one ms. samzndhatdm) TA.: set ma
samzddha samzndhzsatdrn MS

See also the doubtful cases rubncated in §198 as interchanges between
root - presents (but possibly aonsts) and reduplicating presents, dada
data, dhántu dhatta, datam. dattam.

(b) Subjunctives
sa (AV. sd) nah harma trivarútham vz yansat (AV. nz pasha) RV. AV.

MS. KS TB. ApS
kataro menu prati tam mucdte (Veit muñcate) RV. Vait. muñcate is

metrically inferior. But mucdte may, less probably, be regarded
as present, § 192

(c) Injuncttves
uc chvañcasva (TA. chmañcasva) prthwi ma ni bddhathdh (TA. vi bddhz-

thah) RV. AV. TA.
(d) Optatives

yuyuydtdm zto rapo apa sridhah RV. yuydtam asmad rapo apa sridhah
TB ApS.

part vo hens rudrasya vrjyah (TB. vrñjyat) RV TB. Other versions of
this ancient formula §104, u. The RV. form is archaic.

devasya (devasyaham) savituh save (prasave) ndkam roheyam (GB.
roheyam) VS VSK. TS. MS KS. B. TB. GB. Vait. M. ApS. L.

marto vurzta (TS vrnzta, KS vareta) sakhyam RV. VS. TS. MS. KS. SB.
See next.

dyumnam (KS * °ne) vrnita pusyase (KS vareta pusyatu) RV. VS. TS.
MS KS SB vrnzta might be called injunctive, but the parallels
make it preferable to class it as optative
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§211 Prohibitive Injunctzves (augmentless preterites)

Imperfect (one 'pluperfect') and aorist
geld ma Inbhita mii vepadhvam (LS Ape. HG vepidhvam) VS. Le. ApS.

SG HG.
ma tua vrksah (TA. vrksau) sam bddhista (TA. badhistdm, and bddhethdm)

AV. TA.
mainam agne vz daho mabha éocah (AV. 621.1 ucah) RV AV. TA. A. In

a tri$tubh stanza.
mama= arcz,gá and tapasabhi (VS KS. mainam tapasa anarczsdbht)

éoczh (KS. éocah, TS ,fil.§ucah) VS. TS MS KS.
ma bhaasir (RVKh AV. bzbher) na maresyasa RVKh. AV SMB GG.

ApMB.: na mar° ma bibheh AV.
úrdhvas tisthan ma diva svdpsih Kau3. ma diva susupthdh (SMB. GG.

HG. svdpsi,h) SG SMB GG. PG HG.: ma susupthdh B. ApMB.:
diva ma svapsih AG su,rupthah is augmentless preterite perfect, or
pluperfect injunctive.

3. TRUE INTERCHANGES OF TENSE

INDICATIVES OF VARIOUS TENSES VARYING WITH EACH OTHER (ALBO A
FEW PARTICIPLES)

[ §212 These may be called 'true interchanges of tense' in the sense
that, in the Veda at any rate, the several tense -forms are commonly un-
derstood to carry differences of function To be sure, as between what
we call 'present' and `preterite', for instance, or between the various types
which serve, or may serve, as preterites, the distinctions are not always
'temporal' in a narrow sense. And we shall find here again an elasticity
of function quite similar to that which we met in our study of the moods,
tho conditioned, of course, by somewhat different circumstances. We
shall discuss the examples under three heads a Interchanges between
the Preterites, b. Interchanges between Present and the Preterites, and
c Interchanges between Future and the other tenses. We may re-
mind the reader that the list of Interchanges between more than two
modal varieties ( §104) contains several variants which should be added
to the following lists.

a. Interchanges between the Preterites

§213. The recent work of Renou (La Valeur du Parfait dans les hymnes
védiques, Paris, 1925) has absorbed and largely superseded most previous
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work on the Vedic tenses Chapter III of that book, more especially
pages 29 -82, is devoted to a searching study of the preterite use of the
perfect and its relation to the corresponding uses of the imperfect and
aonst The work is carried out with great learning, diligence, and acu-
men, and its results are not likely to be overthrown in any important
respects (cf. the review published in JAOS. 49. 64 ff.). Of special
interest to us are the remarks on page 41, towards the bottom, where,
referring to Bloomfield's article 'On the instability in the use of moods',
AJP 23 1ff , Renou says `la variation dans les temps n'est pas moins
manifeste.' Such indeed seems from the variants to be the case The
aorist was shown long ago by Delbruck AI Tempuslehre, 5ff. , V gl Synt 2.
240 f to be specially appropriate to facts falling within the experience
of the speaker, of which he knows personally, consequently, to recent
events, and facts about which special confidence exists or is claimed.
Hence what we have referred to as the `prophetic aorist', which is a
special favorite, as we saw, in expressing as already accomplished things
which the speaker ardently desires (cf Renou 26f , calling attention to
its frequency in magic charms) Hence its variation with the modal
forms, described above, and with the present indicative, below. The
imperfect and perfect are often used more or less interchangeably refer-
ring to events of the remoter past (Renou 30 ff.) , such difference as is
discernible between perfect and imperfect as narrative tenses appears
often in this, that the perfect expresses facts of greater permanence
(Renou 49) or importance (65), and is frequently used in standing
formulas (64), as distinguished from the normal imperfect of simple
narration Meter often plays a part in the choice of tense -form (Renou
45 f ) , thus in the RV itself we find the variant

ava Mann dhnatd (brhatah) sambaram bland (7. 18. 20 bhet), 1 54 4
and 7. 18 20,
where bhznat, imperfect, and bhet, aonst, are merely lagatz and tri tubh
forms of precisely the same idea It would be pedantry to try to find
any real difference here Metrical convenience certainly plays a part
in a number of other variants, tho it is not always as clear as here.

§214. Even the `prophetic aorist' is paralleled by equally 'prophetic'
uses of the other pretentes. One evidence of this is the general fact
that, as we saw (§ §127 ff.), they vary with modal forms only less fre-
quently than the aonst. But further, the aorist appears in direct and
apparently unstramed exchange with other preterites, and that too
occasionally in places which seem to cry out for a 'prophetic' form.
Thus,
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trtny dyúne to 'kurant AV , 'I have made three lives for thee.' What
could be more 'prophetic' than this aonst, more in keeping with the
medicine man's confident blah of sorcerous intent? Yet, in a (doubt-
less later) form of the same pads, JUB reads

trtny dyztnt me 'krnoh, 'thou hast made three lives for me', with im-
perfect instead of aonst

§215. Again, a formula where our sense demands a perfect, because
it refers to Indra's mythic conquests, appears in the RV. itself with
perfect and aonst interchanging:

vy dsa (dead) indrah prtandh svojdh,'Indra hath conquered all battles,
in his great strength '

Can the aonst here possibly be justified as picturing the event as corn -
mg within the certain knowledge of the speaker? It seems doubtful.
Compare also below, §219, yena súryant tamaso nir arum (muntoca),
where aorist and perfect interchange in a piida for which the imperfect
seems demanded by the usual rules.

§216. It is, of course, evident that the mere appearance of the same
formula with now one preterite tense, now another, does not prove that
both have precisely the same meaning For it is not difficult to slip
from one psychological attitude into another, while still envisaging the
same event And we shall show below (see, e g., the piida: rtasya yonau
mated. nineteen etc , §217) that sometimes the alteration is eminently
suited to a changed situation Yet, when all is said and done, and when
allowance has been made for the fact that the variants are far less numer-
ous here than in the case of the moods, they seem to show conclusively
that there is no very great wrench in substituting one preterite for
another, and so furnish presumptive evidence in favor of great laxity
in their use. F. E j

§217. Imperfect and Aorist

ava tmand dhrçata (and, brhatah) tambaram bhinat (and, bhet) RV. (both).
See above.

trtny dyitn. i te 'karam (JUB me'krnoh) AV JUB See above.
tdbhih samrabdham any avindan (TB. samrabdho avzdat) pa4 urvih AV.

TB. The TB. improves the meter.
avtndac charyandvati (MS. °dart Far°) MS. KS.: tad vidac charyavdvati

RV. AV. SV. TB.
akarat saryavarcasam ApMB.: akrnoh sdryatvacam RV. AV. JB.:

maltreat siiryatvacam MG.
pads vrk$dd abhyapaptat (HG. vrkodgrdd abhyapatat) phalam (AV.
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phalam tat) AV HG (yadi vrksad yady antariksat) phalam abhya-
paptat ApMB.

apam stoko abhyapaptad rasena (ApMB. °paptac chtvena; HG. °patac
chavdya) AV. ApMB HG

ulakhala (ApMB. aula`, AV vdnaspatyd) gravano ghosam akrata (MG.
akurvata) AV. ApMB. HG. MG. akin vata is shown by the meter to
be secondary, the MG. substitutes the ordinary narrative imperfect
for the archaic aorist.

rtasya yonau (RV yowl) mahtsd ahinvan (RV. ahesata) RV. TS. KS.
ApMB. The aorist is `the normal tense to describe the opera-
tions of the sacrifice' (Renou 31), and so is appropriate to this de-
scription of the soma - pressing in RV 9 86 25d. In fact the YV.
páda is a blend of this Aida with RV 10 45. 3d apam upasthe
mahisa avardhan, and preserves the imperfect which is appropriate
to that verse, in a mythic narrative relating to Agni.

pan sya suvano aksdh RV (aksdr, 3d sing 4 aor) . part sya svano aksarat
SV. The SV. has a later and simpler form, which also eases the
meter See next

pantry somo akscih (SV aksarat) RV. SV As prec.
asapatna kilabhuvam (ApMB °bhavam) RV ApMB. Cf. asapatnah

ktldbhuvam RV. In this and the next four variants phonetic con-
siderations are involved, and help to explain the variation if they
do not completely account for it, see §23.

Mira püsäbhavat (SV °bhuvat) saca RV. SV. KS.
remit cakrani tvdbhavat (SV. MS °bhuvat) RV. SV TS. MS.
yat some -soma abharah (SV abhuvah) RV SV
yad dare sann ihàbhavah (SV. °bhuvah) RV SV. M. N.
apa.yam (and, adr §an) tvavarohantam NilarU (both) The second (aor )

is a conscious modification of the first ( imperi ), several stanzas
before it, with change of person and number. No more than
stylistic reasons can have dictated the change (variety for its own
sake, perhaps).

saysta vy akalpayat AG.: sinivaly aciklpat AV. The imperfect is clearly
secondary; cf. akarat: akrryoh above, to which this is quite similar.

yad vato apo (MS. Me. 'po) aganigan (TS. KS Ape. agamat) VS. TS.
MS KSA. Ape. Me. The imperf. intensive is better than the
aorist, as Keith observes on TS. 7. 4. 20. 1; mythic events are re-
ferred to

yo ma daddtt sa id eva mdvdh (ArS. NrpU. mental) ArS. TB. TA. TU.
NrpU N. The comm. on TB. arak = avrryoti, svìkaroti. bah
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teems indeed to be 4 aor. 3d sing of a + er But Deussen, 60 Up.
240 and 765 'wer much austeilt, der labt much eben damit.'

[abhz led varcasäszñcan (KS. TB °sicain) AV KS TB. But the true
AV reading is °wean, see Whitney's note on 4 S 6.]

§218 Imperfect and Perfect

amens upasthe mahiso Marat dha (RV VS. SB. malted arardhan) RV.
(both) AV SV. VS SB TA 'In the lap of the waters the mighty
one (Agni) throve (thrives)', a statement of permanent truth, in
the imperfect version Agni is the object, and the verb is narrative
of mythical events, 'the mighty ones increased (Aga).'

vz yo mame meta sukratúyaya RV vi yo ra3änsy amanita sub atuh RV
agnzr hold nz wader ya3iydn RV. TS MS KS hold mandro ni° ya°

RV. MS. KS. TB. agnzr hold ny asidad ya1Fyän RV. MS KS. AB.
AS

rsir hold ny sandal (TS t nz holds) pita nah RV VS TS MS KS.
team a tatanthory (ArS tenor urv) antarzksam RV ArS VS MS. KS TB.
ny anyd arkam abhito vwz §re (AV. 'vz §anta, JB vzvz §yuh) RV. AV JB

SB. AA
ya akrntann avayan yd atanvata (AV. yä§ ca tatnzre) AV. SMB. PG.

ApMB. HG.: ya akrntan ya atanvan MG Note the precisely
parallel verbs, imperf and perf , in AV , apparently the older
form, in the others tense - assimilation.

anavas to ratham a4vdya taksan (SV taksuh) RV. SV. TS MS. KS But
takouh is regarded by some scholars as aorist, see Renou 56,
Wackernagel, I 1, p XV.

vi. manzarha rohzto :abet -spate TB vi rohzto area §ad vz§varúpam AV.
abhz pra nonuvur (SV. nonavur) gzrah RV SV nonuvur perf. (Whitney,

Grammar §1018a), nonavur augmentless imperf. But see §23.
aham vzveca (KS astabhndm) prthivinz uta dyäm AV KS.
yens tvdbadhndt (KS. and °, TS ApMB * yam abadhnzta, MS MG. yaj

3agrantha) smell su §evah (AV `vdh, TS. ApMB.* suketah; MS. MG.
satyadharma) RV AV TS MS KS. ApMB. MG

prep% ha here (AV. JB hero ha pra3d) atydyam iyuh (AV. áyan) RV. AV.
JB. SB. AA.

him avid vanam ka u sa vrksa Salt (RV. VS. asa) RV. VS. TS. MS. KS.
TB. Cf. Renou 43, and next.

apo bhadrd (MS. KS devir) ghrtam id apa asan (TS Saul; MS. ghrtam-
viva ú Spat) AV TS MS. KS Cf prec.

zndravathuh (VSK °vadhuh, KS * TB. ApS °vatam) )(Autos. (TB. ApS.
karmans) dansanabhzh RV. AV. VS. VSK. MS. KS. (both) SB.
TB. ApS.
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yena devá amrtam any avindan AV. yena deváso amrtatvarn dnaáuh RV.
asya made ahem andro 3aghana RV . asya made lumbar andro 'hzm ahan

SS.
prathama ha vy uvása sa AV. MS KS Kau SMB. GG KhG. ya

prathama vyauchat TS. PG. HG.: arhand putravdsasd (read, putra
uvása sa, see Jorgensen on SMB. 2.8 1) SMB GG.

(devir dvara zndram samghdte) vi dvir yámann avai dhayan (TB vide r
Oman vavardhayan) VS. TB If correct, vavardhayan would be a
nonce -blend of imperi and perf , but Poona ed. of TB reads ya-
mann avar °, and this is doubtless the true reading.

§219. Aorta( and Perfect

vy anad (and, dsa) zndrah prtanah svojdh RV. (both). See above, §215.
yena Aravansy dna.uh (SV. á§ata) RV. SV. Reference is to ancient

events, the aor. is inappropriate.
vrSvam rd dhitam (MS. dhztam) dnaáuh (SV. d §ata) RV AV. SV. MS

ApS. As prec.
naraSanse (VS. wirer) somapitham ya d§uh (KS dnaáuh) VS MS KS.

TB. But d§uh may also, and perhaps prefei ably, be taken as per-
fect. The sense certainly does not suggest the aorist

naro yat to duduhur daksznena TB naro yad vd to hastayor adhuksan
Vaat. Reference is to pressing of the soma, most naturally felt in
Vaat. as that which has just taken place, the aor. is more appropriate.

yena saryam tamaso nzr amoci (TA mumoca) MS. TA. `By which ( Trita)
freed (of old) the sun from darkness ' An instructive case Accord-
ing to our feeling the imperfect would he required, since reference
is to a mythic event Yet TA has the perfect, and MS. the (wholly
inappropriate) aorist!

na elm adeva apat (SV. dpa tat) RV SV. 88. 'No godless man has (ever)
attained (or attains, se. wealth).' A most general statement, to
which it would seem that the perfect would be appropriate, yet it
is found only in the secondary SV , which may have been influ-
enced by a desire to improve the meter.

achzdroSzjah kavayah paddnutaksmuh (so emended; me. padánz tak$zsvat)
KS.: achzdra uázjah paddnu taksuh TS. Cf. the vanant ananas to
etc , §218.

scam úrjam aham zta Adam (TS. Ape. &dada; MS. KS. MS adz) VS.
TS. MS. KS. SB ApS MS.

yad antarzksam tad u me (MS. -1. nah) prtdbhút (VSK pads' a) VS. VSK.
TS. MS. SB
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vrajarti gomantarn ri r'atruh (IBS. ti §i,to apa Iran) RV. AV. VS. TS.
MS. KS. ApMB The eager (fathers, of old) opened the stall
of cows' Aorist seems out of place, unless KS feels the act as
brought down into the immediate past

vt vä adht kriyo dadhe RV : .' data RV KS. TB .. dhigc (present) RV,
The nor. 'dhrta ',10 12; 11 has Night for subject; 'she has (just
now) assumed all glories' The perfect dadhc (2 S. 5) is said of
Agni, and is a general and more or less permanent statement; and
substantially equivalent is the present of 10. 21 3, of which the
subject is also Agni Is dlrtse possibly modal" Cf. §165

tñk patmi,gaya rárrut TS rc;k ratan, a 'órti at MKS °pa ah,rayuh) AV.
KS See note in Whitney on AV 6 31. 3, and cf Cone

pitur ira namdarnbh Learn (ApMB. °bhatgam, PG. soma lagrabham) PG.
ApMB. BG.. pitur ',basso Japrabha RVKh. See §§206, 267.
jagrabhanr is pluperfect.

dyaur yatat cyutad sands era tat AO ( dyaur belongs to the prec pads,
and probably yata ácutad is the true reading) prihtcytftu acacuko-
tartat TB. ApS. yata kutad (so read) agnat' era tat AS.: yata kutad
dhutmn agnau tad astir IBS : yatra ctthcutad agnat' erattat MS (so
emended, but a better emendation, quite as close to the mss.,
would be yatra kutad) The aorist akutat is quoted only from
grammarians in Whitney's Roots

§220. Pluperfect and other Preterites

pitur tva nämagrabhrcam ( °bhm$am, nama jagrabham), pitur ntimeva
jagrabha, see just above

priySrn yams tanrani prártrcdt (classed as anomalous plup , AV. tan -
vain a rireca) RV AV.

punsah kartur nratary asigtkla JB pined kartrd mdtart ma nifrftca
(read ntstñcata') KBU Ace to Dcussen, 60 Up. 25, three mss of
KBU read ma astgikta

tndrdya su?ucur (MS KS indrayasusuvur) madam VS. MS. IiS TB.
But see §267

ayam dhruvo rayinam csketa yal (SV. ciketad a) RV. SV. ciketad could,
of course, be considered modal, but the sense of the passage suggests
that it is better taken as augmentless plup. (cf. Whitney, Grammar
1820).

yd6 ca (AV. yd) devir (SMB devyo) antan (AV Wail; PG. dead., tanticn)
abhtto 'dadanta (SMB.( 'tatantha, PG tatantha) AV. ApMB SMB,
PG The form 'tatantha is a corruption, evidently felt as 3 plur

vsfp
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plup mid , for 'to (so Stonier, PG comm reads tatanthn and takes
it as 2 sing perf act , despite the impossible sandhi).

toyena swan in sasarja (so 1 TA vya ca sarga, comm. y 1 vyasasarja)
bhúmydm TA Mand.nU The text reading of TA is a mere cor-
ruption, the variant, an anomalous augmented perfect Hardly
belongs here, see §267.

Cf. also the interchange between Present and Pluperfect, §233

b. Interchanges between Present and the Preterites

§221. The entire business of tense in the mantras is emasculated, as
it were, or at least confused, because these texts are in the main senti-
mental rather than narrative or historical Legends and legendary
allusions are, of course, narrative, implying some precision in time state-
ments They occur often enough in the mantras Indra slew Vrtra,
or the Advins saved the son of Tugra from the machinations of his father,
both in the past. In such cases present or future is unimaginable. But
Indra also hath aided, did aid, aids, shall, and will aid him that calls
upon him We are again, a large part of the time, in the domain of
modality, either belief, wish, or demand, rather than in the domain of
genuinely statable fact Fixation in point or quality of time becomes
precarious, because the thing can be and is supposed to happen in any
time Some of the cases of interchange between present and perfect
may concern the `old' use of the perfect, to express something regarded
as permanently established (Renou 7 and passim), this is specially
suited to such psychological spheres Thus in

agnim nai as troadhasthe sani idhzre (SV TS indhate) RV SV TS
KS `men have kindled (n e regularly do kindle, or, SV. TS., simply
kindle) Agni on his three seats', the action described is apphcableto any
situation and time, RV. conceives it as a quasi - cosmic fact. But, as
Renou has shown, even the perfect is normally a preterite tense in the
RV , and it is doubtful to what extent we should allow its variation with
the present to seduce us into assuming the old, non - preterite function
for it For the other preterites exchange about as commonly with the
present as it does, and often it seems clear that whatever difference in
meaning exists is purely sentimental, a matter of the way the poet looks
at things, rather than factual. So that the line of demarcation between
even such tenses as are ordinarily differentiated in Hindu speech is a
good deal effaced. In the RV itself we meet the páda:

ud vim prk.áso madhumanto asthuh (4 45 2 madhumanta irate) RV.
4. 45. 2, 7. 60. 4, MS , `your honeyed steeds (0 Advins) have started
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up (rush forth): We tale ìi that alert ìa teak- meant in both came
'let them start or rush forth.' Similarly,

yam aichd+ila (Apg is U9+at) ^,wcïasd so 'yarn ágiTt RV. Ap$,, whom
we craved kl crave'', he lath come.' The craving is good for all time;
a view which would ate in the imperfect its regular sense of `craved of
old' is of course neither dLmonstr.tblc nor refutable,

§222. In the sphere of charms and ; "oreisms especially, at here desire
hovers before the e-e of the speaker, and all results are imaginary, the
tenses indifferently lyse into moods, if sounded to the bottom. The
formal tense distinction between the prophetic aorist and the present is
merged into a substantially identical modal value for both, as in:

abadhirna rakso t ,ls,m heal) VS. etc.. 'we have slain
the demon, shin so-and-so. so- and -tors slam', and 1da"î ahai'i 'va
badhe VS. etc . I drive off this demon' Roth really mean that the
speaker eagerly wants to accomplish the result stated. Naturally,
therefore, all the preterites, as n ell as the present. freely interchange
with moods, as we have seen above.

§223. For the rest even in the quasi- narrative sphere of mythology
the tenses intermingle because many myths are not sufficiently stable
to keep them from doing so Even the RV. is the final precipitate of
ideas and compositions which had a long past more so the other Vedic
texts Mythic ideas, such as the freeing, of the light cows flour the
demonic Pails, are thrown forward into the present, as if to be per-
formed over again at the moment, where they mean e\tiactiug dakf na-
cows from grudging non - sacrificers. Many other mythic ideas refer
not only to definite events in the past, but to habitual performances iu
harmony with the subject or character of the myth Thus the pious,
sacrificing sages of the Afigiras or ITE13 character figure pu manly in the
past, but easily reproduce themselves in the present
sarasvatim sukrto ahvayanta (AV hn +ante) RV AV IBS , 'the pious

called (call) upon Sarasvati ' To be sure, AV. comm. reads
ahvayanta.

tarn dhtrcisah kavayo'nudz.iydyajanta (v. 1 and p. p. °drhyd °) MS : taut
dhírdsoanuditya (VSK. °di,ya) yajante (is,S.t anudreydyajanta kava-
yah) VSK. TS. KS. TB.: tam u dhiráso anudzáya yajante VS. SB ,
'her (earth) looking after (pointing to) the sages worshipped) '

§224. Even an epithet like prathama is not sufficient to prevent this
transfer to the present, if we may trust Knauer's quotation from an
unedited part of MS.:
viivaspah prathame (TB. Apa. °nuih) migrant dada (MS. dsatc) PB TB.

^ :J .i.,

.
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ApS M , `the all- creators of yore performed (perform) a sattra-
session '

§225. In these cases the presents are logically inferior; in two at least,
and probably in all three, they represent secondary readings But
no great wrench is required in order to use them. Similarly in.
ofadhayah sam vadante (VS avadanta) RV. VS. VSK. TS., `the plants

confer(red) together'
yatrau$adhih samagmata RV. VS. yad opdhayah samgachante (KS. sa-

magmata) TS MS. KS. `where (when) the plants have come (come)
together'

These passages allude to slender, myth -like conceptions which may just
as well be conceived in the present as in the past.

§226 It may also be remembered that occasionally a present, at all
periods of the language, is 'histoncal', that is used of past events to add
liveliness to the narrative. All these considerations, together with the
instability of oral tradition, which at times doubtless introduces really
faulty variants, account sufficiently for the considerable number of inter-
changes between present and all sorts of preterites.

§227. We have alluded above to the special position of the perfect,
the use of which has recently been made the object of Renou's study.
We may conclude these introductory remarks by mentioning a few va-
riants in which perfect forms seem either certainly or very probably to
have no pretente value whatever.
anu earn ekah pause a vavarta (TB savants) RV. MS. TB. 'one wagon -tire

rolls after you two (Mitra and Varna).' The present of TB , tho
secondary of course, is as it were an ancient commentary on vavarta.

pra3ah puposa purudhá vz rajah RV. VS : prajefh marts bahudha vs
rájatz SV ArS MS. KS. Apa. 'he prospers (furthers) our offspring
manifoldly' etc.

sam varyena rotate (SV dadyute, VS * dtdyutat) RV. SV. VS. (both) MS.
B. TA. Cf. Oldenberg, Proleg 345. Of course dtdyutat may be

modal
nsndats tvo anu tvo grnatz (MS vavanda) MS. KS.: plyati tvo anu tvo

grndts RV. VS. TS. SB. N. 'some blame, others praise.' Here the
perfect vavanda, replacing the present grr¡titi and matching the pres-
ent nsndats, can be put down with almost mathematical certainty
as non - preterite.

§228 The variants are divided into four groups Present and Im-
perfect, Aorist, Perfect, and Pluperfect respectively. We have not
thought it worth while to burden our lists with such a ritual litany as
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MS 4. 0. 23 -21, where, first, ntual situations are approached antieipa-
torily, with verbs in the present or future indicative, or in various moods;
and then, after the completion of the rite, the same litany is repeated
practically verbatim with change of the verbs to preterites. as e.g.
agne vrata pate vratant carzsttdnu . at-di-fain. A close parallel to this
passage m TA. 4. 41. 1 -6.

§229. Present and Imperfect

ulizkhald (ApMB. fief') grata-no ghosam akrata (MG. akurvata) Ap11IB.
HG. MG : auiú>,haldh sampravadanti grdvanah SMB : vanaspatya
grdvdno ghosam akrata AV Aorists also concerned here.

catugpad1m anv emz (AV. (Wad) cr atone RV. AV On the anomalous
form aitat see Whitney-Lanman on AV. 18. 3 40.

yam =henna (Ape ichdmt) manned so 'yam agar RV. ApS
sarasvafxm sukrto ahvayanta (AV. havante) RV. AV. KS. But AV.

comm ahvayanta
tam. dhirdsah kavayo'nudtsyaya3anta etc , see §223
prasnapayanty ürmxnam (SV ° yanta drmayah) RV SV. Note hiatus in

SV.
sam bdhubhydm dhamalt (MS ° yam adhamat) sam patatrath RV. VS. MS.

MahánU. SvetU And others, see §50
yat sunvate ya3amdnaya .thgan (and, skgathah) RV (both).
uro vá padbhxr (Kaut. padbhiz) chafe (Kaut. SMB. °ta; but Jdrgensen

°te) TS SS KS MS Kau§ SDIB
&rindnd apsu lnrñlata (SV. altars) RV SV
yam nxrmanthato attend RV ApMB HG. MG : ydbhyant nirmantha-

tam agvxnau devau B. BrhU
uta gava uvddantt (TB. uvddan) RV TB
vttvasrlah prathame (TB. ApS. °mah) seaman asata (MS dsate) PB. TB.

ApS. MS.
suraya mi trdj janayanti (VS t °ta) retch VS. TB.: surdya mütraj jana-

yanta (KS.t °tx) retah MS. KS
ogadhayah sam vadante (VS sam avadanta) RV. VS. VSK. TS.
gavau te admanav ttah (AV. attain) RV. AV.
asuras tvd nyakhanan AV : nicath khananty asurd4 AV.
andhena yat (TA. ya) tamed. pravrtasit (TA. °ai) AV. TA.
septa svasdro alti sam savants (AV. navanta) RV. AV. The AV. form

may be considered injunctive.
adhiyata (SS. cite) devaratah AB. SS.
rathitamau rathinam ahva (KS. °tam huva) drays TS. MS. KS.
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tam ahve (SV. u huye) vd3asdtaye RV SV. Phonetic corruption in SV.;
see §23, end

ahzin iva suyaman ahva útaye AV : dean hum suyanuzn zitaye TS. MS KS.
mano ny a huvdmahe (Vait °ha, VS. P. KS Kaut hvdmahe) RV. VS.

VSK. TS. MS. KS AB. SB AS. SS. K. LS. ApS. Vait. Kaut.
See §2.

§230 Present and Aorist

ulsikhald gravano ghosam akrata, etc , see §229.
ud earn prk$aso etc , see §221.
yad osadhayah (RV VS yatrausadhih) samagmata (TS. MS. samgachante)

RV. VS. TS MS KS.
drgdno rukma urvya (RV KS urvzyd, MS. unto) vy adyaut (MS. us

bhata) RV VS TS MS KS. SB. ApMB.
gayatrena chandasd prthzvzm anu vs krame TS.: prthiyydm (KS. °vim)

manor (MS. vz$nuh prthzvyam) vyakransta gayatrena chandasa VS
MS KS SB. SS. And the same with trazstubhena. . antarak,sam,
and 3agatena dzvam.

yad ratrayat (and, ahnat) kurute papam TAA : yad ratrzya (MahánU.
TA y 1. ratrya; also, ahnd) papam akdrfam (TA. v. 1. akdrz,sam)
TA MahinU. See §30

pranasya brahmacary asz (ApMB awns, HG. attest asau) AG. ApMB.
HG. MG

brahmacaryam agave (MG apeman, Kaué text again, unnoted in Conc.,
perhaps misprint) SB Kaut. SMB. GG PG. ApMB. ApG. HG.
MG A metrical pida is produced in MG. out of what is prose
in the others, the context is different.

yada tvam abhzvarpsz PraáU yadd prone abhyavarsit AV.
pra va etindur indrasya nz,skrtzm AV . pro ayasad indur indrasya nz$krtam

RV SV. PB
grhan arms (LS HG ems, ApS again) manna modamanah (AV. sumand

vandamanah, ApS' modamanh suvarcah, L. manasá doyens) AV.
VS LS ApS SG HG

samfcznasa dsate (SV. agate) RV. SV.
abadhzsma rakso 'badhzsnamum asau hatah (VSK. rak$o 'mane tvd ba

dhayamum abadhzsma) VS. VSK. SB. KS.: (wading= rakfah TS.
MS KS TB ApS MS.: idam aham rakso 'va bddhe VS. MS KS.
SB ApS MS

ye sarpah tebhya imam balm Worse= AG.. ye parthivah sarpas tebhya
imam balm harami HG.
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rtiparit ro rtlpeniYbhyenri (KS. rapcttdbh7dgdrìr) ta,r,asd txcrtiajt 11íS. KS.
rñprpa vo rripam abhy 3g5tn (TS. Ape, VS, VSK. TS.

: B. ApS.
an dkrltlr 1RV7íñ. erroneously, 5kt7tìrl namdntasì (MS. anairsata)

RVKh. AV. MS,
pra ranis ratho rnarrópra asarjt (and, iyarti) RV. (both)
sarrrdravartti (MS. M. santJrrtat) prthrri VS. MS. KS. TB. K. Ap$,

M.
dort madhor ty ablate (SV. Cicala) RV. SV.
yasmdd bhitd (and, b1<<t0 n;;cidasi DIS :

TB
yasnufd bitio nisidasi (TB. ApS,

nyazcadah. 88. nyasadah) AB. A. `.fi. Apfi. 'Thru fear of
which thou sinkest down hast [just now] sunk down).'

Participles:
trpat (SV. trmpat) suntan' aptbad tt?nurtd sutam yathdrasat (SV.t° lank)

RV. AV SV. TB

§231. Present and Piled

yasyam karnrattr kurvate (Apfi Irritate) IiS. Apfi.: ytint karnidoi oakrtire
AV.

na hi te llama jagrdha AV.. na hy asyei (ApMB asyat) Moan grbhgtdmi
RV ApMB.

catustrin§at tantavo ye ri tattute VS trayastritfáat tantaro ye vi tatnire
(DIS yam ',naturals, IíS A. yiut rttanvate) TS MS. IiS. AS. SS,

atra travdnsi dadhzre RV. tuba srardr}st h pirate SV.
puritvasur hi maghavan babhtirttha (RV sanad ow) RV SV,
caraty ananuvratd ApMB. HG : yac cararangnan atom ApS.: vicaranty

apattvrata G. MDh. (Pres. pple. in the last.) The parallel verb
in the preceding pads is perfect in all, ApS. assimilates the tense
in this ptida.

yasrrtd3 Aa na para llama hint candsa (VS Infant na prod Aim canatva)
VS TA.: yasmáj jato na paro 'nyo (SS anyo) asti JB SS : yasmdd
anyo na paro asti 3dtah PB.: yasnuid anyan na parant kith cattdsti
Vait.: yasmdn na 3dtah paro anyo asti (NrpU. 'di) VS. TB. K.
ApS. Mahti.nU. NrpU. yasmat param naparam asti kint at TA.
MahAnU. N.: tasmdd dhanyan na parah ktm candsa RV. TB :
tasmad vat ndnyat param asti tejah AV.: yasman ndnyat param asti
bhútam AV.

ad st prthzvz ghrtazr vy udyate TS : ad id ghrtena prthzvz vy udyate (AV.
prthzvim vy ztduh) RV AV MS KS N

ye prthzvyds santdgagmur seem ztrjarri vasanah KS.: samagachanti,sam
zbr3am vasdndh (Ape duhdndh) MS ApS.

need)MS.;
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agnim naras tizsadhasthe scan -edhzre (SV. TS tndhate) RV. SV. TS. KS.
agnim indhe (RV. idhe) vtvasvabhth RV SV
anu tram ekah pavir a vavarta (TB. 'ti.) RV. MS. TB.
nab tad dr§yate diva (ApS` tad dad Ile diva, HG. tad diva dad* dtvah)

AV. ApS HG.
manye (KS. mene) bhe3ano amrtasya tarla AV TS MS. KS
yac chain ca ya ca manur aye3e (TS agate) pita RV. TS KS. The TS.

reading is anomalous in form and meaning, and is obviously due to
metncal considerations (better cadence)

yadi vóham anrtadeva asa (AV °devo asmz) RV AV
pra,ah piparti bahudha (RV. VS puposa purudha) vi rajah. RV. SV. ArS.

VS. MS KS ApS
esu vanaspatyesu ye 'din tasthuh AV.. esu vrksesu vanaspatyesv ásate

ApMB
pzyatt (MS KS nzndatt) tvo anu tvo greats (MS vavanda) RV. VS TS.

MS KS. S`B. N.
apdm napatam part tasthur (ArS °tam upa yanty) apah RV. ArS TS.

MS. KS
sain tied tataksuh (LS °ksnuh) Vait Lg KS If tataks.nuh is entitled

to standing, it is a nonce blend of perfect and present (taksnuvantz)
indrasya Iva jathare adapt= (AS dadhami) VSK. KB. GB AS SA

LS ApS` Kau6. brahmana indrasya tied 3athare dad huh Mg t See
§315.

dasyann addsyann uta sam grndmz (TA uta va karisyan, and so AVPpp.,
Barret, JAOS 30 213) AV. TA addsyann agna uta samgrnamz
AV.: aditsan va sam3agara 3anebhyah TA. dhipsyam vat samcakara
janebhyah MS yad vdddsyan samjagara 3anebhyah TB

§232. Present and other Participles

Since Renou has shown (121 -38) that participles in the Veda often
appear to be independent of the finite stems with which they are for-
mally connected, we list the participial variants in a separate list The
first six variants all occur in the same context, soma is referred to
yamah súyamanah VS : yamo 'bhi. Utah TS. KS.
rudra ahutah TS.: rudro hztyamanah VS. KS.
pitaro nara§ansah sannah (VSK. sddyamanah) VS. VSK.: pitrigitit ndr-

diansah TS.
visnuh frtpzvista'arav (VSK t ura) asannah VS.t VSK : $zpzvista asaditah

(KS t °vista acrd dsddyamdnah) TS KS.
asurah kriyamänah (KS kritah, VS panyamdnah) VS. TS KS.
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dirt' deli 0°sU;r Tar 3,hdneyCül j1. VSK.
utfi,"hars f Etas r LrF ;ka.'." AB g:.
pirrah kSV. st:";,a",i ap:r, , : Lath RV. SV. See 1238,, end.
at.+r3fraJn rarsan pin` r dart OIS :ara-gcdn panto retaf: I, rarrfrdn

pita raced) stàhú TS. MS. IiS.
tep6no (SV. famine) deta *atka.ah RV. SI".
samdkrerr6ttali (TB .aridcakrdnah) pra-eho ruha$ ea AV. TB.
dhrsdtiarn (AV. 'no, read 'sari sec. to Whitney: AA. detdAmittorlZ)

dhr$itarn (AV. °tah, Whitney em. 'tarn) &not AV. AA. glá.t
haNamirnñso (TB. °at,il mtàrtJfttii RV. TB. N. dhrsatd is an ad-

verbial instr. of the pres act. pple.
jci§casyQm rtát prat irtMttinsam (KS at itilkìnaur, quoted in Cone. as

proci.4ànurn) tnitihe TS MS KS. See §§69, 273.]

§233. Present and Pluperfect

radian drain yajrieräpiprem Api.. rudrdn prittànii Fait.

c. Future and other Tenses

§234. The future is rare in the Mantras, its place being taken by the
moods, especially the subjunctive. Its own modal value comes to the
fore notably in its interchanges with the moods ( §1771 and in the rare
instances where it interchanges with preterite indicative forms, it is
rather as a mood than as s tense ( §134). For this reason the few scatter-
ing finite futures varying with preterite tenses are treated above. Here
are gathered, first, a couple of variants between present and future
indicatives, and between present and future participles. and then a
group of variations between future participles on the one hand and aonst
and perfect participles on the other Some of the future -aonst cases,
concerning sigmatic forms on either side, have obvious phonetic bearings
which have been dealt with in § §27f. The present -future cases need
no comment; since the present designates not a point of time but a
quahty of action, it is always ready for use as a future See also §104, e.

Below, in §248a, we shall find a few cases of verbal nouns in tar (nom-
inative, ta) varying with finite verb - forms; attention may be called to
them here, because they are forerunners of the later penphrastic future
(Whitney §946).

(a) Present and Future
tebhya imam balm hari$yamr tebhya imam balm andr$am ApMB.:

tebhyo nomo balm ebhyo hardmi PG. tebhyo balm pu$(ikdmo

s !VSK. 1p ,r;,
Ii1..

dhniGi
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hardms (AG daddmz) TAA. MahánU AG. Cf. balm ebhyo
haráraimam PG

agne vratapate vratam dlapsye (KS alabhe) MS. KS. MS. Cf. agne
vratapate vratam carzsydmx VS etc , see Cone.

(h) Participles, Present and Future
agnsm khananta (TS khanzsyanta) upasthe asyáh VS. TS. MS KS. 8B.
bhutam ass bhavad ass Kau§ bhatam ass bhavzsyad ass SS. 8 21 3.

(c) Paz tzczples, Aorzst and Future
ratho na vájam sanzsyann (SV sanzsann) ayaszt RV. SV. See §28, and

Bloomfield, SBE. 42 418
(net tvd ) dadhrg rndhaksyan paryañkhaydte (AV vxdhaksan parzñkha-

ydtaz) RV. AV.: net tvd dadhad vzdhaksyan paryañkhaydtax TA
See §27 The AV. reading was probably vzdhaksyan.

samhdndya svdhd VS MS.: samhdsyate svdhd TS KSA
(d) Participles, Perfect and Future

(susvdnása indra stumaai tvd) sasavdnsa§ ca (SV. sanzsyantai czt)
tuvznrmna vájam RV SV. `We praise thee, 0 Indra, strong in
manhood, after we have pressed (the soma) and after we have
gained (or, about to gain) booty.'

vdjam tvagne jxgivansam sasanvánsarii (and, jesyantarh sanisyantam)
sammarjmi Vait. (both).
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CHAPTER V. THE SECONDARY CONJUGATIONS

§235. Of the conjugations included by Whitney under this heading,
one, the Passive, has been treated above in the chapter on Voice, where
it naturally belongs. Another, the Desiderative, is patently a mood in
function, and appears in the Variants only in a very few cases where it
interchanges with other moods; it has been treated in that connexion
( §178) This leaves the Intensive, Causative, and Denominative The
interchanges concerning them are not numerous, nor, with one or two
exceptions, do they mark any very important conditions or tendencies
in the language of the mantras.

1. INTENSIVE

§236. As the intensive is a fairly frequent form in the Veda, the
natural affinity between such ideas as 'lead forth' 'drag out', 'call':
'clamor', 'kill'. 'slaughter', etc , manifests itself in corresponding inter-
changes between intensive and primary verb Occasionally the inter-
change is promoted by another, outside locution; thus in the example
tam sarasvantam avase huvema (havämahe, johavinu), we detect contami-
nation with RV. 1. 34 12 trnvantä vom avase johavimi, or RV. 3 62. 2
iatvattamam avase johaviti In two examples, the last of our list, the
form of the intensive itself is varied. Of course all intensive forms are
reduplicated, most of the alternative forms in the list are not redupli-
cated, but in the first four they likewise show reduplication
pavamdnasya 3añghnatah (SV PB. jighnatah) RV. SV PB
swim vrtrdni jighnate (ee. janghanat) RV AV ee The ee passage is

in a different context.
asndrah penne ange -ange nididhyat (TS ni dedhyat, VSK. nidhitah) VS.

VSK. TS. MS. KS. SB See §248.
sarasvatyd (AV. °tyam) adhi manov (KS mind, v. 1. mend; AV. erro-

neously mandv; SMB. vendee, corrected in Jorgensen to mandv) acar-
krguh (KS. acakr °, v. 1. acarkr °; SMB. carkrdhi, but Jorgensen
acakr$uh) AV. KS. TB. Ape. Me. SMB. PG. See §136. Jorgensen
assumes that warmth is a phonetic variant of acark °, by dissimila-
tion, referring to Wackernagel I §234 b.

tam sarasvantam avase huvema (AV. havämahe, KS. johns mi) RVKh.
AV. TS. etc , see §78

149
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ato no 'nyat pztaro and yoaa (HG. ytadhvam) ApS. MS HG : and no 'to
'nyat pztaro yuñgdhvam AS.: ma vo 'to 'nyat pztaro yoyuvata Kaué

dak§z.nam (and, savyam) padam avanenz3e AB. SMB. GG. zmau padav
avanzktau Kauá.

upave$opavzddhz nah TB. ApS.: cf. vefo 'sy upave90 d, tata grind upa
vevzddhz VSK.

yam tuft ayam (TS. KS. tvdyam) svadhttzs tejanúznah (TS KS. tetijdnah;
MS. tzgmate3ah) RV. TS MS. KS.

yad vato apo (MS. MS. 'po) agannzgan (TS KSA. ApS. agamat) VS. TS.
MS. KSA. ApS MS.

ava devanam yaga hedo agne AV.: agne devanam ava heda ayakpa (KS.
tksva) KS ApS Both tyak$va and tkma are problematic, see §193.

pra badhamand (RV. and p.p of MS. prababadhdna) rathyeva yatt RV.
MS.

Variant forms of Intensive

ni galgalitz dharakd VS SB.: ni jalguliti (KSA.t ed. jalgalitz by em., ms.
plea /WO dhantika TB. KSA. Cf. Whitney, Grammar 1002d; gal -
galttz is irregularly reduplicated

kanikhunad zva sapayan TB. canikhudad yathasapam A. Unintelli-
gible stuff.

2 CAUSATIVE

§237. The interchanges of the causative are grouped under four heads:
a. Perhaps the most frequent and typical are those m which a neuter

verb with subject expressed or implied is transposed to causative verb
with another subject. The nominative subject of the first form then
becomes accusative object in the second form. Thus in one and the
same text (AV ), redo. bhtamzr akalpata, 'the earth shaped itself into a
vedi' vedtm bhtamtm kalpayztva, 'he having shaped the earth into a
vedi' Or, m different texts, apdm sadhz,i sida TS . apdm it'd sadht,4t
(MS t sadhrzsu) sadaydma VS. MS. KS SB

b. In a few cases, not all of them clear in their bearings, the causa-
tive still has causative meaning, being thus distinguished from the
primary verb; but the subject and object remain the same, so that there
is a more or less definite variation in the sense of the passage.

c. In a considerable number of cases, perhaps nearly as many as in
the first group, causative and primary appear indifferently with the
same meaning; these are, in other words, early examples of the fading
out of the distinctive causative meaning of verb -forms in aya, which in
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the later language becomes so noticeable, and which led in the Polo -Pra-
krit languages to the vast extension of the -paya- type, as a more clear
and unmistakable causative formation

d. Different forms of the causative

a Causatives and primary verbs with transfusion of construction,
resulting in equivalence of meaning in both clauses

§238 There may be discovered in some of these cases a flavor of
greater assurance or certainty ni the causative form of expression, which
would possibly bring these variants into the general sphere of modal
variations Nevertheless it seems to us that in general they are hardly
more than mechanical equivalents. Besides the two cases mentioned
above, we find
vi$vdsu tvd diksu sddaydmi KS. ApS. vzSvdsu diksu sida MS ApS MS.
arnave tva sadane sddayami VS MS KS SB : arnave sadane sida TS

ApS.,,
suite (MS salute) tvd sadane sddaydmi VS. MS KS SB : salile sadane

sida TS.
samudre tvd sadane sddaydmi VS. MS KS. SB : samudre sadane sida TS.
apdm tvd ksaye sddaydmi VS MS KS SB : apdm ksaye sida TS
apdm (va gateman sddaydmi samudrasyodmann avata§ chdydydm MS.

MS : apdm tvodman sddaydmi VS. TS MS KS SB apdm gam-
bhan sida VS. SB.

prthwyd miirdhan sida yajñiye loke KS : prthuvyds tvd miirdhan sddaydmi
yañiye loke ApS.

un nambhaya prthivim TS. MS. K,S ApS. 'split open the earth': pra
nabhasva prthivi AV. 'burst open, O earth' AVPpp agrees with
the others

evam aham dyugd medhayd va toss samedhisiya SMB . evam mars
dyusd samedhaya ApMB HG Cf. brahmavarcasendnnddyena
samedhaya AG HG. 'May I prosper (make me to prosper) with
life' etc

brahmavarcasam mdgamydt TS 'let holy splendor come to me': brah-
mavarcasam and gamayet Vait 'let him make holy splendor come to
me.'

apa cakrd avrtsata KB. SS.. ma cakrd avrtsata MS.t: apa colorant var-
taya TB. ApS.

drnhantdm dwelt viSah kalpantdm manugydh KS.t: kalpayatam dauvir
meek kalpayatam mdnu ih TB. ApS.

rgayah (sc. trpyantu) AG. SG . (om) rgins tarpaydms BDh. Also with
nakgatrdn, i, etc.
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agnzs trpyatu SG : (om) agnim tarpayami BDh.
brahmd (sc. trpyatu) AG. SG : (om) brahmdnam tarpayami BDh. Also

with prajapatzh, vzsnuh, vayuh, etc.
samf va (ApS. AS * °vzka) Tama stha tà imam (AS. imam amum) samba

yata MS A. (bis) ApS . sanañva stha sampivyasam AV.
uttamam näkam (VS. MS KS. SB unarms Hake) adhz rohayemam (VS.

MS KS S`B. rohayaznam, TA. rohemam) AV VS. TS. MS. KS SB
TA The TA. version may be rendered at a pinch, 'ascend thou
this highest heaven.' But the meter, and text- chronology, show
that it is really a corruption, phonetic in character (aya, aye e)

3a77ianah (SV 3anayan) súryam apznvo arkazh RV. SV. 'Born, thou
didst swell the sun (begetting the sun, thou didst swell him) with
light.'

We may add one similar case in which the reduplicated (causative)
aorist figures, cf. §201:
ganan me ma vz titrsah (MS. °sat) TS. MS 'do not make my troops go

thirsty': gaud me ma vz trsan VS. TS. B. 'may my troops not go
thirsty.'

§239. b. Causative and primary verbs with corresponding change of
meaning

to arsantu to varsantu to krnvantu L. 'they (waters) shall flow, shall rain,
shall perform': to varsanti to varsayantz AV 'they rain, they cause
to rain'

man, dúkyä su samgamah (TA. gamaya) RV t TA.: mandúky apsu fans
bhuvah AV. 'Unite (thyself, or, unite it, sc. the ominous funeral
fire) with the female frog' Addressed to the water -plant (or
plants) which are spoken of in the preceding pádas. The AV has
a mere corruption. TA. comm reads mandúkyasu (= mandiika-
plavanayogyäsv apsu ) eamgamaya (= imam pretadeham prapaya,
which is unintelligent).

(vi na tndra mrdho jahi) kanikhunad iva sapayan (AS canikhudad yath-
asapam) TB. A. Dubious; TB comm connects kanikhunad with
khan; cf Whitney, Roots, s. y khud

avant medhyam abandhayat (SF abadhnata) AB. SS. See §30.
Participles

vts iuh izpzvzsta úrav (VSK. úra) asannah VS VSK §zpzvzsta asadztah
(KS °vista úra asadyamanah) TS. KS Both forms may be ren-
dered by the English 'seated', yet the sense is not quite the same,
since sannah is neuter (intransitive), 'having taken his seat', while
+ho ether firms mean 'having been (or being) seated, given a seat.'
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rucito gharmah MS. KB. eB. TA. SA. L. K. Ape. DL9 . radio gharmo
ruciya TA.

deva gharma ricottas team devesv d MS.: rocztas team deva gharma deve$v
ass TA

e Causative and primary verbs, both in the same sense

§240 The line between this and the last group is not always easy to
draw, but in most of the following instances, at any rate, there seems to
be no real difference in meaning between the causative verb -form and
the non - causative, while in tue preceding we seem to find at least a shade
of difference. The meaning is, of course, always transitive, unless
middle, and generally the primary verb is capable of an intransitive
meaning too, which may often be suspected of being the older. Hence
it is sometimes doubtful whether we should speak of 'causative in prim-
ary sense' or of 'primary in causative sense' In the RV itself we find
such pairs as
madayasva (and, mandasva su) svarnare, 'enjoy thyself at Svarna-
ra('s sacrifice)' , or,

mitro yätayati bruvdnah, 3 59 1, and 3anam ca mitro yatati
bruvdnah, 7. 36. 2 'calling himself Mitra, he orders (sets in order) the
folk' (somewhat differently Geldner, Ved St 3 15ff ). To find a differ-
ence in these cases would seem to us like hearing the grass grow. And,
if possible even more surely, there cannot be the slightest difference in
the following:

ud vandanam airayatam svar drte 1. 112. 5, ud vandanam ordain
dansanäbhih 1 118 6, 'ye (A§vins) brought forth Vandana' etc.

In the Valakhilya passages yam to svadhävan svadayanti dhenavah,
and, yam to svaddvan svadanti gicrtayah, the form svadayanti may not be
causative, see §194.

§241 In the following list the approximation of the causative stem
Janaya to its primary correspondent is worthy of note. In the RV.
already it is practically impossible to differentiate these two forms in the
active, as in 3 31 15, indro a3anad súryam: 9. 110. 3, aftjano hi
pavamana oaryam
ttiadm wooer ajanayat (MS. svar ajanan, KS.t svas?r [ms. svasúr] ajanan)

pañca -pañca TS. MS. KS. The TS. is poor metrically.
madhu Janine (AV. jani4iya) AV. TS. TA. SS. 'I shall (may I) gener-

ate honey': madhu kart ämi madhu janayi ydmi madhu bhavzsyati
JB.

ape asmdn (MS ma) matarah itundhayantu (AV. MS. KS. sádayantu;
TS. Ape §undhantu) RV. AV. VS TS. MS. KS. AB. A. Ape.

Jandn
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arejetária (TB arejayatdm) rodasF pijasd gfei RV. TB The meter shows
that TB. has a mere blunder, phonetic in character (hyper - Sanskritic
aya for e, as a reaction against dialectic e for aya; our Phonetic Vari-
ants will show a considerable number of analogous cases) It is
more or less the reverse of what has happened in the variant utta-
mane nakam etc., §233.

iirdhrdm endm (VS SB. LS also, tirdheam enam) uc chrayatdt (VS.
SB. also, uc chrdpaya, MS uñ chrdpaya) VS TS. MS ESA SB
TB AS. SS. Fait LS. ApS. Both forms (in adjoining verses in
VS. etc) mean simply `lift her (hint) up

uttame nâka ¿ha mddayaatdm (MS 'yadheam) TS. TB ApS CIS .
ndkasya prsthe sam e$d madema AV.

nddhr$a d dadhrfate (AA. dadharca, SS dadhar §aya) AV AA SS See
§140.

ud dhar$anfam magharan taiahana AV ud dharsaya maghaeann (AV.
=frond m) dyudhaiie RV AV. SV. VS TS See §30 This variant
properly belongs here since the difference in meaning between the
verbs is obviously due to the difference of voice, not to that be-
tween causative and primary.

prdham me farpayata (SS tru,pa) VS TS MS KS SB SS
satyena (AS °bhiltgharmz) TS. MS AS MS `I sprin-

kle thee with truth.' Cf satyabhtghrtam (KS Giant art) satyena
tcabhighdrayame MS. KS

athaite dhiinydso agnayo jathdsthanavie kalpantdm thatea AG . atho
yatheme dhisnydso agnayo yathñefhrrhaU; katpayanldm ihaeea *AM.:
ime ye dhesnydso agnayo yathas.'hdnam iha kaIpatdm (read °ntam)
AG. punar agnayo dht;nyd (SS 'ydso) yathdsthdnaa kalpantdm
(AV. yathasthdma kalpayantdrn than a SS yathdsthanam dharayan-
fdm ihaiva) AV. SB. BrhU SS. Cf yathdsthdnaìn halpayadhram
ApS.

aricibhrh .lamyantu (TS. ESA. tia yanfu, MS. lama outs) ttñ VS. TS.
MS ESA

The meanings of the verbs are not quite clear, hut both la rayon to and
famayantu seem to be euphemistic expressions for `kill'. For ki nyantu
see Keith on TS. 5. 2. 11. 1.
vaigoddnarah ponied and pundit( AV.: `Vaikviinara the purifier shall purify

me': vdiávdnarale paeayan nah parítraih TA. `Vaihvdnara shall
purify us with purifiers.'

[nama uccairghosdyakrandayate VS. TS. nama akrandayata uccair
gho$âya MS. KS.t The Cone quotes dkrandata for KS.1
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d. Different forms of the Causative

§242 In a few cases the grade of the root vanes between the guns
and vrddhi stages (Whitney, Grammar 1042e, g), and in one the stems
sildaya and svadaya interchange, but the `causative' value is here some-
what dubious
yavayaratih VS. TS. AB. yavayardtim (KS. and MS. p. p. yav °) MS.

KS. Kau§.
yavaydsmad dvegam KS. yavaydsmad dvesah TS. VS. B. Kant :

yavaya (v. 1 yd°) dve$o asmat MS : yavaydsmad agha dvegnsz TS.
vasospate nz ramaya (N. and 2 mss. of AV. ram') AV. N : vasupate vt

ramaya MS
agnir havyam (RV. KS. havih) 6amitd szidayatz (AV svadayatu) RV. AV.

VS. TS MS. KS The AV. reading is metrically poor
[tatra havyani gamaya (KS. Conc. gamaya; but von Schroeder reads

gam° with one of three mss) RV. KS TB ApS MS ]

3. DENOMINATIVE

§243 The variants under this head are few Most of them concern
different vocalism before the denominative sign ya: a -stems appearing
with a or a (Whitney §1059 a, b), and variations between t and i, zero
and i, in this position. These changes were possibly rhythmic in on-
gin, compare § §259ff. below, and see our volume on Phonetics, which
will deal more systematically with such cases
devon devayate (TB. ApS. M. devil°) yaja (Me. ya3amandya svand) RV.

SV. KS. TB. ApS M.
agne prehi prathamo devayatam (AV. devatanam; MS KS. devayatam)

AV. VS. TS. MS KS. $B
apanudo janam amatrayantam (AV. amztra°) RV. AV. TS KS
ganiyanti ndv agravah AV.: janiyanto no agravah RV. SV. A. SS.
putriyantah (AV putriyanti) sudanavah RV AV. SV. In the same

stanza as the prec. , the i (z), in place of stem -final a (putra), is prob-
ably suggested by the i (i) of janiya- (stem rani, rani); cf. however
Whitney §1059d.

deva devebhyo (MS. deve{tv) adhvaryanto (KS adhvariyanto) asthuh VS.
TS MS. KS. B.

apo vrndnah pavate kaviyan (TS. kavyan) RV. SV. TS. KSA.
The remaining variants are unclassifiable. In the next following,

both a- and aya -stems are best regarded as denominatives (:diked)
agnzr dik{ntah prthivi diked sd and dik$d dikpayatu (JB. dikpeta) JB.

Ape. And others; see § §79,160
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In a single case a sigmatic aonst from a denominative interchanges
with a problematic reduplicated aorist made from a primary root:
amimadanta pztaro yathabhágam (Kau . °gam yathdlokam) avrsdygata

(AS. °yifata, SS avivr$ata) VS. VSK. B. A. SS L. Kau§. SNIB.
GG. KhG. See § §201, 283.

The stem hraiya, in vdjebhir ma hrniyathalz SV.: ma hraithd abhy
amain RV., is considered a denominative by some authonties; but see
§195.
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CHAPTER VI. INTERCHANGE BETWEEN FINITE VERBS
AND VERBAL NOUNS

(In a broad sense, including participles, gerunds, etc.)

§244 We have previously dealt, as part of the chapter on modal
variations, with a number of instances in which a perfect passive parti-
ciple with or without copula interchanges with a modal form ( § §143f.).
Those cases are to be regarded as part of this chapter also. Additional
interchange between finite verbs and verbal nouns is found on a con-
siderable scale, and is here treated under three aspects. First, a finite
form interchanges with a verbal noun without copula, most commonly a
past participle, which performs the same function as a finite verb
Second, the finite form exchanges with a penphrastic combination of
verbal noun plus copula or similar verbal form. Thirdly, m a combina-
tion of two coordinate finite verb forms, one exchanges with an attribu-
tive verbal noun which leans on the other verb in syntactic dependence.

1. Interchange between predicative finite verbs and independent predicative
verbal nouns without copula

§245. Such cases are quite numerous The older grammar was in
the habit of defining this type of verbal noun as the elliptic residue of a
combination of verbal noun and copula, the copula being 'understood'
or 'supplied'. These correspondences support the now generally ac-
cepted theory that the verbal nouns in question perform rather the
function of predicate verbs, directly and of themselves. They are far
more frequent than the cases in which the copula is expressed (see 2,
below), the copula is quite superfluous and originally was, no doubt,
expressed only for emphasis or for some special reason. A good example
of the perfect equivalence of such finite verbs and verbal nouns, without
copula, is seen in the opening padas of RV. 10 17. 12 and 13 respectively:
yas to drapes skandalt yas to are4uh, and yas to drapeo skanno yas to an,uh.

§246. In many of these cases the finite verb is active, the participle
passive. These belong not only in this group, but also in the larger
class of Active and Passive; see § §80ff. We begin with them:
yuktda hero vim? ah súryasya PB.: yunajmi hero viprcah súryasya to

(MS. tasro vwrtah súryah sara [ail) TS. Ape. M.
157
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yukto vato'ntarzksena to saha PB yuna3mz vayum antaraksena to (MS.
tena) saha TS ApS. MS

manyund krtam BDh.. manyur akars-zt TAA MahänU. ApDh.
trcrasa dhdrayisyamz (MahanU. dhärztd devi) TA MahanU.
carztrdns to §undhdnzz VS SB.. Buddha carztrah TS. ApS.
stomasya dhaman rattans (KS nyadhdm) purify= MS. KS.
dpänza manasd VS. B. KS (VS comm. prdptavantah): aptam manah

TS. MS. KS. TB. ApS. MS
upasrjami ApS. MS.: upasrstah B.
yasmtn devil adhz osier nzseduh (Mbh. vtsaktah) RV. AV TB. TA. Ma-

han U. vet U. Nrp U N. Mbh. (ed. Sukthankar, 1. 3 65c).
hato me papmd AG MG.: papmd me hatah AG. papmdnam to 'pahan-

mah KS.: papmdnam me hata (Kau §. 'pa Jahn) MG Kau§. And
others, see Conc. under papmdnam me.

dhatam (VS. SB ahantz) gabhe pasah VS. TS. KSA. SB. TB.. dhatam
paso nzcalcali.tz MS

hatas to atrzna krzmth (GG kr °) SMB. GG. KhG.: atrzna led ¡crime han-
mz TA ApS . atrzvad vah krzmayo hauls AV. 'Slain is thy worm by
Atri', or, 'I slay thee (you), 0 worm(s), by (like) Atri.'

athazsam bhznnakah kumbhah SMB. 'then their receptacle has been
miserably smashed' (imprecatory, or perhaps contemptuous,
diminutive) . bhznadmz to kusuznbham AV. (for which Ppp. has,
atho bhznadmz tam kumbham).

ghanena hanmi yr §czkam RVKh AV . hatam yr §ctka to Imam Mahabh.
apt§irnd u prstayah and, prstir apt §rnimass AV (both)
mithunam karnayoh krdhz (SMB. krtam) AV SMB. 'Mark the pair (of

calves; or, the pair is marked) on the ears '
§raddhdydm prdne ntvz§ydmrtam hutam (TAA nunsto 'mrtam juhomi)

TA. TAA. MahanU BDh VHDh : amrtam ca prdne juhomz Prä-
nag U. Also with apane, addle, vyäne, samdne; and the same with-
out the word §raddhdydm, see Conc.

[yatra -yatra vzbhrto (KS bzbhrato) 3dtaveddh AV KS : yatra-yatra 3aia-
vedah sambabhittha (TB Bibl Ind. ed. °va, Poona ed correctly °tha)
TB. ApS. But both AV. (most mss. bzbhrto or bzbhrato) and KS.
(v. 1. bzbhrto) are very obscure; it is questionable whether the
variant belongs here.]

§247. In a smaller group the finite verb is middle (reflexive) with
active value Again the interchange is in effect the same as between
active and passive, to be regarded in connexion with those treated in
§80ff .
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Want apsu sodas krtam RVKh.. yeçam apsu sadas (TS ApMB sadah)
krtam VS. TS SB Marti. ApMB : ye apsu radänsi (KS. 'psu
sadansi) cakrii e MS. KS `Their (whose) seat was made in the
waters': `who made their (own) seats in the waters'

team yarriesv ¡dyah RV. AV. VS. TS. MS. KS SB : team yarTery ¡date
RV.

antar dadhe parvataih HG ApMB 'I interpose with the mountains':
antarhita girayah SG 'the mountains have been interposed.'

antar dadha rtubhih HG ApMB : antarhata ma rtavah SG. As prec.
rocate VADh.: rocitam MDb.
dakrinam (and, savyam) pedant avaneni3e AB. SMB GG. KhG 'I scrub

the right (left) foot': imau paddy avanaktau Kaug. (in different
connection), 'these two feet have been washed.'

§248 In the majority of cases, however, the verbal remains upon the
same plane with the finite verb, whether active or middle, that is, both
predicates, whatever their forms, express the predicative idea in the
same voice. The difference between this and the class just listed will
be made clear by contrasting the variant tesdm apsu sodas krtam, etc ,

above, in which the middle with active meaning exchanges with a passive
participle, with the following
nand hi mana devahitam sadas (TB. ApS. sadah) krtam (TB.* ApS.* sado

mitam) VS MS. KS AB. SB TB. AS ApS. nand hi derail cakrpe
sado yam KS. Here cakrpe (see Bloomfield, Johns Hopkins Circu-
lars, December 1906, p 10) is passive in force, like krtam 'vari-
ously by the gods a seat has been made for you.'

pürvo ha (TA MahänU ha) Fatah (JUB. Nile) sa u garbhe antah VS
TA SvetU. Mahe,nU. SirasU JUB prathamo Fatah etc. AV.
'he was the first born (of old), and he is yet within the womb.'

yo agner agner adhya3dyata (TS MS KS. agnes tapaso 'dhi ,idtah) VS.
TS MS. KS SB

yas to ätmä patusu pravi$tah TB. ApS MS. yas to pränah pa. u$u pra-
vistah KS VSK ya to tannh purge avivega AV. Here the par-
ticiple, tho passive in form, is active in meaning, since the verb is
intransitive.

ya am* vayassu yo mrgeru AV.: vayansi ya aveveáa yo mrgeru MS. KS.
ApS.

diktato 'yam asa amu$yayanah MS. MS.: díkgito 'yam brahmaiyah SB.:
adi/pig/ yam brahmarjah TS. ApS.

aindra udano ange -ange nsdhitah (VSK. nidadhe) VS. VSK. SB.: aindro
'pano (and, vyano) ange -añge vibobhuvat (MS.t ni bo °, KS. ni idhyat)
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TS. MS. KS This and the following item are full of morphological
and etymological problems Perhaps render: 'Uddna (etc) from
Indra has been sucked ( ?) into every limb.'. On the active nidirdhyat
cf the next

atndrah prdno ange -ange nxdidhyat (TS ni dedhyat, VSK nzdhitah) VS.
VSK. TS. MS KS eB Cf. prec The active is anomalous,
Mahídhara, nzhztah, Keith, 'may be set'. It seems that it can-
not be transitive.

yatra (MS *yatra) nah pane pitarah paretdh (RV. MS.* pareyuh) RV.
AV. MS. (both). yend to parve pitarah paretdh AV.

yasmdd bhisd samtñaptdh (ApS sama3ñasthdh) SS ApS 'from fear of
which thou (the animal victim) hast been slain (from that make us
exempt).'

tan me 'rddhz (Kant rdddham) VS TS TA Kaut. tendrdtsyam (SS.
M. GG v 1. °rdtsam, the correct reading) MS. 88. MS GG. See
§ §28, 85 As to the latter form, this item belongs under the first
group above

om svadhocyatdm AG.: astu svadhetz vaktavyam Vait : prakrtebhyah
svadhocyatdm YDh

rtubhzh prabhuh (KS. prdbhavat) TS KS.
samvatsarena parzbhah (KS. paryabhavat) TS. KS.
somdya vaca udyatam (SV. ucyate) RV SV.
baba rd,3anyah krtah (AV °nyo'bhavat) RV. AV VS. TA. VADh
tapasa ye sear yayuh (TA. suvar gatdh) RV. AV TA.
amrtatvaya ghosayah (SV. °yan) RV SV The subject is soma, there is

no finite verb in the passage with the SV. reading (nom. sg. act.
pple.) Cf. next

bradhnah samzczr usasah eam airayat (AV. °yan) AV. SV. ApS. M.
With the AV reading there is no finite verb in the passage, and Whit-
ney reads airayat with the rest, but cf. prec.

vdcaspate 'chzdrayd vdcdchzdrayd juhvd divz devavrdham hotrdm airayat
(KS °yant, TA erayasva, SS azrayasva) svaha (SS. omits) B.
TA. SS. K.

vavak ?a (3 sg. perf mid) rovo astrtah RV. AV.: vavakgur (adj., desidera-
tive) ugro astrtah TB. ApS.

vatdyd dugdham apzban, and (next vs) va° dugdham pike, AV.
patni y yapsyate (SS. yiyapsyamdnd) jarztah AS. SS.
varebhzr varan abhz $u pra sidatah (ApMB. °ta) RV. ApMB. In RV. a

gen sg pple., agreeing with Indra; varebhzr applies to the Maruts,
is sidata of ApMB. addressed to them?
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[sam agnis tapasagata VS. MS. SB.: svand sam agnis tapasa gala TA. 4.
7. 2 and 5. 6. 6. So Poona ed. in both places Cone with Bibl.
Ind. ed. quotes gatah for 4.7. 2, this is read by one ms. and comm.
in Poona ed I

Anticipations of the Periphrastic Future in -td

§248a We group separately a few variants in which the verbal noun
which vanes with a finite verb is the nominative of a nomen agent's in
-tar. These forms are, of course, interesting as precursors of the later
periphrastic future, cf. Whitney §946. They are found varying with
the present indicative, imperative (including that in tat), optative, and
injunctive (? subjunctive), the copula is not used with them
yo dahu$ah sukrto havam eti (TS. MS. KS. havam upa gantd) AV. TS.

MS. KS.
somah punanah kale allots (and, salt¢) RV (both)
yantd no avrkam chardzh; pra no yachatdd (prdsmaz yachatam) avrkam

prthu chardzh RV. (all)
gamat sa (gamema, sa ganta) gomati vraje RV (all) On gamat, com-

monly regarded as subj but taken by us as a -aor. injunctive because
of gamema, see §174.

2. Interchange between finite form and periphrasis of verbal noun and
copulate verb

§249. We have drawn attention above to the ranty of this construc-
tion compared with the use of the verbal noun without copula as predi-
cate. In the first two of the following beef list we have variation be-
tween active and passive constructions, as in §246 above:
alma yad enah krtam asti lam cat (SS. enah cakrnzeha lam cat, ApS. Mg.

ApMB. asti papam) AS SS ApS MS ApMB.
ayam vai tvam ajanayad ayam tvad adhzjayatdm asau svand SS.: sternal

tvam adhi jato 'st tvad ayam 3ayatdm punah VS. B. TA. K. Kar-
map. asmdd vai team a .iayathd ayam toad adhi ,jdyatam asau (AG.
asau svargaya tokay¢) svand AG. Kauá.: asmdd vai team a3dyatha eta
tvaj 3dyatam JB.

kim it to vino paricakgyam bhzd (SV. paricak$i mama) RV. SV. TS. MS. N.
devo devebhyah pavasva VS. SB.: devo devanariz pavztram asi TS. MS. KS.
viávd spans part td babadva (AV. parabhur 3ajdna) AV. VS. ßB.
taydham vardhamdno bhúydsam apyayamdnal; ca ApMB. vardhzrcmahi

ca vayam d ca pydsiímaha (MS. M. pyayz.mahz) VS. MS SB.
TA. SS. ApS. MA. SG. HG.
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prathasva VS SB : pratho 'si TS. MS. KS. ApS
sa yatha tvam rucyd roco 'sy evdham paáubhzá ca brdhma.navarcasena ca

ruczsiya (MS tvam rucyd rocasa evam aham rucyd roczsiya) AV MS.
And similarly sa gotha tvam bhrd3atd etc , see §57

rocz$iydham manusyesu TA.: surucitam mdm devamanusyesu kuru MS.
kuru is a sort of causative copula.

3. Interchange between one of two coordinate verbs and a verbal noun
dependent on the other verb

§250. These cases are much commoner than either of the two preced-
ing groups. The verbal noun, whether participle, gerund, or other non-
finite form, takes the place of a finite form in cases where there is another
finite verb upon which the verbal noun may lean as an attributive; and
vice versa. Or, stated otherwise, two correlative finite verbs exchange
with a finite verb and a dependent verbal noun. We might antecedently
have expected that there would appear a tendency for later texts to
tend to prefer the dependent verbal noun, but we are unable to discover
any clear evidence for such a tendency among the variants.
varcayd mukham ma na dyuh pramosih HG. `make lustrous our face, do

not steal our hfe' : áundhz tiro mdsydyuh pra mosih AG PG. ApMB.
MG. `purify his hied, do not steal his life'. áumbham mukham and
na dyuh pra mosih AV. 'purifying our face, do not steal our life.' In
AV. Whitney proposes to read with one ms and Ppp iumbhan; he
calls áumbham unintelligible, but it seems to us interpretable as a
gerund (Whitney, Grammar, §995) SPP tubham.

(mans. ibhzh pavate púrvyah kavir, nrbhzr yatah pars koádn aczkradat)
trztasya ndma 3anayan madhu ksarad, (indrasya vayoh sakhydya
kartave) RV. 9 86 20, 'thru the wise (sacrificers) the sage of yore
(Soma) purifies himself, held by men he bath shouted thru the
vessels Begetting the name of Tnta he shall make flow honey in
order to procure the friendship of Indra and Váyu ' In SV. 2.172c
the participle ksaran, 'flowing', replaces the finite verb ksarat, `shall
make flow', the construction is equally easy either way, because
ksaran leans on the finite verb of the first line. This type of inter-
change between RV. and SV. will be found several other times
below.

(a tva sated gamed d kumara) a dhenavah sayam dsyandamandh AV.:
(endm áaáuh krandaty a kumdra) d syandantam dhenavo natyavatsdh
SG (a tva áiáur a krandaty) a gam dhenavo vdáyamandh PG.
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vddzno vd3ajtto 'dhvana skabhnuvanto yoeiand mimdndh kd ?thdm gachata
VS SB.: adhvanarn skabhnuvanto yooand mundndh kdsthdm gachata
MS.: vi yoeiana mzmidhvam adhvana skabhnita kdgtham gachata TS.
Here two participles, dependent on a following finite verb, vary
with two finite verbs correlative with the latter

ghnanto (MS. ApS ghnatd) vrtrdny apratz AV. TS. MS KS. ApS. The
interchanging forms are preceded by finite verbs.

[sndra iva vrtraha ti. tha (MS dasyuhd bhava),] apah kgetrdnz samjayan
(MS °ya) MS TB. ApS

dyur dadhad yaeiñapatdv (MS. KS. °td) avzhrutam RV. SV. ArS. VS.
MS. KS. LS ApS . dyur yaeinapatav adhdt (JB. aydm) AB JB. B.
TB A.S. SS KS ApS MS Each is the 2d páda of its stanza, but
the two stanzas are otherwise wholly different However, each has
a parallel finite verb in páda a, on which the pple dadhat depends

pan dydvaprthwI sadya dyam (VS. stud) AV. VS. Followed by (different)
finite verbs

tam tvdbhzh sustutzbhzr vdjayanta, deism na eiagmur gzrvdho a§vdh RV.
tam tvd gzrah sustutayo vaeiayanty, dram na gzrvavahoeizgyur a§vdh SV.

anava ulydsmdn (KS adds devi dak?zne) devaydnena paths (TS patheta,
KS patted yati) sukrtdm Joke szdata (KS. MA TS MS KS

var$man k,Satrasya (AV rastrasya) kakubhz (TB Poona ed. also °bhz,
but comm and Bibl Ind. ed °bhzh; comm gloss uttamdñge, MS
kakubbhzh; AV. kakudz) §z§rtydnah (AV. TB. §rayasva) AV. TS.
MS. TB Followed in all by tato na ugro vz bhaeid saran.

vz§vavasur abhi tan no grndtu, dzvyo gandharvo rajaso vimanah, yad vd
ghd satyam uta yan na vzdma, dhsyo hinvdno dhiya in no avydh RV.
TA . virebhir adhz tan no grndno, rajaso vzmdno, yad va gha satyam
uta yan na vzdma, dhiya invano dhiya in no avydt MS (apparently
defective and corrupt)

[upa no mztrdvarundv thavatam (MS. utd no mttrdvarund shdgatam)]
anvddidhydthdm zha (MS. minima didhydnd utd) nah sakhdyd MS.
TB. TA.

ddsyann addsyann uta samgrndmz (TA. uta vd karz. yan) AV. TA.:
dhtpsyam vd samcakara janebhyah MS.: yad vdddsyan san jagdrd
janebhyah TB. Ppp. also reads vd karssyan for samgrndmz of AV.
6. 71. 3. For others, see §231.

wallah §reyasíhr§reyasir dadhat (so read with Poona ed. of TB) TB.
Ape.: ufam -u?am §reyasim dhehy armai AV. Joined in TB. ApS. to
what in AV. is the next verse, ending: rdyaspo$am sham amain
asmdsu dheht TB. ApS., azsdm zzreiam rayim asmdsu dheht AV.
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tiro)) pupal cd a -rat an: Jagantdn ' SV. =t Sri jaga^tyah) RV. AV. SV.
Preceded in RV. AV. ty i.a'rtyim I SV. ray- tti4).

[iyarti dharrar& a-+tgan: (MS. KS 'so+ thari6hradj uc chuLrena áocid
dyes irak,a'i iTS. Ap \IB.:2:za± RV. VS. TS. KS. MS. ApNIB.
See Oldenberg, Proleg. 299.

upasrjan (AS. 'jut; 8G. upa Arjam) dharunam matre (AB. omit
moire) dha -uno 'reiterate 1 AB Aá L. notated, dharuno;
ApS. mama dhantrroi dhaya', (followed i-y, rayas po?am...a.masu
dtdharat, VS AB ;B JB. Aá Lg. Ap8 JIS 8G But the read-
ing - divan is doubtful: perhaps -s jan is to be read everywhere.
'Loosing tI have loosed r the suckling ;to Lis dam), the suckling as he
milks his dam may he maintain growth of sseslth among us.'

[rdhad yas te .suddnate? dhiya vita -{ar . aantate, . a brhato divo, dti$o
alike na (areal RV. `der mann gedcihet welcher dir dem reichen
dienet andachtsvoll. er durch des grossen himmels schutz durch-
setzt den feind wie eine schlucht' ' Grassmann) [sa gha yas te diva
rural db;yl mantas :a female,- , (art sa b Ì:rr "u duo, dt,.+o anho na
taro(') SV. (very corrupt hardly deserves citation under this rub-
ric; Impala)) gen. sg. pple. with ,ra'a.syq

sahasrapolarn pu ?yanti paran'Pra pri iii. a t'.' -Fyattt a (RS. kriyaoe) MS.
paramera pa3ur.d kr :ua-e aahosrap-;arit pufeyarn VS. 8B :

tasyàs re saharapucam i_ ra- arer,r,a pa. ur,Q kri' amt TS.
cabs Jurdpugdt a sarpaht (Ap31B. `ytu'i t 4-rarnya) HG ApMB. Prec

by ejatu in both For other forms c` the variant see 1329.
[hincano rdcatn tsiasi, pa' arvrtr a tidal-mart] az.rdn deco na stiryah RV.:

Ijaptaro (dram t5da;i, pat art,rrra ttdharraar r] kraadam deco na stiir-
yah SV.

t6 derir detatreman, yajr am raynta (hS. krill, TS MS. dhattal, followed
by upahatdb sorna.-ya *bate, VS. TS MS. KS. 8B.

dlrgham dyer yajamanaja kite a (Mg. t nda) TB. Apa. MS.; followed
in TB. Apa. by aiigdht, in Jí8 by asidast rt

te (masc. plur.) no nak.atre halo», tiger ('most coming', followed
by jusantam) TB. 3. 1. 1. 6c te (fem. dual) no nah$atre hacam d
gametam (2 dual opt.) TB. 3.1.3. ld.

acargd4 (AS. text Magari; Tait. svargam) arranto jayata (AS. °tala; Vait.
jayema) SV A8. SS. Vait. Preceded by amen. AS., if not cor-
rupt, understands ;wish as nom. plur. pple.; cf. ß3O6.

artmuktacakra (sc. tire) dares PG.: cirrttacakrd (Sc. prajdh) dare§
ApMB. HG (here preceded by abut).

daft .arirarit (TB. ahac chartrain) payasa smelt (TB. sametya) TB.
Vait. Followed by bha'att.

i

A.

+747

KS.:
pu:;ar,t;

MS
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patyur anuvrata bhútvä AV. agner anuvrata bhz<tya TS KS TB. M.
ApMB main anuvrata bhava HG. The first two versions are fol-
lowed by finite verbs.

sarah patatrinfh sthana (KS. stha) TS. MS. KS sara patatrtni bhtdva
AV. (here followed by ehi): strait patatrtni sthana RV. VS.

abhyargan (SV. abhy area) stotrbhyo viravad yaáah RV. SV. In both
pavate precedes.

(a to yatante rathyo yatha prthak) chardhansy ogre ajarant (SV aiarasya)
dhak ?atah (ApS. dhakgyase) RV. SV MS ApS. See §27.

ttgthann (GB. carats) chino pads va svapann apt SB. GB. Prec in both
by áramad anyatra partvartamanah (not °nah as Conc. reads).

(vs yat pavztram dhtgaiza atanvata) gharmam áocantah (AS hocanta, SS.
°tam) pravanegu (AS. SS. pranave?u) btbhratah AB. AS SS. We
have no confidence in the edition of AS. on such a reading as 3o-
canta.

abandhv eke dadatah prayachanto, datum cec chtkgan sa svarga eva AV.
'some without relatives, giving, bestowing if they be able to give,
that is very heaven' (Whitney) : abandhv eke dadata prayachad,
datum cec chaknuvansah svarga edam TA. Both forms are poor
and probably corrupt. In TA. read dadatah with comm. and Poona
ed. text; probably also chaknavan (or better °van) sa with Poona
ed. text, which notes v. I chaknuvansah; the comm. explains
prayachat as prayachantt, which suggests that prayachan is to be
read with AVPpp.

caraty ananuvrata ApMB. HG.: vicaranty apattvrata SG. MDh. Both
preceded by finite praluiubhe or pralulobha.

tries samudran aamasrpat svargan (MS. °gah) VS. MS. SB.: samsarpa
(KS. °pan) trier samudran svargan (ApS. °ganl lokan) KS. ApS.
Followed by gacha. See §130.

ya3ano (or saga no, so Garbe's ed of ApS., followed by Caland's Transi ,
the others all ya3ano, MS. p. p. yayanah, some mss. ya3amano, TB.
comm. interprets as pple.) Bevan (MS. devo) marah suvirah (asso-
ciated with gopaya nah) MS TB. AS. ApS. It is questionable
whether ya3d no has any standing.

dodo (= data u) asmabhyarh (KS. dattvayasma °, AS. dattaydsma °, SMB.
dattdsma °) dravir}eha bhadram AV. KS. AS. SMB.: dadhatha no
dravinarh yac ca bhadram MS. Followed by sundry finite verbs.

sa kit vredjanayat (KS. mid janayans) laser garbham, sa im $táur dhayatt
tam rihantz RV. KS. The Conc. suggests emendation of KS. to
janayat; but von Schroeder keeps his text, which is no doubt inter-
pretable if somewhat harsh.
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Ulan Avantu (AV. °tah) fiaradah puructh RV. AV. VS SB TB. TA.
ApS`. Apl\IB. Followed byantar (tiro) mrtyum dadhatam (dadhmahe)
parvatena

hpr t dnau vzjahat¢ orator, (TB. Apg samjánñnau vi3ahatäm ar6tir), divi
(KS. dive) 3yotzr uttamam (TB. Apg alai am) arabhetham (TB.
Apg °tam) MS. KS. TB. Apg vi3ahatd(u), dual pple.; °tam, 3 dual
impv.

prof am ajaryam nah kuru, rayas pagan sain srpa SMB.: prajdm suet_
ram (PG. suv%ryam) krtva, vacant (PG dirgham) ayur vy aSnavat
(PG. °vat) TS. PG

ahar -ahar (AV. TS ratrim- ratrzm; MS KS $B * ratrzm- ratrim) apraya-
yam bharantah AV. VS. TS MS KS. B. ahar -ahar balm at to
harantah AV vi vand to sadam sd Mamma AV. Followed by
finite verb.

(upaksaranta juhvo ghrlena) przyany añgdni lava vardhayantih (cc srucah)
TB . abhzksarantz ,juhvo ghrtenañga parùnsz lava vardhayanti (one
ms. °tt, pointing also to °Czh) Vait

sa púrvava3 3anayañ (TA ApS 'yak) madam dhanam RV PB. TA ApS.
Followed by pary eta (pari gals) in next páda The secondary char-
acter of 3anayaJ (so!) in TA. is emphasized by its retention of the
accent of 3andyan.

tat team drohaso medhyo bhava TA (Poona ed. bhavam, but v 1. and
comm. bhava), `do thou, 0 spirit, ascend, become sacrificial' tad
a roha purusa medhyo bhavan AV `ascend that, O man, becoming
sacrificial ' See Whitney's Trawl and note Most mss. do not
accent bhavan

pratzstham gacha (GB gachan) pratisthdm ma gamaya (GB. °yet) AB.
GB. Gaastra considers GB corrupt

dyumnam vrnita pusyase (KS vareta pusyatu) RV. VS TS. MS KS
SB : dyumne vareta pusyatu KS Cf §163. pusyase is infinitive

tenedhyasva vardhasva ceddha (HG cendhs) AG. HG. The word tndht
(zddha) is better taken, with Oldenberg, as part of the following
phrase, vardhaya caiman (in both)

ahint ca sarvdñ jambhaya, smith ca yatudhanyo, 'dharaczh para meta KS.:
shinh ca sarvan (TS. °vdñ) 3ambhayan, =read ca yatudhányah (VS.
MS. °dhdnyo, 'dhardah para alma) VS. TS. MS.

dhvantam vdtdgram anusamcarantau (PB abhzsam °) TS. PB. TB. PG.
ApMB : dhvdntd vata agntm (mss. vatagnzm, both texts) abhi ye sain
cares(' MS MG The principal verb follows in the last pads.

sdhyama (RV sahvanso) dasyum avratam RV. SV. Prec. in both by 1
plur. finite verbs
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aamanam yonim anu samraranti (AV MS °carets) RV AV. TS MS
KS ApMB Followed by caratah The ed. of KS reads °carets
also, but the single ms. °carante, which as the editor observes might
quite as well stand for °caranti

ddatyam garbham payasd sam añgdhz (TS KS samaí jan) VS. TS MS.
KS B. Followed by parturñgdht.

ubhayor lokayor rddhvd (MS rdhnomt) TB TAA. ApS. M. Followed
by (atz) tarami.

[pundno vdram pary ety (SV. vdram aty esy) avyayaml hypo na yonim
ghrtavantam dsadam (SV. °dat) RV. SV. ApS dsadam is infin ,

`to sit', SV. makes it a finite verb, `he has sat', which goes very ill
with the 2d person eft which SV substitutes for RV etc Compare
the pada §yeno na yonim asadat, RV. etc , which seems to have in-
fluenced SV

Jantyantt ndv agravah, putrtyantt suddnavah AV.: Janiyanto ny agravah,
putriyantah suddnavah RV SV. (followed by havdmahe).

[vr,ytam dwah pavasva ratam apam (SV. apo)] lama (SV peon) gavie¢aye
dhtyah RV. SV.

jyok ca sairyam dr §e (LS dr §eyam) RV AV. VS TS. MS KS B. TA.
LS Kaué ApMB HG.

(pararcisa múradevail chrniht) pardsutrpah §o §ucatah truths (RV. °typo
abhz §o §ucdnah) RV AV

devil amuñcann (AV muñcanto) asvan vy (AV nit) enasah AV. TB.
HG ApMB.

pusyema (AA pusyanto) raysm dhimahe to (AA. tam) indra SV. AA. SS.
See Keith, AA. 285, note 7

(yo ) hrdaratiydd (KS °yann) abhtdasad ague KS TB ApS. Caland
on ApS not unnaturally thinks of reading abhzddsdd, to match
ardtiydd, but KS is against it.

marmrjyante (SV mar3ayantir) dwah §t§um RV. SV Prec. by abhy
anasata

and ma (KS mdm) htnststam svam (KS yat svam) yonim ava§antau (KS
ava§dthah) MS KS . ma and lough svam (KS t svam) yonim dm §anti
(KS. TB. ApS. &Jan) VS. KS. SB TB. ApS.

ut tzstha (VS. B. K. utthaya) brhati (TA. brhan) bhava VS. TS. MS.
KS. B. TA. K. M.

(yad dha /mind ',swamis) nabad samddya navyasi (adha pra sú na upa
yantu dhitayah) RV.: (yad dha krd d mamas) nabad samddya
navyase (adha pra ntlnam upa yarns dhitayah) SV.

stuseyyam puruvarpasam rbhvam RV. AV N.: stusva varsman puruvart-

.
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mdnam samrbhvanam AV. stuseyya is a gerundive formation, 'him
that should be praised', dependent on a verb of the prec. stanza.
In the other form a different stanza precedes, and the finite stupa
(which, as impv., transfuses the same idea into other words) is
therefore substituted.

venas tat pa.yat paramam guhä yat (VS. palpan random guhä sat; TA.
MahánU. palpan mind bhuvandni ordain) AV. VS. TA. MahánU.
Here there is no verb on which the participle palpan can depend,
TA comm lamely supplies mutate.

[bradhnah samicir ugasah samazrayat (AV. °yan) AV. SV. Ap8 M8.
Again there is no finite verb here on which the pple. might depend,
and Whitney adopts the SV reading.]

[arzgtazr nah pathabhih pdrayantd (GB. °tu) RV. TS. MS. KS. AB. GB.
But GB. is merely corrupt. Gaastra reads with one ms. °tä (dual
pple.).]

[dansanabhir aivrinä parayanta (TB. °tam) RV. TB. Poona ed. also
°tam; but comm 'td, dual pple., which is the only possible form, a
plural verb being uninterpretable.]
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CHAPTER VII. INTERCHANGES BETWEEN EQUIVALENT
PERSONAL ENDINGS

§251. The variants avail themselves freely of the possibilities of
equivalent personal verb endings. The ranging of these interchanges
covers nearly all the grammatical territory concerning this matter. We
deal with them as follows:

1. r -endings varying among themselves, or interchanging with equiva-
lent endings without r

2. Subjunctive endings in sa and s, to and t, to and taz, vane and
vahaz, mane and mahaz.

3. Imperatives in tat interchanging with other imperatives.
4. Presence or absence of imperative 2d singular dhi (ht), and inter-

change between dhi and hi.
5 Second plural active endings with or without final na.
6 Endings in a sometimes rhythmically lengthened to a.
7. Miscellaneous interchanges of endings.

1. r- endings varying among themselves, or interchanging with equivalent
endings without r

§252. There are two variations between ram and ran with wavenng
chronological indications (RV. adrtram, AV. adr*ran; but also RV.
asrgran, SV asrgram) On the other hand, as between 3 plural middle
perfects in re and Tire, (Whitney, Grammar §550d) the more archaic
forms in re, duduhre and dadrSre, belong to RV , duduhrzre and dadrârzre
to later texts. Unexpectedly, archaizing r- endings replace the normal
3 sing imperfect middle adhatta (RV AV) in adhadrah (SV.), adadhram
(KS.), and athadram (TA , corrupt) Very anomalously the form
adrkran seems to be used as an active in several YV. texts, only TS
NilarU. having the regular adman. And the 3 plural present middle
duhate vanes with duhrate, not only once in the RV itself, but also once
between RV. and AV., the AV. showing the more archaizing duhrate:
ghrtarii duhrata (and, duhata) atratn RV. (both). See RVRep. 137,

562, and next.
to dakgan, am duhate (AV. to duhrate dakpan, dm) saptamdtaram RV. AV.

See prec.
asrgran (SV. °ram) devavitaye RV. SV.

169
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adráram (AV.* ArS MS. KS MS` °rann) asya ketavuh RV AV. (both)
ArS. VS. MS. KS SB ApS MS KS

tnr asmaz sapta dhenavo duduhre (SV Svidh. °hare) RV. SV Svidh.
Here the SV. smooths out, secondarily no doubt, the meter in an
otherwise pagati stanza, cf Oldenberg, Proleg. 287

árñganlvec chrñgznam sain dadráre (TB. ApS` °árire) RV. KB. TB ApS
Here the stanza is trzstubh.

berate (AB sere) 'sya sarve papmanah AB SS On these forms sec Whit-
ney, Grammar § §550d, 629 The AB , in an anustubh stanza, has
better meter, Hillebrandt suggests deletion of 'sya in SS

apa snehztir (SV. snihztzm) nrmana adhatta (SV adhadrah, KS adadhram)
RV. AV. SV KS . upa stuhz (Poona ed snuhz) tam nrmnam atha-
dram TA. In RV., `the hero-minded (god) has driven away the
enemies.' The r -forme of even SV. and KS are highly proble-
matic, as to TA., the only certain thing about it is that it is badly
corrupted, and this applies to more than the one word athadram
(the coram. has a v 1 athodram; its gloss is adhodravanaRlaml)

utaznam gopa adráran (TS. adrtan) VS TS. MS KS.. uta tva gopa
adrtan NilarU. The anomalous adráran is obviously felt as 3
plural with active meaning, MahIdhara, paáyanti It might, per-
haps, be included under variations between active and middle
without change of meaning, §38ff This variant is followed in
VS. TS by adrárann (TS t adráann) udaharyah VS. TS

2. Subjunctive endings in si and s, ti and t, to and tai, vahe and vahai,
mahe and mahai

§253 These optional endings of the subjunctive interchange, in
general without chronological indications, but metrical criteria are
sometimes involved, since the shorter endings s and t help to produce
shorter lines. As to the e and az endings the phonetic relations between
these two sounds must be considered, as set forth in §26, and further-
more some of the e-forms may be considered indicatives, cf § §118,124.
yatha nah subhagasasz (AV sumana asah) RV AV TA
yatha nah suphalasasz (AV suphala bhuvah) RV. AV TA.
subh.esajam yathasatz (AV °sz, LS. °sat) AV. TS. MS. KS. LS. (the last

secondary and metrically poor).
vzpra gatham gayata yaj moats (AA. °sat) AA. SS.: vzpraya gathariz

gayata yam 3ujosate SV
sa no nedzstham havanany agamat (and once, havananz 3osat) KS (ter):

sa no nedzstha havananz josate (MS havana jujosa) TS MS sa no
viávänz havananz josat VS SB.
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team yo ajydnim Oydnzm) afitim avahdt TS. SMB.t (in Jorgensen as
TS ) PG. BDh.: Warn a3ydnsm (MS. Nam) yatamo na dvahdt
(AV. yatamo vahdtz) AV. KS. MS.

anu nau Sara manate (TS. °taz) RV. TS. KSA.
ya na úrú aloft vs§raydte (AV. °tz; ApMB. HG. vzsraydtat) RV. AV.

ApMB. HG.
part paydte (AV. °tai) lzbu3eva vrk;am RV. AV N.
pra yah satracd (TB. sa vacd) manasá yaxite (TB °tat) RV. TB.
(net tva ) dadhad vsdhakman paryañkhayataz TA : (net tvd ) dadhrg

vzdhakqyan paryañkhaydte (AV. vzdhak,san parañkhayataz) RV AV.
See §§234c, 27.

yamzzvam a§navdmahaz (MS °he) RV. AV. VS TS. MS. KS.
yaya gd dkardmahe (SV. °haz) RV. SV
(leva tydnz nau sakhyd babhúvuh) sacdvahe (MS. °haz) yad avrkam pars

eat RV MS. But in §124 we have treated sacavahe as indicative.

3. Imperatives in tat exchanging with other imperatives

§254 On this interchange see §150. It begins in the RV. itself, in
the first of the following list, where there is reason to regard the form in
tat as the older, see §100:
pra no yachatdd avrkam prthu chardih RV 1. 48. 15 prasmaz yachatam

avrkam prthu chardih RV. 8 9 1
vzracandn(VSK °na) vyasyatam (VSK °tat) VS VSK TS MS KS SB.
úrdhvdm endm (or, úrdhvam enam) uc chrayatat (VS * SB * MS chrapaya)

VS (both) TS. MS. KSA SB. (both) TB AS. SS Vait LS ApS.
nzr anhasah pzprta (TB. °tan) nzr avadyat RV. VS. MS TB Is TB.

(both editions, text and comm ) reliable? Comm pzprtdt palayata.
punar mdvztatdd (MS °tam) rayzh VS TS SB ApS MS
sd (HG sa) mam dvz.§atad sha (MG avztatdm zhazva) ApMB HG. MG :

sa medha vzgatdd u mana RVKh. 10. 151 3d (correct reference in
Conc.) For RVKh Scheftelowitz reads exactly as ApMB

chandonarnandm (with variants) sdmrd3yam gacha (VSK. gachatdt,
MS gachet) VS VSK TS SB MS

etam Ondtha (TB 34-ñstat, KS Anita) parame vyoman VS. KS. SB.
TB.: jostle mama* (TS. MS. 3dñstdd enam) parame vyoman
AV. TS. MS. See §104, s.

iftapurte krr,aavdthavzr (VSK. SB. krryavathavir, TS TB. MS. krnutdd
dvzr) asmai (MS. as exit) VS. VSK. TS SB TB. MS.: z,stapúrtaría
(AV. °tam sma) krnutad dvzr (AV. krnutdvzr) asmaz AV. KS. The
patchword sma in AV suggests that its reading is likely to be
secondary.
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172 VEDIC VARIANTS I THE VERB

3aztrdyd (ApMB. HG °trydyd) vi. atdd u mdm (ApMB. °tin main, HG.
'lash mdm) RVKh. VS. ApMB HG

4. Presence or absence of imperative 2 sing ending dhi (hi), and interchange
between din and hi

§255. As a matter of grammatical genesis the forms with dhz or hz
should be anterior to those without ending, and dhz anterior to hz; and
the first and fourth examples agree with this. But in the third, krnuhz
of Vait. is hyper - archaic as regards the stem krnu- §186 And in the
second, tanuhz of LS is for similar reasons unusable for chronological
deductions On this whole matter see most recently Bloch, MSL 23
176; he regards hz (rather than dhz) as the regular ending with polysyl-
labic bases, and explains brnudhz (as in our fourth example) as due to
the analogy of Srudhi from a monosyllabic base
abhy roam badma úrnuhz (TA bhúmz vrnu) RV AV. TA.
asdv (asa) anu and tanu (LS nines [printed in text as tanu hz] jyoti a)

MS KS LS ApS MS
ojasvantam mdm dyugmantam varcasvantam (MS. mdm sahasvantam)

manugyeu kuru (Vait dyu$rnantam mane. yep krnuhz) TS. MS.
AS. Vait.

nfnh (MS nrn$) pdhz irnudhi (SV AT) girah RV SV. VS. MS. KS SB.

5. Second plural endings with or without na

§256. The endings tana and thana contain an extra syllable, as com-
pared with to and tha The longer forms are suitable for even syllable
cadences (" " 1/4-), iambic dipody), the shorter forms for the corre-
sponding catalectic cadence (" k--)) The RV itself uses this corre-
spondence to construct otherwise identical ,jagati and trz$tubh pádas
asmabhyam áarma bahulam in yantana 5 55 9, and yanta 6 51 5 ,

adhi stotrasya sakhyasya galana 5 55 9, and gates 10 78 8.

See RV Rep 530, 563, where these appear among similar metrical and
grammatical devices for procuring practically identical or very similar
pairs of jagati and tri ?tubh lines At times the use of the shorter form
is accompanied by the introduction of a patch -word as metrical com-
pensation, or the longer form replaces such a patch -word, as in:
tzgmayudhdya bharatd trnotu nah (TB *rnotana) RV. TB. N.

These differences may suggest critical conclusions, as in: paretana
(TS KS ApS pareta) pitarah somydsah (TS. ApS somyah) TS MS KS.
AS ApS , which doubtless read originally paretana pitarah somyasah
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We group the passages as much as possible with such considerations in
mind:

§257. Passages without patch -word, and otherwise essentially
identical:
tad acme ham yor arapo dadhdtana RV. 10. 37. 11d: aihd nah ham yor

arapo dadhdta (MS. °tans) RV. VS. MS. KS. N.: adhd nah ham
yor arapo dadhdta AV.. athdsmabhyam ham yor arapo dadhdta TS
In MS. the p.p. reads dadhata; the longer form disturbs the meter of
the (trts fubh) stanza. Yet, most interestingly, one AV. ms. also
has dadhdtana. This reading is obviously due to the influence of
RV. 10. 37. 11d, which occurs in a 3agati stanza, and where °tana
is therefore in order.

paretana (pateta) etc , see above; the two RV. repetitions quoted above
are likewise not repeated here.

athd raytm sarvaviram dadhdtana RV. VS. TS. MS. KS.: rams ca nah
sarvaviram dadhdta AV 18. 3. 14d, 44d. All texts except AV. 18.
3. 14 have the páda in an entirely 3agati stanza, where dadhdtana
is therefore appropnate, and so the AV. comm. reads on 18. 3. 44.
AV. 18.3. 14 is trtstubh, and so has properly dadhdta.

ami ye vavratd (MS. °tdh, KS °tas) sthana (MS. stha) AV. MS KS. The
form stha is metrically poor.

sarah patatrinih sthana (KS stha) TS MS. KS . sarah patatrani sthana
RV. VS Again the short form is inferior, and clearly secondary.

svdve()d na ¢gala MS : anamzvd upetana AV
ye ke ca bhratarah sthana (SS. sthdhf) AB. SS. The form of 85.15. 26c

is difficult. Tho it is written sthd and followed by a vowel, Hille-
brandt (Index) understands it (doubtfully) as = stha + d (rather
than sthdh as given by Cone ). It is in any case secondary.

§258 Passages in which the short form is filled out with a patch -
word :

trued 2uhuta no (55 juhutand) havih TB SS ApS
ramadhvam and btbhita mat (Kau() babhitana) AV. Kau()
grhd ma btbhita and vepadhvam (LS ApS HG vepadhvam) VS LS ApS.

G. HG. Cf. grhd manta bibhitana AV. HG.
ligmayudhdya bharatd trraotu nah (TB. tri otana) RV. TB N. See §365.

Here, of course, the shorter form, in -tu, not -ta, is not the equivalent
of the longer one, the variant is quoted as showing a similar trend.
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6. Endings in -a sometimes rhythmically lengthened to -d

[ §259. These cases do not concern primarily the Verb Vanants, but
rather the Phonetic Variants, and we shall reserve a full treatment of
them for that section of our work, contenting ourselves here with a very
bnef summary and a bare list of the instances. The forms in a are not
regarded by the texts themselves as variant endings, but merely as
phonetic forms of the endings in short a, on a level with the alterations
required by sandhi This is evidenced by the facts that all the pada -
páthas regularly substitute the form in short a for d, that the a is not
allowed to stand at the end of a páda; and that in TS it is not allowed
at the end of a kanglika (cf. Wackernagel 1 §265a, note). For this last
reason, in two variant pádas, where all other texts have final d, the TS.
has short a, for the sole reason that the word in question happens to
come at the end of that purely mechanical division of its text

virebhir atom" maghava bhava (TS bhava) nah RV. VS. TS. MS KS
brhaspate part diya (TS diya) rathena RV. AV. SV VS. TS. MS KS

There is among the variants one case where some texts have the a at
the end of a páda, namely

vanaspate 'va sr3d (KS srja) AV VS TS MS KS.
Here KS alone has the short a which is required at the end of a páda.
The case is however peculiar, and it is by no means certain that AV.
means to end the páda here. Indeed, all the mss., both editions, and
the Anukramani add to this pida the next following word, rardnah,
after which the text proceeds, tmana devebhyo agnir havyam §amitd
svadayatu. Whatever may have been the real intent of AV., there is no
doubt that the YV. texts end the pada with srja However, the whole
stanza is a bungling reminiscence of RV. 3 4 10ab, vanaspate 'va srjopa
devon, agnir havih §amity s dayati (in the last pada the YV. texts agree
with RV) And there is obviously a connection between the a of sud
and the fact that in the oldest form (in RV.) the word did not end the
páda, as indeed it does not, according to the unanimous tradition, in AV.

§260. The lengthening of the final a is rhythmic, not metrical. See
Wackernagel 1. §266a. The poets, to be sure, make free use of the license
to lengthen the final a in syllables where the meter requires a long. But
fundamentally it is a matter not of metrical requirements, but of sen-
tence rhythm. It occurred, originally, in places where the next word
began with a single consonant, so that the syllable would be otherwise
short (he it remembered that it never occurred before a pause'), and
regularly where the following syllable was short; perhaps in the beginning
when the preceding syllable was also short That is, it was due to
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avoidance of a succession of short syllables unrelieved by along. In
the variants clear traces of this fact will appear, we shall show, in our
section on Phonetics, that the following word almost invariably begins
with a single consonant, and that the following syllable is usually short.
The preceding syllable, however, is short only about half the time,
among the cases occurring in the variants. That it is not a matter of
metrical requirements is shown by the fact that the lengthening occurs
most often (among the variants) in syllables where metrical length is
not required, it is much commoner in the first part of the pida than in
the cadence.

§261. All these matters will be duly set forth, along with other pre-
cisely similar cases of rhythmically lengthened final a in other than verb
forms, in our section on Phonetics. The variant pidas which show it
in verbal endings are the following, in addition to the above. The
reader may be reminded of the somewhat similar variations between
long and short vowels in the interior of causative ( §242) and denomina-
tive stems ( §243) and in reduplicating syllables ( §271), these are prob-
ably also rhythmic in character. F E.)
tam d prna (TB prna) vasupate vasandm RV. TB.
dpuhota (TB. ApS °ta) duvasyata RV. SB TB (ApS. ,Pratika)
prdñco agdma (TA. prañjo 'gama) nrtaye hasaya RV. AV. TA.
apo dear upa sr3a (MS area) madhumatMh VS TS MS KS. B.
agne purieyddhipd bhava (TS bhava) team nah VS TS MS. KS. B.
arisen va (MS. dhipsyam va, TB. yad vadasyan) sam3agara (TB. °ja-

fard; MS °eakara) janebhyah MS. TB. TA.
septa yonir (KS. yoninr) a mama (TS KS. TB. °sva) ghrtena VS. TS.

MS. KS. B. TB.
vartvasya mandmaha (SV. °sya mahonam) RV. SV.
"idea somam imam piba RV. SS indra somam piba imam RV AV SV.

MS The p p of both RV. and MS piba, not pibdh, see Oldenberg,
RVNoten, on 8 17 1.

vayam rasstre jagjyama (MS KS. °ma; TS and MS. p p. Anytime)
purohitdh VS VSK. TS. MS. KS

vidma to avapna 3anitram AV . vidma (text °ma; read °ma?) to svapna
(pratIka) Kauk

vidma to nama (AV vidma to dhamaa) paramam gelid yat RV. AV. VS.
TS MS. KS. SB. ApMB.

hinva (Vait. °vet) me gatrd (KS. pandas) harivah TS. Vait. K. ApS MS.
gharmam pate vasavo wroth" (TA. O. MS. °fret) vat (MS vet, TA vat)

VS MS B. TA It is not likely to be accidental that TA , the
only text which has a short syllable following, lengthens the final a.
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z.dam me prdvata vacate RV. VS. TS. KS TB : o$adhayah prdvata vacant
me MS : asya avata víryam Kau§.

juhota (AV. *td) pra ca txfthata RV. AV. VS. TA.
ut tt §thata (AV. Kau §. OW) pra taratd sakhdyah RV. AV. VS. SB. TA.

Kau§.
pary a $u pra dhanva (AV. °va) va3asdtaye RV. AV SV. KS. AB. 8B.
yasmdd goner uddrstha (KS °tha) ya3e (MS. KS yard) tam RV. VS. TS.

MS KS. SB.
ud irayatha (MS. MS. °H4, AV. KS °ta) marutah aamudratah RV. AV.

TS MS. KS. AS and pratika MS.
dyumantam §uimam a bhard (SV. bhara) svarvzdam RV. SV.
vaha (TB. N. vaha) devatrd dxdhx,so (MS dadhxso, but most mss. di°)

havinsx MS KS. TB. N.
)anxsta (TS. 3anxsvd, MS. °ova) htijenyo are ahnam RV. TS. MS. KS.

ApS.
ramayata (KS °td) marutah §yenam dyxnam (MS marutah pretam

va3znam) TS KS ApS Mg. Three mss. of KS. also read ramayata.
pretd 3ayata narah RV. AV SV VS upa preta jayata narah TS.
yatrd na§ cakrd (KS Cone cakra, with one ms., but ed cakra) jarasam

tantinam RV. VS. MS KS GB SB. ApS ApMB. HG.

7 Miscellaneous interchanges of endings

§262. Here are grouped various sporadic cases of interchanges
concerning endings

(a) Precatives 3d singular in yds and ydt.
See Whitney, Grammar §838

part no heti rudrasya vrjyah (VSK °ydt) RV. VSK : part vo heti rudrasya
vrjydh (TB vrñjydt) RV. TB See §104, u, and RV Rep. 573.

indras to soma sutasya peydh (SV peyat) RV. SV.
nard §anso gnáspatir no avyat (RV. avydh) RV. MS. TB.
dhzyo hinvdno dhiya to no avydh (TA avyat) RV. TA.: dhiya invano

dhxya in no avyat MS
(b) s aorist 3d singular in older and later forms
The older non - thematic type of conjugation of s- aonsts calls for a

3d singular active ending 8, for st; and after a consonant even the a is
lost (Whitney, Grammar §888). This form exchanges twice with 3d
singulars of the later type in sit. With these may be compared the forms
which we have classified §202 as root- aorists from roots m d (ahat,
aprat) which vary with s- aorists from the same roots (ands, aprds, 3d
sing ), the (-forms may also be considered as belonging in this category.
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agnts to tanuvam mitt dhak TS. TB. ApS.: agn"s to tejo and pratt dhakeit
JB.

yan me'dya retah prthivim askdntsit (TA. askdn) B. TA. BrhU.
(c) Confusion of 1st plural mas and ma.
Aside from cases which may be considered different tenses, we find

the following small group, on which cf. Whitney, Grammar § §548a,
636d, 795a They have of course a phonetic aspect; the final visarga
was lightly pronounced, see §25 above. It is noteworthy that all occur
at the end of padas, or practically so (followed by a particle of interjec-
tion only).
tasman vayam upahitds Lava smah (MS. sma) TB. M.
abhtratdh smah (YDh sma ha) ViDh. YDh. BrhPDh.
vtratah smah (SG sma bhoh) SG. PG.
prati bhdgam na didhtma (SV. °mah) RV. AV. SV. VS. N. Whitney,

Roots, s. v. dhi, regards both forms as 1 plur. perfect.
Udnam tva tutrumo (KS 'end) vayam KS. ApS.
anyavratasya (TA. anyad vra°) edema (RV same, TA. satcamah) RV.

VS. MS. SB TA 1st plural perfect of sac. But in TA. satcima
should be read, with Poona ed text and comm (v. 1. one ms. °matt).

(d) 1st singular pretentes active in am, exchanging with m
In a case or two the preterite 1st singular active ending am is replaced

by m, preceded by another vowel (that of the 2d and 3d persons), by
analogy with the 2d and 3d persons. Thus, we have in the RV. itself
this repeated 'Ada

vadhid vrtram vajrena mandasdnah 4 17. 3; vadhim etc., 10. 28. 7,
where vadhim is certainly made in direct imitation of vadhid, see RV Rep.
220, 564. Cf. also:

tveeam vaco apavadhit (TS. TB. °dhim, MS. °dháh) svand VS. TS. MS.
KS SB As (a)vadhim is a blend of avadham and avadhit, so agrabhim in
the following is a blend of agrabham and agrabhit, and abham of abhavam
and ablvat
team úr3am earn agrabham (TS. °bhim) VS. TS. MS. KS. SB
abhyas"ke" rajdbhtim (MS v. l °bh'at, ApS. °bh'avam) MS. ApS.. abh"t"kea

rayabhuvam (v. 1. °bhavam) M. Cf Whitney, Grammar §830a.
The MS passage is quoted on Knauer's authority from unedited
mes.

(e) Subjunctive sign a interchanging with a in non - thematic forms.
The forms with short a are, of course, morphologically at least, the

primary ones, see Whitney, Grammar § §560e, 701.
yathd jyok sumana asat (ApMB. asah) ApMB. HG.
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178 VEDIC VARIANTS I THE VERB

yathaso mitravardhanah AV KS.: yathdsd rä travardhanah TB. (no need
to read yathdso as suggested in Conc.)

yat sanavatha (MS KS °vdtha) pzürusam RV. VS. TS. MS. KS.
tttdpúrte krnavdthdvir (VSK. SB °vathdvzn, TS. TB. MS. krnutdd dvzr)

memos (MS omit) VS. VSK TS TB SB MS
punas to prdna dyatz (so TS.f TA. dyatz; AS dyatu) TS. TA. AS.

(f) Sporadic and doubtful interchanges of babhütha and babhúva
team hz hotel prathamo babhütha (MS. SMB MG babhüva; and so 2 mss. of

Kau§) TS KS MS. Kau§ SMB MG Comm at SMB. babhüva,
babhütha

patyur 3anitvam abhz sam babhútha (TA °va) RV. AV. TA. `Thou hast
entered into the relation of wife to husband' The comm on TA.,
which reads babhúva in both edd , glosses samyak prdpnuhz. These
two cases suggest interesting reflections on commentators' psycho-
logy, but they are not really as bad as they look, babhüva is probably
due to a blend construction, with thought of bhavan or bhavati under-
stood. Such constructions are not unknown in the later language.
See Bloomfield, JAOS 43. 297, and below, §332. A third inter-
change between babhútha and babhüva is rectified in the Poona ed.
of TB , see §342.

(g) The endings mast and mas.
A single tune, in late texts, these interchange, the form in mass being

apparently the original, or certainly metrically superior:
yatra vayam madman (HG. °mah) ApMB HG.

(h) 3d plural úh for uh.
upo ha yad vsdatham vit no guh (TB gúh) RV. MS. TB 3d plural root -

aor of gel; TB (both edd) anomalous; comm. gachanto vartante.
(1) Ire for ire in 3d plur perfect middle (passive)

tali piety¢ (Veit. °yah; MS pracir) migahzre (KS f °hire; Vait sam-
pgdire, all mss.) KS. Vait. MS practg co3jagdhtre ApS.

(k) Precative 2d plural with primary tha for secondary ta.
ye 'tra pitarah bhúyastha AV. SS : ya etasmzn loke . bhayasta TS.

TB The form in tha is of course wholly anomalous, but appears to
be read by all mss. of both AV. and SS.; see Whitney on AV. 18.
4. 86, and §17.
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CHAPTER VIII. MATTERS PERTAINING TO AUGMENT AND
REDUPLICATION

§263 This chapter is concerned with two topics: presence or absence
of augment in preterite forms, and various changes in the form of re-
duplication.

PRETERITES WITH AND WITHOUT AUGMENT

§264 Augmentless forms are ambiguous, being either preterites or
injunctives, the functional relation of augmentless forms to correspond-
ing augmented forms is therefore indeterminate This uncertainty is
increased by the frequent correspondence otherwise between preterites
and all sorts of definite modal forms which we have met as one of the
established features of the variants Just as those correspondences
take place both in principal clauses (§ §130 ff) and in dependent clauses
( §145), so the interchanges between augmented and augmentless pre-
tentes may be conveniently divided into the same two groups. The
following list rests on the assumption that both are preterites. But in
the circumstances of Vedic diction there is nothing to prevent one or
another of them from harboring interchange between preterite and
modal (injunctive) force. Thus,

bhargo me 'vocah: bhargam me vocah,
might be respectively, `thou hast bespoken for me luster', and, `bespeak
for me luster'. Such a case would then have to be transferred to the
rubric Aonst and Injunctive, §132 And, conversely, various of the
forms which we have tentatively grouped under Preterites and Injunc-
tives might perhaps equally well be placed here. See also §146 for a few
cases of augmented and augmentless prohibitives.

§265. When the word preceding the variant verb -form ends in e or
o, we must further remember that the following augment a is usually
(and especially in late texts) represented, if at all, only by the avagraha
in our manuscript tradition; and the presence or absence of this avagraha
in our edited texts is often a matter of editing only, since the manuscripts
are apt to be very undependable. Thus, in the above - mentioned
example bhargo me 'vocah, the Conc. records MA. 5. 2 15. 2 as 'vocah,
and Knauer's text reads so; but his note tells us that his mss. omit the
avagraha, both here and generally. In such cases, therefore, little im-
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180 VEDIC VARIANTS I THE VERB

portance is to be attached to this seeming variation. Hence we have
separated in the following list the cases in which the verb is preceded by
e or o from the rest

Preterites with or without augment in principal clauses

§266. a. Preceded by a word ending in e or o.
indrdya tva srmo ' dadat (SG. §ramo dadat) MS. MS. SG. SMB. Cf.

§193. Oldenberg regards dadat as modal, which is of course possible.
tad agnzr agnaye ' dadat (KS. MS dadat) KS. ApS MS Again dadat

may be modal.
sumo dadad (SMB. GG PG. 'dadad, HG ' dadad) gandharvaya, gan-

dharvo dadad (SMB. 'dadad) agnaye (HG. gandharvo 'grays ' dadat)
RV. AV. SMB. GG. PG ApMB HG. MG. See the preceding
two items.

bhargo me 'vocali (PB. text vocali, comm avocah = uktavan asz, on MS.
see above) PB. ApS. MS AG : bhargam me vocah SS Also with
bhadram, bhutzm, ya§o, etc.

ava devair devakrtam eno 'yaksi (KS. TS. TB. 'yet) VS. TS KS SB.
TB : ava no devair devakrtam eno yokes MS. KS. Here both forms
seem to be preterites, 'I have (thou hast) sacrificed away', no modal
force is likely.

(agni§ ca vino tapa uttamam maho) dzksapolebhyo 'vanatam (AS. dik$d-
paldya vanatam) hi §akra TB AS. So the Bibl Ind ed. of TB reads,
in text and comm , but the comm treats (a)vanatam as modal; and
the Poona ed , text and comm , reads vanatam. Probably no real
variant.

[satyam rte (and, ream satye) dhdyi (ApS. 'dhdyi; TS. KSA. 'dham) TS.
KSA. TB. ApS. But Poona ed of TB reads 'dhdyi See §85.
Both forms preterites, but probably no augmentless form involved ]

§267. b Not preceded by e or o.
d gharmo agnim rtayann adds (TA. °dat) RV. TA.: a gharmo agnzr amrto

na each MS.
uktham avaczndrdya 88 : uktham vacindrdya TS AB. GB. AS. Vait.

ApS. MS.: ukthyarh vaczndraya §mate tvd AS.
pitur iva ndmagrabhi$am (ApMB. °bhai am; PG. rama jagrabham) PG.

ApMB. HG.: pitur mimosa jagrabha RVKh. Stenzler renders
PG. 1. 13. 1 `moge ich den Namen eines Vaters erlangen.' But
three preterites besides jagrabham make the construction of the
latter (pluperfect; cf. Whitney, Grammar §818a) as preterite more
likely. See § §206, 219f.
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AUGMENT AND REDUPLICATION 181

turtyendmanvata (SS. turiyena manvata) nama dhenoh AV. AS
utem anamnamuh (KB. SB KS. SS uteva namnamuh) TS MS AB. KB.

SB AS SS. KS ApS. MS.
ayam pundna waso vi rocayat (SV usaso arocayat) RV. SV. The RV.

form is clearly preterite; cf. the parallel abhavat in the next pads.
pary abhiid (RV. usarbhud bhzid) atithir jatavedah RV. MS.
indrdya susuvur (MS. KS indrdydsusuvur) madam VS. MS KS. TB.

Cf. §220 The form asu§uvuh, strictly speaking pluperfect, is really
nothing more than an augmented perfect, doubtless secondary to
su?uvuh; MS p p indrdya su'uvuh Yet more anomalous is the
next:

toyena florin va sasarja (TA. vyasasarja) bhúmydm TA Mahan U. The
TA. has a monstrosity, see §220.

grhdn Vizgupatam yuvam AS : grhdn (MS grhañ) 3ugupatam yuvam
MS. MS. Both versions are indicative, being contrasted with
grhdn gopayatam yuvam, see Conc.

§268 Preterites with or without augment in dependent clauses.

iyam eva al yd prathamd vyauchat (SG. vyuchat) AV. TS. MS. KS. TB.
ApS SG. HG. ApMB.

úrdhvd yasyamatir bha adidyutat (VSK. aiidyutat) savamani AV. SV VS.
VSK. TS. MS. KS. SB. AS SS. N. The variation is really pho-
netic (t: d, surd: sonant).

(yam ) svddhyo (TB. svddhiyo) vadathe apsu jijanan (TB. apsv ajijanan)
RV. TB.

an ldha yids jijanad (SV. yad ajzjanad) adhd ca nu (SV. adhd cid d)
RV. SV.

yad enam dyaur a3anayat (RV. janayat) suretdh RV. VS TS MS KS
SB. ApMB. Clearly the RV. form is archaic, see Oldenberg,
Proleg. 306, 313.

yendpdmr$atam (SMB. v. 1. °octant) surdm SS. SMB.. yendvamrâatdm
surdm PG In a series of preterite formulas. PG. comm. explains
the lack of augment as Vedic license

yams iva yatamdne yad aitam (TA. slam; but Poona ed aitam) RV AV.
AB. KB. TA. AS. 'When like two twins in step ye went.' Prob-
ably no real variant.

INTERCHANGES CONCERNING REDUPLICATION

§269. Many of these concern the quantity of the reduplicating vowel,
and belong to the class of Rhythmic Changes in Quantity (cf. § §259 ;
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182 VEDIC VARIANTS I THE VERB

they belong really to the section on Phonetics. Obscuration of the
original principles of the rhythmic change has resulted m great irregu-
larity, however.

§270. In a series of formulas pipihi of MS. exchanges with pipihi of
TA. (and ApS.), we thus have forms presenting the aspect of a double
or compensating rhythmic shift of quantity. [It seems to me likely
that MS. understands pipihi as `drink'', root pa, while pipihi certainly
means `swell!', root pya F E ]
subhütaya papilla, (TA. pipihi) MS TA. And so with brahmavarcasaya;

age, zir3e; asyai vise (TA. omits these) mahyam gyaisthydya; asmai
(TA. omits) brahmane, and ksatraya. Ape. also has aye, and urge,
pipihi. See §192.

§271. The next group certainly contains cases of rhythmic lengthen-
ing, sometimes with metrical bearings, but primarily phonetic in
character.
udgrabhenod angrabhat MS .. a3igrabham, and ayigrbham, KS.
yiyapsyata (AS yi °) iva to manah (AS mukham) AS SS.
imam agne camasam ma vi 3ihvarah (TA. 3i °) RV. AV. TA AG.
grhan ay2gupatam yuvam AS.: grhan (Ms. grhaui) 3ugupatam yuvam

MS MS
prayam me (Ape also, no) narydyugupah (ApS. and MS v 1. °yugupah)

MS. KS. Ape. MS Also:
pagan me (nah) bansyalugupah (ApS °3 igupah) MS. ApS MS. And

similar formulas in the same passage.
gucanto apnea vavrdhanta (AV va°) indram RV. AV. KS. Whitney,

Grammar §786a
trio enam (read, trita enan) manusyesu mamrje AV : trita etan manus-

yeau mamrje TB. The AV. form is the more usual, but that of TB.
is metrically better See Whitney, 1. c.

§272 There is, next, a small group showing confusion between the
reduplicating vowels i (characteristic of the present) and a (perfect),
which marks a certain blurring of the regular tense distinction between
these types. Cf. the item in the Conc : hastagrabhasya dzdhisos (AV.
dadhigos) ...RV. AV. TA.
pra bhanavah strata (SV. sasrate) nakam acha RV. AV. SV. VS. TS. MS.

Here sasrate is anomalous, cf. Oldenberg, Proleg. 281.
erodes cakradad (and, cakrado) vane RV.: ergo aczkradad vane SV. The

forms cakradat ( °das) are counted perfect subjunctives; Whitney,
Grammar §810

taly prdcya (Vait °yah; MS. °cir) u33igahire (KS.t ire; Vait. samyigatre)
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KA Vait MA pracT coj jaguhtre ApA Perfect forms; s is
anomalous

§273. The rest are odds and ends which concern reduplication in
various ways; they are mostly problematic. There are a couple of
apparent perfect active participles with unreduphcated stems, one ob-
viously due to haplology, the other perhaps corrupt.
vtko-vtiah prav:hsvdnsam imahe AV mivasydn vtkt pravtvtktvansam (KS t

pravtvtkdnam) imahe TS MS KS. Cf. Whitney, Grammar § §790,
803a, and on AV 4. 23. 1.

retain vavarjusindm (AV infant avar3°) RV. AV. See Whitney on AV.
7. 50 2.

Once the reduplicated sasrpnahe exchanges with samsr3mahe, the pre-
position sam replacing the reduplicating syllable sa:
agne sasrlmahe (MS. same') girah RV. SV MS. KS.

The remaining cases are not only anomalous but textually dubious:
sam tvd tataksuh (Ls. tataksnuh) Vait LA. K. See §231, end. We

have little confidence in the edited text of LA.
(devir dvara indram samghate) !Adair yamann avardhayan (TB vidvtr

ydman vavardhayan) VS. TB. See §218, end; read probably
avardhayan in TB.

[jajanad (TB prajanad; but Poona ed. correctly 3ajanad) indram indri-
yaya svand (MS. om) MS. TB. TA. S$.]
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CHAPTER IX. VARIATIONS IN GRADE OR QUANTITY OF
STEMS AND ALLIED MATTERS

§274. The matters included in this chapter are more or less homoge-
neous in that they all deal with verbal stems or bases which present, in
alternative readings, both quantitatively fuller and less full forms. We
have found it convenient to subdivide them as follows, without very
much regard for conventional grammatical categories, but so as to bring
together forms which seem to us really to belong together:

1 Strong stems mainly of the 5th and 9th Present classes, substituted
for weak.

2 Strong and weak Aorist stems (not including r- stems).
3 Strong and weak Perfect forms.
4 Interchanges between strong and weak stems in r (ra, ara), and

other variants of r.
5. Interchanges between radical short and long t before y.
6. Other long and short t and u in radical syllables
7. Long and short `intermediate a' (in set roots).
8. Presence or absence of intermediate t
9. Miscellaneous and unclassified strong and weak forms.

1. Strong stems mainly of the 5th and 9th Present classes, substituted for
weak

§275. As compared with the almost complete rigidity of Classical
Sanskrit in regard to the separation of strong and weak stems in non-
thematic presents, the Vedic language shows remarkable fluidity on this
point, see Bloomfield's article `On certain irregular Vedic Subjunctives or
Imperatives', AJP 5 16ff This is particularly the case in the 5th and
9th classes, and it usually manifests itself in encroachment of the strong
stem on the weak. The variants, at least, show no case of the converse
spread of the weak stem at the expense of the strong; whereas they
repeatedly show the normal krnuta or punìht or the like replaced by
krnota or punáht. In one formula, barhi strnihi or 8trntiht, Ape. shows
both forms. Of course the strong forms are to be regarded, at least
morphologically, as secondary, and due to analogical spread from forms
where the strong stem is regular. But it frequently happens that the
chronology of the variants runs counter to this; that is, an older text
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has the `secondary' or analogical form, which is replaced by the regular
form in a later text. Meter sometimes seems to have been concerned
in the choice of the irregular form.

nu: no
krnota (AV. krnuta) dhamam vnanam (AV. °nah) sakhdyah RV. AV.
urvi rodasi varivas (TS. KS. °vah) krnotam (KS. krnutam) TS. MS. KS.

Here KS. is metncally inferior, we may guess that metrical consid-
erations dictated the use of the analogical krnotam.

sunuta a ca dhavatah RV.: sunoty ca dMvata AV. Cf. sunoty a ca
dhdvati RV. The form sunota is well-known in RV.

yunakta Bird vi yugd tanudhvam (AV. TS. MS. KS. tanota) RV. AV. VS.
TS. MS. KS. SB.

ni: nd, and analogous forms
'21Itavedah punihi (MS pundhz)md RV. VS. MS. KS.
pastime punihi (MS. pundits) and VS MS. KS TB. SS.
punihindrdya (SV. VS. punihi°) pdtave RV. SV. VS. Vait.
avian punihi cakyase AV.: mare punihz (MS. pundits) vz vatah RV. VS.

MS. KS.
bark (MS. MS. barhih) serval (TS. MS [text strndtzl] MS. ApS.

[once] strodhz) TS. MS. GB. SB. Vait KS. ApS (quater) MS.
enigma agne abhi tat prndhi (PG punihi; KS tad grain) KS. TB. ApS.

PG. HG.
vzvasvadvdte abhi no groat (TS. groin) TS. MS KS AS.
etam jdndtha (KS. Anita, TB. ,idnitdl) parame vyoman VS. KS. SB. TB.

In one case the root ha, whose present inflection is analogous to that
of the 9th class (cf. Whitney, Grammar 661a), presents a similar varia-
tion:
atra jandma (AV. jahita) ye asann a.evdh (AV. aura, and asan durevdh)

RV. AV. (bis) TA.: atra (SB. atra) jahimo'Siva ye asan VS. SB.

2. Strong and weak Aortal stems (not including r- stems)

§276. Owing to the considerable mix -up between the various aorist
systems, there is sporadic interchange between their stem- grades; a
stem -grade appropriate to one formation is analogically transferred to
another. In some cases there is doubt as to which aorist formation we
are dealing with, and the variation in the form of the stem is itself often
taken as evidence for the fact that different formations are concerned,
it is, indeed, not infrequently the only such evidence available. See
§§2O2 ff. for such examples. But the line between them and the class
now under consideration is by no means always clear. Thus, in the first
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example, it is customary to regard bheh and bhazh as respectively 1st and
4th aonsts, and we have so treated them above, while rok and ruk are
placed in this group as being both, apparently, root- aorists
and bher ma roñ (VSK mo roñ, TS. maro) mo ca nah (TS. mo egdm) lam

candmamat VS. VSK. TS SB : and thaw and run mo ca (KS. mutt
md) nah lam candmamat MS KS.

§277. Similarly in several cases of s- aonsts active, the vrddhi vowel
alternates with the guna (Whitney, Grammar §887a), sometimes one,
sometimes the other form seems original:
abhyarakgid (AS °rdk$id) dsmdkam punar dgamdt (AS ayandt) MS AS.
zgam úrjam anyd vakgat (TB * vdkszt) VS. MS KS. TB. (both) N. See

§167.
pra sakgati pratzmdnam prthivydh AV.: pra sdkgate pratzmandnz bhücri

RV. AV. N.
ud akramid dravznodd va1y area VS. TS. MS. KS. SB.: ud akrdmit

(pratika) ApS.
and (VS. B. add vayam) rdyaspogena vz yaugma VS. MS. SB.: mdham

rd° vz yogam TS. KS. TA. ApS.
shrive skim and vz yaugtam (ApMB yogtam) RV. AV. ApMB.

§278 In two cases the dissyllabic stems grabhai and tarai interchange
with their reduced forms grabhi and sari, see Whitney, Grammar §904b;
Bloomfield, ZDMG 48 574ff
pztur zva ndmdgrabhigam (ApMB. °grabhazgam, PG. ndma 3agrabham)

PG. ApMB HG pztur namevajagrabha RVKh.
mire enam (TB. ApS enam) para §arzt AV TB. ApS. cf. andro vo

'dya pardiarait AV But for this last SPP. with most mss. and
Ppp reads 'tacit, the regular form.

§279 In a similar manner the 1st singular middle forms of the s and
zg aonsts show variation between reduced vowel and guna, in four
variants These forms may also be considered precatives, see Whit-
ney, Grammar § §567a, 568, 923.
sa yathd tvam rucyd roco 'sy evdham pa§ubhiá ca brahmanavarcasena ca

rucz,ya (MS team rucyd rocasa evam aham rucyd roczgiya) AV MS.
The MS. has the regular form, Whitney, Grammar §899b; cf. §907,
where these forms are called precatives.

vdmi to sarirdrrz tritium reto dhegiya (KS. dhzg °) MS. KS.: vz§vasya to
vavdvato vrgnzyavatah meagre vdm'tir anu smart/. fraud retdnaz dhisiya
TS The i -form is regular; Whitney, Grammar §879b, cf. §884.

somasydham devaya3yaya suretd (MS vavariz) reto dhi fya (MA dhegzya)
TS ApS. MS.. somo retodhas tasyaham decay dyayd suretodhd reto
dhigiya KS.
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tad adyu vacah prathamam masiya (N. mansiya) RV. AS. ApS N. The
N. reading is not worthy of trust, tho formally regular enough; the
meter is against it See Roth's note, p. 28 of Erlauterungen.

For aoriste in radical r varying with ra or ar, see below, §281

3 Strong and weak Perfect forms

§280. The root sah `be strong', exhibits interchange between a and
a in the radical syllable twice in the perfect, as well as once in the aorist
(see the item pra saksatt or saksate, etc , under the preceding rubric).
Long d appears in other forms of this root, as is well known (salmis,
sahyama, sadha, sadhva, sadhr, see Whitney's Roots s v) , in some of
these (the last three, at least) `compensatory lengthening' has operated;
possibly the other instances are analogical extensions from such forms
bzbheda valam (AV. AS balam, but SPP valam for AV.) bhrgur na sasdhe

(AV. sasahe) AV SV. AS SS.
yat sasahat (SV sasand, KS.t sasahat) sadane kam cad atrznam RV. SV.

KS.
Otherwise there are only sporadic interchanges:

kri2ram amnia (KS.t ApS anaia) martyah (KS t martah) AV KS. ApS.
Both are in reality variant `strong' forms of the tangled root ai,
ani, nai

nzr3aganvan (TS. °jagnuvan) tamaso 3yotrsagat RV. VS TS MS. KS.
B. Alternative perfect participles, Whitney §805a

swam cagne tanvam (TA tanuvam) piprayasva (AV. pips°) RV AV. TA.
MandnU. Both forms are anomalous, they are classed as perfect
imperatives. Whitney on AV. 6. 110. 1 would read piprayasva,
but we do not see that this is a particularly better form than the
other.

ad id anta adadrhanta parve KS.: yaded anta adadrhanta (TS. adadri-
hanta) parve RV. VS TS. MS. Pluperfects.

4. Interchanges between strong and weak stems in r (ra, ari), and other
variants of r

§281. Here we group a few cases, mostly aoriste (and therefore be-
longing also with No. 2, § §276 ff. above), in which we suspect that the
variation between strong and weak r -forms is more due to phonetic
change or corruption. The three cases of grbh: grabh are part of a
tendency to reduce r + vowel to r; they will be treated along with simi-
lar cases outside the verbal conjugation in the chapter on Sathprasärana
in our section on Phonetics The solitary case of 3agrtdya for the more
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normalgigarstaya is best accounted for as due to the same tendency. In
the sixth example, bhartam: bhrtam, we have root- aorist forms, analo-
gous to ruk rok above ( §276) Somewhat similar to the variation
between r and ra, art, is that between r and rl in two variants presently
to be quoted, viz vayam rdçtre 3cigrydma (ydgrtyama) etc., and dpaprw in
(apaprvdn) etc., §287.
agrbhit VSK : agrabhit VS. AS. SS.
agrbhiyata VS.: agrablapta KS.
udgrdbhenod agrabhit (MS. ajzgrabhat, KS. afigrabham, and ajigrbham)

VS. TS MS. KS B.
1agaritaya (KSA. 3dgrtdya) svdhd TS. KSA.
Arias tvam Arlo 'ham ApS Aritas tvam trito'ham KS. Apparently pples.

from monosyllabic and dissyllabic forms of the same base
bhartam (VS. SB. bhrtam) agnzna purl yam VS. TS. MS KS. SB. Whit-

ney, Grammar §83 la.

5 Interchanges between radical short and long i before y

§282. Before suffixal y, final radical % appears alternatively as i in a
couple of variants:
sarvan patho anima a k,Fiyema (AV. kst °) AV. TB. TA. ApS. The i is

bad metrically as well as formally.
yúpdyocchriyamdnaydnubrúht (MS. °cchrzya °) ApS. MS. But most mss.

of MS. read °chriya °, and as this is (before the ya of the passive) the
grammatically regular form, it should probably be read.

§283. Somewhat similar to these variants, which are really phonetic
in character and will be dealt with in our Phonetics section, are the two
variants showing t or in denominative stems ( §243, 3anzyanti and Jani-
yanto , putrzyantti and putriyantah ); and likewise, from another
standpoint, the variant vayam raftre Jagryama (3dgrzyama) etc., §287,
where influence of the following y may be suspected in the form with
ri for r.

6. Other long and short i and u zn radical syllables

§284. A miscellaneous list, as follows:
mamba (VS. SB. KS. ava) rudram adtmahi (VS. SB. KS. adi °, and so

v. 1. of MS. KS. MS., with MS. p. p.) VS. TS. MS. KS. SB. TB.
KS. ApS. MS. Aorist from da `share' The meter favors i.

prat% ;ma (SV. sma) deva rifatah (SV. r%$ °, and so RV. p. p.) RV. SV.
MS. KS. TB.
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vttno vtaitto vájam sasTvanso (KS. ,/tgivanso, TS. sasrvanso vájam
jigivanso) VS. TS KS SB. Roots p. and jya, 30 Cf. next.

a tah (TA. ajitah; ApMB. and one ms. of HG. Nita) syama taradah
Sawn TA. ApMB. HG. Cf. prec. TA. comm. paraphrases by
ajitah.

mimtñgayatt (SB armies') sarvatah RV. SB. BrhU. The true reading
of BrhU. is that of SB., °tñg° is Boehthngk's emendation.

pra. dstah pra sub (KS saki, M. suya; ApS. suya pra sub) A. SS. K.
ApS. MS. sub looks like a blend of saki and suya.

ma /answer vahatum uhyamanam (ApMB. ah °) AV. ApMB.

7. Long and short `intermediate i'

§285. There are a few cases of unstable quantity in the i which may
be called, broadly speaking, the Sanskrit representative of the schwa -
vowel in the second syllable of dissyllabic (set) roots, we include here
z and i before the s of the aorist, since that originally belonged in this
category. Among the latter, it is noteworthy that we find both in-
stances of 3d singular forms with short t where it should be long, and
plural or dual forms with long i where it should be short. The cases
are very few in number, and probably analogical in both instances.
suborns tami$va (TS. TB. tamzgva, KS t tamnisva) VS. TS. MS. KS. B.

TB.
sa zdam devebhyo havzh (havyam) harmers (TS. TB. omit) sutami tami,4va

(TS. TB. Samoa) VS. VSK. TS. KS. TB : devebhyo havyam gamisfla
MS.

amimadanta pitaro yathabhagam (Kaug. °gam yathalokam) avrsayigata
(AS. avretyyisata; SS. avivr$ata) VS. VSK. B. AS. SS. Kaug. SMB.
GG. KhG. See § §201, 243.

Cato no mttravarun, $v avigtam TB : terra no mztrávarundv (MS O ) avigam
RV. MS. avigtam doubtless analogous to card.

ma &cigar dhvanayid (TS. °yid, KSA. °yed, MS dhanayid) dhamagandhih
RV. VS. TS MS. KSA See §174; Whitney, Grammar §1048; and
cf. indro vájam ajayzt, TS. 1.7.8. 1, TB.

8. Presence or absence of 'Intermediate i'

§286. The principal group under this head consists of aorist forms in
-re- or -, from roots in r. Only the first two variants concern a root
(car) which regularly forms both 8 and q aoriste; on these see §206.
Otherwise the variants are apparently rather phonetic than morphologi-
cal in character; they concern svarabhaktz, on which cf. Wackernagel
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1. § §49 -53; they will be dealt with in our chapter on Insertion and
Expulsion of Vowels, in the section of this work on Phonetics They
are of two sorts Some concern roots which form aorists of the simple s
type (Whitney's 4th aorist), in which an z is alternately inserted before
the s The others concern roots of the se type (Whitney's 5th aorist),
from which the 21s sometimes dropped by a kind of 'hyper-Sanskritism',
the pronunciation -re- seems to have been sometimes felt as dialectic
and vulgar, and is occasionally `restored' to -re- by late texts in forms
where -rig- is the only historically correct form, as in the Kaut reading
tared for tdrzgat, below. There are thus three divisions of these varia-
tions between -re- and -rip:

(a) From roots which form aorists in both s and as
agne vratapate vratam acäream (MS and MS v.1 akdrsam) VS TS. MS.

KS t B. SS Ape MS. HG
vratänäm vratapate (Kaut °patayo) vratam name= (MS akdrgam) MS

TA. Kaut
(b) From roots regularly forming only s aonst:

dakgam to bhadram äbhärgam RV . dakgam to ugram äbhäri am AV.
Most mss of AV. agree on äbadream, tho the comm reads dbadr-
?am, which the meter supports No q sonst of bhr is recorded.

dateh puirdn, dm adder akdrsam (MS akdrgam) AV. MS The verse is
otherwise Joann, so that probably akdrgam is to be read in AV. with
many mss and SPP., Ppp , however, has akdrsam, and if akdrgam
is the true reading it is a matter of phonetics rather than morphol-
ogy, no 5th aorist from kr is recorded

yad rdtrsyd (MahánU. and v.1 of TA. °tryd) papam akdrsam (TA v. 1.
akdrsam, not recorded in Poona ed) TA. MahánU. Cf. prec.
The meter supports the regular form akdrsam.

tan nah paread (MS. parisad) atx dvgah TS MS KS TB. (Read
paread twice in MS., in 2 7 12e von Schroeder reads paread
against all his samhitd mss. Ace. to his note 1. c. KapS. also has
paread) The form parisad is metrically inferior and formally
unprecedented (RV. has pdreat).

(c) From roots regularly forming only te aonst.
pra na (SV. MS. PB. na) dyn$i target (Kaut. tdrfat) RV. AV. SV. VS.

VSK. TS. MS. KS. PB. TB. TA. All Ape. Kau§. N. The iso-
lated form of Kaut. (all mss.) can only be an ignorant attempt to
`correct' the supposedly dialectic pronunciation with z. This is
shown not only by the meter, but by the fact that a 4th aonst from
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the dissyllabic root tr is monstrous and unheard of. Cf Wacker -
nagel, 1. §53e end

achettd to (TB ApS *vo) ma rimam (KS. Nat, MS mdrfam) TS. MS.
KS. TB ApS MS. In MS. also mdr §am should be read, with all
Knauer's mss. But the form is monstrous. Strictly speaking it is
a 2d (thematic) aorist, from the root rig, the s as well as the z being
radical But it belongs here as being an instance of hyper- Sanskritic
pronunciation or rf for rig.

§287. There remain only a few cases, more or less dubious in character,
which present the aspect of alternative loss or insertion of an 'inter-
mediate z' in other cases than when preceded by r and followed by f
puru tva dahvan (SV. &Moan) voce RV. SV N. Cf. Whitney, Grammar

§803a. Means is frequently trisyllabie in RV ; Grassmann and
Oldenberg assume that the y is vocalic. The SV. here presents a
secondary attempt to improve the meter.

apaprzvdn (MS. °prvan, but p. p. °przvdn) rodasi antarzham RV VS.
TS. MS KS. SB These may be regarded as from by -forms of the
same root, dpaprsvdn is connected with prd, while the dubious nonce -
form of MS , if correct, harks back to pr, which has no perfect active.
The variation, if real, resembles the cases of Sathprasàrana men-
tioned §281.

vayam rditre idgrydma (KS MS °md; TS. and p. p. of MS jagrzydma)
purohttah VS. VSK. TS. MS KS The regular form of the opt of
Our is lagrydma. This recalls not only the Samprasdrana van -
ants, like the preceding item, but also (since the following sound
y may be suspected of being concerned in the insertion of the vowel
z) the variants mentioned under 5, § §282f.

[utkransyate (KSA. utkramz. gate) svdha TS. KSA. So Cone , but the
sole ms. of KSA reads utkrdmyate, which von Schroeder properly
emends to utkransyate ]

9 Miscellaneous and unclassified strong and weak forms

§288 Three cases which fall in nowhere else
madhva yalñam nakfatz (VS. TS. nak$ase) prindnah (AV. prat °) AV. VS.

TS. MS. KS. Ppp. has prindnah with the rest.
agne yat to tejas Lena tam atejasam krnu (KS. tam prati tityagdhi; MS.

ApS. tam prati titigdht) . AV. MS KS. ApS. The strange
tztyagdhz of KS 6.9 (p. 59,1 20) is supported by the present pratt-
iyaktz, KS. 7. 6 (p. 68,1 11). It is an adventurous formation, on
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the pattern, say, of vcdh. vyadh; possibly, however, a thought of

the root tyaj may have helped to form it.

ajljapata (TS. TB of jtpata) vanaspatayah TS MS. KS. TB. M8. Re.
duplicated (causative) aorists from the root ji `conquer', both, but

especially a ijapala, are highly anomalous.

Cf. also the variant causative stems listed §242, and denominatives,

§243.
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CHAPTER X. PERSON AND NUMBER

Introductory remarks

§289 The very numerous variations in person and number of verb
forms are superficially quite different in character from the other verbal
variants Yet fundamentally they resemble them more than appears
at first sight Like the rest, broadly speaking, they mark and illustrate
temperamental fluidity, or shifts in psychological attitude. Thus, to
begin with, an activity to be performed or a result to be obtained by the
ritual action of a pnest or sacrificer may be expressed by a verb in either
first, second, or third person, and either singular or plural number.
For many variants alternatively conceive the result accomplished, or
the action performed, either by the priest or sacrificer (wno may b.
identified with the speaker, the verb being in the first person, or addressed
in the second person as being an associate of the speaker), or by some
natural or supernatural potency, agency, or implement, in which power
resides or is figuratively spoken of as residing, and which may be ad-
dressed in the second person or spoken of in the third. For instance, as
the priest cleans various sacrificial implements, he says, addressing the
implement: 'do not wipe off (from me) speech or cattle!', vacant paáun
and mr mdr ih MS M8 But other texts, in precisely similar contexts,
say `may it not wipe off', or 'may I not (by this action) wipe off', etc :
rapid varnam and narmrksat Mg steam prdnam and mr mrksam TS.:
rupam varnam patinas/ ma narmrksam Ap8 The real meaning is
essentially identical in all. A very considerable proportion of the varia-
tions between first person verbs, on the one hand, and second or third
(or both) on the other, belong to this category in which the matter is
credited now to the medicine -man or priest himself, now to an agency or
potency, whether human, divine, or merely instrumental, which is
associated with him and thru which he operates See § §302, 304, 312.

§290. As between first and second person, another important group
contains variations in which the subject of the verb is really the same in
either case, namely the priest or priests and his or their associates, who
may be spoken of indifferently in the first or second person. See §307.
Thus, in entraps (satyaya) havyam ghrtava3 3uhota ( °vad vadheema), `to
Mitra (the true one) offer ye (let us offer) oblation with ghee', it makes
not the slightest real difference whether the persons who are to offer

193
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oblation are rolled 'we' or `ye', both forms of the pads occur in precisely
the same stanza Moreover, either or both of the verbs may in such
cases be either singular or plural: 'I' or 'we', `thou' or 'ye.' Indeed,
nearly all variations between first person singular and first person plural
are cases of precisely this sort, see the long list in §345, of which the fol-
lowing may serve as an example yad dhastàbhyàm cakara (AV cakara)
kzlbz$dnz AV MS. TB. TA , 'if I (we) have committed sins with the two
hands' In such cases it is often impossible to say whether the plural
expression really thinks of a group of individuals of whom the speaker
is one, or whether it is 'editorial', referring really to none but the speaker
himself. In many cases, undoubtedly, the latter is true; nor is it at
all necessary to suppose then that either `majesty' or 'modesty' is im-
plied in the plural form, altho such may occasionally be the case See
§344 for a few instances where first plural verbs are certainly used re-
ferring to the single speaker alone, e g tatam 3ivema (PG. ca fivdmz)
§aradah puracih PG MG , which is spoken by the graduate brahman-
pupil- `may we (which means 'I', as in PG.) live a hundred numerous
autumns ' Even MG has first singular verbs in the rest of the stanza
where this páda occurs For a few similar cases of second person singu-
lar and plural, referring to associates of the priestly speaker, see §347,
and for mixed cases (first singular and second plural, or vice versa) see
§307, end, e g tasmd tndràya sutam d juhota (juhoms), `to him, Indra,
offer ye (I offer) the pressed drink'

§291. Another class of variations, involving both person and number,
consists of generalizing statements, in which the subject is really in-
definite, 'people' in general, `one' (French on, German man) Such
expressions are usually third person, most commonly plural, but
sometimes also singular, as in brahma3àyeyam ztz (AV. °jayetz) ced
avocan (AV. °cat) RV AV., 'if they (indefinite) have (one has) said,
she is a brahman's wife!' Sec §359 for others of this type. Such
generalizing third persons also vary with 1st or 2d person forms, which
are sometimes definite (as are some of the third person singulars which
vary with indefinite third plurals), but sometimes also indefinite. Thus
we have a 1st plural indefinite varying with a 3d plural, also indefinite,
in: yatha kalam yatha áapham yatha /Tam samnayàmast (AV. yatharnam
samnayantt), end dwvapnyam sarvam dptye (AV. aprtye, or dvt$ate)
samnayàmasz RV. AV. (bis), 'as we (= people in general, or, they) load
up a debt, so all the bad - dreaming we load up on (Trita) Aptya (or,
the enemy).' And even a singular form, 1st person as well as third, may
be used in this indefinite sense: tam tvà bhaga sarva zj /chest= (RV. VS.
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°tz) RV AV. VS TB. ApMB 'nn thee, Bhaga, every one calls lustily',
or, 'on thee, Bhaga, do every I call' Whitney on AV. 3 16 5 renders
mechanically 'do I call, entire', but obviously it can only mean `do I
and every one like me call', or the like, the surrounding padas have
1st person verbs, and have influenced this The TB. comm glosses
johavzmz by dhvayatz, which is by no means as foolish as it might seem
at first sight, indeed, it may be called rather exceptionally acute. On
the other hand it is commoner for definite 1st or 2d person forms to
exchange with indefinite 3d persons, whether singular or (more often)
plural, as in vacancy ñsd (SV tumor) sthavzrdya takpm (SV taksuh)
RV SV , `I (they = people in general) have fashioned songs for the
mighty (Indra) before his face (for this mighty one) ' Or, 2d person
yenendraya camabharah (MS KS. °ran) paydnsz AV TS MS KS , `by
which thou (= Agni) didst (or, they, indefinite, did) collect milk for
Indra' See §§314, 360

§292 Among the variations concerning Person, interchanges between
1st and 2d person are relatively rare, those between 1st and 3d are
somewhat commoner, but by far the most numerous are those between
2d and 3d. The great majority of these last do not present any very
startling features. Most commonly they simply concern shifts from
direct address to a person or thing to indirect reference, in contexts
where both are equally suitable. See § §327 ff Not infrequently an
entire stanza, containing several clauses, and several verb - forms, is
remodelled in this way, so that we have a series of 2d person verbs vary-
mg with a series of 3d persons, as in

nano -nano bhavati (AV JUB °sz) jdyamdnah, ahndm ketur u$asdm
ety (AV.t efy) agram (TS agre), bhagam devebhyo vzdadhdty (AV. °sy)
cyan, pra candramds tirate (TS °tz; AV t 'eras tirase) dirgham dyuh RV
AV. TS MS KS. N ; first páda also TB AS HG. BDh. JUB VHDh.,
'Ever new he becomes (thou becomest) born, as banner of the days he
goes (thou goest) at the head of the dawns, arriving he shares (thou
sharest) out fortune to the gods, the moon lengthens (thou, O moon,
lengthenest) out long life '

§293. It will be noted that, consistently with the verbs, the subject
here shifts from nominative to vocative when 2d person replaces 3d,
and that the change is made with all verbs in the stanza. In the ma-
jonty of cases the syntax is thus consistent in both 2d and 3d person
passages. There remain, however, a good many passages where the
change results in more or less inconsistency Not seldom we find a
third person verb with vocative subject This occurs three times in
the same stanza in the PG. version of the following
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yena str ?yam (PG § rayana) akrnutam (PG °tam, 88 serval, akurniar),
yevApámriatam (PG. °vamrSatdm) surdm, yendksan (g8 °ksdm, PG
°k$yav) abhyasañcatam (PG °tam), yad yam tad skins yatah SS PG SMB.
Here the direct address to the A§vins (note the 2d person pronoun vain,
showing that akvina can only be vocative) in the fourth páda makes the
3d person verbs unconstruable by strict syntax Naturally there is a
temptation to emend in such cases But the thrice repeated 3d person
forms of PG seem to prove that such a temptation should not be yielded
to lightly Stenzler quite properly keeps the 3d persons in his text of
PG , altho he translates them as if they were 2d persons. The comm
supplies bhavantau as subject Harsh as the construction seems to us,
it was clearly the reading intended, and it is supported by many similar
cases, listed §332. In the same pages we find also cases of the converse
condition, namely, 2d person verbs with nominative subjects, as in

to enam pravtdvdnsau &apayatam MS : täv imam pa§um srapayatdm
pravadvdnsau TB
Here only the TB is syntactically consistent; not only the pronoun and
adjective referring to the subject in this pads, but the noun subjects of
hrapayatam in the preceding, are nominative in MS

§294 A milder form of inconsistency is found in the long list of
passages found §333ff , where we find no internal inconsistency of the
type just mentioned, as between subject and verb within the same clause,
but rather a shift from direct address to third- person reference (or vice
versa) in parallel and adjoining passages This produces an effect of
more or less harshness It is not always, to our feeling, so intolerable
as it seems in the SV reading of the following

yat Ouch sdnum druhat (SV. stint/ druhah) RV. SV.
This is followed by the páda Char y =pasta kartvam `When he (Indra)
mounted from peak to peak and beheld much labor' The SV appears
to say, 'When thou (Indra) didst mount from peak to peak and he
(Indra) beheld much labor', unless, indeed, we may suppose that SV.
understands druhah as an anomalous verbal noun or adjective, depend-
ing on the subject of aspasta ('when, mounting etc , he beheld etc.').
But the occurrence of very many other cases where the parallelism is
broken almost or quite as harshly justifies us in supposing that the shift
in person was not too much for SV. to tolerate.

§295 Attention may be called here to a curious detail which crops
out among the variants between 2d and 3d person. When the SV.
repeats a RV. mantra containing a verb of which the subject is Soma, it
shows a marked tendency to replace a third- person indirect reference
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by a second - person direct address to Soma For example, tins occurs in
each of the four pádas of the following stanza, the subject being appro-
priately made vocative instead of the nominative of the RV.:

agre szndhúncim pavamcino argots (SV °es), agre vaco agriyo goon ga-
chats (SV °sz), agre vdjasya bha3ate manddhanam (SV °se mahad dhan-
am), svdyudhah sotrbhzh pi yate vrsd (SV °bhih soma sdyase) RV SV.
And so in practically every case found among the Variants as between
RV and SV in which the subject of the verb is Soma In seven other
cases besides the stanza just quoted the accompanying text is syntacti-
cally consistent in both cases, these are listed §328 But in another half -
dozen cases, listed §334, the second - person forms of SV are more or
less inconsistent with the context, which presents parallel third- person
verbs even in SV The reverse change of 2d to 3d person in verbs of
which Soma is the subject is extremely rare in SV , and due to special
reasons, see §335

§296. Among the variants concerning number, perhaps the most
interesting are those in which a verb with singular subject is made dual
or plural by a simple process of multiplication of the subject, or by in-
clusion within the subject of another entity or entities, or vice versa in
either case. The instances of the first type are grouped in §348 ff. They
call for no comment, the following will serve as an example.

§undhantdin lokdh pzip,sadandh VS MS IiS B. M8 §undhatdm
lokah pztr$adanah TS ApS , 'let the worlds (or, world) where the fathers
sit be purified '

For the second type see § §353 ff , the cases are somewhat less numer-
ous, but still common enough, for example:

dsidantu (SV dsidatu) barhzsz mitro (TB adds varuno) aryamd RV.
SV VS TB
Followed by prataryavano adhvaram The real subject in RV. is the
gods in general, mitro aryamd are merely examples, Sáyana, yo mitro
devo ya§ caryamd ye cane pratarydvdnah devdh etc The plural is
here the original form, and the alteration is a case of subtraction or
division rather than addition or multiplication of the subject Both SV.
and TB were troubled by the seeming disagreement between verb and
subject (two gods, plural verb), and each tried to better the construc-
tion, SV by making the verb singular, agreeing with the nearer sub-
ject, mitro; and TB. by inserting varuno and thus providing three sub-
jects instead of two for the plural verb, in defiance of the meter.

§297. Of great interest, tho of equally great rarity, are the cases
( §358) in which a grammatically plural or dual subject (either a plurale
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tantum, or more than one uuun felt as constituting a single unit) is alter-
natively construed with a singular verb, because the subject is thought
of collectively as a unit

drupaddd ava muficatdnt (TB °tu, so read with Poona ed ) AV TB
The subject is found m the preceding pida, bhütam and tasmúd bhavyam
ca, 'May what has been and what is to be free me from that as from a
post' It would me mechanical and false to explain the singular verb of
TB as agreeing with the nearer subject bhavyam, as under the type men-
tioned last. Rather, the two subjects are felt in TB as forming a
single unitary concept

§298. There remain, finally, a rather considerable number of shifts in
either person or number, or both, which are due to real syntactic recon-
structions of the passage involving change of subject Either the
mantra may be applied in a different connexion, with a different sub-
ject for the verb, or the context may remain the same, but owing to an
internal reconstruction the subject may be different and may require a
different person or number. The following examples may serve to
illustrate these two types, as between second and third person, and be-
tween the various numbers, they are hardly capable of further subdivi-
sion, and will be found grouped in §§338-41,361-71 Most of the vari-
ants between first and second person, and between first and third, natur-
ally involve change of subject, in so far as they include recognizable
groupings, attention has already been called to them.

§299. First, cases in which the formula appears in different contexts
The first example is a Oda occurring in the RV itself in no less than
four different stanzas, three of which are repeated in other texts, in
three of the four the verb is second person, the varying subject being
directly addressed in each, while in the fourth the subject is referred to
indirectly and the verb is therefore third person The anomalous form
(Null u) of this last version shows that it is a secondary adaptation of one
of the others

asmdkam edhy mad rathdndm (AV tanündm) RV. AV. SV. VS TS.
MS KS.. asmdkam bodhy av° ra° RV as° bodhy av° tanündm RV MS
TB. TA. MahinU.: as° bhazty av° ta° RV. AV. TA ; 'be thou (let him be)
aider of our chariots (our persons)"

Or, a case in which all three numbers, as well as second and third
persons, appear, each form being appropriate to its special context:

sunoty a ca dhdvata RV., 'he presses and adds water', sunuta d ca
dhdvatah RV , 'they two press and add water', sunoty ca dhdvata AV.
'press ye (plural) and add water!'
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§300 Secondly, cases in which the context is essentially the same,
but an internal reconstruction furnishes the verb with a different sub-
ject, requiring different person or number or both

ahar no atyapiparat MahànU SAIB , 'the day has brought us across':
ahar matyapiparah AV , 'thou (O sun) hast brought me across the day'

pibat somam mamadad (AS SS somam amadann) enam tote (AS SS.
t$tayah) AV. AS SS , 'let hun drink the soma, let it exhilarate him at
the sacrifice (or, the sacrifices exhilarated him).'

ghrtena dyavaprthivi a prnetham (MS MS pria, LS pranatham) TS.
MS KS. LS ApS MS. '0 heaven and earth, be filled (gratified) with
ghee', or, 'fill (0 post) heaven and earth with ghee '

niskam iva prati muiicata ( °tam) AV. (both) 'Fasten ye on (another)
like a necklace', or 'let hun fasten on himself like a necklace' Here,
and not infrequently, a change of voice goes with the change of person
and number, see §30 Somewhat similarly, but without a change of
voice, the verb is used in a different meaning in the following:

indram samatsu bhtisata SV.. indrah samatsu bhtifatu RV. AV. Pre-
ceded by. a no vi. vasu havyah (SV. °yam) `Let Indra associate himself
with us (SV., praise ye Indra), (Indra) who is to be invoked (of us) in
every conflict'

§301. After these preliminary remarks, we now proceed to list the
variants concerning Person and Number As usual thruout this work,
we have followed the lines of practical convenience in classifying them,
without being too much bound by formal and external schemes Thus,
in the case of the Person variants, we have found it practicable to divide
them first into the four natural groups of those which show (1) all three
persons, (2) first and second persons, (3) first and third, and (4) second
and third Cross - references from one group to another will enable the
reader to bring together such subdivisions of each group as belong
together But as regards the Number variants, such a primary division
has seemed to us inadvisable, and our first division has been psychologi-
cal rather than formal We begin with variations between first and
second persons singular and plural as referring to the priests and their
associates Next come cases in which the same subject appears as
singular, dual, or plural, with accompanying change in number of the
verb; and, following this, those in which a more inclusive subject varies
with a less inclusive one ( §296). After this we place the very few varia-
tions in which a singular verb goes with a subject felt as collective, tho
formally dual or plural, and next the cases of generalizing plural and
singular. Then come the variations in number due to change of subject
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within the same context, then those due to change of subject involved
in a change of context, and finally a few cases which seem to involve
errors and corruptions with which little or nothing can be done Within
each of these groups, however, we have separated the variants which
occur into the natural formal subdivisions of singular and plural, dual
and each of the other numbers, and variations of all three numbers
Occasionally, and in so far as it seems desirable, we have also recognized
accompanying changes of person in our subdivisions

A VARIANTS CONCERNING PERSON

1 Val ¿ants between all three Persons

§302. (a) Most of these are of the sort mentioned in §289 above
Namely, they concern cases in which a result is conceived as accom-
plished either by the priest or sacrificer (first person), or alternatively by
some god, potency, agency, or implement, in which magic power resides
or is figuratively spoken of as residing, and which is either addressed (in
second person), or merely referred to (in third person) The consider-
able number of such variants, swelled by a still larger number in which
only first and second persons appear ( §304), or only first and third
( §312), illustrates very interestingly this aspect of Vedic sacrificial
psychology Thus
tvepam vaco apavadhit (TS TB °dhim, MS. °dhlh) VS TS MS. KS

SB TB. Preceded in all by ya to agne 'y0sayd ('yahsaya)
tanzir `That form of thine, 0 Agni has driven away harsh
words'; or, ' (by it) I have driven away' or `thou hast driven away'
etc Also ugram vaco etc , see Cone

Here the real agency is the same in either case, the practitioner oper-
ates thru an implement or a force which he controls, and it makes no
difference whether the activity is attributed to the one or the other
Similarly.
vdcam pagan and nzr mi¿rgih MS Me . vdcam prdnam and nzr mÑam

TS rúpád varnam má nirmrl, cat MS rúpam varnan¿ pasiZndm ma
nzrmrksam Apa. And other similar formulas in the same context.

[tam and hzranyavarcasam (RVKh Iena mdm súryatvacam)] karotu
(RVKh. akaram) panto priyam (ApMB. púru¢u priyam kuru)
ApMB. HG. RVKh `(0 name,) make me here of golden luster,
beloved among the Piürusl' or, `let it (the name) make me' etc., or,
`by it (the name) I have made myself sun - colored' etc.

evam garbham dadhdmz (ApMB. `lu) to SB. BrhU. SG ApMB. HG.:
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and (in different but related context) evam tarn (ApMB team) gar-
bham ddhehz (ApMB ddhatsva) RVKh ApMB MG , evd dadhdms to
garbham AV. `Thus I fix (let hun fix) the germ for thee', or, `fix
thou this germ ' In the second version of ApMB , but only there,
the woman is addressed. `Receive thou the germs' Note the
middle voice, and see §30 In all the others the subject is either
the practitioner (1st person) or some divine or magical potency
(addressed in RVKh MG , referred to in 3d person in the first
version of ApMB.)

and devdndm mzthuyd karma (TS mzthuyd kar, MS yúyupdma, AS.
momuhad, AVPpp yayavad, for mi° karma) badgam (AVPpp TS.
MS AS badgadheyam) AV AVPpp. TS MS. TB. AS. So to be
read, see Whitney on AV 4 39.9 `May we (he, mayst thou) not
cheat the share of the gods' or the like TS kar is 2d person, with
subject Agm who is addressed in the preceding páda Agm is also
the subject of the 3d person forms of AVPpp AS , which have 3d
person references to him in the preceding páda.

pars nah phi (also pdtu, and part and pain) vt §vatah AV. (all). part tva
pals sarvatah RVKh. `Protect us (me, let him protect us; I pro-
tect thee) on all sides' In several different contexts

brahma tena punzhs nah (LS ma; KS VS pundtu ma, MS TB puni-
mahe) RV VS MS KS TB. LS dam brahma punimahe TB .
`The charm (0 Agni, that is in thy light), by that purify us (me;
may we be purified) ' The first person is here due to shift to middle
(passive) value, see §30 The subject of the 3d person in VS KS
can only be Agni, tho the vocative remains in these texts, VS comm.
bhavdn pundtu Cf §332

§303 (b) The rest are of different sorts, and can hardly be classified
except as vzkdras of one another adapted to different situations, the
real, as well as the grammatical, subject is generally different, and to a
large extent the formulas are used in different contexts At most two
of the three persons may refer to the same subject, as m the 1st and 2d
person forms of the following, where the same individual speaks in one
form of the variant and is addressed in the other (cf. §308):
tatam fivantu (AV.* °tah, TB.* ApS.* MG. Puma, AV.* SMB. PG.*

ApMB.* HG. ca flea, PG * ca Prams) taradah purdah (suvarcdh)
RV. AV. VS. SB. TB. TA. Ape. SMB. PG. ApMB. HG. MG.
Somewhat complicated are the variations of this oft - repeated páda,
occurring in several texts more than once. It occurs in three
stanzas, at least, which may be considered quite distinct from one
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another In one all texts lead jivantu and purdah except AV.
which has the correlative participle jivantah. A second, reading
jivema and punka, is found only in TB ApS The remaining
occurrences seem all to concern variant forms of what is essentially
the same stanza, sometimes two forms of it occurring in juxtapose
tion m the same text (as in ApMB. 2 2 7 and 8) It is used vari-
ously; at the marriage ceremony, at the upanayana, at the cere-
mony marking the close of studentship, and the verb is always 2d
person (addressed to the bride or to the brahmacarzn) except in PG
2. 6 20 and MG 1 9. 27, where it is put into the mouth of the
brahmacarzn; see §308

aflame ndka aha mddayantdm (M$ °yadhvam) TS. TB ApS. M8
ndkasya prsthe sam zsd madema AV. Same context In all but
AV. the subject is devdh in the preceding (voc in MS , nom in
TS TB Ape , see §329) In AV it is replaced by devath, the
subject being `we': `let (the gods) revel (0 gods, revel ye) here in
the highest heaven', or `may we revel together (with the gods)
with food on the back of heaven.'

Damn Spur vy aiming RV TS MS TB Kau§ airiness (AV °vam)
AV. VS MS KS. TB a. nutah RV a §nutam (AV * °Ides)
RV. AV ApMB In several different contexts, which account
fully for the variations of both person and number.

suprajdh prajayd bhúydsam (ApMB * Mayas) VSK TS ApS` HG
ApMB : suprajdh pi ajabht(h) swim (VS SB also sydma) . VS
VSK SB AS 88 ' suposah posaas suprajdh prajayd syam JB
suposah posazh sydt MS KS TB MS In several different
contexts

yad vo '§uddhdh (VSK. °ah) para jaghnur (VSK. jaghdnastad) edam vas
tac chundhamt VS. VSK SB yad a.uddhah pardjaghdna tad va
etena tundhantdm KS : yad vo 'buddha alebhe tail §undhadhvam MS
See §30

mstrasya ma caksusd sarvdna bhvtanz sanak$antdm, matrasyaham cak-
susa =mass, mztrasya caksusd samtk$amahe VS (all, in same
passage; the subject of samtksamahe is reciprocal and includes sar-
wins bhtatana) mztrasya vai cak$u$d samik$dmahe, and samak$adh-
vam MS. (in same passage). And others, see Cone under matrasya
va. , mztrasya tvd.

tena tvayu$ayu$mantam karma TS. PG. ApMB : tasydyam (and, te$dm
ayam) ayu$ayusmdn astv asau KS tendyu$ayugmdn edhz MS
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2. Variants between First and Second Person

§304. (a) We find under this head, first, a considerable group of the
type described above in § §289, 302, in which the action or result is
conceived as brought about sometimes by the priest or sacrificer (first
person), sometimes by a divine or natural or supernatural agency or
implement, which is addressed in the second person Thus:
rtenäsya navartaye (MS. °ya), satyena parzvartaye (MS °ya) TB ApS.

M. `By his divine order do I (thou, addressing the razor) return,
by his truth do I (thou) move about.' Spoken in the shaving cer-
emony, while wielding the razor.

The potency addrest or referred to is not always clearly indicated;
we have seen this illustrated in some of the similar variants of all three
persons, and shall find the same in not a few of the following ones, as
for instance in this.
(pari ) mahe ksatrdya (also: trotrdya) dhattana AV.. (part .) mahe

ra träya (also: hrotraya) dadhmast HG. 'Wrap ye (we wrap) [him]
unto great kingship' or the like In AV. apparently addrest to
undefined gods

vz mzmá,,sva payasvatzm ghrtacam AV vz mime tvd payasvatim devánäm
TB. ApS. 'Measure thou (Rohita seems to be addrest) the milk -
rich, ghee -full (cow)', or 'I measure thee out, the milk -rich (cow) of the
gods.'

payo dtvy antarikp payo dhah (TS dhdm) VS. TS MS KS. 'Milk do
thou place (sc. for me, acc to VS comm. Agni is addrest) in the
sky, in the air', or, 'may I place' etc.

ava devair devakrtam eno 'yaksi (TS KS. TB 'ydt) VS. TS KS. SB.
TB : 'passions VS SB LS ava no devair devakrtam eno yokes
MS. 'I have (thou [0 bath] hast) removed by sacrifice the god -
wrought sin by the gods ' Similarly (but in different context) .
ava devdndm yaps hedo agne (KS yaje Mayans, M. yaje hedydni)
AV. KS. MS ava eleven yaje hedydn TB ApS : agne devänäm ava
heda tyak$va (KS ik$va) KS ApS 'remove thou (I remove) by
sacrifice the anger of the gods, 0 Agni', or the like

vdcam to and hiitsz am KS.: vdcam asya and Jonah MS. And so with
cak?uuh, cariträn, &otram, and others. At the slaughtering of an
animal: 'may I not harm thy voice etc.', or 'harm not his voice
etc.', addressing the animal, or the instrument of slaughter.

garbadn (sc. prtmimi) Vait : garbadn praryihi ApS. 'I gratify (, or,
gratify thou addrest to the spoon or the remnants eaten from it)
the embryos'
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ava badhe prtanyatah (ApS °td) MS ApS ava bddhasva prtandyatah
PG.

ydh pakanam rsabhe micas tdh súryo agi e ukro agre tdh prahinomi (ApS.
°hinvo) MS ApS `These I send forth', or `these send thou
forth' (addressed to the sun? see Caland on ApS 10 12 4)

apdrarum adevaya3anam prthivyd devaya3and (ApS. adevaymano) ,yaks
KS ApS apdrarum prthivyai devayajandd badhydsam VS SB
`Drive away (I would drive away) Araru' etc

kucim te (SV. ca) varnam adha Boor didharam (SV. dharaya) RV SV.
In SV addressed to Soma, who is addressed in the preceding in
RV also

sarvam tam bhasmasd (TS SB masmasd) kuru VS. TS SB . sarvdns kin
masmasd (MS t mrsmrsd) kuru MS KS t TA sarvdn na masmasd-
karam AV. `Every one I have smashed (smash thou)', or the like

manasaspata imam deva ya,iñam (KS devayalnam svdhd vacs) svdhd
mate dhah VS KS SB . manasaspata imam no diva devenu ya3ñam,
svdhd diva svdhd prthivydm svdhantarikse svand vate dham svdhd AV
manasaspata imam no deva devenu ya ffiam sedha vacs svand vate
dhah TS . manasaspate sudhdty imam ya3ñam dim devenu vate dhah
svdhd MS The AV version is harsher, the voc manasaspate re-
quires a 2d person verb, which has to be supplied in AV

stotdram id didhiseya (SV dadhtse) radavaso RV SV. Similar to prec.,
here SV. has a lectio facihor.

With change of number as well as person:
pra tua (KS ma) muñcamt (RV * pra no muñcatam) varunasya pakat RV.

(both) AV. AS KS AG ApMB Dual addressed to Soma -Rudra
tam (TS. KS add vah) supratam subhrtam akarma (KS abadrsam, VS

°tam btbhrta) VS. TS. KS 'This (embryo) we (I) have made
pleasant, well maintained for you', or 'maintain ye' etc.

nth kravyadam nuddmasz (MS nudasva) AV MS nis ki avyadam sedha
VS. TS KS. SB TB. ApS. In AV , 'we drive out the flesh - eating
(fire)', in YV addressed to Agni Different contexts

bharatam uddharem anusiñca (MS uddharema vanusantt? doubtful text)
TB. ApS. M. Addressed to the cake (purodaka) at the darkapúr-
>Amaas. TB comm. understands uddhara im (= imam), and
Caland on ApS follows hun; bharatam means the ya3amdna accord-
ing to comm., according to Caland possibly Agni. Both variants
are doubtful.

taya ma samsr3dmasi HG ApMB. taya main indra sain aras RVKh.
With it (laksmi) we unite me', or `with it unite me, 0 Indra.'
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Whir a varlayd punch TS ApMB . tahhya Pna nr oar(aya RV.t. tábhyas
trd vartaydmasz KS. `By (from) them bring them (we bring thee)
back.'

§305. Sometimes the change between first and second person accom-
panies, and is conditioned by, a change between active and middle or
passive voice, or between causative and primary verb -forms These
will be found easily from the lists recorded above in § §30, 83ff , 238f.;
it is hardly necessary to repeat them here; as examples we may quote:
agne daksazh punihz nah (TB ma, MS. puninzahe) RV. MS TB. `0

Agni, purify us (me; may be become pure) by thy power,'
sainu va (AS S ApS °inks) Mina stha td tootle (AS imam amen) samjiva-

yata MS AS ApS.: ea njTva stha samjivydsanz AV 'Ye are enliven -
mg (by name), do ye make this man live', or `may I live'.

§306. In some other cases we find essentially the same psychology,
but with a slightly different turn in formal expression; as when a phrase
of MS.,

bhüyanso bhúydsta ye no bhúyaso 'karts, `be ye more, who have made
us more',
is (as it were) glossed by the variant of Knut ,

bhücydnso badydsma ye ca no bhi yasah karate, `may we be more, and
likewise ye who have made us more' (Also the same texts with an-
nddd bhziydsta etc )
The real point is, `may we be more!' in both cases alike, but this is
definitely stated in only one form of the variant, while m the other
(MS.) the desired result is nominally wished upon the agency used.
Cf. with 1st and 3d persons, §313 below Similarly m the next subject
and indirect object exchange places, without real difference of meaning:
triny dyúnsz te 'karam (JUB Op me'krnoh) AV JUB. Addressed to an

amulet `Three lives have I made for thee', or ' hast thou
made for me', the last is, of course, the real intention even in AV

ddztya natant druksah (SMB droksam) AV. SMB : imam su ndvam
druham TS KS ApS szirya ndvam druksah AV sundvam dru-
heyam VS `0 Sun, I have mounted (may I mount, mount thou)
fairly upon a ship', or the like.

The isolated AV. reading (even Ppp. has 1st person forms both times)
is curious, and can hardly mean anything fundamentally different from
the others, it is explained by the other variants in this section. The
comm. on AV. optionally allows the 2d person to be interpreted as 1st
person (').
sanndn mavagam (ApS. °gata) MS. ApS MS `May I not go (go ye

not) to those that are sunk.' Addressed to the sacrificial posts
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sziryasya calsur druham (VS aroha) VS TS MS KS SB Ape. MS
`I have mounted (mount thou) the eye of the sun'

payasvdn ( °vdn) agna agamam (RV. agates) RV AV VS. TS MS KS
JB B. TB LS ApMB. With milk, 0 Agni, I have come (come
thou) ' The context is the same, and the 'milk' is in either case
for the benefit of the speaker.

deva tvagtar vase rama (TS ranva, KS rana, MS. rane) VS. TS. MS KS.
B.

svargdn (AS. corruptly svagdn, Vait. svargam) arvanto 3ayata (Vait
3ayema, AS gayatah [']) SV AS AS Vait `Conquer ye, swift
(steeds, vdmo, páda a) heaven!' or `may we swiftly conquer heaven!'
Vait is obviously secondary but probably gives the real sense of
the other, original reading On AS see §250 In AS follows an
alternative form of the páda, svargdn arvatojayatz, which the coram
says is designed to indicate that either arvanto or arvato may be read,
he does not notice the difference in the last word In fact, sayatz
and (dual) jayatah are equally unconstruable.

§307 (b) We come next to a quite different group of first and second
person variants, namely those in which both forms alike refer really to
the same individuals, viz the priests or their associates, including the
yajamána with whom they frequently and naturally identify themselves
in speech. See §290 above As is well known, the ritualists may say
either 'we' or `you', about equally well, in speaking of themselves and
their fellows Singular forms, especially of the first person, are also
not rare, cf. below, § §344ff , 347, for variants between first singular and
plural, and second singular and plural, in this sense In this place we
list such of these variants as concern either person alone, or both person
and number, beginning with those between first and second person
plural.
rattrap (TS KS.* TB ApS satyaya) havyam ghrtavaj juhota (TS KS.

°vad vtdhema) RV TS KS TB. ApS. MS N See §290 The
next is really a mere rnkara of this.

lama u havyam ghrtavad vzdhema (SS G. °vaj juhota) TS. SS. G.
ApMB.: dhatra id dhavyam ghrtavaa juhota AS. Dhátar is meant
by lamas.

adha mama surabhayo (ApS. corruptly, sydm asur ubhayor) grhe$u AV.
KS. ApS.: athd gala surabhayo grhe$u MS. 'Then may we be
(be ye) fragrant in the house.' AV. has different context from the
others.

atra (SB atra) jahímo'hod ye asan VS. AB : and 3andmo (AV. jahita) ye
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asann devah (AV aszvdh, and asan durevdh) RV AV. (bis) TA.
`Here (may) we quit (quit ye) those that may be unpropitious.'

mrtyoh pedant (MG pedant) yopayanto yad cute (TA azma, AV. yopay-
anta eta, MG lopayante yad eta) RV. AV. TA MG (Read prob-
ably etad in MG )

yathd me bhvrayo 'seta AV yathasama jivaloke bhúrayah TA The AV.
form is very doubtful, mss 'satah; both edd 'seta, comm also 'sata,
glossing smite, as if the form were asatha, 2d plural subj.

papmdnam te'pahanmah K5 pdpmdnam me hats (Kau§ 'pa jahz) MG.
Kau

anadvdham any drabhamahe VS VSK TA anadvdham plavam any
drabhadhvarn AV. MG In different contexts.

z.am madantah pan gam nayadhvam (AV nayamah) RV. AV. MG
First and second person singular:

hrda maim janaye (VS KS TB °ya) carum agnaye RV. VS. MS. KS.
TB. ApS. 'I produce (produce thou) with the heart a lovely hymn
to Agni '

Lena to vapamy dyuse MG tenasyayuse papa ApMB. See §124. The
first form is addressed to the boy who is shaved, the second to the
officiating priest who shaves This might be classed with the follow -
mg subdivision

sakhydt to and yocam TB ApS ApAIB HG.: sahhyam to and yovdh
SMB See §168 A reciprocal relation is here expressed m both
cases 'may I not be separated from thy friendship', or 'do not
withhold thy friendship (from me) '

zndro vide tam u stufe (Mahan&mnyah stain) AA Mahanamnyali. See
§165. To be classed here if stufe is first person, as Keith takes it.

With change of number.
tasmd zndraya sutam a 3uhota (TB ApS juhomz) VS VSK. MS. KS.

AB TB ApS MS Followed by:
tames sicryaya sutam d juhota (ApS 3uhomz) MS. KS ApS M.
vavdn devans tarpayata (BDh tarpayamz) TB BDh

Somewhat similar is the following variant between first dual and
second singular.
sakhdyau saptapaddv abhi va (ApMB. corruptly, °padd babhiZva, cf.

Wmtermtz, p. xvi f.) ApMB. HG : sakhd saptapadi (ApMB. °da)
bhava AG. SG. Kau6. ApMB. SMB. The first is spoken by the
bridegroom, referring to himself and the bride; the second is ad-
dressed to the bride alone. See §367.

§308 (e) We come next to a group in which the same person is the
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subject of both 1st and 2d personal forms, but in one he is represented
as speaking, while in the other he is spoken to. We have met this type
already, §303, and a similar interchange is found between 1st and 3d
persons, below, §316f. Thus:
paridam vary ajanam (PG. °dam va3anam) dadhe 'ham (HG. ajanam

dhatsvasau) SG. PG. HG ApMB. 'I put (put thou) on this skin
with vigor' or the like In HG spoken by the guru to his pupil,
in the others, by the pupil himself.

pranasya brahmacary ass (ApMB asmi, HG abhor asau) AG. HG.
ApMB MG Exactly like preceding, here spoken by the pupil
only in ApMB

marutdm (MS. sapatnand ma") prasave damns (MS Gaya) TS MS TB.
ApS. 'On the impulse of the Maruts may I conquer (conquer
thou).' The subject is the king at the rdjasúya, who speaks in TS
etc , while in MS he is spoken to In a way this might be classed
with the preceding group, the king being the ya jamdna, cf. the variant
tens to verbal/ dyuse, tendsydyu.e vapa, quoted above, which may
be said equally to belong here. Other forms, see § §158, 370.

syondm asadam susaddm dsadam LS . syondm asida susadam asida VS
TS. MS KS SB. TB. KS ApS MS 'I have sat (sit thou) on
(a throne that is) fair, (that is) a pleasant seat ' Apparently ad-
dressed to, or spoken by, the king at the ',Beeps

éatam jivams (MG. jivema, AV ApMB HG. ca jiva) aradah purdah
AV. ApMB PG HG. MG (and others similar, see §303), followed
directly in PG. MG and once in AV by the following, which occurs
in a similar context in the others also

ráya§ ca posam upasamvyayasva AV. HG. ApMB.: sawn ca patron
anusamvyayasva PG . rayas posam abhs samvyayacye PG MG In
the PG MG. form of these two prdas, the graduate brahman-
pupil speaks in person; in the others he is addressed.

samatam samkalpetham VS TS MS KS SB MS MG.: earn aydva earn
kalpavahaa ApMB Here a formula belonging originally to the
trauta sphere (addressed to two fires, cf. Keith on TS 4 2 5. 1) is
secondarily apphed in two grhya texts, MG. and ApMB. In the
former it is addressed without change to the bride and groom by
the officiating priest in the marriage rite, while mApMB. it is spoken
by the bridegroom, of himself and the bride.

samnahye (KS. °hya) sukrtdya kam TS. KS. TB. ApS. MS. ApMB.:
samnahyasvamrtaya kam AV. The bride (AV. ApMB.) or the
sacrificer's wife (the others) speaks or is addressed. 'I gird myself
(gird thyself) unto goodness (immortality) ' On KS , see §30.
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§309 (d) Of the few remaining first and second person variants little
need be said For the most part they are simply cases in which a phrase
is adapted to a wholly new context, and provided therefore with a wholly
different subject. In the first pair of variants we have in one form a
deliberate vzkara of the other, in adjoining passages.
atz dhanveva tan Az RV AV. SV. VS. dadhanvera to tilt, followed by:

nzdhanveva tan imi TA 1 12 2d (both) And in the same stanza:
yáhz (TA. also yams) mayúraromabhzh RV. AV SV VS TA The

second version (in 1st person) of TA is deliberately modelled on the
first (in 2d person). Note the anomalous form inn, for emz (which
the meter forbids), under the influence of sits

No Iess surely, in the following variant, is the MS. form secondarily
adapted from the original (as in RV ) to fit its wholly new context while
TA., altho it has the same new context as MS , retains or restores the
original form of the verb as in the different context of RV.:
atom ma (MS °. ta) tamasas pawns asya RV MS KS. TA. AO In

MS. TA the preceding Oda is vzmucyadhvam aghnya (TA °nays)
devayanah: 'be released, 0 cattle, going to the gods, ye (TA we,
under the influence of the original form) have crossed to the farther
shore of this darkness' In RV KS the context is wholly different

§310. In the next we are reminded of the cases listed in the preceding
subdivision, but here the subject is changed, the context being a different
one, a god speaks of himself in one variant, while two gods are addressed
in the other See on this point Bloomfield's important observation,
RVRep 384. 'We may perhaps accept it as a general principle, that in
hymns m which a god speaks for himself, repeated pules, which are
otherwise attributed by the poets to a god in the 2d or 3d person, are
secondary and epigonal' If this is so, the 1st person form in the follow-
ing would be secondary:
yat sunvate yajamanaya §tksathah (§:loam) RV (both).

§311 Of the rest it is unnecessary to speak m detail, they contain
changes of person to suit very miscellaneous contexts:
va3ro 'st (MS. hams) sapatnaha Kauh MS.
súryasyavrtam anvavarte (SMB. GG. anvavartasvasau) AV VS. KS. 8B.

SMB. GG.
indrasya sakhyam amrtatvam aiyam (RV. dank) RV. TB. Ap$. 2d pl.

perf. in RV.
sa3atanam madhyamastha edits (AV. madhyamefthal; MS. KS. °megfhe-

papa) AV. VS. TS. MS KS. saj° madhyame,stha yathasani AV.
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3 Variants between First and Third Person

§312. (a) Here again we find a considerable number of cases in which
the statement of something effected by the speaker (expressed in 1st
person) varies with a statement of the same thing as effected by the
potency on which he relies, which in this case is expressed in the third
person, the potency being not addressed directly, cf above, § §289, 302,
304.
udgrabhenod agrablzit tMS ajzgrabhat, IiS ajigrabham, and algrbham)

VS TS CIS IBS SB `With elevation he (Indra) has elevated
me', or ' I have elevated myself' The context is the same, and
Indra's instrumentality is implied also in IiS

tah sane (anoint (TS MS. ApS dadhdnzz, KS dadhdtu) havz ?a (MS
manual) ghrtena TS. MS KS AS KS ApS 'These (offerings) I
unite (let him, in KS Vi§vakarman, unite) with oblation, with ghee'
The passages are similar, tho not exactly identical, and 1st or 3d
would go well enough in all

tau yuñjIta (AV yok$ye) piathamau yoga agate AV. SV. 'Them (Indra's
arms) let him (I shall) yoke first' etc

preto madam, (AG SG SMB MG mikado, PG mu ñcazu, ApMB
muñcdti) nánzutah (SG MG. SMB t mámutah; PG ma pateh)
RV. AV. AG SG. SMB PG ApMB MG. Two different con-
texts: one in RV. AV ApMB , followed by

subaddham anodes karanz (ApMB karat) RV AV ApMB 'I release (he,
i e some god, shall release) her (the bride) from here, not from
there; I have (he has) made her well- fastened there' In the other
(GS ) texts, the subject of the verb is Aryaman or Pusan, previously
mentioned, so, perhaps, ApMB is to be interpreted. A related
but still different formula, ito muksiya mdmutah (ApS má pateh)
VS SB ApS , is spoken (in a different context) by the bride her-
self, hence medio- passive, see §30

edam asmdkam bhuje bhogaya bhaydt (MS bhúydsam) IiS ApS MS.
'May this be (may I be here) for enjoyment and feasting unto us.'
MS doubtless secondary

abhz tea varcassñaswam (AV. °szñcan, read °sican, see Whitney on 4. 8. 6)
AV. KS. TB. Followed in AV. by apo divyah payasvatìh, in K.S.
TB. by dwyena (KS. ya? ñena) payasa saha; Ppp. agrees with TB.
The preceding stanza ends in all. abhisz ñcamz varcasa, perhaps KS.
TB have altered the original under the influence of this, but the
Ppp. version makes it doubtful whether the AVS. can contain the
original form of the pada 'I have (the waters have) poured out
upon thee' etc.
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mr and muñcdma 6apathdt LS ApS : muñcantu and tapathydt RV. AV.
VS 'Let (the herbs) free me from the (effect) of the curse': 'I free
myself from the curse.'

mama orate to hrdayam (AG SG orate hrdayam te) dadhami (SMB. MG.
dadhatu) AG. G. SMB. PG. MG. 'In my power I set (let him,
se. some god, set) thy heart ' See Conc. for other, vaguer, parallels.

annaddyannapatydyd dadhal Kant : annadam annadydyddadhe (KS.
annddydyannapatydyddadhe) TS KS . annadam agnzm annapa-
tydyddadhe MS annadam tvannapatydyddadhe AS : agnzm anna-
dam annddyayadadhe VS The subject in Kau is apparently Aditi,
who is addressed in the others also, they all have 1st personverbs,
of which the priestly speaker is of course the subject.

pdvamanasya tva stomena viryenot star MS pdvamdnena iva stomena
. viryena devas tva Caudal srjatu (KS viryenoddhardmy asau) TS

KS
brhaid tva rathanztarena viryenod dhare (KS. viryenotsrjdmy asau) MS.

KS brhadrathamtarayos tva stomena savatot snafu . TS.
prajam arum jaradaFttm krnotu (and, krnomt) SMB (both). Subject

of krnotu is Agni
sa picrvyo 'Walton amorist (SV. djzgisam) AV SV. Subject of the 3d

person is the sun, Conc suggests that SV should read ajzgirat, and
this would certainly be simpler.

sam dkatir namdmasz (MS anansata) RVKh AV. MS
garbham sravantam agadam akah (AS. akarma) TB. ApS AS : ukhdm

(ApS garbham) sravantim agadam akarma (KS aganma) KS. MS.
ApS Followed in next pada by a series of names of gods, in most
texts in the nominative (e g. agnzr hold prthzvy antarzt,sam AS.
ApS. *; agnzr zndras tvastd brhaspatzh TB. ApS *) akah is 3d sing ,
the subject being the following agnzr (not all the following nouns
collectively, as TB comm says). The reading with akarma may
be rendered : 'We have made whole the slipping embryo (fire -pot, or,
her that drops the embryo), (and also) Agni, Indra, etc. (have made
it, or her, whole) ' Caland on ApS 9 18.12 assumes, apparently,
that akarma corruptly represents a 3d person, but this is neither
necessary nor likely.

rapid var aam (ApS. rìapam canyon paâiindm) and nzrrnrkrat (ApS. °kgam);
[see §302,] followed by:

vdji tvd sapatnasdham earn worsts (ApS. mdrjmz) ApS. MS. After these
two formulas comes the command: its saahmdrs¢z, m MS. 1.2. 5. 7;
see Knauer's note. Knauer speaks of 'stellvertretende Spruchrecita-
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ton', that is, he supposes that the formulas are recited by another
priest than the one who does the cleansing The simple command
its samnzars(z seems to make this improbable, and we prefer to think
that it is spoken by the same priest, but that, as in so many other
similar formulas, he attributes the effect to the instrument of cleans -
ing, instead of to himself 'It shall not wipe off' etc So in the
following, where MS (altho its mss vary, and in one case they read
1st person) seems to have regularly had a 3d person (or at least so
Knauer thinks) .

agre vdjajzd sam marjmz VS SB TB Ap5` Vait : ajinz tvagne
sammarstz MS (two formulas, see Conc) In one case all MS mss
agree on *march

§313. As in the case of 1st and 2d persons ( §306), this group is swelled
by some cases in which the activity or result is, in one variant, nominally
attributed to the instrumental potency rather than the speaker
so 'mrtatvam aMya (VSK a§ydt) VS VSK. MS SB S$ `May I (he)

attain immortality.' The subject in VSK is apparently understood
as Varuna

updnSuna sam amrtatvam anal (ApMB aSydm) RV. VS MS KS TA
AS. ApMB MahánU. 'Thru soma it gained (may I gain) immor-
tality' The onginal subject is flimsy madhuman; the ApMB has
a facile and slipshod alteration.

parka (AV. trim) padans rupo (AV. rapo) any aroham (AV. °hat), catu *-
padim any ems (AV aitad) vratena, ak ?arena prati mima etam
(AV. waifs arkam), rtasya nabhav adhz (AV. abhz) sam pundmz
(AV °tz) RV AV An obscure verse in an obscure hymn, used in
RV in the havzrdhána, m AV. in the funeral rites, see Oldenberg,
RV Noten, ad 10 13 3. In RV. the subject is probably the hotar
(Oldenberg), at any rate the same as in the first- person verbs of the
preceding verse, in AV it is probably Yama as m the following verse.

gayatrena chandasa prthurtm anu vs krame TS prthivyam (KS °vim)
vzgnur (MS. vzgnuh prthzvyar) vyakransta gayatrena chandasa VS
MS KS. B. 88 And the same with trazstubhena antarzk$am
etc , and jdgatena .. divans etc

Here would belong the following, if the TA version were to be accepted
as a 1st person form:
pra tad voced amrtasya (VS amrtam nu; TA. MahAnU. voce amrtam nu)

vzdvan AV. VS. TA. MahánU In AV. `may he (Gandharva),
knowing of the immortal, proclaim.' On voce see §174 It seems that
only a 3d person form can be intended here, so the TA. comm.,
provaca, evidently thinking of nice, 3d sing perfect middle.
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§314. (b) We referred above ( §291) to the fact that third personal
forms, either plural or (less often) singular, are frequently used m a
generahzing sense, equivalent to French on, German man; and to the
further fact that first person plurals sometimes vary with them in this
same sense (and even, once, a first person singular). In the first cases
about to be presented both 1st and 3d persons seem to be generalizing
or indefinite
[yathd kaldm yatha §apham] yatha mint samnaydmasz (AV. yatharn, am

samnayantz), [evä dusvapnyam sarvam aptye (AV. aprzye, or climate)
samnaydmasz] RV AV (bis). See §291.

[yat kim cedam varuna dazvye bane] abhzdroham manusyd6 Caramel. (AV.
carantz) RV. AV TS MS KS `Whatever here, 0 Varuna, men
(we humans) practise that is hostile to the god - folk.' AV. is less
appropriate metrically.

yam (PG. ya, KS MG ye) tva (PG trim) I dtry (PG MG rdtrim) updates
(AV. PG upasmahe, SMB rata yajämahe) AV TS KS SMB PG.
MG. Preceded by samvatsarasya pratzmam (PG. °mä) `Thee
whom, O night, we (they, both indefinite) revere as the image of
the year', or the like

Perhaps here belongs the following.
pra the havinp 3uhure (KS 3uhumas) samzddhe (MS. the samzddhe 3uhure

havzn§z) RV VS. TS MS KS. SB The form juhure (see §77) may
be taken as middle with indefinite subject, `they offer oblations in
thee when kindled' (so Keith on TS ), or as passive with havin.z as
subject, `oblations are offered', much less likely as a 1st sing with
Ludwig The KS. reading, 'we offer oblations', favors the first
interpretation

And, once at least, even singular forms are used in the same way:
tam tva bhaga larva 13 johavima (RV VS. °tz) RV. AV VS. TB ApMB.

See §291
§315 The rest are generalizing only in the 3d person form, while the

1st person (always singular) is perfectly definite In the first couple
of variants the indefinite 3d person is singular, in all the rest plural:
On ddztydri anu madd (MS. madat) svastaye RV. MS. If mada is 1st

singular subjunctive: `I will (one shall) revel (7 revel thou) to the
A.dityas unto welfare' But MS. p.p. reads mada (2d sing. cape ),
`revel thou', which would make this variant belong m §307, or
§261, according as RV. madd be taken as 1st or 2d person.

Wads peered pads svapann] ens enasyo 'karam, [bhatam ma teamed bhavyam
ca drupaddd iva mulicatdm] AV : [yadi diva pads naktam] ens enasyo
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'karat, [bhatam muñcaia] (so read with Poona cd.) TB. 'If
waking or sleeping I, sinful, have committed sin (if by night or day
a sinful person bas committed sin), may what has been and what is
to be free me from that as from a log.' TB. comm. krtavan asmz
for akarat! Note also and in TB.; there is no doubt that TB. like
AV really means to refer to the speaker's own sin. But by a touch
of sly squeamishness the TB. dodges the incriminating first -per-
sonal verb, and speaks of himself as if he didn't know who was
meant, 'some one or other' I

yat tad (KS. te) kruddhah parovapa (KS. ms. °vapa, 3d person, which may
be kept!, AV. kruddhah pracakruh) AV. TS. MS. KS. ApS. MS.
'If I, angry (if an angry man, or angry men) have thrown thee out'

na vs janamz (AB. Atlanta) yatarat (AV. *rd) parastdt AV. AB. JB. 'I
(they = people in general) do not know which is superior.' (In
AV. different context from the others )

apam rasam udayansam (TA. °san) KS TA. Comm. on TA. sarve loka
udgatah.

prakto apacim anayam tad cadre AV : praczm avacim ava yann arz$tyaz
TA. The 3d plural of TA. can only be indefinite, comm. vayam
ammo Animahl

vacansy dsd (SV. asmaz) sthavzraya taksam (SV. tak?uh) RV. SV. 'I
(they) have fashioned songs for the mighty (Indra) before his face
(or, for this mighty one).'

acrd te rapes& uttamam apa. yam (VSK. °yan) RV. VS. VSK TS. KSA.
'Here I (they = people) have beheld thy highest form.' To the
sacrificial horse in YV. In the stanza before this:

¿tro apa. yam (VSK. °yan) pathzbhzh sugebhzh, same texts. But the
VSK. reading is suspicious here, since if Weber's ed. can be trusted,
it reads 1st person agitate like all the others in the first pAda of the
same stanza. Furthermore Weber records no variant for VSK.
on apaáyam in the preceding, precisely similar stanza (atrà le bhadrd
ratanä apa. yam)

yam tad somendtltrpdma (TS °pain, MS. °pan) VS. VSK. TS. SB. MS.
And, in same stanza:

yam tad somendmfmadam (MS. °dan) TS. MS.
ghrtam mzmzk$e (TA. `k$ire) ghrtam mega yonzh RV. VS. TA. MahgnU.
sam u vain (vo) yalliam mahayam ( °yan) namobhzh RV. (both). Grass -

mann, 'man schmucket' for mahayan.
apo devìr (VS SB. deva) madhumatir agrbhnttm (TS. ApS. agrhoan, VS.

SB agrbhn, an) VS. TS. MS. KS. SB. ApS. 'I (they) have taken
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the sweet divine waters', the subject is indefinite in TS ApS , in VS.
SB it is made definite, 'the gods have taken the sweet waters.'

sndrasya tvd jathare sddaydmz (AS dadhamz) VSK. KB. GB. AS. SS
LS ApS Kau§ brahmana tndrasya god (Cone omits tuft) jathare
dadhuh MS As one eats (prciándtz), he says: 'I place (they, indef.,
have placed) thee in the belly of (Brahman, of) Indra' The par-
allel formulas are all 1st singular even in MS , and this is certainly an
easier reading, one wonders how the 3d plural indefinite crept in
to MS

ratham na dhirah soaps atakfam (RV * atak. zsuh) RV. (both) TB. The
3d plural is of substantially the same character as the preceding,
even tho a subject (ayavah) is here expressed in the preceding pada
The first person has priority, see RVRep 133f.

§316 (c) In a number of cases first and third person forms are used
referring, in one way or another, to the same individual as subject
Some of these remind us of the subdivision (b) under First and Second
Person variants 0307), in that the subject is both times an associate in
the ritual performance, a priest or the yajamana, who either speaks or
is indirectly referred to, as
snug', sapatna (TB comm. and Poona ed. text, °nah) âvaburo 'yam astu

(AS 'ham asmi) TB AS. See §116. The subject is the yajamdna
both times

carve vratá varunasyabhuvan (MS. °bhzima) TS MS KS. TB. Spoken
by the yajamana at the rdjasaiya 'They (we) all have become the
hosts of Varuna' In either case the associates of the yajamana
are meant

havante vcijasataye RV.: huvema va° RV SV. MS. KS : huveya va° RV
AV The contexts are different (see RVRep. 255f ), but the variant
may properly be classified here, since in the 3d person form the
subject, 3andsah or kanvdh, is really identical with the speaker and

his associates
§317. Again, there are cases reminding us of subdivision (c) under

First and Second Persons ( §308), in that the change is conditioned by
the fact that the same person speaks himself in one variant, while in the
other he is spoken of :
anuvatsarzyodvatsarìye svastim Mae Mg. (spoken by the yajamdna).

anuvatsarindm svastim dâdste TB. ApS. (said of the yajamdna by the
hotar). The same with parivatsarznam etc., samvatsarinam etc

§318 As will be seen from this illustration the dividing line between
these different types is not clear The majority of the variants in this
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subdivision are perhaps best described by saymg that in one form a
statement is couched m more or less general terms, the subject being not
clearly identified with the speaker, while in the other (with first person)
this identification is definitely made. In a way, therefore, these cases
resemble those listed under the preceding sub section, §315 The dif-
ference, which is not by any means sharp or clear, is that in the cases
listed here the subject of the third person form is not so indefinite as in
those mentioned above, it could not be rendered by German man or
French on, since in fact a subject is expressed, or at least very clearly
understood But this subject is clearly identified with the speaker only
in the first- person form of the variant Thus
sznantt pakam all (SS t adha) dhira etc (SS emz) AS. ApS. SS , followed

in the first two by:
rtasya panthdm any ema (Ape eh) hold AS. ApS. `They (fetters) bind

the simple, the wise passes over them (I, being wise, pass etc ); along
the path of holy order goes (I go as) the hotar.' Spoken by the
hotar

dchettd to (vo) ma neon (KS mat, MS mdrsam) TS MS. KS. TB ApS
MS. `Let (me) your cutter not suffer harm.' Even in the 3d per-
son form the subject is really identical with the speaker

yad devayantam avathah tacibhzh, part ghransam omanä yam (TB pa? z-
ghransa yam manä vain) yayo gat (TB gam) RV MS. TB N. `When
you (A §vets) aid the pious man mightily, then he (I) shall go to
refreshment, passing over heat by your aid', or the like. TB is badly
corrupted, and the comm 's explanations are mostly worthless, but
his gachatu for gam mat least interesting, and not far wrong The
speaker identifies himself with the `pious man', as to gam TB.,
while undoubtedly secondary, need not be considered corrupt.

yam carve 'nu3iväma TS : yam bahavo 'nujivdn MS yam bahava upaji-
cants AS `On whom many (we all) may depend'

tiro (RV. VS. SB. AG. antar) mrtyum dadhatäm (TA. Ape * dadhmahe)
parvatena RV. AV VS SB TA ApS (bis) AG. ApMB `Let them
block (hide, or remove, or, `we hide') death by a mountain ' After
the funeral, the living are separated from the dead by a barrier;
the subject of dadhatdm is 'the living'.

§319 If the first- person form is textually sound, the following belongs
here, the verb occurs in a relative clause, in one form of which the sub -
ject is identified with the speaker, and the verb put in the first person;
presumably even the other form really refers to the speaker or his
associates
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and yah somam imam pzbdt (KS. pzbd, KS somam pzbdd imam) KS. TB.
KS ApS. See §331.

§320 Once a speaker is represented as quoting some one else's words
about himself, in the included quotation the subject of the verb, refer-
ring to the speaker of the main clause, should logically be third person,
but m just half the texts it is made first person, by a natural laxity:
abhy agthdm (MS. MS asthdm, TS. KS ApS. asthad) travail prtana

crash AV TS MS KS MS ApS` 'I have (he has, referring to
the speaker) conquered all battles and hostilities' [thus spake Agm,
etc , sc of me]

§321 In a way the converse of this is found in the next variant, in
which in one out of three texts the speaker is made to refer to himself in
the third person, because the poet thinks of him in the third person:
upamañkgyatz syd (SS upamañkgye'ham, AB nzmañkgye'ham) salilasya

madhye AB. SB $S 'I shall (she, the earth, will) plunge into the
middle of the ocean ' The earth is the speaker

§322. In a still more strange passage both forms refer to the same
subject, so far as we can see, which ought to be first person, no justifica-
tion for the third person is apparent.
pra3dpateh prajd abhúma (KS abhúvan) VS TS MS KS SB. TB.

Preceded or followed in all by: soar dead (TS. TB. devdn) aganma
(MS agdma), and, antra abhúma. 'We have gone to heaven as
gods (or, to the gods), we (KS they) have become creatures of
Prajapati, we have become immortal' In KS, as in most texts,
this is the order, with first- person expressions flanking the variant
formula on either side. Unless 'the gods' is felt as the subject in
KS, which seems unlikely, we cannot explain the 3d person.

§323. (d) The remaining cases concern miscellaneous changes of
subject, either in the same context (in about half the cases, those which
are listed first), or conditioned by a change of context, a few definite
altos or vzkdras are included towards the end, and the section concludes
with a few corruptions or errors First, change of subject in what re-
mains essentially the same context.
vzávdvasum nomad girbhar fide (ApMB. sits) RV. ApMB. 'I worship

(she, the bride, worships) Viávgvasu with homage and songs '
The gandharva Viávàvasu is banished from the bnde. All mss of
ApMB agree, see Wintermta, Introduction, p. xix.

dirghdyutvdya jaradastzr asma (MG. astu) PG. MG. In MG. jaradagtir
is understood as a tatpuruga, while in PG. it is a bahuvrihi; both
mean the same thing. 'I am one that attains old age unto long
life,' or, 'let there be (for me) attainment of old age' etc
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abhzin mama (KS nu nah; MS bhúydsma te) sumatau to vaveddh (MS.t
°dah, so text intends with its reading °da, followed by initial vowel)
TS MS KS PG. `Viávavedas is in good -will towards me (us)',
or, 'may we be in thy good -will, 0 Viávavedas'

nahi te nama jagraha AV.: nahy asya (ApMB asyaz) ndma grbhndmz
RV ApMB. See Whitney on AV 3. 18 3

vandadvdra vandamdnd vavaftu SV vande durum (read vanddrur, or
vandar -vd ?) vandamdno vzvakmz RV. See Bloomfield, Johns Hop-
kins Circulars, 1906, p. 1062, Ludwig, 4 367, Oldenberg, RVNoten,
on7.6.1.

apah prerayam (SV. prazrayat, TB. prazrayan) sagarasya budhnat RV.
SV. TB. Preceded in all by: zndraya giro anthtasargdh Only
the RV. version is really sensible; the others are careless distortions.
Benfey is forced to take the preceding pads as a separate sentence,
making Indra the subject of prazrayat. TB comm gives giro
as the subject and apah as the object of prazrayan Cf §138.

yad ahnst (and, rdtrzydt) kurute pdpam TAA. (followed by: tad ahnst,
or ratrzydt, pratzmucyate) yad ahna (and, ratrya) pdpam akdr §am
TA. MahánU. The form kurute is evidently felt as passive:
'What sin is done (I have done) by day', etc.

o at sakhdyam sakhya vavrtyam RV AV. (Yam! speaks to Varna). a
tva sakhdyah sakhya vavrtyuh SV. (unintelligent revamping of the
same pads, Benfey, 'dich mochten Freunde zu Freundschaft
gewinnen' )

havya te svadantdm (MS. svadan, and once svadam; KS. asvadan) VS. TS
MS SB `Let thy oblations taste sweet' or the like If svadam
is right, it must be transitive, 'I have enjoyed thy oblations.' But
probably svadan should be read

§324 In some of the above it will be noticed that number as well as
person vanes in one form of the variant Likewise the now following
list of variants, in which change of subject is conditioned by a change
of context, contains cases with change of both person and number
[apa dve$o apa hvaro] 'nyavratasya (TA anyad vratasya) oakum (RV.

edema; TA. adz-malt, but read °ma with Poona ed.) RV. VS. MS.
SB. TA. In a different context in RV. from the others.

ayu?man ( °man, *matt) jarada$¢zr yathasat (RVKh. VS. °sam, AV. also
°sdnz) AV. (both) RVKh. VS. AG. PG. ApMB. Used in no less than
four different stanzas; two in AV., one in RVKh. VS., and one in
the GS. texts.

yatra devazh sadhamadam made= (AV. madantz) AV. MS. TB. In

'
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three different contexts, no two alike But AV. comm. reads
madema

ariptdm tva saha patyd dadhami (ApMB Craven) RV. ApMB.: ari.stam
ma saha patyd dadhdtu KS MS MG : arz ?ldhaan saha patya bhaayd-
sam VS. Similar stanzas, but extensively recast. 'I set thee (let
him set me. may I be) uninjured with thy (my) husband.' In the
last two forms the woman speaks.

samtanate manasà sam czkitre RV.: samjdndmahai manasà earn ci sated
AV

sarvam dyur uy ante (MS. atnavai) MS TB. ApS : vztvam dyur uy
atnavaa (AV mss °vat) AV VS KS. TB dirgham dyur vy atnavai
PG The vulgate text of AV emends to °vam, unnecessarily, sub-
ject is sabad The context is different from the rest

Deliberate úhas or vzkaras
ayam (AS *aham) tatran jayatu (AS.* jaydmz) 3arhr$dnah (AS.* liar -

hisanah), ayam (AS * aham) vgiam (VS. VSK. SB vdjdn) jayatu
(AS.* jaydmz) vgjasdlau VS. VSK. TS. MS. KS SB. TB. AS. (bis).
In AS. 2 11 Sc we have a vakdra of the other passage.

dzvyam dhdmdtaste (and, the, dtdse) SB TB AS. SS. ApS.
adman (and, apatyam) tvavarohantam Marti. (both). The first is a

vzkdra of the other
tam (vat paramesthzn pari rohzta (pary agnzr, pary aham) . dadhatu (da-

dhamz) AV. 13 1 17d. 18d, 19d
jyoti$e tantava d §tram dtdse (KS 7 2 °ate) KS. 7 2, 9 (so, correct Conc.)

If these are the correct readings, we have another case of úha.
But the sole ms used by the ed. for 7.2 reads ablate also in 7.9; if
corrupt in one passage, it is likely to be corrupt in the other too.
The better reading seems to be Stare, probably read so both times,
with ms. D on 7 9 and KapS (see editor's note).

gamed sa (gamema, sa yenta) gomatt vraje RV. (all).
jyok pa§yema (RV also patyat, and patyema nu, omitting jyok) stlryam

uccarantam RV (all) AV.
§325. Corruptions or errors:

slam vam tern prinami SS.: etad vam Lena prints TB. ApS. So Conc.,
and so Garbe reads in ApS. But TB. (both edd.) has príndns, and
this is to be read also in ApS., see Caland on 2. 20. 6, note 2.

vdjino me yajzam vahan (MS. text wham, followed by sti; probably read
vandn with v. 1) MS. KS. MS

rayas posayotsrje (MS. erroneously °jet) MS. MS.
tam to vdcam asya adatte (read adade) PG. 3. 13. 6 (see Stenzler's

critical note). a to vacam àsya (asydm) dada HG. ApMB
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sthdmny afivñn atzsthipam AV.: stilt-jinni vrkkav atzsthzpan AV vulgate,
misprint for °pain, see Whitney on 7 96 1 4

Under. pranena earl manasá bzbharmz, Conc. quotes TB. 2. 5 8. 7 as
reading bzbhartz, this is an error, there is no variant

4. Variants between Second and Third Person

§326 These are much more numerous than those between first and
either second or third person Nor are they by any means lacking in
interest But little comment is needed on most of them The great
majority are simply cases in which the same subject is alternatively
addressed in second person or indirectly referred to in third, and the
most interesting feature of this large class is that sometimes one or the
other form is inconsistent with its context. This inconsistency may be
of two kinds either the subject of the second person may be a nomina-
tive or that of the third person a vocative, or parallel expressions in the
surrounding context may be of the opposite type (direct address by the
side of third - personal reference) in one form Examples of all these
types have been quoted above, §2931., they will form the basis of the
following classification We shall conclude with the smaller, but still
not inconsiderable, number of cases in which the change of person is
associated with a real change of subject, either in the same context, or
owing to the use of the phrase in a different context

§327. (a) First, then, variations between direct address and third -
personal indirect reference to the same subject, in which there is no in-
consistency with the context in either variant The subject, if expressed,
is nominative with the 3d person and vocative with the 2d, and if there
are parallel expressions associated, they present no inconsistencies.
In not a few instances, as we shall presently see, a whole stanza, contain-
ing several parallel verbs, is recast, each verb being changed from 2d to
3d person or vice versa.

§328 Attention must first be called to the little group of cases in
which Soma is referred to in the 3d person in RV., but directly addressed
in the 2d person in a repetition in SV.; see §295, and for cases in which
the context is inconsistent, §334.
agre sindhúnam pavamdno argots (SV. On), agre mica agrzyo gore gachati

(SV. °si), are vajasya bhajate mahadhanam (SV. *se mahad dhanam),
svayudhah sotrbhih púyate orbs (SV. °bhih soma súyase) RV. SV.
Here an entire stanza is recast; note that the nominative subject of
RV. becomes a vocative in SV.

[aya somah (SV. soma) sukrtyaya,] mahaá and abhy avardhata (SV. ma-
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hmtt sann aáhy anarrìTaatltrìh), mct,uLrars n,af ($V. td) arAya,de (SY;
ase) RV. SV

te na cDrianit4 (SV dhatta) suvtrvant RV SV There no expressed
subject. nor other finite verb, in the stanza, Soma understood
s sublect

pavan p+c, s 2 , ace Sti- =se , Tcrand.tn drvdn q77,,lanat (SV RT,
The t2 at. YpMK,t,i subject IS SQW.:L

pacarnino try SV 'na ny asnukt) RT S1
n,a,faywnn eta S r- ei, p-chaaïnt uta dtútn; and, iu same stiauar: graf-

cetayan,rt SV pnuolttryann ,x*Qa,sa) vacarne ema3rt RT. ST.
In this sn'_ .h_ rest the unrpressed subject Is SOÚi&

rvjdn abha SV 'se RV SV
kart); san ;c .ti

§329. The rest a,ua need no subdtirron. At the
begrnncnz ar. Instances of entire *mu"
or seriez :f _ _ _^zau. ,s v?r;-r.n, tr+ r a:s n 3y ;

: r . AV : -; .,a -A, ahnt«na ketur u;cpgám gtrp
1AV T c_ r;a+. T:. ÿ :'. evebhyo vzdadikity '47?
C1tr: ;^_ d' Irta car,::e AV f ta^aee) därghcmrt

RV AV TS MS KS N th_ rirst pida also TB. AS. HG.
BDh < < b. «rrh

:hi (AV AV parka janwn ua, thi (AV.
du, : a '.c . e: ,. AV ' : desrcre gender of two l RV. (first
two FaLdas t,Jì...-, AV TB ìp: A,ì.trest to, or said of. a rival.

ye r+Yt" 1 ra KS. i I .t c rT' i. ES r L:1. ; r ca bhcctee4 ;draft (K.
. °utha), te na zt,nasti jdgroti

(KS.r FÇ;ta , AV KS.
arnoct rAV a,i'1:rñ.F o r:t.q,;,-d ,:t,i't7jac (AV. avadvit), drocltaib

paean ,,.---,ac codunixa 1AV p.:fs: t ,rrcthy1.4 cvttarvtktFSAa). ahd
ataq. 1AS- a' It+na ,: r tit AV ° i, %` s;,+nuni, apy tat'ia+id (AV.
abhG,-i AV TB ApMB. The two ver*-
halves are secondarily separated in AV. but obviously belong to-
gether see Whitney on AV 2. 10 2 The verb aha(s) may be
either 2d or 3d person, and this ambiguity may be responsible for
the alteration in the others Probably AV. with its second persons
is secondary rakis seemed to call for them!), for Ppp. has all verbs
in the same form as TB. Ap:NIB. JBarret, JACJS. 30. 193).

yad asarpat (IiS. *pas) tat sarp,r abharat (KS. °atab, MS. omits); yan
naram ad (KS ars) tan naranitam abJiarat (Ii,.,. °rtah),-;/atz'uyJr,tgttta
(KS. °thñs. TS adh. iyat+a) tad Orton: abharYat (IiS. *rah. MS. omits)
TS. MS. KS. The butter is referred to or addrest.

Y21.

as

7y 'malt) ST.

,1e7aJr:;

pr,,
i,v

trk-

Fl .ce _ nu "brr :=

; I'F .:
(A`.

6,47;1

- ,

F :s:

F,Fa,? e
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hato (SV. TB hatho) vrtrány dryd (AV. TB exalt) RV. AV. SV. TB.:
followed in RV SV by.

halo (SV hatho) dawns salpati, hato (SV hatho) sand apa dvzsah RV. SV.
In SV. the entire stanza is changed to a direct address. The first
pads is used in AV. TB in a different stanza, addressed however to
the same gods (Indra and Agni), who are directly addressed in the
2d person, as Whitney remarks, only hatho (as in TB) is constru-
able, yet all AV. mss , followed by both edd., read hato This AV.
reading belongs to §332 below. It seems clear that it is a very
ancient perversion, due to recollection of the Rigvedic form of the
pride.

plan yakgad (TS yakg) rtdvrdhah, preceded by, yo agnzh (TS. yad agne)
kavyavdhanah (TS. °na; RV kravya °), and followed by:

pred u (TS pra ca) havyánz vocatz (TS vaksyasz) RV. VS. TS. KS.
uttame ndka zha mddayantdm (MS. °yadhvam) TS. TB. ApS MS. See

above, §303
akartám a§vand lak ma AV.: krnutam laksma. vend AV. See §130.
agnzr me hold sa mopahvayatdm SB agne grhapata upa and hvayasva

KS ApS. MS : agnaya updhvayadhvam Vait.
agnznágnzh samvadatdm TA. agne agnate" samvadasva TA. ApS
zha rama MS AB AS ApS : zha ramahf HG. 1 12 2 (not rama; con-

strue as noun) zha ramatdm VS SB HG. Used in various con-
nexions, but in VS and MS. in precisely the same set of formulas.
The immediately preceding formula in both is addressed to gods,
referring (in 3d person) to the sacrificial horse, but just before this
the horse is directly addressed in a series of formulas, hence it is
easy for MS. to address zha rama directly to the horse, no harshness
is felt. VS , however, is equally natural in referring to the horse
in the third person; the prayer in zha ramatdm may quite as well be
addressed to the gods Just mentioned. Mahidhara, however, thinks
the horse must be addressed, and supplies bhavdn with ramatdm.
There seems to be nothing inconsistent with the person in the other
texts

dyam (VSK. divan.) agrendsprkfa dntarzk$am madhyenaprah prthzvim
uparenddriihih VS. VSK. (for which read in Conc. °asprk$ah) KS.
SB ( addrest m all to the ydpa); devo vanaspatzr (sc. yupo) varyaprdvd
ghrtanzr.ug dyam agrendsprkgad dntarzk$am madhyenaprah
prthzam uparenádrnhit MS. KS. TB. Note that apras may be
either 2d or 3d person, and that KS. has both forms of the variant.

use dadrk.e (PB 21§a, read uga, dadrke) na punar wave RV PB.
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hyena ma (ApMB. it'd) caksusa pa3yatdpah (ApMB pa4'aniv dpah),
&trays tanvopa spr .§ata tvacam me (ApMB sprtantu tvacam te) AV.
TS MS. AB ApMB dpah nom in ApMB , voc in the rest.

siege na ksam aty ets prthvim (AV. ens prthzvim) RV AV. In a riddle -
some verse, the meaning of which is equally obscure in either form;
there is nothing inconsistent with either person in the context.

svargena lokena samprornuvdthdm Vast., svarge (TS TB suvarge) loke
prornuvdthdm (TS KSA.f TB. sampror °; VSK TS TB. °rnvd°, MS.
°tam) VS VSK. TS. KSA. MS. TB. SB Addrest to (in MS said of)
the queen and the horse in the aávamedha

ghrtena (Kaué. vapaya) dydvdprthzvi prornuvdtham (VS. TS ApS.
prornvdtham, MS MS prornuvatdm) VS VSK. TS. MS KS B.
ApS MS Kau The subject, dydvdprthzvi, is nom in MS. M.

sam wir (MS. KS. arar) vzddm (KS. ratan) VS. MS KS. SB The
formula is obscure; see Eggehng on SB 3 9. 4. 21. No basis for
preference as to person.

kurvato me ma ksesta (GB. Vast. ksesthdh) MS. GB. Vast : . mopadasat
TS KS. TB ApS And sadato me and keys (GB me mopadasah,
MS °sat), same texts

aávind pzbatam (VS K. °tam) madhu (TB ApS sutam) RV. VS. TB.
ApS. MS and (pratika) K. aávsna nom, or voc

sty adaddh (SB. °dat) B. TB ApS MS The subject is the yaiamana,
who is praised either in direct address or indirect reference by
singers. `Thus thou didst (he did) give!' Similarly: sty ayajathdh
(SB °ta), and sty ayudhyathah (SB and, as quoted in Cone,
M. °ta), and- sty amum samgrdmam ahan (MS ajayathdh, SB.
oval), same texts [I question the quotation from M. 9 2 2
ayudhyata, since it is inconsistent with all the others; it 'was fur -
msht by Knauer from mss for the Cone , and has not been pub-
lished even yet F. E ]

edam vdtena sagarena raksa (MS raksatu) TS. MS KS. AS Subject in
prec. páda, zndra (MS zndrah) stomena.. Note that sndra before
st- might be understood as = sndrah. The MS makes this single
pida (in a trzstubh verse) jagati, and is clearly secondary.

dead devenu §rayantdm (TB. tsrayadhvam), prathamd dv yesu trayantam
(TB. trayadhvam), dvstiyds trtiyesu §rayantdm (TB. °dhvam) KS.
TB Subj devdh, voc. or nom.

no runs ramate Jane (AV. ramose patau) RV. AV. ApMB. Subject is
a rival wife.

mahyam (this goes with prec. pida in MS) yagamdnaya tsstha (MS.
tssthatu, mss. hg that) TS. M.
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yato na punar avast (AV. °tz) AV TB ApS Addrest to, or spoken of,
a rival AVPpp agrees with TB ApS.

§lak$nam salsa gúhats (SS °sz) AV SS. And (prec. vs ):
tzsthantam ava giihatz AV. tzsthann evdvagizhasz SS. (but here the mss.

of AV. have gahasz) Unintelligible stuff.
sam revatir jagatzbhzh prcyantdnz sam (VSK om pr° sam) madhumatir

madhumatibhzh prcyantdm VS VSK B. SS.: sam revatir jagati-
bhzr madhumatir madhumatzbhzh srmadhvam TS. TB. The adjec-
tives are noms. even in TS TB., but no noun subject is exprest,
so that this cannot be called a syntactic inconsistency

yodel prano abhyavarsit AV . yadd, tvam abhzvar ?asi Pra §U tvam refers
to prana, the stanza is identical

kdmam duhdtdm zha §akvaribhzhAV rd ?tram duhdthdmzha revatibhzh TB
The subject, dyavdprthzvt, is nom in AV , despite which most of its
mss. read duhdthdm (but Ppp. °tam) In TB. it is made voc.

gam copasrstam vzhdram cantor east not samcirzgta ApS (followed by ztz
sanzpresyatz) vzharam ca gam copasrstant antarena and samcdriph
MS (followed by its braydt). `(He orders, or he shall say:) "Do
not (they, the people, shall not) step between the cow and the
uthdra "'

agnir dyne tendyugyusmdn edhz MS : agnir dyu §mdn tasydyam
ayugyu$ man aste asau KS And others, see Conc.

agne vihz AB SB. AS MS agnir hold veto.. TB AS. SS.
agni tan asmdt pra nunottu lokal MS agnz$ tan (VS tan, AS MO

lokàt pra nudaty (AS nudaty, SMB nudaiv) asmat VS SB AS.
ApS SMB agne tan asmdt pra nudasva lokal ApS

athemd vz §vdh Arland jaydsz (RV °tz) RV (both) SV AB. TB. The
subject is Indra both times, tho the context vanes, 3aydts is prob-
ably secondary See RVRep 397

adztzh ke §fin vapatu AG MG. ApMB adztzh §makru vapatu AV. MG.:
adite ke §dn (and, ke §cAma§ru) vapa PG

enter mandn3 carats (and, °sz) rocanena RV (both) Agni is the subject
both times, tho the context varies

annapate 'nnasya (annasya) no dehi VS. TS. MS KS. SB TB. ApS. MS.
PränsagU. AG. SG. MG. ApMB.: annasydnnapatzb prdddt PB.:
cf 'mama no dhehi Kaué.

abhz praydnsz sudhztanz hi khyah (and, khyat) RV. (both). Agni is the
subject both times.

ararur (MS ararus te) dyam ma paptat MS. KS. ApS.: araro dwarfs and
papal? VS B. Vait

*
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avasdnapate 'vasdnant me vinda TB ApS.: avasdnam me 'vasdnapatir
vandal MS

avdsrjat (RV.* °jah) sartave sapta szndhún RV. (both) AV JUB.
avyo (SV. PB. °yam) vdram vi dhdvati (RV.* °sz) RV (both) SV PB.:

avyo vdram vs pavamdna dhdvatz (subject is here rasa) RV
aMndv eha gachatam RV AB. AS SS : .. gachatdm (TS. TB °tam, in

the same stanza) RV TS. TB N The subject is nom with 3d
person, voc with 2d

asmabhyam ahem vrsanam rayzm ddh RV SV MS TB.: ddt (but so
only p p in MS , its samhztd mss ddhl) MS TB Indra is the sub -
ject in both, but the stanzas are otherwise different, m the first
direct address, in the second indirect reference The samhztd mss.
of MS. were influenced by recollection of the other form of the
pods..

henna tzsthdtz (SG ¡Whet, PG. tzsthatu, HG its /haft) ghrtam uksamdnd
AV. SG PG. HG. The subject is a house (bala), which is directly
addressed in the sequel even in AV. Nevertheless the 3d person is
logical and natural, since the house is indirectly referred to in the
preceding

(prsthena dydvdprthzvi (MS adds dprna)] antarzksam ca vz bddhase (MS.
bddhasva, TS bddhatdm) VS. TS MS KS SB. See §116. Ad-
dressed to, or said of, one of the altar - bricks The preceding con-
tains an address to Indra -Agni, the sudden shift to a direct address
to the brick may have seemed harsh to the redactor of TS , hence
his (evidently secondary) change to third person

damdsu nrmnam dhdt MS. TA AS : asmdsu nrmnam dhdh KB. Same
context, but KB's version is fragmentary, it contains nothing incon-
sistent with the 2d person

svdttam czt sadevam havyam dpo devih svadataznam TS ApS. svdttarit sad
dhavzr dpo devih svadantu MS.: dpo devih svadantu (VSK. sad °)
svdttam czt sad devahavtlt VS. VSK AB Subject dpo devii, voc.
or nom.

dydtu varadd devi TAA TA MahánU.: dydhz sums devi MG
(abaddharit mano ) dikes and ma hdsih (KS hdsit) TS. K. BDh.:

(adabdhait caksur ) diksen (se. diksd id) and and hdsit satapd MA.
The KS. reading, with voc. subject and 3d person verb, belongs in
the next subdivision, but is doubtless corrupt; read probably diksen
in KS Cf however Keith's AA. 237, note.

(indrah, SV. indra ) kraturh punita (SV. *pa) ukthyam RV SV.
indro vdram ajayzt TS TB.: indra vdram Jaya VS. MS KS. B.
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u nena vaya udakeneht (SMB GG. udakenatdht, ApMB vayas udakenehi,
MG. vayur udakenet) AV. AG SMB. GG. PG. ApMB. MG. On
the very dubious form of MG see §136

apdtdm atvtna gharmam VS SB. SS LS.: gharmam apatam amid
(accented in MS! but not in TA , TA. adds hardivanam) MS TA.
ApS. china gharmam patella hardvanam (MS ptbatarh hdrdranum,
TA. patam hardwanam, LS patam aharvyanam) VS. MS. SB TA.
SS. LS ApS (in the last atvind is voc. in all; this precedes the other
form of the variant in all). The MS form of the first- quoted for-
mula is inconsistent (if not corrupt) and belongs in the next sub-
division

devon d sadayad (TB ApS. °ya) Ma RV. VS KS TB ApS Agni is the
subject in both, but the contexts are otherwise different.

nrmnd pundno arms RV. SV : nrmnd vasaio (SV pundno) argati RV.
SV. Subject is Soma Pavamána both tunes Contrast §328

pundno edema Myatt (and, °et) RV. (both) As m preceding
sdvitr:m bho anu braaht AG. SG. ApG MG . savttririt me bhavan anu

bravitu GG.
madhva yajñam nakgatt (VS TS nak ?ase) prinanah (AV prat.) AV. VS.

TS. MS. KS. Followed by naratanso agnih (VS TS KS agne).
All are consistent except KS , which belongs with the next sub -
division

ayùtd devebhtr amrtenagdh (MS KS °gat) TS MS KS. ApS The
stanza is radically reconstructed, tho fundamentally the same.

prthzvt matar ma ma honour.. VS TS SB SS : ma mdm maid prthtvi
hinsit TS MS

bhavati bhtkgdm debt Kau bhavan bhtkgam dadatu AG.
yudhendro mahnd vartvat cakara RV AV : yudhd devebhyo vartvaá

cakartha RV. AV. The subject of cakartha is Indra in one (and
that probably the older one) of the two occurrences in RV., see
RVRep 87.

evayam ptbantu (TS. 3uhudhvam) madhuno ghrtasya VS. TS MS. KS.
SB

árrsotu (RV.* rakes ca) no damyebhtr aníkat$ RV. (both) AB. See RVRep.
110.

raja pavttraratho vdjam druhah (and, °hat); followed by:
sahasrabhrTtir jayasi (and, °is) dram brhat RV. (both). Subject is Soma

Pavamána.
yathagnir ak$tto 'nupadasta evam mahyarit pure 'k.to 'nupadasta (HG.

°tah) svadhd bhava (HG. bhavatdm) ApMB. HG. And the same
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with yothd taaur , yathkddty° Subject is tinniii (waters
offered to the manes). either directly addressed or indirectly referred
to

rihederaso adhi rocatd nah (TS ere) RV. TS : vine decd abhi rakantu
(KS an tr,'han+ul stela AV. KS.t `0 All-gods, bless us (me)', or
'let the All -gods protect (attend) us.' The All -gods are not other-
wise mentioned in the stanza, nevertheless the direct address to
them seems rather harsh- hence, no doubt, the change to 3d person
in AV KS : and hence. perhaps, Keith's presumably accidental
translation (of TS 4 î 14 2d' as 3d person t`msy the all -gods be-
friend me , 'befriend' is not a happy rendering of adhi- rocatd)).

vyantarih *am a':rah RV. AV .atzratRV. AV. SV AB GB. AS. gait.
Subject is Indra, in different stanzas, both consistent

ávyeno na anise didst: RV SV s reno na t'rksu sidatt RV. SV.: &ycno na
ransu halaoe,su edam RV Soma Pavamsna is the subject in all.

sam devi (KS devi) dcrycrrasyc pahyasta (KS °vnasyelchyata) TS. Iíß.
ApS.

sa yajñam pair (SS patu) sa (AS om) yq)ñapatzm pain (SS. omits) as
team pith, (SS patu) TB GB AS Vait SS ApS

yaj lia pratztz ?lha sumatau susarah TB ApS : ya.ñah praty u WWI
sumatau marimba MS. See §158

rnatevasmd adde sauna yacha (SG aditzh, harma yansat) AV. TS MS. KS.
TB TA SG Ap\IB.

aandsaitu jarayuna SB BrhU saha jarayunava sarpatu (ApIIB. °yund
nrskra stye) HG ApMB : sahavehr jarayund RV.. sakarii jardyuwd
pata AV The contexts are all similar, and each is internally con-
sistent

sndriyarii ,ne riryam in ere radhih (MS vadhi fta) TS. MS The subject
is soma in either case The vanant belongs here if radhih is 2d
person as assumed by Keith on TS. 3. 1. 8 3: but since MS. has a
3d person, radhih may also be 3d person as assumed by Caland and
Henry, L'Agnistoma 153 (Keith's objection, 1. c , is not valid).

yathavasam tanvarn (AV. °rah) katpayatz (RV °yasra) RV. AV. VS.
Context contains assent, nom. (in apposition to subject), even in
RV.; this is doubtless responsible for the lectio facilior of AV. VS.;
no subject is formally expressed in RV.

v&jtno vdjajito vdjaiii sarifyanto (TS. ApS. add, vdjam je$yanto) brhaspater
badgam avajighrata VS. TS. SB. ApS vdjinau vdjajitau steam
jitvd brhaspater badgam avajighratam (KS *tam) MS. KLS. MS.
The same noun forms, alternatively taken as noms. or woes So
also in next.
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vajino sample varam sasrvanso (KS ,r;givdnso, TS sasrvanso vdjam 3igi..
vàrbso) brhaspater bhagam avarzghrata ni mrjanhh (KS. bhage na
mrjaidm, TS bhage na mrddhvam) VS TS KS SB : vdjinau
varar ;tau vdjam 3;tva brhaspater badge nzmr3yethdm MS MS

aram a. vaya gdyat; (SV. `la) RV. SV. Subject is the n. pr. Srutakakßa
in next pida, nom in RV , voc. in SV. Note plural verb despite
singular subject in SV

asme dharayatanz (MS °tam) rayim RV MS . asma; dhdrayatam rayim
AV. Subject agnisomd, originally voc , felt as nom in MS

om. utsrjata (MG °tu) TA. SS AG. PG ApMB. ApG. HG MG
utsrja (LS. °gala) gam LS SMB GG See §347.

raved somam p;batam (KS °tu, MS t °tam) KS MS ApS. Subject
A§vms in ApS M. (nom or voc ), in KS a priest.

ma ma hdsin (MS hash) ndth ;to net (MS na) tvd 3aham; (KS °n;) AV.
KS. MS : and no hdsin metthato net tvd 3andma TB ApS and no
hznszd dhznsato na tvd jandma AS. The subject, in prec , is nom in
all; but the rest of the verse, including the latter part of this variant
(note tea), is thrown into a direct address in 2d person, and MS.
assimilates its hdsis to this, instead of habit. Neither form can
therefore be called inconsistent with the context.

asau yaja AS . asau yarate .. LS
bhuvad ',sham abhy adevam o3asa RV bhuvo vz.vam abhy adevam mesa

SV Subject is Indra Preceded by direct address in 2d person,
but followed by reference in 3d person, thus neither form is incon-
sistent with surroundings

dvina bhi. a3avatah (MS °tam, TB t 'la) VS MS TB See §116.
ya (AV. TS. yav) atmanvad bibhrto (KS t °tho, AV. va§atho) you ca

raksatah (KS.t AV °thah) AV. TS MS KS. Followed in same
texts by

you mâvasya paribhú (KS. vzsvasyadh ;pa) babhuvathuh (TS t °tuh)
These are padas b and c of a verse in which the subjects, Váyu and
Savitar, are in all texts referred to in 3d person in a, and directly
addrest in d Therefore no text is completely consistent in the
verse; and the variant pádas are in every case consistent with a
part of the context.

âuddhah paid bhavata (TA. °tha, MG. °ntu) yajfiiyasah RV. TA. MG.
Also in pida a MG. recasts the expression to make the verb 3d
person instead of 2d; it is internally consistent, altho secondary
and poor.

imam no yajñam mime 3u$asva (AV. irnotu) RVKh AV. TS. KS. TB.
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The AV is consistent u ah the prec half verse (3d person) the others,
with the following pàda (direct address in all). Subject India.

rayas pogani (KS trastah pace yal ri shot i (AV, MS IsS vi ua) näbhim
asme (AV aspal AV VS TS MS KS TB ApS The subject,
TN-attar, is nom with 3d person, roc with 2d On the dual form
of the variant \r,syatdri) see §36S

§330. With accompanying change in number
prathamam artiin yuyotu nail SIG pra sa (read sii) mrtyunt yuyotana

HG . pra sumartyam Ap\IB su nirtyuiiil yuyotana SMB.
ApMB The subject is a god or gods, not clearly specified any-
where

Lena brahmaro tapa'eda»i as,a (tG adyal AV TB. AG. SG PG. HG.
ApMB teat brahnia +o t apatu MG tcnásyciyuse rapa ApMB. 'By
that (razor), 0 pnests, shave his (head) here' or `by that let the
priest shave (him)', or (a kind of ilha in ApIIB.) `by that shave
thou his (head) unto long life

tatra rayictham anu sanibharaita'n (AS sambharatant, M . sa»ibharetiirn)
TB ApS Afi Mg In TB ApS addrest to god Agin (2d sing.);
in Ag Mg subject is two fires (3d dual)

rajdnant samgdya(a (PG. °yetam) SG PG Stenzler renders PG. as a
direct address, as if °gayethdin were the reading, tho he quotes no
such reading There seems to be no reason why the two lute -
players should not be referred to in the 3d person 'let them sing of
the king In gG a plurality of lute - players is directly addrest.

salakemd (MS KS 'ma) yad ricurapd (VS MS KS SB °pain) bharátt
(MS KS babhúia) RV. AV VS MS KS SB : rwurapa yat
salak$mano bharatha TS See §104, h In the VV texts used of
the animal victim, who is addressed in the sequel, hence the
change to 2d person in TS , which is however evidently secondary

anu nia idain grata» z rratapatir manyalani MS : anu me dikvdm diiksdpatir
rnanyatam (IsS °patayo manyadhram, SB * ° patir amansta). . . VS.
TS KS GB SB (bis) Vait See §130.

§331. There are a few variants in which a verb in a relative clause is
alternatively made 3d person, because of the relative pronoun serving as
subject, tho the person referred to is still directly addrest. This psycho-
logical shift is familiar in other languages:
ya ttrakk nipadyase (AS SS. SDIB. °te) SB. BrhU. AS. SS. SMB.

ApMB HG The same person is directly addrest in all: `thou
who liest (lies) down across ..'
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ya djagma (N °nuh) savanemd (TS KS savanedam, N savanam idam;
VS MS gB ya djagmedam savanam) jusdndh AV. VS. TS MS KS
8B. N. `(0 gods) who have come' etc., gods are directly addrest in
all Only N makes verb 3d person, because of the relative

yad asst. manasd dzaram PG.: Busts prada &ah sarvah ApMB. The subject
is addressed in the 2d person (pronoun Iva) in the sequel even in
ApMB , the third person is due to the relative `Who goest (or,
if thou goest) to all directions (to a distance with thy mind)' is
the real meaning of both

ya rdjand (TS °nana) saratham ydtha (MS yata) /Agra TS. MS KS
'(0 Mitra- Varuna,) who go, two kings, mighty, against the (war -
nor) with his chariot (or, who go, mighty, against the king with his
chant)' [do ye free us from sin]

Possibly the following also belongs here
ma yah somam imam what (K8 piba, KS somam pibad imam) KS TB

K8. ApS See §319 The next pads begins with s, possibly
prbah (if not even Intel) is to be read in K8 If the text is correct,
of course piba is 1st person, not 2d

§332. (b) There remain a number of cases of this same sort in which
one form of the variant is more or less inconsistent with its own context.
Thus, first, there are cases in which third - person verbs are used altho
the subject is vocative, or is referred to with second - person pronouns,
pointing to direct address These cases, naturally, tempt to emenda-
tion, but probably the temptation should usually be resisted, as it
certainly should in the following verse of PG Such third - person verbs
occur no less than three times in it, and are translated by Stenaler as
second - persons, altho he very properly did not venture to emend his
text in view of the insistent tradition The comm supplies bhavantau,
and this familiar classical third - personal expression for what is really a
direct address is, no doubt, influential in many of these expressions in
later texts Cf bhavati bhaksdm delis (bhavan bhaksdm daddtu), §329
yena strums (PG brayam) akrnutam (PG `tam, 88 straydv akurutam),

yendpdmráataria (PG. °vamrioldm) surdm, yendksn 08. °ksdm, PG.
cicada) abhyasañcaiam (PG. °tam), yad yam tad aMnd yahah, SS. PG.
SMB. The first pods also GG. (reading as SMB.); the third also
AV , reading yendksa abhyastcyanta (the dice are made the subject
of the now passive verb). See §293.

Or, conversely, one form of the variant has a 2d person verb with a
nominative subject, as:
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td enani praeidvánsau srapayatam MS. tar :math vatic, rapayataiis
pravidvansau TB Not only the pronoun and adjective referring
to the subject in this pads, but the noun subjects in the prec.,are
nom in MS.

and no gharma t ath'to v:vyadhit (TA v :vpatho nah) MS TA.: mdnah
soma hoards vzhvarasva MS (so read, see §159). followed in same
verse by

mo ,watvam asmán taradhat (so read with p p) MS ma sv (Poona ed.
mo ,4v) nomads tamasy enter ddhRh TA nul no andhe fantasy ankle
ddhát (mss ádát) DIS In view of the voc gharma (soma), it would
appear that DIS AIS must understand the subject to be indefinite,
but it can hardly be anything else than the gharma The formula is
a prayaácitta spoken upon ominous performance of the gharma or
soma - offering

adabdho gopah (HS t gopah) pari pater nas team (KS. part pats vikatah)
RV. TS KS tram no gopah pan pain. vzkatah AV The subject
(in prec pada) is agne RV. AV , agnir TS. KS TS is inconsistent
(2d person with subject nom )

Agnis dad (TS. da) dravinam rirapekah RV TS The subject being
agne, TS. is inconsistent, but note the following dr -, and cf §24.

shad dhdra ava yad danavan han SV : srio rn Nerd ava ddnavam han
RV. N The subject is Indra, voc , even in SV., and the prec.
parallel verbs are 2d person.

kada sutam trsana oka a gamah (SV gamat) RV SV AV The subject
is the voc Indra, followed by sr- and perhaps felt as nom. (for
indrah) m SV? Benfey baldly translates 3d person verb with voc.
subject.

devebhyo havyam (MS DIS` MG. havya) vahatu prajanan RV. AV.
VS TS MS KS. gB TB Vait. Mg. Kaug. MG devebhyo
havyam vaha nah (Haug omits nah) prajanan TB. AS SS. ApS
Kant. There are three different contexts here, one with the second
variant, and two with the first All are consistent with their con-
texts except that DIS` alone has the form vahatu with a preceding
voc subject

patyur jan ivam abhi salt' babadtha (TA. babhzlva) RV. AV. TA. See
§282, f. The subject is team, and TA. comm. glosses babadea with
a 2d person

pitd mdtari$vachzdra pads dhah (KS. AS. dhdt) TS. KS. AB. AA. 5.9. 1.
In TS. AB nom. subject with 2d person verb; KS. AS. are con-
sistent.
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vy astabhnd (VS SB aska °, MS a. ka °, KS. asta °, TS. askabhndd, TA.
astabhnñd) rodasi smear (VS MS KS uzsraa, TS vi?nur) ete
followed by

dddhartha (TS dddhdra) prthitr m abhzto mayakhaah RV VS TS MS.
KS SB TA The prec half verse is addrest to Heaven and Earth;
hence, no doubt, TS changes these padas to a 3d person reference to
Venu, which seems less harsh than a direct address to him TA.
has a blend, being internally inconsistent, or at least harsh, despite
the voc subject and the 2d person verb retained in pida d, it joins
TS. in having a 3d person verb m pals e

tasya na Wasps pritasya dravinehagameh, etc (see § 104, u) Here all
forms of the variant are self - consistent (nom with 3d person, voc.
with 2d) except MS , which has dravinñgamyát; its p p reads
drdvina (accented!), is this form possibly felt as a nom pl neuter,
with sing verb? The following parallel formulas in MS have 3d
person verbs with nom subjects

yamasya data ca vag vzdhavatz (TA. datah soaped vzdh¢vasz), followed
by

grdhrah suparnah kunapam morals (TA t nisevase) MS TA. The TA
comm regards the grdhra as addrest, despite the nom form

[vzsvasya devi. mrcayasya (SS mrcayasya) janmano] na yd rosatt na gra-
bhat (SS grabhah) AB AS SS `The goddess of the imperishable
( ?) kind, who shall not be angry, shall not (or, do not) seize us.'
Keith takes grabhat as part of the relative clause, which leaves no
main verb in the passage, it seems better to regard grabhat as the
main verb, with subject devi It may be that the original reading
was devi (voc ), followed by grabhah, and that grabhat is due to
secondary form assimilation to rogatz, whose 3d personal form is
justified by the relative (cf §331). As it stands, SS. is inconsistent,
since the only possible subject for its 2d person verb is nominative.

a. 5ta. atruh syond no aptu TS MS AS . alataâatrus suhavo na wile KS
The subjects (a series of nouns, in the preceding) are all noms , KS.
is harsh

yajamdndya dravznam dadhdtu (VS. SB. KS * dadhdta) AV. VS VSK. TS.
MS KS B. TB. ApS. M. The subject is nominative, and
parallel clause 3d person, in all. On the plural see § 355.

hato (SV. TB. hatho) vrtrdriy drys (AV. TB. sprats) RV. AV. SV TB.
The AV. variant is inconsistent as between subject and person of
the verb, see §329.

sa no mayobhah into (pitav) dvi. asva (dvzáeha; MS. pztur admits) TS TB.
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A. MS SG SMB. PG. sa nah into madhumdn a mast Kaué.
Voc with 2d person verb in all but MS. Kau , in MS nom. with
3d person (equally consistent) , in Kau§ , however, if the text is
right, we have voc with 3d person verb, See §69

madhvd yarñam naksati ( °se) prinanah (prat') AV. VS TS MS. KS
See § 329 KS. Is inconsistent

tmau viryam (TB myna) mamdndya dhattdm (TB dhattam) MS. TB.
The 2d person of TB is inconsistent with its nom subject, a §vine
(accented). The comm finds no difficulty in ignoring the accent
and taking it as voc But in the next pada occurs a parallel verb
raksatdm, with the same subject Even this does not disturb the
comm , who calmly interprets it as if it were 2d person (sarvalo
bhaydl polayatam) In truth, of course, it is rather dhattam which
must be an error for 3d person dhattam

tarad dhemantah suvzte dadhata (MS °tu) KS MSS. tarad varsdh
madam (SG sukrtam) no astu (AV sate no dadhata) AV TS SG.
SMB In AV. KS the six season -names which precede are directly
addressed in 2d person, tho they are nom in form, not voc Doubt-
less for this reason MS substitutes a 3d person, and since the 3d
plural would not fit metncally, makes it singular, agreeing with the
nearest of the six subjects, see § 355 The other texts dodge the
difficulty by making suntan) the subject of a copulaic verb, astu

devote nah sukrto (VSK deve. u and sukrtam) brütdt (KS brúta; PB. MS.
brayat) VSK TS KS PB MS devebhyo and sukrtam brütdt (SB.
with ùha, voceh) VS SB . sukrtam and devenu braid TS A 2d person
is required, and PB comm reads brütdt, probably MS (in an un-
published part of the text) is likewise to be read brütdt

vider (VS KS SB laded) agnir (VSK SBK agner; MS IbIS agne)
nabho ndma VS VSK. TS MS KS SB SBK MS See Keith on
TS 1 2 12 1, note 2 The TS is inconsistent (2d person verb
with nom subject) The others all rectify the syntax by one
change or another

and no dydvdprthzvi hidisethdm MS. and dyavdprthzv% hidzsdläm TA In
MS. as well as TA dydvaprthzvz is nom (accented); and the pre-
ceding parallel páda is in the 3d person.

akarat süryavarcasam ApMB. akr.oh süryatvacam RV. AV. JB : avakr-
not süryatvacam MG. The subject, in the preceding páda, is
indra (voc) in all but MG., even ApMB. 1 1.9 reads so, despite 3d
person verb, cf Wintermtz, Introduction, p xvi. And indeed even
MG., tho it makes the subject nom , indras, to agree with the 3d
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person verb, still retains the voc. epithet §atakrato m pada b,
agreeing with it Only RV AV JB are really grammatical

brahma Lena punch,. nah (ma, punatu md, punimahe), admit brahma
punimahe, see §302

(abaddham mano . ) dike and and ;nigh (KS. hash, corrupt ?) TS KS
BDh (adabdham cakfur ) tkfen and roil habit . MS. The KS
is inconsistent.

§333. (c) In a very large number of other cases, while there is no
inconsistency between the case of the subject and the person of the
verb, we note more or less inconsistency between the person of the verb
and the surrounding context, in one form of the variant (See §294 )
That is, for instance, in a passage containing several parallel verbs with
the same subject, one is suddenly shifted from 2d to 3d person, or vice
versa Or, a 3d person verb is found when in an adjoining passage
direct address to the subject is indicated by a 2d person pronoun; or the
like. The result is a more or less harsh anacolouthon. This condition
is not by any means always secondary; indeed, it happens very fre-
quently that the anacolouthic syntax appears to characterize the older
form of the variant, and a later text smoothes it out by a change of
person in one verb

§334. In half a dozen cases, however, of verbs of which Soma is the
subject, and which in the RV are third person, and occur in the context
of other (parallel) third- person expressions, the SV. changes the 3d per-
son to 2d, producing a direct address to Soma which is inconsistent with
the context (cf. above § §295, 328)
adhi triprstha ufaso vt rajah (SV O ) RV SV. The subject, soma, is

spoken of in the 3d person in the preceding even in SV.
dprchyam dharunam van/ arsati (SV °sr) RV. SV. The subject, soma, is

referred to in the 3d person in the prec pads
punano vdram part' ety (SV carom aty eft') avyayam RV SV. ApS

The subject, soma, is referred to in 3d person in the 1st half of the
same verse.

vi§vd yad ripe partyaty (SV °sy) rkvabhth RV. SV. Otherwise 3d per-
son in the verse

vrthd pdjanst krnute (SV °fe) nadtfv d (RV.t once omits a) RV. (bis)
SV. Otherwise 3d persons in the verse

arfan (SV nest) mitrasya varunasya dharmana RV. SV. Parallel verb
in the preceding is 3d person in both.

§335. In two cases, however, the reverse change takes place in SV
in verbs of which Soma is the subject, there are special reasons for both.
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rno aeikradad sane SV. 2 430b, 4SOb r,dta cat-rado,£ ,P. 107. 22b
cairadol cane RV 9 13b. a 107 22b In SV 2. 430b = RV.
9. 107. 22b Soma is addressed in the latter part of the stanza: yet
he is here referred to in the 3d person in SV . probably under the
influence of the parallel passage 2 4S0b = RV. 9. 7 3b, which
has 3d person in both texts
Iris' eras? :ASV aira:,c4, -,t; arr, RV SV. Here RV. is inconsistent;
the subject. Soma, is the subject of a 3d person verb in the nest
pida In SV cli'.,s is smoothed out.

§336. We may note that it is only Soma for which SV. seems to feel
this urge towards direct address, e g , in the following, where the Maruts
are the subject. SV changes secondarily a 2d person address to a 3d
person reference, despite direct address to the Maruts in the preceding:
rare piba +a ,SV p,lict,tul tdrti,,ah RV. SV

§337. The long list of remaining cases is as follows.
yet sánoil ilium d-uhat (SV. sîrt &tank) RV. SV The subject is

Indra, who is otherwise spoken of in the 3d person even in SV.; the
next pida is bhúry asparta kart, 'When he ( Indra) mounted
from peak to peak and beheld much labor A 2d person verb here
is intolerably harsh, one is tempted to guess that SV felt druhah as
a verbal noun, dependent on aspafta (11 This would perhaps be
no worse than other forms of which SV is guilty. But probably it
merely shifts to direct address to Indra, see § 294

yena bh 7 o (PG bhtiri;;l carat :, ayam (AG ca ràtri,am,11G. caraty ayam,
PG card chain', 3yol ca pa.t,úta (PG °el. MG. 'yob) sìiryam
(MG °yah) AG PG ApMIB MG The subject is the boy in the
shaving rite (except that MG makes it süryah in the 2d pida, per-
haps also in the first' doubtful)- he is addrest in the 2d person in
the rest of the verse in AG. PG MG , spoken of in the 3d in ApMMB.
As to persons, PG and AplIB are consistent, AG flagrantly
inconsistent, MG patches together a makeshift reading, keeping
3d person but changing the subject

ya3ñasya yuktau dhurya (TB Ap °yáí) ahhiltam (MS °thdm): and (in
same verse) divi (KS dine) Apia ajarani (MS. KS uttaniam)
drabhetdm (MS. KS. "than) MS. KS.t TB. ApS. In prec pads
both MS. and KS. have the 3d person gachatdm; both are therefore
inconsistent. On abhttthdm (middle!) see § §21, 56.

antaá carati (DlahsnU. PranágU. °et) bhútesu TA. TAA. Díah3nU.
PranagU. LVytisaDh ScaiikhaDh. The subject (paramdtnia, TA.
comm) is addrest in the second person in the 2d half of the verse.

'
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sampnyah paubhzr bhava (TB ApS. bhuvat) MS TB ApS : sampnyam
prajaya patubhzr bhuvat TA The subject, (Agm) is referred to in
the 3d person even in MS in the preceding

vivo (TS. vz§ve) raya 1 sudhyatz (TS °sz) RV VS TS MS KS SB. Both
variations in TS. are corrupt, see Keith (p 21, n 3), who translates
the RV. reading. As K remarks, the 2d person is apparently
intended to match pufyase in the next line, but this is an infinitive,
not a finite form.

ma no hrnitam atzthir (SV hrn."zthd atithim) vasur agnzh RV SV The
subject can only be Agm in SV , which seems to understand the
last two words as a separate sentence 'Be not ashamed of our
guest (0 Agm 7) ; Agm is good '

firdhvo adhvaro asthat (VS SB 'dhvara asthat, KS. 'dhvare sthah, ApS
adhvare sthat) VS MS KS. SB ApS 'The offering has stood up-
right', or (KS) 'thou (Agni) hast stood upright at the offering', or
(ApS ) 'he (Agni, who is directly addrest in both the preceding and
following) has stood' etc Caland assumes 'sthdh as the true read-
ing of ApS.

ad nah payasvati duham (TS. PG dhuksva, MS duhe, SMB data?)
RV. AV TS MS KS SMB PG The subject (eka ?takd) Is
spoken of in the 3d person in the 1st half of the same verse even in
TS. PG , which here address it directly For the doubtful reading
of MS. SMB. see §104, b

subhesajam yathasatz (AV °a; LS yathdsat) AV TS MS KS. LS.
Different contexts, but, as Whitney remarks ad loe , the 3d person
would suit better in AV.

tat satyam yad viram bzbhrthah (MS f °tah); viram janayisyathah (MS
°tah), to mat pratah prajanayzsyethe (MS °te); to ma private prajan,
ayzsyathah (MS °tah prajaya pa. ubhzh) TB ApS M. Preceded,
even in MS , by a direct address in 2d person.

(indra§ ca nah .unaszrav) imam yojnam mzmzksatam (SS. °tam) TB.
SS Followed by garbham (SS °an) dhattam svastaye, so that SS
is inconsistent Its reading is evidently a reminiscence of the form
of the pride which occurs elsewhere, in a different context, with
mzmzksatam; see §341. .

arakkasa mansa taj juseta (TS MS. ju?asva; KS. jusethah) RV. VS. TS.
MS KS B. See §160 In the following 2 pidas Agm Is referred
to in 3d person

imam yajfiam abhz grnita vibe RV VS : zdam no havzr abhz grnantu
vztve AV The subject is the pstrs, who are addrest in the next line
in the 2d person even in AV , and AV. coram reads grnita here.
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natarid 1TB. °ri saps (TB, h RV. TB. The
parallel verbs are all 3d person. TB comm. glasses ^.&z prapfarJA.

,n daa no opt On tTS I:ar ut) VS TS MS RS. 8B. The
subject is understood as Agni The first part of the serai refers to
him in 3d person and is directly sddrest to plants: the majority of
the texts change to a 2d person address to Agni, while TS. alone,
more consistently but presumably secondarily, continues the
indirect reference

perorate a jaganth i (AV : agarnuat. TS jagama) paras!ie h RV. AV. SV.
VS MS KS. Subject Indra, who in the following is addrest in
2d person in all.

pttarah p.tantahah pare 'tare tatas latatnaha iha mimeo (PG outman)
TS PG. The last of a series of similar formulas, the preceding
ones are 3d person in both texts.

pura grdhrad arartgah ptbatah (TB. pibathah) RV. MS. TB. In the
following TB also has 3d person verb

pradah (SMB pradat) pttrbh yah svadhaya to ak fan RV. AV VS TS. Apa.
SAIB Subject Agni, addrest in 2d person thruout the verse in most
texts, but in SMB only in the last pads, in this (the 3d) pads, and
in the 1st (which is a different one from that of the other texts), it
has 3d person forms, in the 2d pads the form is ambiguous (either
2d or 3d).

and ma Smolt (VS t KS aB hrnsTh) VS. TS I S aB TB Apa. Prec.
by ma tra ht nett (KS ms hindi) In the Tait. school texts the
verb -form is mechanically assimilated to the preceding: just as in
the one ms of KS the form of the prec verb is assimilated to the
following (properly emended by von Schroeder, since the object
rra makes 2d person verb obviously impossible) Subject krvta,gna
(llfahidhara on VS )

yatha 3yok suman asap (HG. asat) ApMB. HG. The prec formula
addresses the boy in 2d person even in HG

yad úrdhras ¡Whet (KS °thad) drarzneha dhattat RV MS KS. AB TB.
N. In KS inconsistent with context, see §24.

vakpa vacant me pall' (MS. patu) TS. MS. AB. A. And the same with
Itrotrapah 3rotrarrt, cakfu pah etc. vakpdh is nom., which makes 3d
person at least easier; and the prec. is a 3d person statement in TS

vitivasma id zfudhyate (TB. °se) RV. TB Followed by:
devatra havyarn úhtfe (RV. ohire and ohire) RV. (bis) SV. TB. On the

relation of the RV. forms see RVRep 131f The SV. occurrences
repeat RV. 8 19 1 (which has ohire) but seem influenced by RV.

saner rÌ1 IaiVeir:ai'i

fìt.,no;ipv
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1. 128 6 (ohisc) TB. repeater RV 1. 128. 6 but makes it more
natural; ohi.ge (p p. a Vito) is surrounded by 3d person verbs
referring to the same subject (Agm), so that attempts have even
been made to explain ohip as an infinitive (see RV Rep loc cit.,
and Oldenberg's RVNoten ad loc ). In TB the whole passage is
made a direct address to Agni a much easier reading.

karma varátham asadat svah (TS dsadah suvah) VS TS MS KS SB. In
TS. the verb is assimilated to the person of the 2d half - verse, where
Agni is directly addrest in all Tho more consistent, it is doubtless
secondary

3ayanta upaspr §atu HG : 3ayantopa sprha ApMB Only HG. is con-
sistent with parallel formulas in the context, which even in ApMB,
are 3d person

upasadyo namasyo yathásat (AV bhaveha) AV. TS MS. Subject is a
king, equated with Indra; in 1st half verse all texts refer to him in
3d person, here AV changes to direct address (AV. 3 4. 1 has the
same pads in a different context.)

anu (AV * prati) dydvdprthivid tatantha (AV. *vive. a, AV * TS *TB tatana)
RV AV. VS TS. .MS KS SB. TB Occurs in two different
verses, one (A) is addrest to Soma, with verbs in 2d person; the
other (B) refers to Agni, with verbs in 3d person Only A occurs in
RV., only B in AV TB ; both occur in VS TS MS KS , but VS
MS. KS read in B the 2d person form taken from, and appropriate
to, A, while only TS keeps the distinct forms appropriate to each

andhena yat (TA. ya) tamasa pravrtasit (TA °ási) AV. TA The
subject (ace to both comma a cow, but see Whitney's note on
AV. 18 3 3) is referred to in the 1st half verse in 3d person in both
texts.

data (MS KS a.,9thah) pratigtham avidad dhi (MS. avido hi, KS avido nu)
gddham TS MS KS PG So the Conc. The subject, VAvavedas,
is referred to in the prec pads in the 3d person in TS KS (while in
MS he is directly addrest). If, as we believe, the Conc presents the
true text of KS , it alone of the texts is inconsistent with its sur-
roundings. The matter is, however, not certain. The single ms of
KS is quoted as reading a. tdh and avide, which seem most likely to
represent a$thäh and avido; but von Schroeder (doubtless for the
sake of consistency with the context) emends, overboldly as it
seems, to data and avidan

gamin me and vi tztrsah (MS. °,yat) TS M. 'Do not (let him not) make
my troops thirsty.' Only the 2d person is proper, referring to Indra,
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to whom the whole verse is addrest Knauer on MS. 2. 4. 1 35b
defends *fat of all his mss by supposing it to refer to Váyu, under-
stood In the same context gamin me and vy arzrzsah Vait. In
different contexts gaud me and vz trsan VS TB SB ; ganair ma and
vz (itrsata MS. 'Let not my troops be thirsty' or 'make me not
thirsty with my troops', shift between causative and simple verbs,
with consequent inversion of subject and object.

able no viro greats ksameta RV TB trues no viro arvatz ksamethali AB.
In a repetition of the RV stanza, in which the subject (Rudra) is
addrest with 2d person verbs in the preceding pádas, AB makes this
pads consistent with them

d yantu pztaro mano3avasah ApS eta pztaro mano3avah, and: dganta
pztaro man43avah MS (in same sutra): paretana (TS KS ApS.
pareta) pztarah somyasah (TS ApS somyah) TS MS KS. AS MS.
ApS. (in different context from the above in ApS , but in the same
context, separated by one sútra, from eta etc in MS , in the next
sútra but one MS has a 3d person reference to the same subject,
§undhantani pztarah, thus shifting from 2d to 3d person)

rtzinr (TB rain) anyo vtdadhaa 3ayate punch (AV. Jdyase navah) RV AV.
MS TB. Preceded by the correlate vz§vanyo bhuvana Image (so
AV the others similarly). Said of the sun and moon respectively.
The change to direct address in AV. is harsh and is pretty surely a
mere corruption, the comm reads 3dyate

Lena ma saha §undhata (AV tumbhantu) RV AV The waters seem to
be addressed in RV , they are referred to in 3d person in the preced-
ing The AV reading is uncertain, SPP. adopts §umbhatu, and so
Whitney's Translation, see §360

divo 3yote (and, 3yottr) mono adztya dsuvadhvam KS devajüte
vzvasvann adztya dsuvadhvam MS vtvasvan adztir deva3fats
vzyantu TS Two parallel pádas preceding have vyantu with nom.
subject in MS KS also

yo devanam carasz pranathena VS MS KS SB devanara ya. § await
pra° TS Here, paradoxically, it is the 2d person of most texts which
is inconsistent with the 2d (not 3d) person verb of the preceding
line; for the subjects of the two must be different, being mast and
fem. respectively. Doubtless this is the reason for TS's change to
3d person here, and for its further change in the next pads (devi
for deva), which makes the entire stanza addrest to the feminine
entity mentioned in the first half. TS. is, of course, secondary.

yaamad bhita udava §zeta (and, udavepista) MS : yasmdd bh3,Mava§isthah
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(and, bhi,sdveptsthdh) TB SS. ApS Surrounding and parallel
formulas (addresst to the animal victim) are 2d person even in
MS

a§vináv eha gachatdm (TS TB lam) RV. TS TB. N. á vindv is voc in
TS. TB , alidade nom in RV The same páda with °tam (and
&Windy) in RV and other texts, in a direct address to the Minns,
who are here (in RV) referred to in the 3d person, the stanza being
addrest to a pnest (the adhvaryu according to comm on RV , the
hotar according to that on TB ). The preceding páda in TB. as
well as RV. is: prdtaryu3d (= a.§vinau) vi bodhaya. TS changes
this to °yu3au vi mucyethdm, making it also a direct address to the
Aávins. TB is inconsistent in that the first páda is addrest to a
priest and refers to the AAvins in 3d person, while the second
addresses them directly. TS by its further change in the first pada
restores consistency. No doubt the 2d person form of the second
páda is due to influence of the other form of the variant with gach-
atam, in a different stanza in RV.

tyaty agra dolt (KS TA ApS deft) VS MS KS SB TA ApS M. In
two different stanzas (used in similar connexions), one in KS ApS.,
the other in the remaining texts The KS ApS stanza is consist-
ently in the 2d person, according to ApS addrest partly to a lump
of earth, partly to pebbles The other stanza likewise refers to a
lump of earth, which is addrest directly in the next pada in MS at
any rate (with vocative devi), and according to Mahidhara also in
VS.; M thus interprets the pronoun te, as referring to the earth,
with tact Mahidhara supplies bhavali, taking the whole as direct
address There is, then, inconsistency between the two padas in
VS MS In TA., which has the same context as VS MS , this
inconsistency is removed by changing dolt into a 2d person

team tokdya no dadhat (KS dadhah) RV SV KS , and AVPpp in its
version of AV. 7 20. 2, see Whitney's note on this The RV. SV
passage 1s not pertinent since dadhat is a participle, the context is
different. But both KS and AVPpp have finite verb forms, the
stanza in them is otherwise a direct address, and AVPpp is therefore
inconsistent. In both the next páda reads:

pra na (MS na) dyunp. kin-ph ( AVPpp. MS. KS. mss. °$at) AVPpp. VS.
TS KS. SS. N. See preceding. (In all but AVPpp KS. MS
the preceding pada is different.) This Aida, with tdrasat, is

found repeatedly in other contexts (see Cone ), in most of which the
3d person is appropriate. Doubtless the reading with Onset here
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(and probably in AV. 4 10. 6e, where a 2d person also seems
required) is due to contamination with that form of the phrase.

rdhag aya (TS MS. KS ayad) rdhag utcnami$thdh (MS KS °tamzsta)
VS TS MS KS SB N : dhruvam aya dhruvam utdtamz ?ihah RV :
dhruvam ayo dhruvam uta §avzstha AV. The forms aya(s) and
ayad are both 2d persons, but because the latter looks more like a
3d person, MS. KS secondarily make the following verb 3d person,
despite direct address in the preceding and following pidas. On the
corrupt version of AV see Whitney on 7 97 1

citrebhir abhrair upa tt thatho (MS `to) ravam RV t MS. Followed by
dyam varsayatho (MS °to) asurasya mayaya RV MS The preceding

pidas speak of the subject (mitiavarunau) in the 3d person, hence
the change to 3d person in MS , which makes the syntax smoother.
Nevertheless MS p p reads varsayathah.

dharta divo rajaso vibadti dharta (TA divo vzbadsi rajasah, VS B. divo
vibhati tapasas prthivyam) VS MS SB TA. The context has a
parallel verb yacha

dhruvatdhi pond (PG °ye) mays RVIih AG. PG ApMB : mameyam
astu pond AV. The AV is inconsistent, for the woman referred to
by iyam is addressed in 2d person in the rest of the stanza

aredata (ahe °, see §160) manasa devan. gacha (Ape gamyal) MS. KS. Ape.
Parallel verbs are 3d person in all

3anifta (TS °suet, MS °,sva) hi 3enyo agre ahnam RV. TS MS KS. The
subject is Agin, referred to in 3d person by all in the sequel.

pratifthdm gacha (GB gachan) pratislham ma gamaya (GB. °yet) AB.
GB. Direct address in the preceding in both. Gaastra considers
GB. corrupt

marya Iva yuvatzbhih sam argils (AV iva yosah sam arfase) RV SV. AV.
Parallel verbs in the preceding are 3d person in all

namo vztivakarmane sa u pats asman TS Me.: vi,vakarman namas to
pahy asman AV. Preceding parallel is 3d person in AV

nzuñcatu (KS muñcemam) yafñam (Ape yajño, KS adds muñca)
yasñapattm anhasah svaha MS. KS Ape. 3d person forms are used
in parallel formulas in KS

mega itra vat. sam ca vi corn acyase AV.: mega iva yad upa ca vi ca curvets
(Ape. erroneously, carvari) KS. Ape. 3d person forms in the rest of
AV.; but the stanza is very obscure.

vapid (ApMB vapira; HG. MG. vaptar) yapasi (PG. *ti) keâa lmaaru
(AG. PG MG haft) AV. AG. PG. ApMB. HG. MG. The fourth
pida has 2d person verb in all: the 3d person of PG. is evidently due
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to the nom vapid, felt as subject, tho in the original form (AV) it is
merely appositional to the subject Note that HG. MG. also feel
this as inconsistent, and try to smooth out the syntax by the con-
verse change of vapid to voc. raptor; while ApMB. has an instru-
mental vaptrd

sam gachatdm (RV.* gachasva) !anvil (TA. tanuvd) suvarcdh (RV * TA
jdtavedah) RV. (bis) AV (bis) TA In AV 18 3 58 is repeated
RV. 10 14 8, with change in this pada of gachasva to gachatam,
which is inconsistent with the rest of the stanza in which the dead
man is directly addrest The change is obviously due to the influ-
ence of the very similar pAda RV 10 16 5d = AV 18 2. 10d (this
also in TA ), which has, consistently, gachatdm. Note that con-
versely AV. substitutes suvarcdh of 18 3 58d = RV 10 14 8d
for jdtavedah of RV 10. 16 5d, thus making the two prides exactly
alike.

sam (ApMB. §am) ùdho remake!. hatch (ApMB halhah) RV. ApMB
See Wmtermtz, p xx of ApMB Introduction, hathah is senseless

sarvam tad asmdn ma hinsih (HG hanszt) ApS` HG Parallel verbs are
3d person; there is no doubt of the inferiority of Apa , which
Caland translates by a 3d person.

chandondmdndm (with variants) sdmrd3yam gacha (VSK. gachatát; MS
gachet) VS VSK TS AB MS The subject is Soma, who is
addrest directly in the preceding formulas.

trin samudrdn samasrpat svargdn (MS. °gah) VS MS SB samsarpa
(KS. °pan) trin samudrdn svargdn (ApS svargdn! lokdn) KS Apa.
The subject is addrest in 2d person (gacha) in the last part of the
stanza m all, and Apa., secondarily no doubt, makes samsarpa con-
sistent with this Mahidhara on VS understands even samasrpat
as direct address (he karma yo bhaván ... samasrpat), but the only
exprest subject is nom in all (apam polar vrgabha agtakanam).

tetra Vera primal abhi ija TSB ApS. HG maul§ ca deva (PG devah)
prima abhifydh (PG t °,syak) KS PG `0 god (let the god) anni-
hilate all the hosts ' abha$yak for abhs§yat, 3d sing injunctive, see
Stenzler's Critical Note on PG 3 1. 3b The `god' is Agni, who is
addrest directly in the preceding pads even in PG (svmgam ague
abbe tat prryíhs').

§338. (d) We come next to a group of variants in which the change of
person is due to a change of subject, while the general context remains
essentially the same. Thus
tiro and santam dyer and pra Malt (AS santam and pra hdsih) TB. A.
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ApS.: tiro me ya3ña ayur ma pra hash (one ms hash) MS.t The
subject of the 2d person forms is Agni, who is addrest in the prec.;
that of the 3d persons is ayuh.

kàmam (AV. PB kamah, KS ¡camas) samudram a visa (AV. meta; KS.
PB vitat) AV. KS PB TB TA. AS ApS 'Desire has entered the
ocean' or the like; 'enter thou the ocean (of) desire' (TA. comm :
he dakfane samudrasamani kamam pranks)

tcrdhvo adhvaro asthat etc , see §337
ahar no atyapiparat MahánU. SMB ahar matyapaparah AV. 'The

day has brought us across'. 'thou (sun) hast brought me across the
day'

pra yam raye nani ?asa RV pra yo raye ninisati N. 'Whom thou (Agni)
wilt lead to wealth' . 'who will lead (thee, Agni) to wealth '

ma hinsih partisan, 3agat VS TS. MS KS gvetU ma hinsit purugan
mama NilarU The entire verse is addrest to Rudra, who is the
grammatical subject of this verb except in NilarU, where the
subject is his weapon

rardtam ud ava vzdhyati (HG. °si) HG. ApMB Prec. by: yat to elan
mukhe ' matam (HG matam) 'If thou shootest up this thought in
thy face' 'if this bad thought shoots up '

devi. vag yet to vaco tasmin and dhah (KB SS no adya dhat) TS KB.
GB PB JB AS SS Vait KS The subject in KB SS is Vices-
pati, mentioned in the prec

vàcaspate 'chid? aya vàcàchadrayd Juba dun devavrdham (SS erroneously,
deva vrdhan) hotràm aarayat (KS. aarayant, TA. erayasva, SS.
airayasva) svaha (SS omits) SB TA SS KS The passage is
troublesome, see Eggelmg's note in SBE 44 122 Sáyana inter-
prets aarayat as equivalent to a 2d person, and refers the whole
passage to Va,caspati; if he is right, this variant would belong with
those listed in §332. But Eggelmg translates aarayat as a 3d person,
referring, apparently, to the yajamdna; the formula is used under
certain conditions at his consecration ((tiksa); and this seems likely
to be correct. The 2d person form of the variant is, of course,
addrest to Vácaspati.

yo devayanah panthàs tena yajño deed') apy etu (KS. tena dean gacha)
TS. KS. Subject in KS. is add.

dyur dada edhi VS. SB. SS.: mayo ddtre bhayat MS : yayo ddtre (VSK.
dears edhi; KS. PB. datre bhtcyàn) mayo mahyam (TB TA. ApS.
mahyam astu) pratagrahitre VSK. KS PB TB. TA. ApS. 'Be thou
(potency addrest) life (or the like) to the giver' etc , or, 'may there
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be strength (or the like) to the giver' etc The meaning, of course,
is virtually the same. Cf next.

iantzr no astu MS Canter me astu Width TA : sä and ideate edhz VS
Mahidhara on VS tad, mean prati, edhz, astu, purusavyatyayah (text
by error, °vyatyamah) But this is, of course, a pedantic and un-
necessary assumption, the 2d person is of the same sort as in the
preceding variant

dyaur nah pita pztryac (TA pitrydc) chant bhavcitz (TA °si) AV TA In
AV the subject is dyaur, in TA the comm takes it as the yajamdna,
no doubt correctly, but the entire stanza is obscure

vilvasma; birdtayddhvaro 'st (Apg °ro astu devcih, KS Mg badtaya
dhruvo astu devdh) TS KS Apg. Mg The subject in TS is
Soma, in the others yalña; all refer to yajna in the 3d person in the
preceding.

süryam (TA adds le) cakfur gachatu (AV caksu$d gacha) ',atom alma
(AV. almond) RV AV. TA. 'Let thy eye go (or, go with thy eye)
to the sun' etc. In the following pádas the dead man is addressed
with gacha in all, AV. makes this pads. consistent with them, but
the others are not syntactically inconsistent, since caksuh is the
grammatical subject in them

si ryasya rahmin any Weld= (Mg dtatantha) TB Ag Apg Mg. Pre-
ceded by yad agne pitrvam prabhrtam (prahitam, nihztam) padam hi
te In MS. the subject is Agm, in the others, his padam.

stn. takrd indraya devebhyo bhara MS. KS Apg. svutakrd devebhya
indra damn hang Shut svand VS. SB The subject in most texts
is Agm, in VS SB it is (obviously secondarily) changed to
Indra

samyag Spur ya3ño (Mg t ya3uiam) yajrñapatau dadhatu (Ms. dhah) KS.
M. See §158

yat to /mamma tat te hudhyatu (TS Apg tat to etera tundhatdm, MS. tad
etera hundhasva) VS TS MS. gB Apg. 'Let that of thee become
pure (by this)', or, 'as to that become thou pure by this '

§339. We think it unnecessary to list here cases in which the change of
person accompanies, and is conditioned by, a shift of voice, as between
active and middle or passive; such a shift naturally involves very often
a change of person, and the instances can easily be found from the lists
in § §30, 83 ff.; to these should be added the variant: tas tad deli?. (devyo)
passe ( °sa) earn vyayantu (vyayasva), §70

§340. For cases of this sort in which there is a change of number as
well as person, see §365; and for a couple of cases in which a 2d person
singular of direct address varies with an indefinite 3d plural, see §360.
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§341. (e) We come now to cases in which the 2d and 3d persons
appear in different contexts, with different subjects, each appropriate
and consistent We may begin with a pads which occurs in the RV.
itself m no less than four different verses.
asmakam edhy artier i athdndm (AV (stagnant) RV. AV SV. VS TS.

MS. KS. asmakam bodhy av° ra° RV.. as° bodhy ar° tanúndm
RV. MS TB TA 11IahánLT : as° bhúty av° ta° RV. AV. TA. The
last, with its anomalous form Photo, is obviously a secondary
adaptation to a new context with change of person

adharo mad asau twat svdhd ApMIB adharo raddsau rada srand HG.t
(corrupt. read as ApMB , as Karate and Oldenberg both assume):
adho vadddharo rada HG The last, which is the only genuine
variant, is a conscious imitation of the other, with change of person
to suit different context

to devdso (TS deed) yalñam imam ,lugadhram (AV jusantdm) RV. AV.
VS TS MS KS SB . to derdso harir idam 3uNdhram AV It is the
last- quoted form of AV which appears m the same context with the
others, AV 7 28 1, which reads jusantdm, is in a wholly different
context

trptd and tarpayata (MG main tarpayantu) KS. MG Contexts only
vaguely similar

antan carasy (MS °ty) arnare AV MS Different contexts
adhaspadan krnutdm (AV * krnuS va; TS kr,jute) ye prtanyarah AV.

(bis) VS TS MS KS SB
bodhat emote rayo dadhat MS bodhy stoles rayo dadhat (ApS vayovr-

dhah) RV SV ApS See § §24, 133 The contexts are different,
and MS is interpretable as it stands. but it has a v 1 bodhy.

and rich pratdm rinse (TB 3 1 1 3 ririsan) mota wan RV. VS SB. TB.
(bis). TA. TAA ApS SMB HG MG. N One case in TB. uses
the pads in a quite different context, found non here else, the person
of the verb is consistent with its surroundings

sin me bhüydh (Iiau§ °ydt) TS MS KS AS. SS ApS. MS Kula
Different contexts.

sameddhdram anhasa uru §yat (SS anhasah pain) RV. SS.
yathdsthdnam kalpantdm (ApS. kalpayadhvam) B. Brhtl. ApS :

yathdsthdma kalpayantdm ihaiva AV.: yathdsthdnam dhdrayantdm
shwa SS. Hardly comparable. See §241.

dyur no delis flume SG : cf. ayes to (AV. dyur no) vt§vato dadhat AV. etc.
Hardly comparable

nyaññ uttdndm any eta (and, esi) bhamim RV. (both). Subjects Indra.
Agni
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agni raksänsi sedhatz RV AV MS KS. TB. Ag. Ape. Mg Raul.:
apa ra° sedhasz (PránágU ccatayat) AV. PrdndgU

Roth (and, resat, ajazh) svarvatir apah RV. (all) Indra is the subject
each time, but the contexts are different. See RV Rep. 39 ajazh
is 2d person. The original is 3esah, RV. 1. 10.8.

abhy arsantz (and, arsati) sustutzm RV. (both) . abhy arsata sustutzm
gavyam d.pm RV VS KS. Apg The addition in the latter indi-
cates that it is secondary, but it is consistent with its context

alma bhavatu izas (AV. te) tanz h RV. AV. VS TS MS. KSA camera
team sthzrä (MG ApMB.* sthzro) bhava AG gG SMB. PG ApMB
HG. MG. Cf also alma bhava paraâur bhava; see Cone The AV
context is related to that of the GS texts, and Ppp reads damn
team sthzro bhava, the vulgate AV. has an interesting contamination
with the fundamentally unrelated passage of RV. etc.

a barhih sidatam sumac RV sidatam barhzr 4 sumac RV. Subjects
Mvins Night and Dawn

ado girzbhyo adhz yat pradhavasz TB. ado yad avadhavatz AV anti ye ke
sarasyakà avadhavatz HG ApMB (see Wmtermtz, Introduction,
p xxvi, he supposes that avadhavata is intended, while Kirste and
Oldenberg assume avadhdvantz for HG) asau yo 'vasarpats VS TS
MS. KS. Four different contexts with different subjects

imam yaañam mzmzksatdm (TB °tam) RV VS TS MS KS JB TB sB
88. L. Quite different context in TB SS from the others, see
§337.

jusethariz (and, °tam) yarñam %plays RV. In three different contexts,
two with direct address, one 3d person, different subjects each
time.

punar no nastam akrdhz (RV AV Nets) RV. AV. VS. TS. MS. KS.
M.

yat slat ages cakrmd tat su mrdatu (and, mrda) RV. (both)
Ingram a bhasz (RV * blab) rocanam (AV 4" rocana) RV (tris) AV. (bis)

ArS VS. TS. MS KS TA MahúnU. Subjects Usas, Súrya, and
Indra

vslsva adhz érzyo dadhe RV.:. . 'dhita RV. KS. TB .. . dhzse RV
nitre deva ilia virayadhvam (AV. mddayadhvam; VS. B. Vait. L.

mddayantdm) RV. AV. VS TS. gB. Vait. L. ApMB.: vitae dead
zha mddayantam (KS. virayadhvam) TS. KS. TB Two different
contexts, with appropriate persons of verbs in each.

earn sùryena rocate RV. VS. MS. 8B. TA : . rocase RV. AV. Subjects
Soma Pavamána: Usas.
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tz rlurya149,n t erma VS fiB.: n muliadhraya rsgletya (TI1,. AA
aghrtzya+ dct,a20,, ìh VS. MS. KS. B. TA. Apg. Mg. Hardly
1-Willi-IS of each other.

ta akrrà^a;ar, I? Gan AV. sñ raka*th Irasam n/ga.tn AV.
b0;átrmJrt asad AV Pas1 AV. (both) VS 'N. MS_ KS.
sadyu' t'rthlitha land. bathtwa) RV. (both). Subjects

Agm IL -ir.)
sa t7,zb bhut a 5' hoed, 11V. AV : sa :,?'Da ?Auto (AV. Fa 3darh Pòhaan)

a7 1, a11ar sa .5')1.74,37 AV. TS TB.

cir'taz,tz .t,,, ba-ìi.- ani, sal: RV. (both) SV. VS. MS. RS. B.
TB. Ari:. N

rz-e r , s,t*, c; ,and. aprda opal AV. (both).
madi ri+.] AV " t ^7adh^47à )urdu sAV, kara3t, RV. raktittR,

,,, I-I` AV MS TA. ApS
sa no ro,ú+,^ ü I SV bhara; RV. SV AV. \-.S. TS. MS. KS. Differ-

ent context in SV
arizatn +,nb ;or,/ IbS. )e dirt. TB. Apg. karat) VS. 2.20 (omitted

in Cc nc. TS KS gB TB. Apt; In the last two texts the context
L differ-Tt

For other L.se_ _n which there is s change of number as well as person,
t:ee §371

1,342. f Finally, some instances which include either gross corrup-
tions or rrr_ r ri t arious kinds Others, involving number as well as
person, will be found below, §172
Chair a k,t a t dtt, 0',.1 prate ie7- ",el t'i a ", .'rt (Apg. prahaen inJntutn)

(7ilft. -'Qi 7' au'1 7,14 prall,ls r air, °.'i Indr '/_'atÌya crfl) MS. A.
App. \í; The true reading of App, can hardly be anything but
prat)';', as Caland assumes

yatra-yatra àta'crah smttbabhzltho (TB 'Mat a. but Poona ed. text and
comm correctly °tha TB. Apg.: Dot ,t -datra rib & -to tKS. bibhrato)
Jain! ed ah AV KS See §262. f.

samJïtartanew tat Ilrüuät AB sam,jt:'làntS4 t ai brt, yàl, Several mss.
of real brtijàt. But Aufrecht 3S7, conjectures brttycitt for
AB., and this is approved by Keith, HOS. 25.307, who so translates.

tM bid ark o4 (TA crksau) sari[ Widen (TA. once °tint, once bádhdhdm)
AV. TA. The form badhethdm can hardly be anything but a cor-
ruption for °tarn; t Ague is accented, and a 3d person is required;
comm. sambadhrtarii nia kurutanm But perhaps this might be
placed in §332.

t-no
lan4151
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248 VEDIC VARIANTS I: THE VERB

driram (TB f a§rlam,) cit krnuthd supratzkam RV. AV TB. Conc
quotes krnuyat for TB ; Bibl Ind ed, reads m fact krnuthdt, but
its comm. and Poona ed text have the correct krnuthd

te$äm yo a3yanim (PG 'rya °) again d vandt (SMB Conc ajijim avahah,
but Jorgensen as the others) TS SMB. PG BDh.

n'varto yo ny avivrtat (HG avivrdhah) ApMB. HG The HG form is
corrupt; Oldenberg adopts avivrtat

madhye posasya trmpatam (MG puuyatam) SG MG madhye posasva
tisthantim AG For posasva read papaya (Stenzler, Transl )

yamasya loke adhirajjur drat (TA dya, MS loke nidhir a3ardya) AV
MS TA. See §153. TA. is probably corrupt, MS is still worse.

adharo mad asau vaddt mad ApMB. adharo vaddsau vada svaha HG.
The latter is corrupt and must be read as ApMB , see §153

barhi (barhih) strnihi (TS MS MS ApS * strain) TS MS. GB SB.
Vait KS ApS. MS The text of MS. reads strndti, presumably
by misprint.

mr 4 yachasi madhyame AV. SS The vulgate of AV. reads yarhata,
by Roth's emendation

B VARIANTS CONCERNING NUMBER

§343. We have explained above (§ §289 -301, especially 301) the
principles of classification adopted for the Number variants, and quoted
examples of the principal types We now proceed to give the lists in
full, beginning with-

1. First Person Singular and Plural, referring to the priests and their
associates

§344. In many possibly even in most of these (see §290) the first
person plural is only formally plural, and actually refers to a single
person, the speaker, alone. That is, we have a kind of `editorial we'.
It is not necessary to suppose that either `majesty' or `modesty' is
implied in such cases, tho one or the other may at times be suspected
We begin with a few cases where the `editorial we' seems particularly
clear, but in general we have made no attempt to sift out such instances
from the general run of variants in which the priest says `I' or `we' m
referring to himself and his associates. For it seems to us practically
impossible to do so in the large majority of instances. This lies in the
very nature of the case; there is as a rule nothing to show whether the
priestly `we' means the speaker alone, or includes others of his class.
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But in the first three variants, at least, it seems clear that it means the
single speaker
Warn vatsyánco bhoh AG.. om alma vatsycimc bhoh SG idem catsyávak

HG In AG. fiG alike spoken by the brahman -pupil when about to
leave his teacher on a journey. In HG. spoken by the teacher at
the upanayana, the dual includes the boy

brahmacaryani again (MG upemast, Kau§ textt again, misprint ?)
SB Kau§ SMB GG PG ApMB ApG HG. DIG. Agam spoken
by the brahmacd,in The reason for DIG's secondary reading is
clearly metrical MG makes a verse of the passage which in the
others is prose

Aatam ca j7caìnz (MG Safam jivcma) saradah puraTh PG MG In the
same verse, spoken by the graduate brahman- pupil, MG otherwise
has 1st singular verbs. For other forms of the variant see Cone.
and §103 The other texts which show plural verb (jivantu) have a
different context.

Once this `editorial we' vanes with a definite first- person dual
puzisam bahándin ,niters soma (HG °rau syava) ApMB MG. In a

verse spoken by wife to husband, the dual includes the two spouses,
while the plural is evidently `editorial'

§345. The remaining long list is as follows
yad sham dhanena (AV yena dhanena, HG yad vo devah) prapanariz

(ApMB. °nanA) cordon (HG °ma) AV ApMB HG
vazrúpe sdmann iha (MS adhz, KS vasrapena sámnd) tac chakeyam

(TS. chabema, MS tañ hakeyam) TS MS KS A. Followed by:
jagatyaznanz (Ag °tyenam) sakes dvda yams (AS °nz, TS °mah), same

texts
má ma (TB AS Ape no) hasin (MS hash, A. humid) nathzto (TB.

Ape. metthzto, A. dhanszto dadhámz, some mss omit dadhám«)
net (AS Me na) tvd jahamz (AV KS °ni, TB. Ape. °ma) AV. KS.
TB A. Ape MS

slam pitrbhyah pra bharami (TA bharema) barhzh AV. TA. Followed
by

j vam devebhya ul /arena strnams AV devebhyo Amnia uttaram bharema
TA. TA spoils the meter.

yad dhastabhyam calcara (AV. cakrma) kzlbzydn, z AV. MS. TB. TA.
yam a«cháma (Ape. wham:) manse so 'yam dolt RV. Ape.
samdnena (TB. samjñanena) vo hangs juhomz (TB. yajdmah) RV. AV.

MS. TB
emam pantham arukgáma AV : sugam panthanam áruksam ApMB.
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250 VEDIC VARIANTS I THE VERB

tena tva part dadhmast (PG dadhamy ayuse) AV PG. Different con-
texts, only vaguely parallel

bhzcpate bhuvanapate tva vrnimahe (MS vrne) TB Vait KS ApS MS
pragayanzasy agratah PG. ApMB pragayamy asyagratah MG Note

the metathesis of the syllable sya!
abadhtsma rakso VS VSK SB : tdam aham rakso 'va badhe VS MS

KS SB ApS MS . avadhtsma raksah TS MS KS TB ApS.
Hardly true vanants

apa/am yuvatim niyamdndm AV apa/ama yu° acarantim TA
achzdrah prajaya bhúyasam ApS ApMB. HG cf arista asmakam

virah (santu), arastas tanvo bhúyasma, etc , see Conc. Hardly true
variants.

tasya doham a3imaht (KS afiya, AS alga te) VS. MS KS TB. SB TA.
AS SS

tam adya gatham gasyamt (MG. *mah) PG MG.
te yam dvzsmo ya§ ca no dvestz tam esam (TS ApMB * vo) 3ambhe dadhmah

(TS KS ApMB * dadhamt) VS TS MS KS SB ApMB (both).
anu manyasva suyaja yajama (MS. yaje hi) TS MS. But most mss.

of MS read ya3eha (yam tha), which would make yaga a 2d person
addrest to Agm like anu manyasva.

coma sahasram pusyasam (Kaué pusyasma) SB BrhU Kau
ugram sahodam aha tam huvema (MS huve) RV. VS TS MS KS. TB

SB. Bad meter in MS
ud astham amrtaat anu VSK TS MS KS SB. TA AS ApMB. ud

asthamamrta vayam (HG abhúma) AV. HG
gatranam te gatrabhajo bhúyasma (KS °badg bhúyasam) TS KS. Prose.
prchdmz (LS °mas) tua param antam prthtvyah,
prchamz (LS °mo) yatra (TS KSA TB tva, AV. vzhasya) bhuvanasya

nabhth (AV. TS KSA TB. 'ism),
prchamz (LS °mas) tva (AV omits) vrsno akvasya retah,
prchamz (LS °mo) vacah paramam vyoma. RV. AV. VS TS KSA TB

LS , and the first pida in SB AS SS Vait.
brahman prasthasyàmah (GB SB KS SS °mt) TS KB GB SB AS.

SS KS ApS MS.
brahmann apah, pran, esyamti AS. Vait. KS. ApS. MS.: brahman prang-

yamah KB.
yasmaz ca tva khanamy aham (Kaué. khandmasz) VS. Kaué.: yasmai

caham khanamz vah RV. VS. TS.
vacah satyam afimahz (VS. SB. afii,ya) RVKh. VS. SB. TB. Bad meter

m VS. SB.
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vaz.vcinaráya prati vedaydmah (AV °mi) AV TA. BDh.
agnzm indram (TB agni indrd) vrtrahand hose 'ham (TB yam; MS.

°hanam huvema) AV MS TB.
etam yuvánam patens (TS pari) vo daddmz TS SG PG. ViDh etam vo

yuvanam prati dadhmo atra AV
sugd (TS ApS svaga) vo devdh sadand (TS N °nam) akarma (MS

krnomz, KS Kau§ ApS. sadandni santu) AV. VS TS. MS B.
KS Kau§. ApS. N sugd vo devils sadanedam astu KS.

pies (TB ApS vivo) pie stir upa vah sadema (TB. Ape. sadeyam) AV. KS.
TB MS Ape.

tam (RV omits) sarasvantam avase huvema (AV havamahe; RV. KS.
3ohavimz) RV RVKh AV. TS MS KS AS SS.

brhaspatzm vah havámahe GB Vait brhaspatzm vz§van devdn aham
have RV. It is doubtful whether these are really related

marutám pitas tad sham grnantz (MS grne te; KS pitar uta tad grnimah)
TS MS KS

and (VS. SB. add vayam) rdyasposena vi yausma VS. MS SB : maham
rd° vz gown TS KS TA ApS

mitrasya (MS adds vas) caksusd saniiksdmahe VS MS cf mztrasydham
caksusa samikse, etc , see Conc and §303.

rudrasya saran, havasd gram= (and, vzvdse) RV. (both) The change
is metrical, trzstubh and 3agati verses

va3asyedam (AV VS SB vajasya nu) prasava dbabhava (AV °ve sam
babhzivzma) AV VS VSK TS MS KS SB

vt.§vazr vz §vdilgazh saha sam bhavema (MS bhavami) AV MS
sam jyotzsabhúma (TS °bhzivam) VS TS MS KS. SB SS sam süryasya

,jyotzsdganma AV In most texts, but not in TS, juxtaposed with
formulas containing 1st plural expressions.

tasmin patio pratimulicdma elan MS KS yam dvisrnas tasmin prati-
muñcdmi pa §am TS ApS

suprajdh pr maya (prajdbhih) bhiiyasam (s yam, sydma, MAFIA) See
Cone , an intricate tangle of formulas, it is doubtful to what extent
they are true variants of each other The plur. sydma only in VS
SB , which elsewhere have the sing form too, VSK has sing. in
the passage corresponding to the plur. of VS

yam tvd somenatitrpdma (TS. °pam, MS. °pan) VS TS B. MS.
ena enasyo 'karam (TB 'karat) AV. TB. (see §315): endnsi (TS. KS.*

TB.* ena.) cakrmd vayam AV. VS TS MS KS.* TB.* And others,
see Cone In adjoining stanzas of AV

huvema vdjasdtaye RV SV MS KS . huveya va° RV. AV. Cf havante
vd°, §316.
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anu tvendrdrabadmahe AV anu Iva rabhe AV etc (see Conc) The
latter is prose, the former is made metrical

ava (RV abh%, MS a vah, VS ßB vdcd) somam naydmast (RV mT§dmast,
VS SB ava naydmt) RV AV VS TS MS KS SB

aganta pttarah pttrmdn aham yusmabhtr bhüydsam TS aganta pttarah
supttaro vayam yusmdbhtr bhúydsma MS.

tam to part dadmas% AV . tam (ApS * tans) to paridaddmy aham (TA.
omits aham) TA ApS In different contexts.

tebht§ chtdram apt dadhmo yad atra MS AS troche chtdram prat% dadhmo
yad atra KS . Warn ch%nnam sam etad (SS sam imam, TS. praty
etad) dadhdm%VS TS SS

devasydham (VSK. MS KS MS devasya vayam) savttuh prasave (save)
3esam (VSK MS KS MS jesma) VS VSK TS. MS KS. B.

TB ApS MS.
devasyaham (VSK devasya vayam) savttuh save aruham (VSK.

aruhdma ) VS VSK. SB Other texts have ruheyam, see §133
adjutant Iva vdj%no'vanaydmah (MS vii my avanaydm%) MS TA ApS
test, (SG anyesv) aham sumandh sam racism (AS. °nt; MG. vasama;

SG vt §eyam) AS ApS SG HG ApMB MG See §104, c
adha sydma surabhayo (ApS. corruptly, syam asur ubhayor) grhesu

AV. KS ApS The ApS. reading is worthless
,.7agrhma (RV °bhmd, TB. °bhna) to dakstnam indra hastam RV. SV. MS

TB. The TB form may be felt as 1st person sing (subj ), but see
Ludwig on RV. 10.47 1

[agne vratapate vratam acansam, for this Conc. quotes KS as acdrasma,
by error ]

§346. In the following, one form or the other is more or less at van -
ance with the context. This does not necessarily mean that the con-
sistent form is more original .

Swam pra3dbhyo 'h%nsantam agn%m khandmah (TS KS °m %) VS
TS MS KS SB A parallel formula just before this has khanamt
in all texts

edam áreyo (AV idam uc chreyo) 'vasdnam again (ApMB (Van= desalt;
ApS. °nam yad %gam) AV ApS. ApMB Even in ApMB (tho
it has a different context) first - singular verbs occur in the preceding
line of the stanza.

yac ahem eno vidvan§ cadre. .VS. SS.: yac caham eno vadvdnsa§ ..
cakrma . MahánU. The latter is obviously and flagrantly incon-
sistent with its context. The comm lamely supplies a separate
verb, akarsam, with aham.
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zndrasya ,mahe .egad iri asya manrnahe AV.. indrasya mantas
prathan,n,!.,a ptuitl.tsaJ TS MS KS. In the following pads all
have the sing. pronoun 'me'

tans tta juQ,t,>tahe VS MS KS tiB : tan, tra fuse . .TS Apa. The
preceding and parallel formula is 1st sing. m all. presumably TS.
has secondarily changed this to be consistent with it.

anhomuce pra bhrtre m _ (AV blare) manTT sim AV TS. MS. KS. Hap -
lology naturally suggests itself to us, as it did to Lanman ap.
Whitney on AV 19 42 3 the meter. and the Ppp reading bharemd,
seem to confirm the suggestion Yet the curious fact is to be noted
that at the end of the next pada MS has the singular participle
at rnanah as in AV. (while yet reading bharemar), TS. KS. con-
sistently show plural participles

carman (MS °mans) te syanta (VS tara sycJma sarmans, TS tara sycith
áarman')t- z'aratha udbhau (TS udbhit) VS. TS MS. KS TA. Note
that VS is hypermetnc. TS , with the same order and non -enclitic
tara for te, corrects the meter with its syam: it is however dearly
secondary plural pronouns referring to 'us' occur in all texts in the
preceding pada

mime (MS °,sye) dyaudprthoi huvema (MS huge) RV. `S MS. The
MS reading is not only bad metrically but inconsistent with the
pronoun asme in the next pada

edho 'sy edh:,simaha (AV ° iya) AV VS. etc etc. Not only in AV., but
also in several texts showing plural verb, the same verse contains
the phrase tejo mays dhehz, with sing pronoun.

sarvan again,. (AV. §twin agnin) apsufado huge rah (MS. hues; AV.
hauámahe) AV. TS MS AB The AV is inconsistent with mayi
of the next pada. but it probably has the original reading, 'cor-
rected' in the others We infer this from the bad meter of MS. and
the fact that TS AB. use the `patch -word' call to correct the meter.

sutarmanam adha navam ruhenaa (KS ruheyam) RV. TS. MS. KS. The
KS. reading is inconsistent with lamina of the preceding pada. But
to call it `absurd' and `a mere blunder' (Keith on TS. 1. 2. 2. 2) is
an exaggeration Keith would probably not have used such strong
language if he had seen the evidence of the Variants as to the
frequency of such things

tam rah suprátam subhrtam akarma (KS. abadrfam) TS. KS. In the next
formula KS. also has nata.

admt te samdrfri meson reto dhe$aya (KS. dhi Iya) MS. KS.: viávasya te
vavävato vr$ izyavatah tavagne vdmir anu samdrri viévd retdrisi
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dhifiya TS.: ulna name samdrsa raid vdmdni dhimahi JB. The
last is inconsistent.

For a few similar variants between first plural and second singular,
see §307, end

2. Second Person Singular and Plural, referring to the priests and their
associates

§347. As we found above ( §307, cf. §290) the 2d person varying with
the first in reference to the yajamana or priest, the participant in or
beneficiary of the nte, so we have here a few cases of 2d person verbs,
singular and plural, used variously in reference to such persons. But
the instances are very rare compared to the corresponding ones in the
first person.
tad anu preta sukrtdm u lokam VS. SB : tam anu prehi sukrtasya lokarn

TS. KS Mahtdhara says, he rtmah. In TS. KS. presumably the
ymamdna is meant

yamam rdldnam housed duvasya (TA. °syata, AV. saparyata) RV AV.
MS TA The priest here addresses either himself or an associate:
Sayana, he madiyantardtman yajamana va. The plural of TA AV.
is a lect. fac.

ut mata (SMB. GG sr,,a) gam LS SMB GG : om utsrlata (MG °tu)
TA. SS AG PG. ApMB. ApG. HG. MG. (But Jensen reads
in SMB with comm. his text mss omit the formula om ut
srjata&) The object (generally understood) is the cow at the
Arghya rite. 'Let it loose,' is spoken by the recipient if he does not
wish it killed Addrest to the person(s) holding the cow, or the giver
of it Some texts have in the same context various forms of the
following vanant (meaning `do its', i e. 'kill the cow', if he wishes it
killed). But the word occurs also in various other connexions

om kuruta kuru: kuruta kurusva kurudhvam. Sec Cone Only in
part belonging to related contexts and variants of one another, see
under prec.

papmanam me hate (Kau§ 'pa jahi) MG Kau
abht (AV. part) +troths part dhehi salmi AV. TB. ApS. paristrnita pari-

dhattdgnim TB. Ape.: atrrlita barhih pari dhatta umlaut KS. M.
The second occurrence of TB. Ape. is in a different verse, but one
modelled on the other and in the same vicinity. The comm on AV.
and also that on TB (both times) regard darbha -grass (sing. or
plur) as addrest But ApS. introduces the formula with swipe?.
yati, indicating that it is a command to an associate priest. The
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App. comm remarks that. since no other priest than the adhraryu
(who speaks here' 'strews' the aVita ,,i address, with
this command! ,cf. Sayana on ;,a'raz, r4.5'1o'i etc. above).
That pr ests, or at least a priest, and not dart ha- grass. are addrest
seems clear from the KS. MS variant, where hart rh is the objet,

agniñ,,, i 3.,. it] h k',ri.ta (Mi; kit u) ApS MS. 'Light the fires!' Addrest
to priests I cr attendant i sl not clearly specified.

3 Sub_ect plural. :td or dia;tzed, railing with the same subject in the
singular

§348. We have referred ( §3961 to the variants in which a singular
verb with singular subject is, as it were. multiplied to a dual or plural.
They fall naturally into two groups The first, with which we are here
concerned, includes those in which the same subject, in the same or at
least a very similar context, and without the inclusion of any different
entity, is pluralized or duahzed, the number of the verb changing with
it. The second group (§ §333 ff ), in which the dual or plural is formed
by the inclusion of another entity or entities than the singular subject,
will be treated in the next subdivision. Instances of the converse, that
is substitution of a singular for plural in the like circumstances, are
equally common and are included in the hat which follows. We begin
with cases of

§349. Singular and Plural
tin parjanyam (TS °yah) srianiz (MS KS pra parjan yak srjatdnl)

rodasi anu RV TS MS KS. In RV the subject is the Maruts;
in the others, Parjanya, singular or plural The RV. form in
relation to the others belongs in §361 below, q.v.

ague grhapata upa ma hrayasra KS ApS. MS.: agnaya upahrayadhram
Fait., cf aguzr me hold sa mopahrayatlim SB '0 Agni house -lord
(or, 0 Fires), invite me'

drtavo 'dhzpatzr ash( TS artard adhzpataya dean VS. SB.. rtavo'dhipa-
taya assn MS KS 'The season(s, or the like) was (were) over-
lord(s)

dvigan me bahu torahs TB ApS.: dczfantas tapyantarit bahu MS. In the
preceding piida all texts refer to a singular `hater'.

upahictepahvayasoa, upahtitd upahvayadhvam MS. (both)
ekatapham asrjyata MS.: ekaMaphdh pagavo 'srjyanta VS. TS. KS. SB.

Here the singular is really a collective and means the same as the
plural: 'one - hoofed (animals) were created.'

dhi$anda tvd devir vthadevydvatih (MS. MS. dhi$and tvd devi vavadevya-
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vati). . abhindhatam (MS once abhinddhdm, once abhindhdtam) VS
TS. MS. KS AB and (pratika) MA. Since a dual form cannot
be construed, it seems that the form abhindhatam (if not corrupt)
is a bastard subjunctive- imperative blend, intended to be 3d singular
(like abhinddhdm, the proper form)

manojavas tva pitrbhir (KS pataro) daksinatah patu (KS pantu) VS TS
KS AB manojavaso vah pitrbhir daksinata upa dadhatam TA :
pitaras tvd mano3avä daksinatah pantu MS In the same passage
The form mano3avds is plural in MS. KS , singular in the others

§undhantäm lokah pitrsadanah VS. MS KS sB Ms.. tundhatdm lokah
pitrsadanah TS Apa. `Let the world(s) where the fathers sit be
purified '

dared rohantu puspanih (AV. rohatu pu$pini) RV AV. `Let flowering
dúrva -plant (s) grow' Some mss of AV, followed by comm.
and SPP , read as RV , and Whitney reports Ppp likewise

miham na vdto vi ha vati bhúma RV . mahi no edict aha vantu bhiimau
AV.

indraghosas (KS °08) trot vasubhih (KS t vasavah) purastät pdtu (KS.
pantu) VS TS. KS AB. ApS

má to mecum upasattäro agne AV : and ca mad upasatta to agne VS TS.
MS KS

imam yajñam avatu yd (AA no) ghrtaci (TS avantu no ghrtäcih) TS MS.
KS AA Subject is the takvari- verse(s), singular or (TS) plural.

§unam kin abhi (AV anu) yantu (MS kind&° abhy etu) Wash (AV
TS. vahan) RV AV. VS TS MS KS AB

vak patamgo a§iSriyat (KS °ga a§israyuh) AV KS The same páda is
read vak patamgaya dhiyate (TS §a§raye, MS húyate), with middle or
passive verb and different subject, in RV. AV SV ArS VS TS.
MS AB.

anavahayasmán (KS. adds deva daksane) devayanena paths (TS patheta,
KS pathà yaii) sukrtäm loke sidata (KS. stela) TS MS KS Plural
in TS MS. because the daksanas there addrest are plural, in KS
they are considered collectively, or (better) as a personified abstrac-
tion, and hence singular. In the same context, and due to the same
circumstances:

asmadratá (TS. asmadddtra; MS SS. add madhumatir, KS. madhumati)
devatrd gachata (KS gacha; TS. adds madhumatih) VS TS MS. KS.
SB SS. Apa. And

pradataram a va§ata (KS vita) VS. TS. MS. KS. sB. SS.
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Quite similar to the preceding three variants is the group of the next
three, all in the same passage in the YV Samhitils
raudrenanikena pahi magne (VS pata mágnayah) VS TS MS KS AA.:

Followed by
paprhi ma (KS magne) TS MS KS SS piprta magnayah (PB SS.

ma) VS PB AS SA Vait And
ma ma hinsih (hinsifta), see Cone (This last occurs very frequently,

and in other connexions) In these three cases either various altar -
fires are addrest, or Fire collectively, or the same personified, as
Agni(s)

yad a. uddhah pardlaghana KS . yad vo 'áuddhah para 3aghnur (VSK.
'áuddhah pardgaghänaitad) VS VSK AB See §30

pracetds tvd rudraih pa§cdt pale VS TS KS SB praceta (here felt as
plural) vo rudraih pa §cad upa dadhatam TA rudras tues pracetasah
pa§cat pantu MS

yat paSur mayum akrta TS SA KS Ape M. SMB GG yad va§a
mayum akrata Kau§ In Kau§ vatd(h) is plural, all mss akrata.

ye no dvtganty anu tan rabhasva AV yo no *efts tanúm rabhasva MS.:
yo no dvefty anu tam nausea (read rabhasva?) Ape

varutrayo janayaa tvd pacantúkhe TS vat and (and, vara °) Iva...
pacatam ukhe MS pampas tvd pacantúkhe VS MS. KS SB.

vi §loka etu (AV eta; TS SvetU sloka panty) pathyeva (KS patheva)
catch (AV Barth, TS SvetU súrah, KS t sat ah) RV AV. VS. TS.
MS KS SB SvetU

anu nie dzk.am diksapatar manyatam (KS °patayo inanyadhvam, sB.*
° patir amansta) VS TS KS GB SB (bis) Vait.

a me graho bhavaty (KSA graha bhavantv) a puroruk TS KSA
abhy arsata (and, arcanta) =shim, pawzmána abhy armed; msdahns

RV (all). Subject is Soma Pavamána, sing or plur see RV Rep.
437

auto me bhagavo 5anistha maitravarunah MS aida me bhagavanto
'3anidhvam maitravarunah MSS And, in same passage, lima me
bhagavah saha lanv thah (MS bhagavantah sahayanidhvam) MS MS :
pñatram me vanda (MS vindata), sanundam me vanda (MS =data)
MS MS.: puny¢ punyam (and, 'yam) asút, and titra estrum (and,
°ram) area MS , punyah (and, titra§) punyan ( °yá, and estran, titra)
asuvan Me

prathamam arum yuyotu nah MG pra sa (read su) mrtyum yuyotana
HG pra sumartyam (ApMB su mrtyum) yuyotana SMB ApMB.
Subject is a god or gods, not clearly specified anywhere

,

_re
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Lena brahmano vapatedanz asya (SG adya) AV TB AG SG PG HG
ApMB terra brdhnzano vapatu MG tendsydyuse vapa ApMB
See §330

terra yantu yaianuindh svasti MS tenaztu yajamdnah svasti (KS * ApS
svastyd) TS KS ApS The real motive for MS's change may have
been metrical, the plural may be understood as one of respect but
for plurality and duality of yaaanxinas see in Cone under agnim
adya hotaram (avrnitdm)

dyusmatya ( °tya) rco ma gata (Vait mapagdyd, Kau§ and satsz) TS
AS SS Vait Kau One or more priests are addrest Caland on
Vait would read °gayata, presumably because the surrounding
parallel phrases are plural, but the sing is supported by Kau§

ud rathandin (AV viidndnz) jayakinz yantu ghosdh (AV TS °tarsi etu
ghosah) RV AV VS SV TS

upaitu mdm devasakhah RVKh Rvidh upa yantu mdm dcvagandh MG
nisañgtna upa spr §ata HG nzsañginn upa sprsa ApMB Rudra s

meant, and is referred to in the singular in other formulas in the
context of HG , we may understand the plural to refer to the Ruth
ras, or Rudra's `hosts'

pavantdm dntariksya RV SV pavatdnz a °RV And
parents vare avyaye RV SV pavate v° a° RV The subject is soma,

singular or plural The plural occurrences are found in the midst
of trcas with singular soma referred to, see Bloomfield, RVRep 427

atho (TS MS athd) yüyam stha (MS KS tram as?) nzskrtih (TS sonde,
MS sanzkrtih, KS niskrtih) RV VS TS MS KS Addrest to
herbs, or (SIS KS) to an herb, but the singular reading is incon-
sistent with the rest of the verse, both prec and following padas,
where even MS KS have plur

trayatam ma, utero ganah RV trayantdm inarutan" ganah AV.
bhaga(s) stha bhagasya vo lapsiya KS ApS bhago 'si bh° la° MS Ad-

dressed to cakes, one of which is taken by each of the participants
in the rite Plur thinks of the plurality of cakes, sing thinks of
each person addressing his own cake. 'Ye are (thou art) luck' etc.

i4a (p p idah; MS. idah; KS idas) stha . TS. MS. KS . slam SS.
§350. Singular, Dual, and Plural

asa (asav) anu ma tanu (LS. tanuhi jyotipa) MS. KS. LS ApS. M$ And
vikdras in MS ami anu ma tanutam, ami anu ma tanuta.

§351. Singular and Dual
taira rayistham anu sambharaitam (AS. sambhavatam, MS sambharetam)

TB. ApS AS MS. See §330.
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nilalohatam bharata (ApMB °te bhavatahl RV. AV ApMB. The bridal
garment, which is made dual (i e of two pieces) in ApMB., 'be-
comes blue -red

vrsrakarmans totalled asi SB vz ra1armanau tan&pau me sthah SS.
Followed in both bya series of formulas addrest to two sacred fires;
in Sá. this formula is assimilated to them, Nara' being made an
epithet of the fires

signor manas¢ pule schah (Knut; also, pzatam asi) SIS KS. ApS. M.
Kau (both) GG KhG Strainers are referred to. two are men-
tile in Kau in the sutra just preceding the one which has the
s_..t, 1 form

ma tvd a'tl; on (TA rtksau) sana bddhr'ta (TA. °tarn, and bddhetham) AV.
TA. (bis) The TA refers to two pieces of wood

se dh, and area játarcddh AB krnotu so adhrardñ (VS TB °rá) jata-
vedah VS MS KS TB ApS krnutam tar °droved jataredasau MS.

§352. Dual and Plural
ahordtras (KS TA `trawl) te kalpantam VS KS SB. TA ahordtre te

(TB me) kalpctam MS TB -Days-and-nights' or `day -and- night'.
rdjdnaui sangagata (PG °gdyetdm) SG PG Subject, lute - players, two

in PG , more than two in SG , who are commanded to 'sing of the
king'

agner pain abhz (MS jrhadbhi, p p jrhrdn, abhr, AV KS jihvayábhi)
gentle. (AV mate) AV. VS TS MS KS The subject is certain
`divine polars', plural in AV , dual in the others, according to
Mahidhara on VS they are Agni and Vayu, acc to Griffith on VS ,
Agni with ;Ways or Varuna, or Agm celestial and terrestrial The
AV comm. is missing, Griffith on AV understands `priests of the
gods', Ludwig omits the verse in his translation, and Weber omits
the entire hymn

sarizprca ( °ah, °as) stha sana ma bhadrena prñkta VS. VSK KS. SB TB
ApS. MS . samprcau sthah sain and bhadrena prñktam VS SB
And, in same passage

vzprca ( °ah, °as) stha va ma (DIS. omits ma) pdpmaná (VSK. pdpena)
prñkia v ptcau stho vi ma pdpmaná prñktam, same texts. VSK.
has plural in place of the dual of VS. Addreat to grabas, in the dual
passage only two in VS B. (somasuragrahau, comm.); but m the
preceding part of the formula a plurality of them is addresst in
these texts also.

vajino vd3ajzto vajant sari ?yanto etc , and' vajznau vajayztau vdjam
jzlvd etc , also.
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vagina väiaiito vaiain sasrvcinso etc , and vg3znau väjajitau väram ,stud
etc., both VS TS MS KS SB Mg For the various readings
see §329 Either two horses of the racing team, or the entire team,
are alternatively addrest or referred to in this ritual formula

agnim adya hotaram (avrnztäm, and avrnata ) 88 , see Cone under
this item

4. Subject pluralized or dualized by the inclusion of a different entity or
entities from that designated in the singular form

§353. Here the dual or plural goes with a subject which includes both
the subject of the singular form and some other entity or entities, referred
to in the context It differs from the preceding class in that the 'mul-
tiplication' is accomplished by including a disparate person or thing
As before, the process works both ways, sometimes addition or multipli-
cation, sometimes subtraction or division Very frequently this mani-
fests itself in the following way a series of coordinate nouns is the joint
subject of a plural verb, while in another form of the same formula the
verb is made singular, agreeing nominally with the nearest subject alone
There is, of course, no real difference in the sense in such cases All

three numbers occur in the first variant, which is somewhat complicated
§354. Singular, Dual and Plural

zndram karmasv ävatam (MS. VS' `ta) RV AV VS (both) MS KS
B. TB Ap$ zndram karmasv avatu MS indra karmasu no 'vata

VS KS indrah karmasu no 'vatu TB (see below). All in essen-
tially the same stanza, with sometimes extensive modifications
The original (RV) subject is the A§vins, who are meant by the dual
verb The plural includes Sarasvati, named (in this version) in the
preceding pads, or Sarasvati and Indra, in the vanant reading
indra (voc) In the singular form the subject is Sarvasvati alone,
as nearest subject (MS) The TB , if the reading were correct,
would be interpretable with India as subject, but the Poona ed text
and comm , and the comm of the Bibl Ind ed , read indra 'vata,
like the second version of VS KS

§355. Singular and Plural
äszdantu (SV. ñsEdatu) barbs,' mitro (TB. adds vamp) aryamd RV. SV.

VS TB Followed by prätaryävano adhvaram. The real subject
in RV. is the gods in general; mitro aryamä are merely examples
(Sayana yo mitro devo yaá cäryama ye cdnye prätaryävänah
devils etc) But both SV and TB. were troubled by the seeming
disagreement (two gods, plural verb), and each tried to better the
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construction SV. by making the verb singular (agreeing with the
nearer subject, mitro), TB by inserting varuno and thus providing
three subjects

ma vo resat (Kau§ to man) khanztd RV. VS TS Kau§. The rest of the
verse reads in Kau§ yasmaz ca feet khanámasz, dvzpac catuspad
asmdkam ma mead devy osadhe The plural in a is awkward, but
is evidently conditioned by thought of the other subjects in b, c
`may they (all) not be harmed, (namely) thy digger, he for whom
we dig thee, our bipeds and quadrupeds' etc Perversely, Kau§
has a singular in d (ma mead devy osadhe) where a plural would be
simpler, it is to be explained as a collective, see under §358 The
others have a different páda d

samvatsarah ca kalpatam (most mss of TA. kalpantdm) TA MahánU
Preceded by ardhanzasa masa rtavah The TA comm knew both
readings, after explaining kalpatam, with subject samvatsarah, he
goes on kalpantam its bahuvacanapathe carve 'pr kalarnhesah zti
yo3yam The formulas samvatsaro me kalpatam and samvalsaras
to ka° (see Cone ) have no real connexion with this one,

apam garbham vy adadhat (MS °dhuh) purutra VS TS MS KS The
subject in VS TS KS is pztd, mentioned in the prec páda, in
MS it either includes the three personages mentioned in Midas
a-c (Vi§vakarman, gandharva, and par), or possibly it is a generahz-
mg plural (cf §359).

rían ma muñcatanhasah TB krtan nah pahy anhasah (TA enasah) MS
TA In the prec two pädas first dvdvdprthzrri are addrest, then
sarasvati The verb agrees with the nearer subject in MS TA ,
while in TB it includes both

savztd varca adadhat (MG °dhuh) TB MG Preceded by tubhyam
indro (MG adds varuno) brhaspatzh In MG. the subject is made
to include the gods mentioned in the prec. páda, while in TB it
agrees with cassia alone

rucam no dhatta (MS dhehr) brhaspate VS TS MS KS Preceded by:
indragni tabhih sarvdbhih The plural verb includes indragni as
well as brhaspate as subject

tirdhvaya chid (SS. dada saha, TS AS úrdhvayarn dads) yaiah samvatsaro
(TS SS add yapñapatzr; AS. °rah pralapatzr) marjayanlam (MS.
AS °yatam) TS. MS KS AS. SS. KS. is unsyntactical in that
it has a plural verb with only two subjects. In MS. AS the verb
is made singular, agreeing with the nearest subject only.
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yajamandya dìamain dadhata (VS SB KS * dadhdta) AV VS VSK.
TS MS KS (both) SB TB ApS MS A long series of gods named
in the preceding, in the majority of texts the verb is sing agreeing
with only the last On the change of person see §332.

§raddhà pi aid (read pzajñd ?) ca medhd ca Wait §àntena kurvantu svdhd
MahanU §raddhàmedhe prajñd to ,2dtavedah samdaddtu natal
TAA In the latter the verb agrees with prajñà, the nearer subject

saryah (also, somah) pavztram sa and pundtu ApS vdyuh somah szar ya
indrah pavztranz to and puna ntu N

hold yak. ad a §vinau ( °nd) sal asvatim zndram surdmnàm somdndm
pzbatu madantàm vyantu (KS zndram sutrànzànam somdndm
suramndm ju antdna vyantu pzbantu sonadn surdmnah, AS zndram

[as KS ] pibantu madantu suntan etc ) MS KS AS In MS
subject of pibatu Is Indra alone (the last-mentioned god, he is more-
over the soma - drinker par excellence), while all the gods named are
the subjects of the other verbs in MS , and in KS AS of pzbantu
tikes Ise

dirgham ciyuh krnotu me etc , see §365
§arad dheznantah suede dadhdta ( °tu), etc , see §332

§356. Singular and Dual
tasya mend yr §cdmz (MS yr §cdvo) yo 'smdn (MS. asmdn) dve$tz

ApS MS 'By its name I (we two, i e I and the fireplace addressed)
cleave him who hates us '

yena yamasya (AV yamasya yena, ApS TB omit yena) nidhinà (balznd)
carding. (MS MS cardvah, SMB t ca rani) AV TS MS TB TA
ApS MS SMB With what treasure (tribute) of Yama I (we
two) go about' The dual cunningly draws the god Agm (addressed
in the context) into partnership with the sinner s

punar àtman dadhata me ApS punar me 3athare dhattdm GB Vait
Preceded in the latter by agni§ ca tat savztd ca; in ApS by agni
at somah prthzvi (verb agrees with last subject)

sam yujyàva (TS babhúv,a) sanzbhya a RV TS. sani sanuyàva wrist) d
KSA Preceded in all by aham ca tvam ca vrtrahan The dual
is the natural form, TS. (excluding tvam from the subject) is
bizarre.

avdnyáns tart in kzrato dhatto anydn TB.: prdnyd fantails tirate dhatte
anyd AV. Inclusive dual in TB.; two separate singulars, each with
subject anyd, in AV. That is, two separate actions are performed
by the members of the pair, one apiece, in AV , both actions are done
by both together in TB
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sartlajildne rodaai ssatitbabht7"atu1. TB ApS samdnatn peon abhisanl-
babhtira MS Preceded by t,ad .dam (MS ado) duo grad allah (MS.
edam) prthunjah. In MS the real sense implies a dual subject,
but the verb agrees syntactically with the nearer of the two, note
that it has no dual noun referring to the subject, as have the others.

sapa dharmaì< cala (GDIi dharmas caryatdm) GDh N;iradaDh.-
sahobhau carabins dharmam MDh

ayad (SS mail) nano (SIS ayd?tdnm agnitarundv) agneh przyd dhdmdns
MS KS SB TB SS DIS And, in the same passage aydt (Ms
aydstñm) somasyo aydd (ami, °tam) dcr'dmdni.. yahsad agner
hotuh (yak roto 'gnira,unartor hotroh) . yakcat scam mahirndnam
(yaksalah nazi ,nahzmdnau), dyajatárn (ayaleydtdm) ejyd zcah;

krnotu so adhca,5n ( °i ál játaveddh (1, muffin tar adhrard játaredasau),
,jusabim (lusctani) harsh Duals all in SIS ; singulars (subject Agm)
in various of the others, see Cone

ma ma (KS main, AB matnarn) hinsictam seam (AB scam; KS yat
swam) gamin dcttantau (KS dresáthah) MS KS AB ma nul htnsih
vain (IiS scant) yowl! Merman (KS TB ApS iu than) VS KS SB
TB. ApS The dual is addressed to soma and surd together (both
are mentioned in the preceding). the singular to surd and soma,
respectively, alone

§357. Dual and Plural
alma blusaj,iratah (MS °lam, TB °sal VS MS TB '0 Afivins,

physicians, aid', or, 'let the A,vins' etc In TB the plural is due
to the inclusion of Sarasvati (mentioned in the preceding) along
with the toxins in the subject

art sakhyánt srjá,nahc (SS °mahai, 11IS viòt jarahae) A S Vait. ApS
MS PG The formula is used in dissolving the ritual bond be-
tween yojatnana and priests, and dual pronouns occur in the pre-
ceding the dual of MS is therefore quite rational But the other
texts think of the plurality of priests, together with the yajamdna

agnisotnau fain apa nudatdni (Cone quotes °tam) VS SB ague
agnlsontau tain apanudaniu SS Very simple case of 'addition'
to the subject.

'[áyunkrd áyuspatni svadhdvantau,] gopa me scam, gopdyatam mdm, dtmasa-
dau me stani ma ma hinszstam AV. 5 9 8: [ ayuntad ayupatni (ms.
°nth; read ayuskrd ayupatni') svadhdvo] gopa nah stha KS 37 15
[ayukrd dyuhpatni svadhd vo (so text, and so Caland interprets, not
as voc svadhdro)] goptryo me stha, gopayata ma, raksata mdlmasado
me stha ApS 6 21 1 The dual verbs of AV are apparently

i

, ,
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addrest to the svadhdvantau (note masculine predicates) KS has
plural with mast predicates, the mast being really common gender,
inclusive of dyuspatni, fern , ApS has fern plural, presumably
including the sing ayukrd (understood as fern ?) and the dual fern
dyuhpatni as subjects, if Garbe and Caland are right m dividing
svadhd vo, ApS has no unmistakably mast subject

5 Singular verb used alternatively with plural or dual subject felt collectively

§358. As we mentioned above, §297, a plural or dual verb, justified
by strict grammar, may be replaced by a singular verb because the sub -

ject is felt collectively as a unit In the first instance the plural is a
plurale tantum, dpah `waters', which is unquestionably construed with
a singular verb here.
apo 'mrtam stha (PránágU °tam ass) Kau§ PránágU. `0 waters,

ye are (thou art) nectar!' We believe the context makes it clear
that PránágU really feels dpah as a collective singular in sense, to
explain the form ast as attracted to the number of the predicate
noun amrtam would be, in our opinion, a mechanical and uninspired
interpretation of the passage

Singular and Dual
drupaddd tva muncatam (TB °tu, so read with Poona ed) AV TB

Preceded by bhútam ma tasmäd bhavyam ca `May what has been
and what is to be free me from that as from a post' The singular
in TB might, possibly, be explained as under (e), that is as agreeing
with the nearer of the two subjects alone, but this seems to us false
and mechanical Rather, the two subjects are taken together as
forming a single unitary concept

See also the Kau§ reading, 33 9d, quoted under ma vo mat etc , §355

6 Generalising forms, with subject indefinite

§359. We saw above ( §291), that the commonest Vedic form used to
express an indefinite subject (French on, German man) is the third
plural This vanes frequently with a third singular, which is often
likewise indefinite, but sometimes has a definite subject. Indefinite
third person forms, either singular or more often plural, likewise vary
with first and second person, generally with definite subjects Such
variations between first and third person have been listed above §314 f ,
the rarer cases of third plural varying with second singular, with one
somewhat similar case of second plural and indefinite third singular, are
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listed below The great majority of cases concern only third person
forms, in which the 3d plural is indefinite, while the third singular is
either definite or indefinite
agnaye sam anamat prthzryaa sari anamad TS KSA : prthwyana

agnaye sain anaman sa azdhnot AV (And the like with antarzk-
goys sam etc , see Cone , and others) 'To Agni, to the earth, one
(they) made obeisance, he (it) throve' Both singular and plural
are indefinite In the sequel of the same formula, however, TS
has a definite 3d singular, with subject Agni, while the 3d plural of
AV is still indefinite

yathagnzh prlhzrya sam anamad TS yath4 prthtvyam agnaye sam
anamann AV 'As Agni made obeisance to the earth', or, 'as on
the earth they made obeisance to Agni'.

na yac chúdrep alopecia (SS alipsata) AB á8 'Which they (one)
would not find (even) among sieb as ' 3d plural aor 3d sing
desiderativo, both indefinite See §135

studs nah pzlrnancukhah pal krdmntuz (HG °mukham part krdmantu)
ApMIB HG As the priest (only one, even in HG) walks around
(cows etc used in the ritual) he says 'With luck may one (they)
walk around full-faced (or, around our full face') ' The plural, at
least, seems to be generalizing and indefinite in character.

näbhi prapnott (11Iá °nuyur) carrion pardcazh (AB MB parastdt)
TB AS ApB MB na tat prdpnotz nzrrtzm pardcazh (KB narrtzh
parastdt) Kg ApB The isolated reading of Mg is probably a mere
blunder, the passage is otherwise corrupt in the MB mss , see
Knauer's note But it can at a pinch be interpreted as generalizing,
'they' = 'people', 'man'

brahmajayeyam its (AV °jdyctz) ced aaocan (AV °cat) RV AV. Both
sing and plur are indefinite 'if they have (one has) said, She is a
brahman's wife '

yat to grainy czchiduh (MB vwhzndat) soma rajan TB Vait. Mg Both
sing and plur generalizing 'what with the press-stone they have
(one may) cut off, O King Soma '

yat to grava bdhucyuto acucyavuh (Vast acucyot) TB Vait. In a stanza
which immediately follows the preceding The plural of TB is
really uninterpretable (comm acydvayat); it must be rendered.
'what of thee (soma) the press - stone, arm- dropped, has let fall
But it seems to be felt vaguely as a generalizing plural, no doubt in
mechanical imitation of the plural verb in the preceding and similar
passage, just quoted.
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yebhtr vacant pugl,ulebhz) anyayan (TB °yat) KS TB The plur is
certainly generalizing, and acc to TB comm also the sing (sarvo
3antuh is supplied as subject), altho it might be understood as having
,zlrya of the pies pads as subject, cf next

yebhir vacant vz§uarapebhzr avyayan (TB 01 tpaut sarnavyayat) KS TB
In the same passage as the prec Again the plur is certainly
generalizing, and the sing may be considered so with as much right
as in the prec , altho this time TB comm supplies Prajapati from
the prec páda

vdyuh polar asst lenayalanta (KSA data) VS TS KSA $B And
the same with agnzh, and with ádatyah (mil yah) Both forms are
generalizing 'therewith they (= people, or, one) sacrificed'

tásam svasrr ajanayat (MS sear ajanan, KS f svasi) [ms swami
woman) paz ca -pañca TS MS KS In TS the subject is dhabi of
preceding páda in the others there is no definite subject (generahz-
mg plural)

purutrá to monism (AV retardant) vzsthztant ,jagat RV AV VS TS
MS KSA N The subject in AV can only be indefinite, 'they',
if the reading is correct, the comm reads vanutdni In the others
jagat is the subject

ya indrena saratham yátz devah AV yenendrasya rathant sambabhfivuh
MS KS Ap8 In the latter the subject is indefinite, in AV it is
yah = Agni (who is referred to by yena in the others)

§360. For variations between indefinite 3d plural and definite 1st
singular, see §315 above In a few cases we find the same indefinite
3d plural varying with a definite 2d singular, and once or twice, in the
first two variants, a somewhat similar variation between a generalizing
3d singular (subject once a relative pronoun used as indefinite) varying
with a definite 2d plural
&amztdro yad atra sukrtant krna"athasnzäsu lad yad dusk anyatra tat

AB AS yo duskrtant karavat tasya duFkrtain Kau;
Lena ma saha Sundhata (AV vulgate 3umbhantu, but SPP bunzbhatu,

adopted by Whitney on 18 3 56) RV AV In RV apparently
the waters are addrest, in AV the plural form (which is read by
some mss) might also refer to them (and then concerns §337),
the singular, if correct, can only be indefinite (Whitney, 'one')

yenertdrdya samabharah (MS KS °ran) paydnsz AV TS MS KS. In

AV. TS the subject is Agni, in MS KS indefinite 'By which
thou didst (they did) collect milk for Indra'
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nayanto garbham "anam dhzyam dhuh RV.: nayantam girbhzr vani
dh:yam dhdh SV The subject in RV. is indefinite 3d plural; in
SV it is Agni, to whom the hymn is addrest See Oldenberg,
RI Xoten, on 10 46 5

yena ,tayantr (TB ,tayasr) na para jayante (TB jayasai) AV TB. 'By
whom people conquer (thou shalt conquer), not be conquered'

canon (SV rand) gam na yavase RV SV 'May they (indefinite, Lud-
wig 'man'. in SV , `do thou') rejoice as cows do m pasture ' Sub -
ject Soma in SV

[sarassatya ( °tydm) odlu manar (with variants) acarArsuh (acakrsuh)
AV KS TB ApS M SMB PG See §§136, 236 The SMB
is quoted in the Conc , following the older edition, as sa° adhz ranñr'a
carkrdhi, the only possible subject of the 2d person verb would be
Indra, who is mentioned (not addrest) in the sequel But the true
reading is no doubt inanar ac aL i suit, as given by Jorgensen j

7 Change of Number due to Change of Subject, in the same context

§361. In many cases the shift in verbal number is due to a rearrange-
ment of the syntax of the passage, involving a change of subject Cf
above, §§ 323, 333 Naturally, there is often a change of person as
well as number We begin with cases in which number alone is changed;
and first cases of

Third Person, Singular and Plural
brahma devil avivrdhan (MS devan, ICS deran, MS KS atñvrdhat) VS.

MS TS KS SB ApS `The gods hai e increased brahman', or,
` brahman has increased the gods '

catustomani adadhad (TS 'stoma abhaiad) ya turiya TS MS KS :
agm.sntnav adadhur ya fur- ttyastt AV Subject in AV must be
rsayah in the sequel if the text is correct . but Whitney on 8 9. 14
would emend to adadhad

apam upasthe niahiso vavardha (RV VS SB malusa avardhan) RV.
(both) AV SV VS SB TA tara, dha, intrans, subject Agni, who
is the object of avardhan (trans , subject mahzsáh).

taya deváh sutam d babhúvuh TS KSA. TB. sa no ovum suta a babhvva
VS MS. See Keith on TS 4.1 2 1, note 6

yathámzsám (AV yathazsdm, SV. yathaztesám, VS. yathdra) anyo anyam
najdndt (VS. 0/Ian) RVKh AV. SV VS The plural in VS is due
to the fact that swam made the subject 'So that one of them may
not know another', or, 'so that they may not know one the other'
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ekapadi dvipadi bhuvanánu prathatdm newt TS . ekapidam dvipaidam
trtpddam catuspádam bhuvanánu prathantdm KS ekapadim
catuspadim astápadim bhuvanánu piathantdm VS SB The TS
form is intrans , let her (the cow) spread out over the worlds',
the others have a trans verb with indefinite subject, `let them
spread her out' etc This might be grouped under the preceding
subdivision, but for the change of subject

a. vam medhyam abandhayat (ee abadhnata) SB SS See §30, end
tdbhih samrabdham any avindan (TB samrabdho avidat) sad urv-ih AV.

TB In AV sad urea is the subject, in TB it is made the object,
the subject being samrabdho (= Rohita).

anvatänsit trays (MS anvátansus Lava) tantum stain VS TS MS KS B.
The subject is somewhat obscure in both cases, Mahidhara on
VS understands rsayah, despite singular verb! MS seems to take
the subject to be pitarah in the preceding pads (the others have
petard or °ram).

apochatu (AV °chantu) mithuna ya kimidina (AV ye kimidinah) RV AV.
In RV the subject of the (transitive) verb is doubtless Indra, who
is mentioned m the preceding verse, `let him shine away the paired
kimidins' In AV the verb is intransitive, and the subject kimi-
dinah `let the kimidins fade away.'

achdyam yang áavasa ghrtacih KS achdyam eti tassel ghrtena (AV
ghrtd at) AV TS VS MS Keith on TS 4 1 8 1 not unfairly
calls the KS reading `absurd', but the psychology of it is plain, it is
thinking of srucah in the next hne In the others the subject is
Agni

dear bhuvad (ArS bhuvann) arunir yakaaä goh (ArS gavah) RV ArS
The subject is changed from arunih (singular in RV) to gavah, no
doubt because ArS feels arunih to be a plural adjective

pibat somam mamadad (AS SS somam amadann) enam iste (AS SS.
Wallah) AV AS SS `May it (soma) exhilarate him at the sacri-
fice', `may the sacrifices exhilarate him'

aryamno arum pary etu pagan (ApMB part yantu ksiprani) AV ApMB
The subject is the bride m AV., the kinsfolk (or priests ?) in ApMB.

dpo malam iva pränatkkit (ApS präntjan) AV. Apg Subject is a plant
in AV., in ApS`. waters, the verb being drawn into the simile.

tam raksadhvam ma vo dabhat TS tam raksasva, ma Iva dabhan MS.
1 2 13 22 12, VS 5 39, KS 3 1 (in Conc quoted under the two
parts separately, but this is the true parallel to the TS passage,
instead of tin raksadhvam end vo dabhan, to which Cone gives a
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cross- reference bur which is an unrelated passage&. , okgistn is
addrest to Savitar, rai.; a d? ,tom, to the god: in general (cf. Keith on
TS. 1. 3 4. ?'. 'a refers to soma. w Stich in T; is made the subject
of dabhal, 'may it not fail you'; the other understand dabh- in a
different sense m.ay they indefinite, sec. to Mthidbara, the
asuras) not insure thee (Sarttarl.'

ni;xT tali sa i TS =z r ta ';tan , KS. _M 'Arias tel j a ii:yant Magnet eh
'KS M. b' 1, anti.) AV TS. KS MS. The subject varies
from the pas - Heat. to cattle.

t t paria'iya 't i TS °i, :P,' semi t, MS KS pra par a' 'jaPi stiatjhl rodasi
awl RV TS MS KS In RV. the subject is the Manus; in the
others Parjanya sing or (TS a plural i of §149).

stero atto., J ,.v'a' t SV " RV SV Preceded by 'a,i na indrábhy
ñdt,;ak RV O Indra, let not I ON xi) intentions aim at us in the
light of the sun 'or. intentions of the sun by nighty cf Neisser,
Zun, TT"% h. ,to RI" s v Oldenberg, RI' Naha 2.144. In
SV. sit is evidently conceived as nom subject of uamat, presum-
ably with object.

§362. Second Person, Singular and Plural
et'o av amen nail »titi v anhah RV MS. IiS ApS ci'i tram unseat pra

muheat t y anhah TS The Vasus are addrest, even m TS., in the
preceding half verse TS here changes rather lamely to an address
to Agni, who is addrest in the follow -mg pads

theha,cutn krnuht (TS MS KS. TB. !r,zutal bhopaneini RV. AV. VS.
TS. MS KS SB TB. Subject in RV is doubtless Indra, to
whom the hymn is addrest, but no subject is mentioned m this
verse tllahidhara on VS understands Soma). several texts make
the verb plural, referring presumably to gods in general

annam payo rctn a,ntúcu (tiB 'smásul dhatta (MS ApS. dheht) VS. MS.
KS SB TB SS Ap8 All texts have adjoining formulae where
Agni is spoken of in the thud person. in this, MS ApS obviously
regard Agni as addrest directly, while the other (and presumably
more original) reading addresses it to some plural concept (TB.
Comm gods, VS. comm. priests).

sari& pra cyasadhvam upa (TS. anu) sam pra yáta VS. TS. MS. KS. $B :
agne cyavasva sam anu pra yahi MS Followed by:

agne (MS 51m14) patho derayenán krnudhvan& (DIS.* krriu?va) VS. TS.
MS (both) KS SB : agne pathah kalpaya det'ayánán AV. In
MS. both forms are consistent with the context, since they are
addrest (m adjoining stanzas) to Agni and to decal respectively.

',

;C +t
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In the others only AV is grammatically `correct', since no other
subject is named along with Agni and the plural is irrational;
Mahidhara on VS blithely takes krnudhvam as meaning krnusva,
but two other plural imperatives occur in the preceding in all YV
texts, and they, like krzjudhvam, are evidently addrest to the gods
in general

revatz predh6 yapñapatzm oats MS KS resale yajameine przyam died

duzka VS SB revaCzr yajñapatznz przyadhavzsata TS ApS Ace
to the Tait ritual texts (see Keith 45 n 5), addrest to the vapalra-
roads, the two darbha- stalks and the plakea -twig, but ace to TS
comm , to the members of the sacrificial animal Acc to VS.
comm , Vac is addrest

tnatam krnuta (VSK adds vratam krnu vratam krnuta) VS VSK TS
KS SB KS ApS Acc to Mahidhara on VS 4 11 and KS the
formula vratam krnuta, 'prepare the fast - food', is to be repeated
thrice The comm on KS says it is addrest to the adhvaryu etc ,

i e the adhvaryu and his assistants The three -fold repetition is
actually found in VSK , but the second time with singular instead
of plural, we may no doubt assume that this form (if textually
sound) was addrest to a single priest (the adhvaryu?)

anulbanam vayata (KS vayasz) 3oguvdm apah RV TS KS AB ApS.
On this obscure verse see Edgerton, AJP 40 188, 192 Four
other parallel verbs, before and after this one in the same stanza,
are all singular, addrest to Agni The subject of vayala is doubtful
KS. makes it consistent with the others, of course secondarily

a mtítara sthapayase lzgatnú RV AV : a sthäpayata mataranz jzgatnumAV.
Followed by:

ata moss karvard pur iinz RV AV ata znvata karvaranz bhúrz AV. In
an obscure hymn to Indra, who is the subject in RV : in one AV.
passage there is a sudden change of subject (to whom?) in the
second half of the stanza, the first half of which is still addressed to
Indra, here also

§363. Singular and Dual
dhattam rayzm sahaviram (ApMB. dahavfram) vacasyave RV. ApMB :

rayim dhehz sarvavtiram vacasyam AV. Dual addrest to the A§vms,
who are addrest in the next pAdas also in AV. The singular must be
understood as addrest to the bride, but it is not unfairly described
as 'senseless' (Whitney)

yad uttaradrdv upara4 ca khádatah AV.: yad apsaradror uparasya (so
Conc., but KS. ed *drier upas, see note in text, ApS apsarariipara-
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sya) khádatz KS ApS In AV the subject is apparently the two
crania, in the others it must be Agni, but the passage is so obscure
that Caland in his translation of ApS makes no attempt to render
it

atha jtvrtr (ApMB atha ,Uvrt, RV adhd ,lavr) vtdatham á tartest (RV.
vadathah) RV AV ApMB (The true AV reading seems to be
jtrvzr, see Whitney's note) In RV addrest to the married couple,
altho in the preceding Oda the bride alone is addrest For this
reason, doubtless, the later texts also address this pads to the bride,
by assimilation to the preceding

(tuna somam pabatam (KS °tu, MS °tarn) KS MS ApS Subject
A §vzns in ApS MS (a §vtnadhvaryd MS ) , an unnamed priest in
KS

ghrtena dyáváprthivi a prnetham (MS MS prna, LS prinatham
sráhá) TS MS KS LS AO MS `With ghee be filled (gratified),
0 heaven and earth!', or, `fill heaven and earth with ghee' (addrest
to the post)

varunasya skanabhasarjanam ast (KS 'ny ast, VS SB °nt sthah) VS TS.
MS KS SB Maha.nU See Keith on TS 1 2 8 2, note 7

§364. Dual and Plural
tav road upa sarpatah SV. JB imam anu sarpata MS In SV said of a

pair of horses
yendkca (SS yend trans, SMB yenaksan, PG yenaksyar) abhyasicyanta

(SS SMB °stñra /am, PG clans) AV SS SMB PG. In AV. the
expression is made passive, with aksa(h) as subject, see § §332, 293.

§365. Singular and Plural, with accompanying Change of Person
We list here only variants in which 2d and 3d person forms, singular

and plural, interchange A few stray cases of 1st person interchanging
with 2d and 3d, with shift of number, will be found above, § §302, 304,
312, 323
svar (TS suvar) t,a 4ukrarn ugaso vi didyutuh (RV °tah) RV TS MS

`Like bright heaven the dawns have shone forth (or, make thou the
dawns to shine forth) '

d tva mama rudra adatyah sadantu VS SB vasúnam rudranam adity-
andm sedan sida (KS sadanam ast; MS sado 'st srucam parish)
TS MS KS TB ApS

paktaudanasya sukrtdm etu lokam AV (m next stanza) imam paktvd
sukrtdm eta lokam AV Subject of eta is the grains composing the
porridge (odana), that of etu is pakta, the cooker of the odana.
Conscious vzkára
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hrdo asiv enter.) taj 3ulosat (TA tad yuyota) RV KS TA `Let (our
song) be within (Parjanya's) heart, may he enjoy it' TA
comm regards yuyota as addressed to the priests `unite it (viz
our song, to Parjanya's heart) ' But the reading is hardly more
than a corruption, it has phonetic aspects (y y).

deveo nah sukrto (ma sukrtam) brit (beats), brayat), and others, see
§104, t The 3d person b? úyöt is probably corrupt

yáß ca (yd) devir (devyo) antan (with variants) abhito 'dadanta (tatantha),
see §220 The form tatantha is corrupt, and may not even be
intended for a 2d person

ntskam zva prati muficata ( °tam) AV (both) `Fasten ye on (another)
like a necklace', or, `let him fasten on himself' etc

indram samatsu bhzcsata SV indrah samatsu bhxisatu RV AV Pre-
ceded by a no mimeo havyah (SV °yam) `Let Indra associate
himself with us (SV praise ye Indra), who is to be invoked (of us)
m every conflict '

salaksma (MS KS °ma) yad vzsurzzpam (RV AV °pa) bhavatx (MS KS
babhìcva) RV AV VS MS KS SP,. ',swaps yat salaksmano
bhavatha TS In RV AV of Yama (and Yami), in YV different
context, and scarcely interpretable `when what is (ye that are)
different become(s) similar'

ttgmayudhaya bharata Srnotu nah (TB trnotana) RV TB N `Bring
ye (a hymn) to him of sharp weapons, may he hear us (hear yer
In TB the verb is assimilated mechanically to bharata, its second -
ennuis is attested by the strong form of the stem

a sue yonau =Main (KS eta) RV TS. MS KS AB `May he (the god)
sit (or, sit ye priests) in his (your) own home.'

tndraya devebhyo juhuta (MS 'tam, ApS jugatam) hash svaha PB KS
ApS MS

tndraya pathtbhzr vahan (MS vaha) VS MS. KS TB Original subject
is AAvins and Sarasvati; in MS awkwardly changed to a priest

yards bobbed rinann apah RV §ubha yam, rznann apah AV Subject
Maruts in RV , in AV. Rohita

ud dharsaya maghavann (AV. satvanam) ayudhunz RV. AV SV. VS.
TS,: ud dharsantdm maghavan o banana AV. `Let the energies be
aroused, 0 Maghavan" or, `arouse the weapons, O M. (the weapons
of the warriors) '

tás tvd date (SMB. MG. devyo) James (SMB HG °sa) sam vyayantu
(PG °yasva) SMB PG HG ApMB MG : tas tva prase sam
vyayantu AV. `Let these (goddesses) wrap thee up unto (with) old
age'; or, `wrap thyself up' etc.
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§rra nak San tr,,.,Y Unto (TA also bharartul AV. AA. TA. (both).
At LS. TA by an addition in one form of the variant introduces a
different subject. see Whitney on AV. 7 6S 3

siadh,ibh'r ya.;ñmn sa;-ar; ;swam (TB yajñmn pra ara,,; juiantani)
RV VS TB In the original the subject is Agm. in TB. it is made
the p !re, obviously because in Brahmans times siadl,u belongs
particularly to them

dirghain ,iyA J.rn1:;, me kAV* ApMB (dull AV, JB. Kau ApMB.:
Esun 'r,;t karota ruai (RVKh Iarotu warn KS Chita Ptd)
RVhh KS TA BDh ' sorrow cigar dadhuitu me ApS. Occurs in
several contexts in AV , one of these (7 33 1) is the same-which
occurs in all the other texts except Km: and ApMB , the others are
quite different In the one verse found in the majority of texts,
this p ida is found at the end. in the prec. various gods (last, Agin)
are invoked in the 3d person for blessings on `me' ('you' KS ApS.)
here Agni alone is invoked, likewise in the 3d person, in all but
KS TA BDh , where we have instead a 2d person address to
the plurality of gods mentioned before Note that the strong stem -
forms karuta and J.rnota are poor. This variant might be classed
III §355

8 Change of Sumba due to Change of Context, with dtf ent Subject

§366. In a large number of cases, as in the case of variations in
Person, the shift of number is due to the use of the formula in a different
context, involving change of the verb's subject In some cases, as in
the preceding subdivision, both person and number are changed, we
hst thcbe cases at the end of this subdivision in so far as they concern
shifts between second and third persons along with shift of number A
few cases of the same sort showing first person in variation with second
or third, and accompanying shift of number, will be found among
the Person variants, above, § §303, 304, 310, 324 Included are some
ritualistic &has and mkt; as

§367. Singular, Dual, and Plural
algans tan VS ES. TB oghastam tan MS. TB.' aghat tain VS All

aorists from root ghas. Contexts are different tho related, and
with different subjects. See also under alcor in Conc

tayd devatayaiigirasvad dhruva sida VS TS etc (see Cone ): dhrurah.
sida VS SB TA.:...dhruve sulatam VS... dhruvah sidata TS.
Also. Lena brahmarja.. dhruvah snide (and, dirtied sida) KS.
(both;, term chancing . and tenarotia .., see Conc.

r
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sa no mrdatidr §e RV AV TS MS KS ApMB N.: tá no mrddta
(VSK mrl °) idr §e RV SV VS VSK TS KS . le nu mtdanty
id* AV The last is a vtkdra of the singular form, used in the same
hymn in AV

maho 3ydyo 'krta ('krata, 'krdtdm) . all three in MS (4 13 9. 212 4 -9),
TB AS SS Vzkdras, same formula modulated with different
subjects Cf akrata, and akrdtam, AS In the same connexion,
avi "rdhata ( °dhanta, °dhetdnz) The formula begins agni) (indragni,
devil djyapd, etc) idani hams (also djyam, etc) ajusata (°santa,
°fetdm)

zdam vatsydmo bhoh etc , see §344
asadydsmzn barhz.z nuidayadhvam RV AV VS TS MS SB TB :

mddayasva RV °yethdm RV AV The three RV occur-
rences concern different subjects, Valve derdh, Sarasvati, and Indra-
Varuna respectively On the AV. occurrences (two of which repeat
RV 10 17 8, which has mddayasva, but awkwardly substitute
mddayadhvam, changing the subject to pztarah) see RV Rep 298

sakhdyah saptapada abadnaa TB Apg sakhdyau saptapadäv abadva
(ApMB t °padd babhúva, see Wintermtz, p xvif) ApMB HG .

sakhd saptapadi (ApMB °dd) bhava AG SG Kau§ SMB ApMB
MG The singular and dual arc used in the wedding - rites, addrest
to bride alone, or spoken by the groom of himself and the bride
The plural form is said by the yajamana as the adhraryu steps in
the seventh footstep of the soma - purchase cow, it is followed by
parallel formulas in the 1st person sing , as sakhyam to gameyam,
`may I go to thy (= the cow's) friendship' In our pada we might
expect a dual, including cow and yajamdna, 'we have become friends
with seven steps', but it may be the ordinary plural referring to the
yajamdna alone ( §344), or, perhaps better, it may include the whole
sacrificial entourage, note that the actual stepping is done not by
the yajamana who speaks, but by the adhvaryu On the change of
person see §307

gopayata (MS gopaya, AV gopdyatam) ma AV VS MS. Vast Apg
Different contexts, hardly proper variants

premam sunvantam yajamdnam avatu ( °tdm, °ntu) SS (all.) And:
&avad ( °van, §rutdrim) brahmdny &load gamut ( °an, gatdm) S. (all.)

Vzkdras, with subjects Indra, dyavaprthzvi, I<tbhus
§368. Singular and Dual

tasmdn nah pdhy (Kau§ pdtam) anhasah RV Kau§
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prandya me rarcoda varcase pat'asva VS VSK TS SB. prandpanabhyam
me varcodasau pavethdm MS In MS addrest to Ups §u and
Antaryima cups, in the others to Upän §u alone.

a no Otani (ydhy) upa§rutz RV. (both) Addrest to the A§vms or to
Indra

rndhrtzr asi TA SS mdhrti sthah MS Different contexts
diras ca gma§ ca rdtathah (rä asz) RV (both) See RVRep 59
rayzm grnatsu dzdhrtanz (dharaya) RV (both) See RVRep 271, 528.
rayasposam ya3amanesu dhattam (dhehz, dharaya) RV (all )
sutanant Attn: arhathah (wheat) RV. (both) : somänäm pz° arhathah

RV SV See RVRep 137
and and sam taptam (ApS tapaih) VS TS KS TB PB SS L$

ApS ApMB HG MG ma modosistam (SS modosih) MS SB SS.
The contexts are quite different and the formulas are only in part
related to each other E g in TS Indra -Visnu are the subject,
in SB two fires, in ApS Agm, in SS prthzvi

visurape Omni dyaur coast (TA * iva sthah) RV. SV TS MS KS TA.
(thrice) N In one TA passage addrest to dyavdprthivi, in the
rest to a single deity Followed in same passage by.

Uz §va hz maya avast svadhavah (SV. °van, TA ` avathah svadhävantau),
same texts

apriye prati muñca tat (Kau§ t muñcatam) AV Kau§ In Kau§ addrest
to the Mvins, in AV probably to an amulet Cf aprzyah prate
muñcatam, §30

pa Indra (and, patens nard) pralibhrtasya madhvah RV. (both) Dual
addrest to Indra -Vtiyu

are bädhethäm (MS * KS * badhasva) narrtim paraeazh RV TS MS
(both) KS (both) : badhasva (AV badhetham) dare (AV. daram,
TS dveso) ni° pa° RV AV TS There are three different contexts,
the sing is addressed to Varuna, the dual to Soma -Rudra or Mitra-
varuna In some cases this is followed by.

krtam cid enah pra mumugdhy (AV TS * mumuktam) asmat (KS asmat)
RV. AV TS (both) MS KS See preceding

d modreah patam (KS * pahz) MS. KS. (both): te ma patam asya yap
ñasyodreah VS TS. B. The sing form of KS is a vzkara of the
other (in close proximity).

rayas posam (KS. tvastah posaya) vz syatu (AV MS. KS rya) nabhzm
asme (AV asya) AV VS TS. MS. KS TB ApS r. p vi want
n a RV MS TB Subject of the dual is Soma- Pusan, of the sing.
Tvasjar (nom. or voc , see §329, end).
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ehy ahmdnam a tastha AV SG Kau§ MG : d tzgthemam ahmdnam
ApMB HG . a rohemam asmanam PG : imam ahmdnam a roha
AG SMB GG : etam ahmeinam a tzsthatam MG. Followed by.

atmeva tram sthzra (MG ApMB * AVPpp sthiro) bhava AVPpp (for
AV vulgate 2 13 4b °hind bhavatu te tanzah) AG SG. SMB PG.
ApMB HG MG . a§meva yuvdm slim au bhavatam MG The 2d
(dual) version of MG in a vzkdra of the other

amino su 3zgyugas krdhz (krtam) RV (both) Subjects Indra: Indra-
Varuna

asme (AV.* asyaz) rayim saves ni yachatam (AV *yacha) RV AV
(both)

badhatam (TB °etam) dveso abhayam (AV * adds nah) krnotu (TB krnu-
tam) RV. AV. VS. TS MS KS TB Subjects Indra Tisya and
Birhaspati

§369. Dual and Plural
sumnaya sumnini sumne and dhattam TS TB ApS sumne sthah sumne

and dhattam VS SB : sumndyuvah (KS °yavah) sumnysya sumnam
(KS sumnyam) dhatta MS KS The plural occurs in a different
context from the dual

anu tvd vibe deva avantu (KS rave avantu devdh) KS TB : anu mam
mztravarundv zhavatam AA

¡anemia AB ApS iansavom, bansavo AB 3 12 1 GB Vait
And other forms, see Conc Sacrificial exclamations, based upon
verb -forms (dual referring to hotar and adhvaryu, plural to priests
as a group ?)

te mdvantu AV. TS PG : te (and, tau) mdvatam AV (in same hymn,
vikdras). See further in Cone under tans no 'vantu

pra na spdrhabhzr útzbhzs tireta ( °tam) RV. (both) Maruts Indra -
Varuna

rayon dhattam (dhattha, dhattho) vasumantam puruksum (katagvznam)
RV (all) See RVRep 149

harma ca stho varma ca sthah VS TS MS KS SB ApS harma ea
stha varma ca stha KS ApS Quite different contexts and subjects

sapatnan sahisimahz AV. 3. 6 4d; sa° sahzstivahz AV 19 32 5d; sapat-
tam me sahavahai RV. AV. 3 18. 5d ApMB So the AV vulgate;
but sahzsivahz is an emendation (see Whitney's note); the mss of
19 32 5 read *male This stanza is a repetition, with modifications
to suit the new context, of 3 18 5, the dual is there proper, as the
subject is ubhe sahasvati of pàda c, referring to the amulet and the
speaker of the charm (there a woman, in 19 32 5 changed to
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ubhau sahasvantau because the speaker is a man) The dual is
equally required by the sense in 19 32 5. Yet the vulgate Athar-
van reading here is clearly sahzszmahz (all mss and comet , altho
Ppp has the correct °vahz, Barret, JAOS 46. 42), which should be
retained, obviously the entire pads 3 6 4d, which belongs to a quite
different context where the plural is required, has been mechanically
imported without change into 19 32 5

eta asadan sukrtasja loke TS TB : pratikas, eta asadan, and (t3ha) eta
asadatdm, ApS

§370. Singular and Plural
marulam prasave (VS SB °rena) ;aya (TS 3ayata) VS TS MS KS

SB In TS addrest to the horses, in the others to the chariot
Different contexts

tasma u rtidhah krnuta prahastam (AV krnuhz supraáastant) RV AV
anu ma rabhadhvant (SS rabhasva) KS ApS SS Hardly to be called

variants, different contexts
zndrasya bhaga stha AV i bhägo 'sz VS. TS MS KS SB MS Also

devasya savzlur bhaga etc and others
dvt$atdm (AV duritdt) pats anhasah RV AV : durttät pants anhasah

(LSD vz §tatah) AV LSD Two different contexts, verb appropriate
in both In AV we may suspect a mutual rapprochement in
phraseology

edam barhzr nt .tdata (AS. SS pida nah) RV VS KB AS SS Different
contexts

cak$ur me tarpayata (PG tarpaya) VS TS MS KS B PG Applied
to a different context in PG Similarly with hrotram, apanam,
pranapanau, etc , and likewise:

pranam me tarpayata (SS trmpa) VS TS MS KS SB SS
mohayztvd nipadyate (RVKh apadyante) RV 10 162 6b (correct ref ),

AV. RVKh MG.
vtivabhyo ma nastrabhyah (VS SB ("bhyas; MS danstrabhyas) pdhi (TS

TB Nita. PG part pat sat vatah) VS TS MS SB TB TA PG
In TS addrest to the arrows used in the ra asziya, in VS ace to
Mahidhara to mandvtradak?znabhümz.

varco asmdsu dhatta (AS dhehz) AV AS : varco mayi dhehz etc , see Cone
Numerous items in different contexts, hardly to be considered
variants

apo (TS udno) dattodadhznt bhzntta (or bhznta) VS. TS MS KS . udno
dehy udadhzm bhzndhz KS t There are two different contexts, both
of which occur in TS MS KS In one the plural is appropriate,
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gods being the subject In the other (TS 4 7 13 2, MS 2 12 3,
KS. 18 15) only a singular is appropriate, the subject required being
Agin, altho KS is the only text that has the proper sing form
Apparently MS TS copied mechanically from the other passage
where the plur is required VS has the formula only in this latter
(properly sing) context, but nevertheless has like 1'S MS plur
forms, blandly interpreted by Mahidhara as singulars (datta debt,
bhtntta bhtnddhtz) At the end of the same passages occurs the
following formula

tato no (KS ma) vrstyavata (VS t and KS once, °Cat) VS TS MS KS
ApS MS Again KS varies consistently according to the subject,
and is this time joined by VS (not noted in Cone ), leaving only
Tait and Martr texts with inconsistent plurals where singulars
are required

yam tndrena (AV adds samdhänt) samadadhvam (TS samadhadhvam,
AV samadhatthah) AV TS MS KS (so correct Cone ), see also
Cone under avant vah sá , esa vas sa .The contexts are differ-
ent, and both verbs are appropriate

ayatu (TB * ayantu) yapñam upa nojusanah (TB: °ndh) VS MS KS
TB (both) Different contexts, subjects Indra Aclityas

apa 'alit (hata) partgham ChU (both) Addrest to singular and plural
deities respectively

ayur me yacha (Apt * yachata) MS KS ApS (both) Me
tir3am no dhehz (MS KS each once, dhatta) dvtpade eatuspade VS TS

MS KS SB TB AG 8G ApMB PrtínagU Occurs frequently,
in several different contexts, sing number is appropriate in all but
one which is addrest to agnayah, plur , the prec pads being to

virajam (KS. samrajam) abhisamyantu carve (correct Cone for MS ),
MS 1 6 2d 88 2 and 89 7, KS 7 14d Here KS , and once MS ,
have the correct form dhatta. In MS 88 2 the samhatá mss have
incorrectly dheht (note that this form of the variant occurs, in
another context which requires the singular, in the same section of
MS 86 19), the p p dhatte (I), pointing to the correct dhatta, which
should probably be read here

yasyauuadhih prasarpatha RV VS : yasyañ7ana prasarpasi AV. Fol-

lowed in same verse by:
tato yakrnam vi badhadhve (AV badhase) RV. AV. VS.
tatremam yell Ram yajamanam ca dheht (MS 5 2 16 14d dhatta, correct

Cone) Veit KS. MS (both) Ap$. Kaus. In one of the two
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occurrences in SIS the verb is made plural because several priests
are addrest , in the others only one is addrest.

may: rantosra (L$ rantadhram) SMB GG LS Hardly to be considered
variants

karat A8 karan (Oa of karat) AS
gafum atria gcituw ,ht MS Apa. dcrß gáturtdo gatunt Mira' (VSK. °tuna

ttrd) pillow ¿la AV. VS. VSIs TS SIS. KS `S.B. TB In the sing.
form secondarily addrest to the animal as it is slaughtered

tasyúgnc badtm,eha nvi TB - tasya bhujayateha nah RV. AV. SV VS. TS.
MS IiS TA ApMB The plural is addrest to waters

ye 'small ahhyayhdyatitt AV yo asman abhyaghdyatz AV
manta ratan? upitymt AV mama ciliate ctttenánreht HG mama czüam

amt ctttcbhtr eta AV Hardly variants
pranaya Viii M pianoyata AS To plurality of priests in AS.

Hardly variants'
ma nu ptau,7',rt (correct Conc ) prosrpa motsrpa (also, °pata, °pata)

TA 1 14 2 -4 leach thrice) Modulations of the same formula
with different subjects

yuksrá (Nu fiadhtam) by (Iraq lathe RV (both) Subject Agin: Maruts
rayon ca rat, sarrarírm,t nt yarhata SIS KS AS SDIB ni yacha AV

(see Cone for other sing parallels) As between singular and
plural, quite different contexts and subjects

rá. tram ouiuctnat data VS. TS. MS SB ApS. M rá° am° dehi VS.
SB The latter in stanza preceding the former, modulation with
change of subject

Sana Dacha rata AV áarrna yachata rimpade catucpade RV
stndhot a, ma ry akcaran (SV °rat) RV SV Different contexts, sub-

ject in RV tmtorah, in SV ayant (= somali) sa yell
sukrtä,,z lul,c actin (AV sida) AV TS AIS Subjects dakstnah:

odn,ah
sradontu (araddtt, °tu) horyaut (yajñam) madhuna ghrtena Different

contexts and subjects plural form RV AV VS MS IiS. TB N ;
sing VS \1S KS TB The form sea date, MS only, seems to be a
blend of the other two.

yawl stha yaksvz bhúyasam AO (subject waters) : yaho 'st yaks 'ham
leap bhúyasam (ApMB. adds asau) ApMB. HG. (subject a man)

sand rzcpáni pusyala ( °yass) AV (both)
lokarit me yajantanaga uznda (and, fibs, vandals) ChU (both) Subjects

Agni or Vayu Adityas
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yajñam rah patu (TB panto) ralacnh (TB vasavah) parasmdt (TB. ApS.
puraslat) MS KS TB ApS

agha ajyasya vyantu vaujhak, again d° veto vau °; agnenàjyasya vyantu
vau °, agnir a° vets vau °, all SB 2 2 3 19

apam osadhinam rasa stha TS TB (not DIS I): apam puspam asy
osadhinam rasah PB TB LS ApS

apura eta má púß ayata SS apüh ya stha ma parayata TS AS :
àprno 'si samprnah (ApS corruptly, amass sanzprna) a paya
SS ApS. Four quite different contexts with different subjects

imam me agadam krta (AV krdhz) RV AV VS TS MS KS SB To
one or more herbs, different contexts

kratum punts (and, punata) ànusak RV (both). 3d sg and pl impf
mid

divas (SV. divah) prsthdny àruhan (AV x °hat) AV (both) SV Subjects
Añgirasas Agm.

§371. Change of Person (between 2d and 3d) with Change of Number
(a) Singular, Dual, and Plural

aunty a ca dhdvati RV : sunuta a ca dhavalah RV : sunotd ca dhavala
AV Cf RVRep 315 Verbs are all appropriate to the respective
contexts

(b) Singular and Dual
chinttam tiro apt prstih trnitarn AV prstir vo 'pi lints yaludhanah

AV. Subjects are A §vins and Rudra, hardly comparable
pibatam somyam madhu RV (quinquies) SV pzbati so° ma° RV

( semel) SV.
madhvà yajñam mimiksatam (and, °ti) RV (both)
tam no Hawn dvipade tam catuspade RV. MS KS . tam no bhava etc.,

tam na edits etc , tam no astu etc , m many texts and different
connexions, see Conc.

(c) Dual and Plural
madhye divah svadhaya màdayante (RV * °yethe) RV. (both) AV VS.

See RVRep 118.
ye kilalena tarpayatho (and, tarpayanti) ye ghrtena AV (both) Subjects

Heaven and Earth: Maruts
indravantau (SS °td) haver idam jusethdm TB ApS. SS : indravanto ha°

V ju$antdm TB. ApS Vikara; subjects tunasirau: pitarah.
(d) Singular and Plural

ganan me and vi tiitrsah (MS. °,gat) TS. MS . ganan me ma vy arirzsah
Vait : gana me and vs trsan VS TS SB : ganair ma ma vi t-drsaig
MS. See §337
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rasa ca poRatr Edda nah .ocarhtant (and. madam) AV (both).
juqaòta hat yam aht,tant RV. AV. VS. TS. MS KS jttcstntidi...1'S.

MS. KS. The last occurs in the same stanza as in RV 3. 22 4 =
VS 20 90, both of which read ,tucantùnt riajiiant milt/ WI. Con-
tamination between the two pidas is obvious

seam :quoits apt goehata (TB ApS' 'till TB ApS (both) AS. ApMB.
HG

tha sphat:ti atria a tali n (taha) AV. (both). The second is a vmkara
of the Gist

drat ctd th alp saiutar yupotu (RV.'' °ta) RV (both) AV VS. TS. MS.
KS N . a. ac 114 dreg() rrcapo yuyota RV.

twin Gram ,,a,atttvt.tta dheht (Vait dotted; AV tttthrdm) AV. VS. TS.
MS KS SB Vait Three different contexts, in AV , Vait., and
1 V texts respectively

main mtt,ún u ttdhyata (and, °tu) AV (both) Cf also amttran no
rt rtdhyattim AV

saran/ pusyanta i ti, yam RV AV : rt° pusyast va° RV AV SV. See
R1 -Rip 99

avast' rain' mat uto dadhdtana (MG °tu nah) RV KS AB MG Knauer
assumes that matvto is understood as a nom sing and made the
subject of dadhattt (perhaps for noir uto) Certainly no 3d person is
construable. Knauer's suggestion is hardly more than one of despair
But all his mss read thus, and the Baroda ed (GOS 35, 1926)agrees.

9 Corruptions and Errors

§372. The following are merely corruptions or errors of one kind or
another Some involve variants of person as well as number

(a) Singular and Dual
antas What?) (MG °to) me mano 'mrtasya ketch SMB HG MG All

mss of MG. read °to, and the Baroda ed agrees The form cannot
be interpreted grammatically It must he either a phonetic
variant (u o) or a mere corruption See Knauer's note

4rotraya me terraria (TS °dau) vat case (MS. omits) pavasva (TS pave -
dale) VS. VSK. TS. SB MS. So the Cone wrongly supplies in
TS 3. 2. 3 2, after the abbreviation grotiaya which is all that the
text reads It is addrest to a soma -cup (grata), and clearly a
singular expression, not a dual, is understood No variant exists
Similarly under añgebhyo me

(b) Dual and Plural
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supzppala osarlh"rh kartandsme (AV kamtam tamer, VSK kartam asme)
AV. VS VSIC MS Subject is 8unasira (dual). Mahidhara can
find nothing to say except that the plural form kartana is used in the
sense of the dual It is, indeed, hard to imagine who else may be
included in the subject (gods in general ?)

retest pznvathah (TB °tha) svasarasya dhendh RV MS TB The TB
form is to be taken as intending pinvathah, dual (sandhi before
s+ cons ).

apsarasáv anu dattñm rnam nah (TB TA roans) AV TB TA apsara-
sdm anudattanrnanz MS The MS reading is badly corrupt,
anudatta is umnterpretable, p p anu, daltanz, minx, which is just
as bad

indravathuh (VSK °dhuh; KS ` TB Ape °tans) 1 dvyarr (TB Ape
karrnana) dansanabhth RV AV VS VSK MS ICS SB TB
Ape The VSK reading is only a corruption, phonetic in char-
acter (sonant for suid), and yet a 3d peison (dual') seems required
in all texts, see Oldenberg, RV Araten on 10 131 5

(c) Singular and Plural
punsah kartur mdtary ásiszkta JB punsä fault a maims and Tit pica

KBU The Cone says `read siñcata' for I(BU In any case a 2d
plural form must be read, according to Deussen, 60 Up 23, three
mss read ma asrsikta, nearly as in JB

mat jaghanya erupts (HG gachanti, read gachatz, Kirste) ApMB HG
pzbd somam indra mandate (Svidh erroneously mandanti,) tcd RV AV

SV TS AB KB PB AA AS ee Vait Svidh
hastacyutz (SV °tam) janayanta (SV t °gala) pi RV SV ICS ICB

Ape Me N Subject is naro, in preceding páda, unless this is
felt in SV as singular, from the later stem nara, the verb -form is
umnterpretable Benfey translates as plural, regaiding the form
as anomalous

aram ahaya gayatz (SV. °ta) RV SV Subject is the n pr Srutakaksa
in the next páda (nom in RV , voc in SV) The plural verb in
SV is anomalous, it is perhaps vaguely felt as including the asso-
ciates of S (cf § §353 ff ), or as a plural of respect (9 unlikely)

agnihotrenedam haver apuuatavivrdhata (AS. °vivrdhanta) maho jydyo
'krta TS AS Read in both texts (with TB. Poona ed) agntir
hotrenedam °vrdhata AS is doubly corrupt In the same
passage, just before this, the same formula with deva apyapa(h) as
subject; read in AS (1 9 5) mho ,,yayo 'krata (text 'krta; this
section is listed as a separate formula in Cone , see §367)
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tam le dukahsd mania khyan TS 3 2 10 2 (so Cone , but the reading is
khyat, follow ed by n: -, hence n by sandhi) du §caI,cas to maya Hat
(klhyat, kcal) DIS IiS

sarasratyd ( °fyani) adh: manay (with variants) acarkrcuh (KS acakr °,
SMB ca: Aray, but Jorgensen (teak NO) AV KS TB Ap8 DIS
SMB PG See § §136, 236

adarasrd bharata (AV °tu) deal soma AV TB Ape bharata is appar-
ently assimilated mechanically to mrdatá of the next pada, of which
maruto is the subject Here soma is addressed, and the subject is
adarasrd, bharata makes no sense, Caland renders bhauatu in Ape.
Yet bhai ata is read in both edd of TB , and was clearly the Tait.
school reading TB comm fatuously makes bharata equivalent
to that a

a pitaram ta:Aränatant close dah (PB bill, comm kah = kuru) PB
K$ Ap; DIS Perhaps only a misprint in PB.

d :todäsaya randhayah (SV cyan) RV SV Tho Benfey keeps randhayan
in his text, he translates 'du ubergabst', as if °yah, so the comm.,
samtTtanan as:, randhayan is hopeless (perhaps felt as nom sg
pple ))

stash caratad ?ha (SMB ayam; MG. caratá dtkh) Kaug. SMB. ApMB
HG MG. Spoken by the guru at the upanayana, caratad is 3d
person, subject is the boy In MG caralà is only a corruption,
phonetic in character, note the following d -, and compare the
extensive section on `False Divisions' which will appear in our
volume on Phonetics.
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References are to sections

Ambiguous forms, 7 -13
Augment, 7 -9, 264 -268
Causative, 237 -242
Denominative, 243
Dependent clauses (moods in), 122 -126,

145f , 166, 168f 179 -183, 268 See
also Prohibitive clauses, Lest- clauses

Desiderative, 135, 172, 177f
Endings -st, -se, 13, 164f , -ta, -tha,

2d pl , 14-19, I, th in duals, 20f ,

endings containing r, 252, subjunc-
tives in -si, -s, -it, -t, -le, -tai, -iahe,
-what, - ntahe, - mahai, 253, impera-
tives in -tat, 150, 254, imperatives in
-dht, -hi, 255, 2d plur in -na, 256 -258,
final -a, -a, 259 -261, precativesin
-yas, -fat, 262a, aorists in -s, -t, 262b,
1st plur in -mas, -ma, 262c, 1st sing
in -am, -ni, 262d, subjunctive sign in
4, a, 262e, 1st plur in -mast, -mas,
262g, 3d plur in -tilt, -Oh, 262h, 3d
plur in -ire, -tie, 262j, precative 2d
plur in -the, 262k

Gerunds, see Nouns, verbal
Haplology, 273
Infinitive, exchanging with imperative,

163, 178a
Intensive, 236
Interrogative clauses, 124 end, 183
Lest- clauses, 124 end, 183
Meter, 3f , 36, 41, 78, 91 -93, 96-99,

256 -258, 275
Moods, 88 -183; variation of moods m

one text, 91 -101; more than two
moods exchanging in same passage,
102-104, change of both mood and
tense, 105 -109, present indicative
and other moods, 112 -126; preterite
indicatives and other moods, 127 -147,
imperative and other moods, 149 -165,
imperative in -tat, 150, 254, variant

imperative endings, 254f , imperative
(7) in -si, -se, 164f , subjunctive and
other moods, 166 -172, variant sub-.
junctive endings, 253, 262e, mixed
subjunctive- imperative, 104, 173, in-
junctive and other moods, 174;
optative and other moods, 175;
precative and other moods, 176,
precative endings, 262a, k, infinitive,
163, 178a, future and other moods,
177 -Moods in Dependent and Pro-
hibitive clauses, see these entries

Nouns, verbal, varying with finite
verbs, 244 -250

Number, see Person
Participles voice in, 31, 41, 49, 59, 69,

79, 86f , aorist and present pples ,
230, present and perfect, 232, future
and present, aorist, perfect, 234, past
passive pple interchanging with
moods, 143f , causative and non -
causative, 239, pples and other
verbal nouns exchanging with finite
verbs, 244 -250

'Patch - words', 36, 256 -258
Person and Number, 289 -372, for per-

sonal endings, see Endings, 2d per-
son imperative not used in relative
clauses, 95n 122, 179, 1st, 2d, or 3d
person according as action is attri-
buted to priest or sacrificer or an
associate or implement, 289, 302,

304 -306, 312f ; priests and associates
denoted by 1st or 2d (or even 3d)
person, and sing. or plur number, 290,
307, 316, 344 -347 (with inconsistency
in context, 348, 'editorial we', 344),
generalizing statements (French on,
German man) varying in person and
number, 291, 314f , 359f , variations
of all three persons, 302f , of 1st and

285

,

,
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2d, 304 -311, of 1st and 3d, 312 -325
(same person speaks or is addressed,
303, 308, or is spoken of, 316 -322), of
2d and 3d, 292, 326 -342 (due to rela-
tive pronoun subject, 331; with
inconsistency in context as to case of
subject, 293, 332, or as to surrounding
passages, 294, 333 -337, 3d person
references to Soma in RV often
changed to direct address in 2d
person in SV , 295, 328, 334), varia-
tions of all three numbers, 350, 354,
387, 371a; of sing and plur , 344 -347,
349, 355, 358 -362, 365, 370, 371d, 372c,
of sing and dual, 351, 356, 358, 363,
368, 371b, 372a, of dual and plur ,
344 end, 352, 357, 364, 369, 371e, 372b,
'multiplication' or 'addition' (or
vice versa) in subject resulting in
change of number of verb, 296,

348 -357; dual or plural subject with
sing verb, 297, 368, change of person
or number of verb due to change of
subject in same context, 298, 300, 303,
323, 338-340, 361 -365, same due to
change of context, 298, 299, 303,
309 -311, 324, 341, 366 -371

Phonetic variants t, th, 14-22, a or u
before v, 23, mobile t(d) before two
consonants, 24, mobile vasarga, 25,
e or at, 26, mobile y with consonants,
27f ; varying vowel quantities or

vowel -vowel- gradations, 274 -288;
gradations in aonst stems, 200, 202,
205, 276 -279, 281; final a optionally
lengthened, 259 -261, short and long
vowels before ya of denominative,
243 See also Svarabhakti

Popular language, 5, 186
Prohibitive clauses, moods and tenses

in, 146f , 159, 168, 174, 181 -183, 209,
211

Reduplication, 269 -273
Relative clauses, see Dependent

clauses

Rhythmic lengthening, 259ff 269ff

School differences in diction, 187
Svarabhakti, 200, 206, 286f
Tenses, 184 -234, change of both tense

and mood, 105 -109, for interchange
between indicative tenses and other
moods, see Moods, different present
systems, 185 -198 (krno- karo-,
186 -190, variant nasal stems, 191,
nasal and non - nasal, 192, thematic
and non - thematic, 193, stems in a
aya, 194, intransitive ya- stems, 195;
different treatments of root, 196;
accented and unaccented a- stems,
197, reduplicated stems and others,
198), strong and weak present stems,
275, different aonst systems, 199 -207,
variant aonst endings in -s, -t, 262b,
strong and weak aonst stems, 276-
279, 281, strong and weak perfect
stems, 280; different tenses of identi-
cal moods, 208 -211, true interchanges
of tense, 212 -234; imperfect and
aonst, 217, imperfect and perfect,
218, aonst and perfect, 219, pluper-
fect and other preterites, 220, present
and preterites, 221 -233 (imperfect
229, 'wrist 230, perfect 231f , plu-
perfect 233), perfect active and
present middle, 45, 69, future and
present, 234a, future and aonst, 134,
future and other participles, 234,
periphrastic future (in -ta), 248a

Thematic vowel a, 10, thematic and
non - thematic presents and sonata,
see under Tenses

Variety, stylistic, as motive for change
of mood, 94f

Voices, 29-87; active and middle, with
difference of meaning, 30-33; with
same meaning, 34-79; perfect active
and present middle, 45, 69, active
and passive, 80-86; middle and
passive, 87

,
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acakrQuh, acarkrsuh, 136, 236, 360, 372c
ajilapata, alilipata, 288
alil5t, alIyñt, 145e
atatantha, 220, 365
abhnramyathám, 22
abhtsyak, 104q, 337 end
abhindhätám, 349 (p 256)
abhüthñm, 21, 56, 337
amoci, 59, 87
arAtsyam, 28
avail (or avah), 137, 217
asitdi, Sln , 84, 267
astil, 146
gvavartin, 66
avah (or avail) 137, 217
gvragyigata (°yteata), 285
Agtign, 146

tksva, 60, 193, 236
imi, 309
ty5na, 198
udabhartsatha, 17
ühule, ohire, ohise, 337 (p 237f.)
karah, karati, 10, 104o, 154
kr stems krno and karo, 186-190
krtba, 10, 15
krdhi, kryva, 10, 208, 210a
arse, 13, 41, 165
gamat, gaman, gamema, 173, 174
lanaya-, 241
18grtBd (1st person), 160
takQui?, 218, 315
tatak$nuh, 231, 273
tatantha, 220, 365
tityagdhi, 288

dadharsaya, 79,140, 241
dadhige, 142
duh8m, 104b, 337 (p 230)
dhAsye, °yaa, 134, 177
dhvanayid, 174, 285
nonavur, nonuvur, 23, 218
parB§arait, 278
piltam, 10, 208, 210a
plplhi, plpihi, 192, 270
pramànah, 288
babhütha, babhüva, 262f
bodha, 193
bbütu, 299, 341
bhüyIIatha, 17
madasva, 10, 192
mania, 10, 119, 191
yal, voice of, 35, 60
yame, 117

yuksvá,10,192, 208
yodhi, 25, 158
ranv, 191
vaksi, 79, 164
vanate, 10, 116f , 191
vareta, 10, 210d
vurita, 10, 210d
voce, 79, 174, 813
¡rota, 10, 208, 210a
canea, 121, 191
saparyan, °yAn, 8, 145d
saécima(h), 79, 262o
stale, 13, 165, 307
hü, 2-5, voice of, 35, 78, presents, 194,

197

287
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aflhomuce pra bharema (bhare) mani-
sam, 346

akarat suryavarcasam, 217, 332 (p 233)
akaram piirugu priyam, 130, 302
akartam alma 1ak§ma, 136, 329 (p

222)
akrnoh sí7ryatvacam, 217, 332 (p 233)
akrata (akratam), 367
akran devo na süryah, 250, (p 164)
ak§ans tan, aksan, 104 m, 367
ak§arena prati mima roam (mimate

arkam), 813
agrbbit, 281
agrbhaata, 281
agna alyasya vyantu vaujhak, 370

(p 280)
agna ayuhkarayu§mans edhi, 161
agnaya upahvayadhvam, 329 (p 222),

349 (p 255)
agnaye tva mahyam varuno dadatu

(°ti), etc , 116 (p 67)
agnaye sam anamat etc , 359
agnih pagur taft tenayajanta (°jata)

etc , 359
agnih praiam bahulam me karotu

(krnotu), 190
agnih pravidvan (*van) iha tat krnotu

(karotu, dadhatu), 190
agnim sa rchatu yo 'bhidasati, 124
agnim sa dam rchatu yo

'bhidasati, 124
agnim sve yonav (yang) abhar (yonau

bhari§yaty) ukha, 134
agmm huvema paramat sadhasthat,

2, 4 n , 78, 121
agnim khananta(khanu3Yanta)upasthe

will, 234 b
agmnàgmh eamvadatam, 329 (p 222)
aganalYasya vyantu vaujhak, 370

(p 280)

(oro) agmm tarpayami, 238
agnim nak§anta (°tu) no girah, 156
agnim naras trisadhasthe sam idhire

(indhate), 221, 231
agmm adya hotaram etc , 352
agnim annadam annadyayadadhe, 49 a,

120, 312

agmm alyasya vetu vaujhak, 370

(p 280)
agmm indram vrtrahana huye 'ham

(°hanam huvcma), 345 (p 251)
agnim indhe (idhe) vivasvabhth, 231
agur agnisomau tam apanudantu etc ,

357

agnir ijYasya vetu vaujhak, 370

(p 280)
agror ayu §man acts asao, 329 (p

224)
agror ayus edhi, 329 (p 224)
agnir lanavin Omuta) adat (dad -

atu), 130
agror dad (da) dravinam virapegah, 24,

332 (p 231)
agror dikgitah . dakgayatu (dik-

§eta), 79, 160 243
agror no vanate (vanute, vansate)

rayon, 117, 191
agnir me hota sa mopahvayatam, 329

(p 222), 349 (p 255)
agnir havih (havyam) §amita südayati

(svadayatu), 152, 242
agar havyam siavadat (havya au§ü-

dati), 167
agror ?iota ni rasada (ny ssidad)

yajiyàn, 218
agnir hots vetv , 329 (p 224)

agar hotrenedam , see agmhotre°
agni tat punar abharat ( °at, 6bhri-

yat), 104 x

288

=
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agony tad vitvam ( °vad) a prnati ( °tu)
vidvan, 116 (p 71)

agnis tan lokat pra nudaty (°tv,
nudatv) asmat, 52, 104 p, 329 (p 224)

agnis tan asmút pra nunottu (dhamatt)
lokat (yajñat), 52, 104 p, 329 (p 224)

agnis te agram nayatam (agnis te
'gram nayatu), 51

agnis trpyatu, 238
agnis te tanuvam mati dhak (te telo

ma prati dháksit), 262 b
agnthotrenedam ( agner hotre°) havir

ajusatdvivrdhata ( °anta), 372 c
agni Indra vrtrahana huye vara, 345

(p 251)
agniñ jyotismatab kuruta (kuru), 347
agni raksiinsi sedhatt, 341
agnisomyv adadhur pl turlyáait, 361
agn1 omau tam apanudatam etc , 357
ague annuli, samvadasva, 329 (p 222)
ague grhapata upa ma hvayasva, 329

(p 222), 349 (p 255)
ague cyavasva earn ami prayahi, 362
ague tan asmat pra nudasva lokdt, 52,

104 p, 329 (p 224)
ague tejasvin tejasvi tvam devenu

bhütydh, 161
agile daksath punihi nah (punimahe,

punts. ma), 30, 116 (p 68), 305
ague devdnäm ava heda iyaksva

(iksva), 60, 193, 236, 304
ague patho devaydndn krnudhvam

(pathah kalpaya deva*), 362
ague purisyadhipa bhava (bhava)

tvam nah, 261
agile prehi prathamo devayatam

(deva°, devatdndm), 243
ague brahma grbhnisva (grhnisva,

grhisva), 192
ague bharantu ( °ta) eittibhih, 55, 156
agne abhi ma ni vartaava

(abht na a vavrtsva, etc ), 198
agne medhavinam krnu (kuru), 190
agile yat te tejas tena tarn atejasaih

krnu (tam prati tityagdht, or tit -
igdhi), 288

ague yuksva (yufiksva) hi ye tava, 192
agner anuvrata bhùtvä, 250 (p 165)

agre melba pate . dhah (dhehi),
158

agner jihvám abhi (jthvayabht, etc )
grnitam (grnata), 191, 352

agne valapd earn minim, etc , 312
agne vtttyd dhavtqo yad yajama

(°mah), 25, 124
agne viht, 329 (p 224)
agne vratapate vratam acansam (acar-

eam, °tam cartyyymt), 206, 228, 234 a,
286, 345 (p 252)

agne vratapate vratam alapaye
(alabhe), 234 a

agne eaerjmahe (samsrjmahe) gtrah,
273

agne havyam raksaeva (rakßa), 63
agnau kartsyamt (°$ye, karavym, °vai),

41, 171
agrabhlt (°bhisata), 281
agre vaco agriyo goßu gachati (°st),

295, 328
agre vdjasya bhalate mahadhanam

(theism mahad dhanam), 295, 328
agre stndhiinam pavamdno arsati (°et),

295, 328
aghat, aghat tam, aghan, aghasat, °Ban,

aghastdm tam, 104 m, 367
aghyyúnam ud Irate (°ti), 40
añga parún$t tava vardhayanti, 250

(p 166)
añgirasàm tva vratena dadhe

(dadhdmt), 49 a
añgebhyo me verandah pavasva, 372 a
añgebhyo (me varcodau varcase pave-

tham), 372 a
achayam yanti (achayam eti) davasy

ghrtdcih (ghrtena, ghi td cit), 361
achávúka vadasva (vada), 64
achidrah pralaya bhpyaaam, 161, 345

(p 250)
achidram yajHam bhüriltarma karotu

(bhtlnretah krnotu), 190
aahidry uétjah padanu inked., 219

achtdrobijah kavayah padanu takstsat
(takgt,uh), 219

ajany agni'. hots (alien sands) etc , 85
ajasrena bhanuna didyatam (didy-

anam), 49
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ajasrena gong. aoáncñnnh (aoaucac
chuce), 34 n

alataaatruh suhavo na edhi (syona no
aetu), 332 (p 232)

aptah (Mtn, °tA) syama aaradah
islam, 284

ajijapata (ajippata) vanaspatayah, 288
aiirna tvam iarayaat (Jerome) sarvam

anyat, 116 (p 71)
aiath avarvatir apah, 94, 131, 341
atiiasa satyam upa gegam (upagam),

127
ata mogi (invata) karvara purGni

(karvarant bhúrt), 362
ata a gu madhu madhunabhi yodhi, 158
ataó cakgathe aditun ditim ca, 116

(P 73)
atangma (°sta) tamasas pram asya,

309
ati dhanveva tan ihi, 309
atiratram varan (cancan, vavaràvan)

,232
ato no 'nyat pitaro ma yoga (yudh-

vam), 62, 236
atra iahimo 'aiva ye asan, 116 (p 73),

275, 307
atra aravanst dadhire, 231
atra lahama (lahita, iahimo) ye asann

aaevah (abtvah, asan durevah, etc ),
116 (p 73), 275, 307

atra te rupam uttamam apaayam
(°yan), 315

atria tva krime (atrtvad vah krimayo)
hanmi, 246

atha jivrir (prvir) vidatham a vadasi,
363

atha jivri vidatham a vadasi, 363
atha tvam asi samkrtih, 349 (p 258)
atha devaih sadhamadam madema, 126
atha nah §am yor arapo dadhata

(°tana), 257
atha mano vaaudeyaya breve, 210 a
atha mandaava (madaava) jujugano

andhasah, 192
atha yüyam stha samkrtih, 349 (p 258)
atha rayon sarvaviram dadhatana, 257
zthasmabhyam sam yor arapo dadhata,

257

atha syata surabhayo grhegu, 307
athasyai (°syñ) madhyam edhatam

(edhatu, ejatu, ejati), 79, 116 (p 71)
athema vtavah prtana layast (°ti), 329

(p 224)
athaite dhiçnyaso kalpantñm ih-

aiva, 241
athatnam )alma nayet, 169
athatgam bhinnakah kumbhah (atho

bhmadmi tam kumbham), 246
atho tvnm asi ntykrtth, 349 (p 258)
atho yatheme dhi,nyaso kalpay-

antsm thatva, 241
atho yúyam stha niskrtih, 349 (p 268)
adabdham cakgur dikgen ma ma

hasit etc , 329 (p 225), 332 (p 234)
adabdho gopah (gopah) pari pain nas

tvam (pari patu vlavatah), 332

(p 231)
adaraus tva Sasahastam, 202
adah su madhu madhunabhi yodhlh,

158
adad 'dam yamo (adad yamo) 'vasa-

nam prthivyah, 116 (p 69)
adarasrd bhavata (°tu) deva soma,

372 c
adasyann agna uta samgrnamt, 177 231
aditih (°te) keSan (amaaru, keaaa-

maSru) vapatu (vapa), 329 (p 224)
aditsantam däpayati (°tu) praianan,

112, 116 (p 68)
aditsan va samjagara janebbyah, 177,

231, 261
adlkgistayam brahmanah , 248
adraan tvavarohantam, 217, 324
adraann udaharyah, 252
adrarann asya ketavah, 252
adrarann udaharyah, 252
adraram asya ketavah, 252
ado guibhyo adhi yat pradhAvasi, 341
ado yad avadhavatt, 341
adrakgus tva aáaahastam, 202
advege Nye) dyavaprthtvi huvema

(have), 346
adha pm sú na upa yantu (pm nflnam

upa yanti) dhitayah, 116 (p 71)
adharo mad asau vadat (variant),

vada) svaha, 24, 153, 341, 342
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adhaspadam krnutam (krnußva,
krnute) ye prtanyavah, 116 (p 72),
341

adha ema (ma) te vralanam kimono
asti (astu, °nam astu krsnam), 116
(p 71)

adha syäma surabhayo (syam astir
ubhayor) grhequ, 307, 345 (p 252)

adhA hvri vidatham a vadäthah, 363
adhä nah éam yor arapo dadhata, 257
adha mano vasudeyaya krnusva, 210 a
adhäsyä madhyam edhatäm,79
adhi triprgtha usaso vi rajati Cal), 334
adhirälo repeal ra)ayätai (°ti, *yate),

79, 117
adhi stotrasya sakhyasya gatana

(gata), 256
adhiyata (°te) devarätah, 229
adhihi (adhigva) bhoh, 79
adho vadädharo vada, 24, 341
adhvaua skabhníta (skabbnuvantah)

etc , 191, 250 (p 163)
adhvaränam Ianayathah (°yatam) pur-

ogam, 116 (p 67)
adhvänam skabhnuvanto yolanä roan-

each etc , 191, 250 (p 163)
anadvaham any ñrabhamahe, 307
anadvaham plavam any árabhadhvam,

307
anamivä upetana, 257
anavas te ratham aéväya take=

(takguh), 218
anavahayasman devayänena pathâ

(patheta) sidata, 250 (p 163),
349 (p 256)

anavahayasman devi patha yati
sida, 250 (p 163), 349 (p 258)

antagonism brahmana (°ne) tva krnomi
(karomi), 190

anAgaso adham (sadam) it samkapr
yema; ana° yatha sadam it samkQi-
yema, 195

armlet apa sedhati (baidhatam), 116
(p 72)

anu tva rabhe, 345 (p 252)
anu tva vive deva avantu (vi° av°

de°), 369
anu tvendrärabhämahe, 345 (p 252)

anu dyavaprthivi amañsatäm, 132
anu dyavaprthivi A tatantha (viveóa,

tatana), 337 (p 238)
anu nau Adra manate (*tai), 253
anu ma idam vratam vratapatir

manyatam etc , 130, 330
anti manyasva suyala yaläma (yale hi,

yaleha), 36, 60, 345 (p 250)
anu mam dyavaprthivi anti me 'mail-

s/Wm, 132
anu main mitravarunav ihävatam, 369
anu ma rabhasva (rabhadhvam), 370

(p 277)
anu me dikya.m dikßápatir manyatam

(amansta; °patayo manyadhvam)
etc , 128, 130, 330, 349 (p 257)

anulbanam vayata (vayasi) Ioguvam
apah, 116 (p 72), 362

anuvatsarinam evastim Mete, 317
anuvatsariyodvatsariye avastim âéBae,

317
anu vam Iihvä ghrtam a caranyat, 104x
anu vam dyavaprthivi amañsatam

(mane), 132
anti vam ekah paver a vavarta (vav-

arti), 227, 231
anu virair anu puQyasma (radhyama)

=Utah, 175
anu svadha cilcita,m (mints) soma

agnih, 118 (p 72)
anüdhä yadi jIlanad (yad aiilanad)

adhä ca nu (cid A), 268
antara dyavaprthiví viyanti (°tu) ,

116 (p 73)
antarilc$am vignur vyakrañsta etc.,

230, 313
antariksam ca vi bädhase Cava;

badhatam), 116 (p 66), 329 (p 225)
(antarilc$am trtlyam pitfn (etc ) yajfio

'gat) tato ma dravinam data (astu),
39, 130

(antariksam manman yalIIo 'gat)
tato ma dravinam astu, 39, 130

antarilcpaya earn anamat, 359
antarikqe vayave samanaman sa ar-

dhnot,359
antarilcse viqnur vyakrañeta etc , 230,

313

. .
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antar evogmanam varayadhvat (°ya-
tat), 65

antar dadha rtubhih, 247
antar dadhe parvataih, 247
antar mahan3 carati (°ai) rocanena,

329 (p 224)
antar mrtyum dadhatàm parvatena,

116 (p 69), 318
antarhita girayah, 247
antarhita ma rtavah, 247
antan carati (°ai) bhútegu, 337 (p 235)
antan caraty (°ey) arnave, 341
antas tigthatu (°to) me nano 'mrtaeya

ketuh, 372 a
andhena yat (ya) tamasa pravrtasit

(°m), 229, 337 (p 238)
annapate 'nnasya (annasya) no dehi,

130, 329 (p 224)
annam payo reto asmasu ('emasu)

dhatta (dhehi), 362
annam me purtSya (°gyaiugupah),

130

annam me (no) budhya (°dhnya) papi
(°yaiugupas) tan me (no) etc , 130

annasyannapatih pradat, 130, 329 (p
224)

annadam tvannapatyayadadhe (*dam
agnim annapatyayadadhe, °dam an-
nadyayadadhe, °dam annadyayan-
napatyayadadhe), 49 a, 120, 312

annida bhíUyasta rama) ye no 'nnadan
akarta (ye ca no 'nnadan karate
etc ), 145 b, 202, 306

annadayannapatyaya dadhat, 49 a, 120,
312

anyad yugmakam antaram babhtiva
(bhavati), 140

anyavratasya sa5cima (°ire, anyadvra°
ea3cimah), 25, 79, 262c, 324

anyegv ahaßn eumanal} eam viieyam,
104 c, 345 (p. 252)

anvatansit tvayi (*sus tava) tantum
etam, 361

anvadidhyatham Ilia nah sakhaya, 250
(p 163)

any enam vipra mayo madanti (°tu),
116 (p 71)

apah kvetrani samiayan (°ya), 250 (p
163)

apah prerayam (prairayat, prairayan)
sagarasya budhnat, 138, 323

apa cakra avrtsata (cakrSm vartaya),
238

apa ahi pangham, 370 (p 278)
apa rakgansi sedhasi (catayat), 341
apa &atrún vidhyatam (°tah) nowt-

dane, 116 (p 71)
apaáyam (*yams) yuvatim niyamanam

(°tim acarantim), 345 (p 250)
apa3yam tvavarohantam, 217, 324
apasedhan (°dham) dunta soma

mrdaya (no mrda), 194
apa snehrtir (snihitim) nrmana adhatta

(adhadrah, adadhram), 252
apah samudrad divani udvahanti (°tu),

116 (p 68)
apahata pangham, 370 (p 278)
apahato'raruh etc , 104 w
apam rasam udayansam (°san), 315
apam sadhigi sida, 237
apam etoko abhyapaptad rasena (*pap-

tac chiven, °patac chivaya), 217
apam gambhan (ksaye) sida, 238
apam garbham vy adadhat (°dhuh)

purutra, 355
apatam a3vina gharmam, 130, 329

(p 226)
apanudo janam amitrayantam (ami-

tra°), 243
apane nivi.4y5.mrtam hutam (nivigto

'mrtam juhomi), 246
apam tvá kgaye sadayami, 238
apam tva gahman sadayami etc , 238
apam tva sadhigi (sadhrigu) eádayami,

237
apam tvodman sadayami, 238
apam napatam aBvma huye dhiya

(Riving hayantam), 3 n , 194
apam napatam pan taathur (napatam

upa yanty) apah, 231
apam upasthe mahi$a avardhan ree

vavardha), 217, 218, 361
apam ogadhinam rasa etha, 370 (p 280)
apam mamma asy ogadhinàm rasah

etc , 370 (p 280)

patt
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apararum adevayalanam . . Iahi,
104 w, 304

apararum prthivyai badhyhsam,
104 w, 304

api láyeta so'amakam, 175
api nah sa kule bhüyat, 175
api panthhm aganmaht (agasmahi), 202
api püsh ni sidatu (°ti), 116 (p 68)
apiéirna u prstayah, 246
aped u hasate tamah, 154
apeyam ratty uchatu, 154
apaitu mrtyur amrtam na Egan (light),

104 m
apochatu (°chantu) mithuna ya (ye)

kimidina (°nah), 361
apo dattodadhim bhinta, 370 (p 277)
apo deva madhumatir agrbhnan, 315
apo devir upaarla (°Iá) madhumatih,

261

apo devir madhumatir agrhnan
(agrbhnam), 315

apo vrnanah pavate kaveyan (kavyan),
243

apy abhor (abhüd) bhadre sukrtasya
loke, 329 (p 221)

apriye (°yah) prati muficatam (*tam,
muñca tat), 30, 368

apsarasáv (°eám) anu datthm rnam
nah (maul, °dattánrnEni), 372 b

apeu dhautasya te . karomi
(krnomi), 190

abaddham mano mE ma hEsth
(*sit), 329 (p. 225), 332 (p 234)

abadhisma rakso 'badhismamum asau
hatah (rakso 'musya tvE badhñya-
mum abadhisma), 222, 230, 345
(P 250)

abandhv eke dadatah prayachantah
(°chat), 250 (p 165)

abbi tvh varcaaasiñcan Meant,
°sican), 217, 312

abhidroham manusyaé carica=
(caranti), 314

abbi no viro arvati ksameta, 337 (p
239)

abbi pra nonuvur (nonavur) girah,
23, 218

abhi pra yantu naro agnirQpBh, 116
(p 68)

abhi prayAnsi sudhitlim hi khyab
(khyat), 329 (p 224)

abbi prayo násatyh vahanti (°tu), 94,
116 (p 67)

abhuatah amati (ama ha), 25, 262 e
abhiramantu bhavantah, 85
abhiramyatam ( .them), 22, 85
abhiBiksa rElhbhuvam (°bhüvam),

262 d
abbi stana durita badhamEnah, 193
abbi somata mr9limasi, 345 (p 252)
abbi etrnthl pari dheht vedun, 347
abhün mama (nu nab) sumatau viá-

vavedlih, 133, 323
abhor grstínäm (vaáhnhm, hpinam,

etc ) abhiéastiph u (°peed), 130
abhyaraksid (°rhksid) hamhkam punar

etc , 277
abby arsati (°ta, arsanti) susGutun etc.,

341, 349 (p 257)
abhyarsan Cabby area) etotrbhyo vir-

avad yaBah, 250 (p 165)
abhy astham (astham, asthhd) viévh}

prtanh arhtih, 320
abhyasiksi rallibhiim (°bhüt, °bhü-

vam), 282 d
abhy enam bhüma ürnuhi (bhümi

vrnu), 255
amitrán no vi vidhyatlim, 371 d
ami anu ma tanuta, 350
amimadanta pitaro . hvrshyisata

(°yisata,avivrsata),201,243,285
ami ye ke sarasyaka avadhavati, 341
ami ye vivratli (°tali, °ths) sthana

(atha), 257
amuktha yaksmEd duntad avadyat,

87, 329 (p 221)
ama anu ma tanutam, 350
amrtam ca prang juhomi, 246
amrtatvhya ghosayah Cyan), 248
amaujhm cittam prabudham (°dhh) vi

neéat (naAyatu), 158
amoci yaksmhd duntad avartyai, 87,

329 (p 221)
ayam yalamhno mrdho vyasyatlim

(°tu), 79
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ayam vajam (vajan) jayatu vajasatau,
118 (p 73), 324

ayam vai tvam ajanayad ayam tvad
adbrjayatam , 249

ayam áatriin la}atu jarhrsanah (jar-
hrs°) 166 (p 73), 324

ayam dhruvo rayin&m ciketa yat
(ciketad a), 220

ayann artham krnavann apanar, 137
ayam pun&na usaso arocayat (vi ro°),

267
ayasa havyam 'Muse, 67, 140
*vat (ayastam) aomasya prrya dha-

many 356
ayad (ayas) agnir (ayastam agníva-

runav) etc , 356
ayad (ayastam) devanam etc , 356
aya no yajfiam vandal, 67, 140
aya san (ayah san, ayas san, ayaayam)

havyam ührse, 67, 140
araksasa manas& tal jusets (ju$asva,

jusethah), 160, 337 (p 236)
aram aévaya gayati (°ta), 329 (p 228),

372 c
se eseams te (ararur) dyam ma paptat

(araro drvam ma paptah), 329 (p
224)

aratiyantam adharam krnomi (kar-
omr), 186, 190

aralag udabhartsata ( .the), 17

ansta asmakam virah Bantu, 161, 345
(p 250)

anstam tva (ma) saha patya dadhami
(tata, krnomi), 104 d, 186, 190, 324

aristas tanvo bhüyasma, 161 175, 345
(p 250)

anstah syama tana suvirah, 175
ansyaham saha patya bhüyasam, 104 d,

324
amateur nah pathibhih parayanta (°tu),

250(p 168)
arejetam (°jayatariu) rodent panted

gira, 79, 241
sredata manasa devan gacha (gamyat),

160, 337 (p 241)
arnave tva sadane saday&nr, 238
arnave sadane sida, 238
aryamno agmm paryetu paean (pari

yantu ksrpram), 361

aryl) naganta (nah Bantu) samvanta
(*tu) no dhiyah, 79, 156

arsan (arsa) mttraeya varunasya
dharmana, 157, 334

arhana putravasas& (putra uvasa sa),
218

alaksmI (emir) me naéyatu (°ta,
°tam ), 79, 156

avakrnot süryatvacam, 217, 332 (p,
233)

ava tmaná dhrsata (brhatah) gambaran
hhrnat (bhet), 213, 217

ava devanam yola hedo agne (yaje
hidyani, yaje hedyani), 60, 193, 236,
304

ava devan yaje hedyan, 60, 304
ava devair devakrtam eno 'yaksr

('yasisam, 'yat), 60, 266, 304
avadhrsma raksah, 230, 345 (p 250)
ava no devair devakrtam eno yaks',

60, 266, 304
avapatantir avadan, 64
avabadhasva prtanayatah (ava badhe

prtanyatah, eta), 116 (p 67), 304
avayatih sam avadanta, 64
ava rudram adimaht, 284
avasanapate 'vasanam me vrnda, 329

(p 225)
avas&nam me 'vasanapatrr vrndat,

329 (p 225)
ava somam nayamasr, 345 (p 252)
avaayatam muficatam yen no asti

(asat), 124
avñnyanetantün kirato dhatto anyan,

356
avamba rudram adimaht (adi°), 284
ava vajesu yam junàh, 145 d
avasrjat (ejah) sartave sapta srndhün,

329 (p 225)
avindafi áaryanavatr (°dac char°), 217
avrmuktacakra &eíran, 250 (p 164)
avisara nah pitum karat (krnu, krdhr),

154, 341
avivrdhat purod8sena (°dhata purola°)

79
avívrdhata (°dhanta, °dhetam), 367
avyo (avyam) varam vr dhavatr (*el;

vt pavamana dhavati), 329 (p 225)
aéitrh amity (eanty) astau, 116 (p 72)
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eáma bhavatu rats (te) tanüh, 341, 368
aAma bhava paraáur bhava, 341
aémeva tvam athira (°ro) bhava, 341,

368
aámeva yuvarim sthirau bhavatam, 368
aáriram (aálllam) cit krnutha (*that)

supratlkam, 342
aávam medhyam abandha3 at (abadh-

nata), 30, 54, 239, 361
asva bhavata (°tha) vajinah, 16
aávina gharmam patam (pibatam)

etc , 130, 210 a, 329 (p 226)
eávina piba tam ('tam) madhu (sutam),

329 (p 223)
aávinñ bhisalavatah (°ta, °tam), 116

(p 71), 329 (p 228), 357
a3vinav eha gachatam (°tam), 329

(p 225), 337 (p 240)
astapadlm bhuvan5nu prathantam, 361
asapatnah (°na) kilAbhuvam (°bha-

vam), 23, 217
asav (asa) anu ma tanu (tanulu 1Yo-

tisa), 255, 350
asav abhyañksvasav afiksva, 191
asurah kriyamanah (kritah, panyam-

ánah), 232
asuras tva nyakhanan, 229
asrgran (°ram) devavltaye, 252
asau yaja (yajate), 60, 116 (p 72),

329 (p 228)
asau yo 'vasarpati, 341
askant, (askan) adhita (ajara) prAjani,

202
aekan gam rsabho yuvA (askan rs°

yuva gah), 202
askan parjanyah (askan gauh) prthi-

vim, 202
askAn (askan) somah, 202
asti hi ama (astu ama) te (mamma

avayàh, 116 (p 68)
astu evadheti vaktavyam, 248
asmaddatra devatrA gachata ma-

dhumatffi, 349 (p 256)
aamaddviaah sunitho ma para daih, 202
asmadrata (°ta madhumatir, ma-

dhumati) devatra gachata (gacha),
349 (p 256)

asmabhyam áarma bshulam vi yanta
(vantana), 256

asmabhyam citram vrsanam rayuá
329 (p 225)

asmabhyam indra varivah (varlyah)
sugam krdhi, 92, 156

asmabhyam mali varivah augarh kale,
92, 156

asmakam edhy (°kam bodhy, Malty)
as AA rathanam (tanünam), 299, 341

asmat tvam adhi jato 'si, 249
asm5d vai tvam alayatha ayam tvad

adhi (alayatha esa tvaj) layatam
etc , 249

asmAn punihi caksase, 275
asman raya uta yalñah (yaliiah; rayo

maghavanah) sacantam, 136
amoral su Iigyusas krtam (krdhi), 368
asmasu nrmnam dhah, 329 (p 225)
asmin gostha upa prlica nah, 85
asminn aham sahasram pusyami, 121
asmin rastra indriyam dadhami, 49 a
asmin rastre ányam dadhe, 49 a
asmin sahasram pusyasam (pusyaema),

121, 345 (p 250)
asme dh5rayatam (*tam) rayim, 329

(p 228)
asme rayim sarvaviram ni yachatam,

368
asmai dhàrayatam rayim, 329 (p 228)
asya kurmo (kulmo) harivo medinara

tvA, 190
asya made alum indro laghana, 218
asya made jaritar indro 'him ahan, 218
asya avata viryam, 261
asyam rdhad (rdhed) dhotrAyAm de-

vamgam6yam, 174
asyai rayim sarvaviram ni yacha, 368
asyai vise mahyam lyaisthyaya pipihi

(asyat vile pavate), 116 (p. 72), 270
asvapnaá ca tvanavadraçaá as raksa-

tam, 42
aavapnaá ca manavadranaá cottarsto

gopayetam (ca daksiçato gopa-
yatam), 42

aham valam layami valasatau, 116
(p 73), 324

sham viveca prthivim uta dyam, 218
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aham éatrün jayami larhrsanah (lar-
hiß°), 116 (p 73), 324

aham astabhnam prthtvim uta dyam,
218

aham evedam earvam bhúyasam (sar-
vam aeon), 170

ahar-ahar aprayavam bharantah (°ahar
balm it te harantah), 250 (p 166)

alar no atyapiparat (ahar m&ty
aplparah), 300, 338

ahft satanic avidah (avartim avidat)
syonam, 329 (p 221)

tinny asmai sudina bhavanti (°tu),
116 (p 68)

ah& yad dyAvo (devA) asunitim ayan
(Ayan), 145 d

ahah éariram ((chic char°) payee[
¡Emmett (sametya), 202, 250 (p 164)

ahing ca sarvAn (*van-) jambhayan
(°ya), 250 (p 166)

abedata manasá devan gacha, 160,
337 (p 241)

ahorátras (°rein, °tre) te (me) kal-
pantam (kalpetam), 352

ahnam ketur usaeam ety (esy) agram
(agre), 292, 329 (p 221)

alma yad enah krtam asti kimcit (pa-
pam, real cakrmeha lumen), 249

Aganta pitarah bhúyasam (bhü-
y&sma), 345 (p 252)

Aganta pitaro manojavah, 337 (p 239)
& give dhenavo v&gyaman&h, 250

(p 162)
A gharmo arum rtayann ankh

agnir am/to na sadi), 81 n , 84, 267
áflksva tatasau (añkQvaaftv IIfiksvasau),

191

ftchettft te (vo) ma ryam (mat,
marsam), 286, 318

$Iim tvAgne eammarstl (°mar;mi),
312

a pinata (°ta) duvasyata, 261
ftlyam uktham avyathayai (°thayat;

°th&ya) etabhnfttu (°notu), 191
ftñlasvanulunpasva, 191
Atapate svaha, 195
atisthemam agmanam, 368
A te vacam aey& (ásy&m) dade, 325

atmasado me etha (°sadau me cram),
357

A tva vasavo rudrA Adityfth eadantu,
210 a, 365

$ tva éiéur akrandatu, 116 (p 73)
A tva sakhayah sakhya vavrtyuh, 323
A tvahñrsam anta. abhah (edhi), 130
a dadhnah kalagair (°éir, %am) aguh

(ayan, gaman, upa, ayann Iva, airs-
yam), 131

ad it prthivi ghrtair vy udyate, 84, 231
&dityah pa$ur Alit tenayalanta (°lata)

359
adityam garbham payas& sam añgdhi

(afijan), 250 (p 167)
&ditya Havant aruksah (Amhara, Arab-

earn), 133, 205, 306
adityanam tva dev&nftm vraten&

dadhe (°dh&mi), 49 a
aditya rudra vasavo lu8anta (*tam),

156
adityas tad añgirasag cinvantu, 152
adityas tva krnvantu (kurvantu) etc ,

190

Adityair indrah saha cikjpati (elea-
dhatu, 0t1), 173

Adityair no edit], arma yansat (ya-
chatu), 91, 106, 154

Ad id anta adadrhanta pürve, 280
ad id ghrtena pettier vy udyate

(*vim vy úduh), 84, 231
â devo yatu (yate) savit8 suratnah,

116 (p 67)
A dhenavah eftyam asyandam&nah, 250

(p 162)
A no yatam (yahy) upaéruti, 368
a ni viva askra (alive askrft) gamantu

(°ta) devah, 156
anyavaksid (anya vaksad) vasu vary-

Am, 131
ftpapnván (gpaprvan) rodasi amtarik-

qam, 281, 287
ftpae tva sam arman (armvan; ftpai}

earn arman), 191
&pima manara, 246
& pitaram vaigv&naram avaee kah

(kuh), 372 c

Net,
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ñpurn sta ma . pürayata, 118 (p 70),
370 (p 280)

ApiiryA sthñ mA pürayata etc 116
(p 70), 370 (p 280)

Aprchyam dharunam valy areal (°si),
334

Aprno 'si samprnah (aprnosi samprna)
prajayA A prna, 116 (p 70), 370
(p 280)

Apo aman (ma) matarah Bundhayantu
(éundhantu, südayantu), 241

Apo grheau lAgrata (Apo lAgrta), 116
(p 69), 193

Apo devir ghrtaminva n Apah (ghrtam
id apa Asan), 218

Apo devih áuddhayuvah Odhvam,
210 a

Apo devih Aundhata etc , 30
Apo devih svadantu (sadantu) svAttam

etc , 329 (p 225)
Apo devesu Agatha, 116 (p 69), 193
Apo bhadrA ghrtam id Apa Asan (asuh),

218
Apo malam iva prAnailcsit (prAmlan),

204, 381
Apo'mrtam atha ('mrtam asi), 358
Apo havihsu lagrta, 116 (p 69), 193
Aptam manah, 246
A pyayayantu (*ti) bhuvanasya gopâh,

116 (p 68)
Apra (Aprad) dyñvñprthiví antariksam,

24, 202
Aprinânau vilahatA arñtua, 250 (p 186)
A barhih sídatam sumat, 341
Abhur anyo 'pa ('va) padyatâm, 158
A matara ethapayase ligatnii, 76, 116

(p 72), 362
A ma prânena saha varcasA garnet

(gan), 174, 207
A mA varco 'gninA dattam etu, 130
A ma stutasya etutam (stotraeya

etotram) gamyât (garnet), 175
A me graho bhavatv (grab& bhavantv)

A puroruk, 349 (p 257)
A modreah pâtam (pain), 388
Ayajatâm (°leyâtAm) ejyáisah, 180, 358
Ayantu pitaro manojavasah, 337 (p.

239)

Ayann arthfini krnavann opals, 137
Ayatu (ayantu) yajñam upa no pal-

nah (°nah), 370 (p 278)
Ayatu varada devi (ñyahi viraje devi),

329 (p 225)
Ayur dadhad yalfiapatâv (°tA) avihru-

tam, 250 (p 163)
Ayur dâtra edhi, 161, 338
Ayur no vi&vato dadhat (no dehi

pease), 153, 341
Ayur me yacha (yachata), 370 (p 278)
Ayur yalfiapatâv adhat (ayAm), 250

(p 163)
Ayur yalfiena kalpatam ((te), 116 (p

67)
Ayur viévayuh pari pleat (pAtu) tvâ,

154

gym) te vibvato dadhat, 341
AyusmatyA (°tya) rco mA gata (maps -

gaya, mA satsi) etc , 349 (p 258)
Ayusmantam karota mA (karotu mAm,

krnota mA), 190, 365
AyusmAti (°ma8, °mAn) )aradastir

yathasani (*sat, °eam), 168, 324
aria cid dvesah sanutar (dveso vrsano)

yuyotu (°ta), 371 d
Are badhaeva (bAdhethñm) mrrtim

paracaih, 368
ñ rohatam (°tho) varuna mitra gartam,

116 (p 67)
Arohemam aémânam, 368
ArtavA adhipataya Asan (Artavo 'dhi-

patir twit), 349 (p 255)
Artyat parivittam (°vividAnam), 87
Avah ksema uta yoge varam nah, 138
A vah somam nayâmasi, 345 (p 252)
Avir bhuvad (bhuvann) arunir yafiasA

goh (gâvah), 361
Avis patho devayanñn krnusva

(krnudhvam), 362
8 vr4cyantAm (vrécantAm) aditaye

dureväh, 28, 87
IL vo rohitah érnavat sudAnavah (rohito

aérnod abhidyavah), 137
Two vAjesu yam lunch, 145 d
Avyusam j AgrtAd sham, 180
Maya 'nnasya no dhehi, 130, 329

(p 224)
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aéün iva (huye) suyaman ahva ütaye
(au° üt°), 2, 229

data (agthah) pratigtham avidad albi

(avido hI, avido [°de, °dan, ] nu)
gadham, 337 (p 238)

asadyasmin barhigi madayadhvam
(°yasva, °yetham), 367

asanna udabhir yatha, 17
Asann a (asan nah) pitman janayanta

(°tu) devah, 8, 136
A sidatu (*At) kalaéam deva induh

(devayur nah), 152
a aidatu Cantu) barium mitro (mi°

varuno) aryama, 296, 355
Asu gogüpa prcyatam, 85
asthapayata mataram ligatnum, 76,

118 (p 72), 382
lingua nrmnam dhat, 329 (p 225)
a syandantam dhenavo nityavatsAh,

250 (p 162)
A eve yonau nt gidatu (°ta), 365
Ahatam (allant) gabhe pasah (*tam

paso nicalcaliti), 246
Ida (tdah, tdas) stha 349 (p 258)
Ito mukgiya mamutah (ma pateh), 30,

104 a, 312
ity adadah (°dat), 329 (p 223)
ity apacah (°cathah), 53
ity amum samgramam ahan (ajayat,

alayathah), 79, 329 (p 223)
ity ayalathah (°lata), 329 (p 223)
ity ayudhyathah (°yata), 329 (p 223)
idam vatsyamo bhoh (vatayavah),

344, 367
idam varco (ri+dho) agmna dattam

agit (agan), 130
idam Atena sagarena rakga (rakgatu),

329 (p 223)
idam yam tens prinaml, 119, 325
idam éreyo 'yardarm yad agam (°nam

Aganma devAh), 348
idam no haver abht grnantu viéve, 337

(p 236)
idam asmakam bhuje bhogaya bhüyat

(°yasam), 312
idam aham rakgo 'va badhe, 222, 230,

345 (p 250)
idam aham tam mrmrnami etc , 121

idam aham amum (amugya)
prakyinámi (°nome), 191

idam abam main kalyanyai nayant
(°mi, dadaml), 118

idem uc chreyo 'vasanam agam, 346
idam pitrbhyah pra bharaml Creme)

barhih, 121, 345 (p 249)
idam brahma punimahe, 30, 116 (p 68),

302, 332 (p 234)
idem me karmedam (me 'yam) viryam

putro 'nusamtanotu (°tanavat), 152
idam me pravata vacah, 261
Indra enam (enam) paraéarìt, 278
indrah karmaeu no 'vatu, 354

'bhidAsati, 124
rchatu yo .

indram sa rehatu yo
indram sa dtéam

'bhtdasatt, 124
Indram samatsu bhúgeta, 300,365
Indra karmasu no 'vats, 354
Indraghogas (°gas) tva vasubhih (vasa-

vah) purastat patu (pantu), 349
(p 256)

indram karmasv avatu (Avatam, °ta),
354

mdra tvad yantu (°tI) ratayah, 116
(P 68)

indravanta (°tah) stuta (atudhvam), 75
Indravanta (°to, °tau) haver idam

lugetham (lugantam), 371 e
tndravanto vanemahi (vanamahe), 121
Indra valam laya, 130, 329 (p 225)
Indra godaélnn devegv ast, 116

(p 69)
Indra somam imam piba (somam piba

Imam), 281
indras te soma eutasya peyah (°yat),

202 a
indrasya Iva jathare sadnyami (da-

dhaml), 231, 315
indrasya tva marutvato (tvendriyeça

vratapate) vratena dadhe (Miami),
49 a

indrasya bhaga atha (bhago 'si), 370
(P 277)

mdraaya manmahe éaávad Id saya
manmahe, 346

mdraaya mauve prathamasya prace-
tasah, 316
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indrasya sakhvam amrtatvzm aáy&m
(anags ), 142, 311

indrah samatsu bhüsatu, 300, 365
indr&nuvmda ('viddht) nas tam, 192
mdr&pusnoh prit am apy eti (etu)

pathah, 116 (p 68)
indrAya t v3 srmo'dadat (gramo dadat),

193, 266
indraya devebhyo phut& (7uaatám,

juhutám) havih svaha, 77, 365
indraya pathibhu vahan (vaha), 153,

365
mdraya suguvur (indrayñsuguvur)

madam, 220, 267
indravatam (°vathuh, °vadhuh) kar-

mana (kavysir) dansanabhih, 218,
372 b

mdriyam me viryam ma nir vadhih
(vadhi=ja), 79, 329 (p 227)

mdriyavatim adyaham vacam udy-
asam etc , 104 y

Padre. yuj5 (sayuja) pra mrnita
(pranitha, pra mrnitha) gatrün, 116
(P 67)

mdro jayati (jayati) na para jayatai
(jayate), 117

mdro marutv&n sa dadatu tan me
(dadad idam me), 97, 156

indro yajvane prnate ca gikaati (grnate
ca gikaate), 79

indro vajam ajayit, 130, 285, 329
(p 225)

mdro vide tam u stuae (stuhi), 75,
165, 307

indro wanly jighnate (jaIIghanat),
236

indro vo 'dya paragarait, 278
indraujaskaraujasvans tvam sahaavan

deveav edhi, 116 (p 69)
indraujasvmn meant tvam deveav asi,

116 (p. 69)
indraujigtbaujiaybaa (indraujaavann

°pavans) tvam deveav am, 116 (p 69)
imam yajñam abhi grnita wive, 337

(p 238)
imam yajñam avantu no ghrtacih

(avatu y& [no] ghrtacI), 349 (p 256)

imam yajñam moldiest. (*tam),
337 (p 236), 341

imam no yajñam vthave japan*
(Arnotu), 329 (p 223)

imam agne camasam ma vi jihvarakt
(jI°), 271

imam agm&nam Ambo, 36S
imam paktva sukrtam eta lokam, 385
imam me agadam krta (krdhi), 370

(p 280)
imam au navam Amhara, 133, 205, 306
ima nu kam bhuvanA sigadhama

(°dhema), 169
ime ulva vi m;tair avavrtran (avavar-

tin), 66
ime ye dhianyaso agnayo . . kal-

patam (kalpantam), 241
imau Wait avamktau, 236, 247
imau viryam (rayim) yalamanaya

dhattam (*tam), 332 (p 233)
iyam vah sa satya samadhadhvam

(°dadhvam), 370 (p 278)
iyam vai pitre raatry ety agre, 118

(p 68)
iyaty agra asst (&sih), 337 (p 240)
iyam eva sa ya prathama vyaucbat

(vyuchat), 268
iyam pitry& (pitre) ragtry etv (ety)

agre, 116 (p 68)
iyanah 'crane dagabhih sahasraih, 198
ireva dhanvan ni jaj&aa te vivaria, 139
ilea], 349 (p 258)
iaa aria pipIhi (pavate), 118 (p 72)
iaam tokaya no dadhat (dadha)}),

337 (p 240)
iaam ürlam yajamanaya dhehi (doit-

ram, dattva), 371 d
isam ürjam sam agrabham (°bhlm),

203, 262 d
isam ürjam amyl vakeat (vakait), 167,

277
isam ürjam sham ita Adam (Made,

idi), 48, 219
iaam puma, 33
iaam madantah part gam nayadhvam

(nayamah), 51, 116 (p 68), 307
ise pmvasva, 33, 192
iae pipihi (pipihi), 192, 270
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istäpürtam ama krnutävir (°tam krnu-
tad avir) aemai, 152, 254

igtapúrte krnavath5vir (°vathavir,
krnutad avir) asmai (asmat), 152,
254, 262 e

iha krnmo harivo medmam tva, 190
iha püsa ni $idatu, 116 (p 68)
ilia rama (ramah, ramasva, ramatam),

79, 329, (p 222)
iha aürya ud etu te, 118 (p 72)
iha aphatim sam a vahan (vaha), 153,

371 d
ihi tisrah paravatah, 329 (p 221)
ihi tiaro'ti rocanah, 329 (p 221)
lhi panca lanañ ati, 329 (p 221)
ihehaigam krnulu (krnuta) bholanani,

382
ihaiva ksemya edhi ma prahäsir (°sin)

etc , 342
ihaiva ratayah Bantu (santi etc ), 118

(p 72)
ihaiva stam ma vi yauytarn (yogtam),

277
iyanah krgno da4abhih sahasraih, 198
Manna tva 4u4rumo (°ma) vayam, 262 c
uktham vaclndraya (uktham aväcl°)

267
ukthair havamahe paramat aadhas-

that, 2, 4 n , 78, 121
ukthyam vac'sndraya 4rnvate tva, 267
ukham sravantlm agadam akarma

(aganma), 312
ukham krnotu (karotu) 4aktya, 190
ugram vaco apavadhit (°dhih, °dhim),

302
ugram sahodñm ilia tam huvema

(huye), 345 (p 250)
ugram huvema paramat aadhasthat,

2, 4 n , 78, 121
ugram cettaram adhiralam akran

(akrata), 41
uc chukrena fooled dyam inaksan

Clint), 250 (p 164)
uc chvañcaava (chma°) prthivi ma

m bädhathah (vi badhitha.h), 210 e
uta gava ivadanti (°dan), 229
uta trata Sivo bhava (bhuvo) varü-

thyah, 23, 107, 154

uta tva gopä adr4an, 252
uta prahäm atidlvya jayAti (atidiva

jayati), 117
utáditsantam dapayatu pralanan, 112,

116 (p 68)
utem anamnamuh (uteva namnamuh),

267
utainam gopä adr4an (adr4ran), 252
utkransyate (utkramisvate, utkram-

yate) eväha, 287
uttamam nakam (°me nake) adlu

rohayemam (°yamam, rohemam),
238, 241

uttame naka iha madayantam (°yadh-
vam), 160, 241, 303, 329 (p 222)

uttiathans treta bhavati, 232
ut tisthata (eta) pra tarata sakhayah,

261
ut tiatha (utthaya) brhati (brhan)

bhava, 250 (p 167)
ut te stabhnami (tabhnomi)prthivim

tvat pari, 191
utthitas treta bhavati, 232
ut súryo diva eti, 116 (p 72)
ut srjata (srla) gam, 329 (p 228), 347
ud akramid dravinodñ ally aryl

(ud akramit, Pralika), 277
ud asav etu süryah (asau Sanyo agat),

130

ud astham amrtan anu, 345 (p 250)
ud asthamamrta vayam (abhúma), 345

(p 250)
udane mvi4yamrtam hutam, 246
udane nrviato'mrtam luhomi, 246
ud id vapatu (°ti, it krgati) gam avim,

116 (p 71)
ud irayatha (°ta, °ta) marutah samud-

ratah, 18, 261
udgrabhenod agrabhit (ajigrabhat,

alivabham, aligrbham), 201, 271,
281, 312

ud dhargantam maghavan valinam, 30,
241, 365

ud dharoaya maghavann (aatvanam)
ayudham, 30, 241, 385

udno dattodadhim bhintta (dehy
udadhim bhindhi), 370 (p 277)
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ud rathanam layatam vantu gho$lh
(°tam etu ghosah), 349 (p 258)

ud vandanam airatam dansanabhch
(airayatam svar drae), 240

ud vim prkgaso madhumanta irate
(*manto asthuh), 221, 230

ud viranam layatam etu ghogah, 349
(p 258)

un nambhaya prthcvim, 238
(om) un nayami (°m), 119
upa pra yantu (yantc) naro agnuúpah,

116 (p 88)
upa preta l ayata narah, 261
upamañkyyati aya (°gye'ham) salilasya

madhye, 79, 321
upa yantu mana devaganah, 349 (p 258)
upa vain lihva ghrtam a caranyat, 104 z
upaveyopaviddhi nah, 236
upa karat (Bruvat) aubhaga yalIIe

amain, 23, 167
upasadyo namasyo yatha,aat (*ayo

bhaveha), 153, 337 (p 238)
upasrlan (upa Guam) dharunam etc ,

250 (p 164)
upasrlami (upasrstah), 248
upa stunt (snuhi) tam nrmnam athad-

ram, 252
upahüta upahvayadhvam (upahOto-

pahvayasva), 349 (p 255)
upanBuna sam amrtatvam Eclat

(a3yam), 133, 313
upaitu main devasakhah, 349 (p 258)
upo ha yad vidatham valmo guh

(güh), 252 h
ubhayor lokayor rddhva (rdhnomi),

250 (p 167)
ubhe yat tvA bhavato rodasi anu

(tvA rodasi dhavatam anu), 125
ubhau lokau sanem (sanomy) aham,

121, 191
uruvyaca no mahigah farms palest

(yachatu), 106, 154, 184
uro va padbhir (pad°) Abate (°ta), 229
aryl rodasi varivas (°vah) krc}otam

(krnutam), 275
ulOkhala gravano ghogam akrata

(akurvata), 217, 229, 230
uparbhud blind atithir latavedáh, 267

agave firey asi-Brel asir (usseah árcyaair-
Bre°) dadhat, 250 (p 163)

u8a no ahna a bhajAt (ahne pan
dad3tu), 97, 152

uaam-uylm Breyas-"im dhehy asmai, 250
(p 163)

uyo dadrkee na punar yativa, 329
(p 222)

uynena vaya udakenehi (°naidhi, vayav
udahenehi, vayur udakenet), 138,
329 (p 228)

Orlam no dilater (dhatta) etc, 370
(p 278)

Orlam playa (Orle pcnvaava), 33, 192
Aria me bhagavah saha laniathah

(bhagavantah aahalancdhvam), 349
(p 257)

Orle pipihi (pipiht), 192, 270
Orlo bhagam prthivya y3ty (°vim ety,

etv) aprnan, 116 (p 68)
Ordhvaya dí§5, (di.4a saha) yalßah

marlayatam (°yantam), 355
ürdhvas tasthau nem ava glApayanti

(°ta), 120
ürdhvaa tigthan mA diva, svapsih,

79, 211
Ordhvam enam (Ordhvam enam) uc

chrayatat (chrapaya), 241, 254
Ordhva yasyamatcr bha adidyutat

(atidyutat) savimam, 199, 201, 268
Ordhvayam doli yalñah marlayan-

tam (°yatam), 355
Ordhvo adhvaro asthat (°ra Asthat,

°re athah, °re ¢that), 132, 337 (p
236), 338

fig dadr3e na punar yativa, 329 (p
222)

rtam satye 'dham (dhayi), 85, 266
memo 'dhipataya dean, 349 (p 255)
rtasya nabhav adhi (abbi) sam punSmi

(°ti), 313
;tasya patnim avase huvema (hava-

mahe), 2, 78,121
¡treys pantham any emi (etc) hota, 318
rtasya pool (yonau) matey. aheyata

(ahmvan), 79, 216, 217
rtAn ma muñcatai]hasah, 355
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rtuna somam pibatam (°tam, °tu),
329 (p 228), 363

rtubhih prabhuh (prabhavat), 248
rtnnr (Min) anyo vidadhaj iayate

punch (iayase navah), 337 (p 239)
rtenasya mvartaye (°ya), 86, 116

(p 70), 304
rdhag aya (ayad) rdhag ut0Samrl Shah

(°sta), 337 (p 241)
rsabha janayanti (°tu) ca (nah, nau),

123
rsayah (sc trpyantu), 238
rsayas tva prathamaia prathantu,

33
rsu hota ny asidat (ni gasada) pita nah,

218
(orn) Was tarpayami, 238
ekapadi dvipadí prathatam svaha,

361
ekapadim dvipadlm prathantam,

381
ekapadam dvipadam prathantam,

361
eka§apham asrjyata (°§aphah pa§avo

'arlyanta), 349 (p 255)
eka cati bahudhoso vy uchasi (ucha),

116 (p 67)
etam yuvanam patim (pari) vo dadami,

345 (p 251)
etam vo yuvanam prati dadhmo atra,

345 (p 251)
etam janatha (ianitat, °ta) parame

vyoman, 14, 104 s, 254, 275
etad brahmann upavalhamasi (apa°,

upahahhamahe) tva, 79
etad yam tena prinati (°ni), 119, 325
eta pitaro manojavah, 337 (p 239)
etam a§manam atistbatam, 368
etasya vittat, 68
eta asadan sukrtasya loke, 369
etam ethílnam pitaro dharayantu (*ti)

te, 116 (p 69)
etan ghnataitan grhrgta (hataitan

badhnita), 193
etav asadatam, 389
etu tisrah paravatah, 329 (p 221)
etu tisro 'ti rocane, 329 (p 221)
etu paten janan ati, 329 (p 221)

ete nanuvasatkrtah, 144
edam barhir m sidata (sida nah), 370

(p 277)
edhant5m jnatayo mama (edhante

asya jfiatayah), 116 (p 67)
edhasva (edhasam) yamaraiasu

(°reiye), 152
edho 'sy edhisImahi (°aiya), 348
ena enasyo 'karam (*rat), 315, 345

(p 251)
ena§ (rotas) cakrma vayam, 345 (p

251)
enam figuli krandaty a kumarah, 116

(p 73)
emam pantham aruksama, 345 (p 249)
emam anu sarpata, 25, 116 (p 72), 364
evam garbham dadhami te 'eau (te;

dadhatu te), 116 (p 72), 302
evam tam garbham a dhehi, 30, 302 .
evam tvam garbham a dhatsva, 30, 302

sammdhe (sam-evam aham ayuga
edhigiya), 121, 238

evam mam ayuga samedhaya, 121,
238

eva tvam asmat pra munca vy anhah,
362

eva dadhami te garbham, 302
evo sv asman muñcata vy anhah, 362
esa ma adityaputras tan me gopayasva,

see tan me gop°
esa vas sa satya samadadhvam, 370

(p 278)
esu vanaspatyesu ye 'dial tasthuh, 231
esu vrksesu vanaspatyesv asate, 231
ehy a§manam a tistha, 368
nido me bhagavo 'janigtha maitra-

varunah (aida me bhagavanto 'jan-
idhvam maitravarunah), 349 (p 257)

tundra udano aiige-aiige mdhítah
(mdidhe), 248

amdrah prano ange-ange mdidhyat (ni
dedhyat, nidhitah), 236, 248

amdro 'pano (vyano) ange-ange vib-
obhuvat (mbo°, mdtdhyat), 248

om evadhocyatam,248
o cit sakhayam eakhye vavrtyam, 323
ojasvantam main kuru (krnuhi)

188, 190, 256
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ojo mayi dhehi (me dal), 158
om stuta (studhvam), 75
omkuruta, 41, 347
om aham ratsyñmi bhoh, 344, 367
om utarlata (°tu), 329 (p 228), 347
ogadhayah pravata väcam me, 261
ogadhayah sam vadante (sam

danta), 225, 229
aulaba (*va) it tam upa hvayatha

(°ta), 19
aulúkhalá gräváno ghogam akrata, 217,

229, 230
aulùkhalñh sampravadanti gravänah,

229, 230
kataro mantra

ava-

prati tam mucäte
(muñcate), 192, 210 b

kati krtvah prúnati cäpänati ca (prII-
niti capa camti),193

kadá sutam trgana oka A gamah
(gamat), 332 (p 231)

kanikhunad iva sapayan, 238, 239
karat (karan), 370 (p 279)
karotu púrusu pnyam, 130, 302
karotu vitvacarsanili, 190
karomi te prälApatyam, 190
karnabhy am bhúri vi truvam

tuaruve),141
kalpayatam daivir

manuaíh, 238
kas tva yunakti sa

116 (p 71)
kas tva tiz muficati

(°tu), 116 (p 71)_
kamam (kamah, lamas) samudram ä

vita (vlveta, vitat), 8, 104 i, 338
kamam duhatam iha takvaribhih, 21,

329 (p 224)
km avid vanam ka u sa vrksa Asa (Aslt),

218
kin it te vino pancakgyam bhQt

(°eakgi näma), 249
kuru, kuruta, kurudhvam, kurugva,

41, 347
kurvato me ma kgegta (°thàh, me

mopadasat), 329 (p 223)
kurvägo anyän adharán sapatn$n, 190
krnutam lakgmätvmä, 130, 329 (p 222)
krauts dhfimam vrganah sakhäyah, 275

(bhúri

vitah kalpayatam

tva yunaktu (°ti),

sa tvA vi mußcati

303

krnutam täv adhvarA lätavedasau,
154, 351, 356

kTnota dhíimam vrganam sakhByal},
275

krnotu viavacaraamh, 190
krnotu so adhvar§fi (°rä) jätavedSh,

154, 351, 356
krnomi tubhyam sahapatnyai vadhu,

190

krnomi te prälápatyam, 190
krnväno anyán (etc) adharàn sapat-

flan, 190
krtam cid enah pra mumugdhy (mu-

muktam) asmat (asmAt), 368
krtan nah pahy anhasah (enasah), 355
kr,aim susasyäm ut krye (krdln), 41,

165
ketumad dundubhir vävaditi (*tu), 116

(p 69)
kratum punata (punita) änugak, 370

(p 280)
kratum punita (°ga) ukthyam, 329

(P 225)
krandan devin alilanat (°nah), 328
krandam devo na sOryah, 250 (p 164)
kruram ananta (Angie) martyah

(martah), 280
kgatranam kgatrapatir edhi (asi), 116

(p 66)
kginomi (kgmAmi) brahmananuträn,

191

kgudhe (kguttrsniibhygm tam) yo gam
upatigthati (°te), 76

ksetrasya patni adhi no bruväthah
(br0yätam, adhi vocatam nah),
104 x

kgeme ti@thäti (bathe, tigthatu, tie-
that') ghrtam ukgamanä, 104 b, 329
(p 225)

gan8n (gana, gnaw) me (ma) ma vi
titrgah (*sat, *gata, freer, vy ari-
noah), 146, 182, 201, 238, 337 (p 238),
371 d

gandharvo dadad ('dadad) agnaye
(°vo'gnaye'dadät),193, 266

gamat sa (gamema) gomati vraie, 174,
248 a, 324
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garbham eravantam ngadam (°tim
agadam) akah (akarma), 312

garbham dadhatham te vim sham
dade, 49 a

garbhan prinihi (prinami), 304
gam copasrstam viharam cantarena

ma samcarista, 329 (p 224)
gatum vittva gatum the, 370 (p 279)
gatranam te gatrabhalo bhüyaema

(°bhag bhüyasam), 345 (p 250)
gayatrena chandasa prthivim anu vi

krame, 230, 313
garhapatya un no nesat (°tya un

Innate), 154
gayo bhago gava indro me achan

(achat, ma ichat), 206
gavau te samaIIHV itah (slam), 229
grdhrah suparnah kunapam ni mate

(sevase), 79, 332 (p 232)
grhaa (°hAn) gopayatam (jugupatam,

ajügu°) yuvam, 267, 271
grhan Item (auni, emi) manasa mod-

amanah (etc ), 230
grha ma bibhita ma vepadhvam (vepi-

dhvam), 182, 211, 258
grha masmad bibhitana, 258
gopa me stam (nah stha raksitarah),

357
gopayanA ca tva iagrvid ca raksatam,

42
gopayata (*tam, gopaya) ma, 357, 367
gopayamanam (°naA) ca me raksa-

manam (*nah) ca gopayetam
(°yatam), 42

goptryo me stha, 357
grabham grbhnita Matt) sanasim, 43,

121

gramam salanayo gachanti (graman
Balátayo yanti), 116 (p 73)

gravavadid (grava vaded) abbe som-
asyanAum (°duna), 133

ghanena hanmi vrdcikam, 248
gharmam éocantah (°ta, °tam) prays-

natal (pranavesu) bibhratah, 250
(p 165)

gharmam inmate prathamaya dhaay-
ave (°ti prathamasya dhaeeh), 116
(P 68)

gharmam apatam aAvina . 130, 329
(p 226)

gharmam pata vasavo yajata (eta,
°tra) vat (vet, vat), 261

gharmas triAug vi rajate (rocate),
116 (p 72)

ghannasyaika savitaikam ni yachati
(°te, °tu), 61, 116 (p 67)

ghaeat, °Ban, °santu, ghastu, 104 m
ghrtam duhata (duhrata) aAiram, 252
ghrtaprusas tva santo vahanti (hanto

vahantu), 116 (p 69)
ghrtaprugo hantas tvavahantu, 116

(P 69)
ghrtam mimilcse (°ksire) ghrtam asya

yomh, 315
ghrtasya dhara madhumat pavante

(*tam), 116 (p 69)
ghrtena dyavaprthivi a prnetham

(prna, prinatham BAIA, °prthivl
püryetham), 85, 87, 300, 363

ghrtena dyavaprthivl prornuvatham
(*tam, prornvatham), 21, 329 (p
223)

ghrtena dyavaprthivi vyundan (vy
undhi), 84

ghrtena aita madhuna samakta (lama
lyatám), 144

ghosenámìvánd catayata (°vafl cata-
yadhvam),79

ghnata (ghnanto) vrtrany aprati, 250
(p 163)

caksur asya mñ hineih, 304
caksur me tarpayata (°ya), 370 (p 277)
caksur yalñPna kalpatam (°te), 116

(p 67)
caksusa ni cikisate (°ti), 79
caksuspáé caksur me pain (pate), 337

(p 237)
caksus te mA hinsisam, 304
catustomo abhavad (°mam adadhad)

ya turlya, 361
catuspadim any emi (aitad) vratena,

229, 313
catustnndat tentavo ye vi tatnue, 231
canikhudad yathaaapam, 236, 239
candrama naksatrair anu tvavit (tva-

vatu), 127
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caraty ananuvratA, 231, 250 (p 165)
caratv asino yadi vA avapann api, 250

(p 165)
caritráns te ma hinsigam, 304
caritrans te áundhsmi, 246
caritran asya mA hmaih, 304
arum adya devebhyo vscam udyasam,

104 y
citrA (carat) citram (attain, carat],

citrA) asut (asuvan), 349 (p 257)
citrebhir abhrair upa tisthato (°tho)

ravam, 21, 337 (p 241)
chandonam3nám (°mñnan3m, °mAn-

Am) ssmrajyam gacha (gachet, ga-
chat3t), etc , 104 t, 160, 254, 337
(p 242)

chinttam giro apt instill grnitam, 371 b
jagatyainam (°tyenam) viksv A vega-

yAmah (°mi, °ni), 118, 345 (p 249)
jagrhmA (jagrbhmA, °bhn3) te dak-

pawn indra hastam, 345 (p 252)
jaghanAn upa jighnate (°tu, °ti), 79,

116 (p 72)
jajanad mdram mdnyaya evAhA, 273
jajñAnah süryam apinvo arkaih, 31,

232, 238
'agar. pütadakyasA, 87
janam ca mitro yatati bruvAnah, 240
janayan süryam apinvo arkaih, 31, 232,

238
janayas tva pacantukhe, 53, 349

(p 257)
janiyanti nay agravah, 243, 250 (p 167)
janista (°svA, °sva) lu jenyo agre

ahnAm, 130, 261, 337 (p 241)
janiyanto ny agravab, 243, 250 (p 167)
jayatábhitvarim jayatabhitvaryáh, 154
jayanta upaspriatu (jayantopa spiga),

337 (p 238)
jarAm gachasi (gacha, su gacha) pari

dhatsva vAsah, 152
j Agatena chandasA divam anu vi krame,

230, 313
jagarit8ya (jAgrtáya) avAhA, 281
jAgrvig ca mArundhatI cottarAd (*tar-

ato) gop8yetam, 42
játah prchad (prchAd) vi mataram, 9,

137

jatavedah punihi (punahi) mA, 275
jAtavedo vahemam (vahasvainam)

sukrtam yatra lokah (°ah), 67
Ignite smainam (jAnit-ad enam) parame

vyoman, 14, 104 s, 254
jmvan (Anvil) gaviytaye dhiyah, 250

(p 167)
jihmam caksuh parapatat (°tAt), 145 d
jivam devebhya uttaram strnAmi, 345

(p 249)
jivann eva prati tat te (pratidatte)

dadhami (dadAmi, °ai), 118
jivA jivantir upa vah sadema, 345

(p 251)
jivSti (°tu, jivema, °Ami, °Am), éaradalj

Satan, 98, 103
jlveyam (jivyásam), 175
lino jivantir upa vah sadeyam, 345

(p 251)
juyatsm havih, 356
ju$antIIm (jugasva) havyam Ahutam,

371 d
jusetAm (°thAm) yajfiam igtaye, 341
jusetAm havih, 356
jus tam adya devebhyo vAcam udyAsam

(v3cam vadisyAmi), 176
ju$te jugtim te 'giya (gameya, °yam),

41 a
juhota (°ta) pra ca ti.gthata, 261
riot (jegah) svarvatir apah, 94, 131,

341
jeyathAbhjtvarim jesathäbhitvaryAh,

154
jaitráyA (°tryáyA) vigatAd u mAm

(°tAm mam, ° tan mAm), 254
jfiátram me vmda (vmdata), 349 (p

257)
j) ok ca .pagyAti (°ei, °yati) süryam

(°yah), 124, 337 (p 235)
jyok ca süryam stria (drgeyam), 250

(p 167)
jyok pagyema (°yAt) süryam ucca-

rantam, 96, 324
jyok pitrav AsAtai (AstAm), 94,152
jyotise tantava Agisam Wise Cate), 324
ta A vahanti kavayah purastat, 67
tam raksadhvam ma vo dabhat, 361
tam raksasva, 361
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tam vah supritam subhrtam akarma
(abharpant), 130, 304, 346

tam vat manyet pitaran mataram ca,
38, 79

tam sarasvantam avase huvema (hava-
mahe, lohav -tmi), 2, 3, 78, 121, 236,
345 (p 251)

tam supritam subhrtam btbhrta, 130,
304

tam ama Anita ( °tha) parame vyo-
man, 14, 104 s

tam gopaya (°yasva), 42
tatas caksatham (cakrathe) adtttm

dtttm ca, 116 (p 73)
tato dadat, ( °tu) daáuse vasant, 116

(p 70)
tato no abhayam krdht (kuru), 100,

210 a
tato no mitravarunav avis tam, 285
tato no (ma) vrgtyavata ( °yaya), 370

(p 278)
tato ma dravtnam attu (asta), 39, 130
tato me bhadram abhat, 130
tato yakgmam vi badhadhve (badhase),

370 (p 278)
tat tvam arohaso medhyo bhava, 250

(p 166)
tat punidhvam yaya mama, 79, 152
tat purugaya ( °gasya) vtdmahe, 68
tatra cakrathe adtttm dittm ca, 116

(p 73)
tatra pagabhavat ( °bhuvat) saca, 23,

217
tatra rayistham anu sambharattam

( °retan, °bhavatam), 55, 330, 351
tatra eravanst krnvate, 231
tatra havyam gamaya ( gamaya), 242
tatremam yalñam yalamanam ea dheht

(dhatta), 370 (p 278)
tat satyam yad viram btbhrthah

( °tah), 21, 337 (p 236)
tat stnyam anu gtcyate (gtacatu), 85
tad agnir agnaye ' dadat (dadat), 193,

266
tad agnir devo devebhyo vanate

(vanutam), 116/(p 70), 154, 191
tad adya vacah prathamam maeiya

(manaiya), 279

tad anu preta sukrtam u lokam, 347
tad asme gam yor atapu dadhatana, 257
tad asya prtyam abbi patho aayam

(astham), 133
tad ahain mhnave (nthnuve) tubhyam,

23
tad a roha puruaa medhyo bhavan, 250

(p 166)
tad ud vapatt gam avtm, 116 (p 71)
tad gopayadhvam ( °yatn), 42
tad vtdac charyanavatt, 217
tantum tanvan (tatam) rajas() bhanum

any iht, 86
tam to duacakga maya khyat, 372 c
tam tva girah sustutayo vajayanti, 250

(p 163)
tam tva luaamahe (fuse) etc , 348
tam tva paramegthin dadhatu

(dadhamt), 324
tam tva pra padye, tam tva pra vtgami

etc , 118
tam tva bhaga sarva tI johavimi ( °tt),

291, 314
tam tvabhth sustutibhu valayantah,

250 (p 163)
tam tvendragraha prapadye (man-

gant) etc , 118
tam dharva yarn vayam dharvamah,

124, 196
tan nah paread (pangad) att dvigah, 286
tan me gopaya ( °yasva), 42
tan me 'radio, (raddham), 28, 85, 144,

248
tan me radhyatam (samrdhyatam,

samrddham), 144
tapate svaha,195
tapata ye svar yayuh (suvar gatah),

248
tapa.no deva raksasah, 232
tapto van gharmo nakgatt ( °tu)

evahota, 173
tappate ev5,ha,195
tam anu prehi sukrtasya lokam, 347
tam ahve valasataye, 23, 229
tam atman Oilman') part grhnimahe

vayam (grhnImasiha), 43
tam a prim (prna) vasupate vasanam,

261
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tam u hure \.1]as3tave, 23, 229
tam manyeta pitaram mataram ca,

36, 79
taya devatay 33 mast ad dhruvah (°va)

sida (dhrus ah sidata, dhruve sida-
tam), 367

tayA devait sutam a babhuvvh, 361
tayänantam kamam (lokam) aham

layam, 118
taya no mrda (mrla) livase (no rudra

mrdaya), 194
laya prattam svadhayä madantu, 116

(p 71)
taya mam Indra sam sua (ma sam

apeman), 116 (p 71), 304
tas:Imrtatvam agita, 39
tayavahante kas ayah puiastat, 67
tayaham vardhamñno bhüyäsam apy-

ayamana§ ca, 249
tava Cyan §arman trtvarütha udbhit

(syama §armans tn° udbhau), 346
tasma tndr3ya sutam a juhota

(luhomt), 116 (p 70), 290, 307
tasma u rädhah krnuta pra§astam

(krnuht supra§astam), 370 (p 277)
tasma u bas yam ghrtavad vidhema

(°val juhota), 160, 307
tasmad dh3nyan na parah I.Im canasa,

231
tasmad vat nIInyat paran asti tejah,

231
tasman nah pahy (patam) anhasah, 368
tasmuis, see tasmtn
tasmtñ cham ca vaksva pari ca vakyva,

79, 164
tasmtn (*mina) tad eno vasavo nt

dhetana (dhattana), 210 a
tasmtn deva amrta madayantäm (°te),

116 (p 67)
tasmtn pagan prattmuñcama etan, 345

(p 251)
taamin vayam upahütas tava smah

(ama), 25, 262 e
tamis' tvam stana pra py aya, 32
tasmai deva adhi bravan (bruvan),

23, 167
tasmat deva amrtah (°tam) sam vya-

yantam (°tu), 70

tasmai vI§ah bvayam era namante
(°ti), 50

tasmai sürvaya sutam B luhota
(°horn,), 116 (p 70), 307

tasmai somo adhi bravat (bruvat), 23,
167

tasmai stanam pra pyay ass a, 32
tasya trmpatam ah thahuhu, 195
tasya te hhakttvansah syama (bhakti-

vino bhüyasma, te vayam bhüyia-
thabh3lo bhüyáama), 175

tasya doham a§imaht (a§1) a, Mira te),
345(p 250)

tasya na istasya pritasya dravine-
hagameh, 104 u, 332 (p 232)

tasva n3mna vrScámi (vr§cavo) etc ,
356

tasya no rIIsva tlsya no dheht (dah),
158

tasya bh31 ayateha nah, 370 (p 279)
tasya ma yalHasyeatasya vitasya drav-

tnehagamyat, 104 u, 332 (p 232)
tasya mestasya vitasya dravtnehagam-

y3,h ('meh, dravtnam a gamyat),
104 u, 332 (p 232)

tas) a yalñas)-eatas) a svtstasya dram-
nam magachatu, 104 u, 332 (p 232)

tas) a vittat (vitsva), 68
tasyagne bhälayeha ma, 370 (p 279)
tasyùyam .lyu5.lyu9mSn astv asau, 303
tas) äs te bhakstvsnah s) ama (bhakti-

vano bhüyfisma, °vano bhüy3sma,
bhagam a§imahl), 175

tasyñs te sahasraposam pusyantya4
caramena pa§una krin3mt, 85, 118
(p 71), f.50 (p 164)

ta ubhau caturah padah eamprasara-
yava, 25, 79, 118

ta enam pravtdvansau §rapayatam,
293, 332 (p 231)

tali pracya (°cir) ulpgabtre (°hire,
°cyah samltgútre), 282 l, 272

ta>> adttyan anu macla banda()
avastaye, 24, 153, 315

tans te pandadämy aham, 345 (p 252)
tam gopayaava, 42
ta devrr devatremath yalßam nayata

(krtva, dhatta), 250 (p 164)
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Uni te paridadmasi, 345 (p 252)
tim no 'vantu, 369
ti no mrdita (mrl °) idr §e, 152, 367
tim te pandadamy aham ( °dadlmi),

345 (p 252)
tim te vitam Baya adatte ( adade) ,

325
tim dhirasah kavayo 'nudßy ayajanta,

223, 229
tim dhiiäso anudréya ( °di §ya) yalante

(anudr§yayalanta kavayah), 223, 229
tim nah p°Sañ , see tam púsañ
tin rakSadhvam ma vo dabhan, 361
tin sma manuvasatkrthah, 144
tábhu i vartaya punah, 304
tabhir vahainam sukrtam u lokam

(vahemam sukrtam yatra lokah), 152
tibhih samrabdham any avindan (sam-

rabdho avidat) Sad urvih, 217, 361
tahhya ana ni vartaya, 304
tabhyas tva vartayamasi, 304
tibhyam (ta° vayam) paterna sukrtam

u lokam (pathyasma sukrtasya
lokam), 175

tim adya gátham gasyami ( °mah), 345
(p 250)

tim u dhiraso anuth ya yaj ante, 223,
229

tim (tim nah) púsañ ( °san) chivata-
mim erayasva, 40

tiv imam pa §um §rapayatam pravid-
vinsau, 293, 332 (p 231)

tiv imá upa sarpatah, 25, 116 (p 72),
364

tisam svas!r (svasúr, svar) ajanayat
(ajanan) pañca-pañca, 241, 359

tAs tva (tva devir, tva devyo) jarase
(°sa) sam vyayantu ( °yasva), 70,
339, 365

titi (ta) sam dadhami ( °atu, tanomi)
iavuld (marnait) ghrtena, 116 (p
73), 312

tigmáyudhiya bharati érnotu nah
(érnotana), 256, 258, 365

tirah pur° cid arnavam 1 aganvan (°van
lagamyih), 250 (p 164)

tirai cittan' (citti) vasavo jighaasati,
124

tirati satyam marut° 1IghinsCit, 124
tiro mi santam ayur ma pra hasit

(santam ma pra hasih), 338
tiro mrtyum dadhatam (dadhmahe)

parvatena, 116 (p 69), 318
tiro me yalña ayur ma prahasih (*sit),

338
tisthantam ava gúhati (°si), 329 (p

224)
tisthanti svaruho yatha, 116 (p 71)
tisthanti hatavartmanah (*tu hata-

varcasah), 116 (p 67)
tiSthann asino yadi va svapann api,

250 (p 165)
tisthann aviva gahasi, 329 (p 224)
tisrhhir gharmo vibhati, 116 (p 72)
tistire barhir anusak, 85
tisro devir barhir edam sadantu (°tam),

73
tisro ha praja atyayam Byan (iyuh),

218
tura§ cid vi§vam arnavat tapasvan, 137
turiyenamanvata (°na manvata) nama

dhenoh, 267
trnam vasana (°nah) sumana asas

(asi) tvam, 117
trta enam (enan) manusyeau mamrje,

271

trtlye nake adhi vi grayasva (gray-
ainam), 30

trpat (timpat) somam apibad visnuna
sutam yathavasat (°Lam), 230

trpta má tarpayata (mam tarpa-
yantu), 341

te arsantu te varsantu etc , 116 (p 71),
239

te dakginam duhate saptamataram, 252
te duhratc dakamam saptamataram,

252
te deviso (devi) yajfiam imam

lugadhvam (jusantim), 341
te deváso havir idam luSadhvam, 341
te na itmasu lagrati (jacta), 116

(p 72), 329 (p 221)
tena rSina, see tenarSina
tena kridanti§ (krIl°) carata (°tha)

priyena (vagan anu), 16
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ar*n s, gamest,'
c;7mna

tuna gm3ms Inkrta:-alokam,1a4
teint' r'ltsn33-1 3hrstr=a sas. 367
tens t-r ; .,tam snQ..hate, lalu*

tens :- ï .JmSm 114. 31'7. 11.z
tea, . 3 î,. 3...JCai_Yn3 1a+1t1 SL

3ro. r :4,5 _ 5

teL.l °i.e"i- , 1.C[v.IDi 1i.1 r,r b
tez_a a, c:r:

_s5
te=_. P ihr'a-Zh _td4'J

l-a ß. + 1 J t1

tees. '
_5

teLyr :J4", D

tens - J11 _ri .1 .-1 -; 74
tea. ira .ai L-Lt_ _,a : 41
tens a trnth¡lita

..t_ _ _ - 33+
tens .nt, J .z7.,Jtr ,1 ,_t: 34ß

lF =-`s
temor-1'' -* . . ahrntc3 rIìl 36;
ten] :J; yrL _s=,-tra 1!1'CIL,., t^n9

gstn_ziJ t r33hn,-: s ;1-tspsz1 174
tens arr.).,-.= Lr-iu J,nrut .Vl
ten.lanrr.nt .m .- in ,15a :J:
ten5cu-:n-;n ra`_i, 303
teo'ar .m . ; S5 245
tenas:i-.t-- :aFs 1:4. 307. U3. 33t1

319 1 ta 35`
tenedhvs-7.1 eeddha

(cen3ht . 141. 25J p. 1661
tensity z.s,am.nahs,a.ti ,"r .i, 349

(p 255
te nn dhlntn dhitta sal-irc am 198,

32S
te no nal=3 tre h9 : am 3aami=rh3l1

f"snlm.-ran. 4511 p 1641
te no ml+data (mpdantn, °ntv idpte,

mrlayata, °),-antu. m;]ayantu), 162,
194, 367

te no rayim sarvavíram ni yach3n
icachantui, 152

tepñno deva rakiasah,23'

tebhiá chidram api dadhmo yad atra,
315 fp. 252)
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see tens swam tetra taiga
=sin T alni 11.=,r-arn ni a

tébh.ri n ,:n hs.".><w elbhgo Laa3mi,
234 a

terhgc its mi ám-_ik3mo Maud
(iad3euì .
m..t if rash pnalsrì s-jeïbe Qyetx),

21, 337 ip` 1*/
t rn3 p3tam 2-ssy salàa.odptn.,. 369
t. m's qraj:te prajannyì,T-yathab

( y3 t..F. ri2 .21. 33: (p.236)
t- ID3PSt5m i`-torto . 301,4
ta rnim dci-mu yal ca no averti tarne sn n . m>~àe dai'sma4 (da-

dh.;mi 34,ì 111.250'
sr3[ltt _.. v.ar.SietiaWi, 116 (p. 71),

_39

-r-3m tiro als3aim ; .1 ajitìm àcab3t
(.lílimLr.J"c,.ih 342

te--ea chitram pr.ItL as,lhmo rad atra,
345 p _5`

r=am thlnnam sam (ptaty) etad
imam di fh.iniL 345 tp. 2M)

4-e--51m s1}3nim Cam' yatamo vah3ti
tut 31ah3tI. 253

t-3ci an tu s: i Js 11- im. 247
te-3m am ilg3vu.nn3n sate asan,

303
teq3m i=tini a3m i,rs madanti 116

lP 64+
t aini m3:3 bhaliTa-i, 171
tesr .sham saman3h sam risami t"ni,

va4imY IV4 t. 343 Ip 2521
tau. Jmrt lti 3m a-1{' 1, 3)
toy-ena jtr:.n vi sa=arla v}a ea stria,

1Tass35r1a bhCimy3m '.Q, 267
tau no mrtat3m (mç4ac,at3m', 194
tau m3vatlm, 363
tau : uñt it 1 (: aksyel ptyth.lmsu yoga

Agate, 175,175,312
tau salie catara]) padal) _sm praaára-

ygvahai (°y3vab), 25, 79, 11S
traga enBm mahimänab sa; ante t`t3m),

116 (p. 72)
trayastri3áat tantavo . e vitatnire

(vain [yin] vitanvate), 231
trsyat3m marat3m gailah 319 (p 25S1

: -p--

ti y ì-r3a1.

r.sati.
tG.-, 7y-3',j.:i
., 4+

n_711 j

t

t

...'jhlz,-.,

imam 6,uirm JasyFcSmì

_j`

at i1

-ti,

r
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trayantam marutñm gan,ih, 349 (p
258)

trita etan manugyesu mamrle, 271
tntaaya nama janayan madhu ksarad

(*ran), 250 (p 162)
trir asmai sapta dhenavo duduhre

(°hnre), 252
trtaug (Diked) gharmo vibhatu me

(gharmas sadam in me vtbhatt),
116 (p 72)

trim padani rapo any arohat, 313
triny ayünst te 'karam (me 'krnoh),

214, 217, 306
trIn samudran samasrpat svargan

(°gah), 130, 250 (p 165), 337 (p 242)
traistubhena chandasantanksam anu

vi krame, 230, 313
tvam yaliteyv Idyah, 247
tvam ht hota prathamo babhútha

(°va), 262 f
tvam no gopah pari phi vi§vatah, 332

(p 231)
tvam no viro arvati ksamethah, 337

(p 239)
tvam a tatanthorv (tanor urv) an-

tanksam, 218
tvam bhnvadhtpattr (bhOr abhtbhútir)

jananam, 107, IS
tvayagne 'amain ..nam iaylmi, 118
tvaya prattam svadhay5, mutant'

(°tu), 116 (p 71)
tvayayam vrtram vadhyat (ba°,

badhet), 175
tvaya vayam samghatam-samghatam

jesma, 174
tvastah pogaya visya nabhim asme, 329

(p 229), 368
tviim yalñegv idate, 247
tvam viso vrnatam rajyaya, 136
tvam gavo'vrnata raj yaya, 136
tvam eva pratyaksam brahma vadisy-

Any (brahmavadtsam), 134
tvesam vaco apavadhit (°dhim, °dhth)

avaha, 262d, 302
tvesas te dhí7ma Twat (ürnotu), 116

(P 67)
dattsanabhtr aavina parayanta (*trim),

250 (p 168)

daksam ta ugram abhartsam (te bhad-
ram abharsam), 286

daksinato vrsabha esi (edhi) havyah
(°bho havya edhi), 116 (p 72)

daksinam ',adorn avanenije, 236, 247
datto asmabhyam (dattv:tyasma°, dat-

tayasma°, dattñsma°) dravmeha
bhadram, 16, 193, 250 (p 165)

dadato me m3, ksayt (me mopadasah,
°sat), 85

dadamity (°nity) agnir vadati, 119
dadhatha no dravinam yac ca bhadram,

16, 193, 250 (p 165)
dadhad vtdhaksyan paraRkhayatai, 27,

234 c, 253
dadhanveva ta tlu, 309
dadhrg vidhaksyan paryaflkhayate

('klan pariñkhayatat), 27, 234 c, 253
datum cec chtkgan sa (ccc chaknuvan-

sah, cec chaknavan sa) svarga eva
(esám), 250 (p 165)

dadhartha (dadhara) prthtvim abhito
m,tyúkhadt, 332 (p 232)

dadhrsanam dhrsttam savah, 232
dasyann adasyann uta sam unarm

(uta va karisyan), 231, 250 (p 163)
diteh putranam aditer akergam (akin-

sttm), 286
divam visnur vyakransta jagatena

chandasa, 230, 313
divam gacha svar vinda yalamanaya

mahyam, 210 a
(divam trtiyam devàn yajiio'gat) tato

ma dravinam asta, 39, 130
(divam devise trtiyanryatño'gat) tato

ma dravinam astu, 3', 130
divam agrenasprksah Coat), 329 (p

222)
divas ca grind ca ralathah Baum), 368
divas (divah) prsthany aruhan (*hat),

370 (p. 280)
diva mH evapeth, 79, 211
divi jyotir ajaram (uttamam) àrabhe-

tam (°them), 21, 337 (p. 235)
divi visnur vyakraflsta tegatena chan-

Mira, 230, 313
dive jyotir uttamam ñrabhetham, 21,

337 (p 235)

-
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divo jyote (°tir) vivasva asuvadh-
vam, 337 (p 239)

divodasaya randhayah (°yan), 372 c
divo matraya varina (varunna) pra-

thasva. 33
divo vigvasmat elm aghayata urusyah,

25, 156
divo vrßtim vargayata puriginah, 18
divyam dhamagaste (°gase), 324
diksapalaya vanatam (°lebhyo 'vana-

tam) hi Bakra, 136, 266
dIkQito 'yam, etc , 248
dlkse (dikgen) ma ma hasih (*sit), 329

(p 225), 332 (p 234)
didivi3 ca ma jag;wig ca pagcad gopa-

yetam, 42
dirgham Ayuh karat (*tu) jivase vah,

173
dirgham ayuh krnotu me (vam), 190,

355, 365
dirgham ayur yajamanaya krnvan

(venda), 250 (p 164)
dirgham ayur vyagnavai, 39, 140, 1924
dirgha.yutvaya jaradastir asmi (astu),

116 (p 73), 323
durag ca vigva avrnod apa Bvah, 137
duritat piety (pity) anhasah (vi.4-

vatah), 370 (p 277)
durmitras (°tryas, °triyas) tasmai

Bantu (bhüyasur) etc , 101, 161
dugcakyas te mava kat (khyat, heat),

372 c
darn rohantu pugpinih (rohatu pus-

pint), 349 (p 256)
drnhantam daiv r vigah kalpantam

manusyah, 238
drnha prthivim (°hasva °vyam), 33

, drgano rukma urvya (urviyA, uruyaa
vy adyaut (vi bhati), 230

deva gllorma rucitas tvam clever,' A,
239

densest, vivasvann Asuvadhvam,
337 (p 239)

devatra havyam ühi$e (ohige, ohire),
337 (p 237)

deva tvaßtar vasu rama (rana, rana,
rane), 191, 306

devagrutau dregv a ghogatam Cae
tham), 79

deva somaisa te vak,gva (vakyi)
etc , 79, 184

devas te savita hastam grhnatu, 130
devasya tva savituh prasave hast-

abhydm upa nays 'eau (upa nayamy
asau), 51

devasya yanty ütayo (yantutayo) vi
vajah, 116 (p 73)

devasya vayam, see devasyaham
devasya savituh prasave (savam, save)

nókam ruheyam (roh*), 133, 210 d
devasya savitur-bhago 'si (°ga stha),

370 (p 277)
devasyaham (devasya vayam) savituh

prasave (save) ruheyam (aru-
ham, aruhama, ruhema, ]seem,
jeyma), 133, 210 d, 345 (p 252)

deva amuilcann asrjan vyenasah, 250
(p 167)

devan a sadayad (*ya) iha, 329 (p 226)
deva gatuvido gatum vittva (gatum

itva) gatum ita, 370 (p 279)
deva devebhyo adhvaryanto (adhvarl-

yanto) asthuh, 243
deva devesu grayantam (grayadhvam),

329 (p 223)
deva devesv adhvaryanto asthuh, 243
devanam yag carati`pranathena, 337

(p 239)
devan gacha suvar vida (vanda) yaja-

manaya mahyam, 210 a
devan devayate (deva*) yaja (yaja-

manaya svaha), 243
devan yajdiyñn ihn yam yajamahai

(havamahe), 28, 124
deva bhavata vAjinah, 18
deva madhor vy agnate (Mata), 230
deva muiicanto asrjan nir enasah,

250 (p 167)
devi vag yat te vaco (yad vaco) .

dhdh (dhat), 338
devir apah éuddha yttyam devân

yuyudhvam (ytidhvam), 210 a
devir Apah buddha vodhvam eupari-

vista devenu, 210 a
devir Apo apam sapid data (dhat-

ta, detta) etc ,198
devebhyo jivanta uttaram bharema,

345 (p. 249)
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devebhyo bhavata (°tha) suprayanah,
18

devebhyo ma sukrtam brutal (voceh),
104 t, 332 (p 233)

devebhyo havyam vahatu (vaba nah,
vaha)pral&nan,332 (p 231)

devebhyo havyam gamisva, 285
devebhyo havyfi vahatu pralanan, 332

(p 231)
devegu nah sukrto (ma sukrtam)

brtttat (°ta, °yàt), 104 t, 332 (p 233),
365

devo devanam pavitram asi, 116 (p.
70), 249

devo devan yajatv (°ty) agnir arhan,
118 (p 70)

devo devebhyah pavasva, 116 (p 70),
249

daiv& hotarah sanisan na etat, 79
daivyaya karmane gundhadhvam deva-

YalYgYmr 30
daivyá hotly, (°r&) vanu4anta (vane,

vaniyan na) parve (etat), 79
dyam varsayatho (*to) aaurasya

mayaya, 21, 337 (p 241)
dyam agrenasprkgah (*sat), 329 (p 222)
dyavaprthivyor aham rdhyasam

(prajamseyam, °yIya ), 44, 175
dyumantam gusmam a bhara (*in)

svarvidam, 261
dyumantam gho$am vilaysya krnmahe

(°masi), 41
dyumantam deva dhimahi (*tam

dhimahe vayam), 79
dyumnam ("ne) vrnita puyyase (vareta

puayatu), 10, 163, 210 d, 250 (p 166)
dyaur nah pita pitryac (pitryac) cham

bhavati (°si), 338
dyaur yatag cyutad agnav eva tat,

201, 219
drapeas te dyads ma ekan (elan, te

divadi ma ekan), 202
drupadad Iva muIIcatBm (*tub, °tu),

297, 358
druhah p8gad grahyag codamukthah

(págan nirrtyai codamoci), 87, 329
(p 221)

druhah pagan (pagam) prati sa
trawls ta (prati muficatfim sah), 181

dvitiyfis trtiye$u grayantam (°yadh-
vam), 329 (p 223)

dvisatam patv anhasah, 370 (p 277)
dvisantas tapyantani bahu, 349 (p 255)
dvisan me bahu gocatu, 349 (p 255)
ding sunite ma paradah, 202
dvyusam I&griyad aham, 160
dhattam rayim sahaviram (dagaviram)

vacasyave, 383
dhanuh gatror apakamam krnoti (°tu),

116 (p 67)
dhanvana yanti (*tu) veytayah, 118

(p 70)
dharta divo rajaso vibhati dharta,

337 (p 241)
dharta divo vibhati tapasas prthivyam

(vibhasi rajnsah), 337 (p 241)
dharmana v&yum a vita (aruhah), 130
dhatra id dhavyam ghrtaval juhota,

160, 307
dhipsyam va samcakara janebhyah,

231, 250 (p 163), 261
dhiya invano dhiya in no avyat, 262 a
dhiya na (no) vajan upa masi (mahi)

gagvatah, 164
dhiya martah gagamate (martasya

gamatah), 250 (p 164)
dhiyo hinvfino dhiya in no avyah

(avyat), 262 a
dhisanas (°na) tva abhindhat&m

(°dhatam, abhinddham), 349 (p 255)
dhúrva tam yo 'imam dhúrvati, 124,

196

dhrsano (°nam) dhrsitah (°tam) gavah,
232

dhruvam aya (ayo) dhruvam utaga-
mi,ythah (uta gavigtha), 337 (p 241)

dhruve sadasi sidati (°tu), 116 (p 70)
dhruvaidhi posy., (*ye) mayi, 337

(p 241)
dhvara dhvarantam yo main dhvarat,

124, 196
dhvantam vatagram anusamcarantau

(abhisam°), 250 (p 166)
dhvanta vat& agnnn (vatagnim) abbi

ye sam caranti, 250 (p 168)

(gü)
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na karmanA hpiyate papakena (karma
110 nare), 87

na tat prapnoti nirrtim paracaih (°tih
parastat), 359

nadayann eti (eta) prthivIm uta dyam,
328

na papatvaya raeíya (ransigam), 79,
174

nama akrandayata (*data) uccair-
ghogaya, 241

na ma idem upadambhigag (udambhi-
gag) yad dade, 48

nama uccairghopyakrandayate, 241
na manly= ma bibheh, 211
na me tad upadambhigar yad

dadau, 48
nemo vi4vakarmane sa u pity asman,

337 (p 241)
na yac chñdre$v alapsata (ahpsata),

135, 359
nayantam glrbhir vana dhiyam dháh,

360
nayanto garbham vanam dhiyam dhuh,

360
na ya rogátt na grabhat (grabhah),

332 (p 232)
narIISanse somapitham ya a4ult (ana-

Suh), 219
narasanso gnaspatir no avyat (avyah),

262 a
naro yat te duduhur dakginena, 219
nero yad va te hastayor adhukgan,

219
na vi (loam Oananti) yatarat (°ra)

parastat, 315
navo-navo bhavati (°si) layamgnah,

292, 329 (p 221)
na elm adeva Apat (apa tat), 219
nalu tad drayate diva (dadrae diva;

tad diva dadr4e divah), 231
nabi te nama jagrAha, 231, 323
nahy asyR (°yat) nama grbhnami, 231,

323
nakaeya prgyhe earn Ig8 madema, 160,

241, 303
nat8rid (°rir) asya samrtim vadhanàm

(ba°), 337 (p 237)
nadhrga a dadhrgate (dadharga, da-

dhargaya), 79, 140, 241

MANTRAS 313

nana hi devais cakrpe sedo yam, 248
nana hi yam devahitam sadae (°ah)

krtam (sedo mitam), 248
napa vrñlate na gamato antam, 41 a
nabha eamdayi navyasI (*ya navyase),

250 (p 167)
nabhi prapnoti (°pnuyur) nirrtim pari-

(parastat), 121, 359
narRaailse somapitham ya Rauh, 219
navaprlyate na gamate antam, 41 a
mh kravyRdam nudamasi (nudasva), 52,

304
ni galgalIti dharaka (lalguliti, lal-

galitt, dhanikR), 236
ni dúra4ravase vaha (vahah), 25, 158
nidhanveva tan imi, 309
ni no rayim subhojasam yuvaeva

(yuveha), 36, 62
mndati tvo anu tvo vavanda (grnati),

227, 231
nimañkgye 'ham sahlasya madhye,

79, 321
ni me dhehi ni te dadhe (dadhau), 49 a
ntr anhasah piprta (°tan) nir avadyat,

254
ntr a yachati (°ei) madhyame, 342
nirrtyai parivividanam (parivittam),

87
nirlaganvan nagmivan) tamaao (yeti-

align, 280
nir mA muñc3mi 4apathat, 312
nir (nir druho ntr) varunasya pgSad

wankel (pasan mukgiya), 104 g
ni vertayami (°m) jivase, 118
mvarto yo ny avivrdhah (°vrtat), 342
ni vo 8mayo lihata (*tam) ny

alamayah, 79, 156
weapon upa aureate (*gum upa

aprsa), 349 (p 258)
mgidan no apa durmatim jahi (banat),

153, 337 (p 237)
niigkam iva prati muIIoata (°tam), 30,

300, 365
nigkevalyam uktham avyathayai (°ya,

avyathayat) stabhnatu (°notu), 191
nig kravyadam sedha, 304
nigkrItah ea (*to 'yam, °tits te) yajfii-

yam bhagam etu (bhagam yantu),
361

cath
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ni Qlamhi dunt& bñdhamñnah, 193
mharam ni Motion (°ni) te, 119
nih&ram mharasi (ca ha°) me, 152
mharam in m me hara (harp), 152
ni hotñram vigvavidam dadhidhve

(grhapatim dadhidhvam), 139
nicaih khananty asurah, 229
nilalohitam bhavan (°te bhavatah),

351
nu varia lihvfi ghrtam a caranyat, 104 x
nrcaksaeam tva deva soma sucak$a ava

khyegam (kgegam, tva nrcakygh
pratlkQe), 121

nrmna punano (vasano) arsati Cal),
329 (p 226)

nPflh (nPng) pain grnudhI (°uhi) girah,
255

nediya it srnyal} (°ya) pakvam eyat
(áyat), 174

named cakram ivgbhavat (°bhuvat), 23,
217

no asmin ramate lane (ramase patau),
329 (p 223)

nyafifi uttangm any eti (eSi) bhúmim,
341

ny any& arkam abhito vivigre ('viganta,
vivigyuh), 69, 104 k, 218

ny sham tam mrdyásam etc , 121
paktaudanasyasukrtam etu lokam, 385
palate padani rupo any aroham, 313
paficabhir dhatg vi dadhav (dadha)

idam yat, 49 a
patini ekadagam krdhi (kuru), 210 a
patini me kevalam kuru (krdhi), 184,

210 a
panel yiyapsyate (°psyamgng) laritah,

248
patyur anuvrata bhütvp, 250 (p 165)
patyur lamtvam abbe earn babhütha

(°va), 262 f, 332 (p 231)
paths (patho) anakti (anakti, °tu)

madhva ghrtena, 116 (p 70)
payasvatih krnuthapa (°tapa) o$adhil}

givah, 18
payasvpn (°vAn) agree agamam (A gahi),

130, 306
payo divy antarikge payo dhah (dhgm),

304

payo me all (dhehi), 158
paramena pa4una kriyase ( °yasva)

etc , 85,116 (p 71), 250 (p 164)
parpcinp mukhp krdhi (kuru), 210 a
parpvata a jagantha (lagamyat,

lagama) parasyah, 142, 337 (p 237)
para Aulkaya deyam (diyase), 83
parpsutrpah goiucatah irnihi (°topo

abbe Aoguc &nah), 31, 250 (p 167)
pari ghransam Oman& yam yayo gat,

318
panghratisa vam maul Yam yayo gam,

318
pan ca vaksi gam ca vaksi, 79, 164
pari nah patu (pain) viivatah, 116

(p 72), 302
pari no rudrasya hetir vrnaktu, 104 u
pari no heti rudrasya vrjyah (°yat),

104 u, 262 a
pari tva panel sarvatah, 116 (p 72), 302
pari tva rudrasya hetir vrnaktu, 104 u
pari dyavñprthivi sadya &yam (itv&),

250 (p 163)
pandhasyai yagodhaeyai ( °dhasye yago

dhasye), 134, 177
pari no rudrasya hetir vrnaktu, 104 u
pari ma pahi vigvatah, 116 (p 72), 302
parivatsarinam ( °sariyam) avastun At-

Aste ( °se), 317
pari vo rudrasya hetir vrnaktu, 104 u
pari vo heti rudrasya vrjyah (vrfilyat),

104 u, 210 d, 262 a
pari sya suvano aksah, 217
pari @volante ( °ta) janayo yatha

patini, 120
pari evalate ( °tai) hbuleva vrksam,253
paristrnita pandhattagmm, 347
pan strnlhi pari dhehi vedim, 347
pari sya svano aksarat, 217
paridam valy almam ( °dam valinam)

dadhe 'ham (dhatsvasau), 116 (p
72), 308

paridaih vaso adhithah ( °dhah, adhi
dha) evastaye, 49 a, 134

paretana (pareta) pitarah eomy&sal}
( °y&h), 256, 257, 337 (p 239)

paraitu mrtyur amrtam na aitu
(amrtam ma A gat), 104 m
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parnavir iva dlyati (°te), 79
pary anal atithir jatavedah, 267
pary a su pra dhanva (°va) vajasataye,

261

palayisyamanaya (°syate) seal, 79
pavatam (pavantam) antariksya, 349

(p 258)
pavate (payante) vare avyaye, 349

(p 258)
pavamana vy agnuhi, 153, 328
pavamanasya jadghnatah (jighnatah),

236
pavamana abhy aranti sustutim, 349

(p 257)
pavamano v} aAnavat 153, 328
pavitrena punihi (pun ahi) ma, 275
pavitre pari Sic ate (°se), 328
pavitre somo akRah (ak°arat), 217
patñn me (nah) 'sansya pahi (gan-

syajugupah, °júg°), 130, 271
pa§ün ye sari-an rnkganti (raksrttha),

329 (p 221)
padyema nu süryam uccarantam, 324
pa indra pratibhrtasya madhvah, 368
patam ghrtasya guhyani nama, 116

(p 73)
patam nara pratibhrtasya madhvah,

368
patreva bhindan sata eti (etu) rak-

Sasah, 116 (p 70)
patho ghrtasya guhyasya (guhyani)

nana, 116 (p 73)
papmanam te (me) 'pahanmah ('pa

jahi, hata, papml me hatah), 246,
307, 347

pavamanasya tva stomena virye-
not srje, 74 116 (p 69), 312

pavamanena tvS stomena viryena
devas tva savitot srjatu (víryenod-
dharamy asau) etc , 74, 116 (p 69),
312

pahi kSema uta yoge varam nah, 136
pitarah pit&mah3h . mavata (*van-

tu), 337 (p 237)
pitaras tva manojava dakSinatah

pant'', 349 (p 256)
pitaro nar&sansah sannah (sadyama-

nah), 232

pita no bodhi (bodha), 193
pita mstarigvachidra pad& dhah (dhat),

332 (p 231)
pitur Iva namagrabhisam (°bhaiSam,

nama jagrabham), 206, 219, 220, 267,
278

pitur n:imeva jagrabha, 206, 219, 220,
267, 278

pit imam nara&ansah,232
pitfn yaksad (yaksy) rt&vrdhah, 184,

329 (p 222)
piprta magnayah (ma, piprhi ma,

magne), 349 (p 257)
pippalyah samavadanta, 64
pibatam somyam madhu, 153, 371 b
pibanti (°tu) varunah kave, 116 (p 70)
pibantu madantu (°tam) vyantu (vt-

yantu somam), 58
pibati somyam madhu, 153, 371 b
pibat somam mamadad (somam ama-

dann) enam iSte (iStayah), 25, 137,
300, 361

piba somam indra mandatu (man-
dantu) tva, 372 c

pIyati tvo anu tvo grnAti, 227, 231
pivasvatir jivadhany ah pibantu (°ti),

116 (p 67)
punsah kartur matary astsikta, 220,

372 c
punsa kartra mutual ma nigiñca (*cata)

220, 372 c
punsam bahünam matara syama (°rau

syava), 344
puny& (°yah) punyam (°yam, °yg,

°yin) seat (asuvan), 349 (p 257)
putriyantah (putriyanti) sudanavah,

243, 250 (p 167)
punah krnvans tva pitaram yiivanam,

41
punah krnvantah pitaro yuvinah, 41
punah krnvana (*vanta) pitara yuvan&,

41
punah pranah punar atm& na (akütir,

°tam, °tam ma) situ (agio, agan),
130

punar agnayo dhiSnyaso (°ya) yath-
asth&nam (etc ) kalpantam (kalpa-
yantam) etc , 241
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punar atman dadh3tu me, 358
punar arid m vartasva (Aria vavrtsva),

198
punar dattav (°tam, datam) asum

adyeha bhadram, 198
punar no nastam àkrdhi (ajatu), 341
punar ma atma punar ayur &gat

(aitu), 158
punar manah punar yur (atma) ma

(n&) &gat (agan), 158
punar m&viéatñd (*tara) rayih, 254
punar me cathare dhattàm, 356
punaé cakguh punah érotram ma Egan

(Agit, punar asur na aitu), 158
punas te prams âyati (àyati, °tu), 152,

262 e
puntiti (*tu) te pariarutam, 118 (p

68)
punano vacam iyyati (*si), 329 (p 226)
punano varam pary ety (varam aty

esy) avyayam, 334
punahindraya (punih°) patave, 275
punidhvam ca yavà mama, 79, 152
pumànsam Atom abhi sain rabhante

(°tam), 116 (p 68)
pura grdhrad ararusah pibatah (°thah),

20, 337 (p 237)
purutra te manutam (vanvatam) vis-

thttam jagat, 359
puru tva daév&n (daivan) voce, 287
purusasya vidma sahasraksasya, 68
purüvasur hi maghavan sanad asi

(*van babhüvitha), 231
pusyema (°yanto) rayim dhimahe ta

(tam) Indra, 250 (p 167)
ptirusu priyam kuru, 130, 302
pürnam vlvasty (°atv) Swear, 116

(P 68)
piirvo ha (hi) latah (laude) sa u garbhe

antah, 248
Püsa j&tivin (jññtlman) edit

(karotu), 130
Vial na adhat (ma dhat, madhat)

sukrtasya loke, 132
prchaml (*mas) tva param antam

prthlvyah, 345 (p 250)
prchaml (amo) yatra (tva, vlévasya)

bhuvanasya n:bhlh (*un), 345 (p
250)

prchaml (*mas, °mi tva) vrsno aévasya
retah, 345 (p 250)

prchaml (°mo) vacah paramam vyoma,
345 (p 250)

prthivi matar mA ma hlñsih , 329
(p 226)

prthivim vlsnur vyakransta , 230,
313

(prthivim trtiyam rnanusyan yajiio
'gat) tato ma dravinam asta, 39,
130

prthivim drnha, 33
prthivim uparena drnha, 128, 130
prthivim uparen3drnhih (°hit), 128,

130, 329 (p 222)
(prthivim pitrn [manusyans trtlyam]

yaiño 'gat) tato ma dravinam
as tu, 39, 130

prthivyam visnur vyakransta etc , 230,
313

prthivyam agnaye samanaman sa àrdh-
not, 359

prthivyam avacugcotaitat, 219
prthivya (°yas tva) mürdhan sida

(sadayaml) yajtiiye loke, 238
prstir api érnimasi, 246
prstir vo 'pi érnatu yatudhanah, 371 b
prstham }ajCiena kalpatam (°te), 118

(p 67)
prsthesv eraya (airayad) rayim, 136,

335
praugam uktham stabhnatu

(°notu), 191
prakrtebhyah svadhocyatam, 248
pragayamasy agratalj (°yàmy asyag-

ratah), 345 (p 250)
pra candramas tirate (°tI, °mas tirase)

dirgham ayuh, 47, 292, 329 (p 221)
pra ca havyanl vaksyasl, 171, 329

(p 222)
pracetayann &coat, vacam amain, 328
praceta vo (*tas tva) rudrath pa4cad

upa dadhatam (paécat patu), 349
(p 267)

pracodayann arsasi vacam emam, 328
prajanad Indram Indrlyaya svaha, 273
prajah krnvanjanayan vlrüpah,190
pralah piparti bahudha (puposa pur-

udha) vI rajatl, 227, 231
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prajñm suviram (°ryam) krtva, 250 (p
166)

prajanantah prati grhnantu (*ti)
piìrve, 116 (p 68)

prajam no naryajügupah,271
prajapatir dlksito dik5a3atu (dIk-
seta) etc , 79, 160, 243

prajspateh praja abhuma (abhüvan),
322

prajam ajar3-am nah kuru, 250 (p 166)
prajam asmssu dhehi, 158
pral am asyai jaradastun krnotu

(krnomi), 312
prajñm me daft, 158
prajam me narysjugupah (°jügu°), 271
praja vikrnvafi (vikurvañ) janayan

virüpam (`pah), 190
praj áh sarv,-i vi pasyasi, 97
praja ha taro aty53am iyuh, 218
pra na ayún=i tárisah ("sat, tame!), ,

286, 337 (p 240)
pranaya (°yata), 370 (p 279)
pra na sparhabhir fitibhis tueta

(*tam), 369
pra tad raced amrtasya (voced, voce,

amrtam nu) vidran, 79, 174, 313
pra t5ry agne prataram na (na) syuh,

132
prati te jihv3 ghrtam uc caranyet

(°yat), 104 x
prati dylvaprthiri a tat3na, 337 (p

238)
pratiprasthatah saranlyan air vapa

(vapasra), 79
prati bhlgam na dldhima ("mah), 25,

262 c
prati ramjihrfi ghrtam uc (a) caranyat

(°3-at, °yet), 104 x
pratictham gacha (gachan) pratictham

ma gamaya (*yet), 160, 250 (p 166),
337 (p 241)

prati ems (sma) deva rieatah (n°), 284
prati svasaram upa yáti (y8tu) pitaye,

118 (p. 68)
pratiksante (°tam) 6vasuro (°sruvo)

devaras (°ras) ca, 116 (p 67)
pra te divo na stanayanti suemáh

(°ganta susmaih), 79, 120

praty úhatam (auh°) agvmg mrtyum
asm3t (asmat), 136

pra tre muñcami varunasya péáát, 304
pra tre havinei jubure (juhumas)

samiddhe (tve sa° juhure ha°), 77,
85, 314

prathamam artam yuyotu nah, 330, 349
(p 257)

pratham5 dvitiye,u srayantam (°yadh-
ram), 329 (p 223)

prathami ha vy anise. sA, 218
prathamo jatah sa u garbhe antah, 248
prathasva (pratho 'si), 249
pradátáram A visata (visa), 349 (p

256)
pra na áyünci tñneat, 288, 337 (p 240)
pra nabhasva prthivi, 238
pra no muficatam varunasya pII.4at, 304
pra no yachatad avrkam prthu chardí,

100, 248 a, 254
pra parjanyah srjatam rodasi anu, 74,

116 (p 69), 349 (p 255), 361
prapitamahán bibharti (°maham bi-

bharat) pinvamAnah ('ne), 104 b
pra-pra yajñapatim tira (tirah), 25, 156
pra badhamanII (prab3badhána) rath-

yeva 3 Ati, 236
prabudhe nah punas (puras) krdhi

(punar dadah), 154
pra braväma (bru°) saradah satam, 23,

167

pra bhñnavah sisrate (sae) nikkam
acha, 272

pra ma mußcñmi varunasya p8sat, 304
pramuñcamana (°muñcanto) bhuva-

nass a retah 59
pra 3 am rAye ninjeasi, 338
pra yah satracA (sa v8c8) mama

yajñte (°tai), 253
pra yo raye zaniest], 338
pra radhasa codayate (radhinsi coda-

yate) mahitvana, 117
pra vi et Indur indrasya niekrtim, 230
pra vim rathomanojavaasarji (iyarti),

230
pra vim adhvaryus carati prayasvan

(caratu payasvan), 116 (p 67)
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praAastah pra suhi (suhi, suya, suya
pra suhi), 193, 284

pra amaaru dodhuvad ürdhvatha bhut
(Amaérubhir do° ürdhvadha bhuvat),
167

pra sakgati pratunanam prthivyah, 79,
277

pra ea mrtyum yuyotana, 330, 349 (p
257)

pra sakaate pratimanam bhüri, 79, 277
pra sumartyam (au mrtyum) yuyotana,

330, 349 (p 257)
pra stoma yanty (*tv) agnaye, 116

(P 67)
prasnapayanta °rmayah (°ty ürmi-

nam), 79, 229
pra sma minaty ajarah, 191
prakto apacim anayam tad enam, 315
pracinam sidat Mt) pradiéa prthivyah,

7, 167
pracim avacim ava yann anstyai, 315
pracia coilagahire, 262 j, 272
prañco agama (prañlo 'gama) nrtaye

hasaya, 261
pranam me tarpayata (trmpa), 241, 370

(p 277)
pranasya brahmacary asi (asmi, abhor

asau), 230, 308
pranapanabhyam me varcodasau pave-

Shim, 368
pranapanau me tarpaya (°yata), 370

(p 277)
pranaya me varcoda varease pavasva,

368
Banana vaca manasa bibharmi (°ti),

325
prane nivisto 'mrtam (mviayamrtam)

juhomi, 246
prano yalñena kalpatam (°te), 116 (p

67)
pratarptam bhagam ugram huvema

(havamahe), 2, 78, 121
pratah somam uta rudram huvema

(havamahe), 2, 78, 121
pratary agne prataram na ayuh, 132
pradah (°dat) pitrbhyah svadhaya te

aksan, 337 (p 237)
pranya tantrum tirate dhatte anya,

356

prñsma minoty njarnh, 191
pràsmai yachatam avrkam prthu

chardih, 100, 248 a, 254
priyam ralaeu ma kuru (krnu), 190
priyam ma kuru (krnu) devesu (ralasu,

ma devegu kuru), 190
priyñm yamas tanvam pranrecit (tan-

yam a rireca), 220
pnyany añgani tava vardhayantlh,

250(p 166)
priyo datur dak$inaya iha syam, 175
priyo devanam dakqmayai datum iha

bhüyasam, 175
priyo me hrdo (hito, huto) 'si (bhava),

116 (p 67)
preta layata narah, 261
preto muñcami (°tu, °ti, muñcatu)

namutah (etc ), 30, 104 a, 312
pred u havyani vocati, 171, 329 (p

222)
premam sunvantam yalamanam ava-

tam (°tu, avantu), 367
pro ayasid indur indrasya niykrtam, 230
phalam abhyapaptat tad u vayur eva,

217
barb (°hih) strnihi (°nahi, *nati), 275,

342
balm ebhyo haramimam, 234 a
bahiathebhir viharan yam tantum, 116

(p 73)
bahu ha va ayam avar$id iti etc , 205
bahu hayam aveyad (*sad) iti etc , 205
bahvir (°vir me) bhavata (bhüyasta),

161
badhatam dvego abhayam (*yam nah)

krnotu, 368
bädhasva dure (dveyo) nirrtim para-

cath, 368
badhatam dorso abhayam krnutam,

368
badhetham düram nurtim paracaih, 368
bah° ralanyah krtah (°nyo 'bhavat),

248
bibheda valam (balam) bhrgur

sasahe (sasahe), 280
brhata tva rathamtarena viryenod

dhare (°notsrlamy asau), 312
brhadrathamtarayos tva savitot

srjatu etc , 312

na
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brhaspatave tv3 mahyam varuno da-
datu (°ti), 116 (p 67)

brhaspatsm vah havñmahe, 2, 345
(p 251)

brhaspatsm vi4vdn dev3ñ aham huye,
2 345 (p 251)

b;haspatir yaliiam imam tanotu, 46
brhaspatis tva (°tis tva) sumne ram-

niitu (ranvatu) 191
brhaspatis tanut3m imam nah, 46
brhaspate pari diya (diya) rathena,

259
bodhAt stomair (bodha stotre) yayo

dadhat (va ovrdhah), 24, 153 341
bradhnah samicir usasah sam auayat

Cyan) 24S, 250 (p 168)
brahmacar am agsm (agam, upemasil,

230, 344
brahmajayeyam sts ('lrsyets) ced avo-

can (`cat i. 291, 359
brahmana sndras} a tv3 jathare da-

dhuh, 231, 315
brahma tena punihi nah (ma, punñtu

ma puriimahe), 30, 116 (p 68),
302, 332 (p 234)

brahma devan (dev3, devan) avivrdhat
(°dhan), 361

brahmadvisam dyaur abhisamtapñts,
152

brahmadvisam abhi tarn E;ocatu dyauh,
152

brahmann apah pranesy3ms (brahman
pranesyamah) 345 (p 250)

brahman prasthas}âmah (cm), 345
(p. 250)

brahman somo'skan ('skún), 202
brahmavarcasam magamyat (m3 gama-

yet), 23S
brahmavarca=5ya pipihi (pipihi), 270
brahmavarcasenannadyena same-

dhaya, 238
brahma va yah knyamiinasñ Waited

(va yo ninds9at kri°), 172
brahma (se. trpyatu), (oda) brahma-

nam tarFayi,ms, 238
brahmL yajáena kalpat3m (ate), 116

(p 67)
brahm3ham antaram krnve (karave),

26, 118, 190

brahmaitad up8svaitat (up8ay8i°)
tapah, 79, 195

brAhmanam adya videyam (°ya) etc ,
68

brihmanans tarpayitavas (tarpaya),
163

bhaksa Agatah (°ksah pltah), 27, 87
bkakso bhakgyamanah (bhaksa°), 27,

87
bhaga (*gas) atha bhagasya vo (bhago

'si bhagasya) lapaiya, 349 (p 255)
bharatam uddharem anusifica (ud-

dharema vanuyanti7), 160, 304
bhargam me vocah (bhargo me 'vocah),

264, 265, 266
bhartam agnim purisyam, 281
bhavats bhsk9asñ dells, 329 (p. 226),

332 (p 230)
bhavad asi, 234 b
bhava L-rstiniun (gr°) abhsBastip8vâ

('pa u), 130
bhavan bhsksam dadatu, 329 (p 226),

332 (p 230)
bhaviima §aradah 3atam. 169
bhavass putrSniim mata, 171
bhaviyyad asi, 234 b
bhavema éaradah atam, 169
bhagam devebhyo vi dadhaty

Aran, 292, 329 (p 221)
bhsnadmi te kusumbham, 246
bhuvad (bhuvo) viAvam abby Adevam

(adevam) ojasa, 329 (p.225)
bhatam asi bhavad (bhavssyad) asi,

234 b
bhüte havismaty asi (°mati bhava),

116 (p 67)
bhüpate bhuvanapate vrnimabe

(vine). 345 (p 250)
bhüyanso bhüyasta ye no bhüyaso

karts, 145 b, 202, 306
bhüya8so bhüyBsma ye ca no bhüyasah

karats' etc., 145 b, 202, 306
bhüyama (°ysYSma) te sumatau viilsno

vayam (°tau vi3vavedah), 133, 175,
323

bhüy$ma (°yHsma) putraih pa3ubhüs,
175

bhrgün:sm tva . . vratenl dadhAmi,
49 a

('ay)
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bhrtam agnim purlsyam, 281
bhyas&t te 3usmàt prthivi cid adrnvah,

117
maùhistho girbhir A ea yalñnyo

vavartat (°ta), 140
maghavino vt rapgante (*fate), 193
mandaky apsu éam bhuvah, 104 q, 239
mandükya su sam gamah (gamaya),

104 q, 239
madhu karisyami madhu lanayis} ami

etc , 30, 176, 241
madhu lanisye (°slya), 30, 176, 241
madhu tva madhula karotu (krnotu,

cakara), 104 o, 190, 341
madhumatim vacua udeyam, 104 y
madhumatim devebhyo vacam udyà-

eam etc,, 104 y
madhumatim adya devebhyo vacam

vadisyami etc , 104 y
madhu me madhula karah, 104 o, 341
madhu van§igiy a (vanisye), 176
madhye divah evadhayà mAday ante

(°yethe), 371 c
madhye posasya trmpatam (pusyatam,

papaya tisthantim), 342
madhva yaifiam naksati (°sase)

prinanah (praia), 79, 288, 329 (p 226),
332(p 233)

madhva yalñam mimiksatam (°ti),
116 (p 70), 371 b

manasaspata imam (*pate sudhaty
imam) vate dhah (dham), 304

(manugyan antariksam agan yalñas)
tato ma dravinam alto, 39, 130

manai nu babhrünam aham, 119, 191
manojavaso vah pitrbhir daksinata

upa dadhatam, 349 (p 256)
manolavas

sinatah
tva pitrbhir (pitaro) dak-

patu (pantu), 349 (p 256)
mano nv & huvamahe (°lu, live), 2, 229
mano yajiíena kalpatam (°te), 118

(p 87)
manos yvà (manos tva) gra,manyo

(°yo vratapate) vratenà dadhe
Miami), 49 a

manu aev su avarnare, 240
mandate. id vrsayase (ud vrsayate),

328

maudiimi babhrünam aham, 119
manmà

(p
didhyàna uta nah aakhay&, 250

163)
manyuna krtam (manyur akarsit)

etc , 246
manye bhejAno amrtasya tarhi, 231
manye vain dyavaprthivi subholasau,

195
mauve nu babhrünam aham, 119, 191
mauve vim dyavaprthivi, 195
mama cittam cittenúnvehi, 152, 370

(p 279)
mama cittam anu cittebhir eta (cittam

upayasi), 152, 370 (p 279)
mama vrate te hrdayam (vra° hr° te)

dadhami (°tu), 312
mamamitrin vi vidhyata (°tu), 371d
mamey am neto 337 (p 241)
maya dhayi (dhehi) suviryam, 85, 130
mayo ramasva (ramadhvam), 370 (p

279)
mayo datre bhüyat, 161, 338
mayobhur vita abhi vatüsrah (vaty

mirth), 116 (p 70)
marutah sa rchatu yo 'bhi-

dasati, 124
marutam pitas tad aham grnimi

(grne te, pitar uta tad grnlmah),
36, 79, 345 (p 251)

marutam prasave (°vena) faya (laynta,
jesam), 158, 308, 370 (p 277)

marutvatiyam uktham stabhnatu
(°nato), 191

marutvantam sakhyaya havamahe
(huvemahi), 2, 121

marudbhih pariSriyasva, 87
marjayantir divah St §um, 250 (p 167)
marto vurita (vrnita, vareta) sakhy am,

10, 210 d
marmrjYante divah SiSum, 250 (p 167)
marya iva yuvatibhih sam arsati (Iva

yosah sam arrase), 79, 337 (p 241)
mahaé cid abhy avardhata, 328
mahant moon abhyavardhath3h,328
mahi bhralante (°ty) arcayo vi-

bhavaso, 57
mahl no vista ihn vantu bhümau, 116

(p 72), 349 (p 256)
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mahe 1°atr§}-a dhattana (riigtràj:a
dsdhmasi), 116 (p 71), 304

mahe Orotr.-ivs dhattana (dadhmasi),
116 (p 711, 304

maho jraro krta ('krsta, 'brát3m),
367, 372 c

mahyam vajantu ('tina) mama
havrS (.sni.I51, 60

mahyam y ajaméni3 s tigtha, 157, 329
(p 2231

mahvatú vatah psvatatii (`te) lame
asmin (ksms. aematl, 116 (p 70)

mail am j.-a1sTh ara piplhl ípavate),
116 (p. 721, 270

mshrsm dpa malhunri3 era.antóm
(aira.-antaj, 13G

mahvam 14 vaéam :, na) 5t, 101 r
mah am punar ud5jatu 101 r
mahyam muktratLZnram ans.-et,101 r
ma eakra avrtsa ta, 233
m3 ca upasc.ttl te agne, 3-19

(p 256
m§ jGataram ma prataglh'sm ridanta

(vindantu i, 6!-, 159, 152
mata jsghanv5 sarpati (gaeLanti),

372 e
mitur anyo va padrata, 156
mi te nan khaniti, 3,55. 355
ma te ri=ann upasattsro agile, 349

(p. 2aR)
matevssna adite tarma yaeha (`t1h

tarma rsnsat), 106 154, 329 kt) 227)
ma tv3 ke cm ni (cid vi) aman vim

(ke ein ni yemur in, ke cm nyemur in)
na p&Einah 147, 1S2

m3 tv3gntr dhvana: id fdhana `;
dhranavl3, '. Ed) dLiunagandhih,
174, 162, 25.3

ma tva dabhan, 361
mi tri vrksah l'qau) sam bsdhigta

(*Orb, badhethim), 182, 211, 342, 351
ma tva hiiisit Cath), 337 (p. 237)
módayasva (`çiae) svarifare, 95 n.,

172, 240
ma diva sugupthah (svapaih), 79, 211
ma devdngm tifi}vpàma (=thuya,

inomuhad) bhigadheyam (kar
karma bhigam), 302

321

mi dy&vaprthivi sbhlf`ocih ("tülneab,
%ucah, Llnsih, hidtsitgm), 201, 206,
332 fp 2331

m5 na a}-uh param avarie mina-
donaih, 146

ma nah param adharam (°nam) mit rajo
'nsih (naih). 146

ma nah pralina ririro (*fan) mota
viran, 341

ms nah coma hvanto vihvarasva, 159,
152, 332 (p. 231)

mi no agtiim Clair) nuTtir ma na agtin
asth3m), 146

ma no andhe tamasr antar adhat
(adit), 332 (p. 231)

ma no gharma vyathito viv}'adhit
(vivyatho nah), 159, 153, 332 (p 231)

ms no 'to nyat pitsro Suñgdhvam, 62.
236

m3 no dyñvsprthivI hisli;etbam, 206,
332 (p 233)

ms no rudro nirrtir mA no asti, 146
ma no h3sin metthito net tva jahima,

124 329 (p 22S). 345 (p 249)
mi no hlnsid dhldsito (etc ) na tvá

jah$mi, 124, 329 (p. 223), 345 (p
249)

má no hrnit3m atithir ('thi atithlm)
va sur agnl. 337 (p. 236)

mñ pst somam acomapah, 159, 182
ma prnan piirtça v1 rádhi (ridhi;ta),

67, 203
mg btbher na marisy ss1, 211
mi bheh (bhaih), 202
mA bher mi roi (mo roi, miro) mo ca

nah (mo egim) k1m canimamat, 202,
278

m3 bhaiF mi nul mo ca (rani ma) nah
kim cans.mamat, 232, 276

ma bhai,ir na marl$yasi, 211
main agne bbiginam kuru, 190
mim anuvrata l'hava, 250 (p. 165)
ma mgt4i mata prthivi hnlait, 329 (p.

226)
ma mi satin taptam (t$paih), 368
ma ma h8sin (°atr) náthito net (na) tra

jahini (°mi), 124, 183, 329 (p 226),
34.5 (p. 249)

y ani

21,4.211

:

bha°,

i
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ma ma. (mim) hinsistam svam (yat
svam) yonim avi§antau (°§ñthah),
250 (p 167), 356

ma ma. hinsih (*sit, °sista), 337 (p 237),
349 (p 257)

ma ma hinsih svam (svam) yomm
avi§anti (°fian), 250 (p 167), 356

mim indra bhagmam krnu, 190
mami¢am kam canoe ehi$ah, 85
mamt$am moci ka§ cana, 85
ma me prala.ya prasrpa motsrpa

(°pata motsrpata), 370 (p 279)
ma modosiytam (*sill), 368
mim punihi (°nïthi) vi§vatah, 275
ma yah somam imam pibat (piba,

somam pibad imam), 319, 331
má (ma vayam) rayaspogena vt yaugma,

277, 345 (p 251)
ma vo 'to 'nyat pitaro yoyuvata, 62,

236
ma vo dabhat, 361
ma vo risat khan'tü, 355, 358
ma savyena dak,sinam atikrama (°mth),

159, 182
ma. susupthah, 79, 211
ma somam pity asomapah, 159, 182
ma By asmins tamasy antaradhah,

332 (p 231)
miham rayasposena vi yosam, 277, 345

(p 251)
ma hiiigisur vahatum uhy amanam

(tlh°), 284
ma hinsth purusam jagat (hinsit

puruQan mama), 338
mi hrnitha abhy asman, 195, 243
mitras tva pack badhnatu (°nitam), 54
mitrasya cakgusa samIkgauiahe, 303,

345 (p 251)
mitrasya mi caksusa samiksantam

(cak¢uaekQadhvam), 303
mítrasya vai caksusa samikyadhvam

(°eamahe), 303, 345 (p 251)
mitrasyaham caksusa samIkQe,

303, 345 (p 251)
=trays havyam ghrtavaj juhota (°vad

vidhema), 160, 290, 307
mitriivarunau sa rchatu yo

'bhidasati, 124

mitro janan yatayati hruvanah, 240
mitro navatu (°ti) vidvan, 116 (p 70)
mithunam karnayoh krdhi (krtam),

246
miham na vato vi ha vati bhfima, 116

(p 72), 349 (p 256)
mukham §undhasva, 30
muficatu yaliiam (°fto) yalßapatim

anhasah svftlia, 337 (p 241)
muficantu ma Sapathy.-tt, 312
muRcemam yalftam mufica yajiiapatim

anhasah svaha, 337 (p 241)
mrtyoh padam (padani) yopayanto yad

alta (aima, °yanta eta, lopayante
yad eta m etad), 145 c, 307

mrtyor muksiya ma,mrtat (ma patyuh),
30, 104 a

mrdho vy asthad abhayam no astu, 130
mette bhclano amrtas tarhi, 231
mesa

(Iva
iva vai sam ca vi cony acyase
yad upa ca vi ca earvati, °ri),

337 (p 241)
mainam lunsistam svam yonim

fivi§antau, 356
mainam agne vi daho mftbhi §ocah

(§fiSucah), 182, 211
minim nrcisa m3 tapasabhi (mainam

tapasa marcisabhl) loath (§ocah,
§tlSucah), 182, 201, 211

maisam kam canoe chisah, 85
maisam uccliesi kim cana, 85
mo svatvam asman taradhat, 332

(p 231)
mo sv asmans tamasy antaradhah,

332 (p 231)
mohayitva nipadyate (prapadyante),

370 (p 277)
ya alagma Noah) savanema (°ncdam,

°nam idam, í[lagmedam savanam)
l usan3lt, 331

ya avisto vayassu yo mTgesu, 248
ya indrena saratham yati devah, 359
ya im vahanta a§ubhih, 30
ya etasmin Ioke stha bhtiyásta, 17,

262 k
ya eti pradi§ah sarvah, 331
yah pra.nati (°niti) ya im arnoty uktam,

193
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yam vayam dhvarama tam dhvara
(vayam dhurvamas tam ca dhürva),
124, 196

yam sarve'nujfvama, 124, 318
yakaatah alma mail manan (yaksat

svam mahrmanam), 356
yaksato 'gnivarunay or hotroh (yaksad

agner hotuh) prays dhamani, 356
yac cacarananuvratam,231
yac ca pranati (°niti) yac ca na, 193
yac caham eno oakum (cakrma)

etc , 346
yac cham ea yoB ca manur ayeje

(3yaje) pita, 231
yachantam (°tu, °tu tva) palea, 61
yajamanaya jagrta, 19, 152
yalamaoaya tigthatu (tío ¿hat), 157,

329 (p 223)
yajamanaya dravinam dadhatu (°ta),

332 (p 232), 355
yaj amanaya vaayam a sutras kar asmai,

41, 167
yaja no (yahoo) devo (devan) ajarah

suvirah, 250 (p 165)
yaj jagrantha savita satyadharma, 218
yajfiah prat) u gYhñt sumatau

matin3m. 158, 329 (p 227)
yajñam hinvanty adribhih, 116 (p 68)
yajñam nah pots (pants) rajasah

(vasavah) parasm3t (purastat), 370
(p 280)

yajñapataye vasu vary-am asamska-
rase, 41, 167

yajuapatay e varyam a eves kah, 41, 167
yajña pratiti,.lha sumatau sideral,

158, 329 (p 227)
yajñasya yuktau dhuwyü (°yav) abhü-

tham ('tam), 21, 56, 337 (p 235)
yajfias)IIyur anu earn caranti (tar-

antu). 104 b
yajñaya santv adrayah, 116 (p. 68)
yajdayur anusamcaran, 104 b
yajño devanam praty eti (etu)

sumnam, 116 (p 70)
yajño yajñena kalpatam (°te), 116

(p 67)
yam jivam abnavamahai (The), 26, 253
yatah khanema (°nama) tarn vayam,

169

yata Bcutad agnav eva tat, 201, 219
yata bcutad dhutam agnau tad astu,

201, 219
yato na punar áyatr (°st), 329 (p 224)
yato bhayam abhayam tan no astu

(asti), 116 (p 73)
yat te kruddhah parovapa (°vapa), 315
yat te krüram . tat . budhyatu

(3undhatam, bundhasva, tac chu°),
30, 71, 82, 195, 338

yat te gravá bahucyuto acucyavuh
(acucyot), 359

yat te grovel cichiduh (vichindat)
soma rajan, 145 f, 359

yat tva kruddhah parovapa (krud-
dhah pracakruh), 315

yat palm.mayum akrta, 349 (p 257)
(yatra kva ca yajño 'gat) tato ma

dravmam astir, 39, 130
yatra cuBcutad (bcutad) agnav evaitat,

201, 219
yatra deva iti bravan, 23,168
yatra devaih sadhamadam madanti

(madema), 126, 324
yatra nah parve pitarah paretah, 248
yatra-yatra jatavedah sambabhütha

(°va), 246, 342
yatra-yatra vibhrto (bi°, bibhrato)

jatavcdah, 246, 342
yatra vayam vadamasi (°mah), 262 g
yatra bcutad etc , see y atra cubcutad
yatra suhardah sukrto madante, 58
yatra deva iti bruvan, 23,168
yatrá nah pürve pitarah paretith

(pareyuh), 248
yatra nab cakra (cakra) jarasam

tanün5m,261
yatra suhardah sukrto madanti, 58
yatraugadhih samagmata, 225, 230
yat sanavatha ('vatha) püruFam, 262 e
yat eânoh eanum amber (Islay aruhah),

294, 337 (p 235)
yat sasahat (sag/ha, °hat) sadane

kam cid tam, 145 f, 280
yat sim Agil cakrma tat su mrdatu

(mrda), 341
yat sunvate yajamanaya Eiksathah

(bi6gam), 229, 310
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yat some-soma Abhavah (abhuvah), 23,
217

yat evapne annam agnamt, 85
yatha rnam samnayamast (yatharnam

samnayanti), 291, 314
yathagnih prthtvy& samanamad evam

sam namantu, 359
yathagnir akstto svadhg bhava

(bhavatgm), 56, 329 (p 226)
yatha jyok sumana asah (asat), 262 e,

337 (p 237)
yatha tvam agne samtdh& samidhyase

(°st), 82
yathadttyo 'kgtto svadha bhava

(bhavatam), 329 (p 227)
yatha dtvy adttyaya samanamann

359
yathg devath sadhamadam madema,

126

yatha nah suphalásast (°15, bhuvah),
253

yatha nah subhagasast (sumana asah),
253

yathantartkge vayave samanamann
, 359

}athA puman bhaved iba, 189
yatha prthtvygm agnaye samanamann

. . , 359
y athamI anyo anyam na jAnan, 361
y athamiggm anyo anyam na j anat, 361
yatha me bhürayo 'sat a, 307
yathñva3am tanvam (°vah) kalpayasva

(°} at), 79, 153, 329 (p 227)
yathg vayur akstto svadha bhava

(bhavatam), 329 (p 227)
yatha vayur antanksena samanamad

evam sam namantu, 359
yathdsama jivalol.e bhürayah, 307
yathüsa ragtravardhanah (*so mitre-

var°), 262 e
yathàsthanam dharayantam (°sthama

kalpayantam) ihaiva (yathg° kalpa-
yadhvam, kalpantàm), 241, 341

yathaham uttaro 'sani (vadAmi), 124
yathendram datvir vita) . bhavantu

(bhüyasuh), 161
yatheha purugo'sat ("ph syat), 169
yathattegam anyo anyam na janat, 361

yathainam jarase nayat, 169
yathatggm anyo anyam na jangt, 361
yad agneh sendrasya bhavamt, 121
yad aghriyata (°yathae) tad ghrtam

abhavah, 329 (p 221)
y ad adhriyata tad ghrtam abhavat,

329 (p 221)
yad antarikgam tad u me (nah) pita-

bhüt (pitasa), 219
yad annam adyate naktam (sayam), 85
yad apsararüparasya (apsaradrorupa°,

apsaradrür upa°), khadati, 363
yad aguddhah park aghana tad va

etena Sundhantam, 30, 71, 303, 349
(p 257)

yad asarpat (°pas) tat sarpir abhavat
(°vah), 329 (p 221)

yad aham devayajanam veda
katnomt (vr4cant), 118

yad aham dhanena prapananS caremt,
124, 345 (p 249)

yad ahnat kurute papam (ahna papam
akargam), 30, 230, 323

yadñ tvam abhtvarFast (yada piano
abhyavargit), 230, 329 (p 224)

yad 3mayatt ntg krtha (krta), 15
yada3rtamk;navo (karavo) jgtavedah,

190
yad ttt main attmanyadhvam, (yadi

main attmanyadhvat), 168, 179
yadt vdham anrtadeva asa (°devo

asmi), 231
yadt vrkgad abbyapaptat (vrkaggrgd

abhyapatat) phalam Clam tat), 217
yadi vahanty a3avah, 30
yad uttaradrav uparas ca khadatah,

363
yad ürdhvas ttgtha (°thgd) dravtneha

dhattat, 24, 337 (p 237)
yaded anta adadrhanta (adadrnh°)

pilrve, 280
yad enam dyaur janayat (ajan°)

euretgh, 288
yad atst manasa arm, 331
yad osadhayah samgachante (samag-

mata), 225, 230
yad dare sann thgbhavah (°bhuvah),

23, 217

,

.
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yad dhastabhyam cakrma (cakara)
kilbisam, 290, 345 (p 249)

yad brahmananam brahmam bhü-
yasam, 121

yad ratriyat kurute papam (ratriyâ,
°trya, papam akarsam, akaragam),
30, 230, 286, 323

) ad vaga mayum akrata, 349 (p 257)
yad vato apo ('po) aganigan (agamat),

217, 236
yad vadasyan samjagara janebhyah,

177, 231, 250 (p 163), 261
yad vaskandad dhaviQo yatra-yatra,

145 d
yad va skandad ajyasyota visno, 145 d
yad vo devah prapanam carama, 124,

345 (p 249)
yad vo 'guddha alebhe tan gun-

dhadhvam,30,71,303
yad vo '§uddhâh para jaghnur (°dhah

para jaghanaitad) idam vas tac
chundhami, 30, 71, 303, 349 (p 257)

yanta no ankam chardih, 100, 248 a
yam te svadavan svadanti gúrtayah

(avadhavan avadayanti dhenavah),
194, 240

yam tvam ayam (tvayam) svadhitis
tei amanah (tetal anah, tagmatej ah),
236

yam tva somenatitrpama (°pam, °pan),
315, 345 (p 251)

yam tva somenamimadam (°dan), 315
yarn dvigmas tam sa rchatu, 124, 125
yarn dviamas tasmin prati muñcami

pagan; 345 (p 251)
yarn dvegama tam rchatu, 124, 125
yan navam ait (ais) tan navanitam

abhavat (°vah), 329 (p 221)
yam nirmanthato a3vana, 125, 229
yan madhuno madhavyam 'sani

(bhüyasam), 170
yan ma soma ukthmo amandmuh

(somAso mamadan yad uktha), 99,
145 a

yan me 'dya retah prthavIm askantsit
(aakftn), 262 b

yan me mata pralulubhe (°lulobha,
pramamada), 79

yamam ralanam hawed duvaaya (*ay-
ata, eaparyata), 347

yamam ha yajflo gachati (°tu), 116
(p 70)

yam abadhnita savitA suketah (suée-
vah), 54, 218

yamasya detat ca vag vidhavati
(dütah a3vapad vidhavasi), 332 (p
232)

yamasya (°sya yena) baling carami,
124, 356

yamasya Joke adhirajjur ayat (aya;
loke nidhir alaraya), 153, 342

yamah súyamana.h, 232
yamaya tva mahyam varuno dadatu

(°ti), 118 (p 67)
yam wham' (aichama) m nasa so

'yam agat, 221, 229, 345 (p 249)
yams iva yatamane yad a>.tam (etam),

268
yamo dadaty (°tv) avasanam asmai,

118 (p 69)
yamo 'bhisutah, 232
yam bahava upalivanti (*vo 'nu-

IIvan), 124, 318
yaya ga akaramahai (°he), 253
yavaya dve$o asmat (yavayasmad

dvesah, °mad agha dve$ansi), 242
yavayaratili (°tim), 212
yakh stha yatasvi bhuyasam, 370

(p 279)
yak bhagag ca (bhagasya) vmdatu

(ma vidat), 158
yago me 'vocah (vocah), 266
yak 'si yak 'ham tvayi bhüyasam,

370 (p 279)
yas ta atml paAugu pravagtah, 248
yas tad (ti, tana) veda (vaianát) sa

patuli (°tu3, savituh) pitasat, 124
yas te drapsa (°sah) skandati (skanno)

yas te antuh, 245
yas te pranah paéuQu pravigtah, 248
yaa tva karad ekavrsam jananam, 145 a
yasmal lata na para naiva kma canasa,

231
yaamal jatam na pura kam canaiva, 231
}mama] jato na paro 'nyo (anyo) asti,

231
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yasmat param naparam asti kim cit,
231

yasmad anyan na param kim canasta,
231

yasmad anyo na paro asti latah, 231
yasmad bhita udava4ista (bhisava-

áigthah), 337 (p 239)
yasmad bhita udavepista (bhisave-

pisthah), 337 (p 239)
yaemad bhita (°to, bhísa) nisidasi

(nyasadah, °sadah), 230
yasmAd bhisA samlñaptah (samajñas-

thah), 248
yasmad yoner udaritha (°tha) yale

(yala) tam, 60, 118, 261
yasman na jatah paro anyo asti Ceti),

231
yasman nanyat param asti bhútam,

231
yasmin deva adhi wave mseduh (vis-

aktah), 246
yasmai krnott (karoti) brahmanah, 190
yasmai ca tva khanamy aham (khana-

masi), 345 (p 250)
yasmai caham khanami vah, 345 (p

250)
yasya krnmo (kurmo) havir grhe

(grhe havih), 190
yasya yonmi patireto grbhaya (prati

reto grhana), 192
yasyam karman kurvate (krnvate),

190, 231
yasydñlanaprasarpasi, 370 (p 278)
yasyam uaantah praharama (°rema)

aepam (°pe.h), 169
yaeyausadhih prasarpatha, 370 (p 278)
ya akrntann avayan ya atanvata

(yd4 ca tatrare, akrntan ya atanvan),
48, 218

ya atmanvad bibhrto (°tho) yau ca
raksatah (°thah), 21, 329 (p 228)

yah pa-Warn rsabhe prahiuomi
(°hinvo) etc , 117, 304

ya j ata pGtadakgasa, 87
ya tam ratrim upasmahe, 314
ya tiraci nipadyase (°te), 331
ya te tanuh pitrsv avive4a, 248
ya te patighni karomi, 190

ya devir antan abhito 'dadanta, 220,
365

ya na úrú Oat! vi4rayate (°ti, vis-
raydtai), 72, 253

yam karman cakrire, 231
ya no dadati aravanam pitPnam, 116

(p 73)
ydnti 4ubhrs rinann apah, 365
yam tva ratry upasmahe (upasate,

ratn yajamahe), 314
ya prathama vyauchat, 218
yabhyam karman, kurvate (krnvate),

190

yabhyam mrmanthatam avinau
devau, 125, 229

yam indrena samadadhvam (°dhadh-
vam, samdhñm samadhatthúh), 370
(P 278)

yam mayúraromabhih, 309
ya rai&nam (°na) saratham yAtha

(y ata) ugra, 21, 125, 331 ,

yavac ca sapta sindhavo vitasthire
(°tasthuh), 76

yavatinam-ydvatinam va aisamo lak-
sanam akdrisam etc , 104 e

yavatinam idam karomi (kansyami)
etc , 104 e

yavat sapta smdhavo vitasthire, 76
yavaydratun,242
yavayasmad dvesam (yavaya dveso

asmat), 242
yam atmanvad vi4atho (bibhrto) yau

ca raksathah (°tah), 21, 329 (p 228)
yá4 ca devir (°vyo, °vis) antan (tan-

tan) abhito 'dadanta (tatantha,
'ta°), 220, 365

yasyAm patighnI tam krnomi, 190
yahi mayüraromabhih, 309
yiyapayata (yi°) iva te manah (mu-

kham), 271
yuktas taro vimrlah sUryasya, 246
yukto vato'ntarilcsena te saha, 143, 246
yuksva (yufiksva) madacyuta hail, 192
yuksva (yusksva) hi ke4ina hail, 192
yuksva (yuIIksva) hi valmivati, 192
yuksva (yufiksva) hi vrtrahantama, 192
yuksva (yungdhvam) hy artist rathe,

192, 370 (p 279)
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yujo yujyante (yuñjantu) karmabhih,
85, 116 (p 70)

yudha devebhyo vanvaé cakartha, 329
(p 226)

yudhendro mahng vanvaé cakara, 329
(p 226)

yunakta eire, vi yuga tanudhvam
(tanota), 46, 275

yunajmi taro viprcah süryasya te
(toro vivrtah süryah savah, or
save), 246

yunajmi vayum antanksena te (tena)
saha, 143, 246

yuyuygtgm ito rapo apa endhah, 210 d
yu@man raya uta yalfia asaécata, 136
yüpiyocchriyamgngyinubrühi (°chn-

ya°), 282
yüyam vrstim varsayatha puriginah,

18
yfiyitam asmad rapo apa sndhah, 210 d
ye apsu sadinsi ('psu sad°) cakrire,

247
ye kilglena tarpayatho (°yanti) ye

ghrtena, 371 c
ye ke ca bhritarah sthana (ethah), 257
ye ca bhüte$u lagrati (jagrtha), 329

(p 221)
ye 'tra pitarah bhüyñstha, 17,

262 k
ye tvi ratry (°trim) upisate, 314
ye dadante (dadate) paica digah

eadhricih, 193
yena jayanti (jayasi) na parg layante

(Aram), 124, 360
yena tvam deva veda (tvam veda) .

bhüyah (bhava, edhi), 161
yena tvgbadhnat saviti suievah (°vah,

auketah), 54, 218
yena deva amrtam any avindan, 218
yena devaso amrtatvam inaéuh, 218
yena dhanena prapanam carini, 124,

345 (p 249)
yena bhüyat ea rgtrygm (caraty

ayam, caraty ayam), 124, 337 (p.
235)

yens bhang care, divam, 337 (p 235)
yena mabadhnat saviti subevah, 54,

218

yena yamasya mdhmg (baling) cargmi
(°m, °vah), 124, 356

yena áravinsy inaéuh (g§ata), 39, 219
yena finyam akrnutam, 190, 293, 332

(p 230)
yena süryam tamaso nir arum (mu-

moca), 59, 81 n , 215, 219
yena striyam akrnutam (stnygv aku-

rutam), 190, 293, 332 (p 230)
yenaksa (*sin, °Qyav, yena ksam)

abhyayicyanta (°giñcatam, °tam),
85, 293, 332 (p 230), 364

yena te pürve pitarah ',areal, 248
yengpgmrgatam (°mrsatam, yengvam-

riatñ.m) corr., 268, 293, 332 (p 230)
yenendrasya ratham sambabhüvuh, 359
yenendraya samabharah (cran) payañsi,

291, 360
yenaiga bhutan ti$thaty ('tare tisthate

hy) antaritmi, 76
ye no dvisanty anu tin rabhaeva, 349

(p 257)
ye parthivah sarpis tebhya imam

baum hargmi, 230
ye prthivyis samilagmur isam ürjam

vasinih,
'pm

231
ye , see ye apsu
yebhir vicam viávarupebhir (°rüpgm,

pugkalebhir) avyayan (°yat, sama-
vyayat), 359

ye ratrim (°trim) anuti$thanti (°atha),
329 (p 221)

yearn apsu sadas (°ah) krtam, 247
yeQv aham sumanih etc , see anyesv etc.
ye sarpah parthiva tebhya imam

baum ihirßam etc , 230
ye 'amfin abhyaghiyanti, 370 (p 279)
yo agnir agner adhyalayata (agnes

tapaso 'dhi latah), 248
yo aghayur abhidñaat, 124
yo asmin abhyaghgyati, 370 (p 279)
yo diéuyah sukrto havam et' (upa

ganta), 248 a
yo duskrtam karavat tasya duskrtam,

190, 360
yo devayinah panthis tena yalño

devan apy etu (tena devan gacha),
338
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yo devanam carasi pranathena, 337
(p 239)

yo na indravavu mitravarunav
abhidasati 124

yo no dvegti mown rabhasva, 349
(P 257)

yo no dvegty adharah sas padista (sa
padyatam), 161

yo no dvegty anu tam ravasva (ra-
bhasva), 349 (p 257)

yo no mitravaruna abhidásót sapatnah,
124

yo maghayur abhidasati, 124
yo ma dadati sa id eva mavah (mavat),

137, 217
yo maitasyS diSo abhidàsad . sa

rchatu, 124
yau visvas}a panbhü (°sNadhipa)

babhüvathuh (°tuh), 21, 329 (p 228)
robot ca no damyebhir anikaih, 329 (p

226)
ranan (rana) gayo na yavase, 360
ratham na dhirah svapa atakgam

(°gisuh), 315
rathitamau rathinam ahva (°nam

huva) ütaye, 2, 229
ratho na vajam sanig3ann (sanigann)

ayasit, 28, 234 c
ramadhvam ma bibhIta mat (bi-

bhitana), 258
ramayata (*ta) marutah syenam ayi-

nam (°tah pretam vajmam), 261
ray,m yena vanamahai (°he), 26, 124
rayim grnatsu didhrtam (dharaya),

210 a, 368
rayim ca nah sarvavìram (°ram) ni

yacha (°chata, °chatu, °chat), 154,
257, 370 (p 279)

myna. ca putran anusamvyayasva,
162, 308

rayim dhattam (dhattha, °tho) vasu-
mantam purukqum (satagvmam), 116
(p 72), 369

rayim dhehi sarvaviram vacasyam, 363
rara tarn ud iva vidhyati (°si), 338
rasena earn agasmahi (aganmahi), 202
ralanam samgayata (°yetam), 79, 330,

352

rala pavitraratho velum aruhah Chat),
329 (p 226)

ratrim-ratrim (ratrim-ratrim) apra-
yavam bharantah, 250 (p 166)

rayas ca pogam upasamvyayasva,
162, 308

rayas ca posair abhi nah sacadhvam
(samara), 371 d

rayas pogam yajamanesu dhattam
(dharaya, dhehi), 368

rayas pogam vi gyatam (gyatu, aya)
nabhim asme (asya), 329 (p 229),
368

rayas pogam abhi samvyayi9ye, 162, 308
rayas pos-ayotsrje (*jet), 325
rayas posen sam aria (em aeon), 74
rayas poso ni gidatu, 116 (p 68)
rástram duhatham ilia revatibhih,

21, 329 (p 224)
ragtram amugmai datta (dehi), 370

(p 279)
rucam no dhatta (dhehi) brhaspate, 355
rucito gharmah, 239
rudra ahutah, 232
rudrasya annum havasa grnimasi (viv-

ace), 345 (p 251)
rudran prinami (ru° devan yajiíenap-

iprcm), 233
rudraya tva mahyam varuno dadatu

(°ti), 116 (p 67)
rudras tva pracetasah pa3cat pant',

349 (p 257)
rudro vasubhir a cake (cilcetu), 139
rudro húyamsnah, 232
rüpam varnam pasünam ma nirmrk-

gam, 289, 302, 312
rüpam vo rüpenabhyemi (°bhyagam)

vayasú vayah, 230
rapad varnam ma nirmrkgat, 289, 302,

312
rüpena vo rüpam abhy again (aim),

230
relate suQmat prthivi cid adrivah, 117
reto dadhaty (°ty) ogadhítju garbham,

116 (p 70)
reto dhattam pugtyai prai ananam, 49 a
revati predha yajñapatim Avda, 362
revati yalamane priyam dha avisa, 362
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revatir yaj ñapatim priyadhaviéata, 382
rocate (rocitam), 247
rocitas tvam deva gharma deveav eai,

239
rocito gharmo ruciya, 239
rocigiyaham manusyegu, 249
rohanti (°tu) pürvya ruhah, 116 (p 71)
raudrenanikena pahi magne (pata

magnayah), 349 (p 257)
lokam me yajamanaya vmda (vindata),

370 (p 279)
vacaney daft (Eternal) ethaviraya takgam

(takguh), 291, 315
vap.o'si (hasmi) eapatnaha, 311
vadhid (°im) vrtram ramona man-

dasanah, 262 d
vanaspate 'va aria (aria), 259
vandadvara vandamana vivagtu, 323
vande darum vandamano vivakmi, 323
vapaya dyavaprthivi prornuvatham,

21, 329 (p 223)
vapam te agnir igito arohat ('va

earpatu), 136
vapta (*tar, °tra) vapam (°ti) keéaé-

maéru (keéan), 337 (p 241)
vayam ragtre Agryama (°ma, Agri-

yama) purohitah, 261, 281, 283, 287
vayam samghatam (°tam-samghatam,

°te-samghate) i earn a (layema,
samla°), 174

vaya ivanu rohate ((ti), 79
vayailsi ya aviveéa yo mrgegu, 248
yayo datre (datra edhi, datre bhüyan)

mayo mahyam (*yam aetu) prati-
grahltre, 161, 338

varano varayatai (°yigyate, °yat),
65, 171

vanvasya mahamaha (°eye mahonam),
261

varunasya akambhasarlanam asi (°ny
°ni stash), 363

varuneti éapamahe (°matai, yad
anima), 104 h

varuno varayat, 65, 171
varütrayo janayas tva.. paoan-

ttikhe, 53, 349 (p 257)
outdo] (varu°) tva devi pacatam

ukhe, 53, 349 (p 257)

varebhir varan abhi gu pra eidatah
(eta), 248

varca a dhehi me tanvam (dilly, me
tannin), 85, 130

varcaya mukham ma na ayuh pramo-
gih, 250 (p 162)

varco aamasu (mayi) dhatta (dhehi),
370 (p 277)

vartir yajñam panyan sukratúyase
(°ei), 79

vardhigimahi ca vayam a ca pyasigi-
mahi (pyayigimahi ca), 208, 249

vargman kgatrasya kakubhih (°bhi,
kakubbhih) éiériyanah (érayaava),
250 (p 183)

vargman ragtrasya kakudi érayaava,
250 (p 163)

vavakga (°gur) ugro (rgvo) satrtah,
248

vavakga Coat) eadyo malt' dutyam
caran, 140

vaéaya dugdham apiban (°dham
pitva), 248

vaal vaéam nayasa (nayasa) ekaja
tvam, 117

vasupate vi ramaya, 242
vaeünam rudranam adityanam eadasi

stela (°nam sadanam asi, °nam sado
'si ), 210 a, 365

vasüm krnvan (°vann mama, asme;
kurvan) narya Inman,5n 190

imam carur (carye, caryo, cayyo) vi
bhajasi (bhrjAsi, bhala sa) ]Ivan, 152

vaeogpate ni ramaya (rae), 242
vaha (vaha) devatra didhigo (da°)

having', 281
vahaei ma (vahanei ea) eukrtam

yatra lokah (°ah), 152
vahigthebhir viharan yam (pahi) tan-

turn, 116 (p 73)
vak tva eamudra upadadhAtu (°dhe)

etc , 49 a, 139
vak patamgaya éu;riye (dhiyate, hü-

yate, °go aéiényat, °ga a3iBrayuh),
72, 219, 349 (p 258)

vakpa vacam me pahi (patu), 337 (p
237)

vag artvijyam karigyati (karotu), 162

set,

,
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vfig yajfiena kalpatam (°te), 116 (p 67)
vficam te mayi dadhe, 33
vficam te mä hense,sam (vAcam asya ma

hensth), 304
vficam te gundhAme, 30
vacam dhehi, 158
vacam paten (pranam . ) ma nir

mfirlih (mrk$am), 206, 289, 302
vacam me tvayi dadhani, 33
vacam me dill, 158
vAcaspatir vacam adya (vficam nah,

valam nah, no adyn vapor') svadati
(°tu, °atu) nah (te, ), 92, 104 p

vAcaspatih somam spat (somam
pibatu, °ti), 104 f

vAcaspate 'chidrayñ airayat
(°yant, °yasva, erayasva) svfiha, 40,
248, 338

vacaspate vaco °avaksase (°yak-
ryase, °vachase), 27, 171

vacah satyam agìmahe (agiya), 345
(p 250)

vita somam avanayami, 345 (p 252)
vajam tvagne legivansam sasanvansam

()esyantam samqyantam) sam-
marlme, 234 d

vAtasya nu (°syedam) prasava Ababh-
uva (*ve sambabhuvema), 345 (p 251)

ville abhi pra [(ante (°se), 328
vale tva sapatnasaham sam marlin!

(mArgte), 312
vAlmam tva vAjeno 'vanayAmah (va-

jiny avanayAme), 345 (p 252)
valtno me yaliiam vahan (vahfine), 325
valtno v3lateto 'dhvana skabhnuvanto

gachata, 250 (p 163)
valtno vajateto vAcam sansyanto (ear°

vatam tesyanto) ava jighrata,
329 (p 227), 352

vAjeno irk aleto vAtam sasrvanso
vanso, sa° vAjam legevadso) . WA-
gam avajighrata mmrlanah (bhage
ni mTlatam, bhage nt mrddhvam),
87, 284, 329 (p 228), 352

vfijenau vfilatetau vatam jitvA .

ava j egh rat am (*tam, mmrtyetham),
87, 329 (pp 227, 228), 352

vajebhir ma hrníyathah, 195, 243

vate dhah, part of manaspata imam
etc , q v

vfinaspatya graving" ghosam akrata,
217, 229, 230

yam! te (nama) samdrge dhesiya
(dhi°, dhimahi), 175, 279, 346

vayave stokfin:Zm, 156
vayuh pagur asit tenayntanta (°Iata)

359

vayur diL-sito diksayatu (dikseta)
etc , 79, 160, 243

vAyuh somah sürva punantu, 355
vayo ve (vili) stokanfim (sto°), 156
vicaranty apativrat3, 231, 250 (p 165)
ve lihiyva lokam krnu (tihirsva lokàn

krdhe), 210 a
vidvir yaman vavardhayan (Simon

avar°), 218, 273
vidad (vided) am gatakratur naiad

(vided) isam, 169
vided (vider) agnir (agner, agne) nabho

nama, 332 (p 233)
vedeya (*yam), 68
vidma te dhama (vidma te nama)

paramam guha yat, 261
vidma (°ms) te svapna janitram, 281
vedhrtar ase (°ti athah), 368
ve parianyam (°yah) srjante rodasi

anu, 74, 116 (p 69), 349 (p 255), 361
ve papmana prñkta, 352
viprca (°cah, °cas, °cau) atha (sthah),

352
ve prchad ett mataram, 9, 137
vepra (vepraya) gathatn gayata yaj

tulo9ate (°sat, yam jujosate), 45, 253
vibhum kamam (vebhün Icemen) vy

agíya (agnavae), 169
ve mamara rohito vegvarupah, 218
ve ma papmana (papena) pinta

(°tam), 352
ve memIgva payasvatlm ghrtficím (vim-

ime tvA pa° devAnäm), 118 (p 89),
304

vi mucyantam usrtyàh (mucyadhvam
aghnya [°mya] devayanAh), 341

ve yolanfi memidhvam etc , 250 (p 183)
vi yo mame rajas! sukratuyayfi (yo

raja>1sy amimita sukratuh), 218

(ltgi-
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nratâh smah (sms bhoh). 25, 262 e
vir5jini j1nas}z dhallds} a) ca.

124
ri relito amrFsl vlsvarClpam. 21S
vivasva 3iltyaLa m1Ild35ra. 210 a
rlva4rldrstP abhi no gFnihl CnSiII+.

275
4149E41nn Cran i âdit-al<a . . . mat-

sri. 21n a
vlraSr:^ adlt=r . . vi_ J37 p.

"3
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vidvair vidvañgaih saha sam bhavema
(°vffmi), 121, 345 (p 251)

vivo rffya isudhyati, 337 (p 236)
vi$urüpff yat salaksmano bhavatha,

104 h, 330, 365
visurüpe ahani dyaur ivñsi (iva sthah),

368
vi@ücinán (°na) vyasyatffm (*tat), 254
vise visam aprkthah (aprffg api), 36, 79,

341
visnuh prthivyam vyakransta etc,

230, 313
visnur antarik$e (divi) vyakransta

etc , 230, 313
vignuh dipivista Pray (ara) Asannah,

232, 239
visnus tva kramatam (tvakransta), 130
vi$nor manasa pate sthah (paten, asi),

351
visno havyam raksasva (rakga), 63
vi sakhyam srjffmahe (°mahai, visriff-

vahai), 26, 118, 357
vihAram ca gam ma samcffrisuh,

329 (p 224)
vidvir yffmann avardhay an, 218, 273
vitam ghrtasya guhyani nama, 116

(p 73)
viram lanayisyathah (*tali), 21, 337

(p 236)
viras trata ni gidatu, 116 (p 68)
virebhir adhi tan no grano rajas()

vimAno, 250 (p 163)
virebhir advair maghavA bhava (°va)

nah, 259
vrtha. pfflaflsi krnute (°ge) nadiau

('Sv A), 334
vr$anam yantu (°ti) janayah supatnih,

116 (p 69)
nave cakradad (°do, crap acikradad)

vane, 131, 272, 335
vedim bhümim kalpayitvá (vedir bhü-

mir akalpata), 237
venas tat padyan nihitam guha sat

(°yan vidv8 bhuvanffni vidv8n; pad-
yat paramam guha yat), 250 (p 168)

yeso 'ay veviddhi, 238
vairüpe simian iha (adhi; °penn

samna) tac chakema (°keyam), 345
(p 2,19)

vaidvadevffgnimñrute etabhnitam
(°nutam), 191

vaidvffnarah pavayan nah pavitraih
(pavitri mff punatu), 152, 241

vaidvffnaraya prati vedayffmah (°mi),
345 (p 251)

vyacasvati sam vasatham (°etham),
193

vy antarikyam atirah (*rat), 329 (p.
227)

vy adema (*main) devahitam yad
ayuh, 39

vy astabhna (aska°, aska°, mots°
askabhnffd, astabhnffd) rodasi visnav
('na, °¢nr) ete, 332 (p 232)

vy aaya yonim prati reto grhana, 192
vy Anad (Asa) mdYah prtanah svojffh,

215, 219
vyAne nividyamrtam hutam (range

'mrtam juhomi), 246
vy Asthan mrdho abhayam te abhüt,130
vy ucliá (aucho) duhitar divah, 138
vralam gomantam udijo vi vavruh (°lo

apa vran), 219
vratam raksanti vidvaha, 63
vratam krnuta (°ta vratam krnu

vratam krnuta), 362
vratffnam vratapate (°tayo) vratam

acarigam (acffrgam), 206, 286
trata raksante vidvffhff, 63
daneamo daivom (°aa moda iva, °sffvo

daiva, dansffvom), 369
dam ca vakQi pari ca vakai, 79, 164
litem yo nah darado Nit/in ('nayat,

nayat, alilAn, aliyfft, lllan), 145 e
datam jivantu (°tah, ,Ovens, ca IIvffmi,

ca jiva) daradah purücih (eavirah,
eu°, sarvavirAh), 103, 250 (p 166),
290, 303, 308, 344

dam na edhi (no astu, no bhava, no
bhütam) dvipade dam catuQpade,
371 b

dam astu tanve mama, 107, 154
damitAro yad atra sukrtam krnava-

thSsmàsu etc , 190, 360
dam u te tanve (tanuve) bhuvat, 107,

154
dam üdho romadam hathah, 20, 337

(p 242)
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lam v astu tanrai tara, 107, 154
Barad dhemantah surtte dsdhñta ('tu).

332 (p 233), 355
âarad var=3lt suvitam (sulrtatñ) no

astu (svite no dadhata), 332 tp. 233)
Bardh3ns) altar ajaran (alarasya)

dhaksatah (dhaksyasel, 27, 79 250
(p 165)

lagna ca stho (stha) varma ca sthah
(ethal, 369

Barman (`mans) te syims trtvarittha
udbhau, 346

¡arma yacht (yachata dvipadel
catuspade, 370 fp 279)

¡arma vurOtham .-isad3t svah (=dah
surah), 337 tp 253)

tinta- no astu tme astu 333
liptvisTa tw:.,it` 1t ('Ia 5r5 is:.dyamA-

nah i, 232, 23()
Atrasa dhira,, t, .imi (dh3rtt5 devil 246
tiro aFa¡yam ('., an) psthibhth su-

gebhih, 315
Anam praj3bhvo 'htnsantam

khanamah ('mt), 346
itvayA tanvopa sprlsta tracam me

('Bantu tracam te) 329 (p 223)
Alvah ¿tome bhav3si nah, 1,52
Btrám giritra (girala) tam kuru (krnu),

156, 190
BirA ca me lagmA caidhi, 152
áivAn agnin apsusado havAmahe, 2, 346
livA nah lamtamA bhava (bhsvantu),

365
diva no bhavata ('tha) Cream, 16
hyena tra (má) caksug5 pa¡yantr

Apah (pa¡}-atapah), 329 (p 223)
giro me saptarsia (°ta ;gin) upa tig-

thasra (tiglha), 76
lucanto agnim vavrdhanta (vA') in-

dram, 271
¿Imam ghrtena lucayalr saparyAn

(yan), 8, 145 d
lucim te (ca) varnam adhi go.yu di-

dharam (dhAraya), 130, 304
AuddhAh pali bhavata (°tha, bhavan-

tu) yaidtyAsah, 16, 329 (p 228)
Buddha¿ caritrAh, 246

¿imam klnA¡A abhi (anu) yantu ((Io
abhy etu) rAhath (vAhAn), 349 (p.
256)

lumens ma L ram bhùyat, 161
lundhi tiro mAzyáyuh pra most, 250

(p 162)
lundhatAtn lokah pttrsadanah, 296,

349 (p 256)
Bundhadhvam daivR 3ya karmane, 30
¡undhsntim lokAh pitrgadan3l?, 296,

349 (p. 256 )
BubhA )-3st rinann apah, 365
Aumbham mukham mA na Ayuh pra

mozIh 250 (p 162)
ArdgAnive.^ cnrñgin3m sam dadr3re

(`Bare), 252
lrnu Ama (lrnavama) :aradah Bstam,

169
/mots gravano riduso nu }-aj dam, 210 a
lrnotu no damyebh.r sniksih, 329

(p. 226)
Amant' ("tu) vitre smrtaaya putrAh,

(amrtAsa etat), 116 (p 69)
Arnvanty ('tv) Apo adha ('dhah)

k;arantth, 116 (p 69)
Arta utsn3ti ('tu) isnit3 matinim, 116

(p. 69)
Artas tram â;to 'ham, 2S1
Aerate ,cere) s)-a sarre papmAnab, 252
B} eno na )'ontm ghrtavantam Asadam

(°dat), 250 (p 187)
lyeno na vañsu (viksu) Sídati (si°,

kals¡e;u sldasi), 329 (p 227)
AraddhA ca no mA vyagamat, 146, 182,

207
âraddha pral -s cs . . kurvantm svAhA,

355
Araddh.-imedhe prajdA . samdadAtu

sv3b3, 355
Braddh5 me m5 vyAgát, 146, 182, 207
éraddhA) Am apane (udine, prane, sam-

Ane, vyane) niviByBmrtatñ hutam
(nivigto'mrtatñ juhotm), 246

Aravad ("van) brahmAtAF AvasA gamat
(*man), 152, 367

BrinAnA apsu mrIIlata (vrdlate), 229
Betas tram Arno 'ham, 231
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éri (érir) me bhajata (°tu), 79, 156
brutóm brahmany svasa astir, 152,

367
érots gravano viduso na yalñam, 210 a
érotram ya)fiena kalpatam (°te), 116

(p 67)
órotram te ma hiñsigam, 304
érotiapah (*pa) érotram me pain

(patu), 337 (p 237)
órotram asya ma hinsih, 304
érotram mayi (me) dhehi (déh), 158
érotraya me varcodäh (°dau, °da

varcase) pavasva (pavethám), 372 a
élakanam evava gflhati (°si), 329

(p 224)
évahsutyam (°yAm va) prabravimi

(°brfltat), 116 (p 68)
sa idem wham abhavat sa abhavat,

341
sa idem devebhyo havih (havyam)

suéami (éamisva su°) éamisva
(éami°), 28.5

sa 1m vrssjanayat (°yans) tasu gar-
bham, 250 (p 165)

sam yujysva sambhya a, 356
sam avatar jagatìbhir (°bhih prcyan-

tam sam) madhumatir madhumati-
bhih prcyantam (srjyadhvam), 329
(p 224)

samvntsaraé ca (*ras te) kalpatam
(°antam), 355

samvatsarìaam (°riyfim) avastun Ag-
Aste (séase), 317

samvatsarena panbhflh (paryabha-
vat), 248

sain vasâtham (vase') svarvids
(°vidau), 193

samvidam me vmda (vindata), 349 (p
257)

sam sanuyava varigv a, 356
samsarpa (*pan) trip samudran svar-

g8n (°gafll lokAn), 130, 250 (p 165),
337 (p 242)

sam eúryasya jyoti$8ganma, 345 (p
251)

sam suryena rocate (*se; didyute;
didyutad udadhir mdhih), 79, 227,
341

samhanava (°hasy ate) sváha, 234 c
sakhfiyn a éiyamnhi (°hc), 131
sakhayah saptapada abhflma (°yau

°paddy abhilva, °pada babhùva;
sakha °pada I°dí1 bhava), 130, 307,
367

sakhyat (°yam) te ma yogam (yosah),
168, 182, 307

sa ganta gomati vraje, 174, 248 a,
324

sa gharmam invat (indham) parame
sadhasthe, 152

sam gachatam (°asva) tanva (tanuvA)
jfitnvedah (suvaresh), 337 (p 242)

sa cal.ararasam vi5am, 341
sacator indraé carkrsa a, 79
sacavahe Chat) yad avlkam purs cit,

26, 124, 253
sajñtanam asad (aso) vaéI, 341
saj titan fun madhyamecthah (°9theyñya,

°atha yathasam, °mastha cdhi), 311
samjajñane rodas! sambabhuvatuh,

356
sam)anate (earn jñnamahai) mama

sam cikitre (cikitva), 117, 324
samjananesu vai brilyah, 342
samjananau vi)ahatam arátih, 250

(p 166)
samjihsnaya svaha, 87
samjiva (°vika) nama atha ta imam

(imam amum) sam)Ivayata (sam-
jiva atha samjivyasam), 161, 238, 305

samjñananesu vai brayait, 342
samjfianena vo hawed yalamah, 345

(p 249)
sam jvotisabhúma (°bhflvam), 345

(p 251)
satyam vadtsyümi (Nye), 64
satyam rte'dhfiyi ('dham), 85, 266
satyabhighrtam (°tam asi) satyena

tvabhigharayami, 241
satyaya havyam ghrtavaj juhota (°vad

vidhema), 160, 290, 307
satyena tvàbhigharayami (°bhiji-

gharmi), 241
satyena parivartaye (°ya), 66, 116 (p

70), 304
sa tvAkar ekavrgabham svanam, 145 a
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sa tva manmanasam karotu (°sam
krnotu), 190

sa tvaitebhvah pari dadat (dadat)
pitrhhvah, 11, 167, 193

sadato me ma ksñvi (me mopadasah
°sat), 329 (p 223)

sada va indra§ carki cad a, 79
sa drgto mrdavatt (°tu, mr1°) nah, 173
sadvahsutyam prabravimi etc ,

116 (p 68)
sadyo lalññno havyo babhiltha (°va),

341
sa nah pito madhuman a vi§eha (viv-

e§a), 69, 139, 332 (p 233)
sa nah pürnena vavanat (vachatu), 154
sa nah pralSyai harya§va mrdaya

(mrda), 194
sa nah Enema trivariltham vi yansat,

106, 210 I)
sanigvanta§ cit tuvinrmna valam, 234 d
sanemi isla pal writ' vidvan, 116

(p 69)
sa no livesv S yams, 117
sa no devah §ubhaya smrtyá

yunaktu (°ti), 116 (p 69)
sa no devegv a yamat, 117
sa no nedistham havanany agamat

(°ni logat), 45, 140, 253
sa no nedistha havanani josate (°nft

lu;oga), 45, 140, 253
sa no mayobhüh pito (pitav, pitur)

avi§asva (°§eha, Avive§a), 36, 69,
139, 332 (p 232)

sa no muneatu (rakgigad) duritad
avadyat, 173

sa no mrdatidr§e, 152, 367
sa no rayim sarvaviram ni yachatu, 154
sa no vasüny (vi§vsny) a bhara (*rat),

153, 341
sa no vi§vani havaniini josat, 45, 140,

253
aam tva tatakguh (tatakgnuh), 231, 273
sam devi (devi) devyorva§ya pa§yasva

(°va§yakhyata), 138, 329 (p 227)
sam devair vi§vadevebhir aktam, 144
sam nahyasvamrtaya kam, 30, 308
aamnahye (°hya) sukrtaya kam, 30, 308
Barman mavagam (°gata), 306

sam-

sam no
69)

mall..mall.. sam iso mahantam, 116
(P

san me bhüyüh (°yat), 341
sapatnaha marutiim prasave laya,

158, 308
sapatnan eahisimahi (°vahi), 369
sapatnim me sahavahai, 389
saputrikayam lagratha, 19, 152
sa pilrvaval lanayañ (°yal) jantave

dhanam, 250 (p 166)
sa pürvyo nütanam AvivBsat (aligigam,

''sat), 312
sapta yonir (yoniñr) a prnasva (°sva)

ghrtena,261
sapta svasaro abhi sam navante (°ta),

229

sapratha (°thah) sabham me gopaya
(pahi,'lugupah), 130

sabhya sabham me pahi, 130
sam agnis tapasñgata, 248
sam adktam barhir haviga ghrtena, 87,

144
sam ayáva sam kalpavahai, 308
sam arir (arir) vidam (vidah), 157, 329

(p 223)
sam a§vaparna§ caranti (°tu, °parnah

patantu) no narah, 116 (p 69)
sam

175
aham ayusa gmiya (gmisíya),

samakurvanah praruho ruha§ ca, 232
sam akütìr (°tir) nam3masl(annnsata),

50, 230, 312
samagachantIsam ürlam vasiinlh (du-

hanah), 231
samacakranah praruho ruha§ ca, 232
samanam vonim anu samcarantl (°car-

ete), 250 (p 167)
samanam 3 onim abhi sambabhüva, 356
samanena vo havica luhomi, 345 (p

249)

samñne nivist o 'mrtam luhomi (nivi§y-
àmrtam hutam), 248

sam apa osadhibhir gachantam (Apo
adbhir agmata), 130

sa mam avi§atad ila, 254
samavavartti (samavrtat) prthivi, 230
samifigayati earvatah, 284
samitam samkalpetham, 308
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sam indra no (no) manasá nesi (nevi)
gobhili, 164

sam mdrena vi§vebhir devebhir (indro
vn§vadevebhir) añktám, 144

samiñgayati sarvatah, 284
samicinaaa bate (5§ata), 230
samudrasy a tvfiksityfi un nay-imi (vo

'ksi° un nays), 51
samudre tv5 sadane sldayami (°dre

sad° sida), 238
earn u vfim (vo) yaiñam mahayam

(°yan) namobhiln, 315
earn Who roma§am hatah, 20, 337

(p 242)
sameddhAram anhasa urusyfit (°sah

palm), 153, 341
samprca roes, °cah) atha (°cau athah)

sam mA bhadrena prñkta (°tam), 352
sam pra cyavadhvam upa (anu) sam

pra ylta, 362
sampriyah (°yam praiayfi) pa§ubhir

bhava (bhuvat), 23, 107, 154, 337
(p 236)

sain babhüva sanibhya A, 356
sam barhir aktam (añlctfim) havis&

ghrtena, 87,144
sam blhubhyam dhamati (bharati,

namati, °te, °yam adhamat) sam
patatraih (yaiatranh), 50, 229

sammi§lo arugo bhava (bhuvah), 23,
107,154

samyag fiyur yaiñam (°ño) yaüiapa-
tau dadhfitu (dhah), 158, 338

ea yaiñam patu sa yaiñapatim sa
mam pátu, 329 (p 227)

ea yaiñam pain (pahi ea) yaiñapatim
pHhn sa mam pahi, 329 (p 227)

sa yaiñiyo yajatu (°ti) yai6iyan
rtün, 116 (p 69)

ea yatha tvam rue} a roco 'sy
ruci.giya (raya rocasa roci.siya),
249, 279

ea yatha tvam bhrajatá bhr8io 'ay
bhrliyBsam (tvam bhr8iy8

bhrliasa bhrliisiya), 57, 249
sarasvatim eukrto ahvayanta (hav-

ante), 2, 5, 194, 223, 229

earasvati (°tih) evapasah sadantu
(lam), 73

saraavaty& (°tyam) adhi manáv (mana,
vanlva, manAv), acarkrsuli (acak°,
carkrdhi), 138, 236, 360, 372 c

sarasvantnm noose iohavirni, 2, 3, 78,
121, 345 (p 251)

earn patatrinih sthana (etha, tiara
patatrini bhütv&), 250 (p 165),

257

sarire tvl sadane sfidayamn, 238
sarvam tad asmán ml hinsih Celt),

337 (p 242)
sarvam tam bhasmasl (maamasa)

kuru, 130, 304
sarvam ayur ayfim (a§iya, osi, ahi,

gesam), 104 v
earvam &}ur dadhltu me, 365
sarvam a}vr vyiinaSe (vya§navai), 39,

140, 324
sarvam punatha (punita) me pfipam,

79, 152
sarvam punatha me yavfih, 79, 152
sarvah sarv& vi caratu prai&nan, 116

(P 68)
sarvan agninr apsusado huye (huye

vah), 2, 346
sarv5n apa }ai:imasi, 60
sarvans tan mrsmrsa (mamma) kuru,

130, 304
sarv:in ava yaiarnahe, 60
sarvan ni masmagakaram, 130, 304
sarvan patho anrn& á ksiyema (ksi°),

282
sarve devl atylyanti (°tu), 94, 116

(p 72)
carve voila varunasyfibhüvan (°bhü-

ma), 316
serve s&kam ni jasyata, 139
salaksma (°ma) yad viaurüpa (°pain)

bhav5ti (babhüva), 104 h, 330, 365
salile tvl sadane efidayámi (sal° sad°

eida), 238
ea vah earvßh earn carate pral foam;

(P 68)
anti te haetam agrabhit

°bhid mall), 130
Chit,
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savitñ varen 3'idadh<<t (°dhuh), 355
aviti vv akalpavat, 217

savit5 hasten, agrahit (°bhit), 130
sa vit5larn (°lai) pary eh (ctu, pari

N 5ti) pralñnan, 116 (p 69)
sa viCvnm (°v5) prati caklpat (°pe),

30, 140
sa viva bhuva abhavah (bhuvo a-

bhavat sa ahhavat), 391
savyam pKdam nvanenilc, 236, 247
sasavñnsná ca tuvinrmna vllarn, 214 d
sa sma krnoti (°tu) ketum fi, 116 (p

69)
saha lard una niskramva (*Diva car-

patu), 250 (p 164), 329 (p 227)
saha dharmam cari (°maa carve tam),

85, 356
sahasraposam (*cam vah, vo) pu.evam

(puavasam, pu-, anti, (43 a), 175,
250 (p 164)

saliadiahhntli lnyasi (°ti) aravo brhat,
320 (p 226)

sahkvohi (°vnrtu) lai;SVuna, 329 (p 227)
sahobhau carati[m dharmam, 85, 356
sakam lar3yunII pata, 320 (p 227)
sa cal.aithñrasam vitam, 341
sa dil,FltS cameo Vallam asme (alarm

asmlt), 152
sa nn ñgan (aitu) varcasa snnividSna,

130
sa nah payasvatI duhIIm (duhe, dhuk-

qvn), 104 h, 337 (p 236)
sa nah purl §ivatarnam craya, 40

nah karma trivarütham ni yachat,
106, 210 b

sä no asmin cuta 5babhüva, 361
sa no dad5tu §ravanam pitfnám (pate)

116 (p 73)
sa mam a vi<atad ihn (*tam ihaiva),

254
sä ma §ñntir cdhi, 338
s8 ma samiddha saminta>fa

dhatAm, °indhigatam), 191, 210 a
sa medhl vi3atIId u mAm, 254
sa me satya§Ir devesu bhüyat (°gv

astu), 161
eavitrim bho anu brain (me bhavan

anu braQitu), 329 (p 226)

ea samnaddha sanuhi valam emam
(sunuhr bhñgarlh arti), 152

sathyainia (sqhvainso) dasyum avratam,
250 (p 166)

sinanti p51,am titi (adlii) dhrra eti
(( m1), 116 (p 60) 31S

smantu salve ani tam vadantam, 116
(p 60)

sinivaili krnotu (karotu) tam, 190
einiv5ly acil.lpat, 217
sinivrdi 1 alum devayalyaya pa4uman

Crane) Taboo loam (palo( vinde-
yam), 175

sindhor arma vv aksaran (°rat), 370
(p 279)

sidatauu bailli/. 1 sumat, 341
sir lli patatrini sthana, 250 (p 165), 257
sub item ma devesu brutal, 104 t, 332

(p 233)
sul.rtani lake sidata (sida), 370 (p 279)
sugar, panthanam 5ruksam, 345 (p

219)
sug5 vo devait sadana (°nam) akarma

(l.rnomi, nad.inani santu, devils
sadanedam astu), 104 f, 345 (p 251)

sutarm5nam adhi nav.im ruhema
(iuhe\aru), 346

autan-un pitun aihatliali (arhasi), 368
sunüvnrn aruhe3 am, 133, 306
suntan 5 (°oh u, cota) ca dhavatah

(°ta, °ti), 275, 249, 371 a
supippala ocadhili l.art.in5sme (kartam

asme, asmai), 26, 372 b
suputraim subhag.-im kuru (krnu,

l.rdlii), 100, 210 a
supeSasas karati (karoti) logigad dhi,

124, 183
supo5ah po,als syam (posait' syat

), 303
supialIIh pialava (pralabhih) syam

(ihft5sam, hhüy5s, syäma) etc ,175,
303, 345 (p 251)

subaddham amutas karam (karat), 312
subhütakrtah aubhütam nah krnuta,

104 n
subhütaya pipìhi (pipihi), 270
subhesajam yathasati (°si, °sat), 253,

337 (p 236)

sa

(°in-
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sumnaya sumrini sumnc ma dhattam,
369'

sumnayuvah (°yavas) sumnyaya sum-
nam (°nyam) dhatta, 389

sumne sthah sumne ma dhattam, 369
suyame me adya ghrtaci bhüyastam

(me bhüyastam), 161
suray& (suraya) mútraj janayanti

(°ta) retail, 44, 229
surucitam main devamanusyesu kuru,

249
sues, , avar
euvirabhis vajakarmabhrh

(tirate vaiabharrnabhili), 47, 197
suved& no casa karat (krdhi), 93
edam' gamigva (game, gamnisva),

192, 285
modem rd gavam asti pra khuda, 116

(P 73)
suaadam asida (asadam), 130, 308
susatyam rd gavam asyasi pra khudasi,

116 (p 73)
suhutakrtah stha suhutam karrsyatha

(°tam akarsja), 104 n
sücibhrh gamyantu (gim°, gamayantu)

tva, 241
süyame me 'dya stam etc , 161
süro aktugv a yaman (°at), 361
süryah pavitram sa ma punatu, 355
süryah pagur lait ten&yaianta etc ,

359
süryam caksur gachatu (caksuga

gacha) vatam atma (°mana), 338
súrya navam aruksah, 133, 306
süryam te caksur gachatu vatam

atma, 338
sürya bhraliqtha (etc ) aal (bhü-

y ah, edhi), 104 d
süryasya cakgur aruham Wotan), 130,

306
süryasya tapas tapa (tapah), 25, 156
süryasya ragmin any atatana (°tan-

tha), 338
süryasy&vrtam anvavarte (°vartae-

vasau), 311
srjad (Brio vi) dhar& ava yad danavan

(ava danavam) han, 332 (p 231)

sed agnir agninr aty astv (ety) anyiin,
116 (p 70)

sed u raia ksayatr (kseti) carsaninam,
193

seyam Egad varcasa samvidana, 130
so asman (asman) adhipatin karotu,

190
so 'dhvara karat' j atavedah, 154, 351
soma indro dharayantam etc , 79
somah pavitram sa ma punatu, 355
somah punimah l.alageyu sidati (satta),

248 a
somam sa (etc ) rchatu yo 'bhi-

dasatr, 124
somam te krinamy etc , 119
somavikrayrn eomam te krinani etc ,

119

somasyñham devayalyaya suret& (vig-
vam) reto dhrgiya (dhe°), 279

soma aranti (°tu) vrsnave, 116 (p 71)
soma rndro dharayantu, 79
somanam pit= arhathah, 368
somaya vaca udyatam (ucyate), 248
so'mltatvam agiya (agyat), 39, 313
somo arsati vi?nave, 116 (p 71)
somo Amman sa mamuya janimantam

karotu svaha, 130
somo 'dadad (dadad, 'dadad) gan-

dharvaya, 193, 266
somo rayim sahaviram nr yansat, 154
somo retodhas dhrsiya, 279
somo vasuvrn mahyam jayam imam

adat, 130
somo viram karmanyam dadati (°tu),

116(p 67)
so 'man adhipatin krnotu, 190
so 'syai ('eyah) pra]&m muñcatu

mItyup&gat, 173
so 'ham vajam saneyam agne (sanamy

agneh), 121
etuta, 75
stuto yam (yahi) yagatr anu, 164
etudhvam, 75
stu9eyyam puruvarpasam rbhvam, 250

(p 167)
stugva varqman puruvartmanam

samrbhvanam, 250 (p 167)
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strnanti (etrnita) barhir antitank, 85,
116 (p 70), 341

etrnita barhih pari dhatta vedim, 347
stego nu kggm aty eti prthvim (egi

prthivim), 329 (p 223)
stenasyetyeTm any ihi taekaraeya

(°tyam taskarasyanv ihi, eQi), 116
(p 71)

stotaram id didhiaeya (dadhige) rada-
vaso, 142, 304

etotrbhyo dhrsnav iyanah (Iy°), 198
stomasya dhAman nihitam (nyadham)

puri$yam, 246
ethamm vrkkav (°ny aávan) atiythi-

pam (*pan), 325
snuqa eapatna (°nah) ávaauro'yam astu

('ham asmi), 118 (p 71), 316
eyata devebhir amrtenagah (°gat), 329

(P 228)
syonam te sadanam karomi (krnomi),

190
syonam te saha patya karomi, 186, 190
syonam patye (patibhyo) vahatum

krnuava (krnu tvam), 36, 41
eyonam me saha patya karomi, 190
syona ca me susadA caidhi (casi susada

casi), 116 (p 66)
syonam a sida (asadam), 130, 308
sruca juhuta no (luhutana) havih, 258
svagA vo devah sadanam akarma

(°nani Bantu), 104 f, 345 (p 251)
evadanti (°tu) devA ubbaya,ni havye,

123
svadantu (svadati, °tu) havyam (yal-

ñam) madhunA ghrtena, 104 p, 370
(p 279)

svadhabhir yalñam sukrtam )uyasva
(pray atam lußantam), 365

avadhvara krnuhi jAtavedah (karat'
°vedñh), 95, 154

svam ma Islam astu etc , 161
evayam luhudhvam (pibantu) ma-

dhuno gh;tasya, 329 (p 226)
evaya tanva tanvam airayat, 40
evargam (*gat, evagan) arvanto (ar-

vato) jayema (jayati, °ta, tah),
160, 250 (p 164), 308

evargena lokena (svarge [suvar°] loke)

samprornuvatham (pror°, prornvA-
tham, swap' , pro rnuvñtam).
21, 329 (p 223)

verge loke pinvamano bibhartu, 104 b
svar (suvar) na áukram ulnas vi

didyutah (°tuh), 365
'war yalñena kalpatam (°te), 116 (p 67)
avast' carotid (°ta) iha (ayam, Mirth),

372 c
avast na mdro maghavan krnotu, 190
avast' nah parnamukhah pari kr¡matu

(°kham parilcrAmantu), 359
avast' no maghavA karotu, 190
avast, raye maruto dadhatana (da-

dhatu nah), 371 d
svam yat tavern tanvam airayata, 40
svam yonim apigachata (°tu), 371 d
imam cagne tanvam (tanuvam) pipra-

yaava (pipra°), 280
evattam sad dhavir Apo devih eva-

dantu, 329 (p 225)
sváttam cit sadevam havyam 'Apo

devih evadatamam, 329 (p 225)
evaduh pavate (pavatAm) ati varam

avyam, 152
evadhyo (svadhiyo) vidathe apsu ji-

lease (apex, aji°), 268
ova yat tana tanvam airayata, 40
evayam yat tanvam (tanuvAm) tanUm

airayata, 40
svñyudhah sotrbhih payate nett (°bhih

soma sa) ase), 295, 328
svaveBA na ¡gata, 257
wawa., anamiva bhava nah (°mivA

na edhi), 107, 154
evaha mr varunasya phis mucye,

104 g
evaha marudbhth (°bhyah) part4ra-

yaeva (°áriyasva), 87
evahA vate dham evAhA, part of man-

aspata imam etc , q a
evahA earn agnia tapes& gata (gatah),

2481

eviptak;d indraya devebhyo bhava
(gird devebhya mdra Avena havige
bhut evahA), 338

sent. agne abhi tat prn¡hi (°nihi,
tad gratin), 275
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evistim nas f tän (tam) krnavad
(krnotu) vi§vakarmä (vi°krnotu),152

eve loke vita (vita) iha, 118
hatam vrBcika te visa's, 246
hatas te atrmä krimil} (kr°), 248
hato (hatho) dream eatpati, 20, 329

(p 222)
hato me päpmä, 246
hato (hatho) vulva apa dviQah, 20, 329

(p 222)
hato (hatho) vrtrany drys (aprati), 20,

329 (p 222), 332 (p 232)
harsh san yomm fisadat (°dah), 328
harsamänäso dhrsitä Cata) marutvah,

86, 232
havante välasätaye, 2, 78, 318, 345

(p 251)
hayigmantal} eadam it tvä havämahe

(°manto namaaá vidhema te), 121
havya te evadantäm (evadam, evadan,

asvadan), 8, 79, 1041, 323
havya no aaya havisal} Arnotu (krnotu,

°Qaé ciketu, °yo}useta),180

haetacyutl (°tam) janayanta (°yata`
praAastam, 372 c

hmva (°vä) me Vita (Otani) hart-
vah, 261

hutahutaeya trpyatam (trmpatam),
195

huye nu éakram puruhCitam indram,
2, 5, 38, 78, 194

huvema (huveya) välasätaye, 2, 78,
318, 345 (p 251)

hrdä melba janaye (°ya) arum
agnaye, 44, 116, (p 70), 307

hrdärñtlyäd (°yann) abhidäsad agne,
250 (p 167)

hrdo aaty antaram ta} juloyat (tird
yuyota), 385

hots mandro ni Qasädä ya]lyän, 218
hots yakead aávinau (°nä) earaavatlm

mdram . . pibatu madantäifi vy-
antu ( . vyantu pibantu madantu
etc ), 58, 355

hvayami éakram puruhútam indram.
2, 5, 38, 78, 194
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